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Meiotic recombination-based genome shuffling of Saccharomyces 
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transcriptional expression profiling for improved tolerance to spent 
sulfite liquor 
Dominic Pinel Ph. D. 
Concordia University, June, 2013. 
Spent sulfite liquor (SSL) is a waste effluent from sulfite pulping that contains 
monomeric sugars that can be fermented to ethanol.  However, the inhibitory substances 
found in this complex feedstock adversely affect yeasts used for the fermentation of the 
sugars in SSL.  To overcome this limitation, evolutionary engineering of Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae was carried out using genome shuffling based on large-scale population 
recursive meiotic recombination. Populations of UV-induced yeast mutants more tolerant 
to hardwood spent sulfite liquor (HWSSL) were isolated and then recursively mated and 
enriched for more tolerant populations.  After five rounds of genome shuffling, three 
strains were isolated that were able to grow on undiluted HWSSL and support efficient 
ethanol production from the sugars therein for prolonged fermentation of HWSSL.  
Analyses showed that greater HWSSL tolerance is associated with improved viability in 
the presence of salt, sorbitol, peroxide, and acetic acid.  These results demonstrate that 
evolutionary engineering through genome shuffling will yield robust yeasts capable of 
fermenting the sugars present in HWSSL, which is a complex substrate containing 
multiple sources of inhibitors. The genome of R57, the most inhibitor-tolerant strain 
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generated in this study, was sequenced by massively parallel sequencing and twenty 
single nucleotide polymorphism mutations were located.  Many of these mutations affect 
genes that correlate with known stress responses to the types of inhibition found in 
lignocellulosic hydrolysates.  Cross-referencing the mutation findings with RNA-seq-
derived differential gene expression analysis of R57 yields genes and biological 
processes that are likely playing determinant roles in the HWSSL tolerance trait of R57.  
The strongest findings support important roles for the following mutation-bearing 
proteins and biological processes: stress response transcriptional repressor, Nrg1p; 
NADPH-dependent glutamate dehydrogenase, Gdh1p, and a modified nitrogen usage and 
assimilation physiology including alterations to aromatic amino acid synthesis pathways 
and the associated Aro1p; protein homeostasis machinery including heat-shock 70-family 
proteins, especially Ssa1p, and Ubp7p and Art5p, which are related to ubiquitin-mediated 
proteolysis.  Redox-associated metabolites NADPH, glutathione, mainly via GSH1 
mutation, and iron are also implicated.  Overall, these data provide important findings for 
understanding inhibition by multi-inhibitory lignocellulosic substrates; a meiotic 
recombination-mediated engineering strategy for generating inhibition-tolerant strains 
that may be unobtainable through classical evolutionary engineering; novel genetic 
targets for future rational biocatalyst design and inhibitor-tolerance studies; and a 
promising work-flow model for generating strains with desirable and complex phenotypic 
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1 Introduction  
1.1 Project goals, objectives and hypotheses 
1.1.1 Goal 1 
The first goal of this study (Chapter 2) is to generate a strain of Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae with enhanced tolerance to hardwood spent sulfite liquor, an inhibitor-rich 
biomass breakdown waste product, which contains sugars that can be fermented to 
ethanol.  Because of the presence of multiple sources of inhibition within hardwood spent 
sulfite liquor it is hypothesized that a robust strain engineering methodology will be 
needed.   
Therefore, the first objective of goal 1 is to develop and test a meiotic 
recombination-mediated genome shuffling methodology. The second objective of goal 1 
is to implement the genome shuffling strategy in order to generate populations and strains 
of S. cerevisiae with enhanced tolerance to spent sulfite liquor.  It is here hypothesized 
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that beneficial, tolerance-conferring mutations can be accumulated within a single strain.  
The third objective of goal 1 is to phenotypically characterize hardwood spent sulfite 
liquor-tolerant strains for growth and fermentation capabilities in hardwood spent sulfite 
liquor and investigate cross-tolerance to individual inhibitors.  It is here hypothesized that 
tolerance to hardwood spent sulfite liquor will lead to increased survival and fermentative 
capabilities during hardwood spent sulfite liquor fermentation.  It is further hypothesized 
that tolerance to the multi-inhibitory substrate will lead to cross-tolerance to single 
sources of inhibition generally found in lignocellulosic hydrolysates. 
1.1.2 Goal 2 
Once the evolved strains have been characterized phenotypically, the second goal 
of this study (Chapter 3) is to locate and describe the genetic changes that have taken 
place through genome shuffling for tolerance to spent sulfite liquor and to gain 
understanding of possible tolerance mechanisms to lignocellulosic substrates.  
  The objective of this portion of the study is to use massively parallel sequencing 
technology to sequence the genome of a highly-tolerant strain and locate variations that 
have been accumulated through genome shuffling.  It is here hypothesized that novel 
mutations and combinations of mutations related to stress tolerance will be discovered 
and genetic determinants in hardwood spent sulfite liquor tolerance will be pinpointed.   
1.1.3 Goal 3 
The third goal of this study (Chapter 4) is to describe the physiology behind hard 
wood spent sulfite liquor tolerance by measuring transcriptional expression responses.  
The first objective of goal 3 will be to use RNA-seq technology to measure 
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transcriptional expression differences between the wild type parental S. cerevisiae with a 
hardwood spent sulfite liquor-tolerant mutant obtained through genome shuffling.  The 
second objective of goal 3 is to measure the gene expression response of a tolerant 
mutant to hardwood spent sulfite liquor exposure.  It is hypothesized that integration of 
the results obtained from pursuing these goals will yield a better understanding of the 
genetic determinants and biological processes involved in tolerance to multi-inhibitory 
lignocellulosic substrates.  
1.2 Fermentation of lignocellulosic substrates to generate fuels or chemicals 
With energy security, the rising demand and price for oil and gas derived energy, 
and climate change becoming omnipresent issues in society, producing alternative 
cleaner energy has become an important goal for governments, industry and academia 
alike (1).  In this climate, opportunities exist for using lignocellulosic substrates as 
cleaner and renewable sources of sugars for fermentation to bio-derived products such as 
fuels and chemicals.   The proposed merits of bio-derived fuels and chemicals from 
lignocellulosic substrates include reducing atmospheric carbon output, diminishing 
reliance on imports, and adding value to existing agricultural and forestry industries.  
Conversely, current starch-based ethanol production processes, which use food crops as 
feedstock, raise concerns about detrimentally affecting food supplies, and have at best a 
marginal to neutral carbon footprint, while currently relying heavily on governmental 
subsidies for industry viability (2).  Using waste residues as fermentable sources of sugar 
alleviates some concerns that arise in existing starch-based biofuel production processes.  
For example, waste streams from the forestry industry exist as by-products of an existing 
process, and are therefore desirable as fermentation feedstocks to add value to active 
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industries and make full use of existing resources.  However, the viability of the 
lignocelluloses-to-ethanol process will require extensive optimization in order to fulfill 
the unrealized promises of this technology. 
One major barrier that exists in the fermentation of lignocellulose-derived sugars 
is that using plant biomass as a biofuel substrate is technically challenging due to its 
recalcitrant and variable nature.  Plant material is broken down into the three major 
constituents of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, composed of variable average 
amounts: 33-51% (w/w), 19-34%, and 21-32%, respectively (3, 4).  Lignocellulosic 
bioconversion seeks to access the sugars contained in these polymers for microbial 
fermentation to fuels and commodity chemicals, with the most developed processes 
leading to ethanol production.  Several pre-treatment practices have been developed like 
acid treatment, steam explosion and wet oxidation (5), with the aim of separating out 
lignin from hemicellulose, and at least partially disrupting the crystallinity of the 
cellulose.  When biomass is broken down through such treatments a variety of inhibitory 
compounds derived mainly from lignin or the breakdown products of polysaccharides are 
also released (6).  Inhibitors are generally separated into the groupings of furan aldehydes 
like 2-furaldehyde (furfural) and 5-hydroxymethyl-2-furaldehyde (HMF), organic acids 
like acetic, formic, and levulinic acids and phenolics like 4-hydroxybenzoic acid and 
vanillin (7).  Other stressors are found in lignocellulosic hydrolysates, such as sulfites, 
high-dissolved solids (osmotic pressure), wood extractives, lignosulfonates, nutrient 
limitations, heat, and fermentation product toxicity including ethanol (8).  The synergistic 
effects of multiple sources of inhibition has been demonstrated (6).  Furthermore, it is 
likely that not all sources of inhibition have been accounted for in biomass hydrolysates 
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(9).  All of these sources of stress combine to create a toxic environment for any 
microorganism that might be used for the bioconversion of the lignocelluloses-derived 
sugars.   
1.3 The effects of common sources of inhibition 
The inhibitory effects of the most common lignocellulosic hydrolysate inhibitors 
have been elucidated.  Furan aldehydes tend to diminish overall biological activity, affect 
enzymes of central metabolism like pyruvate and alcohol dehydrogenases, damage DNA, 
inhibit protein and nucleotide biosynthesis and induce cellular reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) accumulation (10-13).  ROS accumulation leads to cellular damage by oxidation 
of lipids, nucleic acids and protein (14).  Organic acids lead to intracellular anion 
accumulation as undissociated acids diffuse across the plasma membrane and dissociate 
due to higher intracellular pH, leading to decreased cytosolic pH (7).  Phenolic 
compounds are thought to diminish biological membrane integrity and destroy the 
electrochemical gradient across mitochondrial membranes (7, 15).  Hyperosmotic 
pressure leads to water efflux, increased cytosolic ion concentration (especially Na+), and 
cell shrinkage (16).  Additionally, these types of chemical stressors damage protein 
conformation and lead to protein unfolding and aggregation, yielding a high level of 
toxicity (17).  To circumvent costly detoxification of the substrate prior to fermentation, 
it is desirable to discover or develop effective fermentation biocatalysts that can survive 
and ferment lignocellulosic substrates despite their inhibitory effects (2, 18).  
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1.4 Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a lignocellulosic bioethanol biocatalyst 
S. cerevisiae possesses the traits desirable for a biocatalyst of the first generation 
of bioethanol.  It can remain productive under high sugar and ethanol concentrations, and 
is capable of a high-yielding, high-rate of fermentation, adding to its cost-effectiveness 
(19).  Furthermore, S. cerevisiae is able to grow under strict anaerobic conditions and at 
low pH, which is important for reducing microbial contamination (20); and unlike 
bacteria, it is not susceptible to phage infection. 
Though these traits are desirable for lignocellulosic biofuel biocatalysts as well, 
no one strain can yet fulfill all of the requirements to optimize bioethanol production 
from lignocellulose.  Comparisons between the pros and cons of contending biocatalysts 
have been well-reviewed (21-24).  The required level of ethanol production from 
lignocellulosics has been estimated at >90% of the theoretical yield (24).  S. cerevisiae 
has proven to be a robust industrial ethanol producer on hexose sugars (1).  However, to 
maintain a high level of ethanol production on lignocellulose-derived carbon sources will 
require the additional traits of robust tolerance to the fermentation inhibitors produced 
during the pre-treatment of lignocellulose, concurrent use of hexose and pentose sugars 
for fermentation under nutrient-limited conditions and, eventually, high levels of 
heterologous protein expression and secretion if enzymatic hydrolysis of the 
lignocelluloses feedstock is needed (23, 24).  These attributes will allow for consolidated 
bioprocessing (CBP) of lignocellulose, or fermenting lignocellulosic material with a 
single biocatalyst in a single fermenter, the projected most cost-effective industrial 
biomass-to-ethanol scenario (1).  A wide array of research has focused on addressing the 
shortcomings of S. cerevisiae in this regard, mainly individually (for recent reviews see 
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(7, 23, 25)).  Though strides have been made in the laboratory towards developing a 
strain of S. cerevisiae with broadened inhibitor tolerance, sugar substrate utilization, and 
protein production and secretion, often the approach has been rigorously narrow and 
reductive by necessity. The development of a final industrial strain with all of the desired 
properties may be far from fruition.  This limitation undoubtedly stems from the fact that 
each of the required phenotypic traits are multi-faceted problems, requiring an in-depth 
knowledge of the biocatalyst’s overall biology including metabolic functioning, cell 
structure and productivity of the molecule of interest.  Furthermore, by engineering non-
native traits, the microorganism’s biological systems could be perturbed in ways that are 
still poorly understood. 
1.5 Cellular response to fermentation inhibition 
1.5.1 Global stress responses 
Of the contending fermentation organisms for lignocellulose-derived biofuels, S. 
cerevisiae is the least sensitive to the types of stress or inhibitors found in lignocellulosic 
substrates (26), and it therefore may have an inherent advantage for achieving the higher 
levels of tolerance desired of an optimal biocatalyst.  To date, whole-cell analyses of S. 
cerevisiae stress responses and adaptation have primarily focused on single inhibitor 
molecules or source of stress in order to deconvolute complex data sets and link 
phenotypic behavior to specific genetic factors.  However, oftentimes even a single 
stressor or inhibitor will induce a global cellular response, yielding an overwhelming 
amount of data that does not lend itself easily to strain development.  This is due to the 
general differential regulation of a plethora of genes related to stress response in S. 
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cerevisiae.  A large-scale microarray study of the expression of most of the S. cerevisiae 
genes was carried out in response to 10 different stress conditions, many of which are 
encountered during fermentation of lignocellulosics including: temperature shocks, 
hydrogen peroxide, superoxides, oxidation or reduction agents, osmotic shocks, nitrogen 
source depletion, amino acid starvation and progression into stationary phase (27).  Here, 
it was found that a cluster of ~900 genes were typically differentially expressed and 
termed the environmental stress response (ESR).  The ESR consists of genes belonging to 
a wide-ranging set of cellular processes including growth, RNA metabolism, energy 
generation, defense against ROS, protein folding and secretion and DNA damage repair, 
among others.   
Similarly, another well-studied large-scale stress response is the high osmolarity 
glycerol (HOG) pathway, which is invoked under conditions of high osmotic stress and 
has been studied at the transcriptional level through induction by salt and sorbitol 
exposure (27).  The HOG pathway results in a cell-wide response that includes reduced 
efflux and increased synthesis of glycerol, cell wall and cytoskeletal rearrangements, 
induction of sodium pump-encoding genes, and transient repression of protein synthesis 
(28, 29).  The HOG pathway will be a contributing factor to stress responses in biomass 
hydrolysates due to their typically high dissolved solids content (30) and because higher 
ethanol titers rely on higher gravity fermentations (31).  The HOG pathway also contains 
genes that are regulated in response to high ethanol titers (32) or are counterparts of the 
general stress response (33).  
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Additional multi-genic responses may also be related to tolerance to 
lignocellulosic substrate inhibitors.  These include the pleiotropic drug response (PDR), 
which consists of a system of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) plasma membrane 
transporters that mediate the translocation of ions and a wide variety of toxic substrates 
across the membrane, regulate mitochondrial function and detoxify the vacuole (34).  
PDR genes have been linked to reducing acetic acid-associated acidity of the cytoplasm 
(35, 36) and furan aldehyde toxicity (reviewed in (37)).  Additionally, the recently 
defined Haa1p regulon mediates acetic acid tolerance and is governed by Haa1p 
transcription factor, along with other co-regulators, and diminishes the lipophilicity of 
acetic and propionic acids (38).  Another process of interest is unfolded protein toxicity-
resistance, which is mediated by protein folding chaperones, mainly classified as heat-
shock proteins (HSPs) (17), or by targeted degradation of damaged and misfolded 
proteins via the ubiquitin-directed proteasome pathway (39).    
Multi-genic stress responses make it difficult to pinpoint precise factors involved 
with specific inhibitors or stressors for rational strain development.  Also, because many 
genes display modified expression in a similar fashion to differing environmental 
perturbations (27), much of the differential regulation is a cellular all-purpose stress 
response tactic, not necessarily stream-lined to the needs of a robust lignocellulosic 
fermentation microorganism.  Although ESRs are contingent upon regulation of the same 
gene cluster, they do differ with variable expression of genes within that cluster, 
depending on the stressor applied, indicative of a tailored response to a given condition, 
within the broader ESR response (33).  For example, DNA damage elicits induction of a 
smaller subset of genes that are thought to aid in genome repair including MAG1, 
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encoding a 3-methyladenine DNA glycosylase (40), and MEC1, encoding a phospho-
inositol kinase-related protein (41), that are not involved in cellular responses to all 
stressors (42).  In this fashion, subsets of specific responses related to lignocellulosic 
fermentations are perhaps a starting point for engineering biocatalysts.  Furthermore, as 
global stress responses tend to evoke a transient, large-scale shift in transcription (42), 
focus on sustained stress responses under steady-state conditions, beyond the initial 
pulse-induced response, may lead to more specific targets for strain engineering.  Cross-
referencing multiple   ‘-omics’ examinations may play a major role in biocatalyst 
engineering, as, for example, total mRNA levels do not necessarily reflect protein 
abundance (43) and affected pathways may rely heavily on intracellular/substrate 
metabolite concentrations.  By applying multiple ‘-omics’ studies, subsets of genes 
involved in broad stress responses can perhaps be deconstructed into usable categories 
that pertain to specific single sources of biocatalyst inhibition. 
The regulators that control global stress responses might prove attractive targets 
for future strain development as well (44-46).  Microarrays have already proven useful in 
differentiating between transcription factors that are active during different types of 
environmental stress. For example, Msn2p and Msn4p are positive transcription factors 
that respond to heat shock, starvation, osmotic and oxidative stress (46) by activating 
promoters for multi-stress response genes like DDR2 (47).  While Msn2p/Msn4p activate 
many of the same genes as the Yap1p transcription factor, Yap1p is more specifically 
involved in the induction of the osmotic stress response (33).  Yap1p is part of the HOG 
pathway that also relies on Pbs2p (48) and is initiated by the mitogen activated protein 
kinase (MAPK) Hog1p, which in turn activates at least five transcription factors (49).  
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Msn2p/Msn4p have also been implicated in the response to cell wall damage in 
transcriptional studies (50-52), as part of the so-called compensatory mechanism to 
maintain cellular integrity, which also relies heavily on the Rlm1p transcription factor for 
the activation of compensatory genes (50, 51). As shown in the preceding examples, 
networks of transcription factors have been identified that may serve as specific control 
points for stress response manipulation.  It is also possible to locate upstream regulatory 
stress response elements (STREs) comprised of short nucleotide consensus sequences 
(44, 45) affected by these transcription factors, which can be used to pinpoint genes 
involved in a specific response due to nucleotide homology (53) or can be engineered as 
stress-inducible response elements for genes of interest (44).  
Since more than 100 inhibitors of ethanol fermentation have been identified from 
biomass hydrolysates (54), controlling the ESR through global regulators might be the 
only feasible approach to engineering the tolerance of S. cerevisiae to multiple inhibitors.  
Alper et al. demonstrated this potential by evolving ethanol tolerance in S. cerevisiae 
through mutation and selection of SPT15, a gene encoding a global transcription factor 
(55).  Screening of wild-type cells harboring a library of randomly mutated SPT15 was 
used to identify a strain with a 41 % increase in specific ethanol productivity (g/DCW 
h−1) over the parent strain, using 10 % glucose (w/v) as substrate.  This approach 
demonstrated the concept of engineering phenotypes through global transcriptional 
machinery manipulation and could potentially be used to evolve other multi-genic 
phenotypes such as (cross)tolerance to hydrolysate fermentation inhibitors. 
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1.5.2 Cellular response to specific lignocellulose hydrolysate inhibitors 
Despite the overall complexity of stress tolerance in yeast, headway has been 
made in identifying specific genetic factors that respond to a single stressor.  These 
studies can provide novel engineering targets or create understanding based on the 
mechanisms by which a mutant organism displays a desired trait. 
1.5.2.1 Furan aldehydes 
Furan aldehydes, like HMF and furfural are potent and abundant inhibitors found 
in lignocellulosic hydrolysates.  Documentation of changes to S. cerevisiae gene and 
protein expression in response to HMF and furfural are consequently relatively well 
represented in the literature (56-60).   Metabolic flux analysis of anaerobic and aerobic 
chemostat cultures of S. cerevisiae grown on glucose in the presence of furfural show that 
it is converted to furfuryl alcohol and furoic acid, respectively, and it has been surmised 
that prolonged fermentation of furfural-rich substrates relies on biocatalyst conversion of 
furfural to these less inhibitory compounds (61).  The presence of increasing furfural 
levels in anaerobic cultures actually led to a 12 % increase in specific ethanol production 
rate and a 9 % increase in ethanol yield (61), showing that glucose fermentation and 
furfural conversion are complementary traits under certain conditions.  Furthermore, it 
was also shown that anaerobic furfural conversion to produce furfuryl alcohol 
regenerated the NAD+ cofactor normally supplied, in part, by glycerol formation and led 
to a nearly stoichiometric decrease in flux to glycerol (61), which may negatively affect 
stress responses like the HOG pathway when multi-inhibitory lignocellulose-derived 
substrates are fermented.   
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Proteomics analyses have shown that furfural does induce the HOG pathway, but 
also leads to the up-regulation of more specific factors, like 18 protein chaperones 
involved in the unfolded-protein response (UPR) (58). Sulfur amino acid synthesis is 
strongly down-regulated on furfural exposure and is required for adaptation to furfural 
(58), therefore up-regulation of this pathway may be a target for strain engineering.  
Specific enzymes involved in detoxification of furan compounds were identified through 
transcriptome monitoring as well.  HMF is detoxified by yeast cells through reduction to 
furan-2,5-dimethanol (FDM) with the use of NAD(P)H cofactors.  DNA microarray 
analysis has identified 15 gene products that can reduce HMF to FDM (60).  ADH6, 
coding for an NADPH-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase, when up-regulated, provided 
greater in vivo HMF reduction potential (60).  Liu et al. provided additional evidence to 
support the role of NADPH-dependent dehydrogenase using a furan inhibitor-tolerant 
strain of S. cerevisiae (59). This strain displayed higher transcript levels of 16 genes, 5 
encoding enzymes with cofactor NAD(P)H regeneration activity (ZWF1, GND1, GND2, 
ALD4 and TDH1) and 5 encoding aldehyde reducing enzymes (ALD4, ALD6, ADH6, 
ADH7, and SFA1) that can act on HMF and furfural. 
Through a DNA microarray transcriptional study in the presence of furfural (56) it 
was observed that the mitochondria may play a major role in the effects resulting from 
exposure to furfural, as many mitochondria-related transcript levels were differentially 
expressed.  The affected genes included: MIS1 for tetrahydrofolate synthesis and redox 
balancing, PUS2 involved in mitochondrial tRNA modification, along with several genes 
involved in stress response and translational control.  As well, transcription of gene 
SPE2, which encodes S-adenosyl methionine decarboxylase for the synthesis of the 
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important polyamines (spermidine and spermine) and is required for many metabolic 
processes including usual cell growth and proliferation, was inhibited by furfural (62).  
Related to the HOG pathway, a glycerol biosynthesis pathway gene (RHR2) was also 
down-regulated in the presence of furfural, which corresponds to previous proteomics 
findings (57). Furthermore, ECM38, encoding a γ-glutamyl transpeptidase involved in the 
detoxification of electrophilic xenobiotics (63), was up-regulated, and three genes, SRX1, 
CTA1, and GRX5, involved in oxidative stress response were also up-regulated upon 
furfural exposure.  In terms of lipid content, there is strong lipidomic evidence that 
increased levels of unsaturated phospholipids lead to greater furfural tolerance, due to 
higher membrane fluidity (64).  Desirable engineering targets may therefore exist within 
lipid pathways in order to modify cell membrane constituents and achieve the optimal 
fluidity for the cell membrane under process conditions (64).  It is clear that furan 
aldehyde tolerance affects cellular function on multiple levels and therefore engineering 
of this trait will be a complex problem, which must be reconciled with tolerance traits to 
other lignocellulosic hydrolysate inhibitors. 
1.5.2.2 Acetic acid 
Derived mainly from lignin and hemicellulose deacetylation (54), acetic acid is 
also a major inhibitor to fermentation in biomass hydrolysates.  As with furans, acetic 
acid was also found to disrupt normal mitochondrial functioning, mainly by way of 
disrupting ribosomal mitochondrial expression, and resulted in down-regulation of 24 
mitochondrial genes, including ATP4 and PPA2, involved in energy generation (56).  
Because mitochondrial proteins are also involved in detoxification of acetic acid, for 
example, the acetyl-CoA hydrolase Ach1p (65), mitochondria localized proteins may 
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prove to be of special interest when engineering acetate tolerance.  This is especially the 
case if one considers that cellular ATP is required for proton ATPases or the weak-acid 
efflux pump, Pdr12p, responsible for reducing acetic acid associated acidity of the 
cytoplasm (35, 36).  Amino acid synthesis pathways were affected as well by the 
presence of high concentrations of acetic acid, of which the tryptophan biosynthetic 
pathway is of particular concern because its regulation is related to organic acid tolerance 
in S. cerevisiae (66, 67).  Cellular lipid content is altered in response to acetic acid as 
well.  It has been suggested that acetic acid-tolerant strains increase synthesis of more 
saturated phosphatidic acids as part of a signal event to impart tolerance. This change 
however, does not greatly affect the ratio of membrane lipid constituents (64).  Overall, 
organic acids like acetic acid are a major concern in microbial sensitivity to biomass-
derived substrates, due to their ability to affect intracellular pH, energy generation and 
membrane lipid constituents.   
1.5.2.3 Phenolics 
Phenol compounds, formed by the breakdown of lignin, also contribute to 
biocatalyst inhibition and can include compounds such as 4-hydroxybenzaldehyde, 4-
hydroxybenzoic acid, syringaldehyde, syringic acid, vanillin, dihydroconiferyl alcohol 
and coniferyl aldehydes (7).  Endo et al. discovered that a vanillin-tolerant strain of S. 
cerevisiae had relatively high levels of ergosterol content, which was concomitant with 
transcriptional up-regulation of five ergosterol biosynthesis genes, ERG28, HMG1, 
MCR1, ERG5, and ERG7 (68).  Ergosterol is an important component of yeast cellular 
membranes and increasing ergosterol content decreases membrane fluidity, which is 
believed to counterbalance the effect of fluidizing compounds like vanillin.  A phenol-
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tolerant strain was also shown to contain a higher ratio of longer versus shorter chain 
cellular phosphatidylinositol content, which is influenced by the cytidine diphosphate-
diacylglycerol pathway that could potentially be engineered to up-regulate longer chain 
content (64).  However, known stress response proteins could also play a major role in 
phenolic-compound tolerance.  Exposure to coniferyl aldehyde, a common phenolic 
fermentation inhibitor, has been linked to up-regulation of the Yap1p transcription factor 
(discussed above as related to osmotic stress tolerance), along with Atr1p and Flr1p, 
which belong to the plasma membrane drug:H+ antiporter superfamily and are Yap1p-
inducible (69).  While 11 and 7 genes were up-regulated at least 10-fold after 1 and 2 
hours exposure to coniferyl aldehyde, respectively, deletion of YAP1, ATR1, and FLR1 
were the only modifications that led to coniferyl aldehyde sensitivity; deletion of YAP1 
conferred the most sensitivity, again outlining the important role of transcription factors 
in stress tolerance, and suggesting that osmotic stress and phenol tolerance could be 
controlled by transcription factor manipulation. 
1.5.2.4 Osmotic stress 
Cellular response to osmotic stress relies on the global HOG pathway, affecting 
hundreds of genes simultaneously (27).  DNA microarray studies have started to 
elucidate the most highly differentially expressed genes in that pathway.  Because global 
regulators of multi-genic stress response pathways can have widespread and pleiotropic 
effects (27), manipulation of these regulators may not be the most efficient means to 
attain a desired phenotype.  For example, so-called translation-deactivated osmosense 
genes, that is, genes with products that are up-regulated at the transcriptional level, but 
down-regulated at the translational level, show that an entire stress response pathway is 
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not always needed for every stress condition and cells will counter-directionally regulate 
over-expressed genes to conform to what is needed at the protein level for an osmotic 
stress response.  Therefore, manipulating individual genes of interest may make it 
possible to develop a strain tailored to a stressful environment like high osmolarity, 
mitigating to some extent the need for global compensatory mechanisms (70).  For 
instance, microarray analysis has shown that the genes GPD1 and RHR2 for glycerol 
metabolism and TPS1, TPS2, TPS3, ATH1 and NTH1 for trehalose metabolism were 
highly up-regulated after exposure to high osmotic stress (71).  Through comparative 
metabolomic analysis it was found that cellular glycerol content regulation was an 
important element for biocatalysts under industrial conditions, which corroborates the 
above observation (72).  Therefore, up-regulation of single genes, such as those involved 
in glycerol metabolism may alleviate the burden of an energetically expensive global 
response to osmotic stress. The osmotic stress response is a good example of why 
researchers must be wary, however, of relying heavily on transcript profiles alone for 
strain engineering, as it has been demonstrated that increased transcript recruitment to 
ribosomes is a major source of translational regulation that is not reflected in transcript 
levels, in terms of HOG pathway control (70).  As it stands, the HOG pathway and its 
constituents are the primary targets of interest for engineering osmotic pressure tolerance 
and the non-specific nature of this response suggests it is a pathway of interest for cross-
tolerance to multiple sources of inhibition.  
1.5.2.5 Ethanol tolerance and fermentation adaptation 
While S. cerevisiae is relatively tolerant to ethanol, it is still sensitive to its 
effects.  Ethanol can freely diffuse through cellular membranes, which results in inhibited 
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cell growth and viability (42, 73, 74).  S. cerevisiae’s tolerance to ethanol has been 
studied at both the transcriptome and proteome levels (75-80).  As with most stress 
responses, the cellular programming involved is highly complex, and correlates to cell 
size and cell cycle (76).  In one study, not only was an expected global cellular stress 
response induced by ethanol stress, but up-regulation of tryptophan biosynthesis also led 
to increased ethanol tolerance, which was verified through inverse engineering (80).  This 
finding correlates well, as mentioned above, with acetic acid tolerance (56).  It was also 
shown through qRT-PCR that ethanol stress response is governed mainly by way of the 
transcription factors Msn4p/Msn2p, Yap1p, Hsf1p and Pdr1p/Pdr3p and many of the 
genes responding to ethanol stress contain binding motifs for these factors (81).  The 
downstream effects of these factors include up-regulation of the glycogen and trehalose 
synthesis pathways, which is reconcilable with overcoming a high osmotic pressure 
challenge.  A strong up-regulation of heat-shock proteins also serves to ensure proper 
protein folding during ethanol stress and could lead to cross-tolerance to multiple 
stressors. 
Comparative analyses of genome sequences from robust industrial and laboratory 
strains of S. cerevisiae have yielded valuable insight into the genetic determinants of 
ethanol tolerance.  For example, changes in gene copy number may have a beneficial 
effect on the industrially robust phenotype with respect to transmembrane transport and 
sugar and alcohol metabolism (82).  More specific results were obtained using Illumina 
and 454 sequencing to compare an industrial bioethanol strain to the laboratory strain 
288c.  It was found that strain 288c bears a non-functional HAP1 transcription factor 
coding gene (83), present in industrial strains, that is important for controlling 
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fermentation-associated genes (84) and ergosterol biosynthesis (85).  Increased 
membrane ergosterol content, as outlined in the phenolics section above, typically 
decreases membrane fluidity (86) that is caused by exposure to ethanol (87).  Ethanol-
tolerant strains have high oleic acid (18:1) content, which also decreases membrane 
fluidity, further signifying that modifications in fatty acid synthesis may be important to 
stress tolerance (88).   
Though the understanding of what makes a robust industrial strain is still 
fragmented, studies like those mentioned above already offer important targets for 
lignocellulosic-inhibitor tolerant strain development.  However, many of these targets 
will require further testing to determine their importance towards conferring a tolerant 
phenotype or cross-tolerance to multiple inhibitors.   
1.6 Spent sulfite liquor as an existing industrial inhibitory lignocellulosic substrate 
Waste residues like effluents from the pulp and paper industry represent abundant, 
low-cost feedstocks for fermentation to renewable fuels such as ethanol, as they are rich 
in the carbohydrates that are the breakdown products of lignocellulose.  However, 
pulping of lignocellulose also results in a number of the sources of fermentation 
inhibition discussed above being present in the wastewater (54, 89).  Spent sulfite liquor 
(SSL), the effluent from pulp mills that utilize the acid sulfite process to obtain high-
grade cellulose pulp, is used to produce ethanol and reduce the biological oxygen demand 
upon its disposal (8, 90). However, along with the fermentable sugars SSL contains, it 
can also prove highly inhibitory. While most lignocellulosic hydrolysates share common 
inhibitors, the distinct composition of SSL is likely to have a unique effect on SSL-
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fermentation biocatalysts.  The current study is based on yeast tolerance to SSL derived 
from the ammonium salt-based sulfite pulping process of hardwood.  Hardwood SSL 
(HWSSL) contains sugars, lignosulfonates, the aforementioned inhibitors, residual 
pulping chemicals, ammonia, sulfite (91) and can contain heavy metal ions (iron, 
chromium, nickel and copper) that originate from the corrosion of pulping and bleaching 
equipment (92, 93).  Some of the major constituents are approximated at the following 
levels (% w/v):  1.45 % hexose sugars, 1.7 % pentose sugars, 0.5 % furfural, 0.9 % acetic 
acid, 0.5-0.7 % sulfate, 1 % ammonia and 17 % lignosulfonate (94).  However, the 
composition of SSL is highly variable depending on the type of wood being pulped (95).   
Softwood SSL (SWSSL) is a less problematic substrate due to higher hexose levels and 
lesser inhibition, while HWSSL contains more inhibitors and has lower concentrations of 
hexoses (96).  Saccharomyces cerevisiae displays relatively high inhibitor tolerance and 
ethanol productivity on SSL and has been suggested as a suitable biocatalyst for SSL 
fermentation (26). However, more tolerant, efficient, fermentative strains are still 
required to make SSL fermentation a more viable process.  A common practice in 
industrial plants that ferment SSL is to use cell recycle batch fermentation (CRBF) (96), 
which may adversely affect the viability of the yeast culture due to prolonged exposure to 
the inhibitors.  Cell recycling leads to alternating exposure to HWSSL and SWSSL 
because SSL ethanol plants rely on the wood being processed.  Sometimes, recycling in 
HWSSL leads to cell death or at least cultures that exhibit considerably reduced ethanol 
productivity on HWSSL and SWSSL (96).  Therefore, yeast strains that are tolerant to 
HWSSL will maintain ethanol fermentation and reduce the need for population revival or 
replacement.  Because detoxification of HWSSL prior to fermentation is not an 
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economically viable option, yeast strains fermenting HWSSL must not only display 
tolerance to simultaneous sources of inhibition, but must achieve this tolerance and 
maintain productivity under specific and restricted nutritional inputs. 
1.7 Genome shuffling as a means to generate microbial strains displaying complex 
traits 
Due to the complex nature of the inhibition in HWSSL, and the multiple cellular 
processes and genes likely involved in tolerance to the variety of inhibition sources 
present, rational microbial engineering of a strain to address these factors is presently 
implausible (60, 97).  A handful of genetic targets that would make rational strain 
manipulation through classical molecular biology techniques plausible, like gene knock-
outs or up-regulation, are difficult to pinpoint, and the desired traits may not be possible 
without addressing large-scale multi-genic cellular responses.   Furthermore, using 
classical random mutation for strain development makes it difficult to affect a large 
number of mutations in a short amount of time, based on the sequential nature of 
mutational addition inherent in classical strain improvement schemata (98) (Fig. 1-1).  
Given the apparent complexity of developing lignocellulose-inhibitor tolerant traits, and 
the fact that the precise genetic factors involved in tolerance are largely unknown, 
genome shuffling (GS) is an attractive technology for developing strains that can ferment 
lignocellulosic substrates effectively.   
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GS is an evolutionary engineering technology for recursive whole genome 
recombination to accelerate the accumulation of multiple useful mutations into one 
genome, or provide the ability to cross out deleterious mutations, to dramatically decrease 
the time and effort required for the engineering of complex phenotypic traits (99).  This 
technology has been used successfully to shuffle the genomes of bacteria and eukaryotes 
for other specific traits such as improved antibiotic production (98), tolerance and 
degradation of pentachlorophenol (100), and tolerance to low pH (99, 101), high 
Figure 1-1.  Schematic representation of classical strain improvement 
(CSI) vs protoplast fusion-mediated genome shuffling (GS).  CSI follows a 
sequential process of mutation and selection of single strains, while GS 
utilizes recursive genomic recombination to accumulate mutations. 
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temperatures or ethanol (102, 103). 
GS has been predominantly employed through protoplast fusion, which requires 
the creation of mutant parental populations followed by protoplast generation, mutant 
population protoplast fusion and regeneration of the cell wall (98, 99, 104).  Protoplast 
fusion-mediated GS has been attempted using S. cerevisiae. Shi et al. have reported 
protoplast fusion-based GS with S. cerevisiae in order to engineer the trait of enhanced 
ethanol and thermotolerance (103).  In this study, a haploid S. cerevisiae population was 
made into a population of protoplasts by enzymatic digestion of the cell wall.  Protoplast 
fusions were enacted by exposure to polyethylene glycol and fused protoplasts were 
regenerated on rich medium containing inhibitory levels of ethanol.  This study reports 
protoplast preparation and regeneration rates of 100% and 75%, respectively, but does 
not address the level of protoplast fusion attained.  Assuming fusion rates are high, 
protoplast fusions with fungi appears to be a strong option for GS, but will rely on the 
particular recombination attributes of the strain to be engineered.  However, one 
unknown to protoplast fusion-based GS is the effect that the process of reiterative 
protoplast fusion and cellular regeneration may have on the stability of the final strain.  
Shi et al. report DNA levels at 5.089, 5.144, 6.289 and 7.477 mg/g of cells for the UV 
mutant population and rounds one, two and three of GS respectively (103).  It is clear that 
the DNA content of strains resulting from protoplast fusion increases as GS is carried out.  
In the end, it is yet to be determined if such an increase will affect strain stability, though 
after 50 generations the thermotolerant phenotype was preserved in the strains obtained 
through this study.  As a control, classical strain improvement was carried out alongside 
the GS for increased thermotolerance experiment.  It was found that only slight 
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improvements to thermotolerance could be obtained by reiterative UV mutation and 
selection, again demonstrating the power of GS. 
While GS has been predominantly employed through protoplast fusion (98, 99, 
104), S. cerevisiae has a natural sexual cycle and therefore parasexual mating through 
protoplast fusion is not required (104).  A recent study has shown GS of S. cerevisiae 
through recursive mating is possible (104), which can circumvent the low efficiency of 
protoplast fusion that can be encountered with protoplast fusion-based GS (105).  The 
study by Hou showed that increased ethanol tolerance through recombination with the S. 
cerevisiae mating cycle, using a small population of starting mutants for each crossing, is 
suitable for evolutionary engineering for tolerance to a single source of inhibition (102).  
A similar study has recently produced Scheffersomyces stipitis strains that exhibited 
improved tolerance to HWSSL (106).  While S. stipitis has pentose fermentation 
capabilities, its ability to tolerate and produce ethanol from undiluted HWSSL remains to 
be realized (106).  However, that study supports the rationale behind the current study, 
that meiotic recombination-mediated GS could be used to evolve to tolerance to HWSSL.  
Differences between the S. stipitis HWSSL tolerance study and the following study will 
be discussed in more depth in Chapter 2.  
1.8 Massively parallel DNA sequencing as a means to track random genomic 
changes 
Reverse engineering of yeast strains based on non-targeted approaches of strain 
engineering, such as classical strain mutagenesis, evolutionary and GS-based strain 
engineering, can suffer from the inability to pinpoint the mutations that are responsible 
for a trait of interest.  However, the rapidly evolving massively parallel sequencing 
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(MPS) technology has made it possible to efficiently track and identify genomic variation 
that has been exacted through non-targeted strain engineering approaches.  Essentially, 
short DNA sequence reads can be aligned rapidly to a known genome sequence of high 
homology, which allows for an unparalleled depth of coverage that can make variation 
detectable at levels of ~100 % accuracy (107).   This technology has already been used 
successfully to discover variation between yeast strains, like S. stipitis strains that differ 
in xylose metabolism abilities (107).  Furthermore, MPS has been used in a limited 
number of cases to discover mutations involved in S. cerevisiae strains subjected to non-
targeted evolution in a reverse engineering context (108-111).  This subject will be 
explored more fully in Chapter 3. 
1.8.1 MPS technology and detecting genome variations 
MPS involves the digestion of genomic DNA into small fragments and the 
sequencing of millions of short segment DNA sequence reads in parallel (112, 113).  
These DNA sequence reads can be aligned upon a scaffold genome, or, if the reads are of 
sufficient length, can be used for de novo assembly of a genome, or large contiguous 
segments of a genome, and used for comparison between genetic backgrounds (113).  
The predominant, contending MPS technologies currently used in the scientific 
community all have attributes and shortfalls specific to the technology that make them 
desirable for use in differing applications.  For example, of the three most mature and 
utilized MPS technologies, 454 sequencing generates a lower volume of reads, but the 
length of the reads are more amenable to de novo assembly; the SOLiD system generates 
high accuracy reads and high volume; while Illumina technology now generates 
relatively long reads, accompanied by a high-throughput and volume of data production, 
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allowing for adequate genome coverage depth for variant calling and making it arguably 
the most successful MPS technology thus far (114).   
Variation between genomic DNA samples from different microbial strains can be 
discovered through MPS.  By aligning DNA reads against a reference genome, variations 
such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), insertions or deletions (indels) (113), or 
copy number variation (CNV) of segments of the genome (115) can be accessed to 
varying degrees of accuracy, depending on the sequencing technology employed and the 
depth of coverage (i.e. how many specific read bases can be aligned to a particular base 
position on the genome comparison scaffold).  Once sequence data has been generated it 
must be processed and analyzed in order to elucidate existing variations within those 
data.  Indeed, the major bottleneck to sequencing projects is currently not the sample 
generation and sequencing step, but the sophisticated computational analysis and 
interpretation of that data (116).  Processing and analysis of MPS genome sequence data 
for variation can be broken down into 5 steps: quality assessment, alignment, variant 
identification, variant annotation and visualization (117).  The most common raw read 
format FASTQ, which can be output or converted from existing MPS platforms, is a text-
based DNA sequence read that carries associated quality scores derived from sequencing 
(117).  Quality scores are a statistical measurement of the uncertainty associated with 
each base called in a DNA sequence read, typically reported using a phred scaling (113).  
These raw reads are subjected to quality assessment and manipulated to remove poor 
quality reads and sequence artifacts like base calling errors and adaptor contamination 
from the sequencing reaction by trimming, correcting or removing reads altogether from 
the higher-quality, alignable dataset (118).  Alignment consists of matching these 
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sequence reads to a known genome using a hash data table or Burrows-Wheeler 
transform-based bioinformatics software program, like MAQ (119) or Bowtie (120), 
respectively.  As part of the alignment process, the user must input a set of parameters by 
which a given read may be mapped to the genome, allowing for a small degree of 
variation between the backbone genome sequence and the aligning reads in order for 
variation discovery to take place. The most common mapping format output is the 
SAM/BAM (sequence alignment map/Binary SAM) format, which can be used as input 
by a variety of variation calling software. Variation identification calling is based on 
differences discovered between the aligned DNA reads and a known genome sequence, 
which requires adequate depth of coverage for reliable variation calling and relies on the 
quality scores of reads aligned at particular positions.  SNP and indel calling are the most 
well established uses of MPS for variation discovery and generally require 20 to 40-fold 
coverage depth for accurate SNP calling (107, 113).  However, heterozygous sequences 
may require higher coverage depth to discriminate between false positive variation calls 
arising from sequencing errors and a required lower threshold parameter for variation 
calling, given the need to account for a mixed population of alleles in the sequenced 
population.  For example, a diploid heterozygous mutant would be expected to yield 
roughly 50 % of sequence reads that contain one of two accurate base calls per position 
and therefore the threshold for variation calling would be below 50 % of total reads 
yielding a particular base call.  Typically, important parameters like required coverage 
depth and quality score of called variants and their surrounding bases can be manipulated 
using variant calling software.  Variant calling software includes, for example, MAQ 
(119), CRISP (121), Dindel (122), SAMtools (123) and GATK (124).  Such software 
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typically generate outputs in variant call format (VCF) (117), which includes the genomic 
position showing variant base calls, the bases of reads aligned at that position and the 
associated quality of those calls.  CNV and structural variation are more difficult to 
identify because predictive algorithms often rely on divergence from a normal 
distribution of read depth mapping across the genome, which can be confounded by 
experimental biases like GC-rich/poor or repetitive regions receiving inordinate depth of 
coverage during mapping (125).  However, programs like CNV-seq (126), which attempt 
to discover larger genomic changes based on depth of coverage changes between two 
different samples, have been used successfully to discover CNV in yeast (127). Once the 
variations have been compiled, they must be annotated to discover the nature of the 
mutation, which can include determining its location (intergenic, in an open-reading 
frame (ORF)), its potential effect at the protein level, or functions and associations of 
affected genes.  Annotation can be done manually on a small scale, but as the use of MPS 
data becomes more common-place, computational methods are emerging to automate this 
process (128).  Both methods make use of public databases and gene annotations in order 
to predict phenotypic linkage to the variation discovered within a given genome.  Finally, 
once high quality variations of interest have been discovered, visualization tools can be 
used to attempt to effectively validate mutations.  Visualization tools can be in the form 
of genome browsers or genome comparison software like Jbrowse (129), Apollo (130), or 
UCSD Genome Browser (131), which allow for variations to be viewed along with the 
DNA reads associated to a particular position (117).   In this way, variation calls that are 
supported by reads that are mapped without many mismatches and by a large depth of 
read coverage can be preserved as reliable calls, whereas variation calls that are only 
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backed by a small fraction of reliable reads should be discarded.  As the predictive 
reliability of variant calling software progresses, the need for the time-consuming process 
of manual curation by variant viewing should diminish, but as a verification process it is 
effective (117). 
1.8.2 Bioinformatics resources for analyzing MPS genome sequence reads 
Processing and variant-calling software for MPS-generated data is evolving at a 
rapid pace in order to make full use of the data as the technology platforms evolve.  
However, a consensus as to the proper set of bioinformatics tools that should be used for 
sequence analysis has not been accepted.  Established, popular and emerging examples of 
currently available open source software along with their particularities have been 
recently described in comprehensive detail (117) and number in the hundreds.  A few of 
the popular open-source choices for each step of mapping and variant calling with MPS 
genome sequence data are given above in their appropriate sections.  Integrated 
bioinformatics workflow and pipeline resources are also emerging that allow a user to 
perform various analyses such as mapping, variation calling, annotation and visualization 
including Hugeseq (132), SIMPLEX (133), TREAT (134), and Galaxy (135). Similarly, 
commercial software packages are available such as CLC Genomics Workbench 
(www.clcbio.com), DNAnexus (dnanexus.com), Ingenuity Pathways Analysis 
(www.ingenuity.com), Partek Genomics Suite (www.partek.com) or SNP and Variation 
Suite (www.goldenhelix.com) that allow for integrated processing of genome sequencing 
and variant calling workflows.  Although the wide array of bioinformatics software 
available is another non-trivial aspect of processing MPS-generated data, hopefully the 
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extensive current research into software analysis will translate into robust and accessible 
tools for biologists in the future.   
1.9 RNA-seq transcriptomics as an MPS-based tool for gene expression analysis 
While whole-genome sequencing approaches can discover the genomic variations 
associated with a trait of interest, they still cannot entirely explain the physiology behind 
that trait, especially if the effect of the mutations discovered are difficult to predict due to 
factors like location in an ambiguous, intergenic region or within a gene of unknown 
function.  In order to understand an organism’s response to environmental perturbations, 
measuring changes to gene expression can be particularly useful.  Gene expression can be 
monitored by measuring changes in mRNA levels with response to stimuli or genetic 
changes.  Several methods have been devised to profile mRNA transcript levels such as 
serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE), reverse transcription-polymerase chain 
reaction (RT-PCR), DNA chips or microarrays (136), and more recently, RNA-seq (137).  
Known as transcriptomics, these approaches are perhaps the ‘-omics’ tools that have 
generated the most abundant information for understanding the S. cerevisiae system.  
Most of the existing transcriptomics data that exist for S. cerevisiae are based on data 
from experiments using microarrays, which continue to be a cost and labour effective 
means to assess transcription responses. DNA microarrays are a well-established 
technology for measuring changes in mRNA levels as they relate to different stress or 
growth conditions, and chemical inhibition or toxicity (138).  As mentioned above, DNA 
microarrays have been used to understand the response of S. cerevisiae to stressors found 
in lignocellulosic substrates including oxidative stress and osmotic shock (27), furan 
aldehydes (59, 60) and acetic acid (139) and, in some instances, to generate reverse 
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engineering targets for improving tolerance based on that understanding (59).  Though 
microarray experiments have proven productive, some shortcomings include the required 
foreknowledge and reliable annotation of expressed genes within the queried organism as 
well as the semi-quantitative nature of transcript levels, which are assessed based on 
comparative signals and not absolute mRNA levels.  Furthermore, there is a limited 
detection range due to high background cross-hybridization levels and signal saturation 
(140).  RNA-seq technology is emerging as a viable alternative to the above gene 
expression monitoring methods and as the technology matures it promises to replace 
microarrays as the method of choice for transcriptome analysis.   
RNA-seq makes use of the same MPS technology described above.  This method 
involves converting an RNA or mRNA sample to cDNA fragments, which are then 
sequenced according to the sequencing platform selected.  RNA-seq data is analyzed in a 
similar fashion to MPS genome sequence data.  Reads must be processed for quality, 
aligned to a known genome or transcriptome sequence file, and then reads mapping to a 
particular gene must be quantified and compared for differential expression analysis 
(141-144).  RNA-seq has the advantage of allowing for assembly of transcripts de novo, 
especially when a larger read-yielding sequencing platform is employed (145), giving 
simultaneous transcriptional structure and gene expression level.    
As with MPS technology, a variety of software tools are becoming available to 
carry out these steps.  Read mappers can include Bowtie (146), BWA (147) and TopHat 
(148).  Mapping output generally is followed by transcriptome reconstruction using 
software like Cufflinks (149) and Velvet (150) and expression quantification with 
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software like Cuffdiff (149) and Myrna (151).  Analysis tools with integrated pipelines 
supporting these steps include Galaxy (135) and CLC Genomics Workbench.  
RNA-seq transcript levels are quantified from the number of reads aligned to a 
specific gene (137, 144) and gene expression estimation requires normalization of read 
counts to account for gene length and the number of reads obtained per sequencing 
sample (152).  In single-end reads these variables are accounted for by using the reads per 
kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (RPKM) metric (144).  While the 
dynamic range of detectable differential transcript level for expression arrays or tiling 
arrays requires at least two orders of magnitude of variation between compared samples, 
RNA-seq has sensitivity limited only by expression levels or sequencing depth (137).   
However, because of the youth and relatively high cost of RNA-seq, differential 
expression between samples is generally not built upon empirical estimations of 
variability by extensive biological replicates at high sequence depth, but analysis tools 
that attempt to model biological variability and assign significance to count variance 
(152-155).  In actuality, parameters such as accepted differential gene expression 
thresholds and significance values must be varied according to the data set and the 
purpose of the experiment (141).  Differences between technical RNA-seq replicates for 
differential expression using the Illumina platform have been demonstrated to have high 
reproducibility with significant variation between technical replicates being approximated 
at only ∼0.5% of genes and to yield accurate differential expression calls, as verified by 
microarray (152).  The study by Marioni et al. that demonstrated these results tested 
samples with 8.4-14.7 million reads per sequencing reaction (152).  A similar finding by 
Nookaew et al. demonstrated a high level of agreement between RNA-seq biological 
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replicates (correlation ≥0.99) and a high level of consistency between RNA-seq and 
microarray expression analysis (correlation ≥0.91), using an average of 5.97 ± 1.2 million 
of 100 bp paired-end reads per sample for comparison (156).  Although the technical 
aspects of what constitutes a reliable RNA-seq experiment are still being established, the 
technology can be used effectively to draw biological conclusions.  
Once a differentially expressed data set has been established, it can be mined to 
ascertain affected biological processes of interest.  In order to make sense of the data 
derived from differential expression analysis, a widely-used practice is to analyse the 
dataset for gene category over-representation (157).  Such analysis is performed by 
grouping genes into categories based on common biological properties and testing for 
category over-representation within a set of differentially expressed genes.  Gene 
ontology (GO) categories are used in this respect to assign known biological functions to 
genes using tools such as EasyGO (158), GOminer (159), GSEA (160), and DAVID 
(161) (see (161) for a comprehensive list).  It has been shown that enrichment clustering 
by GO categories using RNA-seq can suffer from biases such as over-representation of 
categories containing longer genes due to the likelihood of significant differential 
expression identification from genes with more representative reads (157). Despite these 
concerns, it has been demonstrated in yeast that RNA-seq differential expression findings 
and GO category over-representation analyses largely agree with microarray data, and 
across biological and technical replicates (156).  As RNA-seq technology grows with 
MPS technology, it is situated to become a valuable resource and may become a mainstay 
in reverse engineering workflows in order to narrow down or discover new genes and 
processes associated with a trait of interest.  
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1.10 Conclusions  
One of the tenets of synthetic biology is to break down a cell into discreet parts of 
known function that can then be appropriated for rational biological design.  However, 
when faced with a complex biological problem, such as tolerance to lignocellulosic 
substrate inhibition, the steps to take and parts to assemble to rationally design a suitable 
biocatalyst to ferment these substrates is not known.  Strain development technologies 
like meiotic recombination-mediated GS of S. cerevisiae may allow for the efficient and 
effective evolution of S. cerevisiae to evolve complex traits of interest.  In order to track 
changes to an evolved strain, to gain insight into the types of mutations accumulated 
through GS and to probe the physiology of tolerance to industrial lignocellulosic 
substrates like HWSSL, MPS technology is emerging as an invaluable tool.  Through 
genome sequencing and RNA-seq technologies, it is possible to discover mutations 
caused by non-targeted strain evolution, novel avenues of research or to generate reverse 
engineering targets to inform future strain engineering studies.  The following research 
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2.1 Introduction 
The aim of the first portion of this study was to generate a strain of S. cerevisiae 
by evolutionary engineering for improved tolerance to the inhibitory conditions that 
accompany HWSSL fermentation.  HWSSL was chosen for tolerance evolution because 
it is the least nutritious, most inhibitor-rich form of SSL and may therefore lead to more 
robust final strains.  Because tolerance to lignocellulosic hydrolysate inhibitors, like those 
found in HWSSL, might be achieved by a variety of means, many genetic factors need to 
be addressed simultaneously to overcome inhibition (60, 97), which requires a robust 
strain improvement methodology.  Therefore, a meiotic recombination-mediated genome 
shuffling method was developed to generate biocatalysts with increased HWSSL 
tolerance. 
In order to test the methodology, pools of strains that are auxotrophic for differing 
markers were reiteratively mated, population-wise and assessed for loss of auxotrophy.  
The optimized meiotic recombination-mediated GS methodology was then used to evolve 
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increased HWSSL tolerance.  Strains that showed the highest level of increased HWSSL 
tolerance were analyzed for growth and fermentation characteristics, as well as increased 
tolerance to single inhibitors commonly found in HWSSL. This study is the first instance 
described of sexual recombination GS of S. cerevisiae to evolve a phenotype tolerant of a 
lignocellulosic substrate with multiple sources of inhibition, which may be difficult to 
obtain through classical strain development techniques.  This chapter presents a new 
strain of S. cerevisiae that is tolerant of prolonged exposure to undiluted HWSSL and can 
maintain ethanol production, concomitant with increased tolerance to salt, acetic acid, 
and peroxide. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Yeast strains and general maintenance 
The S. cerevisiae CEN.PK strain set supplied by EUROSCARF was used for all 
experiments (162).  Specific CEN.PK strains used for each experiment are listed in the 
appropriate section below.  The S. cerevisiae strains of dry white wine yeast and 
Thermosacc were used for industrial strain comparisons and were kindly provided by 
Tembec Inc. and Lallemand, respectively.  Yeast strains were grown in yeast peptone 
dextrose medium (YPD, 1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2% glucose, w/v), or minimal 
synthetic defined, SD, medium (0.67% yeast nitrogen base without amino acids (YNB), 
2% glucose, w/v) and supplemented with the following nutrients, where required, for 
growth (% w/v):!uracil- 0.002, L-tryptophan- 0.002, L-histidine- 0.002 and L-leucine- 
0.006.  Solid medium were prepared by adding 2% (w/v) agar to the liquid medium 
above.  For long-term storage, strains were grown on YPD, combined with glycerol 15% 
(v/v) and stored at -80 °C. 
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2.2.2 Genome shuffling assessment with triple auxotrophic haploid S. cerevisiae 
strains 
A meiotic recombination-based GS method was developed that consisted of 
mating mutant haploid populations to produce a diploid generation, presporulation and 
sporulation of diploids, followed by spore separation, and finally regeneration and 
germination of haploids for the next round of reiterative mating (Fig. 2-1).  To test the 
ability to combine mutations into one strain via meiotic recombination-based GS, 8 
triauxotrophic CEN.PK-derived S. cerevisiae strains of each mating type were used as 
parental strains, which require supplementation with 3 of the following 4 nutrients for 
growth: uracil, tryptophan, histidine, and/or leucine.  They included 4 MATa strains: 113-
1C (MATa, ura3-52, his3-11, LEU2, trp1-289, MAL2-8c, SUC2), 102-5B (MATa, ura3-
52, his3-11, leu2-3/112, TRP1, MAL2-8c, SUC2), 113-6B (MATa, ura3-52, HIS3, leu2-
3/112, trp1-289, MAL2-8c, SUC2), 113-5A (MATa, URA3, his3-11, leu2-3/112, trp1-
289, MAL2-8c, SUC2); and 4 MATα strains: 110-4C (MATα, ura3-52, his3-11, LEU2, 
trp1-289, MAL2-8c, SUC2), 111-61A (MATα, ura3-52, his3-11, leu2-3/112, TRP1, 
MAL2-8c, SUC2), 113-7B (MATα, ura3-52, HIS3, leu2-3/112, trp1-289, MAL2-8c, 
SUC2), and 113-17D (MATα, URA3, his3-11, leu2-3/112, trp1-289, MAL2-8c, SUC2).  
Cultures were grown overnight in shake flasks containing SD medium and cell densities 
were normalized to the same optical density (OD600 nm of 5).  For GS of triple 
auxotrophic strains, 100 µL of each of the 8 cultures were washed three times in PBS 
buffer, combined, mixed, and entirely spotted onto YPD agar for mating (163).  After 
mating, two large loopfuls of the mated population were suspended in YPD, vortexed, 
and entirely spotted on presporulation medium (0.8% w/v yeast extract, 0.3% w/v 
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peptone, 10% Dextrose, 2% agar) (164).  Two large loopfuls of the presporulated 
population were washed three times in PBS buffer, suspended in 200 µL PBS (cell 
density 1 x 109 CFU/mL) and entirely spotted on sporulation medium (1% w/v potassium 
acetate, 0.1% w/v yeast extract, 0.05% w/v dextrose, 2% w/v agar) (164) to induce 
sporulation of the diploid strains.  To enrich for strains that had effectively mated and 
undergone meiotic recombination, the sporulated culture was treated with zymolyase to 
kill surviving vegetative cells and to break down the asci cell walls.  Spores were then 
separated by sonication to optimize intergenic crosses in future matings (164).  Induction 
of the mating cycle of the population was repeated a total of three times and a sample of 
the population (population size was ~3 x 106 CFU/mL) was tested at each successive 
round.  Loss of auxotrophy was monitored between rounds of shuffling using plate counts 
on SD medium supplemented with all the possible combinations of uracil, tryptophan, 
leucine and histidine from supplementation with no nutrients to triple supplemented.    
2.2.3 Creation of HWSSL tolerant mutant pools 
For GS of HWSSL inhibitor-tolerant S. cerevisiae strains (Fig. 2-2), the haploid 
prototrophic strains CEN.PK-113 1A (MATα) and 113 7D (MATa) were used as the 
parental wild type (WT).  Pools of mutants from each haploid mating type were first 
created by UV mutagenesis using a Stratalinker UV Crosslinker (Stratagene, La Jolla, 
CA).  A lawn of each strain was plated onto YPD agar from an overnight culture grown 
on YPD at 30°C with shaking at 180 rpm.  The cells were irradiated with 7,500-10,000 µJ 
of UV light (λ = 254 nm), resulting in a survival rate of ~30-40%, and the plates were 
incubated for 2 days in the dark at 30°C (modified from (164)).  Mutants able to grow at 
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Figure 2-1. Schematic representation of meiotic recombination-
based genome shuffling of S. cerevisiae.  Firstly, haploid pools of each 
mating type (MAT a and MAT α) are mated on rich medium (YPD) to 
obtain the diploid generation.  Diploids are sporulated on potassium 
acetate.  Spores are segregated by enzymatic cell-wall degradation 
followed by sonication to generate a haploid generation.  Haploids are 
germinated and mated on rich YPD medium and reiterative mating is 
carried out. 
increased HWSSL concentrations were selected on HWSSL gradient agar plates. To 
create the agar plates with a gradient of growth inhibition, undiluted HWSSL agar (2%, 
w/v) was overlaid with inhibitor-free minimal medium to establish a gradient from higher 
to lower HWSSL concentration (165).  HWSSL used for all experiments was kindly 
supplied by Tembec Inc. and adjusted to pH 5.5 with 10 M NaOH before use. HWSSL 
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contained an average, in (w/v): 0.076% arabinose, 2% xylose, 0.16% galactose, 0.24% 
glucose, 0.43% mannose. 
2.2.4 GS for tolerance to HWSSL 
The meiotic-recombination mediated GS methodology, described for the loss of 
auxotrophy experiment above, was modified to engineer HWSSL tolerance (Fig. 2-2).  
UV mutant populations that showed greater tolerance to growth inhibition on HWSSL
gradient plates were scraped entirely and used as the parent populations for GS.  To test if 
 
selecting for improved strains after each round of mating could augment strain evolution, 
populations were mated, followed either with or without enrichment of the parent 
Figure 2-2.  Schematic 
representation of genome 
shuffling by recursive mating for 
increased HWSSL tolerance.  S. 
cerevisiae CEN.PK 113-1A (Mat 
α) and 7D (Mat a) were UV 
mutagenized (UV) and selected on 
HWSSL gradient agar plates for 
mixed mutant populations able to 
grow at higher HWSSL 
concentrations than the WT (P1).  
These populations were pooled and 
mated and subjected to 5 rounds of 
genome shuffling with or without 
enrichment.  Genome shuffling 
entailed mating haploid strains, 
sporulation of diploid generation 
and spore segregation.  Enrichment 
meant screening the shuffled 
populations (GS) for members that 
could colonize higher HWSSL 
concentrations than the WT on 
HWSSL gradient agar, and using 
them as the mating population (P2) 




populations on gradient plates.  Enrichment consisted of pre-growing selected UV 
mutants or shuffled populations in SD medium, and plating the entire portion of the 
shuffled population after each round of GS onto a HWSSL gradient plate and scraping 
the population growing at higher concentrations of HWSSL gradient agar for use as the 
subsequent parent population.  GS without enrichment refers to populations that were 
recursively mated, without discarding members of that population that were able to 
colonize only a lower or similar concentration of HWSSL as the WT on HWSSL gradient 
plates, prior to mating.  HWSSL tolerant, enriched and not enriched populations, were 
taken through the entire process of mating, sporulation, and spore segregation a total of 5 
times.  The entire HWSSL tolerant segregated spore population, obtained from 
sporulation plates, was pre-grown in SD medium for one day at 30°C with shaking at 180 
rpm, so that each member of the population had equal opportunity to colonize higher 
concentrations of HWSSL when compared on HWSSL gradient agar plates.  Population 
samples from every round of GS were compared on HWSSL gradient agar plates.  
2.2.5 Growth and survival assessment of yeast mutant strains 
To evaluate tolerance to HWSSL, colonies forming at the high inhibitor frontier 
of the HWSSL gradient plates were randomly selected and purified on YPD agar.  These 
strains were subjected to a preliminary screen and final characterization in liquid culture 
with the following protocol: each streak-purified strain was grown in 50 mL SD medium 
in a 125 mL shake flask overnight at 30 ºC and 180 rpm, washed in PBS and inoculated 
at a low cell density of ~5 x 105 CFU/mL into 50 mL of HWSSL and cultured under 
semi-fermentative conditions (sealed 125 mL flasks shaken at 100 rpm) at 30 °C.  The 
preliminary screen tested thirty strains from the initial parental UV mutant pool, as well 
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as 15 from rounds 1, 3 and 5 of the GS experiment with population enrichment. Cultures 
were sampled daily for viable plate counts on YPD agar over 3 days.  The final 
characterization focused on strains, from the preliminary screen, showing increased 
growth tolerance to undiluted liquid HWSSL (Fig. 2-7).  These were characterized more 
fully for survivability using YPD agar plate counts taken in triplicate from 3 independent 
cultures, with time points taken daily for 6 days.  A control group of the two WT haploid 
strains of both mating types were subjected to the same regime of GS, for 5 rounds. 
2.2.6 Fermentation of HWSSL 
Strains selected from the survival assessment: R311, R57, R511, along with WT 
strains: haploids CEN.PK 113-1A, CEN.PK 113-7D, and the WT prototrophic diploid 
CEN.PK-122 were inoculated from YPD agar and grown individually in 100 mL SD 
medium for 1 day in 250 mL shake flasks at 30 ºC at 180 rpm.  Cells from cultures were 
harvested at 1200 x g, washed 3 x in PBS and suspended in 50 mL undiluted HWSSL in 
125-mL sealed shake flasks at an initial cell density of ~8 x 107 CFU/mL of each yeast 
strain for high-cell density fermentation and shaken at 180 rpm at 30 ºC.  The yeast 
population was recycled into fresh HWSSL after 48, 120, 192, 264 and 336 h.  Each of 
the HWSSL cultures was centrifuged at 3000 x g and suspended in 50 mL of fresh 
HWSSL for recycling.  Samples of 1 mL were taken daily and centrifuged at 15000 x g to 
obtain supernatant that was frozen at -20 ºC for ethanol and sugar analyses.  
Fermentations were carried out in biological triplicates in separate shake flasks and 
reported with standard errors.  Viability was measured daily with triplicate plate counts 
on YPD agar.   
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2.2.7 Ethanol and sugar analyses 
Sugars in HWSSL were derivatized to aldonitrile acetates for GC analysis (166).  
Analysis of ethanol and derivatized sugar concentrations were done using an Equity-1 
and Equity-1701 GC columns, respectively (30m x 0.32mm x 0.25µm, Supelco, 
Bellefont, PA) with a 6890N gas chromatogram, equipped with a flame ionization 
detector and a 7683B autosampler from Agilent Technologies (Mississauga, ON).  
Quantification of ethanol concentration was carried out with external ethanol standards. 
Sugar concentration was determined with an internal standard of ribose (0.6%, w/v) and 
external standards of xylose, arabinose, mannose, glucose and galactose.  Detection limits 
for all compounds were below 0.01% (w/v) each, with a standard deviation of ~2% 
between injections.   
2.2.8 Tolerance to selected inhibitors 
To characterize their phenotypes, strains R311, R57, and R511 were compared to 
the WT diploid CEN.PK-122, in triplicate, on selected inhibitors.  Starter cultures were 
incubated at 30 ºC in sealed 125 mL shake flasks, shaken at 100 rpm for 24 h in SD 
medium or in 100% HWSSL to allow for the full effects of exposure to SSL to be 
witnessed without a large population loss of the WT, which dies rapidly in the presence 
of HWSSL, before plating on inhibitor agar plates.  The inhibitors tested included: 2-
furaldehyde (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.5%, w/v), HMF (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.5%, 
w/v), acetic acid pH 5.5 (0.5, 1.0, 2, and 5%, w/v), acetic acid pH 3 (0.25, 0.5, and 1.0%, 
w/v), p-hydroxybenzoic acid (0.5%, w/v), ammonium sulfite (1, 2, and 5%, w/v), 
hydrogen peroxide (1, 2, 5, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100, mM), sodium chloride (NaCl) (2, 5, 
and 7%, w/v), sorbitol (2 M) and ethanol (10, 12, and 13.5%, w/v).  Inhibitors were 
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incorporated into Petri plates with SD medium and 1% (w/v) agar, and a dilution series of 
each strain was plated using 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 viable cells in 5 µL.  These plates 
were sealed with parafilm and plastic wrap, incubated at 30 °C and viewed daily until a 
difference in growth patterns could be discerned.  2-Furaldehyde, HMF, acetic acid, p-
hydroxybenzoic acid, ammonium sulfite, and hydrogen peroxide were obtained from 
Sigma (Oakville, ON).  
2.3 Results!
2.3.1 GS for reduced auxotrophy demonstrates the ability to combine mutations 
through reiterative poolwise meotic recombination 
Initially, to test GS using a reiterative large scale population mating methodology, 
8 S. cerevisiae strains of 4 Mat a and 4 Mat α mating type, each triauxotrophic for 3 of 4 
possible leu, ura, trp, and his markers, were used as the parental mating pool (Fig. 2-3A).  
The proportion of auxotrophic individual strains in the population decreased with 
reiterative poolwise mating as the 4 WT alleles were combined into one genome.  The 
ability to bring together prototrophic WT alleles was used as a surrogate assessment of 
the ability to bring together beneficial mutations on separate chromosomes.  This test 
showed that double auxotrophy, or 2 beneficial mutations are incorporated into 1 strain to 
comprise ~35% of the second generation population, while just two rounds of GS without 
enrichment or selection yielded prototrophic strains, or strains containing 4 beneficial 
mutations, to comprise 0.024% of the third generation population and 0.84% of the fourth 
(Fig. 2-3A, Fig. 2-4).  This trend suggests that a subset of the population can likely 
display the exponential addition of beneficial mutations if a starting mutant pool is large 
enough, reinforcing the importance of a large, diverse parent population bearing 
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heterogeneous mutations (Fig. 2-3B). 
2.3.2 Meiotic recombination-based GS can be used to engineer HWSSL tolerant 
populations of S. cerevisiae. 
The parent strains for HWSSL tolerance evolution were chosen from the CEN.PK strain 
family of S. cerevisiae because they are robust starting organisms, suitable for high 
ethanol productivity, and are amenable to genetic manipulation (162, 167).  From this 
genetic background, haploid UV mutant populations were created that showed increased 
growth tolerance to HWSSL (Fig. 2-5A).  These mutant populations of each mating type 
were used as the initial parent populations for 5 rounds of GS using the above 
methodology, with and without population enrichment between each round of mating.  
Regardless of the shuffling regime employed, every round of shuffling showed 
populations with higher tolerance than the previous round on HWSSL gradient agar 
plates (Fig. 2-6).  However, enriching for tolerant populations between rounds of 
shuffling resulted in a more pronounced increase in tolerance (Fig. 2-6).  This was 
demonstrated by HWSSL gradient agar plate screening where just two rounds of GS led 
to a without enrichment (Fig. 2-5B). It is hypothesized that enrichment increased the 
chances of mating  two  strains  that  harbored  beneficial  mutations  while  maintaining   
sufficient   mutant population diversity to allow for continued evolution.  HWSSL 
gradient agar plate screening revealed the evolutionary trend of the yeast populations 
toward greater HWSSL tolerance as GS progressed from the UV mutant populations 
through to round five, leading to populations containing strains with higher HWSSL 
tolerance than previous rounds (Fig. 2-5C and D).  It is hypothesized that mutations from  
the  preceding  rounds  of   GS   were  incorporated  through genomic recombination to 
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Figure 2-3.  Testing of S. cerevisiae genome shuffling methodology using 
auxotrophic strains.  (A.) A parental population of haploid strains, which were 
auxotrophic for 3 of 4 nutritional requirements were reiteratively mated using 
meiotic recombination-based GS.  The auxotrophies were based on deletion in 
single-genes (depicted by lower-case letters: l for leucine, t for tryptophan, h 
for histidine, and u for uracil auxotrophies).  WT alleles are depicted by 
corresponding upper-case letters.  After 1 round of GS, 35 % of the population 
harboured 2 WT alleles and after 2 rounds 0.024 % of the screened population 
showed complete prototrophy, or 4 WT alleles.  (B.) The graph depicts an 
extrapolation of the amount of beneficial mutations (y-axis) that are possible to 





Figure 2-4.  Proportion of auxotrophic mutants isolated after genome 
shuffling through reiterative mating.  Figure shows the increase in 
diversity and loss of auxotrophy throughout population of genome shuffled 
triple auxotrophic strains of the parent population (PP) and 3 rounds (R1, R2 
and R3 represent the three generations of evolved strains) of the reiterative 
mating methodology.  Percentage of S. cerevisiae population, from bottom to 
top, that are quadruple or triple auxotrophs  (  ), double auxotrophs (  ), 
single auxotrophs (  ), and prototrophs (  ).  
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Figure 2-5.  Gradient plates for comparison and selection of HWSSL mutant and 
evolved strains.  Panels (A), (B), (C), and (D) all depict single HWSSL gradient agar 
plates of varying HWSSL concentrations, allowing for the resolution of the compared 
populations, separated by sterile plastic dividers.  The white dashed lines indicate the 
SSL concentration at which colony growth was arrested.  (A) Shows the comparison 
between a population of CEN.PK  haploid mutants generated by UV mutagenesis 
(UV), indicative of the initial mutant population for GS, and the CEN.PK wild type 
113-1A haploid strain (WT) (~30-60 % v/v HWSSL concentration plate).  (B) Depicts 
populations from round 4 (R4) of the GS experiment without enrichment between 
crossings as compared to a population generated from just 2 rounds of GS with 
population enrichment between rounds of shuffling (R2 select)  (~30-70 % v/v 
HWSSL concentration plate).  (C) Shows the progress of the evolution of shuffled 
populations from the WT genome shuffled control (WT) to UV mutant (UV) through 
rounds 1 and 3 of GS with selection of enriched populations after each crossing (R1 
select, R3 select, respectively) (~40-80 % v/v HWSSL concentration plate).  (D) 
Shows the comparison of round 5 of GS with population enrichment (R5 select) and 
R3 select (~50-90 % v/v HWSSL concentration).!
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Figure 2-6.  HWSSL gradient agar plates for comparison of HWSSL mutant and 
evolved strains with and without enrichment between shuffling rounds.  Panels (A) 
and (B) depict single HWSSL gradient agar plates of 40-70 % v/v HWSSL 
concentrations, allowing for the resolution of the compared populations, separated by 
sterile plastic dividers.  The white dashed lines indicate the SSL concentration at which 
colony growth was arrested.  (A) Shows the comparison between a population of S. 
cerevisiae mutants generated by UV mutagenesis (UV), indicative of the initial mutant 
population for genome shuffling, and rounds 1, 2, and 3 of genome shuffling without 
enrichment between rounds (R1, R2, R3, respectively).  (B) Shows the comparison 
between UV and rounds 1, 2, and 3 of genome shuffling with enrichment between rounds 
(R1 select, R2 select, R3 select, respectively). The white arrow shows the increasing 
frontier of growth towards higher concentrations of HWSSL. 
2.3.3 Characterization of strains for enhanced viability and growth in HWSSL
HWSSL, when diluted 2-fold with sterile water, supported growth of WT S. 
cerevisiae (data not shown), showing it contains all the nutrients needed for growth, 
when inhibitors are present at lower concentrations.  To test if HWSSL toxicity could be 
overcome by evolutionary engineering using serial transfer of cultures exposed to sub-
lethal concentration of HWSSL, CEN.PK WT were repeatedly passed into diluted fresh 
liquid HWSSL shake flasks daily.  This approach generated adapted populations that 
would grow more quickly in 2-fold and 1.75-fold water-diluted HWSSL, but would 
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succumb to toxicity at 1.5-fold diluted HWSSL (data not shown).  This approach was 
abandoned when these populations showed less tolerance than the WT on higher 
concentrations of HWSSL, shown by gradient plate screening.  To determine if it was 
possible to overcome these limitations using GS, strains that showed the greatest 
tolerance to undiluted HWSSL from intermittent rounds of GS were characterized for 
growth and survival in undiluted HWSSL.  These included: M3, M23, and M29 from the 
UV mutant population, R12, R14, and R18 from the first round, R35, R311, R312, and 
R315 from the third round, and R56, R57, R510, and R511 from the fifth round of 
recursive mating and enrichment, respectively.  As seen in Fig. 2-7, the UV M-series 
mutants performed similarly to the WT strains, which showed population survivability 
below 50% after 3 days in HWSSL, with the exception of strain M3, of which 71.7 ± 4.3 
% of the starting population size still remained viable after 3 days.  This shows that the 
starting UV mutant pools contained members like M3 that exhibited higher tolerance to 
undiluted liquid HWSSL.  These results also show the diversity that existed within the 
parent UV populations, which is important for successful GS (99). As these UV mutants 
were genome shuffled, locating individual strains that displayed a more tolerant 
phenotype to undiluted HWSSL became more likely (Fig. 2-7).  The yeast population 
from shuffling round 1 contained member strains R12 and R14 that retained over 50% 
population viability for at least 6 days.  Likewise, the evolution progressed through 
subsequent rounds of shuffling with members from the shuffling round 3 population, 
R311 and R312, growing in HWSSL to an average population size of 186% and 161% of 
the original starting population after 6 days, respectively.  In the final round 5 of 
shuffling, the tolerance of selected strains continued to increase and strains R57 and R511 
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showed significant growth, as reflected by an average viable population that was 326 % 
and 310 % the size of the starting inocula after 6 days, respectively.  The final control 
population did not contain individuals that showed evolved tolerance to HWSSL, as 
displayed by all WT lanes of Fig. 2-5.  This  suggested that  the  evolved  tolerance was a 
direct product  of reiterative mutant mating and not a product of spontaneous mutation by 
 
Figure 2-7. Survival and growth of individual strains taken from GS experiment for 
increased tolerance to HWSSL.  The WT and most tolerant strains from gradient plate 
screens were selected for characterization which include: 3 WT strains, 2 haploids 
CEN.PK 113-7D and 1A (WT7D and WT1A) and the diploid CEN.PK 122 (WT122), 3 
strains from the UV mutant parent population (M3, M23, and M29), 4 strains from the 
first round of GS (R12, R14, R18, R111), 4 from the third round (R35, R311, R312, 
R315), and 4 from the fifth round (R56, R57, R510, R511). Viable population densities, 
as a function of original population density starting at ~5 x 105 CFU/mL, were 




repeated exposure to HWSSL.  The ability to locate increasingly tolerant individual 
strains progressed as further rounds of GS were carried out.  Furthermore, the progressive 
increase in tolerance amongst the individual strains suggests that the shuffled populations 
contained more tolerant individuals with each round of population crossing by 
incorporating several mutations that conferred a more HWSSL-tolerant phenotype.  Of 
the strains characterized for survival in HWSSL, R311, R57, and R511 were chosen for 
characterization of their fermentative abilities in HWSSL due to their increased relative 
tolerance.   
2.3.4 Fermentation of the sugars in HWSSL to ethanol by S. cerevisae WT and 
evolved strains   
It was important to verify that improved growth and survival of the evolved 
mutants in HWSSL did not come at the expense of ethanol productivity.  
Growth/survivability was chosen as a surrogate screen because resistance to SSL 
inhibition can relate to less inhibited ethanologenicity (168).  Cultures were recycled 
repeatedly into fresh HWSSL to assess the effect of prolonged exposure to HWSSL on 
ethanol productivity at high cell density, to mimic cell recycle batch fermentation used in 
industry (Fig. 2-8).  Previous research showed that S. cerevisiae strain Tembec T1, a 
SSL-fermenting strain adapted in and isolated from industrial SSL fermenters, only 
produces ethanol at approximately 62 % and 28 % w/v of the theoretical  yield in 1 and 2 
passes in HWSSL, respectively (96).  As Fig. 2-8B shows, upon initial inoculation into 
HWSSL, the WT and selected evolved populations yielded comparable ethanol 
concentrations, about 0.35% (w/v), which is near the theoretical yield from the mannose 
and glucose present in HWSSL (Fig 2-8C and D).  As expected, pentose sugars were not 
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consumed.  Galactose was also left unconsumed, probably owing to a sensitivity of 
galactose transport and metabolism that occurs due to the presence of glucose (169), 
chemical perturbations like iron deficiency (170), pH below 6, or SSL exposure (96, 
169), and is energetically unfavourable under anaerobic conditions.  The amount  of  
ethanol produced  by  each strain was paralleled by glucose and mannose consumption 
 
Figure 2-8.  Survivability at high cell density (A), ethanol production (B), glucose 
(C) and mannose (D) consumption in undiluted liquid HWSSL by S. cerevisiae 
strains generated through GS.  Symbols:  R311 (  ) from the third round of GS, R57   
(  ), and R511 (  ) from the fifth round, the WT CEN.PK 113-1A (  ) and 7D (  ) 
haploids, and CEN.PK 122 (  ) diploid.  Strains were inoculated at high cell density into 
undiluted HWSSL in sealed shake flasks and ethanol production and sugar consumption 
were measured by GC.  Survivability was monitored by daily plate counts.  After 48, 120, 
192, 264, 336 h each of the cultures was pelleted and re-suspended into fresh HWSSL 




and culture viability.  Similarly to low cell density cultures (Fig 2-7), high cell density 
cultures revealed rapid cell death for WT strains, whereas mutant strains remained viable 
after repeated transfers in HWSSL.  Mutant strains grown at low and high cell density 
cultures reached similar cell densities when at stationary phase.  As exposure to HWSSL 
continued, all strains produced less ethanol after the first pass.  For the WT strains, this 
may be largely due to an extensive population death (Fig. 2-8A).   Liu et al. found that 
the SSL inhibitors 2-furaldehyde and HMF are reduced to furfuryl alcohol and furan-2,5-
dimethanol (FDM), drawing away the co-factors NADH and NADPH, respectively (12, 
171).  This activity may, as a result, affect glycolysis and ethanol fermentation, but leads 
to a less toxic substrate, increasing population viability over time, which may explain 
reduced ethanol production by the mutant strains.  Furthermore, reduced metabolic 
activity during exposure to HWSSL might be explained by changes to the environmental 
stress response (ESR).  It has been demonstrated that a strain with a more active ESR 
would not only preserve cell viability when faced with, for example, high osmotic stress, 
but also leads to slower resource utilization (172).   
By the third and fourth pass in HWSSL, all the WT strains succumbed to HWSSL 
toxicity, as shown by reduced population viability and negligible ethanol production and 
sugar consumption (Fig. 2-8).  Cultures of the strains resulting from GS, R311, R57 and 
R511, however, were able to maintain their population viability, and ethanol productivity 
through 6 passes in HWSSL, with passes 2-6 yielding similar results using these strains.  
Strain R57 was the most productive, reaching approximately 80 and 65% (g ethanol/g 
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glucose and mannose) theoretical ethanol yield for passes 5 and 6, respectively. This 
finding suggests that these strains would be able to maintain ethanol productivity during 
prolonged exposure to SSL inhibitors in an industrial setting.  Moreover, R57, when 
tested on HWSSL gradient agar plates, displayed higher tolerance than that of commonly 
used industrial fermentation strains (Fig. 2.9).  Furthermore, the maintained level of 
ethanol production after multiple cell-recycle shake-flask fermentations suggests that the 
loss of productivity after prolonged exposure to HWSSL displayed by fermenter-adapted 
strains, like Tembec T1, has been overcome through GS-based evolutionary engineering 
(96).   
2.3.5 Effect of single inhibitors on HWSSL tolerant strains 
To assess if the HWSSL tolerant trait is concomitant with tolerance to multiple 
specific individual inhibitors found in HWSSL, strains R311, R57, and R511, the most 
HWSSL-tolerant strains identified in this study, were compared to the WT diploid 
CEN.PK 122, as the evolved strains were in the diploid state.  These were compared on 
Petri plates each containing one of the inhibitors present in HWSSL (2-furaldehyde, p-
hydroxybenzoic acid, HMF and acetic acid) as well as NaCl, sorbitol, hydrogen peroxide, 
ethanol, and ammonium sulfite to mimic osmotic stress, increased reactive oxygen 
species, high ethanol titers, and sulfite stress, respectively.  Though not quantitative, 
these tests are able to illustrate qualitative differences between the evolved strains and the 
WT.  Qualitative differences between phenotypes were deemed significant if divergence 
between the densities of the spotted cell concentrations were observable for two cell 
concentrations.  Ethanol, 2-furaldehyde, p-hydroxybenzoic acid and ammonium sulfite  
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Figure 2-9.  HWSSL gradient agar plate for comparison of robust strains.  Genome-
shuffling-generated HWSSL tolerant strain (R57) was compared to the wildtype parental 
CEN.PK 122 strain (WT), industrial fermentation strain Thermosacc (TS) and a dry wine 
yeast (DWY) currently used to ferment less inhibitory SSL, both obtained from 
Lallemand.  The white dashed lines indicate the HWSSL concentration at which colony 
growth was arrested.  The left arrow shows the increasing frontier of growth towards 
higher concentrations of HWSSL (~30-80 % HWSSL concentration).   
revealed no noticeable difference between strains (data not shown).  Pre-exposure to 
HWSSL or SD had no effect on the results of plating cells on single inhibitor plates, with 
the exception of cells grown on acetic acid (pH 3, 0.5% v/v and pH 5.5, 1% v/v) plates.
All evolved strains showed a more tolerant phenotype on acetic acid dilution plates 
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compared to the WT when pre-grown on HWSSL (Fig. 2-10A, 2-10B).  In contrast, all 
strains reacted similarly to acetic acid when pre-grown simply on minimal SD medium 
(data not shown).  Strain R57 performed noticeably better than WT, R311, and R511 on 
NaCl at 3 and 7% (w/v) and sorbitol (2 M) (Fig. 2-10 D, E, F, respectively) under all pre-
growth conditions.  Strains R311 and R511 showed reduced tolerance to hydrogen 
peroxide, as shown on 1 mM H2O2 plates (Fig. 2-10F), while R57 exhibited greater 
tolerance.  Overall, these data support the hypothesis that the HWSSL tolerance trait 
translates into simultaneous tolerance to multiple single sources of inhibition known to be 
present in the substrate, including acetic acid, osmotic pressure, HMF, and oxidative 






Figure 2-10.  Yeast dilution plates with single inhibitors.  All images show a dilution 
of viable yeast cells from left to right at cell counts of 101, 102, 103, and 104 cells, 
respectively.  The strains used for comparison from top to bottom are CEN.PK 122 
diploid WT, R311, R57, and R511, respectively.  These images represent yeast dilutions 
from cultures pre-exposed to HWSSL.  Panels show the results of plating on (A) 1% 
(w/v) acetic acid pH 5.5, (B) 0.5% (w/v) acetic acid pH 3, (C) 0.5% (w/v) HMF, (D) 3% 





2.4.1 Meiotic recombination-mediated GS of S. cerevisiae can be used to accumulate 
beneficial mutations  
A meiotic recombination-based GS methodology was successfully developed for 
S. cerevisiae.   The methodology was tested using triauxotrophic parental strains of each 
mating type and it was demonstrated that WT alleles, which were counterparts to the 
auxotrophic markers and also present within the parental population, could be brought 
together into a single strain to attain completely prototrophic strains.  If the WT alleles 
are treated as beneficial mutations, complete prototrophy is representative of the 
accumulation of four beneficial mutations within a single strain.  Theoretically, it was 
hypothesized that because the alleles corresponding to auxotrophy, or lack thereof, were 
on different chromosomes, after two rounds of reiterative mating two WT alleles could be 
brought together during the first mating event and four during the second, a product of 
mating doubly auxotrophic strains.  This was shown to be the case.  Furthermore, no form 
of population enrichment or selection for decreased auxotrophy was used between rounds 
of GS, which could have led to more accelerated combination of the surrogate beneficial 
mutations.  The findings in the reduced auxotrophy assessment did not adhere strictly to 
Mendelian genetic predictions.  This was likely due to the different growth rates of 
strains bearing differing auxotrophies.  Because growth occurred during germination and 
mating, strict Mendelian statistics no longer applied.  However, if one extrapolates the 
findings of the mating for loss of auxotrophy experiment, with a large and diverse enough 
population or by enriching the mating population between rounds, beneficial mutations 
can be accumulated indefinitely at an exponential rate as rounds of reiterative mating 
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progress.  If one contrasts this with classical strain improvement, which is sequentially 
subjecting a single strain to mutation for iterative improvement, as GS progresses it 
should greatly outpace the beneficial mutation accumulation possible in classical 
mutation-based strain development and generate a heterogeneous population of mutation 
combination.  This methodology may serve as an efficient protocol to mediate 
population-wise mating with S. cerevisiae. 
2.4.2 UV mutagenesis can be used to generate populations of mutants 
UV mutagenesis was used in this study to cause mutation, with S. cerevisiae 
strains being exposed to UV dosages that led to a ~50 % death rate.  It was hypothesized 
that this death rate would lead to a low amount of mutations per genome, in order to 
minimize the chance that other deleterious mutations would mask beneficial ones.   It 
should be noted that other forms of mutagenesis have been applied to generate mutant 
pools for GS, such as chemical mutagenesis with ethyl methane sulfate (EMS) (173).  
The choice of mutagen will affect the types of mutations that can occur, though most GS 
reports have used mutagens that generate point mutations, such as with UV irradiation 
and EMS exposure.  The mutagenesis step can also be carried out on haploid or diploid 
strains (104), or on protoplasts in the case of protoplast fusion-based GS (103).  One S. 
cerevisiae GS project has reported starting with diploid strains and using a high dosage of 
EMS (leading to a ~90% death rate) to introduce mutation into the population (104).  The 
rationale cited for using diploids as the initial population is that when using a higher 
dosage of mutagen, beneficial mutations might accompany detrimental ones, which could 
mask any favorable effects.  These deadly mutations will be more likely accommodated 
by a strain if a second copy of the WT genome is present.  In this study I chose to expose 
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haploids of each mating type to UV mutagenesis to generate initial mutant pools.  This 
measure was taken in order to ensure that if a recessive beneficial mutation is generated it 
will not be masked by the presence of a WT allele.  Transversely, if a diploid is used for 
the parental mutant population it would be more difficult to generate recessive beneficial 
mutations that would be selected through screening diploid mutant populations.  In this 
case, the diploid parental mutant population would have to be sporulated in order to 
screen the haploid generation and obtain strains bearing recessive beneficial mutations.  
Furthermore, here a lower dosage of mutagen was used in order to minimize the chances 
of generating deleterious mutations that would accompany the beneficial ones.  Since 
most mutations will either be deleterious or have no phenotypic effect, it remains to be 
shown whether a high rate of mutation, introducing more than one mutation into a 
parental strain at once, is of benefit. 
2.4.3 Enrichment between rounds of GS can accelerate evolution of HWSSL 
tolerance 
It was shown that if the shuffled populations are enriched for tolerant sub-
populations between rounds, prior to the subsequent round of population mating, a more 
inhibitor-tolerant phenotype could be obtained with fewer rounds of GS.  Specifically, 2 
rounds of GS with enrichment between rounds led to populations that were more tolerant 
to HWSSL than 4 rounds of shuffling without enrichment.  It is hypothesized that by 
limiting the amount of strains displaying WT-level tolerance to HWSSL, the chances of 
combining the genomes of strains harbouring beneficial mutations could be enhanced.  
This finding bolsters the theory that the utility of GS technology arises from the ability to 
bring together beneficial mutations and suggests that there exists a medium between GS 
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evolution with too few strains to adequately sample the combinatorial space of beneficial 
mutations and a large, dilute mutant pool that does not allow for accumulation of 
complementary mutations. 
2.4.4 Meiotic recombination-based GS can be used to engineer HWSSL tolerant 
populations of yeasts 
Shortly after the GS methodology described in this study was developed, a similar 
study was performed to produce Scheffersomyces stipitis strains that exhibited improved 
tolerance to HWSSL (106).   At the onset of both studies, the WT strains would die off 
readily upon exposure to undiluted HWSSL.  The tolerance of the WT S. cerevisiae and 
S. stipitis starting strains to HWSSL was assessed at approximately 60% (v/v) HWSSL 
diluted with water.  Mutants of S. cerevisiae grew to approximately 70 % (v/v) HWSSL, 
and members of the final S. stipitis mutant population were able to grow at 75 % (v/v), 
though they underwent 3 rounds of sequential UV mutagenesis as opposed to 1 round for 
S. cerevisiae in this study (106).  After 5 rounds of GS and selection it was found that a 
small number of S. cerevisiae genome shuffled strains could grow and ferment undiluted 
HWSSL, while S. stipitis genome shuffled strains could grow in 85 % (v/v) HWSSL.  
The S. stipitis study was able to produce a strain that could produce ethanol from HWSSL 
glucose alone to levels between 0.15 and 0.18 % (w/v) for a single 48 hour period in 
undiluted HWSSL, while the WT control was unable to ferment any of the sugars in 
HWSSL (106).  These results, along with those of the current study show that using a 
surrogate screen of growth and viability on increased concentrations of inhibitory 
substrate is an appropriate screen for GS projects that aim to produce higher ethanol titres 
in the presence of lignocellulosic hydrolysate inhibitors. 
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There were important differences in how this study and the S. stipitis study were 
performed.   A brief comparison can be seen in Table 2-1.  One major difference was the 
size of the initial UV mutant population.  The S. stipitis study used only six to eight 
individual colonies for meiotic recombination for each round of shuffling, while the 
current study used the entire population that displayed more tolerance to the WT, though 
the extent of the population diversity was not assessed.  The tolerance to HWSSL 
displayed by S. cerevisiae grew from approximately 70 % (v/v) to 100 % (v/v) from UV 
mutant populations to round 5 of GS.  The tolerance of S. stipitis increased from 
approximately 75 % (v/v) to 85 % (v/v) from UV mutant populations to round 3 of GS.  
Notably, 2 additional rounds of GS did not lead to a significant increase in tolerance in S. 
stipitis, while the evolution of S. cerevisiae progressed throughout all 5 rounds.  This 
observation may stem from the fact that larger, more diverse populations were used for 
GS of S. cerevisiae, increasing the chance of bringing together synergistic mutations.  
Inversely, the smaller sample of tolerant individual strains used in the GS of S. stipitis 
may have exhausted the number of mutations existing in the initial mutant pool that were 
available for recombination, or minimized the possibility of combining rarer, 
synergistically beneficial mutations.  Alternatively, it is possible that S. cerevisiae is 
naturally more genetically predisposed to inhibitor tolerance.  Finally, the poor mating 
efficiency of S. stipitis (Table 2-1), as shown through a mating for loss of auxotrophy 
assessment, may have played a role in the stagnation of population evolution.   
Though the tolerance attained by S. cerevisiae outpaced that attained by S. stipitis 
under the conditions described, it is important to note that S. stipitis has the added 
























undiluted HWSSL the most tolerant S. stipitis strains isolated in the Bajwa et al. study 
were unable to use the xylose present (174).  Ultimately, the adverse effects of HWSSL 
toxicity on pentose fermentation with S. stipitis  may  prove to be  a  formidable  barrier  
to overcome. However, further GS with more diverse populations could perhaps diverse 
populations could perhaps yield S. stipitis strains that can tolerate undiluted HWSSL and 
still make use of the pentose sugars found therein.  Furthermore, the low recombination 
efficiency of S. stipits (Table 2-1) suggests that future GS projects involving S. stipitis 
might benefit from protoplast-fusion-based GS in order to accelerate strain evolution.  To 
make full use of the HWSSL substrate, the ability to ferment pentose sugars would have 
to be engineered into S. cerevisiae for xylose utilization in particular, which has been 
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shown to be a viable option (91).  The tolerant strains produced in this study could act as 
background strains for rationally engineering a pentose-fermenting, HWSSL-tolerant S. 
cerevisiae strain, and further genome shuffled for strain optimization.  In this way, 
rational strain engineering and GS may be complementary technologies for evolving 
complex phenotypes.    
2.4.5 GS-evolved HWSSL tolerant strains display cross-tolerance to individual 
sources of inhibition 
Many of the sources of inhibition present in HWSSL that have been accounted for 
are found in other lignocellulosic hydrolysates (175) and are therefore highly relevant to 
the biomass-to-biofuel industry.  It was hypothesized at the outset of this study that in 
order to engineer a strain for tolerance to a complex substrate with multiple sources of 
inhibition, one would need to simultaneously address tolerance to multiple inhibitory 
compounds.  The other side of this hypothesis is that if one were to randomly evolve a 
strain for tolerance to a substrate with multiple sources of inhibition, it should display 
cross-tolerance traits to some of the known sources of inhibition within that substrate.  
R57 is the most productive, viable strain identified in this study on HWSSL and displays 
a simultaneous increase in tolerance to salt or osmotic stress, acetic acid, peroxide and, 
marginally, to HMF.  Strains R311 and R511 showed only increased tolerance to acetic 
acid, but to a lesser extent than R57.  Similarly, S. stipitis GS-evolved for HWSSL 
tolerance show increased tolerance to the individual inhibitors acetic acid, furfural, and 
HMF (106).  These findings suggest that tolerance to multiple sources of HWSSL 
inhibition may be related to overall ethanol productivity and viability in HWSSL and 
bolsters the hypothesis that the GS methodology we have employed can bring together 
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many diverse mutations into a single strain, produce multi-faceted phenotypes and 
address complex strain engineering requirements.  
The pronounced tolerance of R311, R57, and R511 to acetic acid suggests a 
particularly important role for this inhibitor.   These strains displayed increased acetic 
acid tolerance only after HWSSL pre-exposure.  The reason for the different response to 
acetic acid due to pre-growth on SD or HWSSL is not known, but it is hypothesized that 
exposure to HWSSL elicits a tolerance response in the mutant strains.  It was recently 
shown that evolutionarily engineered strains of S. cerevisiae, adapted to increased acetic 
acid concentrations, demonstrated strongly inducible rather than constitutive acetic acid 
tolerance (176).  It was hypothesized that this might arise because acetic acid occurs in 
the natural S. cerevisiae environment and the native inducible acetic acid tolerance 
mechanisms, like the acetate-induced HAA1 regulon, may be affected (38, 177).  
Additionally, tolerance to osmotic stress or high salt content, shown by R57, is expected 
to be beneficial to HWSSL tolerance since the amount of osmotic stress exerted by forms 
of SSL has been approximated to be as high as 200 g/L NaCl (26). High osmotic stress 
and acid effects may be related because high osmolarity can lead to a loss of water by the 
cell, increasing solute concentrations and lowering pH (178).  The hydrogen peroxide 
tolerance of R57 is likely a beneficial trait due to an overall increase in intracellular ROS 
caused by SSL toxicity (7).  The above findings also demonstrate the heterogeneity that 
can exist phenotypically within a GS-evolved population, most easily shown by the 
increase in peroxide tolerance shown by R57 and apparent decrease by R311 and R511.  
This suggests that within a given population the ways that a single strain can arrive at a 
phenotype of interest are by multiple paths, in turn suggesting that the strains will 
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harbour differing mutations and/or combinations thereof.   Overall, cross-tolerance to 
HWSSL and these individual inhibitors validates the impetus placed on these inhibitors in 
current inhibition-related studies, which tend to examine the effects of single inhibitors as 
surrogate methods for studying the effects of inhibitory lignocellulosic substrates.    
2.5 Conclusions 
Meiosis-mediated GS of S. cerevisiae is a viable technology for engineering 
complex phenotypes.  As demonstrated through the methodology developed in the loss of 
auxotrophy experiment described above, it is possible to combine separate genetic 
elements through poolwise reiterative mating to attain single strains with desirable 
accumulated genes.  When random mutagenesis is applied to create pools of mutants with 
enhanced traits of interest, it is possible to use this methodology to evolve populations 
and individual strains to increase the specified trait to the desired point, in this case 
tolerance to undiluted HWSSL.  As a counterpart to GS technologies based on protoplast 
fusion in bacteria, or spheroplast fusion in yeast, described in Chapter 1, these findings 
support the use of meiotic-recombination based GS technology in yeast strain 
engineering as an efficient means to evolve complex traits.  This is especially true when a 
high-throughput screen is available and is particularly applicable to enhanced microbial 
tolerance to toxic substrates, where screening of large populations for growth can be 
applied.   
This portion of the study demonstrates the utility of using GS technology to 
develop strains that are tolerant of lignocellulosic substrate inhibitors.  As research and 
interest into biofuels progress, such methods may become commonplace for developing 
strains that are fine-tuned to fermenting specific substrates, or creating organisms that 
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display traits of cross-tolerance to specific inhibitors or a multitude of similar 
lignocellulosic substrates. 
One traditional drawback of evolutionary engineering, such as GS, is that the 
exact genetic changes that accumulated in the evolution of a strain are difficult to 
ascertain.  As high-throughput ‘-omics’ technologies become more common and 
accessible and the price of DNA sequencing continues to diminish, the genetic changes 
that accompany the traits which are evolved in random strain development can be 
accessed in order to understand complex trait evolution and inform more rational 
approaches to strain design.  By comparing the genomes of parental strains with final 
mutant strains at single nucleotide resolution, it is possible to identify the mutations that 
have taken place, the genes that have been targeted by mutation and selection, and 
subsequently, important genetic factors involved in a phenotype of interest.  Therefore, to 
make the HWSSL tolerant phenotype to genotype connection, strain R57 was selected for 
further study due to its high level of tolerance, ethanol productivity on HWSSL and 
demonstrated co-tolerance to individual sources of inhibition.  Whole-genome 






The principal behind GS is that complex phenotypic traits are difficult and time-
consuming to generate by traditional strain improvement technologies (discussed more 
fully in Chapters 1 and 2).  Furthermore, rational genetic engineering of productive, 
lignocellulosic hydrolysate inhibitor-resistant strains suffers from a lack of knowledge as 
to the precise genetic factors involved in tolerance (60, 97).  This chapter describes the 
discovery and analysis of mutations that were accumulated in GS-engineered strain R57, 
the most productive and HWSSL-tolerant strain derived from the first part of this study 
described in Chapter 2.  Full genome sequencing and comparison of R57 and the 
reference WT genomes allowed for differences arising in the genome of the GS 
engineered HWSSL-tolerant strain to be discovered.  Analysis with current 
bioinformatics resources and comparison to known modes of lignocellulosic hydrolysate 
inhibitor tolerance are used to generate plausible targets for future strain development 
studies. 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Genome sequencing of WT and GS-evolved R57 strains 
Genomic DNA of WT haploid CEN.PK 113-7D and the CEN.PK-derived R57 
diploid yeast strains were isolated from overnight cultures grown in YPD using the 
DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen, Toronto, Ontario, Canada).  DNA samples were 
prepared and sequenced at the Michael Smith Genome Sciences Centre using the 
Illumina 1G Genome Analyzer according to manufacturer's specifications.  Briefly, 3 µg 
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of DNA was sheared by sonication for a total of 50 minutes using a Bioruptor UCD-200 
and separated on an 8 % (w/v) polyacrylamide gel. A DNA fraction of 350-450 bp was 
excised and eluted from the gel slice overnight at 4°C in 300 µl of elution buffer (5:1, 
LoTE buffer (3 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.2 mM EDTA)-7.5 M ammonium acetate), and 
was purified using a Spin-X Filter Tube (Fisher Scientific) and ethanol precipitation. 
Fragments were end-repaired with 1 unit of T4 DNA polymerase for 30 minutes at 20 ˚C. 
A single deoxyadenine nucleotide was added to the DNA fragment ends using 1 unit of 
Klenow fragment and deoxyadenosine-5'-triphosphate (dATP) incubated for 30 minutes 
at 20 ˚C and ligated to Illumina adapters. The adapter-ligated products were purified on 
Qiaquick spin columns (Qiagen) and PCR-amplified with Phusion DNA Polymerase in 
10 cycles using Illumina’s primer set.  PCR products of ~200 bp were purified by 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis using an 8% (w/v) gel. The DNA quality was 
assessed and quantified using an Agilent DNA 1000 series II assay and Nanodrop 7500 
spectrophotometer (Nanodrop, USA) followed by its dilution to 10 nM concentration. 
The final concentration was double checked and determined by Quant-iT dsDNA HS 
Assay Kit using Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen).   The amplified library was loaded onto 
the cluster generation station for single molecule bridge amplification on slides 
containing attached primers. The slide with amplified clusters was then subjected to step-
wise sequencing using four-color labeled nucleotides on the Illumina 1G sequencing 




3.2.2 Sequencing alignment and mutation calling 
Sequencing reads were aligned to the WT CEN.PK reference genome obtained 
from Nijkamp et al. (127) and cross-referenced with read alignments obtained in our 
laboratory using our WT CEN.PK consensus sequence that was created using the S288c 
genome sequence as an alignment backbone.  Alignments were performed both with 
Bowtie using standard parameters (179) and CLC Genomics Workbench version 5.1 with 
default parameters and ignoring non-specific matches.  SNP and insertion-deletion (indel) 
calling were both performed with Maq version 0.7.1 (119) and CLC Genomics 
Workbench for verification and visualization.  In order to eliminate false positives from 
mutation calling, the DNA sequencing reads obtained from WT were subjected to the 
same variation calling protocol as strain R57.  Variations that were called when CEN.PK-
7D Illumina reads were aligned onto the CEN.PK-7D consensus genome sequence, and 
those that corresponded to variations called for R57 reads aligned onto the CEN.PK-7D 
consensus sequence were discarded as false positives. These false positives derive from 
sequence-specific miscall errors that are known to arise when using the Illumina platform 
(180) or due to alignments in non-specific regions of the genome or to areas of low 
complexity (181). Coverage requirements for SNP calling for WT reads was also lowered 
to ≤ 5-fold in order to ensure that SNPs that may result due to misalignment could be 
easily identified.   These miscalls were edited out of the final mutation list by manual 
inspection.  Maq SNP analysis was performed using the cns2snp command and SNPs 
were called if the region upon which they were mapped returned a genome copy score = 
1 and carried a phred-like quality score ≥ 40.  SNP analysis was corroborated with CLC 
Genomics workbench SNP Detection function with a quality score of ≥ 40 for the central 
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base and ≥ 30 for the surrounding bases.  The threshold for variation at a specific base in 
the genome needed for SNP calling was lowered to ≥ 10% of reads yielding an aberrant 
base call for the CEN.PK-7D read alignment from ≥ 35% for R57 SNP calling in order to 
maintain stringency on positive variation calling.  Therefore, if an SNP was called for 
more than 35% of the reads in R57, but was also called for 10% or more of the reads for 
the WT control it was discarded as a false SNP call.  Indel analysis was also performed 
with Maq using the Indelpe command and verified with CLC Genomics Workbench, both 
under standard parameters and compared to WT reads for control, as described above.  
Copy number variation was assessed using CNV-seq (126) to compare WT to R57 reads 
with a log2 threshold of 0.75, below the level used to detect reliable CNVs in CEN.PK 
(127).  The mutations identified were verified by Sanger sequencing and compared to the 
other Mat parental WT, CEN.PK 113-1A, to ensure the mutations were not present in 
either of the WT parental haploid strains.  Locations of mutations were assessed using the 
CEN.PK consensus sequence as a guide  Mutations in ORFs were examined by 
translating DNA sequences into their corresponding protein sequences using ExPASy 
translate (182) and performing a BLAST comparison using the BLAST2Seq software 
program hosted by NCBI. 
3.2.3 Protein impact assessment of ORF-located mutations 
Mutational impact assessment was done with the SIFT (Sorting Intolerant From 
Tolerant) program (183-187) using recommended best practices (184). Briefly, 
homologous proteins of appropriate homology (< 90 % identity) were chosen for 
comparison of the degree of conservation of the amino acid position in question for up to 
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100 homologous proteins.  Amino acid substitutions were predicted as damaging if the 
SIFT score was <= 0.05, and tolerated if the score is > 0.05.   
3.2.4 Interaction assessment of discovered mutations 
Functional interaction was carried out on the 16 non-ambiguous genes affected by 
mutations through analysis with the BiNGO version 2.44 (188) software plugin for the 
Cytoscape 2.8 network analysis software program  (189-191).  Mutant genes were 
annotated with the complete BiNGO Gene Ontology (GO) file to visualize the full range 
of known functional relationships between the genes of interest (Fig. 3-1) or the GOSlim 
yeast annotation file for broader visualization of affected functional categories.   Protein-
protein, genetic, co-expression, co-localization, predicted functional relationship, and 
shared protein domain interactions between products of the genes affected by mutation 
were explored using the GeneMANIA version 3.2 (192, 193) software plugin for the 
Cytoscape 2.8 (189-191).  The 20 most related genes as determined by GeneMANIA 
were included within the interaction network to explore non-direct interrelationships.  
Weighting for the GeneMANIA generated interaction map (Fig. 3-2) was based on GO 
molecular functional relationships, while evidence scoring was based on assigned 
relevance of the sources used to generate interactivity by the software.  All annotations of 
genes are based on the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) unless otherwise 




3.3.1 Whole-genome sequencing of GS evolved strain R57 reveals SNP mutations  
Complete genome sequencing was carried out on the CEN.PK-derived, HWSSL-
tolerant, GS-engineered R57 S. cerevisiae strain in order to elucidate the genetic changes 
that are associated with tolerance to HWSSL.  Both the parental haploid CEN.PK 113-7D 
and mutant diploid R57 were sequenced and compared at ~100-fold and ~350-fold 
coverage per nucleotide (Table 3-1, 3-2), respectively, in order to discover what changes 
had been exacted through GS evolution. This depth of coverage was more than sufficient 
to allow for meaningful mutation prediction (107).  The relative levels of sequence read 
coverage per chromosome between the strains is similar and indicates the absence of 
aneuploidy (Table 3-2).  Indel and CNV analysis returned no detectable differences 
between the WT and R57 after visual inspection (data not shown).   All  of  the  
mutations  returned  from  the  mutation  analysis  were  single   nucleotide  
Table 3-1.  Summary mapping report for strain R57 and the WT aligned on the WT 
backbone sequence. 
! R57!read!mapping! WT!read!mapping!
! Read!count! Total!bases! Read!count! Total!bases!!
Total!reads! 1.07E+08! 5.33E+09! 3.33E+07! 1.67E+09!
Matched! 8.68E+07! 4.34E+09! 2.64E+07! 1.32E+09!
Not!





















0! 5.51E+04! 1.30E+07! 9.99E+03! 6.08E+06! 4.58E+03!
1! 1.78E+05! 1.23E+06! 2.75E+02! 4.11E+05! 9.18E+01!
2! 7.81E+05! 5.76E+06! 3.56E+02! 1.58E+06! 9.75E+01!
3! 2.90E+05! 2.06E+06! 3.34E+02! 6.12E+05! 9.93E+01!
4! 1.42E+06! 1.00E+07! 3.44E+02! 2.69E+06! 9.00E+01!
5! 4.15E+05! 3.04E+06! 3.58E+02! 8.89E+05! 1.05E+02!
6! 2.38E+05! 1.79E+06! 3.61E+02! 5.37E+05! 1.08E+02!
7! 1.05E+06! 7.95E+06! 3.66E+02! 2.13E+06! 9.79E+01!
8! 2.69E+05! 1.91E+06! 3.43E+02! 5.37E+05! 9.64E+01!
9! 2.79E+05! 1.96E+06! 3.20E+02! 5.63E+05! 9.17E+01!
10! 6.90E+05! 5.08E+06! 3.48E+02! 1.38E+06! 9.43E+01!
11! 2.53E+05! 1.80E+06! 3.53E+02! 4.89E+05! 9.57E+01!
12! 4.78E+05! 4.08E+06! 3.89E+02! 1.22E+06! 1.17E+02!
13! 8.98E+05! 6.53E+06! 3.51E+02! 1.76E+06! 9.47E+01!
14! 7.34E+05! 5.38E+06! 3.45E+02! 1.49E+06! 9.54E+01!
15! 1.05E+06! 7.64E+06! 3.52E+02! 2.05E+06! 9.40E+01!
16! 8.94E+05! 7.10E+06! 3.74E+02! 2.02E+06! 1.06E+02!
Average!
coverage! !! !! 3.48E+02! !! 9.84E+01!
 
polymorphisms (SNPs).  Using the SNP detection software alone yielded hundreds of 
SNP mutations, however sequencing of the WT for comparison revealed that many of the 
SNPs discovered were false positives that arose from sequencing specific errors or from 
mapping highly redundant and non-complex regions of the genome.  The initial mutation 
analysis was performed on my own assembly of the CEN.PK 113-7D genome sequence, 
assembled by mapping 36-bp trimmed Illumina reads on the S288c reference genome as 
a backbone and mutations were verified by Sanger sequencing.  Subsequently, when the 
CEN.PK 113-7D genome project sequence was made available (GenBank BioProject 
PRJNA52955), consisting of the de novo assembly and scaffolding of both 454 and 
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Illumina sequencing reads, the mutation analysis was performed using this version of the 
genome as a backbone upon which to align R57 sequence reads.  It is noteworthy that this 
analysis yielded the same mutation calls as the original mutation assessment, signifying 
that useful mutation information can be derived from scaffolding of short sequence reads 
to a WT consensus sequence built upon a relatively closely related reference genome, 
without the added costs of longer DNA reads for a more reliable genome assembly.  
However, some false positives were eliminated by Sanger sequencing that were not 
called using the more complete CEN.PK genome scaffold.   For example, there is a 20 bp 
duplication directly upstream of IGD1 in CEN.PK (127) that is not apparent when 
Illumina reads are aligned on an S288c background for consensus generation, which led 
to a false SNP call.  Using a highly reliable mapping scaffold genome sequence, 
comparing R57 mutation calls to the variation calls in the WT and filtering by visual 
inspection yielded true mutation calls as verified by Sanger sequencing. 
3.3.2 R57 mutations mainly affect ORFs 
Twenty SNP mutations were found to affect 16 genes.  These included 16 SNPs 
affecting 12 ORFs, 14 of which led to missense mutations with the remaining 2 leading to 
silent mutations (Table 3-3).  The 4 mutations not found within ORFs were discovered 
within close proximity of known ORFs, 2 within 50 bps 3’ of an ORF and 2 within 200 
bps 5’ of an ORF.  The non-ORF mutations are all located in 5’ or 3’ untranslated regions 
(UTRs) (194, 195).  An ambiguous heterogeneous mutation lies 43 bps 3’ of BCS1, 
required for complex III assembly of the electron transport chain (ETC), but is not found 
in the 3’ UTR (194).  This mutation is predicted to be part of the 5’ UTR of YDR374C 






















YDR103W/STE5! ORF! S171F!of!917! PheromoneDresponse!scaffold!protein,!
forms!MAPK!cascade!complex!
Hetero! 0!


























YGR289C/MAL11! ORF! P104S!of!616! General!alphaDglucoside!symporter,!with!
high!affinity!for!trehalose!
Hetero! 0!












YNL058C!! ORF! K3E!of!316! Unknown! Hetero! 0.42!
YOR073W/SGO1! ORF! S192Y!of!590! Chromosomal!segregation!and!stability! Hetero! 0.03!
YOR310C/NOP58! 25!bp!3'!(UTR)! !D! PreDrRNA!processing!and!rRNA!synthesis! Hetero! D!
YOR375C/GDH1! ORF! S16F!of!454! Glutamate!synthesis!from!ammonia!
Hetero! 0!
YOR375C/GDH1! ORF! F23C!of!454! Hetero! 0!
YOR383C/FIT3! 42!bp!3'! !D! Iron!transport! Hetero! D!
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localized protein of unknown function (194), and is not included in Table 3-3 due to the 
ambiguity of the affected gene.  This mutation’s close proximity to 3 genes may have 
pleiotropic effects, but the relationship to HWSSL tolerance and this particular mutation, 
if one exists, is difficult to reconcile with what is known of these three genes.   
3.3.3 ORF mutations in R57 are predicted to lead to a phenotype 
Phenotypic prediction of altered primary protein structure was carried out using 
the SIFT algorithm (183, 184, 186) (Table 3-3).  Using this prediction software, 10 of the 
14 missense mutations are expected to lead to a phenotype, with 4 predicted to be 
tolerated by the protein in question.  All but two of the mutations are heterozygous (Table 
3-3) and therefore are expected to have a dominant effect if they contribute to the R57 
phenotype.  The two homozygous mutations are located within NRG1 and UBP7.  
Homozygous mutations suggest that they have been enriched for through HWSSL 
screening at a high enough population density that they  were  
able to mate with the opposite mating type during GS evolution and may therefore be 
important to the HWSSL-tolerance trait.  Alternatively, if asci were not fully disrupted 
during the spore separation step of GS, there is a higher likelihood that homozygous 
diploid mutations might occur through mating events between haploid sister cells of 
opposite mating type despite visual screening for separated spores in the final population 
(Chapter 2).  For the transcription factor Nrg1p, the P46Q mutation is predicted to not be 
tolerated with a SIFT score of 0.00.  In fact, of the 42 homologous proteins selected by 
the SIFT-BLink algorithm for tolerance prediction that are represented by an amino acid 




protein) a proline is 100% conserved, suggesting it is correlated with overall gene 
function and that substitution here will result in a profound phenotypic effect.  UBP7 
bears an N822K mutation that is tolerated by SIFT prediction and therefore likely has a 
less profound effect on Ubp7p function.  Of other particular note in the mutation analysis 
are genes that bear more than one mutation, which suggests that the affected gene is of 
particular importance to HWSSL tolerance, as they are likely present due to a phenotypic 
effect that has been selected by screening mutant strains for increased tolerance on 
HWSSL.  However, 2 genes (STE5 and ARO1) carry one missense mutation along with a 
silent mutation.  It is possible the silent mutations are non-random and may lead to a 
phenotypic effect, for example through preferred codon usage (196) or altered transcript 
stability (197), or these mutations may be present simply due to genetic linkage to the 
productive missense mutation.  This is especially plausible in the case of the ARO1 gene, 
which contains 2 directly adjacent mutations at nucleotides 1293-4, yielding a CC to TT 
mutation of the ORF (5’-3’). The mutation is located on the same allele in R57, as shown 
by pileup viewing of R57 Illumina DNA sequence reads, leading to one missense 
mutation, S428F, that is strongly predicted as having a phenotypic effect (Table 3-3).  
Only the mutation at nucleotide 1293 leads to an amino acid change, while both 
mutations are likely the result of one mutation event, at the C-C pyrimidine dimer, a site 
where C-T transitions are more likely (198). 
Conversely, multiple mutations that affect both WT alleles should not have been 
enriched due to genetic linkage and may therefore have an even greater effect on 
phenotype.  Two missense mutations affect both GDH1 and MAL11.   Gdh1p bears 2 
mutations in R57, S16F and F23C.  Visual inspection of the pileup of read alignments 
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performed using CLC Genomics Workbench confirms that the two mutations are 
consistently located on differing reads that span the two loci, which shows they comprise 
2 alleles, and no DNA sequencing reads spanning this portion of the gene contain the WT 
allelic sequence.  The close proximity of these two mutations suggests a targeted region 
of GDH1 that bears further investigation.  The R57 MAL11 gene contains two missense 
mutations (leading to P104S and M161K mutations of Mal11p) that, due to their 
proximity from each other, cannot be prescribed to one or two alleles by Illumina 
sequencing.  However, preliminary cloning experiments of the mutant gene from R57 
followed by Sanger sequencing of plasmids bearing the R57 MAL11, shows that the two 
mutations are not located on the same allele (data not shown).   
3.3.4 Genes bearing mutations accumulated in strain R57 are related to a broad 
spectrum of biological processes 
In order to examine any common functions that exist among the mutated genes 
accumulated in R57, interaction networks were generated using the 16 genes affected by 
non-ambiguous mutations.  The small dataset does not allow for meaningful functional 
enrichment analysis, but it does allow for a topography of affected biological functions to 
be generated and known interactions to be identified. The first network was generated 
based on known biological processes associated with the mutated genes (Fig. 3-1) and the 
second based on physical, genetic and co-expression interactions generated from current 
knowledge of S. cerevisiae (Fig. 3-2).  Using known GO categories, functionally-
associated biological processes, an intricate interaction network was built between the 
genes affected by mutation (Fig. 3-1) consisting of 408 discreet biological processes; the 
main biological processes affected by mutation were summarized using the GOSlim yeast 
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functional categories, which yields 27 broader functional categories (Fig. 3-1).  Although 
the possible phenotypic effects of any one mutated gene cannot be discounted at this 
point, the functional categories that represent several mutated genes suggest possible 
rational reverse engineering gene targets that are counterparts of cellular processes that 
have been principally affected by GS evolution.  Fourteen of the identified biological 
processes are affected by more than one of the mutated R57 genes.  Using this 
information, along with known function of the mutated genes (Table 3-3) several subsets 
of affected processes are discernible including:  ARO1, GDH1 and GSH1 as constituents 
of modified amino acid-related metabolic processes; SGO1 and TOF2 as constituents of a 
modified cell cycle; SSA1, UBP7 and ART5 as part of the protein homeostasis machinery 
(either in protein folding, breakdown, or membrane-protein endocytosis, respectively); 
global stress response mechanisms via GSH1-mediated redox homeostasis, SSA1-
mediated protein folding, NRG1-mediated transcription of stress response genes, or 
PBP1-mediated stress granule formation; and regulatory mechanisms and machinery 
associated with translation/transcription where NRG1 (199), SSA1 (200), PBP1 (201), 
NOP58  are implicated.   
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Furthermore, the products of genes showing mutation in R57 comprise a network of 
interaction through analysis of co-expression, genetic and protein-protein interactions 
(Fig. 3-2).  Within the list of mutated genes, hubs of extensive interactivity indicate gene 
targets that have an increased likelihood for pleiotropic effects and a higher degree of 
interconnectivity to other R57 genes affected by mutation.  In engineering complex 
microbial traits, modifying targets that have the   potential   to  affect   broad   change 
within  a  cell,  for  example  by  engineering  modified 
Figure 3-1.  Ontology categories associated with R57 genes affected by mutation.  
Using the full gene ontology set for yeast, a vast interaction network can be generated of 
biological processes potentially affected by mutation (left) and summarized using the 
GOSlim Yeast ontology categories (right).  Genes affected by mutation (bold, Table 3-3) 
are listed under their associated ontology category (purple node). 
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transcription factors (55), is a plausible means by which to reprogram cellular 
metabolism to influence multigenic traits.  In keeping with GS theory, accumulated 
mutations have the potential to act additively and therefore known interactors represent 
attractive targets for future study.  The genes and their products that are known to have 
the highest degree of interaction occupy a more central position on the interaction 
Figure 3-2.  Interaction map of genes affected by mutation in 
R57.  Interaction maps were generated through GeneMANIA, 
drawing from extensive source annotations built into the software.  
Blue nodes are the genes affected by mutation in R57 (uniform 
size), while the yellow nodes are the top 20 interacting genes as 
determined by GeneMANIA (larger size equals a higher degree of 
interaction within the network).  The edges connecting the nodes 
represent protein-protein (red lines), genetic (green lines) and co-
expression (light-blue lines) interactions.  Thicker lines represent a 
higher confidence of interaction. 
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network.  Based on protein-protein, genetic and co-expression interactions, especially 
among the mutated R57 genes, these include: ARO1, GDH1 and SSA1 (Fig. 3-2).  
Furthermore, genes that show high levels of co-expression may signify a combined effect 
amongst mutations.  For example, TOF2 and SGO1 show a high degree of co-expression 
and are scored as the most similarly expressed genes by meta-analysis of reported 
microarray expression data by the SPELL (Serial Pattern of Expression Levels Locator) 
(202) program hosted by the SGD.  Also from this interaction network, a list of highly 
related genes was included in order to assess secondary effects that may be arising from 
mutation. The most affected nodes of interaction include the genes MON2, NEO1, which 
associate predominately with DOP1 and affect endocytosis and the vacuole; GDH3, 
highly related to GDH1; LSM12, the product of which physically interacts with Pbp1p 
and likely binds RNA; and NOP56, which is highly associated with Nop58p and its 
interactors.  In general, the ontology and interaction assessment of the mutant genes 
offers a rational priority to investigation and a means to access possible novel gene 
targets associated with the HWSSL phenotype that are not directly mutated. 
3.4 Discussion 
3.4.1 Whole genome sequencing GS-evolved strain R57 
Whole genome sequencing of HWSSL-tolerant strain R57 led to the discovery of 
20 SNP mutations within its genome.  SNP mutations were predominantly expected due 
to the observation that UV mutagenesis, the method by which mutation was originally 
introduced into R57, generally leads to point mutations (198).  Of the few existing reports 
on genome sequencing of randomly evolved strains for reverse engineering target 
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generation, a small number of mutations are often discovered (108, 110, 111, 203).  
Sequencing of 3 lines of yeast after 300 generations of evolution for saline stress yielded 
one mutation of interest (108).  Sequencing of strains adapted for glucose limitation after 
~100, 200 and 400 generations yielded 17 mutation calls, with only 1-2 adaptive 
mutations per clone (110).  Using chemical mutagenesis to generate yeasts with increased 
lifespan, followed by genome sequencing led to the discovery of 4 missense and 13 total 
mutations and yielded one target that explained the enhanced trait (111).  In contrast, it 
was shown that just ~400 generations of adaptation for increased galactose utilization led 
to 40, 44, and 334 mutations called in 3 evolved strains (109), which seems relatively 
high based on the ~1.2×107 bp size of the S. cerevisiae genome and a natural mutation 
rate of ~5 ×10−10 bp−1 generation−1, suggesting that the evolutionary pressure alone 
resulted in the accumulation of over 330 mutations for at least one of the sequenced 
strains (204).  However, this study explains that sequencing coverage increased from 16 
and 17-fold coverage to 55-fold for the strain with the largest amount of reported 
mutations.  In our hands, a large coverage resulted in many miscalls or alignment errors 
within the dataset, presumably by increasing the likelihood of sequencing errors being 
called as mutations (180).  In the current study, these false mutation calls were only 
controlled for by sequencing and analyzing the WT strain in parallel.  In keeping with the 
theory behind GS, our study was expected to reveal a relatively larger amount of 
combined productive mutations within the R57 genome than would have been attainable 
by other random evolutionary methods in the short time-frame used for strain 
development.  In the case of R57, the discovery of 14 missense mutations within a single 
strain supports the heretofore untested assertion that strain development by GS occurs by 
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the accumulation of beneficial mutations.  This supports one premise of this study: that as 
a random evolutionary strain development scheme by which to locate genetic 
determinants in a trait of interest, GS followed by sequencing may be significantly 
informative and allow for the exploration of combinations of productive mutations, a 
possibility that seems less likely with strains obtained by non-recombinative evolution 
alone. Of course, more mutations to analyze from a strain of interest may lead to more 
false positive results being examined, even though selection between shuffling rounds is 
hypothesized to minimize this potential complication.  In this respect, working with a 
well-known organism and mining known functional and interaction data can narrow the 
focus of engineering targets, which will be the concentration of the remainder of the 
discussion. 
3.4.2 Genes related to amino acid metabolic processes are mutated in R57 
Three genes (GDH1, GSH1, and ARO1) associated with amino acid-related 
metabolic processes harbor mutations in R57.  The mutations in both GDH1 copies of 
R57 are predicted to affect protein function, as shown by SIFT analysis that yields a score 
of 0 each (Table 3-3) and are therefore regarded as highly non-tolerated.  The presence of 
mutation in both GDH1 alleles and their close proximity (7 amino acids apart) suggests a 
deterministic role for GDH1 in HWSSL tolerance and this area of the gene in particular.  
GDH1 encodes  an NADPH-dependent glutamate dehydrogenase that catalyzes the 
reductive amination of α–ketoglutarate by ammonia to yield glutamate, a reaction that is 
responsible for incorporation of 80 % of the cellular nitrogen in S. cerevisiae when 
ammonia is present (205).  The highly related GDH2, encoding an NADH-dependent 
glutamate dehydrogenase and GDH3, an NADPH-dependent glutamate dehydrogenase 
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that is a paralog of GDH1, are hubs of interaction within the set of mutated genes (Fig. 3-
2) indicating extensive association with other mutated genes and further suggesting an 
integral role for glutamate dehydrogenases in the HWSSL-tolerant phenotype. GDH1 has 
been recognized as a determinant of resistance to acetic acid (206, 207).  Likewise, recent 
proteomics research using a strain that is tolerant of furfural, phenol and acetic acid 
showed a downregulated nitrogen assimilation machinery, including Gdh1p; it is believed 
this occurs in order to slow growth and allow stress tolerance mechanisms to protect the 
cell more effectively (206). It has also been shown that deletion of GDH1 enhances 
available cytosolic NADPH for other NADPH-requiring enzymes (208).  NADPH is 
required for detoxification of inhibitors like the furan aldehydes by providing reduction 
potential to enzymes like Adh6p, capable of reducing and detoxifying HMF and furfural 
(60).  However, impairment to Gdh1p could affect ammonia utilization, requiring 
alternative pathways for nitrogen assimilation.  The central role of glutamate in amino 
acid production and nitrogen assimilation and the potential for Gdh1p activity to 
influence cellular co-factor pools makes it an attractive target to address in generating 
HWSSL tolerance, outlined by the fact that both R57 alleles bear a significant mutation.   
As the major route for glutamate production in the cell, GDH1 functionally relates 
to GSH1, which, in R57, bears a mutation 72 bp upstream of the ORF in the 5' UTR 
(194).  GSH1 encodes for an ATP-dependent gamma glutamylcysteine synthetase that 
catalyzes the first step in glutathione biosynthesis.  Glutathione is comprised of glycine, 
cysteine and glutamate and is a major redox buffer of the cell, cycling between its 
reduced and oxidized form, relying on NADP(H) for recycling.  It has been shown to 
protect against ROS damage and impart hydrogen peroxide tolerance (209).  Moreover, 
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hydrogen peroxide induces GSH1 transcription, but relies on the presence of intercellular 
amino acid pools, namely glutamate, glutamine, and lysine (210).  Therefore, modified 
glutamate assimilation via GDH1 mutation and the 5’ UTR mutation in GSH1, which, if 
it has an effect would likely be seen in expression levels, both potentially affect 
intercellular glutamate pools and concomitant expression of GSH1. Engineering GSH1 
for increased activity has already been suggested as a means to mediate ROS-induced 
furaldehyde damage by upregulating cellular glutathione content (211).  However, 
glutathione synthesis requires ATP and often valuable nitrogen and sulfur compounds.  
Yeast can act to catabolize glutathione for these resources when they are limiting (212), 
which suggests that cellular glutathione content may be modulated as a function of both 
stress tolerance and nutrient requirements.  Glutathione has been implicated in protein 
homeostasis as well.  For example, it can disulfide bond with exposed sulfydryl groups of 
proteins and thereby protect against unwanted disulfide bonding within proteins exposed 
to oxidizing conditions (213). Loss of cellular glutathione leads to activation of HSPs, 
including Ssa1p, with which Gsh1p has been shown to interact (214, 215) (Fig. 3-2).  
Gsh1p also genetically interacts with ARO1 and ART5 that bear mutations in R57, which, 
coupled with the interplay between GSH1 expression and Gdh1p function, supports an 
important role for GSH1 in HWSSL tolerance.  Furthermore, because GSH1 plays a 
pivotal role in glutathione production, which in turn can have an impact on signaling 
events that pervade the cell on a global scale (reviewed in (213)), a mutation that might 
affect GSH1 expression level, like that found in R57, could influence HWSSL tolerance 
either through affecting oxidative stress tolerance, influencing protein folding machinery 
or affecting amino acid usage. 
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The remaining gene carrying a mutation in R57 related to amino acid metabolic 
processes is ARO1 (Fig. 3-1).  Aro1p catalyzes steps 2-6 of the chorismate pathway 
leading to synthesis of aromatic amino acids (216), and the domain in question catalyzes 
step 2, the condensation of 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate from shikimate-3-
phosphate and phosphoenolpyruvate.  ARO1 occupies a central position in the interaction 
network between mutated genes, genetically interacting with TOF2 and with Aro1p 
physically interacting with Gdh1p, Ssa1p and Pbp1p (Fig. 3-2).  ARO1 mutation might 
therefore be acting in concert with one or all of these evolved alleles.  Aromatic amino 
acid synthesis and tryptophan synthesis in particular are pathways that are generally 
upregulated leading to tolerance of acetic acid (207).  Additionally, mutants auxotrophic 
for aromatic amino acid synthesis are consistently more sensitive to acetic acid than 
prototrophic S. cerevisiae strains (66).  It has been shown that weak acids inhibit yeast 
growth by reducing uptake of aromatic amino acids, which is likely a result of 
pronounced inhibition of Tat2p amino acid permease (66).  It was further shown that 
deletion of ARO1 leads to sensitivity to osmotic and ethanol stress (217).  The integral 
roles of Aro1p in the pathway towards aromatic amino acid synthesis make it an 
attractive target for control and the traits of osmotic pressure and acetic acid tolerance 
previously demonstrated by R57 (218) suggests that this mutation is a likely candidate for 
influencing the HWSSL-tolerance trait.  Overall, amino acid generation and usage 
alteration via GDH1, GSH1, and ARO1 manipulation is a viable scheme for further strain 
development programs and the mutations collected in R57 bear further investigation from 
that standpoint.   
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3.4.3 Genes related to protein homeostasis machinery show mutation accumulation 
in R57 
Protein damage and aggregation is likely a major source of toxicity in cells 
exposed to lignocellulosic hydrolysates and has at least been partially shown to arise due 
to ROS damage arising from furan aldehyde exposure (13).  Mutations in R57 genes 
directly related to protein homeostasis include SSA1, UBP7 and ART5.  The most studied 
stress response protein from this group is Ssa1p, which bears a Q31K mutation in R57. It 
is probable that the longer-chained, more positively charged lysine residue has an 
important effect on Ssa1p structure and is indeed shown to be a highly conserved residue 
by SIFT prediction (Table 3-3).  SSA1 encodes a member of the heat shock 70, Hsp70, 
family of proteins, which consists of highly-conserved, broad-specificity, essential 
protein chaperones that assist in protein folding and protect cells by decreasing the 
aggregation of proteins that have denatured due to stress  (for reviews see (219, 220)).  
Hsp70s also aid in cross-membrane polypeptide translocation, for example into the 
vacuole for degradation or the endoplasmic reticulum for secretion (221, 222)).  More 
specifically, the Ssa family of Hsp70s consists of 4 (Ssa1-4p) highly homologous 
proteins, with Ssa1p sharing 99%, 84%, and 85% amino acid identity with Ssa2-4 
respectively (223).  Expression of any one of these proteins is enough to support 
vegetative growth, signifying a certain level of functional redundancy, but even between 
the highly homologous Ssa1p and Ssa2p they do, in some instances, serve different 
purposes, as, for example, only Ssa1p is able to mediate degradation of protein fructose-
1,6-bisphosphatase (224, 225).  Additionally, Ssa1p is known to play regulatory roles in 
translation initiation (200) and its presence represses activity of Hsf1p (226), a 
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transcription factor that regulates transcription of genes, including Hsps, involved in 
detoxification, protein folding, cell wall organization, carbohydrate metabolism and 
energy generation (227, 228).  A recently discovered form of regulation involving Ssa1p, 
shows that the protein is sensitive to modification by thiol-reactive compounds, which 
then fails to repress Hsf1p and its downstream effects (229) thereby providing a means to 
activate an Hsf1p-induced stress response coupled to the redox state of the cell.  In this 
respect, a functional relationship can be drawn between Ssa1p and Gdh1p, in terms of 
NADPH generation, and Gsh1p, as a means to produce glutathione, as players in 
intercellular redox homeostasis.     
Furthermore, precedence has been established that single amino acid changes in 
Ssa1p, even between residues with similar physical properties, is enough to switch its 
functional specificities to that of other Hsp70 proteins if it occurs in a functional domain, 
while maintaining overall function (225).  The structure of Hsp70s is that of two distinct 
modules: the nucleotide-binding domain (NBD), responsible for binding and hydrolyzing 
ATP, and the substrate-binding domain (SBD), which is known to bind short 
hydrophobic segments of incompletely folded or unfolded polypeptides, in order to 
prevent adverse aggregation (219).  When ATP is bound to an Hsp70, a peptide substrate 
can be exchanged freely with the environment and ATP hydrolysis traps hydrophobic 
peptides within the SBD and releases them upon ADP/ATP nucleotide exchange (230).  
In this way, the NBD governs the well-known protein folding activity of Hsp70s.  The 
Q31K mutation occurs in the NBD of Ssa1p and when DnaK, the Escherichia coli Hsp70 
homolog is used as a structural reference, this mutation is shown to lie adjacent to the 
ATP binding pocket (231).  Although the Q31K mutation has not been studied thus far, 
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this area of Ssa1p was shown to be of particular importance to protein function with 5 
randomly obtained mutations between amino acids 17-34 having a dominant negative 
effect on [PSI+] prion propagation even in the presence of Ssa2p, abolishing or 
diminishing prion propagation while maintaining other cellular functions (231). 
Furthermore, Ssa1p bearing A17V or R34K mutations is able to reactivate unfolded 
luciferase at twice the rate of the WT (232), showing that mutations like Q31K, which 
likely affect the ATP binding and hydrolysis activity of the NBD, can also have a bearing 
on the ability of Ssa1p to refold certain substrates.  The position of the Ssa1p mutation 
and the importance of the protein overall, especially as it relates to stress tolerance and its 
ability to orchestrate global changes, makes Ssa1p a likely candidate for involvement in 
the HWSSL-tolerant trait.   
Refolding damaged proteins and preventing aggregation is not the only means by 
which the cell might maintain cellular protein integrity.  The ultimate means by which a 
cell may regulate protein quality is through destruction of misfolded or damaged and 
potentially toxic polypeptides.  In eukaryotes, this takes place largely through selective, 
energy-dependent labelling with ubiquitin leading to digestion to small peptides by the 
large proteolytic complex, the 26S proteasome (17).  Hsp70s have been shown to play a 
role in this process, holding nascent peptides and leading to ubiquitination of certain 
proteins, presumably when the folding process is unsuccessful and quick peptide 
degradation is warranted (17).  R57 mutant gene UBP7 is known to encode a ubiquitin-
specific protease that cleaves ubiquitin-protein fusions (233) and as such it is part of this 
ubiquitin-induced signalling machinery of the cell, which can also involve cell-cycle and 
apoptosis regulation, and DNA repair (234-236).  Deubiquitinating enzymes act to 
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recover ubiquitin from ubiquitin-protein conjugates and may therefore have a direct 
bearing on cellular protein and ubiquitin homeostasis (236).  Ubp10p, a similar yeast 
deubiquitinating enzyme has been demonstrated to influence RNA polymerase 1 stability 
and thereby acts as a key regulator of rRNA production and in turn ribosome biogenesis, 
one of the important and energy-expensive processes of the eukaryotic cell, thereby 
affecting cell growth (237) and  demonstrating the potentially global influence a 
deubiquitinating enzyme can have.  Furthermore, upregulation of UBP13, another yeast 
deubiquitinating enzyme, is beneficial to cells under cold-stress and suggests that altering 
ubiquitin-induced signalling may be a viable path towards other forms of stress tolerance 
(238).  As one would expect, the cell’s requirement for available ubiquitin increases 
during stress exposure (239).  Relatedly, another role of ubiquitination is the 
internalization of cell-surface proteins (240-242).  This function relates to Art5p, another 
R57 mutant protein, which belongs to the ART (arrestin-related trafficking) family of 
proteins that are believed to function as adaptors for Rsp5p, a ubiquitin ligase that 
promotes endocytosis of plasma membrane proteins, including transporters, targeting 
damaged or unneeded plasma membrane proteins for vacuolar degradation (243).  
Mutation of ART5 may constitute a way for R57 to regulate destruction of proteins 
damaged by HWSSL stress or direct changes to the plasma membrane in order to respond 
more efficiently to the toxic HWSSL environment.   
3.4.4 Genes that play a regulatory role in stress response are mutated in R57 
Along with SSA1 and GSH1 discussed above, PBP1 and NRG1 are known 
regulators of stress response that are potentially having a major impact on the HWSSL 
tolerance trait.  Although Nrg1p can mediate glucose repression (244) and negatively 
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regulate cellular processes like pseudohyphal filamentous growth (245), which is well 
known to be associated with cells under conditions of nitrogen stress, a recent large-scale 
study on transcription factors in S. cerevisiae, which included mining data from 1693 
publicly available microarray gene expression data sets (199), found that the most 
significant transcriptional responses governed by Nrg1p were all related to a multitude of 
stressor exposures of varying length and intensity.  Nrg1p represses genes by recruiting 
the Cyc8p-Tup1p transcriptional repressor complex to gene promoters where it disrupts 
transcription of a variety of genes (246).  Zhu et al. found that one of the main functional 
gene categories affected by Nrg1p is related to peroxide tolerance, which is a specific 
tolerance trait of R57 (218).  Nrg1p can also directly repress genes that are activated by 
the downstream action of protein kinase Snf1p (245), which stimulates upregulation of 
stress responsive genes (247); and the transcription activator Haa1p, which imparts acetic 
acid tolerance (139).  Several mutants missing single genes from the Snf1p-pathway can 
affect tolerance to acetic acid (207). Additionally, Vyas et al. found that Nrg1p and 
closely related homolog Nrg2p regulate a set of stress-response genes and Δnrg1Δnrg2 
deletion mutants gain tolerance to oxidative stress and salt exposure (248), a trait that is 
also shared by R57 (218).  It has further been shown that Nrg1p deletion leads to 
upregulation of Ena1p, the most important means of mediating the export of sodium and 
lithium from yeast (249-251) and that Nrg1p is a phosphorylation target of protein kinase 
Cdk2p, which is involved in controlling various important cellular functions including 
stress response (252, 253).  Given the highly conserved nature of the mutated residue in 
Nrg1p, the likely result is a loss or reduction of function and a corresponding 
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derepression of Nrg1p governed genes, which will be explored more fully in the 
subsequent chapter.  
Unlike NRG1, PBP1 has the potential to affect stress response at the translation 
level.  The R57 mutation that is believed to affect PBP1 lies 190 bp 5’ of the 
transcriptional start site and is part of the 5’ UTR (195); therefore, any changes to PBP1 
function are likely a result of the expression level of the gene, and not gene function.  
Early studies of Pbp1p show that it plays a regulatory role in mRNA polyadenylation by 
interacting with Pab1p (poly(A)-binding protein) (254), which controls mRNA poly(A) 
tail length and plays a role in mediating translation activation (255).  Pbp1p expression 
levels may therefore have a global impact on cellular function, but recent work has also 
demonstrated a more specific role Pbp1p plays in stress responses.   Pbp1p has been 
shown as an important factor in stress granule formation, which are cytoplasmic RNA-
protein granules containing non-translating mRNAs that tend to associate with ribosomal 
subunits and translation initiation factors (256, 257).  Stress granules have been shown to 
form during heat shock (258), ethanol exposure (259)  and glucose deprivation (260-262), 
but because stress responses tend to evoke transient translation initiation inhibition, stress 
granules are thought to accumulate under many stress conditions and contain differing 
constituents (260).  Recently, stress granule formation resulting in bulk translation 
attenuation was shown to be induced by HMF and furfural (263).  Pbp1p overexpression 
specifically was shown to induce stress granule formation and lead to the sequestration of 
the TORC1 complex into stress granules and to diminish TORC1 signalling (201).  
TORC1 is involved in the regulation of a variety of cellular processes including protein 
synthesis, transcriptional repression of genes induced by nutrient starvation, nutrient 
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permease sorting and turnover, cell cycling, ribosome biogenesis, meiosis and actin 
organization (reviewed in (264, 265)). Tor1p, a major component of the TORC1 complex 
is involved in signalling of acetic-acid induced apoptosis and Δtor1 cells do not exhibit 
the decreased protein content seen with acetic acid treated WT cells (266) and show 
increased peroxide and hyperosmotic stress resistance (267).  Due to the diverse and 
fundamental role that PBP1 plays in yeast and its association with molecules known to 
influence resistance to lignocellulosic substrate inhibitors, it is an appropriate target for 
future reverse engineering studies, perhaps focussed on the modulation of its expression, 
due to the location of the R57 mutation.   
3.4.5 Mutated R57 genes from a wide range of function are accumulated within the 
GS-evolved genome 
Although it is tempting to disregard the lesser-studied mutated R57 genes in the 
interest of simplicity, the stringent selection used in engineering R57 suggests that some 
or all of these more difficultly reconciled genomic changes or those demonstrating lesser 
known interaction profiles may still be playing a determinant role in HWSSL tolerance.  
For example, Mal11p, which is mutated twice, in a heterozygous fashion, functions as a 
high-affinity α–glucoside transporter with broad substrate specificity (268-270). 
Although the effect of MAL11 on tolerance to industrial processes has not been 
demonstrated, it is a common trend for non-S288c, industrial yeast strains to show a loss 
or reduction of MAL11 genes (82, 271, 272).  One possible link between Mal11p and the 
robust HWSSL/industrial fermentation phenotype is that it can also act as a high affinity 
trehalose-H+ symporter (273, 274).  Due to the role of cellular trehalose content in 
response to stressful environments like that of HWSSL (275-278) and the influence 
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proton transport might have on internal pH in lieu of the acetic acid content of HWSSL, it 
is plausible that Mal11p is playing a role in HWSSL tolerance as well.  The other known 
transporter in R57 affected by mutation is iron transport facilitator Fit3p.  Previous work 
has shown that 4 iron uptake transporter genes, including FIT3 are required for acetic 
acid tolerance (207), while FIT3 and another 3 iron transport genes were highly 
upregulated upon furfural challenge (279).  Though the exact relationship between 
intracellular iron levels and lignocellulosic substrate inhibitors has not been resolved, it 
has been hypothesized that the demand for iron goes up with the upregulation of iron-
sulfur enzymes, many of which are involved in oxidative stress responses (279) or that 
membrane damage could lead to iron leakage (7).  Alternatively, with respect to HWSSL 
tolerance, the possibility of high heavy-metal content in the substrate could make 
modification to iron-uptake genes a useful strategy to exploit in order to optimize 
intracellular content. 
Genes of relatively unknown function are of particular interest as well in that they 
are components of the precise impetus behind GS-evolution mediated strain 
development: that the mutations which might impart the trait of interest are not easily 
accessible.  Little is known about DOP1, even though it encodes for an essential protein.  
In general, it is known to localize to the mitochondria and Golgi and is involved in 
endosome to Golgi transport and may have a function in endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
organization, establishing cell polarity and morphogenesis (280-282).  Recently, it was 
shown to interact with Neo1p and Mon2p, which figure prominently as highly interactive 
among the mutation-bearing proteins (Fig. 3-2).  Neo1p is involved in the early secretory 
pathway and vacuolar biogenesis (283) and is a putative flippase that likely plays a role 
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in cell membrane phospholipid changes (284), while Mon2p plays a role in endocytosis 
and vacuole integrity (285, 286).  The essentiality of Dop1p and the known toxic effects 
of furan inhibitors and phenols on the cell membrane and the vacuole (7) suggest that it 
may be playing a role in the HWSSL-tolerant phenotype and future reverse engineering 
studies may help to elucidate a more precise function for Dop1p.  Similarly, the function 
of another R57-mutant protein, YNL058Cp, is largely unknown, but it may also affect the 
vacuole, where it is known to localize (282) and the cell surface.  A recent study has 
shown that YNL058C is upregulated in response to cell wall damage as part of the yeast 
cell integrity MAPK pathway and to be regulated by Slt2p MAPK, a known regulator of 
cell wall integrity (287).  Genes related to cell wall structure are affected by acetic acid 
exposure (207) and furan aldehydes are known to damage yeast cell walls (59).  
Therefore, genes related to cell wall integrity may be of particular importance to the R57 
phenotype.  In this way, although relatively unknown genes do not figure centrally within 
the interaction assessment, their investigation may reveal productive roles in 
lignocellulosic hydrolysate tolerance.   
Mutations affecting the cell cycle are particularly difficult to reconcile with the 
HWSSL- tolerance phenotype.  The affected genes include SGO1, involved in 
chromosomal segregation and stability, along with TOF2 and NOP58.  TOF2 is involved 
in rDNA silencing and mitotic rDNA condensation, playing a regulatory role in mitotic 
exit (288).  Any effect the SGO1 and TOF2 genes might exert on stress tolerances would 
most likely be manifested as an inadvertent overall effect on growth and replication of the 
cell. Similarly, the function of NOP58 is related to more fundamental cellular processes.  
Specifically, NOP58 is involved in pre-rRNA processing and rRNA synthesis. Cycling 
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cells must make ~2000 ribosomes per minute, while 80 % of produced RNA is ribosomal 
(289) and therefore even minimal changes to this machinery may have effects on the cell 
cycle and energy usage.   
Finally, based on known function, some of the mutations found in R57 are likely 
less valuable as stress-tolerance determinant targets.  For instance, STE5 exhibits one 
missense and one silent mutation in R57 and does not interact extensively with other R57 
mutant genes (Fig. 3-2) or share many functional relationships (Fig. 3-1).  Ste5p is a 
pheromone response scaffold protein that mediates a mitogen-activated protein kinase 
(MAPK) cascade leading to phosphorylation of Fus3p and resulting in the haploid mating 
response (290).  The R57 S171F mutation occurs NH2-terminal-adjacent to a RING-H2 
domain of Ste5p that is known to interact with Ste4p, the β-subunit of the heterotrimeric 
G protein, which binds Ste5p as part of a complex and is released upon pheromone 
binding leading to downstream activation of MAPK constituents Ste11p, Ste7p, and 
finally Fus3p (reviewed in (291)).  Ste4p has been demonstrated as necessary for the 
proper functioning of the mating response (292, 293).  Mutation in this area of the protein 
has led to hyperactivity of the mating response, imparting Ste4p independence (294), or 
an impaired mating response if mutation occurs within the RING-H2 domain itself (293).  
Ste5p interacts with and mediates activation of Ste7p and Ste11p, both of which have 
been implicated in stress response MAPK signalling cascades, such as the HOG-pathway 
(295), but existing evidence shows that cross-talk between these pathways is minimal 
(296).  Furthermore, mutations in this domain of Ste5p do not seem to affect interaction 
with downstream constituents of the MAPK cascade (293, 294) and therefore any 
inadvertent stress tolerance arising from these interactions, though possible, seems 
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unlikely to explain the high level of HWSSL tolerance exhibited by R57.  Indeed, any 
phenotypic response related to tolerance likely only manifested itself in the haploid 
strains that may have been exposed to HWSSL, as Ste5p is normally lowly expressed in 
diploid strains like R57 (297).  Alternatively, because mating is essential to the GS 
method used to generate R57, a strain with a modified mating behaviour may have more 
tendency towards evolving fitness due either to an overactive mating response, which 
would increase the likelihood of accumulating beneficial mutations, or a repressed 
response that might decrease the chance of backcrossing out useful mutations that were 
acquired, but is likely not a target for investigation in stress tolerance.  
3.5 Conclusions 
GS followed by full genome sequencing at adequate depth of coverage is a viable 
option to discover a limited number of mutations that are likely linked to a phenotype of 
interest.  The mutations discovered in R57 are found in ORF’s, with the majority 
predicted to lead to some sort of phenotypic response, or UTRs with as yet unknown 
ramifications.  Due to the high level of knowledge that exists for S. cerevisiae, plausible 
assertions can already be made as to novel avenues of microbial strain engineering from 
GS and sequencing alone, which may not be the case for less understood organisms 
without further study.  Additionally, current bioinformatics analyses make it possible to 
prioritize the mutations based on known interactions within the set of mutations, 
phenotype prediction and known biological functions.  Furthermore, the nature of 
mutation accumulation may provide insight into the importance of a given gene, if, for 
instance, it carries more than one mutation on separate chromosomes, is homozygous, or 
occurs in an area of a protein that has been demonstrated to affect function.  These 
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analyses suggest possible determinant roles for many of the mutated genes discovered in 
this portion of the study.  However, key genes including NRG1, SSA1, and GDH1 are of 
primary interest due to their ability to influence cellular function in a widespread manner 
or their proven effect on resistance to the sources of stress found in HWSSL.  Moreover, 
the nature of the mutations within these genes, either affecting an area of interest in the 
proteins, as with SSA1, or the fact that both gene copies are affected, as is the case with 
NRG1 and GDH1, suggests that these particular mutations are present due to selective 
pressure.  Furthermore, genes involved in multiple levels of regulation are affected by 
mutation in R57.  For example, SSA1 is involved in protein homeostasis and translation; 
GSH1 and GDH1 are major affectors of redox homeostasis or nitrogen assimilation; and 
NRG1 and PBP1, which are involved in transcriptional/translational stress responses, 
respectively; modifying all of these genes has the potential for major downstream 
phenotypic changes like those exhibited by R57.   
Of course, the validity of these assertions still warrants further investigation.  As 
predictive software becomes more robust, discerning precise and affected biological 
modules under a given condition may become feasible, but at this point, with a small 
mutation data set, enriched affected function predictions are not meaningful.  However, 
as a means to generate an overarching topography of the genomic changes as they relate 
to known biological function and to generate known complementary protein targets, 
current interaction software is useful.  The impetus behind predictive software, rational 
strain design and studies like this one, which hope to inform strain design, presuppose a 
modular nature to the cell that can be treated as discreet parts with discreet 
functionalities.  For example, discreet modules may include stress response elements that 
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can be pinpointed, manipulated and applied to engineering different strains or organisms.  
As the discussion of the SSA1 and NRG1 genes helps illustrate, genes involved in a 
specific trait likely cannot be regarded as single units of specific operation, even for those 
instances when the biochemical function of a protein is well-characterized.  Likewise, 
mutations like those concerning SGO1, TOF2, and NOP58, which may affect the cell 
cycle or fundamental metabolic processes, are more difficult to treat as discreet stress 
response modules that can be appropriated and manipulated without affecting the system 
in unwanted ways.  Strain engineering through GS is in many ways the antithesis to this 
type of modular thinking and it presumes that the cell can either not be completely 
broken down in this way or our knowledge is not robust enough to do so.  In this way, 
although known stress response genes are attractive targets for future rational biocatalyst 
design, the mutations that potentially affect whole-cell physiology are perhaps more 
attractive targets to advance our knowledge of the types of changes evolution might 
introduce to establish a specific trait, which was ultimately one of the goals of sequencing 
the genome of R57.  Several testing strategies might be attempted to elucidate mutations 
that have the most profound effect on tolerance.  For example, the mutant versions of all 
genes might be substituted into the background strain CEN.PK and assessed for gain of 
HWSSL tolerance.  Conversely, the mutated R57 genes could be replaced with WT 
alleles and assessed for loss of HWSSL tolerance.  However, GS theory suggests that 
several or all of the mutations in R57, which are hypothesized to have accumulated 
progressively through reiterative recombination towards higher tolerance, are needed to 
fulfill the final HWSSL tolerance phenotype exhibited by R57; this makes either 
scenario, introducing gained or diminished tolerance, a vast undertaking given the 
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permutations involved in combining or reverting single or all of the mutations within a 
single host.  Such an experiment could be further complicated if the order in which the 
mutations are combined within a final host affects the acquisition of HWSSL tolerance 
traits.  This type of brute force cloning may be plausible for a smaller number of mutation 
targets.  However, even if the final phenotype could be recovered or repressed 
successfully through such methods, it may not offer further insight into the physiological 
changes that accompany these mutations.  Therefore, in order to gain understanding as to 
the mutations that are relevant to the HWSSL-tolerance trait, and to describe the expected 
physiological differences between R57 and the WT and the specific response of R57 to a 
HWSSL stress challenge, RNA-seq transcriptional expression analysis was employed.  






Although genomic differences between the WT and GS-evolved R57 were 
discovered as outlined in Chapter 3, the physiological changes that give rise to the 
HWSSL-tolerance trait cannot be depicted through genome sequencing alone. To gain 
insight into the specific biological processes that are being affected, transcriptional 
analysis is uniquely suited to simultaneously examining the genome-wide reaction that 
accompanies a trait of interest.  In order to study the specific transcriptional response of 
GS-evolved strain R57 to HWSSL exposure and to probe for transcriptional differences 
between R57 and the WT strains, RNA-seq expression analysis was performed and is the 
subject of this chapter.   
The nature of at least some of the mutations discovered in R57 was hypothesized 
to have a direct impact on expression, possibly at the level of transcription.  For instance, 
if the UTR mutations of FIT3, GSH1, PBP1 and NOP58 are expected to have an effect, 
they are likely impacting expression levels.  Although productive UTR mutations may 
only be seen at the protein level, due to effects on translation like altered ribosome 
binding potential (298), changes to the UTR or coding sequence of a gene may also 
impact mRNA levels by, for example, altering decay rates due to changes in mRNA 
structure that influence stability (299).    Furthermore, the mutation in the transcriptional 
repressor of stress response gene, NRG1, is likely to have an effect on the function of 
Nrg1p and thereby lead to downstream transcriptional changes.  Beyond exploring these 
directly related transcriptional effects of mutation, the aim of the expression study is to 
further characterize phenotypic differences between the WT and R57 that may result 
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from mutation and to understand the physiology behind R57’s phenotype.  In cross-
referencing the transcriptional response of R57 with the phenotypic and genome 
sequence data collected thus far, the mutations and biological processes of interest can be 
further narrowed if functional processes are affected both by mutation and differential 
gene expression in response to HWSSL.  These data support many of the assertions 
generated by the mutation analysis and phenotypic characteristics of R57 described in the 
preceding chapters, and constitute the first description of the S. cerevisiae transcriptional 
response to lignocellulosic hydrolysate-inhibitor-rich medium by RNA-seq and one of the 
first yeast transcriptional profiles on a lignocellulosic substrate currently produced at 
industrial levels.   
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Growth conditions and RNA isolation 
WT diploid strain CEN.PK-122 and HWSSL-tolerant R57 were used in RNA-seq 
experiments.  Because the mutation to R57 resulted in a ‘gain of function’ phenotype (i.e. 
survival and growth on HWSSL), undiluted HWSSL exposure of the WT strain does not 
allow growth of the reference strain (Fig. 2-7).  However, using the example of previous 
studies (300-302), in order to generate productive leads, I employed a three-way 
comparison of the strain R57 and its reference: firstly, the WT and R57 were compared 
under permissive conditions, secondly, R57 was exposed to a HWSSL challenge, and 
finally, general trends between the two data sets were assessed.  As adaptation to 
lignocellulose-derived inhibitor stress likely manifests itself during lag phase (171), 
HWSSL-exposure experiments were performed at early and late lag phase. Strains were 
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inoculated from individual colonies isolated from frozen stocks on YPD agar medium 
and pre-grown overnight in test tubes containing 5 mL minimal synthetic defined (SD) 
medium at 200 rpm and 30 ºC.  Fifty mL of SD were inoculated with ~1 x 106 cells from 
the pregrowth culture, cultured overnight under semi-fermentative conditions (sealed 125 
mL flasks shaken at 100 rpm) at 30 °C to early stationary phase and normalized to an 
OD600 nm of 3.  Biological replicate cell samples of these cultures were used as the 
permissive condition to compare transcriptional expression of the WT and R57 strains.  
HWSSL-exposed R57 cultures were generated by suspending SD-grown, PBS-washed 
R57 cells in 50 mL HWSSL at a cell density of ~5 x 105 CFU/mL and culturing under 
semi-fermentative conditions (sealed 125 mL flasks shaken at 100 rpm) and 30 °C for 2 
and 24 hours, representing early and late lag phase respectively, due to the inhibitory 
nature of HWSSL (Fig. 2-7).  For each sample, cells from 5 mL of culture were 
centrifuged at 1800 x g at 4 °C and frozen in liquid nitrogen until RNA isolation.  RNA 
was extracted using the RNeasy Plant Minikit according to manufacturer’s specifications 
for use with yeast (Qiagen, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) in which frozen cells were 
suspended in lysis buffer and disrupted with a mini bead beater (Precellys 24, Bertin 
Technologies) at 4 °C. RNA quality was verified using a Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer 
according the manufacturer’s specifications.   
4.2.2 RNA-seq and differential expression analysis 
RNA-seq was performed at the McGill/Genome Quebec Innovation Centre on an 
Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx for the R57 HWSSL-response time-course and in 
duplicate on the Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx and Illumina HiSeq 2000 for the WT vs 
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R57 permissive growth condition transcriptome analysis, both according to the 
manufacturer’s specifications, similar to the process described for genome sequencing 
(Chapter 3.2.1).  Sequencing libraries were generated using the TruSeq RNA kit 
(Illumina).  Briefly, approximately 10 µg of total extracted RNA was used to isolate at 
least 100 ng of messenger RNA (mRNA) using oligo-dT beads. The mRNA enriched 
fraction was reversed transcribed to generate cDNA fragments that were sheared using a 
Covaris instrument to yield ~200 bp fragments.  Following end-repair and 3’ end 
adenylation steps, an index was ligated and a PCR step performed. The quality of the 
library was assessed on a DNA 1000 chip (Agilent) and quantified by PCR.  Libraries 
were then subjected to 36 or 50 cycles of sequencing on the Illumina Genome Analyzer 
IIx and Illumina HiSeq 2000, respectively.  
RNAseq differential transcription analysis was performed with CLC Genomics 
Workbench version 5.1 using standard parameters.  The cDNA sequence reads from 
RNA-seq were trimmed to remove Illumina sequencing adaptors as well as unreliable 
read ends and alignments were performed using the CEN.PK 113-7D genome sequence 
and associated GTF file (127) as the backbone for alignment mapping and quantitation. 
Statistical analysis was performed using the package available with CLC software.  
Expression levels were calculated as RPKM values. Differential expression significance 
values were computed using Baggerly’s test for WT vs R57 analysis, which is intended 
for samples with biological replicates (303), while Kal’s test was used for the exposure to 
HWSSL analysis using strain R57 (304).  The samples were then FDR-corrected in order 
to eliminate non-productive leads from the expression results.  Gene transcripts showing 
differential expression with a corrected p-value of < 0.05 and a > 2-fold increase (unless 
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otherwise stated) were used for functional clustering and enrichment mapping of 
differentially expressed genes. 
4.2.3 Bioinformatics analyses 
Functional annotation clustering was executed with DAVID Bioinformatics 
Resources 6.7 (161).  Clusters of up or down regulated genes with gene ontology (GO) 
term enrichment scores of ≥ 1.3 (equivalent to a non-log scale value of 0.05) are reported, 
unless stated otherwise.  Enrichment maps of ontology categories from clustering were 
generated with the Enrichment Map 1.2 software plug-in (305, 306) (see Fig. 4.2 for 
details) for the Cytoscape 2.8 network analysis software program (189-191).  All 
functional annotations presented were derived from SGD (307) or the DAVID server 
unless otherwise referenced. Transcription factor binding analysis was done through the 
YEASTRACT database (308-310). 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Coverage of RNA-seq reads  
RNA-seq was performed with an average mappable read depth of ~ 17 millon 
mappable 36 bp reads per sample for the HWSSL time course.  The WT vs R57 RNA-seq 
experiment resulted in an average of ~ 80 million mappable 36 and 50 bp reads per paired 
biological sample.  Sequencing and mapping results are summarized in Table 4-1.  
4.3.2 Growth and differential whole-genome expression profiling of non HWSSL-
exposed WT vs R57 cells reveals significant phenotypic differences 
In order to assess if the genetic changes of R57 functionally correspond with a specific 
















CEN.PK!122!no!HWSSL! 11417881! 1333605! 12751486! 100!
CEN.PK!122!no!HWSSL!(b)! 140812406! 14275607! 155088013! 100!
R57!no!HWSSL! 14316591! 1584953! 15901544! 100!
R57!no!HWSSL!(b)! 135644842! 15853016! 151497858! 100!
R57!2!hrs!HWSSL! 15065307! 2035530! 17100837! 100!
R57!24!hrs!HWSSL! 8385600! 7374215! 15759815! 100!
cell cultures of WT and R57 in stationary phase under non-inhibitory growth conditions.  
Comparing R57 to the WT for growth in defined laboratory medium revealed a markedly 
reduced biomass yield  for  R57  (Fig 4-1).   Furthermore, residual glucose remains in the 
medium of  R57 well into stationary phase, while the WT has exhausted its carbon 
resources within 24 hours, even though both strains enter stationary phase at similar 
times.  This finding shows that R57, even in an environment void of lignocellulosic 
substrate inhibitors, is reprogramming its metabolism and directing resources in ways 
divergent from the WT.  Furthermore, the presence of residual glucose in the R57 culture 
medium suggests that another essential growth resource has become limiting. Finally, it is 
clear that R57 makes use of resources in a way that reduces the impetus on biomass 
generation, redirecting them to other processes and demonstrating a potential fitness 
trade-off that reduces growth in permissive environments, but preserves viability in the 
more toxic HWSSL environment (218).  These phenotypic differences, even under 
growth-permissive environments were accompanied by significant mRNA expression 
differences.  Transcriptional analysis of the two strains revealed that there were 148 
differentially regulated genes (> 2-fold) between the WT background strain and  the  R57  
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Figure 4-1. Cell growth and metabolic conversion profiles of S. cerevisiae WT and 
R57 mutant strains.  Overnight YNBD cultures of WT (solid symbols) and R57 (open 
symbols) were inoculated into 50 mL of YNBD medium with an initial OD600 of 0.03 (0 
h) and then cells were cultured at 200 rpm at 30 °C in 250-mL flasks.  Cell growth (left 
y-axis, triangles) was monitored by measuring OD600 at 4, 8, 16, 20, 24, 48, 72 and 144 
hours.  Glucose (right y-axis, circles), concentration in the medium was determined by 
HPLC. 
mutant.  Functional clustering was carried out on the differentially expressed genes to 
discover enriched functional roles of gene products and biological pathways of interest 




4.3.3 The expression of gene products involved in nitrogen usage, cell membrane 
composition and transport, metal-binding and NADH-generating alcohol 
biosynthesis are downregulated in HWSSL-tolerant strain R57 
Only 18 genes were downregulated under inhibitor free conditions, resulting in 3 clusters 
of genes that are highly enriched (Fig. 4-2).  The first major downregulated gene cluster 
contains 8 genes that are classified as integral to the membrane.  This cluster contains 4 
genes that encode transporters: MEP3, producing a low-affinity, high-capacity ammonia 
transporter that is normally induced upon exposure to ammonia;  CAN1, which encodes a 
permease of arginine, a preferred nitrogen source that can readily be catabolised to 
glutamate (311); metal transporter-encoding SMF2; and the PHO90 gene, encoding a 
low-affinity phosphate transporter. The remaining genes in the integral to membrane 
downregulated cluster are AIM38, encoding a cytochrome c oxidase subunit, and 4 genes 
related to the altered biosynthesis or manipulation of lipid membrane constituents: CYB5, 
cytochrome b5, involved in the sterol and lipid biosynthesis pathways; ERG11, part of 
the ergosterol biosynthesis pathway; PLB3, which leads to the hydrolysis of 
phosphatidylinositol and phosphatidylserine; and SUR2 involved in sphingolipid 
biosynthesis.   Due to the toxic environment of HWSSL and the membrane damaging 
potential of the various inhibitors like phenolics and organic acids (7), altered interaction 
with the environment via differential regulation of transporters and modifications to 
membrane composition are expected traits of R57. Differential regulation of genes 
encoding proteins that are involved in metal influx and usage are also traits that 
distinguish R57 from the WT in an inhibitor-free environment.  As shown in the 
enrichment map (Fig. 4-2), there is extensive overlap between gene products that affect 
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Figure 4-2.  Enrichment map of differentially expressed genes between WT and R57 
under non-HWSSL exposed conditions.  Gene lists were compiled for significantly (p 
< 0.05) upregulated > 2-fold or significantly downregulated < 2-fold differentially 
expressed genes.  Red colours represent upregulation, while blue colours represent 
downregulation.  Darker shades represent a relatively higher confidence of enrichment 
score.  Larger node sizes represent relatively larger numbers of differentially regulated 
genes associated with the given ontology category.  Smaller distance between nodes 
denotes a higher degree of relationship between ontology categories, while thicker edge 
lines (green) denote a higher degree of similarity between category nodes in terms of the 
degree of overlap between the specific gene sets they are associated with.   
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the plasma membrane and those that bind metal.  Eight metal-ion binding genes are 
downregulated, including 4 that encode iron-binding proteins and the aforementioned 
transporter Smf2p.  One of these iron-binding proteins is Gzf3p, a negative regulator of 
nitrogen catabolite repression (NCR), which competes for DNA GATA-factor binding 
sites with Gat1p, a positive regulator of NCR-sensitive genes (312).  This finding 
suggests a downstream upregulation of NCR-sensitive genes may be possible due to 
diminished Gzf3p content.  Therefore, diminished expression of GZF3 can result in the 
upregulation of genes involved in the metabolism of non-preferred nitrogen sources and, 
taken with the downregulation of MEP3 expression, mentioned above, suggests that R57 
is making use of nitrogen in divergent ways from the WT at this growth phase, even 
under conditions without inhibitors in the substrate.  Overall, enrichment of genes related 
to known metal-requiring processes and transporters suggests that R57 is making use of 
metal resources differently than the WT as well and the diversity of metal-requiring 
cellular processes makes possible downstream effects extensive. 
4.3.4 Functional clustering of upregulated genes in HWSSL-tolerant mutant R57 
under non-stressed conditions reveals differential expression of primary metabolic 
systems, organic acid synthesis, ubiquitin-controlled products and cell wall affecters  
Clustering of the 131 upregulated R57 genes as compared to the WT include the 
major cluster of translation-related genes, mainly associated with ribosome biogenesis 
and translation regulation (Fig. 4-2).  Fifteen genes related to monosaccharide 
metabolism are also upregulated (Fig. 4-2), with 10 being part of the 
glycolytic/gluconeogenic pathways.  These two findings suggest a more active 
metabolism in stationary phase and agree with growth differences between the WT and 
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R57 (Fig. 4-1).  The residual carbon available in the substrate of R57 after extended 
growth in SD medium, once it has entered into stationary phase, that is not used for 
biomass generation, may be available for energy generation and protein production.  The 
remaining 2 genes in the monosaccharide metabolism cluster are noteworthy as they 
include GRE3, encoding for a methylglyoxal reductase, that has been shown to reduce 
furan aldehyde inhibitors via NADH (313), and the R57 mutation-bearing transcription 
factor NRG1, discussed further below. 
The ubiquitin-like (UBL) conjugation cluster (Fig. 4-2) contains genes that 
encode for proteins that are either post-translationally modified by a ubiquitin-like 
protein, or play a role in protein breakdown via ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis.  The 
cluster consists of 7 ribosomal proteins including RPL40B/UBI2 and RPS31/UBI3, which 
are 2 of the 3 genes (RPL40A/UBI1 being the other) known to encode ribosomal proteins 
fused to the C terminus of ubiquitin, yielding the majority of free cellular ubiquitin under 
normal conditions (314).  The non-ribosomal proteins include: histone-encoding HTA2; 
RHR2, involved in glycerol biosynthesis in response to osmotic stress, which is generally 
downregulated under stress-free environments; PUN1, which is induced by the HOG 
pathway, cell wall perturbations and metal-ion stress and is involved in cell wall 
patching; and ENA5, encoding a sodium ion pump similar to Ena1p, as discussed earlier 
(Chapter 1), which is upregulated 3.2-fold and is directly regulated by Nrg1p (315).  This 
cluster consists of genes with divergent functionalities, but mainly involves genes related 
to ubiquitin generation, protein translation machinery or stress response mechanisms. 
Given that ubiquitin-like signalling machinery influences all of them, this regulatory 
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mechanism may be playing a determinant role in the HWSSL-tolerance phenotype by 
providing protein-level control beyond the differential expression response reported here.  
Another major upregulated gene cluster in R57 contains 11 genes involved in 
organic acid synthesis, mainly involving amino acid biosynthesis (Fig. 4-2).  Specifically 
upregulated genes include, HOM2, MET16, MET17 and MET3 that encode proteins that 
lead to the synthesis of the sulfur-containing amino acids cysteine and methionine.  
Furthermore, these 4 genes along with HOM3, LYS9 and LYS12 are upregulated as well 
and encode for proteins that lead to serine-family amino acid, including lysine, and 
aspartate-family amino acids, including glutamate, biosynthesis.  Upregulated BAT1 also 
provides a means to form glutamate from valine, leucine and isoleucine precursors.  
Again, a modified nitrogen metabolism seems likely in R57 based on the upregulation of 
amino acid biosynthetic pathways.  The final genes in this cluster are TPI1, a hub of the 
glycolytic pathway, and FEN1 and SUR4, which are both involved in sphingolipid 
biosynthesis.  Sphingolipid metabolism has been linked to acetic acid tolerance (139) by 
affecting assembly of the vacuolar membrane H+-ATPase and trafficking of plasma 
membrane nutrient transporters and H+-ATPase Pma1p (316, 317).   
Ten cell-wall associated genes that are upregulated in WT vs R57 and include 
those encoding Yps6p, Cis3p, Cwp1p, Ecm33p, Srl1p, Ccw12p and Utr2p, which can all 
be linked to maintaining cell wall stability and integrity.  Furthermore, 5 cell membrane-
associated genes are upregulated including ECM33, YPS6, ENA5, PUN1 discussed above, 
along with GAS1, encoding for a membrane-anchored protein involved in cell wall 
biosynthesis.  Functional enrichment of these two clusters in R57 demonstrates that cell-
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surface rearrangements are taking place in accordance with predicted HWSSL-tolerance 
mechanisms (Chapter 1).  
4.3.5 Highly upregulated R57 genes are associated with the cell wall, stress 
resistance or nitrogen usage 
Of the upregulated genes between the WT and R57, there were 11 that were 
highly upregulated (> 5-fold).  These include YLR012C, a gene of unknown function, 
which is upregulated 44-fold.  GAT3, upregulated 23-fold, encodes a protein product that, 
like Gat1p, is annotated as a GATA-family zinc finger containing protein and is a likely 
transcription factor.  The ability of the GATA factors to compete for cis-acting GATAAG 
promoter sequence elements is influenced by nitrogen source availability (312, 318). 
GAT3, therefore, may be viewed as an attractive reverse engineering target due to its 
probability of affecting transcriptional regulation and its possible involvement in 
modifying nitrogen usage.  Furthermore, YLR012C and GAT3 are adjacent on 
chromosome XII and code in opposite directions suggesting this region of the 
chromosome is being targeted for transcriptional upregulation and one or both of these 
genes may be fundamental to the HWSSL-tolerant phenotype.  Additional highly-
upregulated genes pertinent to the HWSSL-tolerance trait, based on known function, 
include: YOL014W, which has been related to acid resistance (319); cell wall stability 
and maintenance protein-encoding genes YPS6, SLR1, and CWP1, which has also been 
linked to propionic acid resistance and is known to be induced as part of the HOG 
response (320); TDA6, which is induced by DNA damage (321) and is a known target of 
acetic acid-induced activation by Haa1p (139); RHR2, mentioned above; and YIL029C, 
which is involved in pH acid resistance (319), with its deletion leading to glutathione 
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excretion (322).  Finally, NRG2 is upregulated ~ 5-fold.  NRG2 is paralogous to 
mutation-bearing NRG1, and is known to mediate similar responses like glucose 
repression, pseudohyphal growth, and stress resistance (245, 248, 315).  Overall, the 
genes most upregulated in the R57 mutant are involved in cell wall composition and 
stability; acid pH resistance; osmotic pressure resistance; or are transcriptional regulators 
involved in nitrogen catabolism or stress resistance.  Modification to all of these 
biological roles are expected counterparts of complex inhibitor-resistance traits and the 
high level of transcriptional upregulation displayed by these genes make them valuable 
targets for future study. 
4.3.6 R57 transcriptional response to HWSSL exposure 
In order to assess if any parallels exist between the function of R57 mutation-
bearing genes and the transcriptional response of R57 when faced with a HWSSL 
challenge, cultures of cells were exposed to HWSSL for 0, 2 and 24 hours were also 
subjected to RNA-seq analysis. 
4.3.7 Functional clustering of R57 genes after 2 hours of HWSSL exposure shows 
that central metabolic processes are downregulated 
Clustering of the 401 downregulated genes reveals mainly changes in transcript 
levels of central carbon metabolism, mitochondrion, energy generation, storage 
carbohydrate biosynthesis, and membrane-associated proteins (Fig. 4-3).  Although the 
decrease in central metabolism and energy generation and storage is expected based on 
similar 2-3 hour stress response studies performed by Gasch et al. (27), those studies, 
which defined the environmental stress response for S. cerevisiae, typically showed that 
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translation and transcription were similarly downregulated as an overall depression of 
metabolic and biosynthetic machinery in response to stress.  However, as the protein 
biogenesis machinery is upregulated for this timepoint (Section 4.3.8), R57 cells are 
likely actively fulfilling protein biosynthesis requirements early on, despite the repression 
of energy generation abilities.  Nevertheless, the repression of mitochondria-
related/energy generation gene expression, coupled with the upregulation of storage 
carbohydrate biosynthesis genes suggests that R57 cells are entering into a state of 
resource preservation.   
Another major downregulated cluster is comprised of genes encoding 147 
membrane-targeted proteins, which supports the WT vs R57 RNA-seq findings that 
suggest cell-surface reconfiguration is indicative of the HWSSL-tolerance response given 
the altered expression response of R57 under non HWSSL-exposed conditions.  
As expected with a HWSSL challenge, stress response-related genes are differentially 
expressed after 2 hours exposure in HWSSL. The 45 genes that cluster as related to stress 
response encode for proteins that have a wide variety of functional annotations including 
34 related to heat response.  Within the stress response cluster are 10 genes encoding 
proteins related to protein folding or refolding including HSP10, HSP60, PHB2, AHA1, 
CPR6, and ERV2, as well as 4 Hsp70s including SSC1, SSC3, SSE1 and SSA3.  Linked to 
the stress response, 51 macromolecular and vacuolar protein degradation-related genes 
are also overrepresented as downregulated.  This finding along with the downregulation 
of genes related to protein re/folding demonstrates that the protein homeostasis 
machinery of the cell is affected by HWSSL exposure. 
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Figure 4-3.  Enrichment map of differentially expressed genes between R57 under 
non-HWSSL exposed conditions and after 2 hours HWSSL exposure.  Gene lists 
were compiled for significantly (p < 0.05) upregulated > 2-fold (top left panel) or > 5-
fold (bottom left panel) or significantly downregulated < 2-fold (right panel) 
differentially expressed genes.  Node and edge colours and sizes are represented as 
described for Fig. 4-2. 
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Genes related to NADH/NADPH-associated metabolic processes are 
downregulated (Fig. 4-3), including SOL4 and GLN2 from the oxidative branch of the 
pentose phosphate pathway and UTR1 that is capable of phosphorylating NAD+/NADH 
to NADP+/NADPH.  This finding again suggests that these key cofactors are being 
affected by HWSSL exposure and that NADPH generative processes are affected in 
particular. 
Finally, fourteen genes encoding iron-binding proteins are also downregulated, 
including 10 from the ETC (Fig. 4-3).  Mutation-bearing FIT3, encoding an iron-
transporter, is included in this cluster, as well as thioredoxin-encoding TRX2, which is 
involved in protecting cells against oxidative and reductive stress.  This finding further 
supports an important role for iron in modified HWSSL tolerance. 
4.3.8 R57 genes showing increased expression after 2-hour exposure to HWSSL are 
associated with translation, transcription and amino acid catabolism  
Over the first 2 hours of exposure to HWSSL the initial pulse differential 
transcriptional response of R57 involves the upregulation of 856 genes, mainly related to 
primary metabolic processes.  Functional clustering of the upregulated genes results in 8 
functional clusters bearing enrichment scores > 1.3 that are all related to translation 
(mainly comprised of genes related to ribosome biogenesis and rRNA processing), 
transcription (mainly comprised of genes related to RNA polymerase activity) and 
proteins that localize to the nucleus (Fig. 4-3).  One of the two remaining upregulated 
clusters contain genes encoding proteins that have WD40 repeat domains, which tend to 
relate to fundamental metabolic processes like ribosome and chromatin assembly and cell 
cycle regulation.   
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Both anabolic and catabolic amino acid pathway genes also form enriched 
increased expression clusters (Fig. 4-3).  Genes of particular note related to catabolism in 
this cluster are PUT4, required for high affinity proline transport; UGA2, a succinate 
semialdehyde dehydrogenase-encoding gene involved in gamma-aminobutyrate 
utilization as a nitrogen source; along with AAT1, an aspartate aminotransferase gene, and 
ASP1, an asparaginase gene, which can both lead to the formation of glutamate from 
aspartate.  An additional gene, CHA1, encodes a serine/threonine deaminase that is 
required to use these amino acids as the sole source of nitrogen for S. cerevisiae leading 
to generation of ammonia and 2-oxobutanoate, a compound that can lead to ammonia 
reassimilation by generation of the compounds homoserine and O-succinyl-homoserine 
or biosynthesis of cystathione from cysteine and ammonia by way of CYS3, a gene that is 
upregulated 1.8-fold between the WT and R57 and a further 2.7-fold at this R57 
timepoint.  Additionally, anabolism-related genes that encode proteins belonging to the 
aromatic amino acid super-pathway are also upregulated and enriched at this timepoint.  
These include Trp3p and Trp4p, which catalyze consecutive steps in the anabolic 
tryptophan pathway, with Trp3p generating glutamate and pyruvate in catalyzing the 
reaction of chorismate to anthranilate.  Similarly, Aro7p and Tyr1p, are also part of this 
cluster and catalyze consecutive steps in the tyrosine/phenylalanine branch of the 
aromatic amino acid synthesis pathway.  The final genes in this cluster encode for Aat1p, 
mentioned above, and Aro9p, which catalyzes the final step in tyrosine and phenylalanine 
generation and is notable as being one of two enzymes in S. cerevisiae that catalyze these 
reactions, while the other Aro8p (not significantly upregulated at this timepoint) requires 
glutamate as a co-substrate.  Enrichment of this cluster is of interest based on the 
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determinant role that has already been assigned to aromatic amino acid synthesis by 
acetic acid tolerance studies (66, 207) and demonstrates that R57 is exhibiting similar 
expression profiles.  Furthermore, the differential expression of genes in this cluster again 
suggests an alternative route for nitrogen compound generation, particularly glutamate, 
and ammonia usage other than the expected route via Gdh1p (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2), 
even though HWSSL fermentation has only progressed for 2 hours and ammonia levels 
are expected to remain high. 
Finally, 10 genes annotated as being involved in cellular drug response (Fig. 4-3) 
are also upregulated after 2 hours of exposure to HWSSL including: PDR12, PDR5, 
TPO1, TPO2, TPO3, TPO4, QDR1, QDR2, AQR1 and SNQ2.  All of these genes encode 
for proteins from the major facilitator family of multi-drug resistance proteins and are 
responsible for efflux of various compounds from the cell, conferring resistance to a 
multitude of toxicities.  Pdr12p is known to  
impart resistance to organic acids (36), while Pdr5p is exceptional for its ability to impart 
tolerance to a multitude of potentially toxic compounds, such as mutagens, fungicides 
and cations (323). Tpo1-4p are involved in the efflux of polyamines from the cell, while 
Tpo2p and Tpo3p can also provide protection against acetic, propionic, and benzoic acids 
(38).  Like TPO1-4, QDR2 encodes for a protein from the drug:H+ antiporter-1 family.  
Qdr2p is known to impart quinidine tolerance, but it was recently shown to be involved in 
potassium uptake and to impart increased fitness under potassium limitation (324).  
QDR2 overexpression can lead to the excretion of 18 different amino acids, either 
inadvertently or directly (324).  In this way, many of the known constituents of the PDR 
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are linked to nitrogen metabolism in accompaniment to their roles in toxic compound 
efflux, a trait of interest in HWSSL tolerance.  
4.3.9 Functional clustering of genes showing highly increased expression in R57 
after 2 hours of HWSSL exposure support roles for the PDR, UBL-conjugation, 
NADPH-related processes and aromatic amino acid metabolism 
When highly upregulated > 5-fold (115 gene transcripts) are clustered based on 
functional annotation (Fig. 4-3), 8 drug transport genes associated with the membrane 
and efflux of compounds from the cell are also enriched, including PDR5, PDR12, QDR2 
and TPO1, TPO 2, and TPO4, discussed above.  The final two highly upregulated genes 
in this cluster are PUN1, discussed below, and PUG1, involved in heme efflux.  
UBL conjugation and genes involved in isopeptide bonding are overrepresented 
with 8 being highly upregulated (Fig. 4-3).  Two of these genes overlap with the drug 
response cluster, PDR5 and PDR12 being affected.  This cluster also includes GNP1, 
upregulated 9-fold, which encodes for a permease involved primarily in the transport of 
glutamine, but is also known to transport leucine, serine, threonine, cysteine, methionine 
and asparagine and supports the theory that nitrogen assimilation is taking place via 
routes other than mutation-bearing Gdh1p.   For example, the presence of glutamine 
makes it possible to generate glutamate via Glt1p (NADH-dependent glutamate synthase) 
(325).  Another gene in this cluster that may be highly relevant to the HWSSL tolerant 
phenotype is PUN1, which is involved in maintaining cell wall integrity under stress 
conditions that induce cell wall damage and ion stress (282, 326-328), but is also 
involved in signalling due to nitrogen deprivation conditions (329).  PUN1 is upregulated 
7-fold during the first 2 hours of exposure to HWSSL and also 2.5-fold between WT and 
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R57 under unstressed conditions.  Xu et al. showed that Pun1p doubles in abundance in 
nitrogen stressed cells, and deleting PUN1 abolishes filamentous growth in both haploids 
and diploids (329).  Related to the filamentous growth trait is perhaps the most well-
known regulator of pseudohyphal growth, Phd1p, a transcription factor which interacts 
with the same Cyc8p-Tup1p complex as Nrg1p (330, 331).  The gene encoding this 
protein, PHD1, is also upregulated 2.3-fold in R57 at this timepoint.  Pseudohyphal 
growth has long been known to accompany nitrogen limitation (332) and is yet another 
indicator that an early response of R57 to HWSSL is modified nitrogen metabolism 
towards a state of starvation and scavenging for non-preferred sources of nitrogen.  
Finally, CDC20 is upregulated in this cluster; Cdc20p is known to direct ubiquitination of 
anaphase inhibitor proteins.  Upregulation of this cluster of UBL-affected genes provides 
further evidence that the ubiquitination machinery of the cell, and proteins that are 
regulated by it, are playing roles in the HWSSL tolerance trait and that the nitrogen-
usage-related genes contained here are possibly being subjected to expression regulation 
at the level of transcription and the protein level by a modified ubiquitination machinery.  
There are also 9 proteins that cluster as involved in cofactor binding (Fig. 4-3), 
with 6 being NADPH-dependent.  This cluster includes GRE2, coding for an NADPH-
dependent methylglyoxal reductase, which has already been shown to detoxify furfural 
(333).  Similarly, YKL071W, though below the threshold for this clustering experiment, 
is upregulated 3.5-fold after 2 hours HWSSL exposure and is induced by furfural stress 
and carries out NADPH-dependent reduction of the toxin (279).  Included in this cluster 
is FDH1, upregulated 5-fold, which catalyzes formate detoxification to CO2 via NAD(+) 
(175) and may therefore play an important role in protecting against the formic acid stress 
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that is often found in lignocellulosic hydrolysates, while providing NADH for 
detoxification reactions of furfural and HMF (37).  This cluster is significant in that it 
provides further evidence that the NAD(P)H cofactor usage of R57 is affected by 
HWSSL exposure and that expression of known tolerance genes to furan aldehyde 
inhibitors are playing a role.   
Finally, genes involved in amino acid metabolism cluster as highly upregulated as 
well over 2 hours HWSSL exposure by R57.  Aromatic amino acid metabolism genes, 
discussed above as upregulated > 2-fold, are highly upregulated as well, along with 
amino acid catabolism genes, outlining the probable importance of this pathway in 
response to HWSSL.  
4.3.10 Differential expression of R57 genes over 24 hours of HWSSL exposure are 
indicative of suppressed metabolism; cell surface changes including transport; and 
drug and stress responses 
Over 24 hours of exposure to HWSSL, the vast majority of differentially regulated genes 
are downregulated (2737 genes), signifying a widespread decrease in transcription likely 
due to toxicity or poor nutrient availability and a general suppression of metabolism.  
However, 161 genes were significantly upregulated > 2-fold over 24 hours of exposure to 
HWSSL for R57 (Fig. 4-4).  Functional clustering revealed that 49 genes encoding 
membrane proteins were upregulated including 13 associated with transmembrane 
transport comprised mainly of 4 sugar transporter genes and 7 organic acid transporters.  
The organic acid transport-associated genes include ADY2 and ATO3, which are both 
believed to transport excess ammonia out of the cytosol as a part of a yeast acid-to-alkali 
transition system that accompanies a slow-growth trait and imparts the ability to shift 
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metabolism out of a stationary state to emerge from stressful conditions and survive for 
longer periods (334).  This system is thought to operate as a long-range signal between 
yeast cells that helps mediate metabolic shifts between close cells to aid in overcoming 
stress challenges (334).  Included in this cluster is AQR1, also upregulated over 2 hours 
HWSSL exposure, which confers resistance to acetic acid and is hypothesized to mediate 
acetate excretion (335), but was shown to be involved in homoserine, threonine, 
glutamate, aspartate and alanine excretion (336).   The upregulation of these nitrogen 
compound excretion-related genes are indicative of exposure to excess nitrogen (337).  
However, 2 genes of this cluster also mediate uptake of amino acids.  Namely, PTR2 has 
been shown to encode a transporter of di-/tripeptides and BAP3 encodes for an amino 
acid transporter of isoleucine, leucine, valine, cysteine, methionine, phenylalanine, 
tyrosine and tryptophan.  In relation, 3 genes involved in aromatic amino acid catabolism 
to indole-3-ethanol are also enriched for increased expression (Fig. 4-4).  Five genes 
related to amine transport show increased expression including BAP3 and AQR1, as well 
as TPO1, TPO2 and TPO4, mentioned earlier as highly expressed for 2 hours exposure to 
HWSSL and remain upregulated over 24 hours, which lead to the catalysis and excretion 
of various polyamines at acidic pH.  Again, the response to nitrogen-containing 
compounds of R57 after HWSSL exposure seems nuanced, affected at the transcriptional 
level both at genes that would tend to suggest nitrogen intake, through amino acid and 
peptide uptake and degradation, and those that lead to nitrogen compound excretion.  
This finding further supports a primary role for nitrogen usage and amino acid 
metabolism as key determinants in the HWSSL-tolerance trait.  
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In addition to membrane-associated proteins, genes associated with the cell wall are also 
enriched as upregulated over 24 hours of exposure to HWSSL.  These include CWP1, 
already shown as highly upregulated (13.6-fold) between the WT and R57, is upregulated 
here an additional 3.3-fold.  In addition to the role CWP1 plays in propionic acid 
resistance (319), it has been related to increased cell wall thickness (338) and copper 
resistance (339).  This cluster also contains cell wall-maintenance associated gene 
YLR194C; GAS1 (also upregulated between WT and R57, discussed above); along with 
1 probable glucosidase and 2 probable glycosidase genes(SCW10, CRH1 and CRH2, 
respectively), all three of which are involved in cell wall architecture.  YGP1,  encoding  
a  secretory glycoprotein,  is induced by nutrient deprivation  and by acetic acid exposure 
as induced by Haa1p (139).  Finally, SSA2, encoding an Hsp70 protein, included in this 
cluster due to its known association with the cell wall, is known for its protein folding 
activity and homology to SSA1, as discussed earlier (Chapter 3, section 3.4.3.).   
SSA2 may also be grouped along with 14 stress response genes upregulated over 
24 HWSSL exposure (Fig. 4-4).  Other genes of particular note within this cluster 
include: SSA4, encoding another Hsp70 protein that is only transcribed under stress 
conditions and MSN4, which encodes for a stress response transcription factor that plays 
a role in regulating the response to various stressors including heat, osmotic, oxidative 
and organic acid pressures.  The final upregulated cluster between 0 and 24 hours 
HWSSL exposure contains 6 genes that are associated with drug response.  These also 
include the aforementioned TPO1, AQR1, PDR5 and QDR2 that were all highly 
upregulated after 2 hours exposure to HWSSL and also remain upregulated over 24 hours 
exposure.  Additionally, PDR16, encoding for a phosphatidylinositol transfer protein is  
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Figure 4-4.  Enrichment map of differentially expressed genes between R57 under 
non-HWSSL exposed conditions and after 24 h HWSSL exposure and between 2 
and 24 hours HWSSL exposure.  Gene lists were compiled for significantly upregulated 
> 2-fold differentially expressed genes for 0 to 24 hours HWSSL exposure and 
significantly (p < 0.05) upregulated > 1-fold differentially expressed genes for 2 to 24 
hours HWSSL exposure.  Node and edge colours and sizes are represented as described 
for Fig. 4-2. 
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known to control levels of various lipids and may regulate lipid synthesis (340) is also 
represented, which correlates well with the differential expression of a relatively high 
number of membrane-associated genes.  Therefore, drug response genes are not only 
highly upregulated over the first 2 hours HWSSL exposure, but also maintained at 
elevated levels over 24 hours exposure, supporting a role for this class of genes in 
HWSSL tolerance.   
4.3.11 Differential expression analysis of 2 vs 24 hour HWSSL-exposed R57 cells 
reveals an integral role for Hsp70s and associated proteins 
Environmental stress responses tend to be transient and expression levels often re-
equilibrate after initial exposure to the stressor (27).  Therefore, in order to assess any 
expression differences that might occur after the relatively short 2-hour exposure to 
HWSSL, an RNA-seq analysis on R57 was also carried out for differential expression 
between 2 and 24 hours exposure to HWSSL, which might constitute a sustained, specific 
response to HWSSL (Fig. 4-4).  During this time, 4079 genes were significantly 
differentially expressed > 2-fold, with 4066 showing downregulation, indicative of a 
large-scale suppression of intracellular metabolism.  The threshold was dropped from > 
2-fold to > 1-fold significant expression increases for enrichment clustering due to the 
apparent global downregulation of mRNA expression, suggesting any significant increase 
in expression may be important to HWSSL tolerance.  Only 48 genes showed a 
significant increase in expression or upregulation > 1-fold.  These were clustered for 
functional enrichment analysis, revealing that 2 discreet functional groups were 
overrepresented.  The most significant grouping, comprised of 3 major GO term clusters, 
share many of the same 18 genes and relate to stress response, protein folding and abiotic 
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stimulus.  Twelve genes relate to protein folding and include 5 genes:  SSA1, SSA2, SSA4, 
SSE1, SSE2 that all encode Hsp70s with similar protein folding chaperone activities to 
SSA1, discussed previously.  Transcripts of Hsp70 co-chaperones are also upregulated 
including FES1, encoding an Ssa1p nucleotide exchange factor and 3 genes encoding 
Hsp40 DNA J proteins: YDJ1, SIS1 and APJ1.  Hsp40 proteins stimulate the otherwise 
low level of ATPase activity of Hsp70 proteins, facilitating interaction with polypeptide 
substrates (341). Ydj1p is the regulating partner of Ssa1p, Ssa2p, and likely Ssa3p and 
Ssa4p (342) and when overexpressed, cures prion propagating cells (343, 344).  Sis1p 
also stimulates Ssa1p activity (345).  Apj1p has no known specific partner, but its 
overexpression also leads to reduced [PSI+] prion formation (344).  Upregulation of 
Hsp70s and their co-chaperones points to an increased protein folding response and 
accelerated ATPase activity.  Increased protein folding activity is also substantiated by 
upregulation of CPR6, encoding a peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase that accelerates 
folding.  Other Hsps that are part of this cluster include HSP26 and HSP40, which encode 
for small protein folding chaperones that prevent protein aggregation.  HSP26 is known 
to be upregulated, along with SSA4, in response to furan-aldehyde and acetic acid stress 
(139, 346). The tendency of harsh conditions to damage proteins and lead to aggregation 
(17) likely makes the role of these genes important for sustained tolerance.  Other genes 
within this grouping that are functionally related to HWSSL-tolerance include: 
YJL144W, which shows induced expression under osmotic pressure and encodes for a 
hydrophilic protein that is essential in the desiccation-rehydration process (347); and 
SPI1, encoding a cell-wall protein involved in weak acid resistance that is controlled by 
transcription factors Msn2p, Msn4p and Haa1p (319, 348).  
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Finally, 4 genes that are part of the enriched oxidative phosphorylation cluster are 
also upregulated (Fig 4-4), which may signify a partial recovery from the metabolic 
suppression that accompanies exposure to lignocellulosic hydrolysate inhibitors as shown 
in the 2-hour HWSSL exposure expression data presented in this study. 
4.3.12 Expression levels of mutated R57 genes are affected between the WT and R57 
and during HWSSL exposure 
The mutated genes accumulated in R57 were examined across each of the RNA-
seq experiments described above.  For the WT vs R57 under non-HWSSL exposed 
conditions, only NRG1 was significantly differentially expressed and is discussed in more 
detail below.  Upon exposure to HWSSL, 11 of the mutated genes show significant 
differential expression (Fig. 4-5).  Four of the affected genes show downregulation 
between 0 and 2 hours HWSSL exposure and a further expression reduction from 2 to 24 
hours, which includes PBP1, FIT3, GSH1, and MAL11. Of these 4 genes, MAL11 shows 
the most marked decrease in expression of ~4 and 6.5-fold at 2 and 24 hours, respectively 
(discussed below).   The decrease in expression shown by these genes due to HWSSL 
exposure suggests they are affected by the substrate directly or are being downregulated 
as part of the R57 HWSSL-tolerance response.  Each of the genes, aside from SSA1, 
show a general downregulation between 2 and 24 hours, following the general trend of 
decreased expression for the majority of S. cerevisiae genes at this timepoint.  SSA1, 
however, though showing slight downregulation over 2 hours, shows increased 
expression over 24 hours, similar to the other Hsp70 proteins and their co-regulator 
transcript levels at this timepoint, as discussed above.  GDH1 and NOP58 show increased 
expression over 2 hours  HWSSL  exposure and  return to  unstressed  expression  levels 
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Figure 4-5.  Differential expression of mutated R57 genes when exposed to 
HWSSL after 2 and 24 hours. 
after 24 hours,  which suggests they may be playing a role in early stress response, or 
their expressions are being influenced by another cue such as renewed nutrient 
availability.  The known functions of GDH1 and NOP58 (Table 3-3) tend to bolster the 
hypothesis of a nutritional response given the role of both genes in nitrogen compound 
usage or rRNA synthesis, respectively.  Expression of NRG1 (discussed below) and 
SGO1 are both highly increased after 2 hours HWSSL exposure and neither return to non
HWSSL-exposed levels after 24 hours, suggesting more determinant roles in prolonged 
HWSSL tolerance, especially given the general decrease in expression levels across much 
of the genome over 24 hours exposure to HWSSL.  Sgo1p’s role in chromosome 
segregation and stability suggests that its increased expression may be a cell cycle effect.  
However, the expression of SGO1 is downregulated when faced with osmotic (249) and 
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oxidative pressure (27) and responds with less extensive transcriptional changes of ~0.5-
fold due to cell-cycle fluctuations on rich laboratory medium (349), suggesting SGO1 
may be involved in HWSSL tolerance, likely through preserving chromosome stability.  
Overall, the changes in expression of mutated genes tend to support roles for NRG1, 
SSA1, SGO1, MAL11 in HWSSL-tolerance based on either their divergence from general 
trends of downregulation in R57 or the extremity of their differential expression 
response.   
4.3.13 RNA-seq data support a determinant role for NRG1 in the phenotype of R57 
and response to HWSSL  
NRG1-regulated genes show a differential expression response in mutant R57 
under non-stressed and HWSSL-exposed conditions.  NRG1, which self-regulates its 
transcription (350-353), is upregulated 3-fold without exposure to HWSSL and 3-fold 
higher after 2 hours HWSSL exposure.  The closely related transcription factor NRG2 is 
similarly upregulated: 5.2-fold between WT and R57 and 1.8-fold after 2 hours HWSSL 
exposure.  However, both return to near unstressed R57 levels after 24 hours, which may 
be due to the large-scale suppression of transcript levels seen at that timepoint, or may 
point to an early stress response role for this transcription factor.  Although, it should be 
noted that the overall expression levels for both R57 HWSSL-exposed time points remain 
well above the WT expression level under non HWSSL-exposed conditions.  
Upregulation of NRG1 and NRG2 supports the hypothesis that the NRG1 mutation is 
playing a significant role in the HWSSL phenotype either by being upregulated in order 
to compensate for a reduced Nrg1p function or is being caused by the NRG1 mutation 
itself.  NRG1, as mentioned previously, is responsible for recruiting the Tup1p-Cyc8p 
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complex in order to repress transcription of various genes.  If the profound impact 
reported for this mutation by the SIFT algorithm is accurate (Table 3-3), a loss of 
functionality of Nrg1p may be a likely result.  If that is the case then the transcription of 
genes that are repressed by Nrg1p would be expected to be upregulated transcriptionally.  
To test this theory further, differentially-expressed genes were analyzed from all RNA-
seq experiments using the YEASTRACT database (308-310) in order to elucidate any 
trends in expression for Nrg1p-influenced genes.  This analysis showed that 5.8 % of the 
yeast genome is predicted to be under the control of Nrg1p, while of the ≥ 2-fold 
constitutively upregulated genes 8.6 % are under control of Nrg1p as demonstrated by 
direct evidence, a figure which grows to 16.1 % after 24 h exposure to HWSSL.  The 
percentages of genes showing decreased expression patterns are similar to the whole-
genome level of 5.8%.  Most strikingly, 4 of the 5 most highly upregulated genes 
between the WT and R57 without exposure to HWSSL are regulated by Nrg1p, as 
determined by direct evidence.  These genes include CWP1 (351), YLR012C (350-353), 
GAT3 (351-353), TDA6 (351), all mentioned above.  GAT3 (~23-fold upregulated) and 
YLR012C (~44-fold upregulated), flank each other and code in opposite directions on 
chromosome XII, sharing upstream regions.  Since both genes are extremely upregulated 
under non-stressed conditions and share 5’ regions it is likely that the transcription of 
these 2 genes is being controlled by the same factor, of which, Nrg1p seems a likely 
candidate.  Altogether, increased expression in R57 of Nrg1p-governed genes supports 
the hypothesis of a decreased suppressive effect exerted by the mutated Nrg1p and, based 
on known functions of many of the affected genes, may partially explain the HWSSL-
tolerance trait of R57.  
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4.3.14 Transcription of mutated Mal11p trehalose H+-transporter is highly 
downregulated along with trehalose metabolism genes  
During exposure to HWSSL, MAL11 is significantly downregulated 4-fold over 
the first 2 hours of exposure and almost 6-fold over 24 hours.  Between the WT and R57, 
MAL11 is downregulated 8-fold, but gives a p-value of only 0.09 and is therefore not 
reported in the functional analysis.  Closely related genes are also downregulated over 2 
hour-HWSSL exposure including the maltose metabolism-related genes MAL12, MAL32, 
MAL31, which cluster also as part of oligosaccharide metabolic processes at an 
enrichment score of 1.2 along with MAL11 and 2 other genes (AMS1 and SUC2).  Taken 
together with the presence of 2 mutations within MAL11, these results suggest a 
determinant role for MAL genes in HWSSL tolerance and for Mal11p in particular.   
One possible role for the two MAL11 mutations discovered in R57 is that they 
may be acting to affect the trehalose/proton symport activity of Mal11p (354).  As 
mentioned, trehalose is a known osmotic stress protectant molecule and can affect protein 
folding machinery (275, 276) and therefore any process that affects cellular trehalose 
content is of interest to HWSSL tolerance.  In order to assess the trehalose metabolism of 
R57, known trehalose metabolism genes were examined across RNA-seq experiments.  
Four genes involved in trehalose synthesis (TPS1, TPS2, TPS3, and TSL1) are all 
significantly downregulated in response to HWSSL exposure over 24 hours, with TPS1 
and TPS3 being downregulated between 0 and 2 hours as well.  Not unexpectedly, NTH1, 
the neutral trehalase of S. cerevisiae is also downregulated, either as a response to 
diminished cellular trehalose or due to the fact that the trehalose degradation and 
synthesis mechanisms are co-regulated by the presence of similar STREs in their 
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promoters (355-357).  This trehalose degradation/biosynthetic gene expression co-
regulation is a common occurrence under stress conditions and it is hypothesized that this 
pathway is tightly controlled post-transcriptionally (27).  When these data are taken 
together trehalose may be regarded as a metabolite of interest in HWSSL tolerance, either 
in relation to Mal11p’s transport specificity or in relation to a trehalose biosynthetic 
machinery that is affected by HWSSL exposure.  
4.4 Discussion 
The objectives of this portion of the study were to (a) describe the transcriptional 
differences that exist between WT and HWSSL-tolerant R57 under non HWSSL-exposed 
(permissive) conditions, (b) probe the expression response of R57 to HWSSL exposure, 
(c) assess the affects of mutations on gene expression, and (d) cross reference phenotypic 
characterization, mutation and gene expression analyses in order to narrow the possible 
genetic determinants of interest in HWSSL tolerance.  By extension, the aim was to aid 
understanding of microbial tolerance to lignocellulosic hydrolysate-based inhibitory 
substrates and generate plausible avenues for future strain development.  RNA-seq is a 
new technology and therefore best practices in using the technology are still being 
established.  Therefore, in order to minimize false leads, the WT vs R57 expression 
analysis under permissive conditions was performed on biological replicates at high 
sequence depth.  Furthermore, RNA-seq performed on strain R57 was analysed in order 
to minimize false leads by examining all of the differential expression profiles as 
enriched clusters of biological function with a focus on processes that are differentially 
expressed either in common between the WT and R57 and the R57 HWSSL-exposure 
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experiment, at multiple timepoints, or support the mutational analysis data based on 
known associated biological processes.    
Expression analysis has been used successfully to elucidate rational engineering 
targets for strain development (358).  Transcriptional analysis of R57 alone yielded far 
less precise reverse engineering targets than genome sequencing.  This result was 
expected based on previous literature.  For example, transcriptome-based analysis of 
glucose-limited, chemostat-evolved S. cerevisiae strains resulted in hundreds of genes 
displaying transcriptional changes (359, 360), while genome sequencing of a comparably 
evolved strain revealed only six mutations.  Similarly, Hong et al. found that strains 
evolved for faster growth on galactose typically displayed differential regulation of 
hundreds of genes, while sequencing resulted in fewer than 20 mutations in 2 of the 
strains sequenced (109).  Despite the less-easily interpretable nature of expression results, 
as a means to elucidate the productive mutations in the R57 background and to hone in on 
the pathways that have been affected, RNA-seq analysis revealed pathways and genes 
that were affected at the transcriptional level and support our genome sequence findings.  
Generally, trends within the expression analysis highlight chiefly impacted cellular 
processes, based on differential expression profiling between the WT and R57 and after 
exposure to HWSSL that include fundamental biological processes involving 
translation/transcription, central carbon metabolism and energy generation; protein 
homeostasis by way of ubiquitin-mediated degradation processes and protein re/folding 
mechanisms; cell surface rearrangements both at the cell membrane and cell wall; organic 
and amino acid metabolism and transport, with aromatic amino acid metabolic processes 
showing particular enrichment; NAD(P)H-related processes; and known stress response-
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related gene transcripts. The following is an integrated discussion of the RNA-seq results 
presented above in the context of the known genetic and phenotypic particularities of R57 
(Chapter 3).  
4.4.1 Integrating RNA-seq data with mutation analysis supports a determinant role 
for stress response transcriptional repressor Nrg1p in the HWSSL-tolerance trait of 
R57 
In Chapter 3, the transcriptional repressor Nrg1p was shown to bear a 
homozygous mutation that is strongly predicted to lead to a phenotype.  It was 
hypothesized that this mutation may lead to a lost or protracted function causing a 
derepression of stress-tolerance factors, based on the tolerance traits of strain R57 and the 
predicted effect of the homozygous NRG1 mutation.  Nrg1p-controlled genes are highly 
upregulated under non-stressed conditions, which supports a decreased repression effect 
by the mutated Nrg1p and suggests that the homozygous mutation in NRG1 is directly 
affecting the ability of Nrg1p to exact gene repression by some factor that may include 
protein stability, protracted DNA-binding affinity for upstream control elements or ability 
to recruit the Tup1p-Cyc8p repressor complex.  Furthermore, NRG1 and NRG2, which 
govern many of the same stress response genes (248), are both upregulated in the mutant 
strain under permissive growth conditions and after 2 hours HWSSL exposure.  It is 
further hypothesized that this expression response may be a ramification of NRG1 
mutation, since Nrg1p normally represses both genes.  Many of the genes that are 
upregulated between the WT and R57, which are controlled by Nrg1p, are reconcilable 
with the HWSSL-tolerance trait.  For example, TDA6 and CWP1, two of the most highly 
differentially expressed genes between the two strains, are known constituents of defined 
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stress responses.  TDA6 is a known target of acetic acid resistance (139), while CWP1 is 
related to cell wall thickness and propionic acid resistance, is a known constituent of the 
HOG pathway, and is highly upregulated between the WT and R57 and again after 2 
hours of HWSSL exposure in R57.  It is possible that expression changes such as these 
are able to enhance the stress response of R57 by maintaining a stress-tolerant 
physiology. 
Additionally, the increased representation of Nrg1p-affected genes in the 
upregulated-gene transcriptional response to HWSSL exposure by R57 emphasizes the 
likely importance of Nrg1p-governed genes in the HWSSL-exposure response.  Recently, 
a regulon for acetic acid tolerance, governed by transcriptional activator Haa1p, has been 
described, which is controlled also by Nrg1p and stress response transcriptional activator 
Msn4p (upregulated over 24 hours HWSSL exposure in R57) (139).  Many of the genes 
highlighted as members of enriched clusters that show increased expression in R57 under 
permissive conditions and during HWSSL exposure are known constituents of this 
regulon including: AQR1, HSP26, MSN4, PDR12, PDR16, SPI1, SUR2, SSE2, TDA6, 
TPO1, TPO2, and TPO3.  One proposed mode of Haa1p activation of stress-tolerance 
genes is by overriding the suppressive effects of Nrg1p (139).  Genes like HAA1-
dependent TPO2 and TPO3 have been shown to have a prominent effect on acetic acid 
tolerance (38) and TPO3 expression is known to be regulated by Nrg1p (351).  I 
hypothesize that the NRG1 mutation may be precipitating the derepression of acetic acid 
or other stress tolerance genes.  The acetic acid tolerance exhibited by R57 after pre-
exposure to HWSSL (Chapter 1) parallels inducible acetic acid tolerance traits shown by 
acetic acid evolved strains (361).  Because the acetic acid tolerance trait of R57 is only 
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apparent after HWSSL exposure, it is likely that specific acetic acid tolerance genes may 
require activation as well as derepression to confer tolerance, whereby Haa1p is likely 
playing a role by inducing expression of the aforementioned acetic acid regulon genes 
(38). It follows from this hypothesis that the effect of Haa1p induction of acetic acid-
regulon gene expression may be more effective with a protracted Nrg1p-mediated gene 
repression. 
Furthermore, many of the PDR-associated genes noted as upregulated (> 2-fold) 
and highly upregulated (> 5-fold) in R57 after 2 and 24 hours HWSSL exposure are 
members of this regulon (AQR1, TPO1-3, PDR12, PDR16).  PDR-related genes are 
known to play diverse roles in the efflux of potentially toxic compounds from the cell.  
Upregulation of such a broad-acting stress response is expected in reaction to HWSSL 
exposure due to the diversity of sources of inhibition present in the substrate.  The RNA-
seq data presented above support a determinant role for genes classified as PDR-related 
and, integrated with mutational analysis of R57, suggest a link between influencing 
expression of the PDR by modification to NRG1.  At the very least, engineering stress 
response through downstream expression changes to acetic acid tolerance genes and 
PDR-associated genes by way of NRG1 alteration is strongly supported by this study and 
bears future investigation. 
4.4.2 Differential expression of nitrogen usage-related genes support a pivotal role 
for mutated GDH1 in the HWSSL tolerance trait of R57 
As outlined in Chapter 3 (Table 3-3), Gdh1p is responsible for the majority of 
cellular nitrogen assimilation via ammonia.  Mutation of GDH1 suggests alternative 
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amino acid or glutamate synthesis or degradation pathways might be affected, as 
glutamate is a hub of amino acid synthesis and degradation.  The RNA-seq data presented 
in this chapter further suggest that possible alternative glutamate biosynthesis or nitrogen 
usage routes are being affected.  For example, constitutive expression differences 
between the WT and R57 show a 9-fold increase in glutamine permease GLN1 
expression, which makes glutamate synthesis from glutamine possible via Glt1p and a 
decrease in expression of MEP3, responsible for ammonia uptake upon ammonia 
exposure.  Furthermore, expression is increased between the WT and R57 under 
permissive growth conditions of BAT1, HOM3, LYS9 and LYS12, which can all 
participate in alternative glutamate biosynthesis pathways.   Similarly, upon 2 hour 
HWSSL exposure, transcriptional expression of the genes encoding Aat1p, Asp1p and 
Trp3p are increased, all of which are known to participate in glutamate forming 
processes.  These findings suggest that if the primary route of glutamate generation, via 
GDH1, is being disrupted by mutation, alternative glutamate biosynthesis pathways may 
be acting to fulfill glutamate requirements of the cell. Relatedly, genetic constituents of 
amino acid metabolism and transport are also enriched for differential expression in R57 
both between the WT and R57 and through 2 and 24 hours HWSSL exposure.  Therefore, 
processes related to cellular amino acid content in general are likely important factors in 
HWSSL tolerance and may be a result of the fundamental intermediary role glutamate 
plays in amino acid generation and breakdown.   Additionally, because Nrg1p also 
governs pseudohyphal growth, which has a known relationship to nitrogen assimilation of 
non-preferred nitrogen sources, a functional link may exist between the mutations in 
GDH1 and NRG1 in R57.  The high expression increase in R57 over the WT of PUN1 
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and PHD1, both important constituents of pseudohyphal growth, supports this possible 
connection.  Additionally, GAT3, one of the most highly upregulated constitutive genes 
in R57 and controlled by Nrg1p, is structurally related to GAT1 and contains the same 
zinc-finger binding domain by which GAT1 mediates transcriptional activation of NCR-
related genes.  Gat3p, therefore, might also be involved in differentially regulating the 
nitrogen usage machinery of the cell.  In support of this theory Gzf3p, a negative 
regulator of nitrogen catabolite repression (NCR) that also competes for DNA GATA-
factor binding sites with Gat1p (312), is also downregulated between the WT and R57. 
Thus, though not readily apparent, the mutation-bearing R57 genes believed to have a 
phenotypic effect, like NRG1 and GDH1 may be linked in their functional repercussions.   
In relation to stress tolerance, GDH1 was recently shown to be downregulated in a 
mutant S. cerevisiae strain evolved for tolerance to furfural, phenol and acetic acid (206).  
The theory put forth by Ding et al. is that downregulation of GDH1 will slow growth and 
allow the cell to respond to stress more efficiently, which is in keeping with the findings 
of Gasch et al. as a general feature of the ESR (27).  Mutation in both alleles of GDH1 in 
R57 may signify a loss of function mutation that has been introduced through GS 
evolution for tolerance to HWSSL, and may be acting to decrease efficiency of nitrogen 
assimilation and slow metabolism.  This would be in keeping with the Ding et al. finding 
and the tenets of the ESR.  The normal response to high levels of a preferred nitrogen 
source like ammonia may be accelerated growth, but the low carbon levels in the 
HWSSL substrate, coupled with other nutritional deficiencies known to be a factor in 
industrial-scale fermentations (362), could not only impair prolonged survival, but act in 
direct opposition to an efficient stress response.  Nitrogen assimilation into amino acids 
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carries a metabolic cost both due to energy consumption and the carbon skeletons they 
incorporate (337).  Ammonia assimilation by way of Gdh1p could act to exacerbate the 
low-level of available carbon and growth efficiency may impair tolerance to HWSSL by 
squandering resources needed for stress response. The marked decrease in biomass yield 
exhibited by R57 over the WT reference (Fig. 4-1) offers further evidence that 
metabolism has shifted to a state of decreased resource utilization efficiency.  Because 
the SD growth substrate contains ammonia as the nitrogen source and R57 shows residual 
glucose available in the substrate well past stationary phase, reduced ammonia 
assimilation efficiency seems likely.    
Furthermore, the yeast relationship with nitrogen is multifaceted as it is required 
for growth, but may also become toxic.  Even though ammonia is a preferred nitrogen 
source, recent work by Hess et al. shows that ammonia may be toxic even at normal 
laboratory levels if potassium is limiting (337).  Bayer et al. recently showed that by 
increasing expression variability of GDH1 alone, one can tune the metabolism of a cell so 
that it responds more efficiently to limiting or toxic levels of ammonia (363).  The high 
(1 % w/v) level of ammonia in the particular HWSSL we evolved tolerance to suggests 
that nitrogen is not a limiting nutrient.  The ammonia levels reported by Hess et al. under 
which ammonia toxicity can be seen fall well below those found in HWSSL (337).  That 
study also shows that amino acid secretion is one result of ammonia toxicity.  
Correspondingly, QDR2, upregulated after 2 hours and AQR1 over 24 hours exposure by 
R57 to HWSSL, are both involved in amino acid excretion.  Furthermore, genes related 
to ammonia excretion, ADY2 and ATO3, are also upregulated over 24 hours HWSSL 
exposure by R57.  These findings agree with the theory that R57 is responding to 
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HWSSL toxicity in a way that signifies modified nitrogen metabolism in an excess 
ammonia environment. 
Taken together, our data point to modified nitrogen usage as a fundamental 
component of the R57 physiology in which non-preferred amino acid degradation and 
biosynthetic pathways, nitrogen secretion processes, and a modified response to the 
presence of ammonia may all be acting co-ordinately to increase HWSSL tolerance by 
attenuating nitrogen usage efficiency in order to shift available resources to other 
biological processes as a trade-off for stress tolerance.  The known role of GDH1 in 
orchestrating nitrogen metabolism and its proven ability to play a role in stress tolerance 
to the types of inhibitors found in HWSSL support future study of this gene as a target for 
rationally engineering microbial tolerance to lignocellulosic substrates by affecting 
nitrogen metabolism and, consequently, processes throughout the cell.  
4.4.3 Genes related to protein homeostasis are affected by mutation and differential 
expression in strain R57 
Two mutated genes are known to be directly associated with the ubiquitin-
mediated protein degradation, including homozygous-mutation bearing UBP7, a 
deubiquitinase, and ART5.  In relation, the RNA-seq data presented here show 
enrichment clustering for increased expression of genes that encode proteins which fall 
under the purview of the ubiquitin-mediated proteolytic machinery (UBL-conjugation) 
both between the WT and R57 and after 2 hours HWSSL exposure in R57.  Many of the 
genes within these UBL-conjugated gene clusters are associated with diverse biological 
processes and are not known to play a direct role in the ubiquitination of proteins or 
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ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis.  Rather, these genes encode proteins that are themselves 
known or expected to be regulated by this post-transcriptional control mechanism.  The 
genes that encode ubiquitin-controlled proteins showing increased expression during 
HWSSL exposure come from a wide variety of biological processes but are mainly 
stress-tolerance related (RHR2, PUN1, ENA5, PDR5, PDR12), which therefore suggests 
that genes showing increased expression due to HWSSL exposure may be differentially 
controlled at the protein level by a modified ubiquitination machinery.  Moreover, there 
is evidence of increased expression of genes directly related to the ubiquitin machinery in 
R57: RPL40B/UBI2 and RPS31/UBI3, which encode ubiquitin fused to ribosomal 
proteins (314), show increased expression between the WT and R57 and Cdc20p, 
showing increased expression after 2 hours of HWSSL exposure in R57, is known to 
direct ubiquitination of anaphase inhibitor proteins.   Ubiquitin is generated in S. 
cerevisiae as a fusion protein that is then cleaved to yield free ubiquitin by deubiquitinase 
enzymes, and it has been demonstrated that transcription of genes encoding ubiquitin are 
upregulated during stress exposure (364, 365).  It has already been shown that mutations 
within a deubiquitinase enzyme, UBP6, can dramatically change steady-state ubiquitin 
levels within a cell (366), which is known to affect tolerance to a variety of stressors 
(367-369) and yeast prion toxicity (369).  The important role that ubiquitin and ubiquitin-
conjugation seems to be playing in the physiology of R57 suggests that UBP7 may be 
playing a similar role and is a likely determinant in HWSSL tolerance. 
 Ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation, however, is not the only protein 
homeostasis process affected in R57 by gene mutation and differential expression.   The 
mutation in Hsp70 protein SSA1 of R57 was hypothesized in Chapter 3 to be playing a 
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role in optimizing the protein folding machinery and decreasing harmful protein 
aggregation and prion formation in R57 due to HWSSL oxidative toxicity.  The RNA-seq 
data support a role for Hsp70 proteins in HWSSL tolerance.  Of the few transcripts that 
are upregulated between 2 and 24 hours HWSSL exposure in R57, Hsp70 proteins and 
their co-chaperones are prominently enriched (SSA1, SSA2, SSA4, SSE1, SSE2, FES1, 
YDJ1, SIS1 and APJ1) along with 3 other protein folding chaperone genes.  SSA2 and 
SSA4 also show increased expression between 0 and 24 hours HWSSL exposure in R57, 
while SSA3, SSC1, SSC3, SSE1 are members of a decreased expression enrichment 
cluster for stress response over 0 to 2 hours HWSSL exposure.  Only SSE1 shows 
increased expression after initial decreased expression over the time-course.  Taken 
together, these data suggest that specific Hsp70 protein expression is being modulated in 
R57 in response to HWSSL exposure and that Hsp70s, coupled with co-chaperones that 
act to increase their protein folding activity, may be important players in the HWSSL 
tolerance traits.  Furthermore, both the location of the mutation in Ssa1p, and the 
transcriptional response of R57 at 24 hours HWSSL, namely increased expression of 
Hsp70s along with Hsp40s and Fes1p co-chaperones, may be acting to increase protein 
folding rates and decrease protein aggregation.  Overall, changes to protein homeostasis 
accompany the HWSSL-tolerance trait of R57 and suggest that future strain engineering 
studies may benefit by addressing the cellular ubiquitin and protein folding machineries. 
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4.4.4 Strain R57 shows mutation and differential expression of genes related to 
metabolism and usage of oxidative stress tolerance-associated metabolites, iron, 
glutathione and NAD(P)H  
One of the ways to engineer an organism to display a trait of interest is to 
manipulate the levels of key metabolites (370).  Due to the presence of mutations in R57 
genes FIT3 (iron transporter), GSH1 (leads to glutathione biosynthesis) and GDH1 
(NADPH-dependent) cellular processes that affect metabolism involving iron, 
glutathione and NAPDH were hypothesized to be playing a role in the R57 phenotype.  
As presented in the results section (Chapter 4, section 4.3), RNA-seq data of the WT vs 
R57 and R57 after HWSSL exposure also support important roles for these metabolites in 
the HWSSL tolerance trait. 
The mutation in the 3’ UTR of FIT3, coupled with its decreased expression upon 
HWSSL exposure, suggests that cellular iron content and iron-requiring proteins may be 
playing a role in HWSSL tolerance.   Between the WT and R57 under permissive growth 
conditions, genes encoding metal-containing proteins cluster as enriched for decreased 
expression and include 4 iron-binding proteins including metal transporter SMF2 (Fig. 4-
2).  Similarly, after 2 hours of exposure to HWSSL transcripts encoding 9 iron-binding 
proteins show decreased expression.  The downregulation of genes leading to iron-
transport and usage is in direct contrast to previous findings based on yeast exposure to 
single sources of inhibition like acetic acid and furfural, which show that iron transporter 
transcript levels are upregulated under those conditions (207, 279), or oxidative stress 
challenges, which are moderated by iron-sulfur proteins (279).  However, the early 
transcriptional response of R57 to HWSSL suggests that iron-associated gene products 
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are being downregulated as a response to toxicity either because they are not needed to 
fulfill the HWSSL tolerance trait or are negatively impacted by inhibitor toxicity (Fig. 4-
3).  This may be a nutritional response, either because iron is not required by the ETC-
associated genes or due to slowed central metabolism.  Alternatively, because of the high 
heavy metal content that can be present in sulfite pulping waste (93, 371), it is plausible 
that the response of this cluster of genes is acting to maximize cellular resource usage 
while iron availability is not limiting or to decrease iron intake.  This hypothesis is 
supported by the decreased expression of FRE5 after 2 hours of exposure to HWSSL.  
FRE5 encodes an NADP+-dependent cell-surface metalloreductase, and its expression is 
induced by iron deprivation.  Furthermore, MRS3 is 1.7-fold upregulated after 2 hours 
HWSSL exposure, which although falls below the significance threshold for enrichment 
clustering, is predicted as significantly differentially expressed at this timepoint.  MRS3 
encodes for a mitochondrial iron transporter that is generally upregulated under 
conditions of high-iron exposure in order to sequester iron in the mitochondria (372).  
The relationship between cellular iron content modulation and usage by R57 may stem 
from the role free iron can play in reactive oxygen species generation.  Iron is able to 
participate in Fenton reactions that generate ROS and can lead to protein damage (372-
374).  As reported in Chapter 2, strain R57 shows tolerance to hydrogen peroxide and 
consequently modification to oxidative stress-response machinery is expected.  
Therefore, the decreased expression and mutation of known iron transporters may be 
playing a fundamental role in this aspect of R57’s HWSSL tolerance trait. 
Correspondingly, the redox state of the cell is linked to cellular glutathione 
content (209) and the mutation described in Chapter 3 to the 5’ UTR of GSH1, a gene 
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which is integrally involved in glutathione biosynthesis, suggests further modulation in 
R57 of redox homeostasis mechanisms.   GSH1 itself is downregulated at both 2 and 24 
hours of HWSSL exposure suggesting its expression is inhibited by HWSSL exposure.  
As outlined in Chapter 3, glutathione is comprised of glycine, cysteine and glutamate and 
its biosynthesis relies on intracellular pools of glutamate, glutamine, and lysine (210).  
Between the WT and R57, genes that lead to cysteine biosynthesis (HOM2, MET16, 
MET17 and MET3), along with genes leading to glutamate and lysine biosynthesis 
(HOM3, LYS9 and LYS12), are upregulated.  This finding suggests that R57 has an 
upregulated pathway towards glutathione precursor generation as part of its physiology 
and constitutes a possible link to the GSH1 mutation.   
Another well known counterpart of a cell’s redox state are the cofactors NADH 
and NADPH, which are responsible for providing reducing equivalents for a wide range 
of biological processes (375).    It is well-documented that yeast detoxifies the furan 
aldehyde inhibitors found in HWSSL by way of NADH/NADPH requiring enzymes (37).  
The final aspect of Gdh1p, therefore, that warrants discussion is its NADPH cofactor 
requirement, which can be a viable engineering target for modulating intracellular 
NADPH levels (27).  Differential expression analysis shows that NADH-requiring 
processes are enriched for increased expression in the WT under non-inhibitory 
conditions.  Furthermore, NAD(P)H-associated processes are simultaneously enriched for 
decreased expression and highly increased expression after 2 hours HWSSL-exposure 
(Fig. 4-3), demonstrating the role of NAD(P)H-related processes in the R57 phenotype.  
Genes known to play a role in furan-aldehyde inhibitor detoxification via NADPH 
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include GRE3, upregulated between the WT vs R57, along with GRE2 and YKL071W, 
upregulated after 2 hours HWSSL exposure in R57.    
Overall, the potential modulation of metabolites like glutathione and NADPH via 
mutation or differential gene expression may have major effects on the redox state of the 
cell.  This finding correlates well with the above findings regarding modification to 
protein homeostasis as a major determinant factor in the HWSSL tolerance trait of R57 in 
that changes to redox-state related metabolites may be acting to mitigate protein damage.   
4.4.5 A determinant role in HWSSL tolerance for mutated transporter Mal11p is 
supported by RNA-seq expression analysis  
The two mutations in MAL11 and its extreme decrease in expression both between 
the WT and R57 and after HWSSL exposure suggest MAL11 is involved in the HWSSL 
tolerance trait of R57.  Decreased expression in R57 of other MAL-classified genes 
(MAL12, MAL32, MAL31) supports a role for MAL transporters in HWSSL tolerance.  
Significant polysaccharide content in HWSSL has not been reported.  Therefore, it is 
plausible that the MAL genes affected by HWSSL evolution and differential expression 
upon HWSSL exposure may be explained simply by a low level of HWSSL 
polysaccharide content, which would render expression of MAL proteins a waste of 
cellular resources and may translate into a transcriptional signal for decreased expression, 
as MAL genes are known to be induced by the presence of maltose and reduced by the 
presence of glucose in the substrate (376), for example.  The fact that Mal11p is a 
trehalose-proton symporter, coupled with the downregulation of the trehalose 
biosynthetic machinery over the timecourse at least suggests further investigation of 
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levels of this important metabolite upon exposure to HWSSL is warranted.  Although 
trehalose is known to be a storage carbohydrate in S. cerevisiae, and therefore the 
differential expression of trehalose biosynthesis genes may be indicative of a lack of 
available carbon for storage processes, it is also an important factor in overcoming 
osmotic pressure challenges due to its unique propensity to displace the “water shell” 
around macromolecules, thereby minimizing the effects of desiccation (275) and is an 
effective stabilizer of proteins at physiological concentrations (276).  If trehalose content 
is an important factor in HWSSL tolerance, as might be expected from its role in osmotic 
tolerance, then changes to the trehalose transport and generative abilities of the cell may 
be a logical outcome of evolution towards HWSSL tolerance. Furthermore, the presence 
of organic acids like acetic acid in HWSSL likely leads to acidification of the cell 
interior, which precipitates the arrest of cellular metabolism and dissipation of the 
electrochemical gradient of the plasma membrane.  This can be alleviated by extrusion of 
protons from the cell (reviewed in (207)).  Therefore, any transporter that relies on proton 
transport could be susceptible to malfunction, as it has been shown that sugar symporters 
are sensitive to a build up of internal proton concentrations and fail to mediate the influx 
of the target metabolite under such conditions (377).  Mal11p transport activity has been 
shown to be highly pH sensitive (274), which is likely a result of this effect.  
Additionally, carbohydrate proton symporters can be involved in intracellular pH 
regulation by deacidification (378) and it is possible that protons exiting the cell via 
symporters could lose vital metabolites like trehalose.  Alternatively, though elevated 
trehalose often leads to stress tolerance it can also have the opposite effect, leaving cells 
more prone to stress sensitivity or delayed stress recovery (277, 278, 379) and the 
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presence of trehalose is by no means a requirement of osmotic tolerance (380-382).  
Moreover, elevated cellular trehalose contents have been shown to interfere with the 
cell’s protein refolding machinery, it is hypothesized, by the very same properties that 
make trehalose a protein stabilizer (379, 383), and might therefore be detrimental to 
stress tolerance under protein damaging conditions like those imparted by lignocellulosic 
hydrolysate inhibitors.  Therefore, a Mal11p mutation, if it leads to loss of function, as 
may be expected by the nature of the mutations, together with its high degree of 
downregulation may have a two-fold protectant effect: firstly, by minimizing intracellular 
trehalose content, enabling protein-folding chaperone function, and secondly, by 
diminishing the import of protons that would further acidify the cell during 
polysaccharide transport. The known promiscuity of Mal11p for transport of multiple 
polysaccharides might make mutation within this particular MAL transporter particularly 
tell-tale (354, 384).  That is, a plethora of polysaccharides existing within HWSSL, even 
at low concentration levels, might be imported by Mal11p and add to intracellular 
acidification.  Though the role of MAL11 in HWSSL tolerance remains unclear, the 
above data support further investigation. 
 4.4.6 Aromatic amino acid synthesis genes are affected by mutation and differential 
expression in R57 
Mutation to ARO1 and the known role of Aro1p in aromatic amino acid 
biosynthesis (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2) and acetic acid tolerance suggest a role for 
aromatic amino acid-related pathways in R57 HWSSL tolerance.  The RNA-seq 
experiments presented in the results section highlight aromatic amino acid metabolism 
pathway genes as upregulated between 0 and 2 hours of HWSSL exposure as well as over 
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24 hours of HWSSL exposure.  Directly downstream of ARO1, multiple genes related to 
tryptophan and tyrosine/phenylalanine biosynthesis demonstrate highly increased 
expression after 2 hours of HWSSL exposure, which is in keeping with the demonstrated 
transcriptional response of S. cerevisiae to acetic acid exposure (207).  Over 24 hours, 
aromatic amino acid catabolism genes are enriched as a decreased expression cluster, 
adding to the evidence that aromatic amino acid metabolism is a biological pathway of 
interest in HWSSL tolerance.   
4.4.7 Genes affecting the cell-surface are affected by mutation and differential 
expression  
 As pointed out in Chapter 1, the inhibitors present in HWSSL have the ability to 
affect the cell membrane and cell wall in detrimental ways (7).  From the mutation data 
presented in Chapter 3, mutations were found in YNL058c, linked to cell wall integrity, 
Art5p, related to cell-surface protein turnover, and Nrg1p, which governs cell-surface-
affecting genes, like the aforementioned, highly-upregulated, CWP1.  Accordingly, 
enriched gene clusters for differential expression between WT and R57 were discovered 
through RNA-seq analyses that represent cell wall and organization genes, or cell-
membrane associated genes.  Similar enrichment is seen within the differentially 
expressed genes documented between 0 to 24 hours of HWSSL exposure.  While most of 
the findings presented in this study tend to deal with preserving intracellular homeostasis, 
the burden on the intracellular environment is likely mediated, in part, at the cell surface 




In order to probe for expression differences that could elucidate an underlying 
stress-response related physiology of GS-evolved HWSSL-tolerant strain R57, RNA-seq 
differential expression analysis was employed.  The transcriptional differences under 
permissive conditions between the parental background WT and R57 imply a differing 
physiology based on changes to the cell-surface, metal-ion usage, amino acid 
biosynthesis, NADH and ubiquitin-related processes or fundamental processes like 
central carbon metabolism and translation.  Furthermore, a major role for the mutated 
Nrg1p transcription factor in controlling differential expression of stress-tolerance related 
genes is apparent between the two strains under permissive conditions.   
R57 exposure to HWSSL generated differential expression data that implicate 
major roles for the following in the R57 HWSSL response: nitrogen usage, aromatic 
amino acid metabolism and response to ammonia; protein homeostasis machinery based 
on ubiquitin-mediated degradation processes and re/folding mechanisms involving 
Hsp70s; oxidative stress response mechanisms mediated by iron, glutathione and 
NADPH; cell-membrane changes; the PDR; and a general repression of metabolism.  To 
my knowledge, these data constitute the first description of a transcriptional response to 
HWSSL exposure and elucidate processes of interest in future lignocellulosic hydrolysate 
expression-response studies. 
This portion of the study was productive, in a supporting role, to probe the 
transcriptional response of R57 to HWSSL-exposure and for differences between the WT 
and R57 that support the assertions generated by the genome resequencing and mutation 
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analysis of Chapter 3.  Taken together, these data support important roles for many of the 
mutated genes discovered in R57, but implicate NRG1, as a modified regulator of stress 
response gene expression and GDH1, UBP7, SSA1, ARO1, FIT3 and MAL11 as 
components of predominant cellular processes in the modified R57 transcriptional 





5 General discussion and conclusions 
 In order to use biomass as feedstock for generating fuels or chemicals, 
biocatalysts that are tolerant of the various sources of inhibition associated with biomass-
breakdown substrates are required.  Meiotic recombination-mediated GS of S. cerevisiae 
was shown in this study to be a productive technology in generating tolerance to 
lignocellulosic substrate inhibition.  This study further demonstrates that coupling this 
strain development technique with phenotypic characterization and MPS technology, like 
rapid genome sequencing and RNA-seq differential expression profiling, makes it 
possible to track the genetic and physiological factors involved in ligncellulosic substrate 
inhibition.    
5.1 Challenges associated with GS, MPS and RNA-seq technologies 
Several limitations of the technologies employed in this study were identified.  
Although strain development by GS is productive in engineering tolerance to specific 
sources of inhibition, this technology relies on a high-throughput screen, such as growth 
on inhibitory substrates using large populations of mutants, in order to be fully useful.  
Where a high-throughput screen may be more difficult to develop, as with increasing 
production titres of a compound that requires an involved isolation step, generating large 
populations of strains harbouring mutations for recombination and mutation 
accumulation may not be possible.  Furthermore, the relative ease by which genetic 
recombination can be enacted will be a concern when using microorganisms that are not 
amenable to protoplast fusions, such as Gram-negative bacteria.  Whole genome 
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sequencing using MPS technology is particularly useful in elucidating SNP mutations 
between a genomic DNA sample and a closely related scaffold genome sequence upon 
which to align MPS DNA sequence reads.  However, when a closely related genome 
sequence is not available, one must be produced in order to make variation comparisons 
between strains, which adds to the difficulty of variation calling.  Also, mapping of short 
DNA sequence reads allows for the discovery of SNP mutations, but detecting structural 
genomic variation using short reads is thus far not possible or unreliable.  Emerging 
technologies like Pacific Biosciences SMRT platform is an indication that attaining large 
DNA reads at a low cost will be accessible in the near future.  Longer, cheaper DNA 
reads should allow for accurate and cost-effective de novo genome assembly to provide 
easier access to more accurate DNA scaffolds for DNA sequence-read mapping and 
structural genome rearrangements.  Finally, as best practices for RNA-seq experiments 
and data processing are still being established, the data generated by RNA-seq 
technology must be applied carefully when drawing biological conclusions, especially in 
cases where the data may not be supported by extensive genetic and phenotypic 
information.  The process of drawing reliable biological conclusions using RNA-seq will 
become easier as MPS technology and analysis software advances.  For example, as costs 
decrease and sequence read depth improves it is becoming increasingly possible for 
extensive sample multiplexing (385, 386), allowing for a variety of strains to be tested 
under multiple conditions, which should increase the sensitivity and reliability of 
differential gene expression analysis.   Moreover, as the confounding variables such as 
3’-end sequencing bias or overrepresentation of differential expression calls for longer 
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genes are accounted for in RNA-seq analysis software algorithms, the utility of RNA-seq 
will grow. 
The design of the current study was intended to minimize the limitations of GS, 
genome sequencing by MPS and RNA-seq differential expression profiling in several 
ways.  Firstly, an organism with a well-understood and easily-manipulated mating cycle 
was chosen for employing meiotic recombination-mediated GS under selective 
conditions that allowed for large populations of mutants to be compared.  UV 
mutagenesis was chosen as the method to generate mutations as it predominantly leads to 
small SNP or indel mutations, which can be easily tracked by genome sequencing with 
MPS.  MPS sequencing and variation discovery was aided by available, high-quality 
genome sequences of S. cerevisiae.  Furthermore, a methodology was developed whereby 
the mutant strain of interest was sequenced in parallel with the WT parental strain for 
extensive comparison during variation calling, in order for sequence/technology-specific 
errors in DNA sequence read alignment to be controlled by systematic visualization and 
curation of variations in common between the WT and R57.    Finally, RNA-seq 
differential gene expression analysis was utilized primarily in a supportive role to the 
phenotypic characterization and variation discovery analyses of R57, in conjunction with 
the relatively well-characterized information that exists on S. cerevisiae stress response 
mechanisms, in order to draw biological conclusions.  Furthermore, the RNA-seq 
expression profiling was biologically replicated for the WT versus R57 comparison at 
high-read depth and multiple HWSSL-exposure timepoints were sampled to probe the 
R57 response to HWSSL.  These differential gene expression datasets were cross-
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referenced for existing commonalities in order to optimize the significance of the 
findings.   
5.2 Summary of significant findings 
By applying the GS methodology devised for this study it was possible to isolate 
S. cerevisiae strain R57 that shows simultaneous tolerance to HWSSL and common 
sources of stress found in biomass-derived substrates like acetic acid, osmotic pressure, 
HMF and hydrogen peroxide-induced stress.  These results demonstrate the utility of 
employing GS-mediated engineering as a productive technology for inhibitor-tolerant 
strain development of S. cerevisiae and suggest that the findings of this study may be 
broadly applicable to understanding stress tolerance in multi-inhibitory lignocellulosic 
substrates.   The genome sequencing and differential expression analysis portion of this 
study were intended to generate understanding of the tolerance trait of R57 to HWSSL 
and generate plausible and testable hypotheses as to the genetic determinants of HWSSL 
tolerance and the biological processes involved. 
As the first description of the types of mutations that might accumulate through 
GS evolution, it is interesting to note that all of the mutations discovered and verified 
within R57 affect genes, either being located within the ORF or a UTR.  If the 
accumulation of mutations occurred randomly, one might expect the mutations to be 
randomly dispersed across the yeast genome, of which ~30 % is non-coding (387).  The 
majority of mutations accumulated in R57 are in genes associated with biological 
processes that are reconcilable with stress tolerance.  These observations support the 
hypothesis that the R57 mutations were accumulated by the selection and use of mutated 
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strains showing enhanced HWSSL tolerance as mating pools for GS.  Therefore, this 
study provides the first direct genetic evidence that productive mutations are assembled 
into a final strain by GS, though more extensive sequencing and mutation testing would 
have to be carried out to draw a concrete conclusion.  The mutations were all SNP 
mutations, which could either be a result of the UV mutagenesis used to generate 
mutants, a higher likelihood that small nucleotide changes lead to HWSSL tolerance, or 
that sequencing by MPS using short reads can often only reliably elucidate variations of a 
few base pairs. 
As was hypothesized at the onset of this study, the biological factors behind the 
HWSSL tolerant trait that was generated via GS strain engineering are complex, as a 
variety of genes and biological processes are implicated in the R57 HWSSL-tolerant 
phenotype.  The most significant findings and hypotheses that are supported in this study 
are depicted in Figure 5-1.   
Stress response transcriptional repressor Nrg1p was shown to bear a likely 
significant functional homozygous mutation.  Genes known to be directly affected by 
Nrg1p show a differential expression response indicative of a decreased transcriptional 
suppression effect.  The stress-inducible acetic acid tolerance trait of R57 and the known 
role of Nrg1p in the acetic-acid inducible Haa1p acetic acid tolerance regulon suggest an 
integral role for the NRG1 mutation of R57 in its demonstrated acetic acid tolerance trait. 
The potential for transcription factors to have wide-spread phenotypic bearing on an 
organism support further study of NRG1 and its ability to mediate stress response to 





Figure 5-1.  Summary of significant findings and hypotheses generated by 
phenotype, mutation and transcriptional analysis of strain R57.  Proteins 
encoded by mutation-bearing R57 genes are depicted in red, proteins encoded by 
related over-expressed R57 genes are depicted in green.  Chemical compounds are 
numbered as follows: 1. furfural, 2. HMF, 3. acetic acid, 4. glutamate, 5. glutathione, 
6. tryptophan.  UBI=ubiquitin, Rib=ribosome, vac=vacuole, ER=endoplasmic 
reticulum, PDR=pleiotropic drug response protein.   
 
Another significant trend elucidated in this study is that nutrient usage, cell 
growth, and HWSSL stress tolerance are likely linked.  This finding is in keeping with 
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known attributes of a diverse set of stress responses (27).   Modifications in R57 to 
nitrogen assimilation and usage-related genes are likely playing a major role in this 
regard.    The most significant finding related to nitrogen assimilation is the presence of 
two mutations, one in each copy, in NADPH-dependent Gdh1p, the main method of 
nitrogen assimilation via ammonia in yeast.   Recent literature demonstrates the potential 
to affect fundamental yeast metabolism and stress tolerance by manipulation of Gdh1p 
(206).  Overall, it is hypothesized that R57 has a modified nitrogen compound 
assimilation and usage machinery that may be causing a general metabolic inefficiency, 
resulting in a diminished growth efficiency that aids stress tolerance.  Moreover, the 
NADPH cofactor requirement of Gdh1p is of particular note since it is required for the 
detoxification of furan aldehyde inhibitors, while genes that encode proteins known to be 
involved in detoxifying these compounds, GRE3 and GRE2, show increased expression 
between the WT and R57  and after 2 hours HWSSL exposure in R57, respectively.  
Amino acid metabolism pathways show differential expression across RNA-seq 
experiments as well and support a prominent role for nitrogen-containing compounds in 
the R57 phenotype, which is reconcilable with mutations discovered in GDH1, GSH1, 
and ARO1.  Modified amino acid metabolism, demonstrated by differential regulation of 
amino acid metabolism pathways across the differential expression experiments both 
between the WT and R57 and after HWSSL exposure, may be allowing R57 to reroute 
amino acids to compounds like glutathione, generated via Gsh1p.  This hypothesis is 
supported by increased expression of 7 genes between the WT and R57 that are part of 
amino acid biosynthesis pathways leading to cysteine, glutamate, and lysine, which have 
all been shown to be required for glutathione synthesis (210). A role for aromatic amino 
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acid biosynthesis in HWSSL tolerance is also supported by this study, which is of interest 
due to the known effect of organic acids and ethanol exposure on tryptophan biosynthesis 
(66, 67). Aromatic amino acid metabolism pathways are affected by HWSSL exposure in 
R57 at the level of transcription and by mutation to Aro1p.  Extensive differential 
expression of other genes related to nitrogen compound metabolism, like amino acid 
transporters, NCR-related control genes, or PDR-related genes supports a prominent role 
for modified nitrogen usage in the HWSSL tolerance trait, which was not hypothesized at 
the onset of this study and bears further investigation.   
A modified protein homeostasis machinery in R57 is another major trend within 
the data presented herein, supported by phenotypic testing, mutation analysis and 
differential expression analysis.  This may be taking place through a variety of processes 
that likely include modifications to: ROS tolerance-associated metabolites including iron, 
glutathione and NADPH, which relate to mutation-bearing FIT3, GSH1 and GDH1; 
protein degradation machinery via ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis and mutation-bearing 
genes UBP7 and ART5; and protein re/folding proteins, mainly mediated by the Hsp70 
family of proteins and mutation-bearing Ssa1p.  Protein damage is an expected 
ramification of stress exposure, especially in environments that cause oxidative damage 
like in substrates containing furan aldehyde inhibitors.  The tolerance of R57 to peroxide 
and HWSSL suggests it is tolerant of the effects of oxidative damage caused by the 
presence of ROS.  Engineering tolerance to lignocellulosic hydrolysate inhibitors via 
modifications to protein homeostasis machinery has, to my knowledge, not been 
attempted.   
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Based on known functions, other genes bearing mutations in R57 may be of 
interest for further study, though their role in HWSSL tolerance is less clear.  These 
include the 2-mutation-bearing polysaccharide proton symporter Mal11p, which is also 
highly downregulated at the level of transcription in R57 and may be linked to 
intracellular trehalose levels or intracellular pH homeostasis.  Modification to cell wall 
and cell membrane-associated processes is a pervasive trend in the transcriptional data 
gathered in this study with some genes, like NRG1p-controlled, stress-response related 
CWP1 showing extensive upregulation both between the WT and R57 and after HWSSL 
exposure in R57.  Therefore, cell-surface related R57 mutant-gene products, like Mal11p, 
iron-transporter Fit3p, cell-surface protein turnover mediator Art5p, and YNL058Cp, 
which has a largely unknown function but has been shown to be involved in mitigating 
cell wall damage, may prove to be useful targets in engineering stress tolerance.  Also, 
Dop1p, which is essential and has known associations to ER organization, Golgi 
apparatus function and vacuolar biogenesis may be of interest and could be playing a role 
in protein and pH homeostasis due to the function of these organelles.  Furthermore, a 
role for the mutation in the 5’UTR of PBP1, involved in stress granule formation, is 
supported by recent research showing that stress granules play a role in furan aldehyde 
tolerance (263), and Pbp1p may therefore be a productive and novel target in engineering 
stress tolerance.  A role for R57-mutant gene SGO1 in the HWSSL response is weakly 
supported by RNA-seq data with increased expression after 2 hours HWSSL exposure 
that does not significantly decrease over 24 hours exposure.  SGO1 is related to 
chromosome stability and is often tightly related in its expression to mutation-bearing 
TOF2.  Tof2p and Nop58, also harboring a mutation, have corresponding roles in 
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ribosome synthesis.  Although the stress-tolerance effect these mutations might 
contribute is unclear, their demonstrated interrelationship suggests that they may have 
been accumulated in complementary roles through GS strain engineering.  Overall, what 
is clear from this study is that engineering tolerance to HWSSL via GS has likely resulted 
in multi-genic modifications, incorporating changes to multiple biological processes into 
a single phenotype that can withstand the complex toxic effects of lignocellulosic 
substrate inhibitors.   
5.3 Future directions 
As a workflow, meiotic recombination-mediated GS of S. cerevisiae, 
complemented with MPS genome sequencing and RNA-seq transcriptional profiling has 
been demonstrated in this study to be a productive means to engineer new strains with 
useful traits and study the changes that have been evolved, in order to gain biological 
insight into those traits.  The most supported and plausible hypotheses to stem from these 
data are testable, but very extensive owing to the density of the data generated.  
Moreover, the precise physiology of R57 still remains largely unknown, while the impact 
of the variations discovered within its genome still bear further assessment.   
A first logical step in further study of R57 would be to profile metabolites of 
interest both intracellularly and in the substrate including glutathione, NAD(P)H, iron, 
trehalose, ammonia and amino acids.   These metabolite profiles may help to elucidate 
the following: the redox state of the cell upon HWSSL exposure and the mechanisms by 
which R57 mitigates oxidative damage; iron uptake and usage by R57 and its abundance 
in HWSSL; nitrogen compound assimilation and efflux by R57; and the trehalose content 
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of the cell and how it may relate to a role for Mal11p or effect protein homeostasis or 
osmotic stress protection in R57.  Generating profiles for these metabolites in R57 would 
help us to understand tolerance to lignocellulosic substrate inhibition.  In a similar 
fashion to the mutation analysis and RNA-seq work presented above, it would also aid in 
further prioritizing genes of interest for testing the contribution of the mutations in R57 to 
HWSSL tolerance.  
Assuming not every mutation found in R57 is important for the HWSSL tolerance 
trait, or that there are some of lesser importance, quantitative trait loci (QTL) analysis 
could be performed.  This would include, if possible, isolating a haploid progeny of R57 
that maintained a high degree of HWSSL tolerance and crossing with a WT strain.  
Sampling of the offspring of that cross and genome sequencing the population or the 
specific mutation-regions of interest at high sequence depth would allow for the 
contributions of R57 mutations to HWSSL tolerance to be gauged (388).  Transversely, 
populations of HWSSL-tolerant mutants generated throughout the GS engineering for 
HWSSL tolerance experiment could be sequenced to monitor the representation of 
mutations within the population of tolerant mutants as GS progressed.  However, a 
statistical framework would have to be implemented to assess the significance of data 
generated through such an approach.  Furthermore, the possibility of extra mutations not 
present in R57, but within the evolving populations, could confound these results.  One 
drawback to this type of population sequencing approach is that any epistatic nature of 
the mutations cannot be ascertained.    
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Additionally, a rational cloning strategy based on the assertions generated in this 
study should be carried out.  The preceding work allowed for the potentially most 
impactful HWSSL-tolerance-associated mutations in R57 to be discovered.  Furthermore, 
mutations that are most likely to have complementary roles were described.  Therefore, a 
systematic assembly of genes into single plasmids containing potentially complementary 
mutations could be introdnuced into the haploid background and tested for their effect on 
inhibitor tolerance, at least where the mutations are heterozygous in R57.  Testing of 
homozygous mutations will require gene ‘knock-outs’ of the WT alleles and replacement 
with the mutant allele.  Alternatively, the mutations found in R57 could be systematically 
replaced with WT alleles, although the diploid nature of R57 would make this a more 
involved process.  While the cloning procedures involved in these types of experiments 
could be extensive in order to test permutations of mutations, the current study should 
serve as a way to prioritize mutations.  Alternatively, automated or high-throughput 
cloning could make a brute force method of systematically re-introducing WT mutations 
into R57 or R57 mutant alleles back into the WT more feasible.  A potentially useful 
workflow would incorporate GS, MPS of genomes of interest, followed by high-
throughput cloning methods to generate and verify genes and mutations of interest.   
Finally, the information generated in this study is highly applicable to an 
emerging lignocellulose-to-biofuels/biochemicals industry.  Therefore, the strain 
development techniques and rational engineering targets developed above should be 
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Variations! Frequencies! Counts! Coverage!
Affected!
gene!
I!mapping! 124270! 123585! SNP! G! 2! T/G! 51.5/48.5! 224/211! 435! SSA18
IV!mapping! 534017! 533990! SNP! G! 1! T! 100! 174! 174! NRG18
IV!mapping! 649234! 649203! SNP! C! 2! C/T! 56.0/44.0! 154/121! 275! STE58
IV!mapping! 651371! 651340! SNP! T! 2! C/T! 51.2/48.8! 132/126! 258! STE58
IV!mapping! 696096! 696065! SNP! C! 2! C/T! 58.8/41.2! 224/157! 381! ARO18
IV!mapping! 696097! 696066! SNP! C! 2! C/T! 58.7/41.1! 220/154! 375! ARO18
IV!mapping! 730256! 730226! SNP! T! 2! T/A! 54.2/45.8! 156/132! 288! DOP18
IVD1!
mapping! 420924! 420925! SNP! T! 2! T/A! 57.2/42.8! 210/157! 367! BCS18
VII!mapping! 625487! 625442! SNP! G! 2! G/T! 50.9/49.1! 110/106! 216! ART58
VII!mapping! 852174! 852130! SNP! T! 2! T/C! 51.3/48.4! 176/166! 343! PBP18
VIID1!
mapping! 80669! 80664! SNP! A! 2! A/T! 53.5/46.5! 236/205! 441! MAL118
VIID1!
mapping! 80841! 80836! SNP! G! 2! G/A! 52.0/47.7! 217/199! 417! MAL118
IX!mapping! 50510! 50435! SNP! T! 1! A! 99.7! 376! 377! UBP78
X!mapping! 234127! 233952! SNP! A! 2! T/A! 51.4/48.6! 199/188! 387! GSH18
XI!mapping! 458903! 458834! SNP! G! 2! G/A! 56.9/43.1! 197/149! 346! TOF28
XIV!mapping! 516499! 516499! SNP! T! 2! C/T! 51.9/48.1! 180/167! 347! YNL058C!
XV!mapping! 464829! 464838! SNP! C! 2! C/A! 60.6/39.4! 275/179! 454! SGO18
XVD1!
mapping! 63293! 63293! SNP! A! 2! G/A! 53.4/46.6! 220/192! 412! GDH18
XVD1!
mapping! 63314! 63314! SNP! G! 2! G/A! 55.1/44.9! 236/192! 428! GDH18
XVD1!









































YPL054W! D4.01! 0.00! 122.31! 81.78! 102.04! 26.52! 24.34! 25.43!
YHR050W! D2.51! 0.00! 318.20! 354.87! 336.54! 120.51! 147.96! 134.24!
YJL198W! D2.49! 0.01! 35.24! 36.71! 35.97! 20.53! 8.38! 14.46!
YGL056C! D2.46! 0.00! 317.75! 364.11! 340.93! 153.56! 123.89! 138.73!
YJL153C! D2.46! 0.00! 2033.25! 1944.92! 1989.08! 663.02! 956.89! 809.96!
YPR138C! D2.38! 0.00! 71.49! 77.68! 74.58! 30.07! 32.56! 31.32!
YEL063C! D2.33! 0.00! 99.96! 71.11! 85.54! 36.57! 36.93! 36.75!
YDR297W! D2.31! 0.00! 276.12! 311.05! 293.59! 140.93! 113.80! 127.36!
YMR303C! D2.29! 0.05! 14.83! 19.22! 17.03! 9.49! 5.40! 7.44!
YNL111C! D2.27! 0.04! 186.44! 108.46! 147.45! 80.73! 49.06! 64.90!
YKL198C! D2.24! 0.00! 282.82! 218.48! 250.65! 144.97! 78.53! 111.75!
YOL011W! D2.19! 0.00! 139.11! 109.53! 124.32! 77.62! 36.15! 56.89!
YNR018W! D2.13! 0.00! 204.94! 201.05! 203.00! 125.59! 65.20! 95.39!
YOL126C! D2.11! 0.00! 191.91! 203.35! 197.63! 99.71! 87.95! 93.83!
YDR075W! D2.10! 0.04! 34.85! 37.87! 36.36! 23.54! 11.06! 17.30!
YLR091W! D2.03! 0.00! 36.19! 39.06! 37.62! 17.61! 19.44! 18.52!
YJL110C! D2.01! 0.05! 27.75! 20.06! 23.91! 14.05! 9.71! 11.88!
YHR007C! D1.99! 0.00! 234.23! 260.18! 247.20! 139.43! 109.31! 124.37!
YOL127W! 1.95! 0.00! 139.11! 118.32! 128.72! 285.56! 215.73! 250.64!
YLR348C! 1.96! 0.01! 25.97! 28.46! 27.21! 47.18! 59.29! 53.24!
YBL072C! 1.96! 0.00! 177.91! 113.24! 145.58! 319.75! 251.80! 285.78!
YNL264C! 1.99! 0.01! 23.68! 31.62! 27.65! 60.68! 49.45! 55.06!
YDR382W! 2.00! 0.00! 115.63! 75.81! 95.72! 218.50! 163.95! 191.22!
YLR303W! 2.00! 0.00! 153.97! 94.09! 124.03! 284.95! 211.82! 248.38!
YHR104W! 2.01! 0.00! 411.48! 329.88! 370.68! 711.31! 781.83! 746.57!
YLR075W! 2.02! 0.01! 310.04! 243.97! 277.00! 669.00! 451.92! 560.46!
YCL050C! 2.03! 0.00! 39.05! 39.17! 39.11! 80.66! 78.30! 79.48!
YDR158W! 2.03! 0.00! 47.42! 42.06! 44.74! 97.71! 84.29! 91.00!
YEL039C! 2.03! 0.00! 3032.78! 3405.22! 3219.00! 7395.29! 5704.92! 6550.11!
YOL157C! 2.04! 0.00! 52.37! 34.08! 43.22! 97.39! 78.65! 88.02!
YGR148C! 2.05! 0.00! 92.50! 64.58! 78.54! 186.11! 136.11! 161.11!
YHR203C! 2.05! 0.01! 94.98! 66.77! 80.88! 194.34! 137.69! 166.02!
YDL191W! 2.06! 0.04! 181.04! 119.30! 150.17! 372.12! 246.85! 309.49!
YMR307W! 2.08! 0.00! 50.69! 48.97! 49.83! 111.29! 95.79! 103.54!
YOR198C! 2.08! 0.02! 19.76! 17.25! 18.50! 36.23! 40.92! 38.57!
YPR167C! 2.09! 0.04! 18.66! 13.22! 15.94! 38.08! 28.64! 33.36!
YBR004C! 2.09! 0.02! 32.34! 37.12! 34.73! 85.54! 59.87! 72.71!
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!
YPL090C! 2.09! 0.00! 126.40! 102.53! 114.47! 271.80! 207.62! 239.71!
YBR078W! 2.11! 0.00! 95.57! 65.89! 80.73! 159.95! 180.84! 170.39!
YLR301W! 2.14! 0.02! 31.05! 17.76! 24.41! 57.33! 46.96! 52.14!
YMR316W! 2.14! 0.01! 58.18! 57.02! 57.60! 145.55! 100.59! 123.07!
YBL092W! 2.14! 0.00! 139.28! 110.73! 125.01! 312.03! 222.46! 267.25!
YLR110C! 2.16! 0.00! 665.61! 545.65! 605.63! 1311.71! 1304.11! 1307.91!
YAL038W! 2.17! 0.00! 366.34! 190.20! 278.27! 665.52! 542.74! 604.13!
YLR179C! 2.19! 0.05! 61.99! 36.60! 49.29! 128.89! 87.06! 107.97!
YLR441C! 2.19! 0.00! 109.26! 105.26! 107.26! 274.48! 196.34! 235.41!
YCR012W! 2.21! 0.00! 392.36! 293.29! 342.82! 719.91! 792.43! 756.17!
YNL162W! 2.22! 0.02! 48.86! 69.46! 59.16! 135.37! 127.64! 131.50!
YER052C! 2.22! 0.01! 16.44! 18.44! 17.44! 40.57! 37.01! 38.79!
YJR145C! 2.24! 0.00! 72.14! 66.09! 69.11! 156.98! 152.97! 154.97!
YDR064W! 2.24! 0.00! 89.08! 68.24! 78.66! 184.39! 168.77! 176.58!
YKL152C! 2.25! 0.00! 371.35! 280.89! 326.12! 709.59! 758.55! 734.07!
YLR150W! 2.29! 0.00! 80.14! 65.39! 72.76! 194.17! 139.67! 166.92!
YIL094C! 2.30! 0.00! 29.23! 27.87! 28.55! 66.04! 65.23! 65.63!
YOR222W! 2.31! 0.01! 21.47! 15.42! 18.44! 49.00! 36.10! 42.55!
YJL144W! 2.31! 0.01! 848.95! 336.69! 592.82! 1475.15! 1261.81! 1368.48!
YGL123W! 2.33! 0.00! 99.74! 95.09! 97.42! 238.97! 214.04! 226.50!
YLR454W! 2.33! 0.02! 18.32! 26.82! 22.57! 46.27! 58.76! 52.52!
YGR185C! 2.33! 0.03! 13.63! 10.42! 12.03! 28.66! 27.41! 28.03!
YER074W! 2.33! 0.00! 81.50! 60.67! 71.08! 179.41! 152.09! 165.75!
YNL178W! 2.33! 0.00! 84.71! 84.37! 84.54! 225.02! 169.46! 197.24!
YOL016C! 2.35! 0.00! 180.42! 142.45! 161.44! 378.49! 379.72! 379.11!
YFR032CDA! 2.37! 0.01! 64.92! 84.15! 74.53! 210.67! 142.06! 176.37!
YGR085C! 2.37! 0.00! 43.32! 59.09! 51.20! 128.41! 114.01! 121.21!
YGR214W! 2.38! 0.00! 51.25! 41.39! 46.32! 114.42! 105.89! 110.16!
YDR050C! 2.38! 0.00! 277.36! 175.88! 226.62! 507.89! 571.89! 539.89!
YOR312C! 2.38! 0.00! 85.07! 55.34! 70.20! 190.24! 144.30! 167.27!
YLR448W! 2.39! 0.05! 52.58! 27.32! 39.95! 114.52! 76.31! 95.42!
YIL018W! 2.39! 0.00! 104.87! 75.29! 90.08! 236.92! 193.48! 215.20!
YDR209C! 2.39! 0.00! 61.37! 49.45! 55.41! 142.33! 122.48! 132.41!
YHR193C! 2.40! 0.01! 54.67! 38.53! 46.60! 134.04! 90.03! 112.04!
YMR143W! 2.41! 0.00! 87.14! 53.05! 70.09! 195.07! 142.77! 168.92!
YLR029C! 2.41! 0.05! 74.47! 126.35! 100.41! 232.84! 251.18! 242.01!
YCR034W! 2.41! 0.04! 9.99! 9.18! 9.58! 20.00! 26.23! 23.11!
YOL121C! 2.42! 0.00! 38.22! 45.67! 41.94! 116.52! 86.89! 101.70!
YLR264W! 2.43! 0.00! 38.83! 39.48! 39.15! 110.98! 79.40! 95.19!
YHR141C! 2.44! 0.00! 67.92! 47.16! 57.54! 156.53! 124.02! 140.27!
YJR123W! 2.44! 0.00! 170.72! 121.60! 146.16! 399.77! 313.33! 356.55!
YLR340W! 2.45! 0.00! 93.96! 62.00! 77.98! 221.41! 161.25! 191.33!
YIL055C! 2.45! 0.00! 19.61! 16.07! 17.84! 47.43! 40.12! 43.78!
YLR414C! 2.45! 0.00! 60.20! 61.86! 61.03! 165.32! 134.34! 149.83!
YDR447C! 2.46! 0.00! 43.70! 56.76! 50.23! 121.80! 125.14! 123.47!
YBR005W! 2.46! 0.00! 59.85! 59.84! 59.85! 171.42! 123.47! 147.45!
YJR010W! 2.52! 0.00! 24.10! 15.87! 19.98! 55.19! 45.54! 50.36!
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YLR372W! 2.53! 0.00! 13.60! 13.23! 13.41! 30.35! 37.40! 33.88!
YMR142C! 2.55! 0.04! 89.14! 54.38! 71.76! 225.55! 140.09! 182.82!
YGR192C! 2.56! 0.00! 889.26! 452.80! 671.03! 1704.56! 1728.25! 1716.40!
YBR181C! 2.58! 0.00! 52.06! 64.51! 58.28! 165.22! 135.88! 150.55!
YNR034W! 2.59! 0.00! 108.05! 66.84! 87.45! 220.23! 232.22! 226.22!
YKL060C! 2.60! 0.00! 728.46! 470.79! 599.62! 1615.96! 1505.23! 1560.60!
YGL202W! 2.61! 0.00! 23.01! 20.65! 21.83! 53.68! 60.29! 56.98!
YHR016C! 2.62! 0.00! 190.40! 152.62! 171.51! 417.50! 482.46! 449.98!
YGR194C! 2.63! 0.00! 55.98! 24.23! 40.10! 119.53! 91.29! 105.41!
YKL081W! 2.63! 0.00! 17.66! 25.16! 21.41! 52.99! 59.57! 56.28!
YNL302C! 2.63! 0.00! 60.57! 50.18! 55.37! 144.42! 147.30! 145.86!
YGL076C! 2.65! 0.00! 72.13! 52.72! 62.43! 165.30! 165.28! 165.29!
YOR369C! 2.67! 0.00! 119.99! 107.26! 113.63! 354.76! 251.61! 303.18!
YOR385W! 2.67! 0.00! 13.74! 12.84! 13.29! 37.67! 33.37! 35.52!
YML063W! 2.67! 0.00! 66.58! 64.71! 65.65! 181.70! 169.20! 175.45!
YHR021C! 2.69! 0.04! 79.68! 49.05! 64.36! 214.93! 131.64! 173.29!
YLR406C! 2.72! 0.00! 47.24! 39.54! 43.39! 114.74! 121.09! 117.92!
YKR094C! 2.73! 0.01! 64.24! 55.55! 59.89! 199.55! 127.58! 163.56!
YPL131W! 2.74! 0.00! 76.76! 92.53! 84.64! 252.11! 211.93! 232.02!
YOR096W! 2.76! 0.00! 47.90! 45.26! 46.58! 132.58! 124.69! 128.63!
YER102W! 2.79! 0.00! 81.41! 47.08! 64.25! 212.96! 145.83! 179.40!
YBR191W! 2.80! 0.00! 55.04! 43.97! 49.51! 144.26! 132.64! 138.45!
YBR189W! 2.80! 0.00! 59.62! 51.88! 55.75! 164.49! 147.47! 155.98!
YIL099W! 2.83! 0.04! 11.45! 6.44! 8.95! 30.30! 20.29! 25.30!
YLR167W! 2.83! 0.01! 186.91! 130.08! 158.50! 551.87! 346.14! 449.01!
YML026C! 2.83! 0.01! 71.31! 44.33! 57.82! 199.21! 128.60! 163.91!
YHR208W! 2.85! 0.04! 39.74! 31.30! 35.52! 88.53! 114.03! 101.28!
YGL031C! 2.86! 0.05! 67.53! 48.28! 57.90! 209.22! 122.14! 165.68!
YOL120C! 2.91! 0.00! 66.12! 68.21! 67.17! 180.48! 210.08! 195.28!
YGR137W! 2.92! 0.04! 31.16! 25.21! 28.18! 102.97! 61.50! 82.23!
YBL003C! 2.92! 0.00! 49.33! 19.70! 34.52! 115.06! 86.45! 100.76!
YLL045C! 2.94! 0.00! 60.72! 50.94! 55.83! 185.40! 142.35! 163.87!
YDR043C! 2.94! 0.00! 137.35! 153.76! 145.56! 504.45! 350.13! 427.29!
YMR116C! 3.01! 0.00! 61.76! 44.57! 53.16! 162.33! 157.32! 159.82!
YHL015W! 3.02! 0.00! 145.49! 86.06! 115.77! 419.25! 280.35! 349.80!
YFR031CDA! 3.03! 0.00! 48.80! 33.72! 41.26! 130.62! 119.05! 124.84!
YDL082W! 3.06! 0.00! 25.23! 24.65! 24.94! 90.35! 62.19! 76.27!
YKL120W! 3.10! 0.00! 8.45! 8.27! 8.36! 27.54! 24.35! 25.95!
YGR034W! 3.12! 0.01! 55.96! 55.26! 55.61! 214.86! 132.34! 173.60!
YNL301C! 3.16! 0.00! 6.71! 7.85! 7.28! 20.96! 24.99! 22.98!
YDR038C! 3.27! 0.00! 7.44! 9.45! 8.45! 26.74! 28.43! 27.58!
YJL177W! 3.28! 0.00! 28.97! 24.08! 26.53! 101.19! 72.62! 86.90!
YGL259W! 3.56! 0.05! 6.46! 16.69! 11.57! 48.49! 34.02! 41.26!
YFL034CDA! 3.59! 0.02! 7.44! 8.98! 8.21! 36.13! 22.75! 29.44!
YGL253W! 3.62! 0.00! 22.97! 18.73! 20.85! 70.16! 80.99! 75.58!
YNR050C! 3.79! 0.00! 11.64! 6.73! 9.18! 33.44! 36.14! 34.79!
YLR061W! 3.91! 0.00! 27.43! 28.40! 27.91! 115.98! 102.04! 109.01!
227!
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YER131W! 3.99! 0.01! 45.09! 25.49! 35.29! 176.78! 104.66! 140.72!
YJL200C! 4.09! 0.00! 7.64! 6.36! 7.00! 28.98! 28.25! 28.61!
YHR174W! 4.26! 0.01! 198.32! 156.01! 177.17! 648.49! 860.60! 754.55!
YJR009C! 4.30! 0.00! 155.12! 107.55! 131.33! 582.29! 548.37! 565.33!
YJL190C! 4.61! 0.00! 35.52! 24.66! 30.09! 142.26! 135.16! 138.71!
YEL040W! 4.80! 0.00! 7.32! 3.23! 5.27! 23.52! 27.13! 25.32!
YJL158C! 4.90! 0.00! 19.26! 6.53! 12.90! 73.18! 53.11! 63.15!
YLR044C! 5.06! 0.02! 163.01! 95.02! 129.01! 848.31! 457.02! 652.66!
YBR066C! 5.16! 0.00! 8.04! 12.03! 10.04! 57.29! 46.34! 51.82!
YIL053W! 6.47! 0.00! 21.97! 24.88! 23.43! 172.63! 130.68! 151.65!
YOR247W! 6.49! 0.00! 27.63! 12.42! 20.02! 130.84! 128.91! 129.87!
YIL029C! 7.85! 0.04! 0.73! 1.31! 1.02! 8.06! 7.94! 8.00!
YIR039C! 10.31! 0.00! 22.79! 16.32! 19.55! 234.37! 168.89! 201.63!
YKL096W! 13.64! 0.00! 4.68! 8.16! 6.42! 99.05! 76.07! 87.56!
YPR157W! 14.66! 0.00! 1.01! 3.59! 2.30! 27.59! 39.79! 33.69!
YOL014W! 16.85! 0.00! 2.72! 1.99! 2.36! 47.46! 31.95! 39.70!
YLR013W! 23.30! 0.00! 1.47! 0.58! 1.02! 23.77! 23.94! 23.85!



















YDL041W! D6.65! 0.00! 17.59! 2.64!
YBL075C! D5.51! 0.00! 2247.13! 408.08!
YDR343C! D5.40! 0.00! 10738.84! 1987.56!
YLR157WDD! D5.27! 0.02! 14.47! 2.75!
YMR323W! D5.03! 0.00! 2936.64! 583.97!
YOR393W! D4.93! 0.00! 174.59! 35.38!
YPR123C! D4.93! 0.00! 508.73! 103.24!
YDL085W! D4.86! 0.00! 381.78! 78.54!
YKL065WDA! D4.76! 0.00! 443.61! 93.25!
YPR184W! D4.68! 0.00! 479.62! 102.56!
YPL281C! D4.60! 0.00! 171.53! 37.25!
YPR124W! D4.59! 0.00! 466.01! 101.63!
YJR038C! D4.50! 0.00! 34.82! 7.73!
YGR290W! D4.47! 0.00! 371.09! 82.97!
YMR118C! D4.40! 0.00! 322.10! 73.22!
YMR206W! D4.39! 0.00! 574.66! 130.80!
YLR411W! D4.37! 0.00! 736.11! 168.42!
YDR453C! D4.32! 0.00! 607.59! 140.70!
YMR250W! D4.26! 0.00! 832.30! 195.32!
228!
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YEL041W! D4.25! 0.00! 167.45! 39.38!
YPL119CDA! D4.24! 0.00! 117.44! 27.69!
YJL020WDA! D4.20! 0.00! 349.29! 83.18!
YOR186CDA! D4.16! 0.00! 206.03! 49.57!
YJL137C! D4.15! 0.00! 514.59! 124.12!
YIL086C! D3.97! 0.00! 168.92! 42.58!
YGR289C! D3.96! 0.00! 632.57! 159.63!
YGR236C! D3.96! 0.00! 5361.99! 1354.10!
YML042W! D3.89! 0.00! 532.27! 136.88!
YOL081W! D3.82! 0.00! 82.69! 21.67!
YDL223C! D3.80! 0.00! 239.70! 63.06!
YPR160CDA! D3.75! 0.00! 464.92! 124.13!
YDL204W! D3.74! 0.00! 663.88! 177.56!
YKL026C! D3.73! 0.00! 1156.80! 309.90!
YFL030W! D3.72! 0.00! 704.46! 189.57!
YLR217W! D3.69! 0.00! 1163.41! 315.12!
YPL223C! D3.65! 0.00! 2810.19! 769.08!
YCR091W! D3.65! 0.00! 138.33! 37.88!
YOR391C! D3.58! 0.00! 445.58! 124.57!
YPL201C! D3.53! 0.00! 215.43! 60.97!
YJR120W! D3.51! 0.00! 1011.92! 288.22!
YPL171C! D3.49! 0.00! 620.35! 177.52!
YJL045W! D3.49! 0.00! 125.58! 36.01!
YMR081C! D3.41! 0.00! 334.28! 97.92!
YML128C! D3.41! 0.00! 1422.01! 417.26!
YLR216C! D3.38! 0.00! 1171.35! 346.35!
YIL155C! D3.38! 0.00! 624.35! 184.82!
YFL014W! D3.35! 0.00! 14566.91! 4347.30!
YOR186W! D3.35! 0.00! 121.15! 36.16!
YNL013C! D3.35! 0.00! 426.40! 127.32!
YPL186C! D3.33! 0.00! 579.18! 173.90!
YJL042W! D3.33! 0.00! 186.52! 56.05!
YGR174C! D3.33! 0.00! 640.27! 192.53!
YBL022C! D3.29! 0.00! 242.08! 73.57!
YNL014W! D3.25! 0.00! 221.72! 68.25!
YBL015W! D3.23! 0.00! 1568.63! 484.90!
YML030W! D3.23! 0.00! 651.54! 201.50!
YLR259C! D3.23! 0.00! 1799.94! 556.80!
YLR446W! D3.23! 0.00! 40.62! 12.58!
YMR031C! D3.21! 0.00! 403.80! 125.73!
YEL011W! D3.21! 0.00! 789.11! 245.93!
YFL051C! D3.20! 0.00! 76.82! 23.97!
YHR050WDA! D3.19! 0.00! 329.51! 103.27!
YOR031W! D3.19! 0.00! 6959.19! 2181.46!
YNL195C! D3.15! 0.00! 750.96! 238.37!
YGR256W! D3.15! 0.00! 679.98! 215.88!
YLR053C! D3.14! 0.00! 586.56! 186.52!
229!
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YDR070C! D3.14! 0.00! 2372.09! 754.81!
YKL187C! D3.13! 0.00! 464.07! 148.36!
YOR020C! D3.13! 0.00! 2754.29! 880.61!
YMR324C! D3.12! 0.00! 175.20! 56.07!
YML075C! D3.12! 0.00! 133.32! 42.79!
YNL200C! D3.09! 0.00! 673.93! 218.20!
YPR160W! D3.08! 0.00! 533.60! 173.06!
YDL199C! D3.08! 0.00! 101.34! 32.89!
YPL006W! D3.06! 0.00! 94.52! 30.89!
YJR045C! D3.04! 0.00! 2118.54! 696.30!
YGR292W! D3.02! 0.00! 364.42! 120.82!
YIL119C! D3.02! 0.00! 105.02! 34.83!
YHL045W! D3.01! 0.00! 44.45! 14.79!
YAL017W! D3.00! 0.00! 136.91! 45.66!
YPL262W! D2.99! 0.00! 688.20! 230.12!
YMR089C! D2.98! 0.00! 244.42! 81.96!
YBR241C! D2.98! 0.00! 329.61! 110.54!
YCR011C! D2.97! 0.00! 76.28! 25.67!
YGR201C! D2.97! 0.00! 1027.34! 346.29!
YMR271C! D2.96! 0.00! 700.77! 236.81!
YJR115W! D2.95! 0.00! 980.54! 331.83!
YLR203C! D2.94! 0.00! 397.80! 135.51!
YDR119WDA! D2.93! 0.00! 1734.87! 591.17!
YNL052W! D2.93! 0.00! 3940.37! 1344.20!
YGL156W! D2.93! 0.00! 299.80! 102.33!
YDL197C! D2.92! 0.00! 109.16! 37.43!
YNL115C! D2.90! 0.00! 330.29! 113.99!
YLR465C! D2.89! 0.00! 174.41! 60.37!
YHL032C! D2.89! 0.00! 240.83! 83.43!
YLR347WDA! D2.88! 0.00! 182.86! 63.45!
YMR107W! D2.88! 0.00! 2743.17! 953.10!
YIL125W! D2.86! 0.00! 685.99! 239.51!
YLR454W! D2.86! 0.00! 46.27! 16.17!
YIL136W! D2.86! 0.00! 1638.04! 573.09!
YPL189CDA! D2.86! 0.00! 1189.38! 416.40!
YGR226C! D2.84! 0.00! 65.58! 23.11!
YAL062W! D2.84! 0.00! 319.29! 112.57!
YGR183C! D2.83! 0.00! 5396.70! 1904.42!
YKL151C! D2.83! 0.00! 812.01! 287.08!
YCL048WDA! D2.83! 0.00! 64.72! 22.90!
YMR175W! D2.82! 0.00! 9128.04! 3236.20!
YOR384W! D2.80! 0.00! 92.05! 32.93!
YLR152C! D2.79! 0.00! 284.24! 101.72!
YAL054C! D2.79! 0.00! 552.10! 197.79!
YIR038C! D2.77! 0.00! 431.56! 155.69!
YHR054WDA! D2.77! 0.00! 4911.96! 1772.29!
YJR039W! D2.76! 0.00! 54.22! 19.65!
230!
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YLL041C! D2.76! 0.00! 1526.48! 553.81!
YBR200WDA! D2.75! 0.00! 48.79! 17.72!
YLR450W! D2.75! 0.00! 122.01! 44.33!
YBR026C! D2.74! 0.00! 192.46! 70.19!
YIR039C! D2.74! 0.00! 234.37! 85.50!
YPL196W! D2.74! 0.00! 297.83! 108.70!
YIL146C! D2.74! 0.00! 176.95! 64.62!
YHR052WDA! D2.73! 0.00! 4873.26! 1786.39!
YMR165C! D2.73! 0.00! 226.33! 83.03!
YKL147C! D2.71! 0.00! 186.73! 68.79!
YNL144WDA! D2.69! 0.00! 944.80! 350.86!
YOR215C! D2.69! 0.00! 534.76! 198.69!
YMR174C! D2.68! 0.00! 3381.31! 1262.47!
YCR021C! D2.67! 0.00! 13840.30! 5175.80!
YLR064W! D2.67! 0.00! 108.56! 40.62!
YDL130WDA! D2.67! 0.00! 1716.74! 642.57!
YKL038W! D2.67! 0.00! 133.83! 50.12!
YFL052W! D2.66! 0.00! 62.03! 23.30!
YOR227W! D2.66! 0.00! 112.85! 42.44!
YOR394W! D2.66! 0.00! 39.26! 14.77!
YPL282C! D2.66! 0.00! 42.69! 16.07!
YIL046WDA! D2.65! 0.01! 30.11! 11.34!
YHR053C! D2.65! 0.00! 5676.39! 2139.11!
YDL222C! D2.65! 0.00! 317.41! 119.66!
YIL045W! D2.65! 0.00! 325.17! 122.63!
YJL185C! D2.65! 0.00! 139.04! 52.51!
YLR437CDA! D2.65! 0.00! 151.98! 57.45!
YMR110C! D2.64! 0.00! 398.72! 151.18!
YJL067W! D2.63! 0.00! 998.67! 379.18!
YPL247C! D2.63! 0.00! 243.19! 92.51!
YML035C! D2.63! 0.00! 74.98! 28.53!
YOL037C! D2.62! 0.00! 125.24! 47.74!
YGL062W! D2.61! 0.00! 651.56! 249.27!
YJL066C! D2.61! 0.00! 909.09! 347.93!
YKR018C! D2.61! 0.00! 473.38! 181.20!
YMR280C! D2.61! 0.00! 105.25! 40.32!
YBR230WDA! D2.61! 0.00! 690.82! 264.75!
YHR055C! D2.60! 0.00! 5701.08! 2193.50!
YLR347C! D2.59! 0.00! 122.20! 47.13!
YFR017C! D2.59! 0.00! 1456.88! 562.29!
YDL169C! D2.59! 0.00! 514.23! 198.49!
YML034CDA! D2.58! 0.00! 107.18! 41.48!
YKL221W! D2.58! 0.00! 42.81! 16.61!
YHR102W! D2.57! 0.00! 128.64! 50.04!
YJL102W! D2.57! 0.00! 131.53! 51.23!
YGL227W! D2.57! 0.00! 100.29! 39.07!
YMR322C! D2.55! 0.00! 345.00! 135.05!
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YPL106C! D2.55! 0.00! 544.39! 213.46!
YDL246C! D2.55! 0.00! 48.42! 19.00!
YML054C! D2.54! 0.00! 895.71! 352.08!
YOR007C! D2.53! 0.00! 1582.44! 624.99!
YNL274C! D2.53! 0.00! 584.14! 230.85!
YAL056W! D2.53! 0.00! 102.19! 40.47!
YPL119C! D2.53! 0.00! 230.18! 91.15!
YDR216W! D2.52! 0.00! 158.85! 62.95!
YPL203W! D2.51! 0.00! 420.51! 167.45!
YLR255C! D2.51! 0.02! 27.36! 10.90!
YOL052CDA! D2.50! 0.00! 3974.73! 1590.50!
YDR214W! D2.50! 0.00! 385.68! 154.38!
YKL148C! D2.49! 0.00! 973.36! 390.70!
YDL215C! D2.49! 0.00! 132.68! 53.34!
YOL060C! D2.49! 0.00! 248.35! 99.86!
YBR280C! D2.48! 0.00! 267.88! 107.94!
YLR312C! D2.48! 0.00! 320.79! 129.41!
YHR082C! D2.48! 0.00! 221.22! 89.30!
YER141W! D2.48! 0.00! 715.26! 288.90!
YMR090W! D2.45! 0.00! 1339.93! 545.87!
YLR149C! D2.45! 0.00! 325.36! 132.61!
YLL009C! D2.45! 0.00! 907.67! 370.63!
YDR231C! D2.44! 0.00! 548.79! 225.01!
YBR139W! D2.44! 0.00! 252.66! 103.74!
YMR086W! D2.43! 0.00! 111.79! 46.02!
YPR010CDA! D2.43! 0.00! 2021.29! 832.83!
YBR064W! D2.42! 0.00! 81.21! 33.53!
YGL093W! D2.42! 0.00! 120.52! 49.77!
YKR076W! D2.42! 0.00! 339.75! 140.54!
YHR008C! D2.41! 0.00! 1078.04! 446.57!
YDR150W! D2.41! 0.00! 91.89! 38.14!
YML087C! D2.41! 0.00! 142.78! 59.35!
YPL078C! D2.40! 0.00! 1519.30! 633.38!
YGR194C! D2.40! 0.00! 119.53! 49.85!
YJL005W! D2.40! 0.00! 82.88! 34.57!
YDL067C! D2.39! 0.00! 4005.20! 1674.71!
YNR007C! D2.39! 0.00! 606.15! 253.52!
YBL105C! D2.39! 0.00! 98.15! 41.08!
YMR114C! D2.39! 0.00! 363.52! 152.19!
YFL044C! D2.39! 0.00! 185.88! 77.84!
YIL097W! D2.39! 0.00! 110.89! 46.45!
YIR036C! D2.39! 0.00! 143.72! 60.25!
YDR298C! D2.38! 0.00! 665.09! 279.48!
YFL036W! D2.37! 0.00! 87.74! 36.97!
YLR356W! D2.37! 0.00! 402.10! 169.52!
YDR230W! D2.37! 0.00! 602.12! 254.07!
YDR022C! D2.36! 0.00! 120.03! 50.76!
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YJL020C! D2.36! 0.00! 221.99! 94.15!
YIR006C! D2.36! 0.00! 98.23! 41.71!
YNL101W! D2.35! 0.00! 151.11! 64.18!
YHR188C! D2.35! 0.00! 166.26! 70.79!
YBL059CDA! D2.35! 0.00! 367.79! 156.82!
YBR212W! D2.34! 0.00! 207.69! 88.80!
YGR248W! D2.34! 0.00! 758.41! 324.29!
YPR038W! D2.34! 0.00! 117.74! 50.35!
YFR040W! D2.34! 0.00! 224.19! 95.95!
YPR061C! D2.33! 0.00! 331.44! 142.45!
YBR039W! D2.32! 0.00! 1119.27! 481.43!
YFL067W! D2.32! 0.00! 161.62! 69.55!
YKL146W! D2.32! 0.00! 306.99! 132.20!
YHR017W! D2.32! 0.00! 240.80! 103.77!
YLL040C! D2.32! 0.02! 31.59! 13.64!
YMR302C! D2.31! 0.00! 291.87! 126.37!
YDL096C! D2.31! 0.00! 93.27! 40.42!
YBR298C! D2.31! 0.00! 437.69! 189.85!
YDR403W! D2.31! 0.00! 57.66! 25.01!
YBR201CDA! D2.31! 0.00! 358.83! 155.65!
YDR124W! D2.30! 0.01! 46.31! 20.09!
YMR170C! D2.30! 0.00! 186.97! 81.16!
YPL185W! D2.30! 0.00! 91.79! 39.87!
YIL160C! D2.30! 0.00! 151.05! 65.70!
YIL030C! D2.30! 0.00! 72.72! 31.65!
YCL012C! D2.30! 0.00! 560.08! 244.01!
YIL115C! D2.29! 0.03! 31.55! 13.76!
YHR195W! D2.29! 0.00! 354.02! 154.42!
YDL004W! D2.29! 0.00! 1063.74! 464.18!
YLR038C! D2.29! 0.00! 1470.11! 641.62!
YDR504C! D2.29! 0.00! 85.81! 37.46!
YER119C! D2.29! 0.00! 150.75! 65.86!
YLR395C! D2.29! 0.00! 2110.30! 922.06!
YML110C! D2.29! 0.00! 423.06! 184.92!
YBR221C! D2.28! 0.00! 542.45! 237.52!
YLR247C! D2.28! 0.00! 67.13! 29.41!
YGR225W! D2.28! 0.04! 27.70! 12.14!
YER178W! D2.28! 0.00! 790.54! 346.51!
YHR199C! D2.28! 0.00! 852.04! 373.67!
YMR115W! D2.28! 0.00! 243.15! 106.66!
YBR090C! D2.28! 0.00! 414.99! 182.09!
YPL092W! D2.27! 0.00! 87.78! 38.60!
YBR179C! D2.27! 0.00! 130.01! 57.25!
YJR103W! D2.27! 0.00! 228.59! 100.73!
YLR070C! D2.27! 0.00! 51.20! 22.60!
YJR121W! D2.26! 0.00! 1991.95! 879.89!
YDL078C! D2.26! 0.00! 548.68! 242.46!
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YDL185W! D2.26! 0.00! 289.19! 127.99!
YJR005CDA! D2.26! 0.00! 51.51! 22.81!
YFR015C! D2.26! 0.00! 153.80! 68.13!
YGR032W! D2.26! 0.00! 245.81! 108.88!
YBR059C! D2.26! 0.00! 111.96! 49.60!
YMR257C! D2.26! 0.02! 36.82! 16.33!
YLR164W! D2.25! 0.01! 42.30! 18.80!
YIL158W! D2.25! 0.03! 30.57! 13.60!
YDR293C! D2.25! 0.00! 278.71! 124.04!
YKR049C! D2.24! 0.00! 881.04! 392.90!
YPL271W! D2.24! 0.00! 3335.67! 1487.91!
YPL222W! D2.24! 0.00! 252.80! 112.88!
YPR127W! D2.24! 0.00! 518.42! 231.54!
YGL074C! D2.24! 0.00! 115.97! 51.86!
YNL321W! D2.23! 0.00! 75.46! 33.77!
YMR297W! D2.23! 0.00! 888.76! 397.96!
YBR235W! D2.23! 0.01! 46.71! 20.92!
YPL111W! D2.23! 0.00! 152.20! 68.16!
YLR248W! D2.23! 0.00! 492.56! 220.99!
YOR173W! D2.23! 0.00! 1059.54! 475.58!
YNL100W! D2.23! 0.00! 401.58! 180.32!
YMR306CDA! D2.23! 0.01! 47.41! 21.29!
YOL083CDA! D2.23! 0.00! 170.82! 76.72!
YPR049C! D2.22! 0.00! 75.42! 33.91!
YIL057C! D2.22! 0.00! 343.15! 154.76!
YCR033W! D2.21! 0.00! 78.76! 35.57!
YFL050C! D2.21! 0.00! 86.51! 39.10!
YBR286W! D2.21! 0.00! 517.94! 234.23!
YNL269W! D2.21! 0.00! 72.10! 32.63!
YJL057C! D2.21! 0.00! 130.89! 59.29!
YHR189W! D2.21! 0.00! 90.32! 40.92!
YGL150C! D2.21! 0.01! 47.92! 21.72!
YOL067C! D2.20! 0.00! 179.36! 81.36!
YDR494W! D2.20! 0.00! 254.56! 115.55!
YFL042C! D2.20! 0.00! 124.22! 56.43!
YKR058W! D2.20! 0.00! 167.26! 76.01!
YGL010W! D2.20! 0.00! 291.20! 132.55!
YIL087C! D2.20! 0.00! 326.11! 148.54!
YOR383C! D2.20! 0.00! 2395.33! 1091.18!
YJR077C! D2.19! 0.00! 1438.20! 656.05!
YMR256C! D2.19! 0.00! 2976.99! 1359.02!
YDL195W! D2.19! 0.00! 84.79! 38.77!
YNL271C! D2.18! 0.00! 54.26! 24.88!
YOL051W! D2.18! 0.00! 109.64! 50.28!
YNL073W! D2.18! 0.00! 220.59! 101.18!
YMR278W! D2.18! 0.00! 125.10! 57.41!
YDR031W! D2.18! 0.00! 265.64! 122.07!
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YPL013C! D2.17! 0.00! 387.29! 178.31!
YDR457W! D2.17! 0.02! 38.55! 17.76!
YOL119C! D2.17! 0.00! 198.22! 91.48!
YLR438W! D2.16! 0.00! 188.81! 87.46!
YBL100C! D2.16! 0.00! 390.90! 181.37!
YBR299W! D2.15! 0.00! 119.79! 55.78!
YKR009C! D2.15! 0.00! 179.87! 83.81!
YNL144C! D2.15! 0.00! 230.98! 107.64!
YOL025W! D2.14! 0.00! 70.34! 32.82!
YPR185W! D2.14! 0.01! 47.23! 22.05!
YDL043C! D2.14! 0.03! 34.39! 16.06!
YLR299CDA! D2.14! 0.00! 294.82! 137.70!
YMR190C! D2.14! 0.01! 45.37! 21.22!
YLR036C! D2.14! 0.03! 35.55! 16.63!
YNL270C! D2.14! 0.00! 73.88! 34.57!
YAL016CDB! D2.14! 0.00! 153.16! 71.68!
YLR069C! D2.13! 0.00! 132.13! 61.90!
YMR160W! D2.13! 0.01! 45.62! 21.38!
YGR053C! D2.13! 0.00! 72.93! 34.18!
YGL014CDA! D2.13! 0.01! 46.19! 21.66!
YOL113W! D2.13! 0.00! 140.38! 65.88!
YNL071W! D2.13! 0.00! 425.93! 200.37!
YDR089W! D2.12! 0.05! 29.32! 13.80!
YGL094C! D2.12! 0.01! 50.23! 23.65!
YBL066C! D2.12! 0.00! 74.67! 35.18!
YLR295C! D2.12! 0.00! 998.48! 470.93!
YHR096C! D2.12! 0.00! 377.11! 177.96!
YKL087C! D2.12! 0.00! 402.94! 190.24!
YOL083W! D2.12! 0.00! 102.63! 48.47!
YEL070W! D2.12! 0.00! 141.74! 67.00!
YKL157W! D2.11! 0.00! 168.80! 80.03!
YHR078W! D2.11! 0.00! 103.67! 49.21!
YLR189C! D2.11! 0.00! 133.75! 63.50!
YNL242W! D2.10! 0.02! 39.67! 18.86!
YGR209C! D2.10! 0.00! 2144.55! 1019.54!
YMR219W! D2.10! 0.02! 37.83! 18.00!
YOL036W! D2.10! 0.00! 250.42! 119.15!
YJR049C! D2.10! 0.00! 209.78! 100.03!
YER079CDA! D2.10! 0.00! 99.43! 47.44!
YPR150W! D2.10! 0.00! 503.82! 240.40!
YMR275C! D2.10! 0.00! 79.21! 37.81!
YKR096W! D2.09! 0.00! 92.75! 44.28!
YFR024CDA! D2.09! 0.00! 300.81! 143.73!
YER133W! D2.09! 0.00! 532.16! 254.46!
YHL024W! D2.09! 0.00! 158.60! 75.87!
YDL126C! D2.09! 0.00! 848.42! 406.10!
YGR231C! D2.09! 0.00! 595.57! 285.30!
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YIR037W! D2.09! 0.00! 750.43! 359.54!
YIL157C! D2.09! 0.00! 265.52! 127.29!
YHR198C! D2.09! 0.00! 123.82! 59.38!
YLR382C! D2.08! 0.01! 51.55! 24.76!
YNR033W! D2.08! 0.00! 110.34! 53.03!
YPR098C! D2.08! 0.00! 154.37! 74.24!
YPR037C! D2.08! 0.00! 115.98! 55.81!
YHR161C! D2.08! 0.00! 228.94! 110.17!
YMR069W! D2.07! 0.05! 29.98! 14.45!
YER182W! D2.07! 0.00! 355.85! 171.61!
YKL141W! D2.07! 0.00! 710.61! 342.93!
YIL033C! D2.07! 0.00! 490.83! 236.90!
YLL006W! D2.07! 0.01! 47.18! 22.78!
YLR163WDA! D2.07! 0.00! 168.80! 81.56!
YDR330W! D2.06! 0.00! 221.63! 107.58!
YAL008W! D2.06! 0.00! 208.46! 101.28!
YNR036C! D2.06! 0.00! 838.77! 407.82!
YIL162W! D2.06! 0.00! 430.02! 209.15!
YPL222CDA! D2.05! 0.00! 366.33! 178.28!
YCL049C! D2.05! 0.00! 263.94! 128.66!
YOR290C! D2.05! 0.01! 56.40! 27.50!
YDL149W! D2.05! 0.00! 61.27! 29.90!
YER084W! D2.05! 0.00! 103.67! 50.62!
YML091C! D2.05! 0.00! 96.43! 47.12!
YIL029WDA! D2.05! 0.03! 39.22! 19.18!
YGL173C! D2.04! 0.00! 106.87! 52.28!
YLR299W! D2.04! 0.00! 192.28! 94.10!
YGR110W! D2.04! 0.00! 220.81! 108.08!
YDR477W! D2.04! 0.00! 129.34! 63.37!
YDR204W! D2.04! 0.00! 167.95! 82.32!
YKR055W! D2.04! 0.00! 69.13! 33.91!
YLR206W! D2.03! 0.00! 327.31! 161.08!
YHR016C! D2.03! 0.00! 417.50! 205.60!
YOR124C! D2.03! 0.01! 57.54! 28.34!
YER004W! D2.03! 0.00! 811.12! 399.76!
YPR028W! D2.03! 0.00! 280.15! 138.17!
YLR267W! D2.03! 0.00! 110.24! 54.38!
YGL187C! D2.03! 0.00! 1222.67! 603.13!
YGL163C! D2.03! 0.00! 162.20! 80.05!
YLR178C! D2.03! 0.00! 1615.15! 797.14!
YBL001C! D2.03! 0.00! 395.89! 195.48!
YMR012W! D2.02! 0.01! 58.88! 29.09!
YOR211C! D2.02! 0.00! 74.87! 37.02!
YDL066W! D2.02! 0.00! 406.10! 201.06!
YKL064W! D2.01! 0.00! 145.18! 72.12!
YEL030W! D2.01! 0.03! 38.48! 19.13!
YLR290C! D2.01! 0.00! 102.32! 50.97!
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YKL105C! D2.01! 0.04! 36.69! 18.29!
YMR317W! D2.00! 0.04! 36.27! 18.09!
YPR115W! D2.00! 0.00! 97.83! 48.95!
YBR214W! D2.00! 0.00! 433.46! 217.07!
YOL100W! D2.00! 0.00! 90.34! 45.25!
YDR442W! D2.00! 0.00! 65.93! 33.03!
YLR264W! 2.00! 0.00! 110.98! 221.58!
YGR185C! 2.00! 0.01! 28.66! 57.24!
YOR367W! 2.00! 0.00! 51.83! 103.67!
YDL122W! 2.00! 0.00! 50.02! 100.16!
YER187W! 2.00! 0.00! 51.08! 102.27!
YOR167C! 2.00! 0.00! 303.34! 607.70!
YGR113W! 2.00! 0.05! 16.82! 33.71!
YIL114C! 2.01! 0.04! 17.54! 35.18!
YBR181C! 2.01! 0.00! 165.22! 331.45!
YIR012W! 2.01! 0.00! 38.38! 77.02!
YKR095WDA! 2.01! 0.00! 36.74! 73.81!
YEL016C! 2.01! 0.04! 17.82! 35.83!
YML055W! 2.01! 0.01! 25.30! 50.85!
YML053C! 2.01! 0.00! 47.04! 94.62!
YDR226W! 2.01! 0.00! 154.07! 309.95!
YAL003W! 2.01! 0.00! 171.45! 344.93!
YKL006W! 2.01! 0.00! 156.39! 314.68!
YKR069W! 2.01! 0.01! 27.63! 55.62!
YPL149W! 2.01! 0.00! 63.24! 127.33!
YHR013C! 2.02! 0.02! 21.49! 43.39!
YKR025W! 2.02! 0.00! 51.48! 104.00!
YER031C! 2.02! 0.00! 51.94! 105.03!
YGR260W! 2.02! 0.00! 33.89! 68.57!
YMR252C! 2.03! 0.00! 90.22! 182.79!
YPL250C! 2.03! 0.00! 84.00! 170.31!
YGL067W! 2.03! 0.03! 19.17! 38.93!
YKR044W! 2.03! 0.02! 21.39! 43.51!
YOR338W! 2.03! 0.00! 102.74! 209.06!
YDR361C! 2.04! 0.00! 42.96! 87.44!
YOL120C! 2.04! 0.00! 180.48! 367.43!
YJL139C! 2.04! 0.01! 25.07! 51.07!
YJL189W! 2.04! 0.00! 253.97! 517.67!
YJR145C! 2.04! 0.00! 156.98! 320.51!
YER046W! 2.04! 0.00! 43.09! 87.99!
YOL022C! 2.04! 0.01! 24.55! 50.14!
YOL085WDA! 2.04! 0.00! 29.82! 60.95!
YOL125W! 2.05! 0.01! 23.42! 47.93!
YDR041W! 2.05! 0.00! 87.86! 180.02!
YDR412W! 2.05! 0.00! 52.49! 107.62!
YER090CDA! 2.05! 0.01! 27.25! 55.88!
YER145C! 2.05! 0.00! 149.48! 306.53!
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YJR061W! 2.05! 0.00! 54.73! 112.29!
YOR253W! 2.05! 0.02! 21.20! 43.50!
YKL036C! 2.05! 0.05! 15.36! 31.54!
YGR095C! 2.06! 0.00! 33.41! 68.66!
YDR280W! 2.06! 0.00! 49.80! 102.37!
YLR017W! 2.06! 0.00! 37.65! 77.39!
YER119CDA! 2.06! 0.05! 15.05! 30.97!
YPL043W! 2.06! 0.04! 15.83! 32.59!
YDL130W! 2.06! 0.00! 243.71! 501.88!
YLR154WDB! 2.06! 0.00! 6356.54! 13099.48!
YOR278W! 2.06! 0.03! 18.15! 37.43!
YDR472W! 2.06! 0.02! 19.26! 39.74!
YNL207W! 2.06! 0.00! 30.07! 62.05!
YMR233W! 2.06! 0.01! 22.72! 46.88!
YLR373C! 2.06! 0.01! 23.63! 48.80!
YCL045C! 2.07! 0.02! 20.74! 42.85!
YBR070C! 2.07! 0.04! 15.77! 32.60!
YBR167C! 2.07! 0.00! 31.07! 64.28!
YDR539W! 2.07! 0.02! 20.71! 42.85!
YEL001C! 2.07! 0.00! 64.93! 134.46!
YMR131C! 2.07! 0.03! 18.46! 38.26!
YCL007C! 2.07! 0.00! 39.68! 82.28!
YFL010WDA! 2.08! 0.00! 191.97! 398.87!
YMR318C! 2.08! 0.00! 71.19! 147.95!
YOL039W! 2.08! 0.00! 184.55! 383.65!
YGL183C! 2.08! 0.00! 51.64! 107.56!
YPL056C! 2.08! 0.00! 71.93! 149.82!
YPR197C! 2.08! 0.05! 14.38! 29.96!
YJL110C! 2.08! 0.05! 14.05! 29.27!
YMR194W! 2.08! 0.00! 132.00! 275.01!
YLR060W! 2.09! 0.02! 19.03! 39.70!
YCR027C! 2.09! 0.00! 28.55! 59.59!
YBR014C! 2.09! 0.00! 49.12! 102.53!
YLR300W! 2.09! 0.00! 181.00! 377.82!
YLR026C! 2.09! 0.00! 48.56! 101.41!
YBL098W! 2.09! 0.01! 22.92! 47.86!
YLR018C! 2.09! 0.00! 31.23! 65.23!
YPR141C! 2.09! 0.02! 19.07! 39.84!
YGR195W! 2.09! 0.01! 23.25! 48.61!
YKL106W! 2.09! 0.05! 13.82! 28.89!
YJL188C! 2.09! 0.00! 160.58! 335.91!
YGR239C! 2.09! 0.00! 27.27! 57.06!
YEL026W! 2.09! 0.00! 51.99! 108.82!
YER035W! 2.09! 0.00! 223.26! 467.41!
YPR063C! 2.09! 0.00! 62.59! 131.05!
YBR191W! 2.09! 0.00! 144.26! 302.07!
YGR080W! 2.09! 0.00! 33.74! 70.65!
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YPR065W! 2.09! 0.00! 197.92! 414.46!
YER156C! 2.09! 0.00! 39.45! 82.63!
YDL069C! 2.10! 0.05! 14.40! 30.26!
YBR071W! 2.10! 0.00! 102.93! 216.53!
YFL034CDA! 2.11! 0.00! 36.13! 76.07!
YHR029C! 2.11! 0.01! 25.01! 52.66!
YJR095W! 2.11! 0.00! 65.29! 137.65!
YLR066W! 2.11! 0.02! 18.58! 39.20!
YIL172C! 2.11! 0.01! 21.32! 45.06!
YKL163W! 2.11! 0.00! 1741.67! 3682.36!
YGR015C! 2.12! 0.01! 21.03! 44.49!
YKL084W! 2.12! 0.01! 20.78! 43.98!
YOL126C! 2.12! 0.00! 99.71! 211.06!
YEL018W! 2.12! 0.00! 37.81! 80.06!
YMR009W! 2.12! 0.00! 359.39! 761.28!
YKL047W! 2.12! 0.02! 19.34! 40.98!
YGL135W! 2.12! 0.00! 209.82! 444.74!
YBR183W! 2.12! 0.00! 253.13! 537.30!
YLR364W! 2.13! 0.00! 25.92! 55.11!
YDL225W! 2.13! 0.00! 26.51! 56.39!
YNL302C! 2.13! 0.00! 144.42! 307.57!
YIL021W! 2.13! 0.00! 41.14! 87.62!
YDR050C! 2.13! 0.00! 507.89! 1082.72!
YJL168C! 2.13! 0.03! 15.25! 32.53!
YOR225W! 2.13! 0.00! 34.30! 73.18!
YPL067C! 2.13! 0.00! 51.09! 109.02!
YNL152W! 2.14! 0.03! 16.57! 35.37!
YML021C! 2.14! 0.00! 35.81! 76.51!
YGR103W! 2.14! 0.01! 21.58! 46.16!
YOL128C! 2.14! 0.01! 23.42! 50.13!
YBR195C! 2.14! 0.02! 16.85! 36.08!
YML115C! 2.14! 0.00! 30.70! 65.79!
YPL128C! 2.14! 0.03! 16.01! 34.31!
YBR096W! 2.14! 0.01! 22.32! 47.84!
YLR262C! 2.14! 0.00! 26.40! 56.58!
YIL060W! 2.14! 0.00! 40.19! 86.17!
YLR210W! 2.14! 0.05! 13.05! 27.99!
YDL226C! 2.15! 0.00! 27.44! 58.86!
YBR107C! 2.15! 0.00! 36.98! 79.40!
YNL124W! 2.15! 0.00! 25.68! 55.16!
YGR241C! 2.15! 0.00! 26.60! 57.14!
YDR045C! 2.15! 0.04! 13.97! 30.03!
YLR006C! 2.15! 0.02! 17.14! 36.85!
YGL099W! 2.15! 0.02! 16.65! 35.79!
YBR119W! 2.15! 0.00! 36.81! 79.27!
YLR197W! 2.15! 0.01! 21.71! 46.78!
YNL020C! 2.16! 0.00! 37.59! 81.02!
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YJR105W! 2.16! 0.00! 97.68! 210.53!
YGR148C! 2.16! 0.00! 186.11! 401.59!
YHR170W! 2.16! 0.00! 31.30! 67.57!
YKL042W! 2.16! 0.02! 18.60! 40.16!
YDL111C! 2.16! 0.00! 27.03! 58.40!
YJR025C! 2.16! 0.00! 57.82! 124.95!
YDR120C! 2.16! 0.01! 22.83! 49.36!
YNL253W! 2.16! 0.05! 12.64! 27.33!
YER140W! 2.16! 0.03! 15.66! 33.88!
YLR110C! 2.16! 0.00! 1311.71! 2839.03!
YIL020CDA! 2.16! 0.00! 46.38! 100.39!
YNL184C! 2.17! 0.04! 14.04! 30.40!
YOR037W! 2.17! 0.01! 21.02! 45.52!
YDL061C! 2.17! 0.00! 203.74! 441.48!
YNR057C! 2.17! 0.04! 13.83! 29.98!
YGR075C! 2.18! 0.01! 19.58! 42.67!
YDL012C! 2.18! 0.00! 181.87! 396.34!
YKL009W! 2.18! 0.00! 28.48! 62.10!
YOR106W! 2.18! 0.00! 46.94! 102.40!
YDR311W! 2.18! 0.03! 15.16! 33.07!
YNL030W! 2.18! 0.00! 640.76! 1399.69!
YDR354CDA! 2.19! 0.00! 26.20! 57.26!
YBR061C! 2.19! 0.03! 15.57! 34.03!
YDL153C! 2.19! 0.00! 25.80! 56.40!
YDR013W! 2.19! 0.01! 20.76! 45.42!
YHR127W! 2.19! 0.03! 14.78! 32.35!
YGR126W! 2.19! 0.01! 21.96! 48.10!
YLL053C! 2.19! 0.00! 44.66! 97.84!
YJL169W! 2.19! 0.01! 20.11! 44.06!
YPL205C! 2.19! 0.04! 13.31! 29.15!
YHR041C! 2.19! 0.01! 17.98! 39.45!
YOL101C! 2.19! 0.00! 69.52! 152.57!
YML070W! 2.20! 0.00! 196.76! 431.93!
YPL135CDA! 2.20! 0.00! 795.85! 1747.24!
YBR162WDA! 2.20! 0.00! 255.04! 560.25!
YAL009W! 2.20! 0.01! 20.88! 45.88!
YNL029C! 2.20! 0.02! 17.36! 38.16!
YMR211W! 2.20! 0.05! 11.80! 26.00!
YLL008W! 2.21! 0.01! 22.13! 48.82!
YJL196C! 2.21! 0.00! 62.89! 138.76!
YKL211C! 2.21! 0.00! 27.53! 60.81!
YLR287C! 2.21! 0.03! 14.78! 32.69!
YML038C! 2.21! 0.00! 25.55! 56.54!
YBL024W! 2.22! 0.05! 12.15! 26.92!
YGR085C! 2.22! 0.00! 128.41! 284.81!
YMR321C! 2.22! 0.01! 18.98! 42.11!
YOR004W! 2.22! 0.02! 15.54! 34.47!
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YNL162W! 2.22! 0.00! 135.37! 300.40!
YNL061W! 2.22! 0.01! 20.79! 46.16!
YNL097CDB! 2.22! 0.05! 11.76! 26.15!
YHR063C! 2.22! 0.01! 20.41! 45.40!
YBR030W! 2.23! 0.05! 12.21! 27.18!
YNR021W! 2.24! 0.05! 11.39! 25.46!
YLR009W! 2.24! 0.00! 45.80! 102.53!
YLR198C! 2.24! 0.00! 34.24! 76.67!
YDR321W! 2.24! 0.01! 18.55! 41.59!
YOR279C! 2.24! 0.01! 19.95! 44.75!
R0020C! 2.24! 0.00! 1517.02! 3403.27!
YOR137C! 2.25! 0.00! 25.44! 57.19!
YDR005C! 2.25! 0.00! 31.23! 70.24!
YLR023C! 2.25! 0.00! 129.36! 291.38!
YHR180CDB! 2.25! 0.02! 15.57! 35.09!
YKL208W! 2.25! 0.01! 17.65! 39.77!
YBR055C! 2.25! 0.04! 12.69! 28.61!
YKL018W! 2.25! 0.03! 14.23! 32.07!
YPL177C! 2.25! 0.00! 60.57! 136.57!
YKL001C! 2.26! 0.00! 140.44! 316.77!
YBL103C! 2.26! 0.00! 35.34! 79.93!
YDR398W! 2.26! 0.04! 11.82! 26.73!
YLR243W! 2.26! 0.01! 16.66! 37.70!
YFR041C! 2.26! 0.01! 18.77! 42.47!
YMR217W! 2.26! 0.00! 24.35! 55.14!
YBR171W! 2.26! 0.00! 30.68! 69.49!
YJL015C! 2.27! 0.00! 68.18! 154.50!
YJL016W! 2.27! 0.00! 55.28! 125.45!
YDL098C! 2.27! 0.00! 33.65! 76.37!
YDR075W! 2.27! 0.00! 23.54! 53.43!
YGL070C! 2.27! 0.00! 37.15! 84.47!
YDR064W! 2.27! 0.00! 184.39! 419.21!
YDL151C! 2.27! 0.01! 16.75! 38.08!
YNR054C! 2.27! 0.00! 24.20! 55.03!
YIL122W! 2.27! 0.00! 56.75! 129.08!
YGL253W! 2.27! 0.00! 70.16! 159.58!
YKL119C! 2.27! 0.05! 10.87! 24.73!
YOR281C! 2.28! 0.00! 22.20! 50.53!
YKL128C! 2.28! 0.00! 30.81! 70.20!
YMR037C! 2.28! 0.00! 25.84! 58.89!
YDL014W! 2.28! 0.00! 64.80! 147.74!
YML015C! 2.28! 0.01! 17.58! 40.11!
YDR354W! 2.28! 0.01! 17.55! 40.06!
YGL039W! 2.29! 0.00! 22.16! 50.66!
YOR277C! 2.29! 0.00! 104.81! 239.58!
YNL019C! 2.29! 0.00! 26.63! 60.87!
YBR166C! 2.29! 0.01! 18.32! 41.91!
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YER073W! 2.29! 0.00! 34.84! 79.73!
YIL059C! 2.29! 0.00! 39.86! 91.23!
YBR031W! 2.29! 0.00! 117.92! 270.26!
YKL044W! 2.30! 0.00! 45.06! 103.47!
YBR012C! 2.30! 0.00! 31.44! 72.26!
YFL010C! 2.30! 0.00! 145.06! 333.48!
YNL292W! 2.30! 0.04! 11.62! 26.73!
YNR019W! 2.30! 0.00! 288.00! 662.64!
YER007CDA! 2.30! 0.00! 25.57! 58.91!
YKL122C! 2.30! 0.00! 25.08! 57.78!
YOR306C! 2.30! 0.00! 23.65! 54.52!
YIL040W! 2.31! 0.01! 15.68! 36.18!
YHR070CDA! 2.31! 0.00! 20.20! 46.67!
YHR070W! 2.31! 0.03! 13.12! 30.33!
YMR035W! 2.31! 0.00! 37.10! 85.85!
YLR293C! 2.31! 0.00! 162.08! 375.14!
YLR089C! 2.32! 0.00! 130.55! 302.90!
YCR044C! 2.32! 0.05! 10.72! 24.88!
YMR122WDA! 2.32! 0.00! 992.63! 2306.50!
YHR169W! 2.32! 0.01! 16.50! 38.35!
YKL043W! 2.33! 0.00! 121.72! 283.35!
YPL077C! 2.33! 0.02! 13.74! 32.03!
YMR048W! 2.33! 0.02! 14.83! 34.57!
YMR192W! 2.33! 0.05! 10.61! 24.76!
YDR308C! 2.34! 0.01! 15.31! 35.80!
YGR122W! 2.34! 0.01! 16.75! 39.23!
YDR047W! 2.35! 0.00! 47.30! 111.05!
YLR146WDA! 2.35! 0.00! 18.97! 44.55!
YLR388W! 2.35! 0.00! 115.11! 270.84!
YMR221C! 2.35! 0.02! 12.91! 30.38!
YER006W! 2.36! 0.00! 32.51! 76.66!
YMR121C! 2.36! 0.00! 76.69! 180.85!
YNL153C! 2.36! 0.00! 35.80! 84.42!
YHR139CDA! 2.36! 0.00! 19.55! 46.11!
YPL129W! 2.36! 0.00! 50.31! 118.70!
YNL090W! 2.36! 0.04! 11.08! 26.16!
YIR026C! 2.36! 0.04! 10.85! 25.63!
YNR053C! 2.36! 0.01! 16.18! 38.26!
YDR161W! 2.36! 0.00! 29.17! 68.98!
YGL188C! 2.37! 0.00! 26.38! 62.51!
YDR257C! 2.37! 0.02! 14.27! 33.83!
YNR009W! 2.37! 0.01! 15.01! 35.63!
YBR188C! 2.37! 0.00! 19.33! 45.90!
YPR137W! 2.38! 0.01! 17.20! 40.85!
YKL172W! 2.38! 0.00! 35.61! 84.57!
YGL038C! 2.38! 0.00! 25.36! 60.26!
YIR008C! 2.38! 0.04! 10.74! 25.53!
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YGR161WDC! 2.38! 0.00! 307.45! 731.48!
YOR283W! 2.38! 0.00! 56.53! 134.59!
YBR154C! 2.38! 0.00! 24.94! 59.47!
YOR130C! 2.39! 0.01! 17.81! 42.51!
YBL087C! 2.39! 0.00! 102.53! 245.21!
YOL066C! 2.40! 0.05! 9.77! 23.41!
YOL092W! 2.40! 0.03! 10.92! 26.18!
YDR121W! 2.40! 0.00! 43.63! 104.59!
YOR046C! 2.40! 0.00! 25.91! 62.23!
YLL052C! 2.40! 0.00! 46.96! 112.79!
YCR043C! 2.40! 0.00! 44.05! 105.84!
YBL039C! 2.40! 0.05! 9.25! 22.25!
YJR097W! 2.40! 0.00! 26.66! 64.11!
YLR054C! 2.41! 0.01! 16.86! 40.57!
YGL223C! 2.41! 0.03! 11.89! 28.63!
YDR383C! 2.41! 0.03! 11.58! 27.89!
YMR193CDA! 2.41! 0.05! 9.59! 23.12!
YBL028C! 2.42! 0.00! 34.28! 82.89!
YHR089C! 2.42! 0.00! 48.34! 116.95!
YDL219W! 2.42! 0.03! 10.83! 26.20!
YLR104W! 2.42! 0.00! 31.76! 76.94!
YGR137W! 2.42! 0.00! 102.97! 249.50!
YML066C! 2.43! 0.05! 9.40! 22.81!
YAL061W! 2.43! 0.00! 857.35! 2080.21!
YGR018C! 2.43! 0.00! 90.52! 219.73!
YOR102W! 2.43! 0.00! 59.30! 144.11!
YKL048C! 2.43! 0.02! 12.20! 29.65!
YDL189W! 2.43! 0.03! 11.31! 27.49!
YGL196W! 2.44! 0.00! 42.71! 104.00!
YBR073W! 2.44! 0.04! 10.32! 25.16!
YDR496C! 2.44! 0.05! 9.41! 22.96!
YJL088W! 2.45! 0.00! 27.27! 66.81!
YIL127C! 2.45! 0.00! 31.80! 77.97!
YHR134W! 2.45! 0.00! 26.32! 64.61!
YAL036C! 2.46! 0.00! 19.55! 47.99!
YKL068WDA! 2.46! 0.00! 124.45! 305.71!
YLL012W! 2.46! 0.02! 12.31! 30.26!
YCL047C! 2.46! 0.01! 14.08! 34.69!
YLR022C! 2.47! 0.00! 20.88! 51.49!
YDR528W! 2.47! 0.04! 9.99! 24.64!
YBR091C! 2.47! 0.00! 36.97! 91.26!
YKR043C! 2.47! 0.00! 63.12! 155.94!
YDR339C! 2.47! 0.00! 45.23! 111.93!
YOR271C! 2.48! 0.00! 22.50! 55.68!
YPL047W! 2.48! 0.00! 47.79! 118.32!
YKR081C! 2.48! 0.00! 25.94! 64.24!
YCL026CDB! 2.48! 0.00! 176.88! 438.07!
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YCR057C! 2.48! 0.05! 8.71! 21.58!
YFL047W! 2.48! 0.02! 11.20! 27.75!
YIL118W! 2.48! 0.00! 41.02! 101.75!
YDL068W! 2.48! 0.00! 16.77! 41.64!
YLR285W! 2.48! 0.00! 20.96! 52.08!
YAL025C! 2.49! 0.01! 15.50! 38.54!
YGR249W! 2.49! 0.00! 45.09! 112.13!
YOL155WDA! 2.49! 0.00! 18.63! 46.35!
YPL126W! 2.49! 0.03! 10.73! 26.73!
YBR054W! 2.50! 0.00! 990.88! 2479.07!
YPR167C! 2.50! 0.00! 38.08! 95.30!
YOL135C! 2.50! 0.00! 36.75! 92.04!
YOL157C! 2.51! 0.00! 97.39! 244.12!
YMR316CDA! 2.51! 0.00! 207.00! 519.17!
YDR524CDB! 2.51! 0.00! 1362.55! 3419.87!
YBR178W! 2.51! 0.00! 16.27! 40.86!
YNL166C! 2.51! 0.00! 25.35! 63.69!
YML107C! 2.52! 0.05! 8.70! 21.88!
YPR187W! 2.52! 0.00! 47.84! 120.33!
YLR083C! 2.52! 0.00! 16.95! 42.66!
YPL273W! 2.52! 0.01! 13.63! 34.32!
YOR103C! 2.52! 0.00! 44.32! 111.60!
YER131W! 2.52! 0.00! 176.78! 445.72!
YML119W! 2.53! 0.00! 63.94! 161.65!
YHL013C! 2.53! 0.00! 22.80! 57.65!
YGR245C! 2.53! 0.02! 11.19! 28.30!
YLR065C! 2.54! 0.01! 12.67! 32.13!
YOR026W! 2.54! 0.01! 12.14! 30.78!
YHR139C! 2.54! 0.00! 74.87! 189.97!
YKL166C! 2.54! 0.00! 22.33! 56.67!
YPL135W! 2.54! 0.00! 714.11! 1812.66!
YFR032CDA! 2.54! 0.00! 210.67! 535.06!
YBL005W! 2.54! 0.01! 14.01! 35.61!
YOL102C! 2.54! 0.00! 22.05! 56.11!
YGR166W! 2.55! 0.00! 19.21! 48.92!
YDR147W! 2.55! 0.03! 10.11! 25.80!
YEL040W! 2.55! 0.00! 23.52! 60.06!
YPR016WDA! 2.56! 0.00! 16.38! 41.90!
YNR020C! 2.56! 0.00! 17.48! 44.74!
YGL246C! 2.56! 0.00! 18.37! 47.02!
YBL002W! 2.56! 0.00! 86.07! 220.47!
YOL019W! 2.56! 0.00! 15.57! 39.90!
YOR254C! 2.57! 0.01! 14.81! 37.99!
YNL301C! 2.57! 0.00! 20.96! 53.79!
YOR218C! 2.57! 0.02! 10.63! 27.29!
YGR242W! 2.58! 0.02! 10.58! 27.25!
YKR091W! 2.58! 0.00! 74.43! 191.69!
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YNL119W! 2.58! 0.01! 11.50! 29.63!
YGR065C! 2.58! 0.01! 13.52! 34.85!
YOR238W! 2.58! 0.05! 8.21! 21.16!
YCR020WDB! 2.58! 0.00! 28.13! 72.54!
YML116WDA! 2.58! 0.00! 36.94! 95.34!
YPL018W! 2.58! 0.00! 54.22! 139.98!
YDR037W! 2.58! 0.00! 16.01! 41.32!
YOR078W! 2.58! 0.00! 34.51! 89.12!
YML102W! 2.58! 0.00! 18.24! 47.09!
YIL079C! 2.58! 0.01! 14.34! 37.04!
YPR156C! 2.58! 0.00! 179.98! 464.87!
YHR069CDA! 2.58! 0.05! 7.80! 20.14!
YHR040W! 2.58! 0.00! 32.84! 84.87!
YDR537C! 2.58! 0.00! 31.55! 81.54!
YKL154W! 2.59! 0.00! 15.23! 39.38!
YMR016C! 2.59! 0.00! 24.35! 62.97!
YDR083W! 2.59! 0.00! 18.99! 49.15!
YML080W! 2.59! 0.01! 13.40! 34.71!
YDL208W! 2.59! 0.00! 51.27! 132.85!
YPL066W! 2.59! 0.00! 24.98! 64.77!
YBR141WDA! 2.59! 0.00! 24.89! 64.57!
YER034W! 2.60! 0.00! 42.60! 110.56!
YER184C! 2.60! 0.04! 8.67! 22.56!
YPL227C! 2.60! 0.03! 9.64! 25.08!
YKL070W! 2.60! 0.00! 26.02! 67.76!
YEL014C! 2.61! 0.00! 18.70! 48.73!
YIL016W! 2.61! 0.00! 15.72! 41.06!
YBL054W! 2.61! 0.00! 19.05! 49.77!
YOR224C! 2.62! 0.00! 32.23! 84.33!
YGR040W! 2.62! 0.01! 14.09! 36.87!
YPL259C! 2.62! 0.00! 29.59! 77.48!
YIL029C! 2.62! 0.04! 8.06! 21.13!
YML011C! 2.62! 0.00! 25.32! 66.36!
YAR033W! 2.63! 0.00! 14.63! 38.40!
YNL027W! 2.63! 0.00! 59.61! 156.54!
YJL171C! 2.63! 0.00! 221.66! 583.49!
YPL267W! 2.63! 0.05! 7.69! 20.23!
YGL061C! 2.63! 0.03! 8.62! 22.71!
YMR238W! 2.64! 0.00! 81.84! 216.16!
YEL059CDA! 2.64! 0.00! 31.86! 84.21!
YGR017W! 2.64! 0.00! 69.22! 183.02!
YHR072WDA! 2.65! 0.00! 160.95! 426.19!
YGL210W! 2.65! 0.00! 43.80! 116.08!
YLL055W! 2.66! 0.00! 29.08! 77.24!
YDR242W! 2.66! 0.00! 29.69! 78.93!
YGL078C! 2.66! 0.00! 28.40! 75.55!
YBR159W! 2.66! 0.00! 33.25! 88.50!
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YAL012W! 2.67! 0.00! 75.04! 200.30!
YNL158W! 2.67! 0.00! 32.65! 87.18!
YGR187C! 2.67! 0.01! 13.06! 34.89!
YML094CDA! 2.69! 0.03! 8.45! 22.69!
YML093W! 2.69! 0.05! 6.94! 18.69!
YMR014W! 2.69! 0.00! 14.11! 38.01!
YDR351W! 2.70! 0.01! 10.52! 28.35!
YGL247W! 2.71! 0.00! 18.42! 49.91!
YCR024CDB! 2.72! 0.00! 250.13! 679.82!
YOR226C! 2.72! 0.00! 37.25! 101.31!
YKL052C! 2.72! 0.00! 134.14! 364.90!
YOR108CDA! 2.72! 0.00! 16.17! 44.00!
YDR538W! 2.72! 0.00! 28.64! 77.97!
YML101CDA! 2.73! 0.00! 14.44! 39.35!
YMR184W! 2.73! 0.00! 33.92! 92.47!
YDR123C! 2.73! 0.00! 34.91! 95.35!
YDR210W! 2.73! 0.00! 233.62! 638.37!
YMR303C! 2.74! 0.02! 9.49! 25.97!
YDR033W! 2.74! 0.00! 125.06! 343.27!
YJR022W! 2.76! 0.01! 11.05! 30.48!
YHR133C! 2.76! 0.00! 17.37! 47.93!
YKL130C! 2.76! 0.00! 20.62! 56.90!
YNR011C! 2.76! 0.05! 6.84! 18.87!
YGR159C! 2.76! 0.00! 24.14! 66.65!
YEL017CDA! 2.76! 0.00! 532.63! 1470.78!
YDR184C! 2.76! 0.02! 9.38! 25.90!
YGR035WDA! 2.76! 0.00! 19.26! 53.21!
YOR361C! 2.76! 0.00! 22.33! 61.74!
YPR171W! 2.77! 0.00! 13.55! 37.50!
YOL052C! 2.78! 0.00! 13.57! 37.76!
YGL041CDB! 2.79! 0.01! 9.97! 27.80!
YOR299W! 2.79! 0.00! 19.62! 54.77!
YCR007C! 2.79! 0.00! 62.19! 173.81!
YOR288C! 2.80! 0.00! 12.16! 34.04!
YIL104C! 2.80! 0.01! 11.02! 30.85!
YKL053W! 2.80! 0.00! 153.44! 430.08!
YGR049W! 2.81! 0.00! 210.52! 591.51!
YBR164C! 2.81! 0.00! 23.92! 67.27!
YGL225W! 2.81! 0.00! 32.00! 90.08!
YDL161W! 2.82! 0.00! 30.59! 86.19!
YGR173W! 2.83! 0.01! 10.79! 30.53!
YDL150W! 2.83! 0.00! 14.92! 42.26!
YJL011C! 2.84! 0.00! 14.62! 41.51!
YDR252W! 2.84! 0.03! 7.69! 21.83!
YHR196W! 2.85! 0.01! 10.04! 28.60!
YDR043C! 2.85! 0.00! 504.45! 1439.74!
YNL151C! 2.86! 0.00! 31.11! 88.88!
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YGR123C! 2.86! 0.01! 9.01! 25.79!
YNR027W! 2.87! 0.01! 10.94! 31.38!
YJL148W! 2.87! 0.00! 19.89! 57.06!
YHR052W! 2.87! 0.00! 14.90! 42.76!
YDL139C! 2.88! 0.00! 23.68! 68.22!
YLR121C! 2.88! 0.00! 169.92! 490.02!
YPR060C! 2.88! 0.01! 11.17! 32.23!
YOR276W! 2.89! 0.00! 55.25! 159.43!
YOL007C! 2.90! 0.05! 5.95! 17.21!
YGR074W! 2.90! 0.00! 40.50! 117.35!
YMR301C! 2.90! 0.01! 9.95! 28.86!
YPR110C! 2.91! 0.00! 34.50! 100.25!
YNL075W! 2.91! 0.00! 22.62! 65.78!
YBR141C! 2.91! 0.01! 10.17! 29.58!
YGL224C! 2.91! 0.00! 13.65! 39.75!
YJL107C! 2.92! 0.00! 63.43! 185.48!
YLR002C! 2.93! 0.00! 11.96! 35.05!
YDR209C! 2.93! 0.00! 142.33! 417.11!
YBR105C! 2.93! 0.00! 311.55! 913.93!
YHR085W! 2.94! 0.00! 11.58! 33.98!
YPL246C! 2.94! 0.00! 20.09! 59.00!
YMR291W! 2.94! 0.00! 47.78! 140.50!
YOR091W! 2.94! 0.00! 24.05! 70.81!
YMR006C! 2.94! 0.00! 23.81! 70.11!
YGL117W! 2.94! 0.00! 34.44! 101.42!
YJR071W! 2.95! 0.02! 8.01! 23.61!
YNL191W! 2.95! 0.00! 66.99! 197.64!
YDR384C! 2.95! 0.00! 13.06! 38.56!
YKL120W! 2.95! 0.00! 27.54! 81.33!
YHL043W! 2.96! 0.00! 19.74! 58.36!
YJL019W! 2.96! 0.01! 10.56! 31.22!
YKR024C! 2.96! 0.02! 7.82! 23.17!
YLR405W! 2.97! 0.00! 13.84! 41.05!
YJL060W! 2.98! 0.00! 30.57! 91.07!
YGL171W! 2.98! 0.02! 7.35! 21.91!
YCR087CDA! 2.99! 0.00! 18.78! 56.07!
YDR055W! 2.99! 0.00! 810.89! 2423.30!
YDL209C! 3.00! 0.00! 13.38! 40.07!
YEL045C! 3.00! 0.00! 15.94! 47.91!
YGR081C! 3.01! 0.00! 12.82! 38.52!
YGR073C! 3.01! 0.00! 18.60! 55.96!
YLR435W! 3.01! 0.00! 18.32! 55.16!
YLR196W! 3.02! 0.00! 11.95! 36.05!
YPL239W! 3.02! 0.00! 47.45! 143.33!
YIL056W! 3.02! 0.00! 59.45! 179.66!
YGR120C! 3.02! 0.00! 12.99! 39.28!
YHR062C! 3.03! 0.01! 8.41! 25.53!
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YLR276C! 3.04! 0.01! 8.24! 25.03!
YMR198W! 3.04! 0.00! 12.54! 38.13!
YOL016C! 3.05! 0.00! 378.49! 1153.22!
YOL017W! 3.06! 0.03! 6.16! 18.81!
YMR290C! 3.06! 0.00! 13.30! 40.76!
YER126C! 3.07! 0.00! 17.44! 53.49!
YGR078C! 3.07! 0.00! 14.04! 43.08!
YGR176W! 3.07! 0.05! 5.42! 16.64!
YOR058C! 3.07! 0.00! 29.12! 89.39!
YLR417W! 3.07! 0.00! 15.19! 46.65!
YBR034C! 3.07! 0.00! 25.65! 78.75!
YPR170C! 3.08! 0.00! 14.60! 44.90!
YOL123W! 3.08! 0.00! 25.86! 79.61!
YOR079C! 3.10! 0.02! 6.94! 21.54!
YGR243W! 3.11! 0.00! 752.22! 2336.68!
YEL019C! 3.11! 0.02! 6.57! 20.44!
YKL051W! 3.11! 0.00! 64.13! 199.71!
YER049W! 3.12! 0.00! 24.02! 74.92!
YNL120C! 3.12! 0.01! 7.63! 23.82!
YDR165W! 3.13! 0.03! 5.75! 18.00!
YNL110C! 3.14! 0.00! 33.58! 105.31!
YPL093W! 3.14! 0.00! 15.43! 48.40!
YGR160W! 3.14! 0.00! 12.84! 40.32!
YPL086C! 3.14! 0.00! 11.76! 36.92!
YNL174W! 3.14! 0.00! 11.52! 36.23!
YOR209C! 3.15! 0.00! 62.64! 197.14!
YLR186W! 3.16! 0.00! 25.77! 81.36!
YMR199W! 3.16! 0.02! 7.05! 22.27!
YNL065W! 3.16! 0.00! 15.96! 50.51!
YGR152C! 3.18! 0.01! 8.98! 28.56!
YNL175C! 3.18! 0.00! 15.72! 49.99!
YLR136C! 3.19! 0.00! 40.02! 127.52!
YML094W! 3.19! 0.00! 18.28! 58.36!
YOR287C! 3.19! 0.00! 11.56! 36.91!
YLR409C! 3.21! 0.05! 4.73! 15.16!
YDR101C! 3.21! 0.01! 7.02! 22.58!
YOR028C! 3.22! 0.00! 31.73! 102.20!
YPR186C! 3.22! 0.01! 7.21! 23.25!
YDL085CDA! 3.23! 0.00! 26.43! 85.31!
YCR016W! 3.23! 0.00! 11.31! 36.51!
YBR175W! 3.23! 0.01! 7.43! 24.00!
YLR285CDA! 3.24! 0.00! 22.07! 71.47!
YBR254C! 3.25! 0.00! 13.82! 44.97!
YGL169W! 3.26! 0.00! 10.80! 35.20!
YHR148W! 3.27! 0.00! 9.34! 30.51!
YAL059W! 3.27! 0.00! 19.98! 65.25!
YMR049C! 3.27! 0.01! 7.81! 25.57!
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YIR034C! 3.28! 0.00! 92.59! 303.64!
YPL108W! 3.28! 0.01! 7.69! 25.26!
YPL175W! 3.30! 0.00! 20.22! 66.78!
YKR026C! 3.31! 0.00! 16.03! 53.00!
YJR043C! 3.31! 0.02! 5.85! 19.38!
YOL020W! 3.31! 0.03! 5.41! 17.91!
YML014W! 3.31! 0.00! 11.83! 39.19!
YHR192W! 3.32! 0.00! 9.39! 31.16!
YDR465C! 3.33! 0.00! 12.59! 41.96!
YDL128W! 3.33! 0.00! 120.53! 401.91!
YHL026C! 3.34! 0.00! 20.56! 68.65!
YNR029C! 3.35! 0.00! 13.16! 44.15!
YDR299W! 3.36! 0.01! 7.56! 25.39!
YNL113W! 3.36! 0.00! 34.01! 114.23!
YKR061W! 3.36! 0.00! 24.51! 82.36!
YMR296C! 3.36! 0.00! 26.96! 90.66!
Q0130! 3.37! 0.05! 4.36! 14.68!
YOR179C! 3.38! 0.00! 29.06! 98.08!
YKR060W! 3.38! 0.00! 9.07! 30.62!
YAR029W! 3.39! 0.00! 67.08! 227.15!
YJR063W! 3.39! 0.00! 16.30! 55.23!
YOL011W! 3.39! 0.00! 77.62! 262.96!
YDR087C! 3.39! 0.00! 9.84! 33.40!
YIL120W! 3.40! 0.00! 16.69! 56.75!
YGR052W! 3.41! 0.00! 135.29! 460.70!
YPR146C! 3.42! 0.00! 12.39! 42.35!
YDL235C! 3.42! 0.00! 17.22! 58.94!
YGR158C! 3.42! 0.00! 13.11! 44.89!
YNL182C! 3.42! 0.04! 4.64! 15.88!
YDL121C! 3.43! 0.00! 11.74! 40.28!
YER149C! 3.44! 0.00! 19.62! 67.41!
YHR140W! 3.44! 0.00! 23.76! 81.79!
YGR055W! 3.44! 0.00! 28.18! 97.02!
YGR189C! 3.45! 0.00! 116.04! 400.28!
YBR083W! 3.46! 0.00! 15.75! 54.43!
YCR087W! 3.46! 0.00! 16.70! 57.80!
YDR038C! 3.46! 0.00! 26.74! 92.61!
YFL034CDB! 3.46! 0.02! 5.82! 20.17!
YPR070W! 3.47! 0.01! 7.43! 25.75!
YHR088W! 3.48! 0.00! 18.98! 66.05!
YKR090W! 3.49! 0.00! 10.64! 37.14!
YKL071W! 3.49! 0.00! 25.53! 89.19!
YNL043C! 3.50! 0.00! 139.49! 487.85!
YOR094W! 3.50! 0.00! 14.47! 50.64!
YCR010C! 3.50! 0.00! 88.57! 310.02!
YCR024CDA! 3.50! 0.00! 1210.19! 4238.37!
YPL221W! 3.52! 0.00! 116.14! 408.26!
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YBR182C! 3.53! 0.00! 65.02! 229.22!
YNL114C! 3.53! 0.00! 23.67! 83.47!
YNL044W! 3.53! 0.00! 112.63! 397.88!
YDR259C! 3.54! 0.00! 8.46! 29.95!
YJL069C! 3.54! 0.00! 11.24! 39.84!
YNL112W! 3.55! 0.00! 9.43! 33.46!
YGL188CDA! 3.56! 0.00! 10.26! 36.50!
YBL071CDB! 3.56! 0.05! 3.81! 13.59!
YOL041C! 3.56! 0.00! 14.76! 52.63!
YFR028C! 3.57! 0.00! 10.63! 37.96!
YDR247W! 3.57! 0.00! 151.41! 540.97!
YOL152W! 3.58! 0.00! 17.79! 63.62!
YGR251W! 3.58! 0.00! 22.13! 79.26!
YDR243C! 3.59! 0.00! 10.32! 37.07!
YNL160W! 3.59! 0.00! 1716.73! 6171.24!
YFR023W! 3.60! 0.02! 4.76! 17.14!
YKL216W! 3.60! 0.00! 32.81! 118.25!
YBL081W! 3.61! 0.01! 6.53! 23.56!
YLR099WDA! 3.62! 0.00! 54.79! 198.24!
YCR024C! 3.63! 0.00! 18.03! 65.36!
YER148WDA! 3.63! 0.00! 22.05! 79.99!
YMR017W! 3.63! 0.04! 4.06! 14.74!
YFL053W! 3.64! 0.00! 46.14! 167.92!
YPL001W! 3.66! 0.00! 8.78! 32.12!
YJL122W! 3.66! 0.00! 22.87! 83.73!
YPL211W! 3.66! 0.00! 17.39! 63.72!
YPL024W! 3.67! 0.00! 24.34! 89.25!
YMR132C! 3.67! 0.00! 9.83! 36.09!
YLR328W! 3.68! 0.00! 31.91! 117.54!
YJL108C! 3.69! 0.00! 74.41! 274.31!
YMR316W! 3.69! 0.00! 145.55! 536.87!
YKL045W! 3.70! 0.00! 7.17! 26.53!
YER038C! 3.71! 0.00! 31.24! 115.78!
YNL141W! 3.71! 0.00! 8.43! 31.25!
YGR177C! 3.73! 0.05! 3.48! 12.98!
YKR092C! 3.75! 0.00! 19.42! 72.80!
YPL026C! 3.76! 0.00! 91.23! 342.64!
YKL099C! 3.76! 0.00! 18.54! 69.66!
YEL046C! 3.76! 0.00! 90.39! 340.16!
YNR003WDA! 3.77! 0.00! 10.80! 40.76!
YOR134W! 3.80! 0.00! 54.30! 206.28!
YDR365C! 3.81! 0.00! 9.40! 35.79!
YAL037CDA! 3.81! 0.00! 6.76! 25.78!
YHL042W! 3.82! 0.00! 15.83! 60.41!
YGR129W! 3.83! 0.00! 9.90! 37.90!
YMR274C! 3.83! 0.05! 3.32! 12.71!
YAL059CDA! 3.86! 0.00! 12.19! 47.00!
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YKL143W! 3.86! 0.00! 17.21! 66.42!
YDL152W! 3.86! 0.04! 3.44! 13.26!
YKL144C! 3.90! 0.00! 7.77! 30.29!
YMR272C! 3.90! 0.00! 605.68! 2362.00!
YMR007W! 3.90! 0.00! 36.64! 143.05!
YMR093W! 3.91! 0.00! 8.48! 33.18!
YLL011W! 3.91! 0.00! 11.12! 43.52!
YLR154CDH! 3.91! 0.00! 84.80! 331.81!
YJR112W! 3.92! 0.00! 8.72! 34.16!
YLR120WDA! 3.92! 0.00! 158.45! 621.46!
YCR005C! 3.92! 0.00! 962.58! 3775.36!
YLR428C! 3.94! 0.03! 3.83! 15.09!
YOL077C! 3.95! 0.00! 17.01! 67.15!
YDR091C! 3.96! 0.00! 15.52! 61.52!
YHR066W! 3.96! 0.00! 8.45! 33.49!
YER065C! 3.97! 0.00! 28.40! 112.69!
YDR297W! 3.99! 0.00! 140.93! 561.65!
YDR449C! 3.99! 0.01! 4.85! 19.36!
YMR010W! 4.00! 0.00! 21.58! 86.32!
YER064C! 4.01! 0.00! 12.01! 48.15!
YMR307CDA! 4.01! 0.00! 110.94! 444.72!
YKL132C! 4.03! 0.00! 15.81! 63.72!
YAR064W! 4.05! 0.05! 2.93! 11.89!
YNR062C! 4.09! 0.02! 3.90! 15.93!
YAR030C! 4.12! 0.00! 38.43! 158.33!
YOL079W! 4.13! 0.00! 8.51! 35.17!
YDL129W! 4.13! 0.00! 23.98! 99.13!
YLR375W! 4.14! 0.00! 275.01! 1137.92!
YIL058W! 4.15! 0.00! 5.74! 23.80!
YLR374C! 4.16! 0.00! 76.11! 316.82!
YOL124C! 4.16! 0.00! 6.67! 27.76!
YLL028W! 4.18! 0.00! 64.35! 269.24!
YKL055C! 4.18! 0.03! 3.46! 14.46!
YKL162CDA! 4.18! 0.00! 5.75! 24.08!
YLL035W! 4.22! 0.01! 4.44! 18.72!
YMR272WDA! 4.22! 0.00! 778.92! 3287.00!
YLR120C! 4.23! 0.00! 82.67! 349.56!
YDR009W! 4.24! 0.00! 8.97! 38.09!
YOR051C! 4.26! 0.00! 31.22! 133.09!
YHR049CDA! 4.27! 0.00! 23.93! 102.19!
YBR006W! 4.29! 0.00! 126.07! 540.77!
YMR263W! 4.34! 0.00! 25.94! 112.51!
YOR348C! 4.35! 0.00! 17.56! 76.32!
YGL008C! 4.38! 0.00! 390.92! 1710.97!
YNL192W! 4.38! 0.00! 80.09! 351.14!
YOR049C! 4.39! 0.00! 126.90! 557.20!
YBR021W! 4.40! 0.00! 5.85! 25.73!
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YNR038W! 4.40! 0.00! 5.36! 23.58!
YPL088W! 4.41! 0.00! 69.61! 306.82!
YDR300C! 4.42! 0.00! 12.31! 54.39!
YPL102C! 4.43! 0.04! 2.70! 11.97!
YLR194C! 4.44! 0.00! 291.50! 1293.52!
YHR071CDA! 4.45! 0.04! 2.74! 12.21!
YER137C! 4.49! 0.00! 10.41! 46.70!
YLR363WDA! 4.49! 0.00! 11.21! 50.32!
YKL096W! 4.52! 0.00! 99.05! 447.35!
YJL033W! 4.52! 0.00! 7.34! 33.17!
YDR011W! 4.55! 0.00! 54.42! 247.39!
YKL149C! 4.55! 0.00! 5.83! 26.55!
YOL149W! 4.55! 0.00! 46.53! 211.81!
YHR030C! 4.55! 0.00! 63.10! 287.32!
YLR180W! 4.56! 0.00! 126.76! 577.44!
YMR307W! 4.57! 0.00! 111.29! 508.50!
YDL039C! 4.57! 0.00! 5.73! 26.18!
YOR047C! 4.59! 0.00! 23.79! 109.29!
YIL117C! 4.61! 0.00! 20.90! 96.30!
YDR072C! 4.63! 0.00! 73.05! 338.20!
YPR036WDA! 4.65! 0.00! 5137.00! 23882.56!
YOR272W! 4.66! 0.00! 6.41! 29.89!
YLR154WDE! 4.67! 0.00! 1061.37! 4951.31!
YOL080C! 4.68! 0.00! 9.98! 46.65!
YMR254C! 4.68! 0.00! 5.49! 25.74!
YGR213C! 4.68! 0.00! 14.04! 65.77!
YLR179C! 4.69! 0.00! 128.89! 605.03!
YPR144C! 4.72! 0.00! 5.16! 24.36!
YKL131W! 4.73! 0.00! 10.12! 47.83!
YLR112W! 4.74! 0.00! 4.49! 21.30!
YOL014W! 4.76! 0.00! 47.46! 225.95!
YOR274W! 4.78! 0.00! 22.97! 109.73!
YGR283C! 4.81! 0.00! 7.17! 34.48!
YHR049W! 4.81! 0.00! 54.21! 260.75!
YCR072C! 4.81! 0.00! 4.18! 20.13!
YDR095C! 4.82! 0.04! 2.45! 11.81!
YLR415C! 4.82! 0.00! 12.80! 61.75!
YKR093W! 4.84! 0.00! 8.08! 39.08!
YDR044W! 4.85! 0.00! 64.61! 313.48!
YGL007CDA! 4.88! 0.02! 2.89! 14.12!
YPR112C! 4.91! 0.00! 5.64! 27.72!
YKL062W! 4.93! 0.00! 50.43! 248.55!
YNL210W! 4.96! 0.04! 2.32! 11.51!
YDL236W! 4.96! 0.00! 29.53! 146.53!
YJL214W! 4.96! 0.01! 3.82! 18.98!
YER127W! 4.96! 0.00! 11.24! 55.81!
YDR191W! 4.97! 0.01! 3.79! 18.81!
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YIR035C! 4.98! 0.00! 180.28! 897.64!
YOR388C! 4.98! 0.00! 48.76! 243.01!
YHR046C! 4.99! 0.00! 16.57! 82.64!
YHR065C! 5.02! 0.00! 5.68! 28.50!
YKL159C! 5.04! 0.00! 53.39! 269.31!
YER037W! 5.06! 0.00! 144.59! 732.29!
YDL148C! 5.08! 0.01! 3.10! 15.74!
YDR042C! 5.09! 0.00! 3.96! 20.17!
YAL037W! 5.09! 0.00! 6.41! 32.66!
YNL262W! 5.11! 0.00! 4.87! 24.86!
YDL023C! 5.11! 0.00! 400.44! 2047.05!
YGR145W! 5.13! 0.00! 7.40! 37.97!
YGR250C! 5.16! 0.00! 200.11! 1032.24!
YDR222W! 5.18! 0.00! 18.04! 93.38!
YKL078W! 5.19! 0.01! 3.10! 16.10!
YMR315WDA! 5.21! 0.00! 8.73! 45.48!
YLR099C! 5.21! 0.00! 127.42! 663.87!
YBL043W! 5.24! 0.00! 120.41! 631.31!
YOR269W! 5.29! 0.04! 2.03! 10.75!
YBR005W! 5.35! 0.00! 171.42! 917.14!
YAR028W! 5.36! 0.00! 39.87! 213.92!
YPL025C! 5.39! 0.03! 2.25! 12.16!
YGR140W! 5.41! 0.00! 9.48! 51.35!
YHR137W! 5.46! 0.00! 9.99! 54.57!
YGR146CDA! 5.46! 0.01! 3.11! 16.97!
YJL160C! 5.51! 0.04! 1.97! 10.83!
YGL134W! 5.53! 0.00! 125.44! 693.46!
YLR329W! 5.55! 0.01! 2.69! 14.93!
YDR320WDB! 5.58! 0.02! 2.28! 12.71!
YNL231C! 5.67! 0.00! 106.72! 605.59!
YNL162WDA! 5.70! 0.00! 4.31! 24.57!
YOR050C! 5.72! 0.00! 3.61! 20.67!
YGR164W! 5.73! 0.02! 2.25! 12.88!
YDR344C! 5.73! 0.00! 3.40! 19.49!
YGR036C! 5.73! 0.00! 8.91! 51.09!
YGL162W! 5.81! 0.00! 12.79! 74.33!
YJR094C! 5.82! 0.00! 22.88! 133.26!
YFR022W! 5.89! 0.00! 79.57! 469.01!
YOR344C! 5.90! 0.00! 15.22! 89.72!
YBR018C! 5.91! 0.00! 10.45! 61.77!
YDR509W! 5.93! 0.01! 2.89! 17.14!
YGR161C! 5.98! 0.00! 184.85! 1105.59!
YDR345C! 6.00! 0.00! 1409.49! 8458.56!
YDL022W! 6.13! 0.00! 508.71! 3119.05!
YGR051C! 6.24! 0.00! 24.07! 150.16!
YLL056C! 6.31! 0.00! 70.39! 443.89!
YNL036W! 6.51! 0.00! 75.45! 491.52!
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YGL116W! 6.52! 0.00! 8.03! 52.38!
YOR062C! 6.54! 0.00! 58.45! 382.16!
YGR139W! 6.66! 0.00! 15.95! 106.26!
YPL144W! 6.70! 0.00! 4.08! 27.34!
YCL064C! 6.80! 0.05! 1.28! 8.69!
YOL010W! 6.84! 0.00! 17.03! 116.42!
YGR050C! 6.85! 0.00! 14.80! 101.39!
YER137WDA! 6.87! 0.00! 5.75! 39.56!
YLR414C! 6.90! 0.00! 165.32! 1141.03!
YDL241W! 6.92! 0.00! 34.99! 242.24!
YNL024C! 6.97! 0.00! 5.18! 36.06!
YER185W! 6.99! 0.00! 7.72! 53.99!
YKR075C! 7.01! 0.00! 185.67! 1300.98!
YPL014W! 7.11! 0.00! 41.21! 293.05!
YBR131CDA! 7.13! 0.01! 2.10! 14.94!
YOR273C! 7.25! 0.00! 91.50! 663.44!
YDR380W! 7.36! 0.00! 2.77! 20.38!
YOR385W! 7.39! 0.00! 37.67! 278.25!
YKR075WDA! 7.41! 0.00! 173.06! 1282.37!
YOR107W! 7.72! 0.00! 46.39! 358.03!
YOR381WDA! 7.81! 0.01! 1.87! 14.62!
YGL157W! 8.07! 0.00! 49.82! 402.11!
YGL179C! 8.20! 0.00! 27.31! 224.00!
YBR056CDB! 8.21! 0.00! 277.26! 2275.81!
YMR195W! 8.48! 0.00! 172.12! 1459.02!
YOR318C! 8.52! 0.02! 1.23! 10.51!
YER130C! 8.60! 0.00! 77.62! 667.39!
YPR145CDA! 8.60! 0.00! 91.01! 782.90!
YMR102C! 8.61! 0.00! 22.69! 195.37!
YGL209W! 8.76! 0.00! 97.59! 855.21!
YPL068C! 8.80! 0.00! 7.34! 64.64!
YGL158W! 8.94! 0.01! 1.39! 12.42!
YJL218W! 8.98! 0.00! 5.32! 47.79!
YBR056WDA! 9.04! 0.00! 318.82! 2881.65!
YDR508C! 9.20! 0.00! 7.80! 71.72!
YOL136C! 9.30! 0.00! 52.14! 485.10!
YCR022C! 9.69! 0.00! 3.46! 33.56!
YOL013WDA! 9.92! 0.02! 0.98! 9.75!
YLR346C! 10.14! 0.00! 83.85! 849.82!
YJL136WDA! 10.23! 0.05! 0.75! 7.66!
YHR092C! 10.30! 0.00! 42.98! 442.88!
YHR137CDA! 10.38! 0.00! 4.15! 43.12!
YGR035C! 10.43! 0.00! 82.95! 864.82!
YLR044C! 10.80! 0.00! 848.31! 9158.23!
YPR116W! 10.84! 0.00! 2.19! 23.70!
YPR157W! 10.98! 0.00! 27.59! 302.88!
YOL150C! 11.28! 0.00! 299.32! 3377.03!
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YBL070C! 11.55! 0.00! 15.28! 176.52!
YOL151W! 11.56! 0.00! 290.97! 3363.40!
YIL121W! 11.64! 0.00! 29.11! 338.80!
YOR153W! 12.14! 0.00! 49.04! 595.12!
YLR134W! 12.35! 0.00! 65.19! 805.09!
YDR046C! 12.59! 0.00! 12.68! 159.64!
YBL069W! 12.83! 0.00! 34.90! 447.69!
YJL216C! 13.29! 0.00! 5.47! 72.74!
YER062C! 13.54! 0.00! 146.24! 1979.66!
YGR138C! 13.60! 0.00! 183.68! 2497.51!
YMR011W! 13.73! 0.00! 41.15! 564.88!
YMR242WDA! 13.95! 0.02! 0.70! 9.75!
YCR102WDA! 14.41! 0.02! 0.64! 9.16!
YPL058C! 14.85! 0.00! 30.20! 448.41!
YDR536W! 15.18! 0.00! 48.88! 742.14!






















YBR196CDB! D15.86! 0.02! 9.58! 0.60!
YLR411W! D15.57! 0.00! 736.11! 47.28!
YMR323W! D14.64! 0.00! 2936.64! 200.55!
YBL075C! D14.51! 0.00! 2247.13! 154.89!
YMR118C! D13.82! 0.00! 322.10! 23.30!
YDR453C! D13.35! 0.00! 607.59! 45.52!
YOR393W! D12.38! 0.00! 174.59! 14.10!
YPR123C! D12.15! 0.00! 508.73! 41.86!
YDL085W! D12.03! 0.00! 381.78! 31.73!
YMR324C! D11.98! 0.00! 175.20! 14.62!
YBR027C! D11.89! 0.03! 9.06! 0.76!
YDL223C! D11.84! 0.00! 239.70! 20.24!
YML042W! D11.46! 0.00! 532.27! 46.46!
YEL030CDA! D11.19! 0.00! 15.77! 1.41!
YNL332W! D10.87! 0.00! 19.55! 1.80!
YDR343C! D10.80! 0.00! 10738.84! 994.65!
YMR250W! D10.78! 0.00! 832.30! 77.24!
YPL119CDA! D10.62! 0.00! 117.44! 11.06!
YPR124W! D10.51! 0.00! 466.01! 44.33!
YPL281C! D10.42! 0.00! 171.53! 16.47!
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YGR290W! D10.35! 0.00! 371.09! 35.87!
YEL041W! D10.25! 0.00! 167.45! 16.33!
YJL020WDA! D10.22! 0.00! 349.29! 34.19!
YJL137C! D10.20! 0.00! 514.59! 50.46!
YFL066C! D10.12! 0.05! 7.63! 0.75!
YML075C! D10.11! 0.00! 133.32! 13.19!
YOR384W! D10.05! 0.00! 92.05! 9.16!
YNL014W! D9.99! 0.00! 221.72! 22.18!
YGL239C! D9.98! 0.00! 30.15! 3.02!
YDL199C! D9.93! 0.00! 101.34! 10.21!
YPR184W! D9.75! 0.00! 479.62! 49.21!
YLR053C! D9.72! 0.00! 586.56! 60.35!
YAL017W! D9.67! 0.00! 136.91! 14.15!
YCR091W! D9.66! 0.00! 138.33! 14.32!
YLL006W! D9.62! 0.00! 47.18! 4.90!
YLR454W! D9.55! 0.00! 46.27! 4.84!
YJR120W! D9.55! 0.00! 1011.92! 105.93!
YLR465C! D9.44! 0.00! 174.41! 18.48!
YJL045W! D9.36! 0.00! 125.58! 13.42!
YGR236C! D9.35! 0.00! 5361.99! 573.72!
YPL223C! D9.30! 0.00! 2810.19! 302.12!
YJL042W! D9.19! 0.00! 186.52! 20.30!
YBL022C! D9.12! 0.00! 242.08! 26.54!
YOR391C! D9.00! 0.00! 445.58! 49.50!
YNL115C! D9.00! 0.00! 330.29! 36.69!
YML128C! D8.96! 0.00! 1422.01! 158.71!
YOR186W! D8.93! 0.00! 121.15! 13.57!
YNL013C! D8.76! 0.00! 426.40! 48.68!
YHL045W! D8.71! 0.00! 44.45! 5.11!
YMR271C! D8.69! 0.00! 700.77! 80.61!
YLR446W! D8.68! 0.00! 40.62! 4.68!
YPL006W! D8.68! 0.00! 94.52! 10.89!
YDL204W! D8.64! 0.00! 663.88! 76.87!
YOR215C! D8.63! 0.00! 534.76! 61.97!
YKL026C! D8.63! 0.00! 1156.80! 134.08!
YOR186CDA! D8.52! 0.00! 206.03! 24.17!
YMR206W! D8.50! 0.00! 574.66! 67.63!
YML054C! D8.45! 0.00! 895.71! 106.04!
YBR026C! D8.44! 0.00! 192.46! 22.82!
YIL086C! D8.31! 0.00! 168.92! 20.33!
YFL030W! D8.31! 0.00! 704.46! 84.82!
YML030W! D8.26! 0.00! 651.54! 78.92!
YKL065WDA! D8.26! 0.00! 443.61! 53.73!
YDL130WDA! D8.19! 0.00! 1716.74! 209.56!
YMR165C! D8.11! 0.00! 226.33! 27.92!
YMR031C! D8.08! 0.00! 403.80! 49.97!
YMR089C! D8.08! 0.00! 244.42! 30.27!
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YKR018C! D8.00! 0.00! 473.38! 59.14!
YGR174C! D8.00! 0.00! 640.27! 80.03!
YMR160W! D7.97! 0.00! 45.62! 5.72!
YBR280C! D7.94! 0.00! 267.88! 33.75!
YOL081W! D7.93! 0.00! 82.69! 10.43!
YNL250W! D7.83! 0.00! 16.78! 2.14!
YKL221W! D7.80! 0.00! 42.81! 5.49!
YOR227W! D7.79! 0.00! 112.85! 14.49!
YMR086W! D7.75! 0.00! 111.79! 14.42!
YDR216W! D7.74! 0.00! 158.85! 20.53!
YJR039W! D7.71! 0.00! 54.22! 7.03!
YIL029WDA! D7.66! 0.00! 39.22! 5.12!
YJR038C! D7.66! 0.00! 34.82! 4.54!
YKL038W! D7.61! 0.00! 133.83! 17.59!
YBL015W! D7.60! 0.00! 1568.63! 206.37!
YOR394CDA! D7.60! 0.05! 8.61! 1.13!
YIR033W! D7.60! 0.00! 133.43! 17.56!
YLR087C! D7.58! 0.01! 13.44! 1.77!
YKR076W! D7.57! 0.00! 339.75! 44.87!
YDR124W! D7.57! 0.00! 46.31! 6.12!
YFL044C! D7.56! 0.00! 185.88! 24.58!
YOR386W! D7.50! 0.00! 38.96! 5.19!
YIL146C! D7.49! 0.00! 176.95! 23.63!
YER021W! D7.48! 0.00! 406.73! 54.37!
YLR450W! D7.48! 0.00! 122.01! 16.32!
YGL156W! D7.46! 0.00! 299.80! 40.21!
YMR302C! D7.45! 0.00! 291.87! 39.19!
YGR201C! D7.44! 0.00! 1027.34! 138.04!
YCL048WDA! D7.42! 0.00! 64.72! 8.72!
YGL074C! D7.38! 0.00! 115.97! 15.72!
YPL171C! D7.36! 0.00! 620.35! 84.23!
YGR053C! D7.36! 0.00! 72.93! 9.91!
YHR202W! D7.35! 0.00! 94.56! 12.87!
YGL227W! D7.32! 0.00! 100.29! 13.70!
YPL186C! D7.32! 0.00! 579.18! 79.12!
YNL237W! D7.30! 0.00! 103.67! 14.21!
YAL054C! D7.29! 0.00! 552.10! 75.78!
YFL014W! D7.26! 0.00! 14566.91! 2007.21!
YLR347WDA! D7.26! 0.00! 182.86! 25.20!
YPL196W! D7.23! 0.00! 297.83! 41.22!
YNL195C! D7.22! 0.00! 750.96! 104.06!
YKL151C! D7.21! 0.00! 812.01! 112.70!
YKL187C! D7.20! 0.00! 464.07! 64.44!
YMR107W! D7.19! 0.00! 2743.17! 381.26!
YGL150C! D7.18! 0.00! 47.92! 6.67!
YDL215C! D7.18! 0.00! 132.68! 18.48!
YAL056W! D7.18! 0.00! 102.19! 14.24!
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YBL105C! D7.18! 0.00! 98.15! 13.68!
YDL214C! D7.08! 0.00! 116.73! 16.50!
YDL149W! D7.07! 0.00! 61.27! 8.67!
YMR322C! D7.06! 0.00! 345.00! 48.88!
YPR160CDA! D7.05! 0.00! 464.92! 65.90!
YJL057C! D7.05! 0.00! 130.89! 18.55!
YBR200WD
A! D7.05! 0.00! 48.79! 6.92!
YDL041W! D7.01! 0.00! 17.59! 2.51!
YGR194C! D6.99! 0.00! 119.53! 17.10!
YLR047C! D6.99! 0.00! 46.04! 6.59!
YHR199CDA! D6.99! 0.00! 201.69! 28.87!
YPL185W! D6.99! 0.00! 91.79! 13.14!
YKR031C! D6.98! 0.00! 24.65! 3.53!
YMR280C! D6.95! 0.00! 105.25! 15.15!
YDR371CDA! D6.94! 0.02! 12.58! 1.81!
YCR011C! D6.94! 0.00! 76.28! 11.00!
YMR219W! D6.93! 0.00! 37.83! 5.46!
YNL269W! D6.92! 0.00! 72.10! 10.42!
YIR038C! D6.92! 0.00! 431.56! 62.37!
YIL125W! D6.91! 0.00! 685.99! 99.23!
YOL025W! D6.91! 0.00! 70.34! 10.18!
YOL083W! D6.91! 0.00! 102.63! 14.85!
YMR114C! D6.91! 0.00! 363.52! 52.62!
YJL020C! D6.91! 0.00! 221.99! 32.15!
YER079CDA! D6.90! 0.00! 99.43! 14.41!
YOL100W! D6.90! 0.00! 90.34! 13.10!
YIL097W! D6.90! 0.00! 110.89! 16.08!
YIL030C! D6.89! 0.00! 72.72! 10.56!
YNL101W! D6.88! 0.00! 151.11! 21.95!
YGR256W! D6.88! 0.00! 679.98! 98.85!
YMR175W! D6.87! 0.00! 9128.04! 1328.27!
YMR304W! D6.85! 0.00! 71.81! 10.48!
YDL222C! D6.85! 0.00! 317.41! 46.33!
YFL042C! D6.84! 0.00! 124.22! 18.17!
YMR058W! D6.83! 0.00! 218.01! 31.91!
YMR115W! D6.80! 0.00! 243.15! 35.77!
YJL005W! D6.79! 0.00! 82.88! 12.21!
YBL059CDA! D6.76! 0.00! 367.79! 54.42!
YLR205C! D6.74! 0.00! 507.78! 75.29!
YDL169C! D6.73! 0.00! 514.23! 76.39!
YOL119C! D6.71! 0.00! 198.22! 29.54!
YJL102W! D6.70! 0.00! 131.53! 19.63!
YBR241C! D6.68! 0.00! 329.61! 49.31!
YJL225WDA! D6.67! 0.00! 45.57! 6.83!
YFL036W! D6.65! 0.00! 87.74! 13.19!
YDR270W! D6.65! 0.00! 98.83! 14.86!
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YLL009C! D6.60! 0.00! 907.67! 137.48!
YGL062W! D6.60! 0.00! 651.56! 98.76!
YLR152C! D6.59! 0.00! 284.24! 43.11!
YDR070C! D6.59! 0.00! 2372.09! 360.01!
YNR007C! D6.58! 0.00! 606.15! 92.08!
YHR188C! D6.57! 0.00! 166.26! 25.30!
YPR049C! D6.57! 0.00! 75.42! 11.48!
YPL123C! D6.55! 0.00! 80.28! 12.25!
YJR033C! D6.55! 0.00! 22.75! 3.47!
YDR443C! D6.54! 0.00! 22.50! 3.44!
YDL042C! D6.52! 0.00! 23.27! 3.57!
YGL094C! D6.51! 0.00! 50.23! 7.71!
YKL105C! D6.51! 0.00! 36.69! 5.64!
YMR278W! D6.49! 0.00! 125.10! 19.28!
YOR124C! D6.48! 0.00! 57.54! 8.87!
YAR066W! D6.48! 0.04! 10.07! 1.56!
YNL271C! D6.47! 0.00! 54.26! 8.39!
YDR403W! D6.45! 0.00! 57.66! 8.94!
YPL203W! D6.44! 0.00! 420.51! 65.28!
YHR050WD
A! D6.43! 0.00! 329.51! 51.21!
YIR037W! D6.43! 0.00! 750.43! 116.72!
YGL240W! D6.42! 0.00! 24.89! 3.88!
YAL016CDB! D6.41! 0.00! 153.16! 23.88!
YPL282C! D6.40! 0.00! 42.69! 6.67!
YHR017W! D6.40! 0.00! 240.80! 37.64!
YOR394W! D6.38! 0.00! 39.26! 6.15!
YJR098C! D6.38! 0.00! 57.27! 8.98!
YLR203C! D6.37! 0.00! 397.80! 62.48!
YAL062W! D6.37! 0.00! 319.29! 50.15!
YOR191W! D6.36! 0.00! 44.40! 6.98!
YDL067C! D6.34! 0.00! 4005.20! 631.35!
YLR206W! D6.34! 0.00! 327.31! 51.64!
YPL119C! D6.33! 0.00! 230.18! 36.38!
YOL051W! D6.31! 0.00! 109.64! 17.38!
YPL092W! D6.31! 0.00! 87.78! 13.92!
YCR093W! D6.30! 0.00! 21.99! 3.49!
YER080W! D6.30! 0.00! 148.91! 23.64!
YLR189C! D6.28! 0.00! 133.75! 21.31!
YIR039C! D6.28! 0.00! 234.37! 37.35!
YKL147C! D6.27! 0.00! 186.73! 29.78!
YBR230WD
A! D6.27! 0.00! 690.82! 110.17!
YHR102W! D6.27! 0.00! 128.64! 20.52!
YOL098C! D6.26! 0.00! 53.74! 8.58!
YKR096W! D6.26! 0.00! 92.75! 14.82!
YNL052W! D6.26! 0.00! 3940.37! 629.72!
YJL185C! D6.25! 0.00! 139.04! 22.23!
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YFR024CDA! D6.25! 0.00! 300.81! 48.14!
YAL048C! D6.24! 0.00! 27.89! 4.47!
YLL041C! D6.24! 0.00! 1526.48! 244.54!
YOL131W! D6.24! 0.00! 134.43! 21.54!
YBR255CDA! D6.24! 0.00! 224.70! 36.01!
YLL015W! D6.23! 0.00! 53.41! 8.57!
YLR382C! D6.23! 0.00! 51.55! 8.27!
YIL045W! D6.23! 0.00! 325.17! 52.23!
YBR235W! D6.22! 0.00! 46.71! 7.51!
YLR149C! D6.22! 0.00! 325.36! 52.31!
YDL197C! D6.21! 0.00! 109.16! 17.57!
YKL220C! D6.20! 0.03! 12.16! 1.96!
YLR247C! D6.20! 0.00! 67.13! 10.83!
YBR059C! D6.20! 0.00! 111.96! 18.06!
YIL115C! D6.19! 0.00! 31.55! 5.10!
YEL030W! D6.18! 0.00! 38.48! 6.23!
YEL065W! D6.18! 0.00! 21.60! 3.50!
YIL155C! D6.17! 0.00! 624.35! 101.23!
YOR192C! D6.17! 0.01! 14.78! 2.40!
YGL173C! D6.16! 0.00! 106.87! 17.36!
YAL001C! D6.15! 0.00! 34.83! 5.67!
YLR290C! D6.14! 0.00! 102.32! 16.66!
YBL066C! D6.13! 0.00! 74.67! 12.19!
YMR012W! D6.11! 0.00! 58.88! 9.63!
YBR221C! D6.11! 0.00! 542.45! 88.75!
YLR255C! D6.11! 0.00! 27.36! 4.48!
YIL017C! D6.10! 0.00! 73.10! 11.97!
YLR371W! D6.09! 0.00! 35.90! 5.89!
YFR040W! D6.09! 0.00! 224.19! 36.84!
YJL077WDA! D6.09! 0.00! 221.91! 36.47!
YIL137C! D6.08! 0.00! 45.51! 7.48!
YMR306CDA! D6.07! 0.00! 47.41! 7.81!
YFL007W! D6.07! 0.00! 58.45! 9.63!
YLR312C! D6.06! 0.00! 320.79! 52.90!
YMR257C! D6.06! 0.00! 36.82! 6.07!
YIL136W! D6.06! 0.00! 1638.04! 270.34!
YGL192W! D6.06! 0.00! 59.89! 9.89!
YBR212W! D6.05! 0.00! 207.69! 34.35!
YLR115W! D6.04! 0.00! 29.71! 4.92!
YGL059W! D6.03! 0.00! 76.78! 12.72!
YOL060C! D6.03! 0.00! 248.35! 41.16!
YPR151C! D6.03! 0.00! 402.13! 66.72!
YJR005CDA! D6.02! 0.00! 51.51! 8.55!
YDR457W! D6.02! 0.00! 38.55! 6.40!
YPR115W! D6.02! 0.00! 97.83! 16.25!
YLR266C! D6.01! 0.00! 39.86! 6.63!
YOL099C! D6.00! 0.00! 219.72! 36.63!
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YHR109W! D6.00! 0.00! 21.21! 3.54!
YMR190C! D6.00! 0.00! 45.37! 7.57!
YBR179C! D5.99! 0.00! 130.01! 21.69!
YJR149W! D5.99! 0.00! 72.57! 12.12!
YPL262W! D5.97! 0.00! 688.20! 115.23!
YJR049C! D5.97! 0.00! 209.78! 35.13!
YLR345W! D5.96! 0.00! 299.23! 50.22!
YBR140C! D5.95! 0.00! 21.21! 3.56!
YGL093W! D5.95! 0.00! 120.52! 20.25!
YFL067W! D5.95! 0.00! 161.62! 27.16!
YDR168W! D5.95! 0.00! 213.72! 35.92!
YDR269C! D5.95! 0.00! 64.05! 10.77!
YPR150W! D5.94! 0.00! 503.82! 84.85!
YKL121W! D5.93! 0.00! 37.65! 6.35!
YIR006C! D5.93! 0.00! 98.23! 16.57!
YLR422W! D5.91! 0.00! 28.60! 4.84!
YPR097W! D5.90! 0.00! 38.37! 6.50!
YHR080C! D5.89! 0.00! 63.70! 10.81!
YDL091C! D5.89! 0.00! 90.15! 15.31!
YJR151C! D5.88! 0.03! 11.78! 2.00!
YDL043C! D5.87! 0.00! 34.39! 5.86!
YPL111W! D5.86! 0.00! 152.20! 25.96!
YOL117W! D5.86! 0.01! 17.07! 2.91!
YAL047WDA! D5.85! 0.04! 11.24! 1.92!
YML035C! D5.84! 0.00! 74.98! 12.83!
YGL141W! D5.82! 0.00! 72.53! 12.47!
YLR038C! D5.82! 0.00! 1470.11! 252.80!
YLR386W! D5.81! 0.00! 34.88! 6.00!
YPL257W! D5.80! 0.00! 20.85! 3.60!
YDL147W! D5.80! 0.00! 581.63! 100.35!
YLR347C! D5.79! 0.00! 122.20! 21.10!
YHR195W! D5.79! 0.00! 354.02! 61.15!
YLL005C! D5.79! 0.00! 24.51! 4.24!
YLR425W! D5.78! 0.00! 21.20! 3.67!
YCL012C! D5.78! 0.00! 560.08! 96.98!
YHR008C! D5.77! 0.00! 1078.04! 186.74!
YDR504C! D5.77! 0.00! 85.81! 14.87!
YHR082C! D5.77! 0.00! 221.22! 38.34!
YGR289C! D5.76! 0.00! 632.57! 109.73!
YMR090W! D5.76! 0.00! 1339.93! 232.57!
YHL032C! D5.75! 0.00! 240.83! 41.85!
YNL200C! D5.75! 0.00! 673.93! 117.14!
YOR354C! D5.75! 0.00! 90.50! 15.75!
YNL242W! D5.75! 0.00! 39.67! 6.90!
YPL201C! D5.75! 0.00! 215.43! 37.49!
YFR010W! D5.74! 0.00! 158.94! 27.71!
YDR128W! D5.73! 0.00! 32.71! 5.71!
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YCR033W! D5.73! 0.00! 78.76! 13.76!
YBL100C! D5.72! 0.00! 390.90! 68.29!
YOL067C! D5.72! 0.00! 179.36! 31.37!
YMR174C! D5.71! 0.00! 3381.31! 591.92!
YDR494W! D5.70! 0.00! 254.56! 44.64!
YLL040C! D5.70! 0.00! 31.59! 5.54!
YJR150C! D5.70! 0.03! 12.90! 2.26!
YPL166W! D5.70! 0.00! 81.11! 14.23!
YKL157W! D5.70! 0.00! 168.80! 29.63!
YMR086CDA! D5.69! 0.00! 108.71! 19.09!
YOR211C! D5.69! 0.00! 74.87! 13.17!
YBR117C! D5.68! 0.00! 348.68! 61.34!
YBL113C! D5.67! 0.00! 37.83! 6.67!
YOL075C! D5.66! 0.01! 17.74! 3.14!
YDR330W! D5.66! 0.00! 221.63! 39.18!
YMR152W! D5.65! 0.00! 138.49! 24.50!
YPR185W! D5.65! 0.00! 47.23! 8.36!
YKL146W! D5.64! 0.00! 306.99! 54.42!
YMR110C! D5.64! 0.00! 398.72! 70.75!
YLR356W! D5.63! 0.00! 402.10! 71.36!
YEL011W! D5.63! 0.00! 789.11! 140.20!
YGR231C! D5.63! 0.00! 595.57! 105.82!
YDL132W! D5.62! 0.00! 76.94! 13.69!
YDR028C! D5.61! 0.00! 195.72! 34.88!
YLR389C! D5.60! 0.00! 53.81! 9.61!
YJR066W! D5.59! 0.00! 20.18! 3.61!
YER008C! D5.58! 0.00! 30.65! 5.49!
YKR049C! D5.57! 0.00! 881.04! 158.16!
YOR290C! D5.57! 0.00! 56.40! 10.13!
YGR226C! D5.57! 0.00! 65.58! 11.78!
YPL222W! D5.56! 0.00! 252.80! 45.43!
YPR140W! D5.56! 0.00! 121.82! 21.93!
YKR015C! D5.55! 0.00! 21.26! 3.83!
YFL055W! D5.54! 0.00! 33.97! 6.13!
YLR035C! D5.54! 0.00! 46.11! 8.33!
YMR317W! D5.53! 0.00! 36.27! 6.56!
YBR024W! D5.53! 0.00! 134.66! 24.37!
YNL270C! D5.52! 0.00! 73.88! 13.38!
YDL094C! D5.52! 0.00! 30.21! 5.47!
YDR442W! D5.52! 0.00! 65.93! 11.95!
YKL134C! D5.52! 0.00! 37.59! 6.81!
YOR377W! D5.51! 0.00! 100.39! 18.22!
YMR275C! D5.50! 0.00! 79.21! 14.40!
YER141W! D5.50! 0.00! 715.26! 130.16!
YDL027C! D5.49! 0.00! 93.26! 16.98!
YLR241W! D5.49! 0.00! 85.72! 15.61!
YGR225W! D5.48! 0.00! 27.70! 5.06!
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YOL087C! D5.48! 0.00! 54.24! 9.90!
YGR111W! D5.48! 0.00! 140.36! 25.63!
YDR031W! D5.47! 0.00! 265.64! 48.54!
YKL141W! D5.47! 0.00! 710.61! 129.88!
YER142C! D5.47! 0.00! 235.31! 43.01!
YJR161C! D5.46! 0.00! 36.41! 6.66!
YMR170C! D5.45! 0.00! 186.97! 34.29!
YOR008WD
B! D5.45! 0.02! 13.56! 2.49!
YNL274C! D5.45! 0.00! 584.14! 107.20!
YDR420W! D5.45! 0.01! 16.54! 3.04!
YIL075C! D5.44! 0.00! 387.38! 71.26!
YDR271C! D5.43! 0.00! 139.97! 25.76!
YDL194W! D5.43! 0.00! 67.74! 12.48!
YEL012W! D5.43! 0.00! 1022.75! 188.52!
YBR139W! D5.42! 0.00! 252.66! 46.58!
YLR299W! D5.42! 0.00! 192.28! 35.49!
YLR069C! D5.42! 0.00! 132.13! 24.40!
YGL104C! D5.41! 0.00! 36.63! 6.78!
YHR189W! D5.40! 0.00! 90.32! 16.72!
YJL205C! D5.40! 0.00! 207.29! 38.38!
YGR209C! D5.40! 0.00! 2144.55! 397.23!
YER133W! D5.39! 0.00! 532.16! 98.79!
YFR016C! D5.38! 0.00! 56.11! 10.42!
YBR064W! D5.38! 0.00! 81.21! 15.09!
YJL066C! D5.38! 0.00! 909.09! 168.96!
YBR300C! D5.38! 0.00! 40.41! 7.52!
YNR051C! D5.37! 0.00! 83.28! 15.49!
YKL150W! D5.37! 0.00! 1062.30! 197.76!
YDR099W! D5.37! 0.00! 881.57! 164.11!
YGL055W! D5.37! 0.00! 5512.85! 1026.42!
YOR014W! D5.37! 0.00! 173.45! 32.31!
YGL014CDA! D5.36! 0.00! 46.19! 8.62!
YEL077C! D5.35! 0.00! 33.85! 6.32!
YDR230W! D5.35! 0.00! 602.12! 112.50!
YCL057W! D5.35! 0.00! 149.88! 28.03!
YHR096C! D5.34! 0.00! 377.11! 70.59!
YMR159C! D5.34! 0.00! 30.68! 5.74!
YIL072W! D5.34! 0.00! 21.07! 3.94!
YGR274C! D5.33! 0.00! 59.90! 11.24!
YJL206C! D5.33! 0.00! 22.87! 4.29!
YNL054W! D5.33! 0.00! 41.46! 7.78!
YBL113WDA! D5.33! 0.00! 63.67! 11.95!
YLR133W! D5.32! 0.00! 119.27! 22.42!
YMR100W! D5.30! 0.00! 90.70! 17.10!
YER178W! D5.30! 0.00! 790.54! 149.06!




A! D5.30! 0.00! 47.45! 8.95!
YDR293C! D5.29! 0.00! 278.71! 52.67!
YIL115WDA! D5.29! 0.00! 120.03! 22.69!
YJR126C! D5.29! 0.00! 94.61! 17.89!
YER182W! D5.28! 0.00! 355.85! 67.34!
YDR104C! D5.28! 0.03! 13.36! 2.53!
YGL160W! D5.28! 0.00! 61.42! 11.63!
YLR267W! D5.26! 0.00! 110.24! 20.97!
YOL004W! D5.25! 0.00! 60.66! 11.55!
YJL067W! D5.24! 0.00! 998.67! 190.54!
YGL136C! D5.24! 0.00! 71.12! 13.57!
YDR204W! D5.23! 0.00! 167.95! 32.10!
YAL031C! D5.22! 0.00! 63.85! 12.23!
YPL194W! D5.22! 0.00! 26.30! 5.04!
YKR016W! D5.21! 0.00! 200.21! 38.39!
YPR081C! D5.21! 0.00! 29.56! 5.67!
YGR258C! D5.21! 0.00! 56.49! 10.84!
YDR436W! D5.21! 0.00! 108.17! 20.76!
YER033C! D5.20! 0.00! 68.82! 13.24!
YHR028C! D5.20! 0.00! 149.14! 28.69!
YGL180W! D5.19! 0.00! 96.83! 18.65!
YLR295C! D5.19! 0.00! 998.48! 192.39!
YOL050C! D5.18! 0.00! 150.46! 29.06!
YDR015C! D5.18! 0.00! 49.26! 9.52!
YOR055W! D5.18! 0.00! 135.89! 26.26!
YMR158WD
B! D5.18! 0.00! 27.62! 5.34!
YJL095W! D5.17! 0.01! 18.43! 3.56!
YDL231C! D5.17! 0.00! 40.53! 7.83!
YOL063C! D5.17! 0.00! 31.97! 6.18!
YEL025C! D5.16! 0.01! 17.54! 3.40!
YNR033W! D5.16! 0.00! 110.34! 21.39!
YAL016CDA! D5.15! 0.00! 124.38! 24.17!
YER162C! D5.15! 0.00! 139.38! 27.09!
YLR163WDA! D5.14! 0.00! 168.80! 32.84!
YJR090C! D5.14! 0.00! 41.89! 8.15!
YJL101C! D5.14! 0.00! 252.47! 49.15!
YDL019C! D5.14! 0.00! 123.26! 24.00!
YDL185W! D5.12! 0.00! 289.19! 56.45!
YPL022W! D5.12! 0.00! 48.49! 9.47!
YDR477W! D5.11! 0.00! 129.34! 25.29!
YAL028W! D5.11! 0.00! 67.64! 13.23!
YIL087C! D5.10! 0.00! 326.11! 63.99!
YMR193W! D5.09! 0.00! 130.63! 25.64!
YGR218W! D5.09! 0.00! 125.19! 24.58!
YHR199C! D5.09! 0.00! 852.04! 167.37!
YJR035W! D5.09! 0.00! 27.24! 5.36!
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YER155C! D5.08! 0.00! 28.62! 5.63!
YML091C! D5.08! 0.00! 96.43! 18.97!
YOL071W! D5.08! 0.00! 282.54! 55.67!
YKR050W! D5.06! 0.00! 30.52! 6.04!
YGL238W! D5.06! 0.00! 41.73! 8.25!
YFR019W! D5.04! 0.01! 20.17! 4.00!
YDR186C! D5.03! 0.00! 270.48! 53.79!
YNL118C! D5.02! 0.00! 76.25! 15.18!
YIL129C! D5.02! 0.00! 22.69! 4.52!
YKR058W! D5.02! 0.00! 167.26! 33.32!
YML110C! D5.02! 0.00! 423.06! 84.33!
YDR282C! D5.02! 0.00! 62.63! 12.49!
YML013W! D5.01! 0.00! 93.06! 18.58!
YNL127W! D5.01! 0.00! 48.49! 9.69!
YAL008W! D5.00! 0.00! 208.46! 41.66!
YLR248W! D5.00! 0.00! 492.56! 98.55!
YGR183C! D4.99! 0.00! 5396.70! 1080.59!
YKL171W! D4.99! 0.00! 147.41! 29.55!
YNL100W! D4.99! 0.00! 401.58! 80.55!
YNL321W! D4.98! 0.00! 75.46! 15.15!
YOR031W! D4.98! 0.00! 6959.19! 1398.37!
YLR165C! D4.98! 0.00! 38.80! 7.80!
YPL195W! D4.98! 0.00! 39.70! 7.98!
YLR309C! D4.97! 0.00! 45.21! 9.09!
YDR515W! D4.97! 0.00! 56.34! 11.33!
YJL197W! D4.97! 0.01! 21.20! 4.26!
YER172C! D4.97! 0.03! 13.59! 2.74!
YPR193C! D4.97! 0.00! 64.22! 12.93!
YDR358W! D4.97! 0.00! 130.81! 26.34!
YKR095W! D4.96! 0.00! 32.57! 6.56!
YBL001C! D4.96! 0.00! 395.89! 79.77!
YPL268W! D4.96! 0.00! 39.64! 8.00!
YLR199C! D4.96! 0.00! 72.27! 14.58!
YKL020C! D4.95! 0.00! 101.85! 20.56!
YDR298C! D4.95! 0.00! 665.09! 134.45!
YKL197C! D4.94! 0.00! 22.43! 4.54!
YPL214C! D4.94! 0.00! 67.81! 13.72!
YDR125C! D4.94! 0.00! 30.38! 6.15!
YDR335W! D4.94! 0.00! 97.49! 19.74!
YDR079W! D4.94! 0.00! 331.84! 67.23!
YOL096C! D4.93! 0.00! 62.02! 12.57!
YLL025W! D4.93! 0.00! 36.73! 7.45!
YOL083CDA! D4.93! 0.00! 170.82! 34.65!
YNL073W! D4.93! 0.00! 220.59! 44.76!
YHR161C! D4.93! 0.00! 228.94! 46.48!
YNL137C! D4.93! 0.00! 135.63! 27.54!
YDR089W! D4.92! 0.00! 29.32! 5.96!
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YML029W! D4.92! 0.00! 29.28! 5.95!
YPL013C! D4.92! 0.00! 387.29! 78.71!
YER115C! D4.92! 0.00! 120.32! 24.46!
YDR231C! D4.91! 0.00! 548.79! 111.71!
YGL217C! D4.91! 0.01! 19.12! 3.90!
YKL168C! D4.91! 0.00! 32.35! 6.59!
YPR098C! D4.91! 0.00! 154.37! 31.47!
YLR395C! D4.90! 0.00! 2110.30! 430.25!
YLR440C! D4.90! 0.00! 31.27! 6.38!
YLR102C! D4.90! 0.00! 111.12! 22.66!
YFL041W! D4.90! 0.00! 150.10! 30.62!
YLR430W! D4.90! 0.02! 15.33! 3.13!
YDL195W! D4.89! 0.00! 84.79! 17.33!
YBR286W! D4.89! 0.00! 517.94! 105.95!
YOR082C! D4.89! 0.00! 26.29! 5.38!
YOL113W! D4.89! 0.00! 140.38! 28.73!
YLR207W! D4.88! 0.00! 43.71! 8.95!
YER129W! D4.88! 0.00! 34.94! 7.16!
YBR039W! D4.88! 0.00! 1119.27! 229.47!
YGR101W! D4.87! 0.00! 109.64! 22.49!
YFL025C! D4.87! 0.01! 20.51! 4.21!
YPR095C! D4.87! 0.00! 24.19! 4.96!
YGR157W! D4.87! 0.00! 204.76! 42.06!
YHR103W! D4.87! 0.00! 121.06! 24.87!
YGR127W! D4.87! 0.00! 275.52! 56.63!
YPL167C! D4.86! 0.04! 12.72! 2.61!
YCR097W! D4.86! 0.00! 85.00! 17.49!
YPR061C! D4.86! 0.00! 331.44! 68.21!
YJR036C! D4.86! 0.00! 28.31! 5.83!
YIL162W! D4.86! 0.00! 430.02! 88.53!
YCL052C! D4.86! 0.00! 229.03! 47.17!
YDR456W! D4.85! 0.00! 83.72! 17.25!
YLR125W! D4.85! 0.00! 49.42! 10.19!
YMR029C! D4.85! 0.00! 60.09! 12.39!
YAR019C! D4.85! 0.00! 41.02! 8.46!
YNL267W! D4.85! 0.00! 41.49! 8.56!
YGR088W! D4.84! 0.00! 666.59! 137.69!
YOR117W! D4.83! 0.00! 402.38! 83.24!
YML007W! D4.83! 0.00! 274.18! 56.73!
YPL247C! D4.83! 0.00! 243.19! 50.33!
YPL109C! D4.83! 0.02! 15.99! 3.31!
YAL031WDA! D4.82! 0.00! 106.85! 22.18!
YBR137W! D4.81! 0.00! 218.59! 45.47!
YKL195W! D4.80! 0.00! 363.94! 75.76!
YMR201C! D4.80! 0.00! 141.16! 29.40!
YBL017C! D4.80! 0.00! 56.28! 11.73!
YPR010CDA! D4.80! 0.00! 2021.29! 421.28!
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YAL016W! D4.80! 0.00! 187.64! 39.11!
YGR292W! D4.80! 0.00! 364.42! 76.00!
YHR106W! D4.79! 0.00! 144.48! 30.15!
YPR020W! D4.79! 0.00! 345.70! 72.20!
YMR098C! D4.79! 0.00! 72.97! 15.25!
YHR198C! D4.78! 0.00! 123.82! 25.88!
YDR287W! D4.78! 0.00! 168.84! 35.30!
YLR240W! D4.78! 0.00! 35.54! 7.44!
YBL047C! D4.77! 0.00! 91.96! 19.27!
YOR007C! D4.77! 0.00! 1582.44! 331.59!
YML087C! D4.77! 0.00! 142.78! 29.94!
YGL013C! D4.76! 0.00! 55.40! 11.63!
YHR078W! D4.76! 0.00! 103.67! 21.80!
YLR178C! D4.75! 0.00! 1615.15! 339.76!
YIL177WDA! D4.75! 0.00! 45.57! 9.59!
YMR004W! D4.75! 0.00! 131.30! 27.64!
YOL036W! D4.75! 0.00! 250.42! 52.71!
YOR081C! D4.75! 0.00! 31.75! 6.68!
YLR070C! D4.75! 0.00! 51.20! 10.78!
YDR150W! D4.74! 0.00! 91.89! 19.37!
YDL140C! D4.74! 0.00! 104.00! 21.96!
YDR310C! D4.74! 0.00! 34.96! 7.38!
YGL163C! D4.73! 0.00! 162.20! 34.26!
YCR032W! D4.73! 0.02! 15.01! 3.17!
YBL107C! D4.73! 0.00! 228.14! 48.21!
YFR010WDA! D4.73! 0.00! 190.66! 40.29!
YDR381CDA! D4.73! 0.00! 236.60! 50.03!
YDL100C! D4.73! 0.00! 313.02! 66.19!
YDR203W! D4.73! 0.00! 85.83! 18.16!
YJR091C! D4.72! 0.00! 129.31! 27.37!
YHR211W! D4.72! 0.01! 19.13! 4.05!
YCL057CDA! D4.72! 0.00! 857.53! 181.72!
YKL210W! D4.72! 0.00! 116.65! 24.72!
YLR427W! D4.72! 0.00! 102.62! 21.75!
YJL129C! D4.72! 0.00! 43.99! 9.33!
YFL061W! D4.72! 0.00! 23.84! 5.05!
YHR193CDA! D4.71! 0.00! 35.89! 7.61!
YGL048C! D4.71! 0.00! 646.79! 137.27!
YOL065C! D4.71! 0.00! 31.31! 6.65!
YJR135WDA! D4.71! 0.00! 122.20! 25.96!
YJR077C! D4.70! 0.00! 1438.20! 305.74!
YMR075W! D4.70! 0.00! 37.58! 8.00!
YDR022C! D4.70! 0.00! 120.03! 25.55!
YNL026W! D4.70! 0.00! 43.22! 9.20!
YLR013W! D4.69! 0.00! 23.77! 5.06!
YGR132C! D4.69! 0.00! 636.88! 135.94!
YHR027C! D4.68! 0.00! 283.08! 60.45!
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YJL092W! D4.68! 0.00! 37.48! 8.01!
YPL190C! D4.68! 0.00! 207.98! 44.46!
YLL013C! D4.68! 0.00! 60.36! 12.91!
YDL078C! D4.67! 0.00! 548.68! 117.37!
YER079W! D4.67! 0.00! 298.94! 63.95!
YPR091C! D4.67! 0.00! 58.78! 12.59!
YNL071W! D4.67! 0.00! 425.93! 91.26!
YLR324W! D4.67! 0.00! 199.46! 42.75!
YOR120W! D4.67! 0.00! 421.52! 90.35!
YAL049C! D4.67! 0.00! 190.95! 40.93!
YMR176W! D4.66! 0.00! 31.00! 6.65!
YLR201C! D4.66! 0.00! 101.20! 21.72!
YPL078C! D4.66! 0.00! 1519.30! 326.24!
YJL031C! D4.66! 0.00! 97.27! 20.89!
YIL157C! D4.65! 0.00! 265.52! 57.04!
YGL073W! D4.65! 0.00! 153.87! 33.07!
YLL032C! D4.65! 0.01! 20.12! 4.33!
YIL033C! D4.65! 0.00! 490.83! 105.55!
YKL050C! D4.65! 0.01! 20.12! 4.33!
YMR297W! D4.64! 0.00! 888.76! 191.35!
YHR171W! D4.64! 0.00! 49.96! 10.76!
YHR016C! D4.64! 0.00! 417.50! 89.92!
YOL164WDA! D4.64! 0.00! 30.58! 6.59!
YLR362W! D4.64! 0.00! 88.55! 19.09!
YOR185C! D4.64! 0.00! 442.58! 95.42!
YDL089W! D4.63! 0.00! 72.96! 15.74!
YER143W! D4.63! 0.00! 226.19! 48.81!
YER119C! D4.63! 0.00! 150.75! 32.55!
YLR090W! D4.63! 0.00! 140.72! 30.39!
YDR463W! D4.63! 0.00! 298.11! 64.39!
YDL097C! D4.63! 0.00! 620.77! 134.10!
YDR316W! D4.63! 0.00! 90.42! 19.54!
YOR371C! D4.63! 0.02! 17.11! 3.70!
YMR196W! D4.63! 0.00! 181.42! 39.21!
YCL041C! D4.63! 0.02! 16.01! 3.46!
YHL024W! D4.62! 0.00! 158.60! 34.30!
YMR261C! D4.61! 0.00! 82.90! 17.96!
YDL126C! D4.61! 0.00! 848.42! 183.91!
YDL190C! D4.61! 0.00! 37.31! 8.09!
YBR274W! D4.61! 0.00! 48.16! 10.46!
YDR262W! D4.60! 0.00! 781.06! 169.67!
YOR165W! D4.60! 0.00! 61.00! 13.26!
YMR075CDA! D4.60! 0.00! 62.20! 13.52!
YBR218C! D4.59! 0.00! 73.24! 15.94!
YLR305C! D4.59! 0.03! 13.79! 3.00!
YCL004W! D4.59! 0.00! 38.67! 8.43!
YKL148C! D4.59! 0.00! 973.36! 212.14!
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YAL064WDB! D4.59! 0.00! 41.26! 8.99!
YNR060W! D4.59! 0.00! 24.25! 5.29!
YNL331C! D4.59! 0.00! 42.70! 9.31!
YPR028W! D4.58! 0.00! 280.15! 61.12!
YBR225W! D4.58! 0.00! 69.08! 15.07!
YOR173W! D4.58! 0.00! 1059.54! 231.29!
YHR051W! D4.58! 0.00! 947.67! 207.11!
YDR159W! D4.57! 0.01! 18.05! 3.95!
YER078C! D4.57! 0.00! 71.20! 15.57!
YER114C! D4.57! 0.00! 52.36! 11.46!
YHR021WD
A! D4.57! 0.03! 14.62! 3.20!
YPR092W! D4.57! 0.01! 21.78! 4.77!
YLR390W! D4.56! 0.00! 167.33! 36.69!
YDR059C! D4.56! 0.00! 425.86! 93.40!
YJL164C! D4.55! 0.00! 181.29! 39.80!
YKL140W! D4.55! 0.00! 36.31! 7.97!
YDR357C! D4.55! 0.00! 96.29! 21.15!
YDL058W! D4.55! 0.03! 14.14! 3.11!
YKL064W! D4.55! 0.00! 145.18! 31.92!
YCR049C! D4.55! 0.00! 84.55! 18.60!
YPL084W! D4.55! 0.00! 65.19! 14.34!
YML034W! D4.55! 0.00! 172.24! 37.89!
YDL095W! D4.54! 0.00! 151.58! 33.36!
YIL031W! D4.54! 0.00! 58.35! 12.85!
YJL068C! D4.54! 0.00! 224.16! 49.42!
YJR057W! D4.53! 0.00! 117.37! 25.93!
YNL045W! D4.53! 0.00! 40.74! 9.00!
YMR213W! D4.52! 0.00! 90.20! 19.93!
YPR160W! D4.52! 0.00! 533.60! 117.96!
YLR097C! D4.52! 0.00! 81.18! 17.96!
YPL150W! D4.52! 0.00! 55.19! 12.22!
YHR158C! D4.52! 0.00! 26.90! 5.95!
YDR255C! D4.52! 0.00! 112.06! 24.81!
YFR052W! D4.52! 0.00! 281.66! 62.38!
YNL315C! D4.51! 0.00! 141.28! 31.30!
YML004C! D4.51! 0.00! 1114.34! 247.08!
YDR426C! D4.51! 0.00! 77.19! 17.12!
YGR112W! D4.51! 0.00! 53.05! 11.77!
YGR276C! D4.50! 0.00! 75.49! 16.76!
YMR272WD
B! D4.50! 0.00! 63.47! 14.10!
YEL013W! D4.50! 0.00! 51.27! 11.40!
YGR043C! D4.50! 0.00! 1037.32! 230.70!
YLR289W! D4.50! 0.00! 34.59! 7.69!
YPR127W! D4.49! 0.00! 518.42! 115.35!
YMR067C! D4.49! 0.00! 80.68! 17.96!
YML034CDA! D4.49! 0.00! 107.18! 23.85!
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YDR422C! D4.49! 0.00! 58.11! 12.93!
YDR511W! D4.49! 0.00! 195.70! 43.56!
YER087W! D4.49! 0.00! 25.69! 5.72!
YEL005C! D4.49! 0.00! 46.29! 10.31!
YHL030W! D4.49! 0.01! 23.06! 5.14!
YJR034W! D4.49! 0.00! 127.12! 28.33!
YFR034C! D4.49! 0.00! 196.70! 43.86!
YBR128C! D4.48! 0.01! 23.09! 5.15!
YJR121W! D4.48! 0.00! 1991.95! 444.33!
YDR119WD
A! D4.48! 0.00! 1734.87! 387.03!
YML086C! D4.48! 0.00! 63.64! 14.21!
YKR067W! D4.48! 0.00! 89.88! 20.07!
YJL046W! D4.47! 0.00! 54.71! 12.23!
YKL068W! D4.47! 0.00! 43.65! 9.76!
YOR018W! D4.47! 0.00! 32.72! 7.32!
YPR022C! D4.47! 0.00! 43.68! 9.77!
YNL085W! D4.47! 0.00! 43.89! 9.82!
YNR045W! D4.47! 0.00! 129.58! 29.01!
YDL245C! D4.46! 0.00! 25.43! 5.70!
YHL038C! D4.45! 0.00! 26.58! 5.97!
YDR314C! D4.45! 0.03! 14.25! 3.20!
YOR048C! D4.44! 0.00! 95.22! 21.42!
YJR152W! D4.44! 0.00! 26.94! 6.07!
YKR055W! D4.44! 0.00! 69.13! 15.57!
YML076C! D4.44! 0.00! 38.84! 8.75!
YEL052W! D4.44! 0.00! 100.99! 22.77!
YBL099W! D4.44! 0.00! 693.95! 156.46!
YDR178W! D4.43! 0.00! 1061.25! 239.52!
YAR007C! D4.43! 0.00! 69.73! 15.74!
YGR270W! D4.43! 0.00! 79.60! 17.98!
YOR366W! D4.43! 0.05! 11.90! 2.69!
YGR184C! D4.42! 0.00! 58.13! 13.14!
YBR063C! D4.42! 0.00! 123.70! 27.99!
YOR245C! D4.42! 0.00! 142.98! 32.36!
YCL049C! D4.42! 0.00! 263.94! 59.74!
YGL197W! D4.42! 0.00! 45.59! 10.32!
YOR175C! D4.42! 0.00! 75.80! 17.16!
YER093C! D4.42! 0.00! 24.16! 5.47!
YPR108W! D4.42! 0.00! 231.80! 52.48!
YLR157WDD! D4.41! 0.03! 14.47! 3.28!
YMR155W! D4.41! 0.00! 69.66! 15.79!
YGL121C! D4.41! 0.00! 1438.81! 326.42!
YHR155W! D4.41! 0.03! 15.47! 3.51!
YML078W! D4.41! 0.00! 508.25! 115.35!
YPL271W! D4.40! 0.00! 3335.67! 757.74!
YGL233W! D4.40! 0.01! 21.56! 4.90!
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YDR112W! D4.40! 0.01! 22.59! 5.13!
YMR319C! D4.40! 0.00! 146.55! 33.31!
YFL050C! D4.40! 0.00! 86.51! 19.67!
YOR231CDA! D4.40! 0.00! 54.13! 12.31!
YPL217C! D4.39! 0.00! 34.36! 7.82!
YFL027C! D4.39! 0.03! 14.35! 3.27!
YDR030C! D4.39! 0.00! 65.00! 14.81!
YDR427W! D4.39! 0.00! 158.71! 36.18!
YGL140C! D4.39! 0.00! 42.96! 9.80!
YBL064C! D4.38! 0.00! 1078.44! 245.98!
YMR316CDB! D4.38! 0.00! 70.21! 16.02!
YMR284W! D4.38! 0.00! 24.75! 5.65!
YEL039C! D4.38! 0.00! 7395.29! 1687.80!
YMR140W! D4.38! 0.00! 160.55! 36.65!
YFL004W! D4.38! 0.00! 68.27! 15.59!
YGL107C! D4.37! 0.00! 63.76! 14.58!
YMR258C! D4.37! 0.00! 58.76! 13.44!
YJL077WDB! D4.37! 0.00! 226.77! 51.92!
YBL058W! D4.37! 0.00! 464.48! 106.35!
YLR423C! D4.37! 0.00! 36.01! 8.25!
YHR194W! D4.36! 0.00! 40.73! 9.34!
YNR022C! D4.36! 0.00! 209.47! 48.04!
YDR227W! D4.36! 0.02! 16.49! 3.78!
YKR014C! D4.36! 0.00! 745.01! 170.92!
YMR119W! D4.36! 0.00! 39.68! 9.10!
YOR098C! D4.35! 0.00! 92.86! 21.33!
YDL007W! D4.35! 0.00! 475.82! 109.33!
YER101C! D4.35! 0.00! 74.32! 17.08!
YIL046WDA! D4.35! 0.00! 30.11! 6.92!
YHR147C! D4.35! 0.00! 132.21! 30.40!
YOR350C! D4.35! 0.00! 28.67! 6.59!
YAR042W! D4.34! 0.00! 75.74! 17.45!
YLL054C! D4.34! 0.02! 17.29! 3.98!
YFL033C! D4.34! 0.02! 16.26! 3.75!
YPR172W! D4.33! 0.00! 126.71! 29.25!
YPR202W! D4.33! 0.01! 20.70! 4.78!
YGL259W! D4.32! 0.00! 48.49! 11.21!
YKL176C! D4.32! 0.00! 73.58! 17.02!
YER134C! D4.32! 0.00! 162.90! 37.69!
YBR272C! D4.32! 0.00! 64.02! 14.82!
YLR270W! D4.32! 0.00! 523.52! 121.24!
YIL014W! D4.31! 0.00! 27.04! 6.27!
YHR215W! D4.31! 0.03! 15.01! 3.48!
YHL021C! D4.31! 0.00! 853.70! 198.07!
YBR062C! D4.31! 0.00! 218.43! 50.72!
YGL084C! D4.31! 0.00! 40.43! 9.39!
YOR118W! D4.30! 0.00! 57.68! 13.41!
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YAL035W! D4.30! 0.00! 107.38! 24.97!
YMR063W! D4.30! 0.01! 23.50! 5.46!
YHR074W! D4.30! 0.00! 81.91! 19.05!
YNL023C! D4.29! 0.00! 65.99! 15.37!
YDR197W! D4.29! 0.00! 39.34! 9.17!
YGR186W! D4.29! 0.00! 176.64! 41.15!
YDR495C! D4.29! 0.01! 23.05! 5.37!
YPR083W! D4.29! 0.00! 28.48! 6.64!
YDL066W! D4.29! 0.00! 406.10! 94.66!
YHR190W! D4.28! 0.00! 378.55! 88.36!
YPR101W! D4.28! 0.00! 166.75! 38.94!
YOR261C! D4.28! 0.00! 296.87! 69.38!
YNL211C! D4.27! 0.00! 66.50! 15.56!
YNL287W! D4.27! 0.00! 80.36! 18.80!
YMR097C! D4.27! 0.00! 116.66! 27.30!
YDL243C! D4.27! 0.00! 47.07! 11.02!
YOR059C! D4.27! 0.00! 228.45! 53.56!
YLR383W! D4.27! 0.03! 15.45! 3.62!
YMR244CDA! D4.26! 0.00! 349.57! 81.98!
YLR001C! D4.26! 0.00! 65.29! 15.32!
YOR329C! D4.26! 0.00! 79.72! 18.70!
YDL056W! D4.26! 0.01! 22.70! 5.33!
YPR001W! D4.26! 0.00! 28.67! 6.73!
YPR026W! D4.25! 0.00! 117.89! 27.71!
YBL007C! D4.25! 0.00! 95.89! 22.56!
YLL048C! D4.25! 0.01! 19.73! 4.65!
YJL056C! D4.24! 0.00! 54.92! 12.94!
YDL054C! D4.24! 0.00! 162.32! 38.26!
YIR002C! D4.24! 0.00! 45.38! 10.70!
YBR226C! D4.24! 0.00! 89.66! 21.15!
YDR505C! D4.24! 0.00! 152.31! 35.95!
YGL139W! D4.24! 0.00! 46.65! 11.01!
YPL249C! D4.24! 0.00! 38.04! 8.98!
YIL143C! D4.23! 0.00! 182.92! 43.20!
YIL159W! D4.23! 0.04! 13.79! 3.26!
YJL047C! D4.23! 0.02! 18.58! 4.39!
YLL001W! D4.23! 0.00! 78.43! 18.56!
YFR011C! D4.22! 0.00! 118.05! 27.95!
YOR160W! D4.22! 0.02! 18.33! 4.35!
YNL171C! D4.22! 0.00! 39.88! 9.46!
YOR382W! D4.22! 0.00! 1823.86! 432.63!
YKL005C! D4.22! 0.00! 84.52! 20.05!
YKL222C! D4.21! 0.02! 18.56! 4.40!
YKL182W! D4.21! 0.00! 169.17! 40.15!
YHR205W! D4.21! 0.00! 134.36! 31.89!
YOR330C! D4.21! 0.00! 28.40! 6.74!
YEL053C! D4.21! 0.02! 16.99! 4.03!
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YDR425W! D4.21! 0.00! 41.66! 9.90!
YPL040C! D4.21! 0.00! 27.15! 6.45!
YFR050C! D4.21! 0.00! 515.58! 122.55!
YIL156W! D4.21! 0.01! 21.16! 5.03!
YGR100W! D4.20! 0.00! 46.53! 11.08!
YPL140C! D4.20! 0.00! 90.05! 21.44!
YMR286W! D4.19! 0.00! 490.08! 116.94!
YLL003W! D4.19! 0.00! 33.09! 7.91!
YMR182WD
A! D4.18! 0.00! 137.34! 32.82!
YKL196C! D4.18! 0.00! 573.18! 137.01!
YOR383C! D4.18! 0.00! 2395.33! 573.03!
YML010W! D4.18! 0.00! 114.78! 27.47!
YER175C! D4.18! 0.00! 87.48! 20.94!
YMR081C! D4.18! 0.00! 334.28! 80.05!
YJL141C! D4.18! 0.00! 279.49! 66.93!
YDR513W! D4.17! 0.00! 515.03! 123.53!
YIL005W! D4.17! 0.00! 71.82! 17.23!
YIL156WDA! D4.17! 0.00! 94.02! 22.57!
YDL004W! D4.17! 0.00! 1063.74! 255.39!
YLR394W! D4.16! 0.00! 42.49! 10.20!
YDR160W! D4.16! 0.00! 37.77! 9.08!
YER014W! D4.16! 0.00! 58.85! 14.14!
YPL270W! D4.16! 0.00! 99.61! 23.94!
YGR248W! D4.16! 0.00! 758.41! 182.43!
YKL213C! D4.16! 0.00! 81.04! 19.50!
YBR204C! D4.16! 0.00! 199.42! 47.98!
YBR046C! D4.15! 0.00! 238.72! 57.45!
YDL176W! D4.15! 0.00! 60.58! 14.59!
YLR127C! D4.15! 0.01! 24.57! 5.92!
YGL228W! D4.15! 0.00! 216.66! 52.22!
YIR003W! D4.15! 0.00! 120.01! 28.93!
YNL088W! D4.14! 0.01! 23.25! 5.61!
YOR075W! D4.14! 0.00! 120.76! 29.14!
YLR398C! D4.14! 0.01! 23.81! 5.75!
YJR155W! D4.14! 0.00! 203.97! 49.25!
YDR196C! D4.14! 0.00! 111.39! 26.92!
YKL016C! D4.14! 0.00! 786.39! 190.12!
YMR208W! D4.14! 0.00! 74.27! 17.96!
YLR176C! D4.13! 0.00! 30.75! 7.45!
YNL294C! D4.12! 0.00! 142.61! 34.58!
YDL210W! D4.12! 0.01! 23.93! 5.81!
YLR071C! D4.12! 0.00! 37.43! 9.08!
YIL147C! D4.12! 0.01! 21.41! 5.20!
YNL139C! D4.12! 0.00! 28.90! 7.01!
YER088C! D4.12! 0.00! 301.06! 73.10!
YNL091W! D4.11! 0.00! 74.59! 18.13!
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YDR237W! D4.11! 0.00! 109.18! 26.56!
YMR256C! D4.11! 0.00! 2976.99! 724.68!
YGL218W! D4.10! 0.00! 202.38! 49.32!
YNL015W! D4.10! 0.00! 2200.22! 536.29!
YPR042C! D4.10! 0.01! 24.49! 5.98!
YNL012W! D4.09! 0.00! 36.58! 8.94!
YLL049W! D4.09! 0.00! 69.76! 17.04!
YGR293C! D4.09! 0.02! 17.42! 4.26!
YLR119W! D4.09! 0.00! 50.54! 12.35!
YBL063W! D4.09! 0.04! 14.78! 3.61!
YJL077C! D4.09! 0.00! 114.66! 28.04!
YOL037C! D4.09! 0.00! 125.24! 30.65!
YCR068W! D4.08! 0.00! 96.00! 23.51!
YDR530C! D4.08! 0.00! 162.68! 39.84!
YJR103W! D4.08! 0.00! 228.59! 56.00!
YGR193C! D4.08! 0.00! 117.56! 28.82!
YDR288W! D4.08! 0.00! 82.26! 20.18!
YDR430C! D4.08! 0.00! 35.28! 8.65!
YMR168C! D4.07! 0.00! 29.71! 7.29!
YAR035CDA! D4.07! 0.00! 89.28! 21.93!
YJL212C! D4.07! 0.00! 37.55! 9.23!
YJR115W! D4.07! 0.00! 980.54! 241.00!
YKR009C! D4.07! 0.00! 179.87! 44.23!
YCL014W! D4.06! 0.01! 21.85! 5.37!
YDR111C! D4.06! 0.00! 38.75! 9.53!
YKL054C! D4.06! 0.00! 215.41! 53.01!
YOR328W! D4.06! 0.00! 48.70! 11.99!
YMR287C! D4.06! 0.02! 19.04! 4.69!
YDR369C! D4.06! 0.02! 18.07! 4.45!
YBR047W! D4.05! 0.01! 21.44! 5.29!
YER151C! D4.05! 0.00! 122.38! 30.19!
YKL053CDA! D4.05! 0.00! 403.10! 99.43!
YBR269C! D4.05! 0.00! 584.08! 144.10!
YDR466W! D4.05! 0.00! 35.19! 8.68!
YNL252C! D4.05! 0.00! 116.93! 28.88!
YCL025C! D4.05! 0.00! 77.63! 19.18!
YEL031W! D4.05! 0.00! 78.95! 19.52!
YBR123C! D4.05! 0.00! 38.70! 9.57!
YGL206C! D4.04! 0.00! 47.94! 11.88!
YKL015W! D4.03! 0.00! 44.64! 11.07!
YDL028C! D4.03! 0.00! 55.95! 13.88!
YMR279C! D4.03! 0.03! 16.55! 4.11!
YDL142C! D4.03! 0.00! 32.99! 8.19!
YPL015C! D4.03! 0.00! 243.35! 60.44!
YIL070C! D4.02! 0.00! 180.73! 44.92!
YBR298C! D4.02! 0.00! 437.69! 108.78!
YLR164W! D4.02! 0.00! 42.30! 10.51!
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YLR096W! D4.02! 0.00! 29.71! 7.39!
YMR167W! D4.02! 0.00! 29.48! 7.33!
YOR119C! D4.02! 0.00! 91.41! 22.76!
YNR016C! D4.01! 0.00! 128.51! 32.02!
YLR421C! D4.01! 0.00! 708.58! 176.62!
YKL117W! D4.01! 0.00! 939.54! 234.51!
YGL187C! D4.01! 0.00! 1222.67! 305.20!
YCR037C! D4.00! 0.01! 22.55! 5.63!
YMR133W! D4.00! 0.00! 37.67! 9.42!
YML117W! D3.99! 0.00! 249.61! 62.48!
YIL093C! D3.99! 0.00! 105.52! 26.42!
YGR178C! D3.99! 0.00! 144.07! 36.10!
YJL163C! D3.99! 0.00! 141.99! 35.61!
YGL142C! D3.99! 0.00! 40.87! 10.25!
YHR132WD
A! D3.99! 0.00! 384.63! 96.46!
YPR155C! D3.99! 0.02! 17.77! 4.46!
YOR256C! D3.99! 0.00! 71.30! 17.89!
YJL032W! D3.98! 0.00! 120.38! 30.22!
YGL258WDA! D3.98! 0.00! 61.54! 15.46!
YKR088C! D3.98! 0.00! 84.41! 21.21!
YDR187C! D3.98! 0.00! 199.45! 50.13!
YFL051C! D3.98! 0.00! 76.82! 19.31!
YGR092W! D3.97! 0.00! 61.42! 15.47!
YCR030C! D3.97! 0.00! 56.97! 14.35!
YHL034C! D3.97! 0.00! 544.24! 137.16!
YOL035C! D3.96! 0.00! 425.89! 107.43!
YDR264C! D3.96! 0.00! 122.05! 30.80!
YOR259C! D3.96! 0.00! 399.96! 100.97!
YKL142W! D3.96! 0.00! 832.01! 210.07!
YNL240C! D3.96! 0.00! 184.10! 46.51!
YBR255W! D3.96! 0.00! 41.41! 10.47!
YIL024C! D3.95! 0.00! 122.35! 30.95!
YER017C! D3.95! 0.00! 183.19! 46.38!
YBL020W! D3.94! 0.00! 48.01! 12.18!
YHR159W! D3.94! 0.00! 53.67! 13.61!
YKR074W! D3.94! 0.00! 90.84! 23.05!
YMR047C! D3.94! 0.00! 38.37! 9.74!
YDR455C! D3.94! 0.00! 28.29! 7.19!
YER058W! D3.93! 0.00! 181.87! 46.22!
YGL219C! D3.93! 0.00! 251.46! 63.91!
YJR001W! D3.93! 0.00! 58.37! 14.84!
YPL045W! D3.93! 0.01! 20.20! 5.14!
YOR171C! D3.93! 0.00! 104.21! 26.50!
YKR046C! D3.93! 0.00! 1357.16! 345.27!
YOR020WD
A! D3.92! 0.00! 752.57! 191.75!
YKL034W! D3.92! 0.00! 71.97! 18.36!
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YNR047W! D3.92! 0.00! 113.63! 29.01!
YOL143C! D3.92! 0.00! 392.24! 100.16!
YPL189CDA! D3.92! 0.00! 1189.38! 303.78!
YDR272W! D3.92! 0.00! 370.08! 94.53!
YNL176C! D3.91! 0.00! 121.00! 30.91!
YBR260C! D3.91! 0.00! 59.15! 15.13!
YML079W! D3.91! 0.00! 74.92! 19.16!
YOR149C! D3.91! 0.01! 22.71! 5.81!
YPL152W! D3.91! 0.00! 81.92! 20.97!
YGR233C! D3.90! 0.02! 18.70! 4.79!
YJR117W! D3.90! 0.00! 116.22! 29.77!
YDL246C! D3.90! 0.00! 48.42! 12.41!
YJL008C! D3.90! 0.00! 165.12! 42.34!
YIL158W! D3.90! 0.00! 30.57! 7.84!
YBR149W! D3.90! 0.00! 392.09! 100.60!
YDR394W! D3.90! 0.00! 330.22! 84.75!
YLR064W! D3.90! 0.00! 108.56! 27.87!
YDR065W! D3.89! 0.01! 22.05! 5.66!
YDL188C! D3.89! 0.00! 72.31! 18.58!
YER169W! D3.89! 0.00! 82.82! 21.28!
YDR467C! D3.89! 0.00! 79.23! 20.37!
YOR363C! D3.89! 0.00! 29.94! 7.70!
YKR021W! D3.89! 0.00! 31.24! 8.04!
YGL095C! D3.89! 0.00! 58.86! 15.15!
YDR485C! D3.88! 0.00! 82.16! 21.15!
YHR131C! D3.88! 0.00! 85.52! 22.02!
YDR029W! D3.88! 0.00! 38.33! 9.87!
YMR164C! D3.88! 0.01! 23.70! 6.10!
YGL207W! D3.88! 0.00! 80.53! 20.76!
YMR056C! D3.88! 0.00! 129.63! 33.43!
YDL096C! D3.88! 0.00! 93.27! 24.06!
YOR054C! D3.88! 0.00! 205.87! 53.11!
YOR114W! D3.87! 0.01! 21.10! 5.45!
YJL131C! D3.87! 0.00! 99.12! 25.59!
YNL333W! D3.87! 0.00! 29.31! 7.57!
YNL097C! D3.87! 0.00! 164.47! 42.49!
YGL190C! D3.87! 0.00! 88.34! 22.84!
YBR170C! D3.87! 0.00! 121.59! 31.45!
YML068W! D3.86! 0.00! 55.85! 14.46!
YOR132W! D3.86! 0.00! 125.01! 32.38!
YKR106W! D3.86! 0.01! 21.34! 5.53!
YMR030W! D3.86! 0.00! 159.36! 41.29!
YOR336W! D3.86! 0.01! 20.67! 5.36!
YER075C! D3.86! 0.01! 26.26! 6.81!
YLR384C! D3.86! 0.01! 24.72! 6.41!
YJR045C! D3.86! 0.00! 2118.54! 549.44!
YJL154C! D3.86! 0.00! 75.60! 19.61!
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YGR087C! D3.85! 0.00! 28.32! 7.35!
YLR036C! D3.85! 0.00! 35.55! 9.23!
YBR216C! D3.85! 0.01! 25.47! 6.61!
YDL093W! D3.85! 0.01! 23.41! 6.08!
YEL057C! D3.85! 0.05! 14.60! 3.80!
YLR437CDA! D3.85! 0.00! 151.98! 39.52!
YLR228C! D3.84! 0.00! 28.11! 7.32!
YLR032W! D3.84! 0.03! 16.73! 4.36!
YOR378W! D3.84! 0.00! 45.34! 11.81!
YJR142W! D3.84! 0.00! 70.53! 18.38!
YGR130C! D3.84! 0.00! 184.91! 48.20!
YKL010C! D3.84! 0.00! 82.61! 21.54!
YBR201CDA! D3.83! 0.00! 358.83! 93.62!
YCL022C! D3.83! 0.01! 21.21! 5.53!
YHR152W! D3.83! 0.00! 89.87! 23.46!
YOR289W! D3.83! 0.00! 245.31! 64.04!
YER139C! D3.83! 0.00! 36.75! 9.60!
YPL222CDA! D3.83! 0.00! 366.33! 95.69!
YOL023W! D3.83! 0.00! 55.70! 14.56!
YJL036W! D3.83! 0.00! 203.25! 53.13!
YDR379CDA! D3.82! 0.00! 292.16! 76.41!
YOR034C! D3.82! 0.00! 38.49! 10.07!
YPL248C! D3.82! 0.00! 35.29! 9.23!
YDR069C! D3.82! 0.00! 42.13! 11.02!
YBR043C! D3.82! 0.00! 41.71! 10.91!
YEL043W! D3.82! 0.00! 56.07! 14.68!
YJR072C! D3.82! 0.00! 166.23! 43.51!
YLR163C! D3.82! 0.00! 156.56! 40.98!
YOR015W! D3.82! 0.00! 143.42! 37.54!
YDR137W! D3.82! 0.03! 17.52! 4.59!
YMR139W! D3.82! 0.00! 138.49! 36.26!
YPL165C! D3.82! 0.00! 94.33! 24.71!
YCR026C! D3.82! 0.00! 102.75! 26.93!
YIL108W! D3.81! 0.00! 115.82! 30.38!
YDR367W! D3.81! 0.00! 40.32! 10.58!
YGL124C! D3.81! 0.03! 17.13! 4.49!
YER125W! D3.81! 0.00! 129.60! 34.00!
YBL080C! D3.81! 0.01! 21.27! 5.58!
YGR068WD
A! D3.81! 0.00! 32.75! 8.59!
YKL067W! D3.81! 0.00! 1196.76! 313.97!
YJR080C! D3.81! 0.00! 104.71! 27.47!
YLR173W! D3.81! 0.00! 86.81! 22.78!
YBR237W! D3.81! 0.00! 47.87! 12.57!
YLR361CDA! D3.80! 0.00! 348.74! 91.65!
YJL090C! D3.80! 0.02! 18.30! 4.81!
YNL183C! D3.80! 0.00! 53.29! 14.01!
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YML099C! D3.80! 0.00! 31.76! 8.35!
YHR075C! D3.80! 0.00! 49.66! 13.08!
YNL293W! D3.80! 0.00! 79.39! 20.92!
YHL034WDA! D3.79! 0.00! 646.70! 170.44!
YML002W! D3.79! 0.00! 36.41! 9.60!
YDL026W! D3.79! 0.00! 70.95! 18.71!
YMR068W! D3.79! 0.00! 149.88! 39.53!
YLR299CDA! D3.79! 0.00! 294.82! 77.78!
YDR202C! D3.79! 0.00! 105.88! 27.94!
YOR231W! D3.79! 0.00! 71.78! 18.95!
YPR089W! D3.79! 0.00! 29.92! 7.90!
YKL094W! D3.79! 0.00! 600.36! 158.56!
YPL028W! D3.78! 0.00! 248.19! 65.57!
YDR018C! D3.78! 0.00! 110.62! 29.25!
YKR040C! D3.78! 0.03! 18.09! 4.78!
YPL083C! D3.78! 0.00! 27.32! 7.23!
YGL011C! D3.78! 0.00! 800.71! 211.93!
YFL034W! D3.78! 0.00! 34.74! 9.20!
YNL094W! D3.77! 0.00! 159.00! 42.12!
YHR001W! D3.77! 0.00! 62.50! 16.56!
YGR097W! D3.77! 0.00! 79.66! 21.11!
YDR512C! D3.77! 0.00! 131.57! 34.88!
YKL093W! D3.77! 0.00! 161.22! 42.74!
YEL050C! D3.77! 0.00! 112.79! 29.90!
YBL019W! D3.77! 0.00! 27.56! 7.31!
YER030W! D3.77! 0.00! 325.73! 86.39!
YMR314W! D3.77! 0.00! 567.68! 150.58!
YCR017C! D3.77! 0.00! 86.42! 22.92!
YBR299W! D3.77! 0.00! 119.79! 31.78!
YDR326C! D3.77! 0.03! 17.39! 4.62!
YGL132W! D3.77! 0.01! 24.89! 6.61!
YGL260W! D3.77! 0.04! 15.52! 4.12!
YOR150W! D3.77! 0.00! 228.28! 60.62!
YDR177W! D3.76! 0.00! 199.43! 52.98!
YHR164C! D3.76! 0.02! 19.19! 5.10!
YOL138C! D3.76! 0.02! 19.04! 5.06!
YDL057W! D3.76! 0.00! 36.76! 9.77!
YDR529C! D3.76! 0.00! 3468.28! 922.54!
YIL088C! D3.76! 0.00! 112.84! 30.02!
YDR356W! D3.76! 0.04! 16.15! 4.30!
YIL066C! D3.76! 0.03! 16.43! 4.38!
YOR083W! D3.74! 0.00! 67.07! 17.94!
YMR225C! D3.74! 0.00! 199.67! 53.41!
YOR321W! D3.74! 0.01! 21.91! 5.86!
YGL254W! D3.74! 0.00! 57.16! 15.30!
YLR393W! D3.73! 0.00! 53.60! 14.35!
YIL098C! D3.73! 0.00! 118.38! 31.73!
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YHR165C! D3.73! 0.02! 18.65! 5.00!
YBL016W! D3.73! 0.00! 28.96! 7.77!
YMR157C! D3.73! 0.00! 126.27! 33.87!
YGL159W! D3.73! 0.00! 29.10! 7.81!
YOR121C! D3.72! 0.00! 385.34! 103.47!
YKR002W! D3.72! 0.00! 121.94! 32.75!
YHR024C! D3.72! 0.00! 97.65! 26.23!
YDR017C! D3.72! 0.00! 43.82! 11.77!
YKR011C! D3.72! 0.00! 169.89! 45.65!
YMR150C! D3.72! 0.00! 90.65! 24.36!
YPL105C! D3.72! 0.00! 102.44! 27.55!
YNL241C! D3.72! 0.00! 870.56! 234.12!
YER166W! D3.72! 0.00! 46.93! 12.62!
YPL085W! D3.72! 0.03! 18.08! 4.86!
YKL133C! D3.72! 0.00! 82.00! 22.06!
YOL130W! D3.72! 0.00! 126.77! 34.11!
YNL131W! D3.71! 0.00! 316.76! 85.29!
YDR347W! D3.71! 0.00! 237.55! 63.98!
YJL059W! D3.71! 0.01! 26.29! 7.08!
YLL023C! D3.71! 0.00! 302.61! 81.66!
YNL051W! D3.71! 0.00! 34.14! 9.21!
YKL023W! D3.71! 0.00! 240.46! 64.90!
YBR122C! D3.71! 0.00! 333.28! 89.95!
YCR067C! D3.70! 0.02! 18.82! 5.08!
YOR142W! D3.70! 0.00! 300.14! 81.01!
YDR490C! D3.70! 0.00! 71.61! 19.33!
YBL059W! D3.70! 0.00! 61.37! 16.57!
YJR050W! D3.70! 0.00! 137.05! 37.01!
YHR004C! D3.70! 0.00! 60.26! 16.28!
YGR253C! D3.70! 0.00! 490.49! 132.50!
YBR229C! D3.70! 0.04! 16.07! 4.34!
YMR325W! D3.70! 0.00! 28.17! 7.61!
YGL131C! D3.70! 0.04! 16.38! 4.43!
YLR182W! D3.69! 0.00! 39.66! 10.73!
YMR273C! D3.69! 0.00! 31.12! 8.43!
YCL021WDA! D3.69! 0.00! 33.44! 9.06!
YJL062WDA! D3.69! 0.00! 688.59! 186.67!
YMR173WD
A! D3.69! 0.00! 409.59! 111.06!
YDL181W! D3.69! 0.00! 737.34! 199.95!
YBR125C! D3.69! 0.00! 45.33! 12.29!
YPL120W! D3.69! 0.00! 28.78! 7.81!
YFL018C! D3.68! 0.00! 379.54! 103.00!
YOL082W! D3.68! 0.00! 118.01! 32.03!
YPL184C! D3.68! 0.00! 57.55! 15.63!
YIL126W! D3.68! 0.00! 37.39! 10.16!
YJR085C! D3.68! 0.00! 625.71! 170.00!
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YPL096W! D3.68! 0.00! 43.19! 11.74!
YHR104W! D3.68! 0.00! 711.31! 193.32!
YAL030W! D3.68! 0.00! 391.71! 106.47!
YMR169C! D3.68! 0.00! 880.05! 239.21!
YPR191W! D3.68! 0.00! 1203.15! 327.06!
YDR363W! D3.67! 0.00! 44.68! 12.17!
YPR038W! D3.67! 0.00! 117.74! 32.08!
YLR369W! D3.67! 0.00! 73.15! 19.93!
YJL049W! D3.67! 0.00! 28.91! 7.88!
YIR036C! D3.67! 0.00! 143.72! 39.18!
YDR181C! D3.67! 0.00! 32.84! 8.95!
YMR064W! D3.67! 0.00! 79.97! 21.80!
YML032C! D3.67! 0.00! 109.30! 29.80!
YJL197CDA! D3.67! 0.04! 16.50! 4.50!
YHR200W! D3.67! 0.00! 607.60! 165.75!
YNR036C! D3.66! 0.00! 838.77! 229.09!
YML048W! D3.66! 0.00! 444.93! 121.56!
YCR077C! D3.66! 0.00! 58.26! 15.92!
YPL164C! D3.66! 0.00! 81.59! 22.30!
YKL107W! D3.66! 0.00! 64.37! 17.60!
YFR049W! D3.65! 0.00! 540.96! 148.06!
YHL010C! D3.65! 0.00! 35.34! 9.67!
YLR193C! D3.65! 0.00! 342.90! 93.86!
YER012W! D3.65! 0.00! 317.49! 86.94!
YLR424W! D3.65! 0.04! 16.23! 4.44!
YKR072C! D3.65! 0.00! 327.28! 89.64!
YOR065W! D3.65! 0.00! 982.73! 269.16!
YLR144C! D3.65! 0.00! 29.99! 8.22!
YDL035C! D3.65! 0.00! 56.28! 15.43!
YOR228C! D3.65! 0.00! 46.84! 12.84!
YHR113W! D3.64! 0.00! 124.92! 34.29!
YBL078C! D3.64! 0.00! 1067.66! 293.06!
YFR029W! D3.64! 0.00! 82.37! 22.61!
YCL042W! D3.64! 0.01! 27.60! 7.58!
YOL073C! D3.64! 0.00! 115.13! 31.63!
YLR109W! D3.64! 0.00! 6077.65! 1669.96!
YJR079W! D3.64! 0.00! 80.42! 22.11!
YLR034C! D3.64! 0.00! 78.85! 21.69!
YMR158CDA! D3.63! 0.00! 50.13! 13.79!
YDR274C! D3.63! 0.00! 192.72! 53.05!
YPL117C! D3.63! 0.00! 343.23! 94.56!
YCL035C! D3.63! 0.00! 1278.70! 352.32!
YIL083C! D3.63! 0.00! 98.11! 27.05!
YDR464CDA! D3.62! 0.00! 38.93! 10.74!
YDL160C! D3.62! 0.00! 69.34! 19.15!
YJL041W! D3.62! 0.00! 51.49! 14.22!
YNL186W! D3.62! 0.00! 77.72! 21.47!
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YMR027W! D3.62! 0.00! 226.89! 62.69!
YDL086W! D3.62! 0.00! 241.60! 66.77!
YJL100W! D3.62! 0.00! 116.81! 32.28!
YGR167W! D3.62! 0.00! 684.50! 189.18!
YHR033W! D3.62! 0.00! 266.18! 73.58!
YHR038W! D3.62! 0.00! 29.13! 8.06!
YDR479C! D3.61! 0.00! 115.42! 31.94!
YOR053W! D3.61! 0.00! 655.53! 181.45!
YPL118W! D3.61! 0.00! 166.97! 46.23!
YBR251W! D3.61! 0.00! 87.05! 24.10!
YGR286C! D3.61! 0.00! 99.13! 27.45!
YGR246C! D3.61! 0.00! 52.70! 14.60!
YFR006W! D3.61! 0.00! 63.40! 17.56!
YOL068C! D3.61! 0.00! 150.35! 41.67!
YKL091C! D3.60! 0.00! 139.73! 38.77!
YER087CDA! D3.60! 0.00! 41.01! 11.38!
YDR014W! D3.60! 0.03! 17.40! 4.83!
YNL005C! D3.60! 0.00! 248.67! 69.08!
YDR239C! D3.60! 0.00! 41.71! 11.60!
YLR253W! D3.60! 0.00! 79.95! 22.23!
YJR159W! D3.59! 0.01! 22.72! 6.32!
YBR044C! D3.59! 0.00! 33.29! 9.27!
YEL037C! D3.59! 0.00! 522.43! 145.41!
YBR114W! D3.59! 0.00! 214.39! 59.68!
YPR100W! D3.59! 0.00! 427.87! 119.25!
YGL133W! D3.58! 0.01! 27.87! 7.77!
YNL310C! D3.58! 0.00! 100.02! 27.92!
YGR238C! D3.58! 0.00! 49.64! 13.87!
YBL106C! D3.58! 0.05! 15.34! 4.29!
YBR147W! D3.58! 0.00! 102.13! 28.56!
YDL158C! D3.57! 0.00! 85.88! 24.03!
YDL099W! D3.57! 0.00! 103.89! 29.07!
YPR177C! D3.57! 0.00! 40.23! 11.26!
YFR047C! D3.57! 0.00! 342.90! 95.96!
YJL070C! D3.57! 0.02! 22.26! 6.23!
YGL215W! D3.57! 0.00! 142.20! 39.83!
YBR094W! D3.57! 0.03! 18.82! 5.27!
YDL022CDA! D3.57! 0.01! 22.73! 6.37!
YKL138C! D3.57! 0.00! 180.56! 50.63!
YBR090C! D3.56! 0.00! 414.99! 116.59!
YEL020WDA! D3.56! 0.00! 435.44! 122.34!
YER116C! D3.56! 0.00! 166.94! 46.92!
YEL050WDA! D3.56! 0.00! 131.67! 37.01!
YOR125C! D3.56! 0.00! 70.41! 19.80!
YGL113W! D3.56! 0.04! 16.64! 4.68!
YER014CDA! D3.55! 0.00! 73.23! 20.60!
YLR080W! D3.55! 0.00! 56.24! 15.83!
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YOR187W! D3.55! 0.00! 695.73! 195.81!
YJR108W! D3.55! 0.00! 32.12! 9.04!
YML057W! D3.55! 0.00! 136.31! 38.39!
YGR234W! D3.55! 0.00! 562.63! 158.53!
YML049C! D3.55! 0.02! 20.61! 5.81!
YDR329C! D3.55! 0.00! 249.37! 70.30!
YCL033C! D3.55! 0.00! 138.05! 38.92!
YIR036WDA! D3.55! 0.00! 61.01! 17.20!
YLR130C! D3.55! 0.00! 84.74! 23.90!
YMR158W! D3.54! 0.00! 111.40! 31.46!
YCL051W! D3.54! 0.00! 63.35! 17.89!
YIL036W! D3.54! 0.00! 124.85! 35.29!
YGL010W! D3.54! 0.00! 291.20! 82.31!
YER027C! D3.54! 0.00! 158.02! 44.68!
YML057CDA! D3.54! 0.00! 67.89! 19.20!
YHR052WD
A! D3.53! 0.00! 4873.26! 1380.66!
YPR180W! D3.53! 0.00! 45.48! 12.88!
YMR203W! D3.53! 0.00! 193.90! 54.95!
YBR056W! D3.53! 0.00! 185.53! 52.58!
YKL204W! D3.53! 0.00! 70.60! 20.01!
YMR069W! D3.52! 0.00! 29.98! 8.50!
YJR051W! D3.52! 0.00! 72.87! 20.69!
YPL132W! D3.52! 0.00! 89.28! 25.37!
YCR083W! D3.52! 0.00! 393.70! 111.87!
YGL040C! D3.52! 0.00! 232.17! 65.98!
YDR346C! D3.51! 0.00! 342.01! 97.33!
YDR251W! D3.51! 0.00! 140.51! 39.99!
YJL161W! D3.51! 0.00! 72.27! 20.57!
YHR054WD
A! D3.51! 0.00! 4911.96! 1397.91!
YEL020CDB! D3.51! 0.00! 231.86! 66.02!
YJL081C! D3.51! 0.00! 49.71! 14.16!
YKL006CDA! D3.51! 0.00! 234.01! 66.69!
YBR126C! D3.51! 0.00! 1034.97! 295.09!
YLR077W! D3.51! 0.00! 44.83! 12.78!
YNR032CDA! D3.51! 0.00! 190.36! 54.31!
YHR114W! D3.50! 0.00! 47.35! 13.51!
YPL031C! D3.50! 0.00! 149.68! 42.72!
YNL216W! D3.50! 0.00! 71.01! 20.28!
YKL124W! D3.50! 0.00! 70.33! 20.09!
YAL044WDA! D3.50! 0.00! 150.70! 43.06!
YDL141W! D3.50! 0.02! 22.60! 6.46!
YBL045C! D3.50! 0.00! 811.86! 232.06!
YJL112W! D3.50! 0.00! 57.73! 16.51!
YDR470C! D3.50! 0.02! 21.75! 6.22!
YLR131C! D3.50! 0.01! 25.12! 7.19!
YKR052C! D3.49! 0.00! 113.82! 32.59!
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YFL056C! D3.49! 0.00! 81.78! 23.43!
YLR269C! D3.49! 0.00! 61.81! 17.72!
YJL001W! D3.49! 0.00! 343.84! 98.61!
YPL074W! D3.49! 0.00! 41.51! 11.91!
YBR214W! D3.48! 0.00! 433.46! 124.38!
YDL115C! D3.48! 0.00! 259.01! 74.33!
YHR057C! D3.48! 0.00! 387.40! 111.20!
YOR109W! D3.48! 0.01! 25.20! 7.23!
YMR187C! D3.48! 0.01! 25.91! 7.44!
YLR079W! D3.48! 0.00! 225.29! 64.71!
YJL054W! D3.48! 0.00! 134.48! 38.64!
YOR064C! D3.48! 0.00! 209.05! 60.09!
YJR133W! D3.48! 0.00! 191.96! 55.19!
YKL025C! D3.47! 0.00! 53.61! 15.43!
YGR206W! D3.47! 0.00! 64.12! 18.46!
YER004W! D3.47! 0.00! 811.12! 233.66!
YDR464W! D3.47! 0.01! 28.10! 8.10!
YER007W! D3.47! 0.02! 20.64! 5.95!
YOR068C! D3.47! 0.02! 22.97! 6.62!
YDR337W! D3.47! 0.00! 97.36! 28.08!
YLR447C! D3.47! 0.00! 263.24! 75.92!
YAR018C! D3.47! 0.01! 24.71! 7.13!
YDL107W! D3.46! 0.00! 44.96! 12.98!
YDR421W! D3.46! 0.01! 23.19! 6.69!
YBR133C! D3.46! 0.00! 42.63! 12.31!
YPR054W! D3.46! 0.01! 26.73! 7.72!
YDL086CDA! D3.46! 0.00! 311.54! 90.00!
YPL035C! D3.46! 0.00! 71.92! 20.79!
YML129C! D3.46! 0.00! 1081.77! 312.79!
YOR151C! D3.46! 0.00! 77.91! 22.53!
YGL112C! D3.46! 0.00! 60.82! 17.59!
YGL014W! D3.45! 0.00! 57.86! 16.75!
YPR111W! D3.45! 0.00! 62.59! 18.12!
YCR048W! D3.45! 0.00! 143.37! 41.51!
YER136W! D3.45! 0.00! 155.08! 44.92!
YOR097C! D3.45! 0.00! 182.11! 52.76!
YNL272C! D3.45! 0.02! 22.48! 6.51!
YOR147W! D3.45! 0.00! 116.22! 33.68!
YGR008C! D3.45! 0.00! 3723.65! 1079.94!
YMR294W! D3.45! 0.00! 45.23! 13.12!
YNL259C! D3.45! 0.00! 289.51! 84.03!
YPR076W! D3.44! 0.00! 238.97! 69.37!
YGL047W! D3.44! 0.00! 72.49! 21.05!
YER074WDA! D3.44! 0.00! 271.05! 78.70!
YLR227C! D3.44! 0.00! 49.69! 14.43!
YNL295W! D3.44! 0.00! 105.25! 30.58!
YGR102C! D3.44! 0.00! 502.87! 146.10!
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YNR031C! D3.44! 0.01! 23.72! 6.89!
YKL087C! D3.44! 0.00! 402.94! 117.22!
YDL032W! D3.44! 0.02! 20.96! 6.10!
YNL305C! D3.44! 0.00! 665.73! 193.76!
YNL219C! D3.43! 0.00! 55.65! 16.21!
YDR085C! D3.43! 0.00! 125.30! 36.51!
YOR086C! D3.43! 0.01! 27.16! 7.93!
YFR020W! D3.42! 0.00! 361.85! 105.66!
YDL174C! D3.42! 0.00! 324.95! 94.89!
YDR220C! D3.42! 0.01! 24.38! 7.12!
YBR205W! D3.42! 0.00! 91.66! 26.79!
YEL074W! D3.42! 0.00! 93.50! 27.33!
YHR045W! D3.42! 0.00! 32.25! 9.43!
YBL090W! D3.42! 0.00! 163.81! 47.89!
YIL107C! D3.42! 0.00! 84.15! 24.62!
YDR176W! D3.42! 0.00! 37.00! 10.83!
YDL183C! D3.42! 0.00! 89.79! 26.29!
YGL005C! D3.42! 0.00! 122.03! 35.73!
YNL070W! D3.41! 0.00! 159.79! 46.81!
YNL134C! D3.41! 0.00! 757.59! 221.94!
YNL117W! D3.41! 0.00! 99.64! 29.19!
YHR042W! D3.41! 0.00! 178.51! 52.33!
YBR089CDA! D3.41! 0.00! 430.57! 126.27!
YGR165W! D3.41! 0.00! 70.04! 20.54!
YDL034W! D3.41! 0.01! 25.70! 7.54!
YCR082W! D3.41! 0.00! 499.20! 146.58!
YOR041C! D3.40! 0.00! 139.02! 40.83!
YER024W! D3.40! 0.00! 99.05! 29.09!
YNL202W! D3.40! 0.00! 238.67! 70.17!
YDR377W! D3.40! 0.00! 981.74! 288.65!
YDR296W! D3.40! 0.00! 217.38! 63.92!
YDR068W! D3.40! 0.00! 102.92! 30.26!
YLR092W! D3.40! 0.00! 53.74! 15.80!
YFR004W! D3.40! 0.00! 414.81! 122.01!
YDR363WD
A! D3.40! 0.00! 582.05! 171.32!
YOL013C! D3.39! 0.00! 91.29! 26.90!
YNR034W! D3.39! 0.00! 220.23! 64.90!
YGL114W! D3.39! 0.00! 54.17! 15.97!
YPL219W! D3.39! 0.00! 47.15! 13.90!
YFL029C! D3.39! 0.00! 43.34! 12.78!
YDL237W! D3.39! 0.00! 87.66! 25.86!
YBR262C! D3.39! 0.00! 387.31! 114.25!
YDR304C! D3.39! 0.00! 165.84! 48.95!
YPR168W! D3.39! 0.03! 19.50! 5.76!
YIL105C! D3.39! 0.00! 123.33! 36.42!
YML012CDA! D3.39! 0.00! 107.97! 31.89!
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YDR306C! D3.38! 0.00! 84.24! 24.90!
YFR003C! D3.38! 0.00! 134.78! 39.86!
YPL004C! D3.38! 0.00! 808.95! 239.28!
YCR021C! D3.38! 0.00! 13840.30! 4094.69!
YMR267W! D3.38! 0.03! 19.08! 5.64!
YHR110W! D3.38! 0.00! 176.75! 52.33!
YOL164W! D3.38! 0.00! 45.49! 13.47!
YJL084C! D3.38! 0.00! 55.72! 16.50!
YLR310C! D3.38! 0.02! 23.26! 6.89!
YNR005C! D3.37! 0.00! 45.96! 13.63!
YLR239C! D3.37! 0.00! 36.19! 10.74!
YIL112W! D3.37! 0.00! 79.81! 23.69!
YLR387C! D3.37! 0.00! 174.86! 51.92!
YJR130C! D3.37! 0.00! 60.43! 17.95!
YDR416W! D3.37! 0.04! 18.38! 5.46!
YDR166C! D3.37! 0.01! 25.92! 7.70!
YOR141C! D3.36! 0.00! 64.60! 19.21!
YBR239C! D3.36! 0.00! 43.74! 13.01!
YCR076C! D3.36! 0.00! 101.97! 30.34!
YHR119W! D3.36! 0.01! 24.24! 7.22!
YBR276C! D3.36! 0.01! 29.52! 8.80!
YFR033C! D3.36! 0.00! 4380.56! 1305.06!
YDR057W! D3.36! 0.00! 61.57! 18.35!
YJL210W! D3.35! 0.00! 126.24! 37.64!
YER015W! D3.35! 0.00! 60.55! 18.06!
YGR197C! D3.35! 0.00! 73.02! 21.81!
YFR045W! D3.35! 0.00! 49.57! 14.81!
YAL021C! D3.35! 0.00! 38.25! 11.43!
YMR022W! D3.35! 0.00! 516.99! 154.55!
YGL164C! D3.34! 0.00! 36.51! 10.94!
YDR199W! D3.34! 0.00! 116.32! 34.85!
YBR223C! D3.34! 0.00! 40.16! 12.03!
YJR116W! D3.34! 0.00! 63.79! 19.11!
YLR279W! D3.34! 0.01! 26.61! 7.97!
YNL144WDA! D3.34! 0.00! 944.80! 283.27!
YBL041W! D3.33! 0.00! 475.90! 142.72!
YBR293W! D3.33! 0.05! 16.02! 4.81!
YFR008W! D3.33! 0.00! 69.50! 20.87!
YKR083C! D3.33! 0.00! 39.42! 11.84!
YDR481C! D3.33! 0.00! 368.78! 110.75!
YDR390C! D3.33! 0.02! 24.09! 7.24!
YHR186C! D3.33! 0.05! 16.71! 5.02!
YDR175C! D3.33! 0.00! 134.75! 40.52!
YFR017C! D3.32! 0.00! 1456.88! 438.23!
YLR217W! D3.32! 0.00! 1163.41! 349.97!
YBL049W! D3.32! 0.00! 632.19! 190.21!
YLR335W! D3.32! 0.00! 80.53! 24.23!
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YJR037W! D3.32! 0.04! 18.67! 5.62!
YLR294C! D3.32! 0.00! 76.04! 22.88!
YOR152C! D3.32! 0.00! 161.34! 48.56!
YML065W! D3.32! 0.01! 24.95! 7.51!
YOL033W! D3.32! 0.04! 18.31! 5.51!
YER060WDA! D3.32! 0.00! 32.53! 9.80!
YHR191C! D3.32! 0.00! 93.24! 28.10!
YNR073C! D3.32! 0.00! 81.35! 24.51!
YLR219W! D3.32! 0.00! 146.10! 44.04!
YDL040C! D3.32! 0.02! 23.88! 7.20!
YBR111WD
A! D3.31! 0.00! 103.30! 31.18!
YPL034W! D3.31! 0.00! 48.11! 14.53!
YGL051W! D3.31! 0.02! 23.82! 7.20!
YDR238C! D3.31! 0.00! 60.48! 18.28!
YBR127C! D3.30! 0.00! 368.30! 111.47!
YHR009C! D3.30! 0.00! 274.59! 83.11!
YKL088W! D3.30! 0.00! 169.46! 51.32!
YMR237W! D3.30! 0.00! 47.74! 14.47!
YFL005W! D3.30! 0.00! 298.42! 90.48!
YIL065C! D3.30! 0.00! 410.51! 124.46!
YBR283C! D3.30! 0.00! 117.06! 35.50!
YDR170C! D3.30! 0.02! 22.93! 6.96!
YLR004C! D3.30! 0.04! 18.76! 5.69!
YBR037C! D3.30! 0.00! 134.48! 40.80!
YDR322CDA! D3.30! 0.00! 1030.61! 312.68!
YDR462W! D3.30! 0.00! 283.56! 86.03!
YPR088C! D3.30! 0.00! 135.56! 41.13!
YDR409W! D3.29! 0.01! 28.03! 8.51!
YLR108C! D3.29! 0.00! 61.08! 18.54!
YML050W! D3.29! 0.00! 55.16! 16.74!
YLR304C! D3.29! 0.00! 744.23! 225.93!
YDR080W! D3.29! 0.05! 17.25! 5.24!
YPL104W! D3.29! 0.01! 25.03! 7.61!
YLR438W! D3.29! 0.00! 188.81! 57.38!
YDR320C! D3.29! 0.02! 23.41! 7.11!
YOL043C! D3.29! 0.00! 44.57! 13.55!
YNL121C! D3.29! 0.00! 86.87! 26.42!
YGL081W! D3.28! 0.02! 21.42! 6.52!
YER112W! D3.28! 0.00! 127.33! 38.81!
YGR232W! D3.28! 0.00! 179.96! 54.86!
YOR030W! D3.28! 0.00! 48.21! 14.70!
YBR193C! D3.28! 0.00! 62.23! 18.98!
YGR110W! D3.28! 0.00! 220.81! 67.34!
YOR168W! D3.28! 0.00! 40.84! 12.46!
YHR214WD
A! D3.28! 0.00! 36.36! 11.10!
YKL193C! D3.28! 0.00! 91.58! 27.95!
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YJL176C! D3.28! 0.01! 30.20! 9.22!
YPL046C! D3.28! 0.00! 65.82! 20.09!
YAL045C! D3.27! 0.00! 106.24! 32.44!
YJL098W! D3.27! 0.00! 33.61! 10.27!
YGR013W! D3.27! 0.00! 90.43! 27.62!
YDR452W! D3.27! 0.00! 66.05! 20.18!
YBR270C! D3.27! 0.02! 22.69! 6.93!
YNL055C! D3.27! 0.00! 1566.42! 479.10!
YPL133C! D3.27! 0.00! 94.21! 28.82!
YJR132W! D3.27! 0.05! 16.55! 5.06!
YNL155W! D3.27! 0.00! 308.26! 94.29!
YDR122W! D3.27! 0.00! 62.69! 19.18!
YDR423C! D3.26! 0.00! 106.75! 32.71!
YDR116C! D3.26! 0.00! 129.59! 39.71!
YGL072C! D3.26! 0.00! 221.85! 68.04!
YBR273C! D3.26! 0.00! 162.52! 49.85!
YDR419W! D3.26! 0.01! 26.03! 7.99!
YNL165W! D3.26! 0.00! 68.09! 20.89!
YLR259C! D3.26! 0.00! 1799.94! 552.47!
YOR270C! D3.26! 0.00! 75.62! 23.21!
YOR042W! D3.26! 0.00! 247.48! 75.98!
YIL050W! D3.26! 0.00! 149.74! 46.00!
YER071C! D3.25! 0.00! 55.79! 17.15!
YMR141C! D3.25! 0.00! 152.23! 46.82!
YBR263W! D3.25! 0.00! 213.85! 65.78!
YLR451W! D3.25! 0.02! 23.09! 7.11!
YKL039W! D3.25! 0.00! 148.66! 45.77!
YEL060C! D3.25! 0.00! 2763.40! 851.09!
YOR326W! D3.25! 0.03! 20.58! 6.34!
YNL039W! D3.25! 0.00! 119.75! 36.90!
YNL284C! D3.24! 0.00! 144.46! 44.53!
YOR040W! D3.24! 0.00! 189.39! 58.42!
YKL145W! D3.24! 0.00! 354.93! 109.51!
YMR313C! D3.24! 0.00! 99.20! 30.62!
YFR015C! D3.24! 0.00! 153.80! 47.49!
YGL122C! D3.24! 0.00! 451.29! 139.41!
YOR020C! D3.24! 0.00! 2754.29! 850.98!
YDR313C! D3.24! 0.00! 267.62! 82.69!
YNL329C! D3.24! 0.04! 19.05! 5.89!
YPL193W! D3.23! 0.01! 27.93! 8.64!
YDR486C! D3.23! 0.00! 163.23! 50.49!
YER005W! D3.23! 0.00! 67.37! 20.85!
YHR044C! D3.23! 0.00! 44.81! 13.87!
YHR012W! D3.23! 0.00! 107.63! 33.33!
YNL181W! D3.23! 0.00! 39.00! 12.08!
YJL123C! D3.23! 0.00! 94.35! 29.23!
YJR114W! D3.23! 0.00! 292.35! 90.58!
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YER133WDA! D3.23! 0.00! 175.97! 54.55!
YOR113W! D3.23! 0.00! 37.73! 11.70!
YNL189W! D3.22! 0.00! 81.65! 25.32!
YPL091W! D3.22! 0.00! 152.67! 47.37!
YMR178W! D3.22! 0.00! 173.87! 53.99!
YDR359C! D3.22! 0.03! 19.75! 6.13!
YGL056C! D3.22! 0.00! 153.56! 47.71!
YPL147W! D3.22! 0.00! 58.05! 18.04!
YBR086C! D3.22! 0.00! 96.13! 29.88!
YMR020W! D3.22! 0.00! 180.51! 56.14!
YPR099C! D3.21! 0.00! 373.09! 116.06!
YPR032W! D3.21! 0.04! 18.14! 5.65!
YJL127C! D3.21! 0.01! 25.44! 7.92!
YGL208W! D3.21! 0.00! 134.59! 41.89!
YLR117C! D3.21! 0.00! 101.12! 31.48!
YKL198C! D3.21! 0.00! 144.97! 45.14!
YCR081CDA! D3.21! 0.04! 18.04! 5.62!
YDR322W! D3.21! 0.00! 83.91! 26.15!
YPL100W! D3.21! 0.00! 59.26! 18.47!
YNL194C! D3.21! 0.00! 726.53! 226.50!
YPR037C! D3.21! 0.00! 115.98! 36.18!
YDR208W! D3.20! 0.00! 91.67! 28.61!
YJL094C! D3.20! 0.00! 95.46! 29.79!
YNL215W! D3.20! 0.00! 190.36! 59.43!
YPL010W! D3.20! 0.00! 105.14! 32.84!
YDR362C! D3.20! 0.00! 69.52! 21.72!
YGL161C! D3.20! 0.00! 83.58! 26.12!
YER054C! D3.20! 0.00! 264.22! 82.56!
YIL105WDA! D3.20! 0.00! 201.60! 63.00!
YLR049C! D3.20! 0.00! 47.59! 14.89!
YMR311C! D3.20! 0.00! 924.44! 289.31!
YDL200C! D3.19! 0.00! 56.12! 17.57!
YHR055C! D3.19! 0.00! 5701.08! 1784.86!
YOR157C! D3.19! 0.00! 242.35! 75.88!
YER084W! D3.19! 0.00! 103.67! 32.46!
YDR328C! D3.19! 0.00! 562.44! 176.15!
YKL192C! D3.19! 0.00! 476.31! 149.23!
YMR099C! D3.19! 0.00! 122.61! 38.47!
YBR215W! D3.19! 0.01! 31.01! 9.73!
YMR015C! D3.19! 0.00! 44.37! 13.93!
YCL028W! D3.18! 0.00! 149.11! 46.83!
YDR435C! D3.18! 0.00! 148.71! 46.74!
YJL103C! D3.18! 0.00! 60.65! 19.07!
YOL111C! D3.18! 0.00! 211.10! 66.43!
YGL226W! D3.18! 0.00! 139.81! 44.01!
YBR025C! D3.18! 0.00! 251.23! 79.09!
YMR276W! D3.18! 0.00! 507.08! 159.65!
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YBR120C! D3.18! 0.00! 123.20! 38.80!
YGL018C! D3.17! 0.00! 82.72! 26.07!
YBR015C! D3.17! 0.00! 80.24! 25.29!
YOR022C! D3.17! 0.02! 24.74! 7.80!
YLR361C! D3.17! 0.00! 37.18! 11.73!
YNL203C! D3.17! 0.00! 166.67! 52.57!
YDR461CDA! D3.17! 0.00! 237.57! 74.94!
YGL226CDA! D3.17! 0.00! 104.81! 33.06!
YLR234W! D3.17! 0.01! 26.51! 8.37!
YHR037W! D3.17! 0.00! 196.45! 62.02!
YKL135C! D3.17! 0.00! 49.45! 15.62!
YGR077C! D3.16! 0.01! 27.68! 8.75!
YJR002W! D3.16! 0.00! 73.79! 23.32!
YOR325W! D3.16! 0.01! 30.91! 9.77!
YNL097WDA! D3.16! 0.00! 284.20! 89.89!
YHR032W! D3.16! 0.00! 80.61! 25.51!
YJL211C! D3.16! 0.00! 105.09! 33.30!
YGR026W! D3.16! 0.00! 66.49! 21.08!
YBR256C! D3.15! 0.00! 184.80! 58.59!
YDR444W! D3.15! 0.00! 38.97! 12.36!
YDL025C! D3.15! 0.00! 164.83! 52.28!
YDR212W! D3.15! 0.00! 104.18! 33.05!
YPR024W! D3.15! 0.00! 184.99! 58.70!
YPR199C! D3.15! 0.00! 64.17! 20.36!
YGR070W! D3.15! 0.00! 58.92! 18.70!
YPR075C! D3.15! 0.00! 578.53! 183.62!
YDL178W! D3.15! 0.00! 68.49! 21.75!
YKR098C! D3.15! 0.00! 74.36! 23.63!
YMR188C! D3.15! 0.00! 213.67! 67.90!
YER153C! D3.15! 0.00! 38.88! 12.36!
YMR053C! D3.15! 0.00! 48.62! 15.46!
YBL086C! D3.14! 0.00! 205.90! 65.54!
YKL073W! D3.14! 0.01! 28.85! 9.18!
YOR017W! D3.14! 0.01! 29.68! 9.45!
YOR322C! D3.14! 0.00! 95.42! 30.40!
YCL001WDB! D3.14! 0.01! 28.11! 8.96!
YPL039W! D3.14! 0.00! 108.45! 34.56!
YGL110C! D3.14! 0.02! 25.26! 8.05!
YGR141W! D3.13! 0.00! 173.12! 55.23!
YBR186W! D3.13! 0.04! 19.48! 6.21!
YKR089C! D3.13! 0.00! 102.81! 32.81!
YKL137W! D3.13! 0.00! 149.73! 47.78!
YJL155C! D3.13! 0.00! 266.59! 85.07!
YDR254W! D3.13! 0.00! 43.02! 13.73!
YHR059W! D3.13! 0.00! 72.33! 23.09!
YML120C! D3.13! 0.00! 759.58! 242.58!
YDR411C! D3.13! 0.00! 115.60! 36.92!
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YDL090C! D3.13! 0.00! 40.61! 12.97!
YEL034W! D3.13! 0.00! 2186.85! 698.65!
YPR002W! D3.13! 0.00! 59.16! 18.90!
YBR132C! D3.13! 0.00! 138.27! 44.18!
YDR286C! D3.13! 0.00! 109.37! 34.94!
YIL055C! D3.13! 0.00! 47.43! 15.16!
YLR223C! D3.13! 0.01! 29.86! 9.54!
YLR151C! D3.13! 0.00! 70.45! 22.52!
YMR072W! D3.12! 0.00! 220.56! 70.58!
YKL004W! D3.12! 0.00! 178.39! 57.09!
YKL184W! D3.12! 0.00! 97.23! 31.11!
YER048C! D3.12! 0.00! 257.59! 82.45!
YGR131W! D3.12! 0.00! 44.92! 14.38!
YNR068C! D3.12! 0.00! 35.32! 11.31!
YLR114C! D3.12! 0.00! 71.98! 23.06!
YKL100C! D3.12! 0.00! 109.34! 35.04!
YKR048C! D3.12! 0.00! 566.99! 181.70!
YPL138C! D3.12! 0.00! 82.19! 26.35!
YMR166C! D3.12! 0.00! 42.55! 13.64!
YNL223W! D3.12! 0.00! 84.48! 27.09!
YER066W! D3.12! 0.00! 53.19! 17.06!
YHR053C! D3.12! 0.00! 5676.39! 1820.34!
YDR145W! D3.12! 0.00! 98.56! 31.61!
YMR245W! D3.12! 0.00! 215.29! 69.07!
YIL119C! D3.12! 0.00! 105.02! 33.70!
YOR123C! D3.12! 0.00! 141.60! 45.44!
YDL070W! D3.12! 0.00! 259.88! 83.41!
YEL024W! D3.12! 0.00! 1280.25! 410.97!
YGL085W! D3.11! 0.01! 28.51! 9.15!
YDL230W! D3.11! 0.00! 168.95! 54.26!
YPL023C! D3.11! 0.00! 115.36! 37.06!
YER180CDA! D3.11! 0.00! 60.45! 19.43!
YNL040W! D3.11! 0.01! 32.25! 10.37!
YDR173C! D3.11! 0.00! 80.55! 25.90!
YAL026CDA! D3.11! 0.00! 36.47! 11.73!
YDR127W! D3.11! 0.00! 38.11! 12.27!
YNL156C! D3.10! 0.00! 385.78! 124.30!
YGR223C! D3.10! 0.00! 142.53! 45.93!
YDR200C! D3.10! 0.00! 48.82! 15.73!
YFL013C! D3.10! 0.00! 83.76! 27.01!
YLR455W! D3.10! 0.00! 85.57! 27.60!
YDL248W! D3.10! 0.00! 291.23! 93.97!
YPL072W! D3.10! 0.05! 18.61! 6.01!
YMR129W! D3.10! 0.03! 21.15! 6.83!
YLR370C! D3.10! 0.00! 279.42! 90.28!
YBL050W! D3.09! 0.00! 303.06! 97.96!
YLL019C! D3.09! 0.00! 269.39! 87.13!
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YDL021W! D3.09! 0.00! 54.49! 17.63!
YEL070W! D3.09! 0.00! 141.74! 45.88!
YNL104C! D3.09! 0.00! 232.24! 75.19!
YFR007W! D3.09! 0.01! 33.40! 10.81!
YAR023C! D3.09! 0.01! 28.30! 9.17!
YDR206W! D3.09! 0.02! 26.34! 8.53!
YJL111W! D3.09! 0.00! 132.43! 42.92!
YLR190W! D3.09! 0.01! 32.89! 10.66!
YMR135C! D3.08! 0.00! 552.38! 179.23!
YDR067C! D3.08! 0.00! 63.45! 20.59!
YKR047W! D3.08! 0.00! 592.08! 192.22!
YDL079C! D3.08! 0.00! 124.65! 40.49!
YGL203C! D3.08! 0.00! 65.44! 21.27!
YGL115W! D3.08! 0.00! 93.45! 30.38!
YMR191W! D3.08! 0.00! 536.95! 174.58!
YPR086W! D3.07! 0.00! 321.40! 104.53!
YNL136W! D3.07! 0.00! 77.21! 25.12!
YDL006W! D3.07! 0.00! 103.92! 33.83!
YOR257W! D3.07! 0.00! 347.30! 113.07!
YML099WD
A! D3.07! 0.00! 65.55! 21.34!
YIL089W! D3.07! 0.00! 35.31! 11.50!
YBR284W! D3.07! 0.00! 45.65! 14.87!
YDR148C! D3.07! 0.00! 581.12! 189.26!
YNL116W! D3.07! 0.00! 120.80! 39.35!
YOR232W! D3.07! 0.00! 241.30! 78.60!
YDR338C! D3.07! 0.00! 47.10! 15.35!
YBR010W! D3.07! 0.00! 641.57! 209.04!
YKR029C! D3.07! 0.01! 27.85! 9.08!
YLR214W! D3.06! 0.04! 20.47! 6.68!
YLR278C! D3.06! 0.00! 38.57! 12.59!
YCL043C! D3.06! 0.00! 754.92! 246.69!
YGR076C! D3.06! 0.00! 56.12! 18.34!
YDR290W! D3.06! 0.04! 20.58! 6.73!
YOR317W! D3.06! 0.00! 475.05! 155.39!
YNL334C! D3.05! 0.02! 24.63! 8.06!
YGL252C! D3.05! 0.00! 153.32! 50.20!
YKL170W! D3.05! 0.00! 165.44! 54.17!
YLL021W! D3.05! 0.03! 22.23! 7.28!
YOL101C! D3.05! 0.00! 69.52! 22.77!
YBR008C! D3.05! 0.01! 32.57! 10.67!
YGL154C! D3.05! 0.00! 80.62! 26.42!
YGL146C! D3.05! 0.00! 61.41! 20.13!
YMR105WD
A! D3.05! 0.02! 25.80! 8.46!
YDR006C! D3.05! 0.00! 76.37! 25.04!
YER010C! D3.05! 0.00! 103.74! 34.02!




B! D3.04! 0.00! 63.10! 20.73!
YOR045W! D3.04! 0.00! 376.65! 123.83!
YFL052W! D3.04! 0.00! 62.03! 20.42!
YNL084C! D3.04! 0.00! 80.20! 26.41!
YDR188W! D3.03! 0.00! 252.89! 83.33!
YOL077WDA! D3.03! 0.00! 719.10! 236.95!
YOL018C! D3.03! 0.00! 49.35! 16.26!
YBR201W! D3.03! 0.00! 45.68! 15.06!
YPR067W! D3.03! 0.00! 105.15! 34.68!
YPR082C! D3.03! 0.00! 108.60! 35.84!
YGL041WDA! D3.03! 0.00! 131.05! 43.26!
YNL103WDA! D3.03! 0.00! 38.43! 12.69!
YDR142C! D3.03! 0.00! 80.34! 26.55!
YPL260W! D3.03! 0.00! 332.09! 109.78!
YKR017C! D3.02! 0.01! 31.18! 10.31!
YDR248C! D3.02! 0.00! 222.59! 73.59!
YMR227C! D3.02! 0.00! 80.09! 26.48!
YJR065C! D3.02! 0.00! 189.27! 62.61!
YDR164C! D3.02! 0.05! 19.40! 6.42!
YGL082W! D3.02! 0.00! 73.64! 24.36!
YDR376W! D3.02! 0.00! 37.89! 12.54!
YJR005W! D3.02! 0.00! 58.40! 19.34!
YPL099C! D3.02! 0.00! 120.28! 39.87!
YML025C! D3.02! 0.00! 245.85! 81.51!
YOR392W! D3.01! 0.01! 31.02! 10.29!
YOL009C! D3.01! 0.00! 45.47! 15.09!
YBR029C! D3.01! 0.00! 101.70! 33.76!
YMR269W! D3.01! 0.00! 60.71! 20.15!
YIL109C! D3.01! 0.00! 89.86! 29.84!
YNL266W! D3.01! 0.00! 77.26! 25.68!
YNL144C! D3.01! 0.00! 230.98! 76.81!
YCR008W! D3.01! 0.00! 236.07! 78.51!
YDL065C! D3.01! 0.00! 182.24! 60.62!
YJL132W! D3.01! 0.02! 25.65! 8.53!
YKR073C! D3.01! 0.05! 18.42! 6.13!
YGR220C! D3.00! 0.00! 162.19! 53.97!
YBR173C! D3.00! 0.00! 364.24! 121.23!
YGR244C! D3.00! 0.00! 272.17! 90.63!
YDR224C! D3.00! 0.00! 466.25! 155.27!
YKL085W! D3.00! 0.00! 1309.68! 436.40!
YIL048W! D3.00! 0.02! 27.82! 9.27!
YDL024C! D3.00! 0.00! 63.60! 21.20!
YLR028C! D3.00! 0.00! 260.68! 86.89!
YNR002C! D3.00! 0.00! 391.25! 130.42!
YDR364C! D3.00! 0.00! 62.06! 20.69!
YFL059W! D3.00! 0.02! 25.45! 8.49!
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YGR099W! D3.00! 0.00! 55.49! 18.51!
YMR074C! D3.00! 0.00! 246.67! 82.29!
YKL162C! D3.00! 0.00! 47.18! 15.75!
YDR392W! D3.00! 0.00! 82.30! 27.47!
YPL019C! D2.99! 0.00! 50.30! 16.80!
YER165W! D2.99! 0.00! 227.83! 76.11!
YLR098C! D2.99! 0.02! 26.32! 8.80!
YMR298W! D2.99! 0.00! 158.81! 53.09!
YLR410W! D2.99! 0.00! 37.01! 12.37!
YJL117W! D2.99! 0.00! 160.58! 53.69!
YJL128C! D2.99! 0.00! 84.54! 28.30!
YDR492W! D2.99! 0.00! 358.54! 120.03!
YJR118C! D2.99! 0.02! 25.38! 8.50!
YJR107W! D2.98! 0.00! 67.54! 22.63!
YOR172W! D2.98! 0.00! 44.91! 15.05!
YPL009C! D2.98! 0.00! 44.81! 15.02!
YER121W! D2.98! 0.00! 117.94! 39.54!
YPL206C! D2.98! 0.00! 263.53! 88.41!
YGR003W! D2.98! 0.01! 29.77! 9.99!
YDR458C! D2.98! 0.03! 23.14! 7.77!
YDL205C! D2.98! 0.00! 47.04! 15.80!
YOR389W! D2.98! 0.00! 171.15! 57.53!
YER094C! D2.98! 0.00! 695.52! 233.79!
YHR039C! D2.97! 0.00! 38.71! 13.02!
YBL008W! D2.97! 0.05! 18.89! 6.36!
YGL002W! D2.97! 0.00! 127.03! 42.79!
YJR008W! D2.96! 0.00! 755.82! 255.00!
YHL029C! D2.96! 0.00! 37.33! 12.60!
YHR135C! D2.96! 0.00! 164.20! 55.45!
YIL057C! D2.96! 0.00! 343.15! 115.88!
YOL003C! D2.96! 0.02! 24.94! 8.43!
YOL108C! D2.96! 0.00! 275.13! 92.95!
YGR162W! D2.96! 0.00! 49.98! 16.89!
YGR143W! D2.96! 0.00! 135.82! 45.92!
YGL221C! D2.96! 0.00! 108.44! 36.67!
YBR221WD
A! D2.96! 0.00! 223.40! 75.54!
YLR420W! D2.96! 0.00! 72.13! 24.40!
YIL009W! D2.96! 0.01! 30.13! 10.20!
YER180C! D2.95! 0.00! 50.37! 17.05!
YML081CDA! D2.95! 0.00! 1619.69! 548.51!
YOR069W! D2.95! 0.01! 30.58! 10.36!
YGL100W! D2.95! 0.00! 74.21! 25.14!
YAR014C! D2.95! 0.00! 40.45! 13.70!
YDR232W! D2.95! 0.00! 333.18! 113.00!
YDR214W! D2.95! 0.00! 385.68! 130.88!
YKR001C! D2.95! 0.00! 88.46! 30.03!
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YDR077W! D2.94! 0.00! 6796.06! 2307.69!
YNL146CDA! D2.94! 0.00! 60.31! 20.50!
YDR473C! D2.94! 0.00! 65.88! 22.41!
YHR073W! D2.94! 0.00! 39.46! 13.43!
YPL277C! D2.94! 0.00! 61.00! 20.76!
YHR056C! D2.94! 0.00! 46.86! 15.96!
YGL087C! D2.94! 0.00! 246.99! 84.14!
YMR172CDA! D2.94! 0.00! 88.27! 30.07!
YOL028C! D2.93! 0.00! 43.88! 14.96!
YCR073WDA! D2.93! 0.00! 232.84! 79.38!
YOR352W! D2.93! 0.00! 59.78! 20.41!
YHR180W! D2.93! 0.00! 65.70! 22.44!
YJR089W! D2.93! 0.05! 19.71! 6.73!
YPL122C! D2.92! 0.01! 31.89! 10.90!
YLL029W! D2.92! 0.00! 256.77! 87.82!
YJL002C! D2.92! 0.00! 79.72! 27.27!
YHL002CDA! D2.92! 0.00! 89.38! 30.62!
YJL156C! D2.92! 0.01! 36.23! 12.42!
YGR269W! D2.92! 0.05! 19.81! 6.79!
YNR064C! D2.92! 0.02! 25.64! 8.79!
YDR327W! D2.92! 0.00! 589.45! 202.19!
YPL231W! D2.91! 0.00! 289.00! 99.17!
YJR113C! D2.91! 0.00! 343.93! 118.04!
YBL101C! D2.91! 0.00! 97.82! 33.58!
YIL131C! D2.91! 0.00! 39.50! 13.56!
YDR058C! D2.91! 0.02! 26.35! 9.06!
YNL177C! D2.91! 0.00! 190.76! 65.57!
YDR468C! D2.91! 0.00! 82.82! 28.48!
YOR023C! D2.91! 0.00! 337.62! 116.12!
YGL216W! D2.91! 0.00! 47.83! 16.45!
YDR349C! D2.91! 0.00! 131.08! 45.10!
YNL275W! D2.91! 0.00! 42.18! 14.52!
YOR285W! D2.90! 0.00! 2916.16! 1004.51!
YOR032WD
A! D2.90! 0.02! 25.66! 8.84!
YJR106W! D2.90! 0.02! 27.05! 9.32!
YLR360W! D2.90! 0.00! 59.12! 20.38!
YNL025C! D2.90! 0.00! 38.82! 13.38!
YFR048W! D2.90! 0.01! 32.09! 11.07!
YFL057C! D2.90! 0.00! 74.53! 25.71!
YDR082W! D2.90! 0.01! 37.39! 12.90!
YKL194C! D2.90! 0.02! 25.81! 8.91!
YOR362C! D2.89! 0.00! 377.97! 130.56!
YOR370C! D2.89! 0.00! 98.15! 33.93!
YOR156C! D2.89! 0.03! 24.48! 8.47!
YPL180W! D2.89! 0.00! 50.91! 17.61!
YJR109C! D2.89! 0.00! 39.40! 13.63!
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YJR064W! D2.89! 0.00! 136.24! 47.15!
YIL034C! D2.89! 0.00! 129.85! 44.95!
YOR170W! D2.89! 0.00! 140.78! 48.73!
YCR069W! D2.88! 0.00! 201.80! 69.95!
YGR022C! D2.88! 0.00! 355.98! 123.44!
YGR215W! D2.88! 0.00! 153.72! 53.35!
YMR113W! D2.88! 0.01! 36.73! 12.75!
YBR268W! D2.88! 0.00! 252.34! 87.60!
YHR214W! D2.88! 0.00! 51.07! 17.73!
YGR207C! D2.88! 0.00! 62.73! 21.80!
YDR105C! D2.88! 0.00! 87.56! 30.43!
YOR163W! D2.88! 0.00! 142.97! 49.69!
YFL046W! D2.88! 0.00! 50.89! 17.69!
YDR391C! D2.88! 0.00! 130.27! 45.30!
YBR003W! D2.88! 0.00! 80.97! 28.16!
YCL039W! D2.88! 0.00! 68.56! 23.84!
YOR316C! D2.87! 0.00! 143.02! 49.75!
YGL129C! D2.87! 0.00! 70.74! 24.62!
YPR031W! D2.87! 0.04! 21.41! 7.46!
YOR324C! D2.87! 0.00! 50.13! 17.47!
YGR266W! D2.87! 0.02! 27.83! 9.70!
YCL044C! D2.87! 0.00! 74.42! 25.96!
YOR372C! D2.86! 0.00! 40.72! 14.21!
YOR320C! D2.86! 0.00! 50.36! 17.58!
YHR132C! D2.86! 0.00! 176.11! 61.49!
YHR005CDA! D2.86! 0.00! 266.04! 92.93!
YKR051W! D2.86! 0.00! 49.83! 17.42!
YLR312WDA! D2.86! 0.00! 95.98! 33.56!
YBR065C! D2.86! 0.00! 78.22! 27.35!
YNL265C! D2.86! 0.00! 60.08! 21.01!
YNL322C! D2.86! 0.00! 438.54! 153.58!
YMR080C! D2.86! 0.01! 35.97! 12.60!
YCR050C! D2.85! 0.00! 199.85! 70.02!
YKL003C! D2.85! 0.00! 193.90! 67.94!
YBR053C! D2.85! 0.00! 131.15! 45.95!
YLR132C! D2.85! 0.01! 35.87! 12.57!
YJL076W! D2.85! 0.01! 36.83! 12.92!
YKL007W! D2.85! 0.00! 148.06! 51.97!
YJR122W! D2.85! 0.01! 35.44! 12.44!
YER138WDA! D2.85! 0.00! 147.93! 51.97!
YDL029W! D2.85! 0.00! 117.59! 41.33!
YBR045C! D2.84! 0.01! 31.87! 11.20!
YJL093C! D2.84! 0.00! 68.64! 24.15!
YOR193W! D2.84! 0.02! 28.52! 10.04!
YJR148W! D2.84! 0.00! 169.87! 59.81!
YJL014W! D2.84! 0.00! 173.97! 61.28!
YLR271W! D2.84! 0.05! 20.73! 7.31!
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YDR334W! D2.84! 0.01! 37.32! 13.15!
YMR283C! D2.83! 0.01! 35.11! 12.39!
YCR088W! D2.83! 0.00! 96.96! 34.21!
YGL201C! D2.83! 0.01! 31.92! 11.26!
YDL088C! D2.83! 0.00! 95.46! 33.71!
YER186C! D2.83! 0.00! 79.41! 28.04!
YDR135C! D2.83! 0.04! 22.22! 7.85!
YML005W! D2.83! 0.00! 68.09! 24.07!
YHL019C! D2.83! 0.00! 50.50! 17.87!
YLR258W! D2.82! 0.00! 443.86! 157.13!
YDR510CDA! D2.82! 0.00! 654.13! 231.57!
YGL186C! D2.82! 0.00! 71.27! 25.24!
YOR090C! D2.82! 0.01! 35.23! 12.48!
YGR182C! D2.82! 0.00! 263.63! 93.39!
YDL137W! D2.82! 0.00! 628.87! 222.78!
YGR135W! D2.82! 0.00! 309.58! 109.76!
YPL048W! D2.82! 0.00! 369.51! 131.02!
YLR015W! D2.82! 0.00! 47.27! 16.76!
YLR439W! D2.82! 0.00! 84.96! 30.14!
YPR019W! D2.82! 0.00! 49.33! 17.50!
YLR358C! D2.82! 0.00! 113.17! 40.16!
YOR131C! D2.82! 0.00! 88.16! 31.29!
YJR125C! D2.82! 0.00! 136.02! 48.30!
YLR338W! D2.81! 0.00! 61.20! 21.74!
YNR043W! D2.81! 0.00! 121.92! 43.31!
YMR077C! D2.81! 0.00! 83.57! 29.73!
YPR147C! D2.81! 0.00! 59.04! 21.01!
YGL191W! D2.81! 0.00! 2327.30! 829.60!
YCR071C! D2.80! 0.00! 210.62! 75.11!
YHL036W! D2.80! 0.00! 72.20! 25.75!
YPR047W! D2.80! 0.05! 21.81! 7.79!
YGR146C! D2.80! 0.00! 136.95! 48.89!
YDR424C! D2.80! 0.00! 131.86! 47.08!
YHR101C! D2.80! 0.02! 30.82! 11.02!
YPR181C! D2.80! 0.00! 107.43! 38.42!
YJR099W! D2.80! 0.00! 50.15! 17.94!
YCL008C! D2.79! 0.00! 53.11! 19.01!
YBR146W! D2.79! 0.00! 187.61! 67.17!
YLR153C! D2.79! 0.00! 159.52! 57.11!
YOL045W! D2.79! 0.00! 53.70! 19.23!
YPL137C! D2.79! 0.03! 25.36! 9.09!
YPL098C! D2.79! 0.00! 264.24! 94.81!
YDR079CDA! D2.79! 0.00! 72.65! 26.08!
YHR086W! D2.79! 0.00! 41.04! 14.73!
YGR021W! D2.78! 0.00! 130.96! 47.03!
YDL206W! D2.78! 0.01! 35.41! 12.72!
YIL138C! D2.78! 0.00! 122.41! 44.00!
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YJL063C! D2.78! 0.00! 187.61! 67.43!
YPR133WDA! D2.78! 0.00! 340.33! 122.34!
YJR102C! D2.78! 0.01! 31.29! 11.25!
YHR098C! D2.78! 0.01! 37.06! 13.33!
YCL017C! D2.78! 0.00! 137.43! 49.48!
YGR227W! D2.78! 0.03! 24.55! 8.85!
YBR109C! D2.77! 0.00! 505.36! 182.21!
YDL143W! D2.77! 0.00! 124.51! 44.90!
YJR131W! D2.77! 0.02! 29.42! 10.61!
YIL084C! D2.77! 0.01! 39.50! 14.25!
YLR181C! D2.77! 0.00! 55.60! 20.06!
YER174C! D2.77! 0.02! 30.37! 10.96!
YLR287CDA! D2.77! 0.00! 1228.59! 443.51!
YNL083W! D2.77! 0.00! 61.79! 22.30!
YER105C! D2.77! 0.03! 26.26! 9.48!
YBR199W! D2.77! 0.00! 198.13! 71.55!
YKR019C! D2.77! 0.01! 33.93! 12.26!
YOL069W! D2.77! 0.01! 33.39! 12.07!
YCR096C! D2.76! 0.00! 112.50! 40.72!
YOR178C! D2.76! 0.00! 216.88! 78.50!
YNL336W! D2.76! 0.00! 77.21! 27.96!
YAL044C! D2.76! 0.00! 251.55! 91.16!
YBR017C! D2.76! 0.04! 23.04! 8.35!
YMR194CDB! D2.76! 0.00! 241.92! 87.75!
YBR185C! D2.76! 0.00! 74.61! 27.06!
YOR374W! D2.76! 0.00! 887.71! 322.10!
YFL019C! D2.75! 0.05! 22.21! 8.07!
YML009C! D2.75! 0.00! 381.75! 138.82!
YGL071W! D2.75! 0.00! 61.61! 22.41!
YLR399C! D2.75! 0.00! 137.98! 50.18!
YCL055W! D2.75! 0.05! 22.15! 8.06!
YLR459W! D2.75! 0.00! 42.83! 15.58!
YDR246W! D2.75! 0.00! 260.79! 94.89!
YHR168W! D2.75! 0.01! 34.05! 12.39!
YFR014C! D2.75! 0.00! 103.59! 37.71!
YOR035C! D2.75! 0.00! 73.29! 26.69!
YPL094C! D2.75! 0.00! 98.18! 35.76!
YJL140W! D2.74! 0.00! 166.28! 60.59!
YFR043C! D2.74! 0.03! 27.30! 9.95!
YJL172W! D2.74! 0.00! 93.40! 34.05!
YNL306W! D2.74! 0.00! 230.78! 84.22!
YHR112C! D2.74! 0.00! 160.67! 58.65!
YHL019WDA! D2.74! 0.00! 80.14! 29.27!
YBL067C! D2.74! 0.02! 29.96! 10.94!
YDR265W! D2.74! 0.00! 80.69! 29.47!
YHR073CDB! D2.74! 0.00! 135.09! 49.35!
YGL143C! D2.74! 0.01! 39.85! 14.56!
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YOR070C! D2.74! 0.00! 57.40! 20.99!
YLR431C! D2.74! 0.02! 29.69! 10.85!
YNL048W! D2.73! 0.04! 23.06! 8.44!
YJR082C! D2.73! 0.00! 154.64! 56.59!
YHL002W! D2.73! 0.00! 115.82! 42.40!
YML031W! D2.73! 0.00! 50.01! 18.31!
YJR100C! D2.73! 0.00! 64.61! 23.67!
YJR096W! D2.73! 0.00! 1322.03! 484.53!
YOR033C! D2.73! 0.00! 44.82! 16.43!
YKL072W! D2.73! 0.02! 28.86! 10.59!
YDR182W! D2.72! 0.00! 77.54! 28.46!
YGL066W! D2.72! 0.01! 35.11! 12.89!
YLR118C! D2.72! 0.00! 109.13! 40.08!
YKL032C! D2.72! 0.00! 255.79! 93.94!
YHR115C! D2.72! 0.00! 87.42! 32.11!
YJR127C! D2.72! 0.00! 73.13! 26.86!
YOL110W! D2.72! 0.00! 184.35! 67.72!
YPR084W! D2.72! 0.00! 54.63! 20.09!
YNL280C! D2.72! 0.00! 45.46! 16.72!
YOL122C! D2.72! 0.00! 45.38! 16.71!
YPR129W! D2.72! 0.00! 119.31! 43.93!
YPR106W! D2.72! 0.00! 90.93! 33.49!
YDL005C! D2.72! 0.00! 121.50! 44.75!
YCL056C! D2.71! 0.00! 116.81! 43.03!
YOR331C! D2.71! 0.00! 512.45! 188.88!
YMR092C! D2.71! 0.00! 63.67! 23.49!
YOR258W! D2.71! 0.02! 29.71! 10.96!
YKL169C! D2.71! 0.00! 189.81! 70.06!
YDR027C! D2.71! 0.01! 38.89! 14.35!
YLR399WDA! D2.71! 0.00! 122.78! 45.32!
YPR085C! D2.71! 0.00! 63.60! 23.49!
YLR204W! D2.71! 0.00! 335.96! 124.07!
YNL212W! D2.71! 0.00! 77.05! 28.47!
YKL058W! D2.71! 0.00! 429.98! 158.89!
YOL038W! D2.71! 0.00! 297.99! 110.15!
YCR028C! D2.70! 0.01! 40.45! 14.97!
YAL051W! D2.70! 0.00! 52.91! 19.60!
YNL103W! D2.70! 0.00! 108.80! 40.32!
YKR006C! D2.70! 0.00! 97.53! 36.16!
YNR042W! D2.70! 0.00! 68.60! 25.44!
YOR003W! D2.70! 0.00! 54.53! 20.22!
YKL202W! D2.69! 0.00! 364.03! 135.19!
YDL182W! D2.69! 0.00! 323.18! 120.05!
YBR151W! D2.69! 0.00! 696.72! 258.81!
YDR387C! D2.69! 0.01! 36.76! 13.66!
YBL030C! D2.69! 0.00! 1079.07! 400.94!
YMR084W! D2.69! 0.00! 174.23! 64.74!
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YCR079W! D2.69! 0.00! 75.81! 28.17!
YCL010C! D2.69! 0.00! 49.91! 18.55!
YFL009W! D2.69! 0.00! 58.51! 21.75!
YNL214W! D2.69! 0.00! 45.80! 17.03!
YDR532C! D2.69! 0.00! 57.18! 21.26!
YDR219C! D2.69! 0.00! 85.33! 31.73!
YJR104C! D2.69! 0.00! 5151.32! 1915.31!
YOR005C! D2.69! 0.01! 33.41! 12.42!
YCR047WDA! D2.69! 0.00! 353.63! 131.50!
YPL207W! D2.69! 0.00! 66.20! 24.62!
YDL159W! D2.69! 0.00! 72.84! 27.09!
YJL009W! D2.69! 0.00! 188.28! 70.05!
YBR057C! D2.69! 0.00! 64.26! 23.92!
YMR137C! D2.69! 0.05! 21.88! 8.15!
YDR207C! D2.69! 0.01! 36.72! 13.67!
YGR048W! D2.69! 0.00! 164.28! 61.17!
YLR010C! D2.68! 0.03! 27.86! 10.38!
YOL084W! D2.68! 0.00! 245.76! 91.60!
YDL113C! D2.68! 0.00! 98.11! 36.59!
YDR088C! D2.68! 0.00! 70.11! 26.18!
YER163C! D2.68! 0.00! 302.11! 112.83!
YFL024C! D2.68! 0.00! 43.81! 16.38!
YIL042C! D2.67! 0.00! 67.29! 25.17!
YLR352W! D2.67! 0.04! 25.40! 9.50!
YPL236C! D2.67! 0.01! 36.70! 13.73!
YKL136W! D2.67! 0.00! 107.02! 40.08!
YPL127C! D2.67! 0.00! 235.52! 88.20!
YOR116C! D2.67! 0.02! 30.03! 11.25!
YIL144W! D2.67! 0.00! 48.38! 18.12!
YCL002C! D2.67! 0.00! 43.83! 16.42!
YBR230C! D2.67! 0.00! 808.99! 303.16!
YKL022C! D2.67! 0.00! 48.03! 18.01!
YBR223WD
A! D2.67! 0.00! 59.22! 22.21!
YDR493W! D2.67! 0.00! 57.31! 21.49!
YPL168W! D2.67! 0.00! 67.12! 25.17!
YJR073C! D2.67! 0.00! 1354.45! 508.23!
YLR256W! D2.66! 0.00! 72.13! 27.08!
YKR087C! D2.66! 0.00! 50.47! 18.95!
YJL024C! D2.66! 0.00! 89.55! 33.62!
YKR100C! D2.66! 0.00! 121.18! 45.51!
YLR138W! D2.66! 0.00! 85.02! 31.94!
YMR299C! D2.66! 0.00! 66.17! 24.87!
YMR251W! D2.66! 0.01! 36.96! 13.89!
YHL040C! D2.66! 0.00! 53.94! 20.28!
YDR115W! D2.66! 0.00! 240.28! 90.39!
YDL203C! D2.66! 0.01! 39.00! 14.68!
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YAR002CDA! D2.66! 0.00! 76.61! 28.84!
YDR510W! D2.66! 0.00! 612.43! 230.59!
YIR001C! D2.65! 0.00! 74.50! 28.06!
YGL108C! D2.65! 0.00! 68.09! 25.65!
YNR008W! D2.65! 0.02! 32.90! 12.40!
YLR078C! D2.65! 0.00! 87.96! 33.15!
YNL072W! D2.65! 0.04! 24.23! 9.13!
YOR169C! D2.65! 0.00! 63.70! 24.02!
YPR104C! D2.65! 0.03! 26.91! 10.16!
YOR353C! D2.65! 0.00! 49.18! 18.59!
YOL052CDA! D2.64! 0.00! 3974.73! 1502.73!
YOL027C! D2.64! 0.00! 144.51! 54.65!
YEL034CDA! D2.64! 0.00! 1616.50! 611.38!
YJL174W! D2.64! 0.00! 392.53! 148.51!
YNL314W! D2.64! 0.00! 51.10! 19.33!
YPR166C! D2.64! 0.00! 99.75! 37.74!
YLR135W! D2.64! 0.02! 32.88! 12.45!
YPR149W! D2.64! 0.00! 1136.06! 430.43!
YLR368W! D2.64! 0.00! 45.18! 17.13!
YLR254C! D2.64! 0.00! 112.64! 42.75!
YGR116W! D2.63! 0.02! 30.92! 11.74!
YER057C! D2.63! 0.00! 156.41! 59.39!
YLR357W! D2.63! 0.01! 41.92! 15.92!
YMR226C! D2.63! 0.00! 331.64! 125.96!
YLR216C! D2.63! 0.00! 1171.35! 445.02!
YMR246W! D2.63! 0.00! 271.79! 103.41!
YGR023W! D2.63! 0.00! 279.35! 106.29!
YLR209C! D2.63! 0.00! 72.49! 27.59!
YJL096W! D2.63! 0.00! 128.62! 48.96!
YDR460W! D2.63! 0.00! 104.23! 39.67!
YMR124W! D2.63! 0.00! 60.20! 22.92!
YOL053W! D2.63! 0.00! 68.87! 26.22!
YJR141W! D2.62! 0.03! 27.59! 10.51!
YML130C! D2.62! 0.00! 217.58! 82.95!
YDR379W! D2.62! 0.04! 26.13! 9.97!
YPL136W! D2.62! 0.01! 40.56! 15.48!
YER051W! D2.62! 0.00! 60.59! 23.12!
YGR060W! D2.62! 0.00! 219.70! 83.85!
YEL063C! D2.62! 0.01! 36.57! 13.96!
YIL124W! D2.62! 0.00! 69.36! 26.47!
YPL020C! D2.62! 0.00! 56.65! 21.63!
YBR108W! D2.62! 0.00! 118.87! 45.38!
YGR219W! D2.62! 0.00! 234.63! 89.61!
YPR011C! D2.62! 0.00! 72.31! 27.62!
YML058W! D2.62! 0.00! 1339.99! 511.85!
YPR030W! D2.62! 0.00! 137.49! 52.54!
YKL138CDA! D2.62! 0.00! 140.75! 53.78!
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YMR111C! D2.62! 0.00! 48.17! 18.41!
YFR009W! D2.62! 0.04! 24.69! 9.44!
YHR116W! D2.62! 0.00! 139.43! 53.29!
YDR221W! D2.62! 0.04! 25.11! 9.60!
YKL139W! D2.62! 0.00! 51.87! 19.83!
YDR117C! D2.62! 0.01! 34.89! 13.34!
YDR292C! D2.61! 0.01! 38.86! 14.86!
YLR281C! D2.61! 0.03! 28.35! 10.85!
YMR040W! D2.61! 0.00! 136.45! 52.29!
YNR055C! D2.61! 0.00! 72.28! 27.71!
YOR071C! D2.60! 0.01! 35.14! 13.49!
YDR491C! D2.60! 0.00! 94.71! 36.37!
YGR028W! D2.60! 0.00! 111.51! 42.83!
YGR275W! D2.60! 0.00! 155.09! 59.57!
YLR208W! D2.60! 0.00! 123.87! 47.62!
YDR004W! D2.60! 0.01! 40.42! 15.55!
YOL042W! D2.60! 0.01! 35.19! 13.54!
YMR096W! D2.60! 0.00! 370.36! 142.52!
YGR082W! D2.60! 0.00! 102.99! 39.66!
YLR008C! D2.60! 0.00! 120.56! 46.43!
YHL009C! D2.59! 0.00! 55.03! 21.21!
YNL122C! D2.59! 0.00! 98.31! 37.93!
YKL079W! D2.59! 0.00! 57.56! 22.21!
YGR006W! D2.59! 0.01! 36.10! 13.93!
YNL239W! D2.59! 0.00! 73.71! 28.45!
YBR217W! D2.59! 0.01! 41.03! 15.83!
YPL076W! D2.59! 0.05! 24.17! 9.33!
YNL307C! D2.59! 0.00! 78.89! 30.49!
YHR180WD
A! D2.59! 0.01! 36.77! 14.22!
YGR042W! D2.59! 0.00! 71.60! 27.68!
YPR130C! D2.59! 0.00! 170.47! 65.94!
YMR210W! D2.58! 0.00! 130.99! 50.72!
YML085C! D2.58! 0.00! 184.26! 71.43!
YER122C! D2.58! 0.00! 127.56! 49.45!
YNL238W! D2.58! 0.01! 40.92! 15.88!
YAL027W! D2.58! 0.01! 43.04! 16.71!
YIR025W! D2.58! 0.00! 90.04! 34.96!
YOR304W! D2.57! 0.05! 24.78! 9.62!
YHR176W! D2.57! 0.00! 60.56! 23.54!
YGL054C! D2.57! 0.00! 113.11! 43.98!
YIL142W! D2.57! 0.00! 179.45! 69.78!
YOR332W! D2.57! 0.00! 646.61! 251.73!
YNL130C! D2.57! 0.00! 56.87! 22.17!
YGR280C! D2.56! 0.00! 112.29! 43.78!
YDR375C! D2.56! 0.00! 63.94! 24.95!
YOR335C! D2.56! 0.00! 70.84! 27.68!
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YMR304CDA! D2.56! 0.05! 25.44! 9.94!
YGL111W! D2.56! 0.00! 71.02! 27.76!
YNL161W! D2.56! 0.00! 59.40! 23.22!
YNL323W! D2.56! 0.00! 72.84! 28.49!
YOL155C! D2.56! 0.00! 754.75! 295.33!
YML009CDA! D2.56! 0.00! 186.93! 73.15!
YLL060C! D2.55! 0.00! 72.74! 28.47!
YGR005C! D2.55! 0.00! 139.57! 54.64!
YOR089C! D2.55! 0.00! 538.76! 211.01!
YPR134W! D2.55! 0.01! 39.74! 15.57!
YMR085W! D2.55! 0.00! 265.88! 104.19!
YPR109W! D2.55! 0.00! 87.05! 34.13!
YOR139C! D2.55! 0.00! 129.29! 50.70!
YPL124W! D2.55! 0.05! 24.18! 9.49!
YDR155C! D2.55! 0.00! 2825.80! 1109.96!
YGR255C! D2.54! 0.00! 68.04! 26.75!
YKL109W! D2.54! 0.00! 664.00! 261.17!
YPL107W! D2.54! 0.00! 88.73! 34.91!
YNL308C! D2.54! 0.00! 80.45! 31.65!
YOR002W! D2.54! 0.03! 30.08! 11.84!
YBR009C! D2.54! 0.00! 1169.25! 460.23!
YNR041C! D2.54! 0.00! 64.24! 25.29!
YFL002C! D2.54! 0.02! 32.19! 12.68!
YAL014C! D2.54! 0.00! 124.30! 48.99!
YDR034C! D2.54! 0.02! 34.80! 13.72!
YBR207W! D2.54! 0.00! 187.76! 74.03!
YGL041C! D2.53! 0.00! 138.72! 54.74!
YDR439W! D2.53! 0.01! 36.80! 14.53!
YBR161W! D2.53! 0.02! 34.81! 13.75!
YGL181W! D2.53! 0.00! 200.33! 79.12!
YGL128C! D2.53! 0.01! 45.62! 18.02!
YHR121W! D2.53! 0.00! 72.59! 28.69!
YLR354C! D2.53! 0.00! 452.75! 178.96!
YPR148C! D2.53! 0.00! 221.59! 87.66!
YKL095W! D2.53! 0.00! 47.71! 18.88!
YBR036C! D2.52! 0.00! 298.16! 118.11!
YLR246W! D2.52! 0.00! 71.91! 28.49!
YLR088W! D2.52! 0.05! 24.81! 9.84!
YPR056W! D2.52! 0.01! 45.63! 18.09!
YKL167C! D2.52! 0.00! 159.95! 63.45!
YMR083W! D2.52! 0.00! 868.93! 344.71!
YOR192CDC! D2.52! 0.00! 159.21! 63.18!
YPL183WDA! D2.52! 0.00! 141.16! 56.03!
YGL019W! D2.52! 0.00! 132.46! 52.61!
YKL188C! D2.52! 0.03! 30.41! 12.09!
YOL001W! D2.52! 0.02! 32.94! 13.09!
YBL084C! D2.52! 0.00! 49.77! 19.79!
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YBR035C! D2.52! 0.00! 342.17! 136.05!
YKL125W! D2.51! 0.01! 41.46! 16.50!
YJR112WDA! D2.51! 0.00! 120.25! 47.88!
YFL013WDA! D2.51! 0.00! 119.52! 47.59!
YBR222C! D2.51! 0.00! 339.83! 135.42!
YOR001W! D2.51! 0.03! 31.44! 12.53!
YLL050C! D2.51! 0.00! 367.57! 146.59!
YHR182CDA! D2.51! 0.00! 279.14! 111.38!
YLR433C! D2.50! 0.05! 26.11! 10.42!
YML081W! D2.50! 0.01! 39.98! 15.96!
YGR010W! D2.50! 0.00! 57.91! 23.13!
YER025W! D2.50! 0.00! 134.15! 53.60!
YLR226W! D2.50! 0.00! 55.32! 22.11!
YDR225W! D2.50! 0.00! 1041.18! 416.50!
YML028W! D2.50! 0.00! 703.36! 281.83!
YEL075WDA! D2.50! 0.00! 85.90! 34.42!
YGR133W! D2.49! 0.00! 110.96! 44.49!
YBL102W! D2.49! 0.00! 127.71! 51.21!
YLR046C! D2.49! 0.02! 36.59! 14.67!
YCR039C! D2.49! 0.00! 88.22! 35.39!
YOR133W! D2.49! 0.00! 306.43! 122.92!
YOL062C! D2.49! 0.00! 63.87! 25.62!
YGL255W! D2.49! 0.00! 96.53! 38.77!
YMR172W! D2.49! 0.01! 38.63! 15.54!
YPR103W! D2.48! 0.00! 233.35! 93.93!
YIL041W! D2.48! 0.00! 213.66! 86.03!
YLR457C! D2.48! 0.04! 28.56! 11.50!
YMR060C! D2.48! 0.04! 28.50! 11.48!
YIR014W! D2.48! 0.01! 42.96! 17.32!
YBR111C! D2.48! 0.00! 229.05! 92.35!
YGL152C! D2.48! 0.00! 106.57! 43.05!
YOR158W! D2.47! 0.00! 124.53! 50.32!
YLR245C! D2.47! 0.00! 73.88! 29.88!
YER144C! D2.47! 0.00! 56.83! 22.99!
YHR138C! D2.47! 0.00! 1800.94! 728.69!
YIL022W! D2.47! 0.00! 262.85! 106.44!
YKR065C! D2.47! 0.00! 86.50! 35.04!
YKL019W! D2.47! 0.00! 63.55! 25.75!
YNL011C! D2.47! 0.01! 41.50! 16.83!
YHL004W! D2.47! 0.00! 83.85! 34.00!
YDL247WDA! D2.46! 0.00! 145.90! 59.22!
YHR007C! D2.46! 0.00! 139.43! 56.64!
YIL111W! D2.46! 0.00! 394.56! 160.30!
YDR524C! D2.46! 0.01! 50.00! 20.32!
YDL052C! D2.46! 0.00! 82.68! 33.60!
YBL056W! D2.46! 0.00! 186.83! 75.94!
YLR025W! D2.46! 0.00! 292.95! 119.09!
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YDL045C! D2.46! 0.00! 57.77! 23.49!
YIL038C! D2.46! 0.04! 29.33! 11.93!
YGL176C! D2.46! 0.02! 35.88! 14.60!
YDR090C! D2.46! 0.00! 118.16! 48.08!
YCL034W! D2.46! 0.00! 202.83! 82.58!
YDR258C! D2.46! 0.00! 522.12! 212.58!
YHR032CDA! D2.46! 0.00! 116.86! 47.59!
YDL224C! D2.46! 0.04! 29.64! 12.07!
YER050C! D2.45! 0.00! 321.22! 130.86!
YMR264W! D2.45! 0.00! 127.42! 51.94!
YGL222C! D2.45! 0.00! 62.17! 25.36!
YJR074W! D2.45! 0.00! 111.03! 45.30!
YBL026W! D2.45! 0.00! 104.16! 42.52!
YKL201C! D2.45! 0.00! 102.07! 41.67!
YBL089W! D2.45! 0.03! 31.08! 12.69!
YBR200W! D2.45! 0.00! 62.77! 25.67!
YFR025C! D2.44! 0.03! 32.32! 13.22!
YGR174WD
A! D2.44! 0.05! 26.75! 10.94!
YCR028CDA! D2.44! 0.00! 112.52! 46.03!
YPL274W! D2.44! 0.01! 48.02! 19.68!
YOR244W! D2.44! 0.00! 96.16! 39.41!
YBR197C! D2.44! 0.00! 52.50! 21.54!
YGL029W! D2.44! 0.01! 41.75! 17.13!
YOR219C! D2.44! 0.05! 26.54! 10.89!
YIR015W! D2.43! 0.00! 61.01! 25.09!
YNL159C! D2.43! 0.00! 106.19! 43.69!
YDL120W! D2.43! 0.00! 189.98! 78.20!
YJL146W! D2.43! 0.02! 34.52! 14.22!
YER053C! D2.43! 0.00! 295.77! 121.85!
YKL002W! D2.43! 0.00! 252.36! 104.03!
YDR054C! D2.43! 0.00! 464.64! 191.57!
YFR021W! D2.42! 0.00! 57.53! 23.73!
YPR023C! D2.42! 0.00! 320.22! 132.11!
YBL051C! D2.42! 0.02! 38.01! 15.68!
YFL045C! D2.42! 0.00! 142.87! 58.97!
YER029C! D2.42! 0.00! 96.94! 40.05!
YDR205W! D2.42! 0.05! 26.46! 10.94!
YOR122C! D2.42! 0.00! 762.90! 315.60!
YLR072W! D2.41! 0.01! 43.34! 17.95!
YJL055W! D2.41! 0.00! 348.18! 144.27!
YLR005W! D2.41! 0.00! 71.69! 29.71!
YGR235C! D2.41! 0.00! 262.92! 109.01!
YNR061C! D2.41! 0.00! 70.70! 29.32!
YGL090W! D2.41! 0.01! 43.02! 17.84!
YGL091C! D2.41! 0.00! 141.96! 58.89!
YLR403W! D2.41! 0.00! 67.82! 28.14!
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YNL098C! D2.41! 0.00! 242.01! 100.58!
YER099C! D2.41! 0.00! 147.06! 61.13!
YNL227C! D2.41! 0.02! 37.88! 15.75!
YJL121C! D2.41! 0.00! 97.27! 40.44!
YKL206C! D2.40! 0.01! 50.29! 20.91!
YML020W! D2.40! 0.01! 44.41! 18.48!
YMR189W! D2.40! 0.04! 30.68! 12.77!
YKR101W! D2.40! 0.04! 29.16! 12.14!
YGR295C! D2.40! 0.00! 238.60! 99.44!
YGR149W! D2.40! 0.00! 204.10! 85.09!
YJR068W! D2.40! 0.00! 56.43! 23.54!
YAL060W! D2.40! 0.00! 942.59! 393.47!
YDL134C! D2.40! 0.00! 168.15! 70.20!
YDL159CDB! D2.39! 0.00! 117.60! 49.11!
YMR073C! D2.39! 0.00! 83.23! 34.76!
YDR393W! D2.39! 0.03! 33.12! 13.84!
YNL317W! D2.39! 0.01! 50.83! 21.24!
YIL113W! D2.39! 0.00! 73.27! 30.62!
YLL051C! D2.39! 0.00! 61.53! 25.72!
YIL152W! D2.39! 0.00! 79.76! 33.34!
YNL079C! D2.39! 0.00! 279.74! 116.96!
YOR111W! D2.39! 0.01! 52.09! 21.79!
YHR002W! D2.39! 0.00! 81.21! 33.97!
YJL075C! D2.39! 0.00! 60.02! 25.11!
YIL006W! D2.39! 0.03! 32.17! 13.46!
YKL061W! D2.39! 0.00! 235.73! 98.70!
YNL187W! D2.39! 0.04! 29.63! 12.41!
YOR381W! D2.39! 0.05! 27.79! 11.64!
YDR429C! D2.38! 0.00! 178.98! 75.07!
YBR203W! D2.38! 0.00! 108.21! 45.39!
YNL123W! D2.38! 0.01! 51.73! 21.70!
YPL059W! D2.38! 0.00! 164.23! 68.92!
YGR288W! D2.38! 0.01! 45.60! 19.14!
YNL111C! D2.38! 0.00! 80.73! 33.91!
YER147C! D2.38! 0.01! 48.73! 20.47!
YOR376WD
A! D2.38! 0.01! 53.21! 22.37!
YOL049W! D2.38! 0.02! 37.58! 15.82!
YNL167C! D2.37! 0.03! 34.87! 14.69!
YNR025C! D2.37! 0.00! 53.98! 22.74!
YGR007W! D2.37! 0.00! 151.72! 63.91!
YER089C! D2.37! 0.00! 127.17! 53.58!
YGL098W! D2.37! 0.00! 85.30! 35.94!
YGL172W! D2.37! 0.00! 82.52! 34.79!
YIL142CDA! D2.37! 0.00! 80.45! 33.92!
YJL217W! D2.37! 0.00! 363.00! 153.16!
YNL335W! D2.37! 0.03! 34.60! 14.60!
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YNL081C! D2.37! 0.00! 269.02! 113.54!
YDR001C! D2.37! 0.00! 396.31! 167.29!
YFL062W! D2.37! 0.05! 28.74! 12.13!
YIL135C! D2.37! 0.00! 138.68! 58.56!
YHR146W! D2.37! 0.00! 254.65! 107.57!
YOR138C! D2.37! 0.00! 73.31! 30.97!
YOR159C! D2.37! 0.00! 131.73! 55.66!
YDL001W! D2.37! 0.02! 38.08! 16.10!
YML092C! D2.37! 0.00! 216.05! 91.34!
YNL230C! D2.36! 0.03! 36.19! 15.31!
YLR330W! D2.36! 0.00! 158.12! 66.88!
YDR480W! D2.36! 0.00! 56.16! 23.76!
YDR445C! D2.36! 0.04! 31.60! 13.37!
YBR242W! D2.36! 0.00! 82.36! 34.87!
YBL091C! D2.36! 0.00! 143.36! 60.70!
YDL106C! D2.36! 0.00! 77.34! 32.75!
YJR139C! D2.36! 0.00! 151.34! 64.10!
YNR023W! D2.36! 0.04! 30.46! 12.91!
YDL002C! D2.36! 0.00! 66.48! 28.20!
YFL054C! D2.36! 0.00! 259.52! 110.13!
YBR152W! D2.36! 0.04! 31.23! 13.26!
YIL043C! D2.36! 0.00! 205.06! 87.05!
YFL049W! D2.36! 0.01! 49.18! 20.88!
YHR001WD
A! D2.36! 0.00! 1436.99! 610.12!
YKR066C! D2.35! 0.00! 1115.00! 473.50!
YDR348C! D2.35! 0.00! 108.04! 45.90!
YPR094W! D2.35! 0.00! 59.01! 25.07!
YBR172C! D2.35! 0.01! 43.74! 18.58!
YOR307C! D2.35! 0.02! 37.58! 15.98!
YGL167C! D2.35! 0.00! 62.86! 26.73!
YPL116W! D2.35! 0.05! 29.28! 12.45!
YHR072W! D2.35! 0.05! 29.95! 12.74!
YGR106C! D2.35! 0.00! 104.18! 44.37!
YDR320CDA! D2.35! 0.00! 110.84! 47.23!
YDR179C! D2.35! 0.04! 32.28! 13.75!
YDR519W! D2.35! 0.00! 99.26! 42.30!
YOL054W! D2.35! 0.00! 94.25! 40.17!
YGR125W! D2.34! 0.03! 33.86! 14.44!
YKR070W! D2.34! 0.01! 46.20! 19.71!
YGR154C! D2.34! 0.02! 39.69! 16.94!
YNL010W! D2.34! 0.00! 146.39! 62.49!
YLR007W! D2.34! 0.00! 132.31! 56.49!
YAL043C! D2.34! 0.04! 32.32! 13.80!
YEL006W! D2.34! 0.00! 58.89! 25.18!
YGL079W! D2.34! 0.05! 28.91! 12.36!
YGL053W! D2.34! 0.00! 121.72! 52.08!
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YIL051C! D2.34! 0.00! 259.59! 111.11!
YNR035C! D2.34! 0.00! 113.49! 48.59!
YMR026C! D2.33! 0.03! 35.43! 15.18!
YJL156WDA! D2.33! 0.01! 43.34! 18.58!
YBR231C! D2.33! 0.00! 102.88! 44.11!
YDR319C! D2.33! 0.00! 59.91! 25.69!
YFL028C! D2.33! 0.01! 48.65! 20.86!
YLR260W! D2.33! 0.01! 47.74! 20.47!
YGL244W! D2.33! 0.00! 59.51! 25.54!
YNL244C! D2.33! 0.00! 801.57! 344.04!
YML052W! D2.33! 0.00! 83.71! 35.95!
YJR059W! D2.33! 0.00! 114.97! 49.40!
YDR516C! D2.33! 0.00! 324.27! 139.36!
YDR268W! D2.33! 0.05! 29.90! 12.86!
YLR268W! D2.32! 0.00! 85.99! 36.99!
YMR054W! D2.32! 0.00! 71.07! 30.57!
YGR019W! D2.32! 0.00! 249.55! 107.46!
YNL245C! D2.32! 0.00! 141.61! 60.98!
YHR213WD
A! D2.32! 0.01! 44.07! 18.98!
YEL020C! D2.32! 0.01! 52.61! 22.66!
YHL030WDA! D2.32! 0.00! 83.85! 36.12!
YLL018C! D2.32! 0.00! 132.76! 57.20!
YDL025WDA! D2.32! 0.00! 419.25! 180.69!
YCR004C! D2.32! 0.00! 396.93! 171.08!
YMR277W! D2.32! 0.04! 32.26! 13.91!
YOL029C! D2.32! 0.01! 47.84! 20.63!
YLR220W! D2.32! 0.00! 142.91! 61.62!
YOR358W! D2.32! 0.00! 161.06! 69.46!
YJR044C! D2.32! 0.01! 49.36! 21.30!
YKR085C! D2.32! 0.00! 98.18! 42.41!
YHR077C! D2.31! 0.04! 31.79! 13.74!
YDR289C! D2.31! 0.00! 71.22! 30.80!
YHR156C! D2.31! 0.02! 38.85! 16.81!
YLR191W! D2.31! 0.00! 97.50! 42.19!
YBL029W! D2.31! 0.00! 62.33! 26.99!
YBR113W! D2.31! 0.03! 35.81! 15.50!
YLR116W! D2.31! 0.00! 96.46! 41.77!
YKR063C! D2.31! 0.05! 30.92! 13.41!
YMR021C! D2.30! 0.00! 102.96! 44.68!
YGL212W! D2.30! 0.05! 29.82! 12.94!
YHL014C! D2.30! 0.02! 41.15! 17.87!
YNL147W! D2.30! 0.00! 153.60! 66.73!
YGR267C! D2.30! 0.00! 230.93! 100.47!
YDR139C! D2.30! 0.00! 172.54! 75.11!
YHR071W! D2.30! 0.00! 350.62! 152.65!
YPR072W! D2.30! 0.01! 53.06! 23.11!
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YML074C! D2.29! 0.00! 164.34! 71.62!
YGR155W! D2.29! 0.00! 139.72! 60.91!
YDR026C! D2.29! 0.05! 31.68! 13.82!
YFL038C! D2.29! 0.00! 636.36! 277.62!
YGL185C! D2.29! 0.02! 40.44! 17.64!
YBL011W! D2.29! 0.00! 59.60! 26.02!
YPL080C! D2.29! 0.05! 31.54! 13.78!
YCR023C! D2.29! 0.00! 158.76! 69.40!
YGL153W! D2.29! 0.00! 80.36! 35.13!
YDR368W! D2.29! 0.00! 178.68! 78.12!
YGL077C! D2.29! 0.00! 60.29! 26.36!
YBL094C! D2.29! 0.00! 396.77! 173.59!
YHR034C! D2.28! 0.02! 42.84! 18.76!
YJL003W! D2.28! 0.00! 99.00! 43.37!
YGR204W! D2.28! 0.00! 138.17! 60.59!
YDR172W! D2.28! 0.00! 86.08! 37.77!
YLR251W! D2.28! 0.01! 52.09! 22.86!
YMR061W! D2.28! 0.02! 40.44! 17.75!
YNL197C! D2.28! 0.03! 37.55! 16.49!
YMR241W! D2.28! 0.00! 186.53! 81.92!
YIL165C! D2.28! 0.01! 48.56! 21.33!
YOR357C! D2.28! 0.00! 84.49! 37.11!
YNL199C! D2.28! 0.01! 54.89! 24.12!
YIR029W! D2.28! 0.01! 46.31! 20.35!
YFR018C! D2.27! 0.00! 73.89! 32.48!
YGR037C! D2.27! 0.00! 543.35! 238.91!
YPR178W! D2.27! 0.01! 51.28! 22.56!
YIL164C! D2.27! 0.02! 45.17! 19.88!
YLR327C! D2.27! 0.00! 9895.66! 4358.05!
YIL090W! D2.27! 0.03! 38.94! 17.15!
YER098W! D2.27! 0.00! 91.01! 40.12!
YLR337C! D2.27! 0.00! 84.80! 37.39!
YML016C! D2.27! 0.02! 45.40! 20.02!
YAL055W! D2.27! 0.00! 66.25! 29.21!
YNL149C! D2.26! 0.00! 378.93! 167.42!
YGL125W! D2.26! 0.01! 56.82! 25.13!
YJL116C! D2.26! 0.00! 120.75! 53.44!
YJL013C! D2.26! 0.02! 40.91! 18.12!
YMR135WD
A! D2.26! 0.01! 48.28! 21.39!
YLR085C! D2.26! 0.03! 38.82! 17.20!
YBR118W! D2.26! 0.00! 3664.48! 1623.82!
YJR015W! D2.26! 0.01! 55.01! 24.38!
YBR103W! D2.26! 0.02! 42.20! 18.70!
YLR288C! D2.25! 0.04! 33.32! 14.78!
YDR483W! D2.25! 0.00! 272.70! 121.03!
YEL002C! D2.25! 0.01! 47.18! 20.95!
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YOR008C! D2.25! 0.00! 173.67! 77.18!
YIL145C! D2.25! 0.00! 97.17! 43.19!
YGL101W! D2.25! 0.00! 74.24! 33.00!
YBR145W! D2.25! 0.00! 72.30! 32.15!
YNL220W! D2.25! 0.00! 100.71! 44.79!
YER028C! D2.25! 0.03! 37.20! 16.55!
YDL193W! D2.25! 0.00! 80.28! 35.72!
YGL250W! D2.25! 0.01! 55.35! 24.65!
YGL068W! D2.25! 0.00! 138.57! 61.72!
YPL063W! D2.24! 0.00! 81.70! 36.40!
YKL075C! D2.24! 0.02! 43.13! 19.23!
YDR517W! D2.24! 0.00! 185.57! 82.73!
YML116W! D2.24! 0.01! 50.19! 22.40!
YDR096W! D2.24! 0.00! 95.04! 42.44!
YBR049C! D2.24! 0.03! 37.89! 16.93!
YML062C! D2.24! 0.04! 35.04! 15.66!
YNL133C! D2.24! 0.00! 108.79! 48.62!
YCL011C! D2.24! 0.00! 150.65! 67.36!
YPR073C! D2.24! 0.01! 60.43! 27.03!
YBL038W! D2.23! 0.00! 165.09! 73.89!
YPL159C! D2.23! 0.00! 260.30! 116.75!
YDR229W! D2.23! 0.05! 33.01! 14.81!
YGR086C! D2.23! 0.00! 709.45! 318.44!
YIL068WDA! D2.23! 0.04! 35.70! 16.03!
YJL023C! D2.23! 0.01! 49.82! 22.37!
YOL103W! D2.23! 0.01! 53.26! 23.92!
YDL072C! D2.23! 0.00! 296.35! 133.13!
YBL025W! D2.22! 0.00! 92.46! 41.58!
YNL213C! D2.22! 0.00! 157.07! 70.63!
YPL145C! D2.22! 0.01! 56.96! 25.62!
YGR262C! D2.22! 0.00! 65.13! 29.30!
YKL012W! D2.22! 0.00! 65.90! 29.66!
YEL009C! D2.22! 0.00! 877.67! 395.19!
YOR262W! D2.22! 0.00! 113.85! 51.30!
YPL134C! D2.22! 0.00! 97.60! 44.00!
YPL096CDA! D2.22! 0.01! 54.38! 24.52!
YPR053C! D2.22! 0.00! 86.33! 38.96!
YPR005C! D2.22! 0.00! 129.75! 58.58!
YBR234C! D2.21! 0.00! 74.92! 33.84!
YKL018CDA! D2.21! 0.00! 108.17! 48.86!
YMR105C! D2.21! 0.00! 420.94! 190.17!
YMR071C! D2.21! 0.00! 192.78! 87.12!
YBL039WDB! D2.21! 0.05! 33.54! 15.16!
YBL021C! D2.21! 0.00! 109.73! 49.60!
YER152WDA! D2.21! 0.00! 117.79! 53.27!
YJR021C! D2.21! 0.00! 122.18! 55.26!
YCL030C! D2.21! 0.00! 149.80! 67.76!
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YNL268W! D2.21! 0.00! 149.61! 67.74!
YOR027W! D2.21! 0.00! 921.35! 417.28!
YMR028W! D2.21! 0.05! 32.44! 14.70!
YNR006W! D2.21! 0.00! 87.95! 39.86!
YPL182C! D2.21! 0.00! 112.67! 51.06!
YJL078C! D2.21! 0.00! 183.15! 83.02!
YLL026W! D2.21! 0.00! 1607.43! 728.78!
YBL029CDA! D2.21! 0.00! 176.75! 80.15!
YIL007C! D2.21! 0.00! 84.42! 38.28!
YNL286W! D2.20! 0.05! 34.38! 15.60!
YOL044W! D2.20! 0.00! 69.11! 31.40!
YKR022C! D2.20! 0.01! 58.21! 26.45!
YGR009C! D2.20! 0.00! 163.94! 74.51!
YGR281W! D2.20! 0.00! 73.07! 33.23!
YKR062W! D2.20! 0.00! 158.08! 71.94!
YJR048W! D2.20! 0.00! 653.45! 297.46!
YML098W! D2.20! 0.00! 158.71! 72.27!
YER083C! D2.20! 0.00! 76.96! 35.05!
YOR044W! D2.19! 0.00! 148.86! 67.87!
YIL004C! D2.19! 0.00! 116.10! 52.95!
YGR270CDA! D2.19! 0.05! 33.02! 15.07!
YLR262CDA! D2.19! 0.00! 212.53! 96.97!
YNL285W! D2.19! 0.00! 97.54! 44.52!
YCR095C! D2.19! 0.03! 41.98! 19.17!
YOL026C! D2.19! 0.00! 141.77! 64.75!
YDR366C! D2.19! 0.00! 553.85! 253.01!
YER066CDA! D2.19! 0.00! 232.84! 106.39!
YLL018CDA! D2.19! 0.00! 139.33! 63.67!
YNL056W! D2.19! 0.00! 204.86! 93.68!
YDR476C! D2.19! 0.00! 236.36! 108.10!
YLL019WDA! D2.19! 0.00! 210.30! 96.20!
YDR469W! D2.19! 0.00! 66.70! 30.52!
YKL104C! D2.18! 0.00! 177.16! 81.10!
YBL048W! D2.18! 0.00! 65.31! 29.90!
YOR221C! D2.18! 0.00! 78.39! 35.92!
YKL041W! D2.18! 0.00! 184.10! 84.42!
YBR041W! D2.18! 0.03! 39.92! 18.31!
YPR059C! D2.18! 0.03! 39.32! 18.04!
YIL160C! D2.18! 0.00! 151.05! 69.32!
YOR335WD
A! D2.18! 0.00! 146.74! 67.37!
YER161C! D2.18! 0.00! 192.49! 88.40!
YDR275W! D2.18! 0.00! 215.57! 99.03!
YGL069C! D2.18! 0.00! 116.71! 53.63!
YOR115C! D2.18! 0.02! 47.22! 21.70!
YNL143C! D2.18! 0.01! 55.85! 25.67!
YLR094C! D2.18! 0.00! 214.96! 98.82!
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YCL067C! D2.17! 0.00! 79.78! 36.69!
YPL224C! D2.17! 0.00! 85.41! 39.29!
YMR024W! D2.17! 0.00! 79.83! 36.73!
YJL133CDA! D2.17! 0.00! 1637.86! 754.66!
YDL165W! D2.17! 0.01! 51.64! 23.79!
YOR194C! D2.16! 0.00! 166.68! 77.01!
YMR262W! D2.16! 0.03! 40.52! 18.73!
YNR024W! D2.16! 0.04! 37.44! 17.31!
YHR209W! D2.16! 0.00! 121.04! 55.99!
YOR260W! D2.16! 0.03! 40.19! 18.59!
YJR075W! D2.16! 0.00! 90.92! 42.09!
YHR206W! D2.16! 0.00! 86.81! 40.20!
YGL022W! D2.16! 0.00! 108.08! 50.07!
YPR107C! D2.16! 0.00! 67.50! 31.27!
YPL218W! D2.16! 0.00! 241.89! 112.07!
YNL206C! D2.16! 0.01! 63.07! 29.22!
YDL074C! D2.16! 0.02! 46.20! 21.42!
YBL095W! D2.16! 0.00! 271.12! 125.73!
YKL065C! D2.16! 0.00! 402.74! 186.78!
YOL086WDA! D2.15! 0.00! 152.73! 70.89!
YIL027C! D2.15! 0.04! 38.82! 18.02!
YDR003WD
A! D2.15! 0.00! 198.89! 92.34!
YGR061C! D2.15! 0.04! 38.98! 18.10!
YPR062W! D2.15! 0.00! 678.05! 315.00!
YNL150W! D2.15! 0.00! 371.16! 172.47!
YCL058WDA! D2.15! 0.00! 106.47! 49.54!
YMR243C! D2.15! 0.00! 137.08! 63.83!
YDR100W! D2.15! 0.04! 39.74! 18.51!
YJR144W! D2.14! 0.02! 51.24! 23.89!
YPR133C! D2.14! 0.00! 146.63! 68.44!
YNR032W! D2.14! 0.01! 53.12! 24.82!
YDR051C! D2.14! 0.00! 86.98! 40.66!
YDR129C! D2.14! 0.00! 401.61! 187.86!
YJL151C! D2.13! 0.00! 1094.58! 512.83!
YHR058C! D2.13! 0.03! 41.78! 19.58!
YGL168W! D2.13! 0.00! 143.53! 67.26!
YKL100WDA! D2.13! 0.00! 127.87! 59.93!
YDR167W! D2.13! 0.00! 136.81! 64.17!
YPL188W! D2.13! 0.04! 39.75! 18.65!
YOR039W! D2.13! 0.00! 135.57! 63.62!
YGL026C! D2.13! 0.00! 99.19! 46.63!
YNL074C! D2.13! 0.00! 229.29! 107.81!
YHL031C! D2.13! 0.00! 83.94! 39.47!
YBL076C! D2.12! 0.01! 57.30! 26.99!
YHR050W! D2.12! 0.00! 120.51! 56.76!
YLR230W! D2.12! 0.00! 118.79! 55.99!
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YGL242C! D2.12! 0.03! 46.07! 21.73!
YHR183W! D2.12! 0.00! 435.72! 205.68!
YPL154C! D2.12! 0.00! 610.28! 288.25!
YDL053C! D2.12! 0.00! 192.04! 90.74!
YML126C! D2.11! 0.00! 92.97! 43.98!
YGL137W! D2.11! 0.02! 47.70! 22.58!
YPL101W! D2.11! 0.01! 62.57! 29.62!
YPL181W! D2.11! 0.00! 192.75! 91.36!
YBL046W! D2.11! 0.00! 80.34! 38.09!
YBR052C! D2.11! 0.00! 331.03! 156.98!
YKL175W! D2.11! 0.00! 118.66! 56.32!
YBL036C! D2.11! 0.00! 89.62! 42.55!
YLR326W! D2.10! 0.00! 82.89! 39.41!
YDR340W! D2.10! 0.00! 313.19! 148.89!
YKL156W! D2.10! 0.00! 400.81! 190.61!
YDR194C! D2.10! 0.01! 65.00! 30.92!
YHR087W! D2.10! 0.00! 2091.74! 995.03!
YER002W! D2.10! 0.00! 206.19! 98.10!
YGL049C! D2.10! 0.01! 61.31! 29.22!
YER067W! D2.10! 0.00! 1596.63! 761.43!
YPR065W! D2.10! 0.00! 197.92! 94.40!
YDR273W! D2.09! 0.02! 48.28! 23.06!
YLR379W! D2.09! 0.03! 47.46! 22.67!
YDR533C! D2.09! 0.00! 215.88! 103.18!
YMR186W! D2.09! 0.00! 592.59! 283.35!
YIL077C! D2.09! 0.00! 233.33! 111.68!
YNL125C! D2.09! 0.00! 123.60! 59.18!
YDR092W! D2.09! 0.00! 180.36! 86.39!
YJL134W! D2.09! 0.00! 77.00! 36.89!
YEL027W! D2.09! 0.00! 362.09! 173.54!
YJL053W! D2.08! 0.01! 60.46! 29.00!
YJL152W! D2.08! 0.00! 900.51! 432.01!
YDR152W! D2.08! 0.00! 117.03! 56.22!
YOL070C! D2.08! 0.04! 42.34! 20.35!
YDR032C! D2.08! 0.00! 377.01! 181.22!
YGR057C! D2.08! 0.00! 97.74! 47.00!
YNL185C! D2.08! 0.00! 137.11! 65.98!
YML053C! D2.08! 0.03! 47.04! 22.64!
YNL173C! D2.08! 0.00! 189.69! 91.40!
YNL330C! D2.08! 0.00! 77.67! 37.43!
YGL044C! D2.07! 0.03! 45.95! 22.15!
YPR176C! D2.07! 0.00! 74.14! 35.75!
YJR014W! D2.07! 0.00! 144.73! 69.83!
YPL240C! D2.07! 0.00! 2075.83! 1001.57!
YER088CDA! D2.07! 0.04! 41.73! 20.17!
YPL215W! D2.07! 0.00! 85.28! 41.23!
YIL023C! D2.07! 0.00! 86.99! 42.12!
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YGL036W! D2.06! 0.00! 81.20! 39.35!
YDL084W! D2.06! 0.00! 98.86! 47.93!
YGR084C! D2.06! 0.05! 40.01! 19.41!
R0040C! D2.06! 0.00! 2866.12! 1391.61!
YIL154C! D2.06! 0.00! 194.40! 94.42!
YKL059C! D2.06! 0.01! 70.05! 34.02!
YGR038W! D2.06! 0.01! 60.07! 29.21!
YNL168C! D2.06! 0.03! 49.34! 24.00!
YJL178C! D2.06! 0.01! 69.36! 33.75!
YMR180C! D2.06! 0.02! 57.01! 27.74!
YFR030W! D2.05! 0.02! 55.14! 26.85!
YDL202W! D2.05! 0.04! 43.60! 21.24!
YBL096C! D2.05! 0.01! 71.23! 34.70!
YAL039C! D2.05! 0.00! 383.38! 186.83!
YOR135C! D2.05! 0.00! 179.28! 87.39!
YML100W! D2.05! 0.00! 140.94! 68.71!
YJL167W! D2.05! 0.00! 155.82! 75.98!
YNL108C! D2.05! 0.02! 57.78! 28.18!
YMR046WD
A! D2.05! 0.00! 250.09! 121.99!
YDL046W! D2.05! 0.00! 638.03! 311.55!
YNL290W! D2.05! 0.02! 55.76! 27.23!
YNL086W! D2.05! 0.02! 51.29! 25.05!
YPR012W! D2.05! 0.01! 63.13! 30.86!
YNL135C! D2.04! 0.00! 447.14! 218.68!
YOR140W! D2.04! 0.00! 94.37! 46.22!
YJL127CDB! D2.04! 0.00! 149.90! 73.43!
YER048WDA! D2.04! 0.00! 274.05! 134.25!
YJL202C! D2.04! 0.03! 50.60! 24.80!
YGL001C! D2.04! 0.00! 106.61! 52.27!
YGL109W! D2.04! 0.00! 77.06! 37.80!
YOR155C! D2.04! 0.02! 52.38! 25.70!
YCR047C! D2.04! 0.00! 297.35! 146.06!
YPL202C! D2.03! 0.01! 77.57! 38.19!
YDR074W! D2.03! 0.00! 241.06! 118.89!
YEL071W! D2.03! 0.00! 841.61! 415.44!
YNL099C! D2.03! 0.00! 111.13! 54.87!
YJL026CDA! D2.03! 0.00! 120.39! 59.45!
YNL312W! D2.02! 0.00! 84.38! 41.68!
YKL160W! D2.02! 0.00! 202.88! 100.25!
YDR405W! D2.02! 0.00! 217.33! 107.52!
YDR333C! D2.02! 0.02! 57.68! 28.54!
YOR265W! D2.02! 0.05! 41.14! 20.36!
YFR044C! D2.02! 0.00! 84.76! 41.95!
YPL106C! D2.02! 0.00! 544.39! 269.75!
YNL031C! D2.02! 0.00! 968.25! 479.83!
YGR094W! D2.02! 0.05! 41.41! 20.54!
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YIR004W! D2.01! 0.00! 96.82! 48.07!
YER019CDA! D2.01! 0.00! 292.29! 145.20!
YOR251C! D2.01! 0.02! 53.68! 26.70!
YCR084C! D2.01! 0.00! 86.43! 43.01!
YFR001W! D2.01! 0.04! 45.20! 22.49!
YHR100C! D2.01! 0.05! 41.59! 20.70!
YOL158C! D2.01! 0.00! 89.03! 44.32!
YNR034WD
A! D2.01! 0.00! 3563.81! 1775.82!
YNL107W! D2.01! 0.02! 61.87! 30.84!
YBR267W! D2.01! 0.02! 54.27! 27.06!
YMR134W! D2.01! 0.00! 257.89! 128.59!
YNL234W! D2.00! 0.03! 49.63! 24.77!
YER042W! D2.00! 0.00! 233.64! 116.62!
YDR385W! D2.00! 0.00! 160.74! 80.36!
YLR200W! D2.00! 0.01! 62.89! 31.45!
YGL245W! D2.00! 0.01! 73.00! 36.51!
YIL156WDB! D2.00! 0.00! 170.25! 85.18!
YML131W! D2.00! 0.00! 711.75! 356.15!
YDR465C! 2.00! 0.04! 12.59! 25.20!
YLR134W! 2.01! 0.00! 65.19! 130.84!
YLR180W! 2.01! 0.00! 126.76! 255.03!
YLR099C! 2.01! 0.00! 127.42! 256.49!
YBR083W! 2.02! 0.02! 15.75! 31.79!
YHR049W! 2.03! 0.00! 54.21! 109.92!
YPL250C! 2.04! 0.00! 84.00! 171.37!
YMR305C! 2.05! 0.00! 111.15! 227.45!
YNL043C! 2.06! 0.00! 139.49! 287.02!
YHL015WDA! 2.06! 0.01! 16.47! 33.99!
YGL179C! 2.07! 0.00! 27.31! 56.67!
YNR003WD
A! 2.08! 0.04! 10.80! 22.43!
YER064C! 2.09! 0.03! 12.01! 25.08!
YER127W! 2.09! 0.04! 11.24! 23.51!
YDR384C! 2.10! 0.02! 13.06! 27.43!
YDR448W! 2.11! 0.04! 10.51! 22.12!
YER035W! 2.14! 0.00! 223.26! 478.21!
YPL239W! 2.14! 0.00! 47.45! 101.65!
YDL129W! 2.15! 0.00! 23.98! 51.65!
YFR022W! 2.16! 0.00! 79.57! 171.51!
YOL047C! 2.16! 0.00! 23.37! 50.42!
YHR088W! 2.16! 0.00! 18.98! 41.09!
YML101CDA! 2.18! 0.01! 14.44! 31.53!
YKR061W! 2.19! 0.00! 24.51! 53.57!
YFL053W! 2.19! 0.00! 46.14! 101.00!
YDR046C! 2.19! 0.02! 12.68! 27.83!
YLL056C! 2.21! 0.00! 70.39! 155.27!
YOR338W! 2.22! 0.00! 102.74! 227.60!
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YHR094C! 2.22! 0.00! 141.05! 313.52!
YOL080C! 2.23! 0.03! 9.98! 22.24!
YKR092C! 2.24! 0.00! 19.42! 43.44!
YNL231C! 2.27! 0.00! 106.72! 242.27!
YDR213W! 2.27! 0.00! 22.89! 52.00!
YLR375W! 2.27! 0.00! 275.01! 625.18!
YLL024C! 2.29! 0.00! 198.52! 454.02!
YKR097W! 2.35! 0.00! 72.95! 171.32!
YMR307W! 2.40! 0.00! 111.29! 266.88!
YDR345C! 2.41! 0.00! 1409.49! 3400.44!
YGL134W! 2.41! 0.00! 125.44! 302.69!
YAL037CDA! 2.42! 0.05! 6.76! 16.37!
YGR036C! 2.42! 0.02! 8.91! 21.59!
YJR094C! 2.43! 0.00! 22.88! 55.54!
YKL062W! 2.43! 0.00! 50.43! 122.55!
YPR078C! 2.44! 0.04! 7.19! 17.58!
YGL209W! 2.44! 0.00! 97.59! 238.57!
YER130C! 2.46! 0.00! 77.62! 191.02!
YBR018C! 2.47! 0.01! 10.45! 25.82!
YLR179C! 2.48! 0.00! 128.89! 320.19!
YOR274W! 2.50! 0.00! 22.97! 57.34!
YMR238W! 2.51! 0.00! 81.84! 205.06!
YMR307CDA! 2.51! 0.00! 110.94! 278.54!
YEL040W! 2.53! 0.00! 23.52! 59.43!
YBR182C! 2.55! 0.00! 65.02! 165.61!
YDR297W! 2.55! 0.00! 140.93! 359.69!
YPR174C! 2.59! 0.05! 6.04! 15.62!
YGR140W! 2.59! 0.01! 9.48! 24.60!
YPR145CDA! 2.60! 0.00! 91.01! 236.41!
YKR091W! 2.60! 0.00! 74.43! 193.61!
YGR250C! 2.61! 0.00! 200.11! 521.68!
YNL141W! 2.61! 0.01! 8.43! 22.00!
YOR049C! 2.62! 0.00! 126.90! 332.04!
YKL159C! 2.64! 0.00! 53.39! 141.07!
YLR415C! 2.65! 0.00! 12.80! 33.88!
YPL088W! 2.66! 0.00! 69.61! 185.30!
YOL124C! 2.72! 0.02! 6.67! 18.13!
YOL136C! 2.74! 0.00! 52.14! 142.95!
YGR211W! 2.77! 0.00! 82.51! 228.79!
YDR259C! 2.77! 0.01! 8.46! 23.46!
YMR195W! 2.78! 0.00! 172.12! 478.21!
YIR035C! 2.80! 0.00! 180.28! 503.89!
YAR028W! 2.80! 0.00! 39.87! 111.60!
YBR157C! 2.80! 0.05! 4.83! 13.55!
YNL160W! 2.82! 0.00! 1716.73! 4839.01!
YMR315WD
A! 2.83! 0.01! 8.73! 24.68!
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YBR034C! 2.84! 0.00! 25.65! 72.91!
YOL010W! 2.88! 0.00! 17.03! 49.03!
YNL065W! 2.89! 0.00! 15.96! 46.09!
YLR112W! 2.89! 0.05! 4.49! 12.99!
YNL112W! 2.90! 0.00! 9.43! 27.30!
YER103W! 2.95! 0.00! 376.96! 1113.53!
YDR072C! 2.96! 0.00! 73.05! 216.24!
YDR044W! 3.00! 0.00! 64.61! 193.96!
YNR009W! 3.07! 0.00! 15.01! 46.11!
YLL028W! 3.08! 0.00! 64.35! 198.10!
YBL043W! 3.10! 0.00! 120.41! 373.01!
YDL241W! 3.13! 0.00! 34.99! 109.68!
YLR194C! 3.17! 0.00! 291.50! 923.01!
YGR139W! 3.18! 0.00! 15.95! 50.72!
YGR159C! 3.18! 0.00! 24.14! 76.86!
YPL068C! 3.19! 0.00! 7.34! 23.45!
YGR161C! 3.21! 0.00! 184.85! 592.86!
YGR189C! 3.21! 0.00! 116.04! 372.60!
YKR075WDA! 3.25! 0.00! 173.06! 562.85!
YKR075C! 3.29! 0.00! 185.67! 610.70!
YCR022C! 3.29! 0.05! 3.46! 11.40!
YNL036W! 3.31! 0.00! 75.45! 249.43!
YDR210W! 3.34! 0.00! 233.62! 780.08!
YKL096W! 3.34! 0.00! 99.05! 331.01!
YPR009W! 3.38! 0.00! 6.62! 22.41!
YHR030C! 3.39! 0.00! 63.10! 214.17!
YPL144W! 3.41! 0.03! 4.08! 13.91!
YOR344C! 3.43! 0.00! 15.22! 52.15!
YMR244W! 3.44! 0.03! 3.77! 12.95!
YJL088W! 3.46! 0.00! 27.27! 94.27!
YOR153W! 3.46! 0.00! 49.04! 169.86!
YNL162WDA! 3.50! 0.02! 4.31! 15.07!
YOR273C! 3.52! 0.00! 91.50! 322.36!
YLR044C! 3.53! 0.00! 848.31! 2993.48!
YCR010C! 3.53! 0.00! 88.57! 312.79!
YPR157W! 3.54! 0.00! 27.59! 97.80!
YOL014W! 3.69! 0.00! 47.46! 174.96!
YBR005W! 3.71! 0.00! 171.42! 636.30!
YHR137W! 3.73! 0.00! 9.99! 37.28!
YDR209C! 3.76! 0.00! 142.33! 535.67!
YGR160W! 3.93! 0.00! 12.84! 50.49!
YLR346C! 3.95! 0.00! 83.85! 331.57!
YBR056CDB! 3.96! 0.00! 277.26! 1098.25!
YBL070C! 3.97! 0.00! 15.28! 60.69!
YKR093W! 4.10! 0.00! 8.08! 33.10!
YPL025C! 4.29! 0.04! 2.25! 9.67!
YLR414C! 4.29! 0.00! 165.32! 709.84!
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YNL024C! 4.32! 0.00! 5.18! 22.35!
YNL210W! 4.34! 0.04! 2.32! 10.07!
YIL121W! 4.45! 0.00! 29.11! 129.55!
YOR107W! 4.64! 0.00! 46.39! 215.40!
YLR154CDH! 4.69! 0.00! 84.80! 398.02!
YPL014W! 4.77! 0.00! 41.21! 196.61!
YGR138C! 4.79! 0.00! 183.68! 879.94!
YGR283C! 4.90! 0.00! 7.17! 35.13!
YGL188CDA! 5.09! 0.00! 10.26! 52.20!
YBR019C! 5.14! 0.00! 3.44! 17.71!
YDR380W! 5.15! 0.01! 2.77! 14.27!
YMR102C! 5.16! 0.00! 22.69! 117.03!
YLR162WDA! 5.27! 0.00! 29.95! 157.79!
YGR152C! 5.28! 0.00! 8.98! 47.42!
YER062C! 5.38! 0.00! 146.24! 786.37!
YBR056WD
A! 5.89! 0.00! 318.82! 1876.43!
YBL069W! 6.08! 0.00! 34.90! 212.05!
YHR092C! 6.13! 0.00! 42.98! 263.49!
YBR296C! 6.39! 0.00! 6.12! 39.14!
Q0130! 6.56! 0.00! 4.36! 28.57!
YGL162W! 6.95! 0.00! 12.79! 88.83!
YGR035C! 7.06! 0.00! 82.95! 585.72!
YLR154WDE! 7.24! 0.00! 1061.37! 7679.93!
YIL117C! 7.65! 0.00! 20.90! 159.79!
YDL039C! 8.05! 0.00! 5.73! 46.08!
YHR137CDA! 9.29! 0.00! 4.15! 38.60!
YLR154WDC! 9.67! 0.00! 14632.21! 141560.21!
YGL158W! 9.79! 0.00! 1.39! 13.61!
YLR162W! 9.89! 0.00! 2180.79! 21561.59!
YJL216C! 10.57! 0.00! 5.47! 57.89!
YLR154WDB! 12.02! 0.00! 6356.54! 76420.29!
YMR011W! 12.23! 0.00! 41.15! 503.13!
YLR154WDA! 12.25! 0.00! 12968.92! 158912.75!
YBR072CDA! 12.51! 0.00! 1.94! 24.28!
YJL218W! 14.39! 0.00! 5.32! 76.55!
YLR154WDF! 14.72! 0.00! 3108.22! 45756.92!
Q0275! 15.28! 0.01! 0.54! 8.30!
Q0250! 59.53! 0.00! 0.17! 9.90!

























YDR536W! D14.56! 0.00! 742.14! 50.98!
YBR196CDB! D11.98! 0.04! 7.24! 0.60!
YDR320WD
B! D9.22! 0.01! 12.71! 1.38!
YPL058C! D8.70! 0.00! 448.41! 51.55!
YDL022W! D7.86! 0.00! 3119.05! 396.74!
YOR199W! D7.74! 0.05! 7.44! 0.96!
YHR094C! D7.72! 0.00! 2421.54! 313.52!
YLL020C! D7.37! 0.03! 9.17! 1.24!
YDR523C! D7.34! 0.05! 7.90! 1.08!
YCR102WDA! D7.14! 0.04! 9.16! 1.28!
YOL150C! D6.90! 0.00! 3377.03! 489.32!
YGL239C! D6.82! 0.00! 20.61! 3.02!
YDL023C! D6.80! 0.00! 2047.05! 301.25!
YOL101C! D6.70! 0.00! 152.57! 22.77!
YOL151W! D6.64! 0.00! 3363.40! 506.33!
YEL030CDA! D6.45! 0.04! 9.10! 1.41!
YOR381WD
A! D6.45! 0.01! 14.62! 2.27!
YGL007CDA! D6.45! 0.01! 14.12! 2.19!
YKR040C! D6.18! 0.00! 29.59! 4.78!
YLR134W! D6.15! 0.00! 805.09! 130.84!
YOR348C! D5.98! 0.00! 76.32! 12.76!
YLR108C! D5.88! 0.00! 108.93! 18.54!
YDR508C! D5.86! 0.00! 71.72! 12.23!
YDR271C! D5.86! 0.00! 150.91! 25.76!
YOL164WDA! D5.82! 0.00! 38.35! 6.59!
YDR046C! D5.74! 0.00! 159.64! 27.83!
YAR064W! D5.62! 0.03! 11.89! 2.12!
YOR349W! D5.59! 0.01! 14.92! 2.67!
YDR270W! D5.58! 0.00! 82.95! 14.86!
YOL152W! D5.54! 0.00! 63.62! 11.48!
YDR269C! D5.43! 0.00! 58.48! 10.77!
YIR040C! D5.43! 0.05! 9.31! 1.71!
YKL165CDA! D5.41! 0.03! 11.75! 2.17!
YBR221WD
A! D5.30! 0.00! 400.43! 75.54!
YBR131CDA! D5.30! 0.01! 14.94! 2.82!
YGL157W! D5.29! 0.00! 402.11! 75.97!
YDR371CDA! D5.22! 0.05! 9.47! 1.81!
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YAR035CDA! D5.20! 0.00! 114.07! 21.93!
YMR246W! D5.20! 0.00! 537.31! 103.41!
YGL116W! D5.18! 0.00! 52.38! 10.11!
YNL332W! D5.18! 0.05! 9.32! 1.80!
YER006CDA! D5.16! 0.04! 10.30! 2.00!
YNR060W! D5.12! 0.00! 27.07! 5.29!
YCL027W! D5.06! 0.03! 12.31! 2.43!
YGL188C! D5.04! 0.00! 62.51! 12.40!
YBR047W! D4.96! 0.00! 26.25! 5.29!
YOL013WDA! D4.92! 0.05! 9.75! 1.98!
YGR050C! D4.88! 0.00! 101.39! 20.80!
YJL087C! D4.87! 0.04! 10.83! 2.22!
YNR062C! D4.84! 0.01! 15.93! 3.29!
YGR171C! D4.84! 0.04! 11.20! 2.31!
YHR046C! D4.82! 0.00! 82.64! 17.15!
YMR058W! D4.78! 0.00! 152.57! 31.91!
YDR492W! D4.76! 0.00! 571.48! 120.03!
YGR242W! D4.74! 0.00! 27.25! 5.75!
YLR136C! D4.74! 0.00! 127.52! 26.92!
YPR070W! D4.73! 0.00! 25.75! 5.45!
YML116WD
A! D4.69! 0.00! 95.34! 20.31!
YNL324W! D4.67! 0.05! 10.48! 2.24!
YDR137W! D4.67! 0.01! 21.40! 4.59!
YLL006W! D4.65! 0.00! 22.78! 4.90!
YDR242W! D4.64! 0.00! 78.93! 17.00!
YDR534C! D4.63! 0.01! 19.79! 4.28!
YFL027C! D4.61! 0.02! 15.07! 3.27!
YLR146WDA! D4.58! 0.00! 44.55! 9.74!
YER174C! D4.57! 0.00! 50.12! 10.96!
YKL050C! D4.55! 0.01! 19.70! 4.33!
YNL237W! D4.54! 0.00! 64.49! 14.21!
YFR005C! D4.53! 0.02! 15.37! 3.39!
YER139C! D4.53! 0.00! 43.45! 9.60!
YKR064W! D4.52! 0.01! 18.27! 4.04!
YDR491C! D4.52! 0.00! 164.50! 36.37!
YEL065W! D4.49! 0.02! 15.71! 3.50!
YGL053W! D4.49! 0.00! 233.66! 52.08!
YOL038CDA! D4.45! 0.01! 17.66! 3.97!
YGL085W! D4.45! 0.00! 40.69! 9.15!
YGR049W! D4.43! 0.00! 591.51! 133.66!
YBR021W! D4.41! 0.00! 25.73! 5.84!
YGL240W! D4.41! 0.01! 17.08! 3.88!
YPR065W! D4.39! 0.00! 414.46! 94.40!
YJL025W! D4.38! 0.03! 14.04! 3.20!
YLR089C! D4.36! 0.00! 302.90! 69.55!
YLL047W! D4.35! 0.03! 12.94! 2.97!
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YKL076C! D4.33! 0.01! 21.47! 4.96!
YJL085W! D4.33! 0.04! 12.18! 2.81!
YOR034CDA! D4.32! 0.02! 14.68! 3.39!
YEL019C! D4.32! 0.01! 20.44! 4.74!
YPR048W! D4.31! 0.03! 13.74! 3.19!
YPR202W! D4.30! 0.01! 20.55! 4.78!
YDR263C! D4.28! 0.00! 29.80! 6.97!
YBR054W! D4.27! 0.00! 2479.07! 580.70!
YGL136C! D4.25! 0.00! 57.63! 13.57!
YCR066W! D4.25! 0.02! 16.38! 3.86!
YGR261C! D4.23! 0.01! 21.87! 5.17!
YDR320C! D4.22! 0.00! 30.04! 7.11!
YJL205C! D4.21! 0.00! 161.71! 38.38!
YNL298W! D4.21! 0.00! 42.18! 10.01!
YPR155C! D4.21! 0.01! 18.77! 4.46!
YPR116W! D4.21! 0.00! 23.70! 5.63!
YKR082W! D4.21! 0.04! 12.83! 3.05!
YDL243C! D4.18! 0.00! 46.13! 11.02!
YGL051W! D4.18! 0.00! 30.11! 7.20!
YML053C! D4.18! 0.00! 94.62! 22.64!
YPL194W! D4.18! 0.01! 21.05! 5.04!
YOR282W! D4.18! 0.04! 12.39! 2.97!
YIL001W! D4.17! 0.02! 15.28! 3.66!
YOR022C! D4.16! 0.00! 32.48! 7.80!
YDR065W! D4.16! 0.01! 23.54! 5.66!
YLR211C! D4.15! 0.00! 24.39! 5.87!
YBR096W! D4.15! 0.00! 47.84! 11.54!
YOR149C! D4.14! 0.00! 24.05! 5.81!
YNL171C! D4.14! 0.00! 39.14! 9.46!
YBR281C! D4.14! 0.01! 17.92! 4.33!
YFR023W! D4.13! 0.02! 17.14! 4.15!
YCL055W! D4.13! 0.00! 33.24! 8.06!
YJL107C! D4.11! 0.00! 185.48! 45.08!
YGR068WD
A! D4.11! 0.00! 35.33! 8.59!
YAR033W! D4.10! 0.00! 38.40! 9.36!
YML055W! D4.10! 0.00! 50.85! 12.41!
YPL274W! D4.10! 0.00! 80.62! 19.68!
YMR006C! D4.08! 0.00! 70.11! 17.17!
YIL176C! D4.08! 0.03! 14.98! 3.67!
YDL214C! D4.08! 0.00! 67.28! 16.50!
YJL206C! D4.06! 0.02! 17.41! 4.29!
YOL144W! D4.06! 0.00! 31.31! 7.72!
YMR130W! D4.05! 0.00! 40.46! 9.98!
YJL162C! D4.05! 0.02! 17.76! 4.38!
YJR159W! D4.05! 0.00! 25.59! 6.32!
YNL143C! D4.05! 0.00! 103.86! 25.67!
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YGL113W! D4.04! 0.01! 18.91! 4.68!
YJL225WDA! D4.04! 0.00! 27.60! 6.83!
YFL003C! D4.04! 0.04! 12.93! 3.20!
YLR205C! D4.03! 0.00! 303.60! 75.29!
YOR333C! D4.03! 0.05! 11.64! 2.89!
YMR065W! D4.03! 0.05! 11.46! 2.85!
YGR055W! D4.02! 0.00! 97.02! 24.13!
YHR021WD
A! D4.01! 0.04! 12.82! 3.20!
YHR005C! D4.01! 0.01! 18.63! 4.65!
YMR067C! D4.00! 0.00! 71.80! 17.96!
YDL148C! D4.00! 0.02! 15.74! 3.94!
YFL061W! D3.99! 0.01! 20.18! 5.05!
YOR385W! D3.99! 0.00! 278.25! 69.78!
YHL038C! D3.99! 0.01! 23.79! 5.97!
YHL030W! D3.98! 0.01! 20.45! 5.14!
YGL066W! D3.97! 0.00! 51.22! 12.89!
YGL179C! D3.95! 0.00! 224.00! 56.67!
YEL068C! D3.95! 0.01! 24.06! 6.10!
YPL259C! D3.94! 0.00! 77.48! 19.68!
YDR416W! D3.93! 0.01! 21.46! 5.46!
YDL142C! D3.93! 0.00! 32.19! 8.19!
YJL047C! D3.93! 0.02! 17.25! 4.39!
YPL109C! D3.93! 0.04! 13.00! 3.31!
YDR014WD
A! D3.93! 0.00! 35.16! 8.95!
YMR244CDA! D3.92! 0.00! 321.53! 81.98!
YJR110W! D3.92! 0.00! 31.88! 8.13!
YMR132C! D3.92! 0.00! 36.09! 9.21!
YMR272WD
B! D3.92! 0.00! 55.23! 14.10!
YDR509W! D3.92! 0.02! 17.14! 4.38!
YBR255CDA! D3.91! 0.00! 140.96! 36.01!
YBR081C! D3.91! 0.04! 12.91! 3.30!
YOL148C! D3.91! 0.00! 31.45! 8.04!
YGR278W! D3.91! 0.02! 17.87! 4.57!
YOR386W! D3.91! 0.01! 20.28! 5.19!
YJR149W! D3.90! 0.00! 47.26! 12.12!
YGL124C! D3.89! 0.02! 17.50! 4.49!
YGL242C! D3.89! 0.00! 84.50! 21.73!
YDR440W! D3.89! 0.04! 13.67! 3.52!
YHR199CDA! D3.88! 0.00! 111.95! 28.87!
YIR033W! D3.88! 0.00! 68.10! 17.56!
YJL029C! D3.88! 0.02! 17.93! 4.63!
YBL104C! D3.86! 0.03! 15.80! 4.09!
YJR136C! D3.86! 0.01! 19.54! 5.06!
YDL091C! D3.85! 0.00! 58.99! 15.31!
YML076C! D3.85! 0.00! 33.70! 8.75!
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YHL044W! D3.85! 0.01! 19.99! 5.20!
YKL071W! D3.84! 0.00! 89.19! 23.21!
YPR081C! D3.84! 0.01! 21.79! 5.67!
YGL055W! D3.84! 0.00! 3940.63! 1026.42!
YMR324C! D3.83! 0.00! 56.07! 14.62!
YLR424W! D3.83! 0.02! 17.02! 4.44!
YCL047C! D3.83! 0.00! 34.69! 9.06!
YMR187C! D3.83! 0.00! 28.47! 7.44!
YDR325W! D3.83! 0.04! 13.43! 3.51!
YAL034CDB! D3.82! 0.04! 13.71! 3.58!
YLL033W! D3.82! 0.02! 16.45! 4.30!
YOR081C! D3.82! 0.01! 25.55! 6.68!
YGL110C! D3.82! 0.00! 30.78! 8.05!
YMR159C! D3.82! 0.01! 21.94! 5.74!
YNR061C! D3.82! 0.00! 111.99! 29.32!
YGL041CDB! D3.82! 0.00! 27.80! 7.28!
YJR161C! D3.82! 0.01! 25.43! 6.66!
YPL034W! D3.81! 0.00! 55.31! 14.53!
YLR047C! D3.81! 0.01! 25.08! 6.59!
YIR008C! D3.81! 0.01! 25.53! 6.71!
YPR179C! D3.80! 0.01! 21.54! 5.67!
YDR367W! D3.79! 0.00! 40.13! 10.58!
YOL065C! D3.79! 0.01! 25.21! 6.65!
YPL103C! D3.79! 0.00! 27.85! 7.35!
YER021W! D3.78! 0.00! 205.75! 54.37!
YHL029C! D3.78! 0.00! 47.64! 12.60!
YGR051C! D3.78! 0.00! 150.16! 39.76!
YPR180W! D3.77! 0.00! 48.62! 12.88!
YJL108C! D3.77! 0.00! 274.31! 72.71!
YGL223C! D3.77! 0.00! 28.63! 7.59!
YBL037W! D3.77! 0.03! 16.47! 4.37!
YOR245C! D3.77! 0.00! 121.84! 32.36!
YKR031C! D3.77! 0.04! 13.29! 3.53!
YIL029WDA! D3.75! 0.02! 19.18! 5.12!
YML126C! D3.74! 0.00! 164.65! 43.98!
YPR097W! D3.74! 0.01! 24.32! 6.50!
YBR201W! D3.74! 0.00! 56.36! 15.06!
YMR160W! D3.74! 0.01! 21.38! 5.72!
YNR024W! D3.73! 0.00! 64.63! 17.31!
YNL107W! D3.73! 0.00! 115.15! 30.84!
YGL119W! D3.73! 0.01! 22.48! 6.03!
YEL014C! D3.73! 0.00! 48.73! 13.06!
YGL192W! D3.73! 0.00! 36.88! 9.89!
YLR322W! D3.73! 0.02! 17.26! 4.63!
YPL096W! D3.72! 0.00! 43.64! 11.74!
YDR443C! D3.72! 0.05! 12.78! 3.44!
YLR287C! D3.72! 0.00! 32.69! 8.79!
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YLR389C! D3.72! 0.00! 35.70! 9.61!
YLR241W! D3.72! 0.00! 58.00! 15.61!
YBR255W! D3.71! 0.00! 38.87! 10.47!
YIL072W! D3.71! 0.04! 14.64! 3.94!
YNL236W! D3.71! 0.03! 15.75! 4.25!
YDR531W! D3.70! 0.00! 44.23! 11.95!
YOL063C! D3.70! 0.01! 22.87! 6.18!
YBR271W! D3.70! 0.00! 42.65! 11.53!
YDL044C! D3.70! 0.00! 29.26! 7.91!
YKR078W! D3.69! 0.03! 15.07! 4.08!
YHR202W! D3.69! 0.00! 47.55! 12.87!
YNL216W! D3.69! 0.00! 74.86! 20.28!
YDR182WD
A! D3.69! 0.05! 12.61! 3.42!
YDR461W! D3.69! 0.00! 27.39! 7.43!
YPL166W! D3.69! 0.00! 52.47! 14.23!
YLR315W! D3.69! 0.02! 18.73! 5.08!
YDL056W! D3.68! 0.02! 19.61! 5.33!
YJR062C! D3.68! 0.00! 28.90! 7.85!
YER037W! D3.67! 0.00! 732.29! 199.29!
YOR094W! D3.67! 0.00! 50.64! 13.79!
YJL197W! D3.66! 0.03! 15.62! 4.26!
YGL104C! D3.66! 0.01! 24.82! 6.78!
YGR069W! D3.66! 0.01! 26.28! 7.18!
YBL048W! D3.66! 0.00! 109.46! 29.90!
YOR356W! D3.65! 0.00! 49.29! 13.49!
YGR003W! D3.65! 0.00! 36.50! 9.99!
YMR158WD
B! D3.65! 0.02! 19.49! 5.34!
YKL121W! D3.65! 0.01! 23.17! 6.35!
YBR302C! D3.65! 0.04! 15.03! 4.12!
YCR042C! D3.65! 0.02! 19.12! 5.24!
YDR369C! D3.65! 0.03! 16.23! 4.45!
YDR058C! D3.63! 0.00! 32.90! 9.06!
YJL084C! D3.63! 0.00! 59.97! 16.50!
YBR222C! D3.63! 0.00! 491.75! 135.42!
YFR043C! D3.63! 0.00! 36.12! 9.95!
YAR029W! D3.63! 0.00! 227.15! 62.61!
YOR350C! D3.62! 0.01! 23.90! 6.59!
YER007W! D3.62! 0.01! 21.52! 5.95!
YGL084C! D3.61! 0.00! 33.91! 9.39!
YPL208W! D3.61! 0.01! 21.06! 5.83!
YJR003C! D3.61! 0.04! 14.39! 3.99!
YDL027C! D3.61! 0.00! 61.30! 16.98!
YGR146CDA! D3.61! 0.03! 16.97! 4.70!
YOL123W! D3.61! 0.00! 79.61! 22.06!
YAL048C! D3.61! 0.03! 16.11! 4.47!
YLL008W! D3.61! 0.00! 48.82! 13.54!
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YDL220C! D3.60! 0.04! 14.92! 4.14!
YCR019W! D3.60! 0.00! 47.34! 13.13!
YHL040C! D3.60! 0.00! 73.03! 20.28!
YFR006W! D3.60! 0.00! 63.17! 17.56!
YOR384W! D3.59! 0.00! 32.93! 9.16!
YOR055W! D3.59! 0.00! 94.37! 26.26!
YJR134C! D3.59! 0.01! 22.22! 6.18!
YIL038C! D3.59! 0.00! 42.85! 11.93!
YDR011W! D3.59! 0.00! 247.39! 68.87!
YFR048W! D3.59! 0.00! 39.75! 11.07!
YNR029C! D3.59! 0.00! 44.15! 12.30!
YHR075C! D3.59! 0.00! 46.96! 13.08!
YBL019W! D3.59! 0.01! 26.23! 7.31!
YJL010C! D3.59! 0.01! 22.41! 6.25!
YKR017C! D3.59! 0.00! 36.97! 10.31!
YLR035C! D3.59! 0.00! 29.85! 8.33!
YGL209W! D3.58! 0.00! 855.21! 238.57!
YDR539W! D3.58! 0.00! 42.85! 11.96!
YGR088W! D3.58! 0.00! 493.30! 137.69!
YBR061C! D3.57! 0.00! 34.03! 9.52!
YDR470C! D3.57! 0.01! 22.24! 6.22!
YEL005C! D3.57! 0.00! 36.85! 10.31!
YHR011W! D3.57! 0.01! 24.64! 6.91!
YKL125W! D3.56! 0.00! 58.82! 16.50!
YOL087C! D3.56! 0.00! 35.28! 9.90!
YMR268C! D3.56! 0.01! 21.33! 5.99!
YLR411W! D3.56! 0.00! 168.42! 47.28!
YDL245C! D3.56! 0.02! 20.28! 5.70!
YOR381W! D3.56! 0.00! 41.45! 11.64!
YNL188W! D3.56! 0.04! 14.91! 4.19!
YDR159W! D3.56! 0.05! 14.04! 3.95!
YLR097C! D3.56! 0.00! 63.90! 17.96!
YMR304W! D3.56! 0.00! 37.27! 10.48!
YOR069W! D3.56! 0.00! 36.82! 10.36!
YGR233C! D3.56! 0.03! 17.03! 4.79!
YBR109WD
A! D3.55! 0.05! 14.03! 3.95!
YBR058C! D3.55! 0.01! 23.93! 6.73!
YDR515W! D3.55! 0.00! 40.20! 11.33!
YER075C! D3.54! 0.01! 24.13! 6.81!
YDR368W! D3.54! 0.00! 276.63! 78.12!
YPR089W! D3.54! 0.00! 27.96! 7.90!
YDR254W! D3.53! 0.00! 48.54! 13.73!
YER028C! D3.53! 0.00! 58.48! 16.55!
YOR154W! D3.53! 0.00! 36.83! 10.43!
YJL071W! D3.53! 0.01! 21.66! 6.14!
YNL262W! D3.53! 0.01! 24.86! 7.05!
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YGR281W! D3.52! 0.00! 117.12! 33.23!
YDR164C! D3.52! 0.01! 22.61! 6.42!
YOR352W! D3.52! 0.00! 71.91! 20.41!
YCR020WDB! D3.52! 0.00! 72.54! 20.62!
YGR263C! D3.52! 0.02! 20.82! 5.92!
YPL268W! D3.52! 0.01! 28.12! 8.00!
YMR293C! D3.51! 0.02! 20.62! 5.87!
YGR091W! D3.51! 0.01! 23.12! 6.58!
YDR308C! D3.51! 0.00! 35.80! 10.20!
YHR060W! D3.51! 0.00! 29.77! 8.48!
YDR114C! D3.51! 0.02! 19.11! 5.44!
YMR294W! D3.51! 0.00! 46.02! 13.12!
YBR044C! D3.51! 0.00! 32.49! 9.27!
YOL043C! D3.51! 0.00! 47.48! 13.55!
YCR005C! D3.50! 0.00! 3775.36! 1077.18!
YOR153W! D3.50! 0.00! 595.12! 169.86!
YPR032W! D3.50! 0.02! 19.77! 5.65!
YPL045W! D3.50! 0.03! 17.98! 5.14!
YLR131C! D3.50! 0.01! 25.16! 7.19!
YDL231C! D3.50! 0.01! 27.40! 7.83!
YGR089W! D3.50! 0.02! 18.95! 5.42!
YPL022W! D3.50! 0.00! 33.12! 9.47!
YNR019W! D3.50! 0.00! 662.64! 189.57!
YER130C! D3.49! 0.00! 667.39! 191.02!
YDR401W! D3.49! 0.04! 14.93! 4.28!
YNL331C! D3.49! 0.00! 32.52! 9.31!
YML070W! D3.49! 0.00! 431.93! 123.87!
YGL065C! D3.49! 0.03! 17.56! 5.04!
YBR074W! D3.49! 0.03! 17.36! 4.98!
YJL031C! D3.48! 0.00! 72.80! 20.89!
YOR038C! D3.48! 0.02! 19.94! 5.72!
YDR056C! D3.48! 0.00! 286.14! 82.14!
YDL216C! D3.48! 0.01! 23.38! 6.71!
YGL024W! D3.48! 0.00! 41.42! 11.90!
YBR128C! D3.48! 0.03! 17.91! 5.15!
YKL015W! D3.47! 0.00! 38.45! 11.07!
YOR109W! D3.47! 0.01! 25.12! 7.23!
YER049W! D3.47! 0.00! 74.92! 21.58!
YFR002W! D3.47! 0.00! 29.96! 8.64!
YIL066WDA! D3.47! 0.02! 18.83! 5.43!
YGR286C! D3.47! 0.00! 95.18! 27.45!
YBR017C! D3.47! 0.00! 28.95! 8.35!
YIL035C! D3.47! 0.00! 63.86! 18.43!
YGL171W! D3.46! 0.01! 21.91! 6.33!
YHR196W! D3.46! 0.01! 28.60! 8.26!
YBL080C! D3.46! 0.02! 19.31! 5.58!
YLR269C! D3.46! 0.00! 61.31! 17.72!
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YOR058C! D3.46! 0.00! 89.39! 25.83!
YBR152W! D3.46! 0.00! 45.86! 13.26!
YDL168W! D3.46! 0.00! 394.88! 114.17!
YMR137C! D3.46! 0.01! 28.18! 8.15!
YDL151C! D3.46! 0.00! 38.08! 11.01!
YDR464CDA! D3.46! 0.00! 37.13! 10.74!
YPL123C! D3.46! 0.00! 42.35! 12.25!
YDL107W! D3.46! 0.00! 44.85! 12.98!
YOL100W! D3.46! 0.00! 45.25! 13.10!
YOL149W! D3.45! 0.00! 211.81! 61.36!
YMR193W! D3.45! 0.00! 88.51! 25.64!
YOL145C! D3.45! 0.02! 18.55! 5.38!
YKR095WDA! D3.45! 0.00! 73.81! 21.39!
YGR053C! D3.45! 0.00! 34.18! 9.91!
YDL149W! D3.45! 0.00! 29.90! 8.67!
YDR224C! D3.45! 0.00! 535.45! 155.27!
YOR087W! D3.45! 0.05! 14.13! 4.10!
YHR033W! D3.45! 0.00! 253.63! 73.58!
YGR241C! D3.45! 0.00! 57.14! 16.58!
YLR309C! D3.45! 0.00! 31.33! 9.09!
YML105C! D3.45! 0.00! 46.81! 13.59!
YPR171W! D3.44! 0.00! 37.50! 10.89!
YGL108C! D3.44! 0.00! 88.34! 25.65!
YLR154C! D3.44! 0.01! 24.94! 7.24!
YOR057W! D3.44! 0.00! 64.92! 18.85!
YJL046W! D3.44! 0.00! 42.07! 12.23!
YHR040W! D3.44! 0.00! 84.87! 24.67!
YJR089W! D3.44! 0.01! 23.17! 6.73!
YLR199C! D3.44! 0.00! 50.17! 14.58!
YJL070C! D3.44! 0.02! 21.44! 6.23!
YLR352W! D3.44! 0.00! 32.66! 9.50!
YPL010W! D3.44! 0.00! 112.85! 32.84!
YCR037C! D3.44! 0.02! 19.34! 5.63!
YKL073W! D3.43! 0.00! 31.54! 9.18!
YDR426C! D3.43! 0.00! 58.79! 17.12!
YDL207W! D3.43! 0.00! 48.06! 14.01!
YML094W! D3.43! 0.00! 58.36! 17.02!
YIL150C! D3.43! 0.04! 16.22! 4.73!
YDR336W! D3.43! 0.01! 24.38! 7.12!
YMR212C! D3.42! 0.05! 13.69! 4.00!
YPL249C! D3.42! 0.00! 30.75! 8.98!
YDR282C! D3.42! 0.00! 42.74! 12.49!
YJR102C! D3.42! 0.00! 38.50! 11.25!
YBR215W! D3.42! 0.00! 33.26! 9.73!
YPL069C! D3.42! 0.00! 33.13! 9.69!
YEL033W! D3.42! 0.00! 118.21! 34.60!
YDR419W! D3.42! 0.01! 27.28! 7.99!
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YOL098C! D3.41! 0.00! 29.26! 8.58!
YDR057W! D3.41! 0.00! 62.57! 18.35!
YGL243W! D3.41! 0.03! 17.79! 5.22!
YPR156C! D3.41! 0.00! 464.87! 136.48!
YOR068C! D3.40! 0.01! 22.54! 6.62!
YDR015C! D3.40! 0.00! 32.41! 9.52!
YLR014C! D3.40! 0.05! 14.32! 4.21!
YLR207W! D3.40! 0.00! 30.48! 8.95!
YGL029W! D3.40! 0.00! 58.32! 17.13!
YBR043C! D3.40! 0.00! 37.15! 10.91!
YMR167W! D3.40! 0.01! 24.96! 7.33!
YOL033W! D3.40! 0.02! 18.77! 5.51!
YKR106W! D3.40! 0.02! 18.80! 5.53!
YGL155W! D3.40! 0.00! 38.31! 11.28!
YEL053C! D3.40! 0.05! 13.70! 4.03!
YBR293W! D3.40! 0.04! 16.33! 4.81!
YDR421W! D3.40! 0.01! 22.73! 6.69!
YGR187C! D3.39! 0.00! 34.89! 10.28!
YOL136C! D3.39! 0.00! 485.10! 142.95!
YGL160W! D3.39! 0.00! 39.46! 11.63!
YDR320CDA! D3.39! 0.00! 160.21! 47.23!
YDR112W! D3.39! 0.03! 17.41! 5.13!
YER080W! D3.39! 0.00! 80.17! 23.64!
YNL272C! D3.39! 0.01! 22.08! 6.51!
YKR003W! D3.39! 0.00! 36.08! 10.65!
YER185W! D3.39! 0.00! 53.99! 15.93!
YNL049C! D3.39! 0.01! 25.49! 7.52!
YER093C! D3.39! 0.03! 18.53! 5.47!
YGL112C! D3.39! 0.00! 59.57! 17.59!
YPL115C! D3.39! 0.01! 22.13! 6.54!
YOL099C! D3.38! 0.00! 123.97! 36.63!
YMR173W! D3.38! 0.00! 400.47! 118.42!
YBR227C! D3.38! 0.01! 24.02! 7.10!
YPR177C! D3.38! 0.00! 38.04! 11.26!
YGR218W! D3.38! 0.00! 83.05! 24.58!
YER022W! D3.37! 0.02! 19.92! 5.90!
YML036W! D3.37! 0.03! 18.42! 5.46!
YAL001C! D3.37! 0.02! 19.11! 5.67!
YJR141W! D3.37! 0.00! 35.46! 10.51!
YNL304W! D3.37! 0.01! 24.72! 7.34!
YOR278W! D3.37! 0.00! 37.43! 11.11!
YJR142W! D3.37! 0.00! 61.89! 18.38!
YDL045C! D3.37! 0.00! 79.11! 23.49!
YML107C! D3.36! 0.02! 21.88! 6.50!
YHR182W! D3.36! 0.02! 19.72! 5.87!
YNL062C! D3.36! 0.03! 18.39! 5.48!




A! D3.36! 0.01! 29.67! 8.84!
YMR287C! D3.36! 0.04! 15.73! 4.69!
YOR191W! D3.36! 0.01! 23.44! 6.98!
YBR274W! D3.35! 0.00! 35.07! 10.46!
YPR162C! D3.35! 0.01! 24.90! 7.42!
YHR119W! D3.35! 0.01! 24.22! 7.22!
YKL144C! D3.35! 0.00! 30.29! 9.04!
YMR087W! D3.35! 0.00! 32.83! 9.80!
YDR490C! D3.35! 0.00! 64.75! 19.33!
YER187W! D3.35! 0.00! 102.27! 30.53!
YGL075C! D3.35! 0.00! 30.85! 9.21!
YGL233W! D3.35! 0.04! 16.39! 4.90!
YMR224C! D3.35! 0.03! 17.66! 5.28!
YDR455C! D3.34! 0.01! 24.03! 7.19!
YPR168W! D3.34! 0.02! 19.25! 5.76!
YML057CDA! D3.34! 0.00! 64.17! 19.20!
YDL147W! D3.34! 0.00! 335.34! 100.35!
YIL095W! D3.34! 0.01! 22.57! 6.75!
YPL083C! D3.34! 0.01! 24.16! 7.23!
YPR151C! D3.34! 0.00! 222.89! 66.72!
YLR454W! D3.34! 0.04! 16.17! 4.84!
YJL209W! D3.34! 0.01! 26.84! 8.04!
YHR045W! D3.34! 0.00! 31.44! 9.43!
YDR091C! D3.34! 0.00! 61.52! 18.44!
YFL025C! D3.34! 0.05! 14.04! 4.21!
YHR073CDB! D3.34! 0.00! 164.60! 49.35!
YDR228C! D3.33! 0.04! 15.30! 4.59!
YDR422C! D3.33! 0.00! 43.12! 12.93!
YOR129C! D3.33! 0.03! 19.08! 5.73!
YNL088W! D3.33! 0.03! 18.69! 5.61!
YBR014C! D3.33! 0.00! 102.53! 30.79!
YJR065C! D3.33! 0.00! 208.44! 62.61!
YPR026W! D3.33! 0.00! 92.25! 27.71!
YML062C! D3.32! 0.00! 52.03! 15.66!
YBL113WDA! D3.32! 0.00! 39.71! 11.95!
YLR326W! D3.32! 0.00! 130.86! 39.41!
YIL137C! D3.32! 0.01! 24.84! 7.48!
YML054C! D3.32! 0.00! 352.08! 106.04!
YDR430C! D3.32! 0.01! 28.73! 8.65!
YDR004W! D3.32! 0.00! 51.63! 15.55!
YLR423C! D3.32! 0.01! 27.37! 8.25!
YER038C! D3.32! 0.00! 115.78! 34.89!
YDR512C! D3.32! 0.00! 115.71! 34.88!
YIL039W! D3.32! 0.00! 45.15! 13.61!
YGL180W! D3.32! 0.00! 61.84! 18.65!
YHR013C! D3.31! 0.00! 43.39! 13.10!
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YNL054W! D3.31! 0.01! 25.78! 7.78!
YPR145CDA! D3.31! 0.00! 782.90! 236.41!
YJL112W! D3.31! 0.00! 54.66! 16.51!
YML132W! D3.31! 0.05! 14.93! 4.51!
YLR119W! D3.31! 0.00! 40.90! 12.35!
YJL090C! D3.31! 0.04! 15.93! 4.81!
YCL045C! D3.31! 0.00! 42.85! 12.95!
YOR308C! D3.31! 0.02! 22.01! 6.65!
YLR451W! D3.31! 0.01! 23.49! 7.11!
YMR066W! D3.31! 0.03! 18.28! 5.53!
YJR013W! D3.31! 0.00! 30.98! 9.37!
YFR045W! D3.30! 0.00! 48.92! 14.81!
YML003W! D3.30! 0.03! 18.96! 5.74!
YGR169C! D3.30! 0.01! 23.10! 7.00!
YLR127C! D3.30! 0.02! 19.54! 5.92!
YJR090C! D3.30! 0.01! 26.90! 8.15!
YGL074C! D3.30! 0.00! 51.86! 15.72!
YFR008W! D3.30! 0.00! 68.84! 20.87!
YMR219W! D3.30! 0.03! 18.00! 5.46!
YOR062C! D3.30! 0.00! 382.16! 115.90!
YFR010W! D3.30! 0.00! 91.34! 27.71!
YDL099W! D3.30! 0.00! 95.81! 29.07!
YOL131W! D3.30! 0.00! 70.99! 21.54!
YLR102C! D3.30! 0.00! 74.67! 22.66!
YFL007W! D3.29! 0.00! 31.72! 9.63!
YDR518W! D3.29! 0.01! 25.29! 7.68!
YDR049W! D3.29! 0.00! 46.31! 14.07!
YGR131W! D3.29! 0.00! 47.34! 14.38!
YER079CDA! D3.29! 0.00! 47.44! 14.41!
YGL164C! D3.29! 0.00! 35.98! 10.94!
YMR267W! D3.29! 0.03! 18.55! 5.64!
YDR067C! D3.29! 0.00! 67.66! 20.59!
YER129W! D3.29! 0.01! 23.53! 7.16!
YFR030W! D3.29! 0.00! 88.20! 26.85!
YGL257C! D3.29! 0.04! 16.28! 4.96!
YBR270C! D3.28! 0.02! 22.78! 6.93!
YDL141W! D3.28! 0.02! 21.21! 6.46!
YDR124W! D3.28! 0.02! 20.09! 6.12!
YLR371W! D3.28! 0.03! 19.35! 5.89!
YFL002C! D3.28! 0.00! 41.65! 12.68!
YCR016W! D3.28! 0.00! 36.51! 11.12!
YMR037C! D3.28! 0.00! 58.89! 17.94!
YDR255C! D3.28! 0.00! 81.43! 24.81!
YPL150W! D3.28! 0.00! 40.09! 12.22!
YNL325C! D3.28! 0.05! 14.51! 4.42!
YPR095C! D3.28! 0.04! 16.28! 4.96!
YPL219W! D3.28! 0.00! 45.59! 13.90!
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YER087W! D3.28! 0.03! 18.75! 5.72!
YBR153W! D3.28! 0.00! 71.60! 21.84!
YOR037W! D3.28! 0.00! 45.52! 13.89!
YOR392W! D3.28! 0.00! 33.72! 10.29!
YCR094W! D3.28! 0.01! 25.46! 7.77!
YLR240W! D3.28! 0.01! 24.37! 7.44!
YEL020C! D3.27! 0.00! 74.18! 22.66!
YGR065C! D3.27! 0.00! 34.85! 10.65!
YNR005C! D3.27! 0.00! 44.62! 13.63!
YNL292W! D3.27! 0.01! 26.73! 8.17!
YHL002CDA! D3.27! 0.00! 100.21! 30.62!
YPR140W! D3.27! 0.00! 71.74! 21.93!
YKL173W! D3.27! 0.01! 25.93! 7.92!
YLR115W! D3.27! 0.04! 16.09! 4.92!
YNL254C! D3.27! 0.02! 22.89! 7.00!
YPL258C! D3.27! 0.01! 27.19! 8.31!
YGL095C! D3.27! 0.00! 49.54! 15.15!
YNL221C! D3.27! 0.01! 28.88! 8.84!
YLR465C! D3.27! 0.00! 60.37! 18.48!
YDR243C! D3.27! 0.00! 37.07! 11.35!
YDR028C! D3.27! 0.00! 113.94! 34.88!
YLR410W! D3.27! 0.00! 40.41! 12.37!
YDL028C! D3.26! 0.00! 45.30! 13.88!
YOL083W! D3.26! 0.00! 48.47! 14.85!
YIL017C! D3.26! 0.00! 39.07! 11.97!
YNL118C! D3.26! 0.00! 49.52! 15.18!
YBR111WD
A! D3.26! 0.00! 101.68! 31.18!
YCL046W! D3.26! 0.04! 16.60! 5.09!
YML029W! D3.26! 0.03! 19.40! 5.95!
YAR018C! D3.26! 0.01! 23.25! 7.13!
YCL021WDA! D3.26! 0.01! 29.55! 9.06!
YJR044C! D3.26! 0.00! 69.40! 21.30!
YIL019W! D3.26! 0.00! 66.90! 20.54!
YBR123C! D3.26! 0.00! 31.16! 9.57!
YMR049C! D3.26! 0.01! 25.57! 7.85!
YHR091C! D3.26! 0.00! 40.10! 12.32!
YMR075W! D3.26! 0.01! 26.04! 8.00!
YPL278C! D3.26! 0.00! 74.30! 22.83!
YGL150C! D3.25! 0.02! 21.72! 6.67!
YPL104W! D3.25! 0.01! 24.76! 7.61!
YDR288W! D3.25! 0.00! 65.66! 20.18!
YDR332W! D3.25! 0.01! 24.44! 7.51!
YKL047W! D3.25! 0.00! 40.98! 12.60!
YGR119C! D3.25! 0.00! 50.89! 15.65!
YGR047C! D3.25! 0.04! 17.16! 5.28!
YOR114W! D3.25! 0.03! 17.71! 5.45!
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YDR428C! D3.25! 0.02! 21.50! 6.62!
YNL146CDA! D3.25! 0.00! 66.57! 20.50!
YPL145C! D3.25! 0.00! 83.17! 25.62!
YCL025C! D3.25! 0.00! 62.26! 19.18!
YBR216C! D3.25! 0.02! 21.46! 6.61!
YKR036C! D3.24! 0.01! 25.58! 7.88!
YKL155C! D3.24! 0.00! 36.88! 11.37!
YJR083C! D3.24! 0.02! 21.69! 6.69!
YKL105C! D3.24! 0.03! 18.29! 5.64!
YML075C! D3.24! 0.00! 42.79! 13.19!
YKL021C! D3.24! 0.00! 52.66! 16.24!
YCR102C! D3.24! 0.05! 15.42! 4.76!
YLL015W! D3.24! 0.01! 27.78! 8.57!
YLR090W! D3.24! 0.00! 98.48! 30.39!
YDR181C! D3.24! 0.01! 29.00! 8.95!
YKL078W! D3.24! 0.04! 16.10! 4.97!
YLR409C! D3.24! 0.05! 15.16! 4.68!
YIL091C! D3.24! 0.04! 16.60! 5.13!
YGL141W! D3.24! 0.00! 40.35! 12.47!
YKR052C! D3.23! 0.00! 105.39! 32.59!
YLR369W! D3.23! 0.00! 64.43! 19.93!
YFR013W! D3.23! 0.03! 19.00! 5.88!
YBL067C! D3.23! 0.00! 35.36! 10.94!
YJR098C! D3.23! 0.01! 29.02! 8.98!
YPR134W! D3.23! 0.00! 50.29! 15.57!
YKL132C! D3.23! 0.00! 63.72! 19.73!
YNL035C! D3.23! 0.01! 25.39! 7.86!
YBR237W! D3.23! 0.00! 40.57! 12.57!
YJR126C! D3.23! 0.00! 57.76! 17.89!
YER008C! D3.23! 0.03! 17.71! 5.49!
YAL017W! D3.23! 0.00! 45.66! 14.15!
YCR067C! D3.23! 0.04! 16.38! 5.08!
YDR499W! D3.23! 0.03! 19.34! 5.99!
YJR127C! D3.23! 0.00! 86.65! 26.86!
YOL025W! D3.23! 0.00! 32.82! 10.18!
YJL077WDA! D3.23! 0.00! 117.63! 36.47!
YMR302C! D3.22! 0.00! 126.37! 39.19!
YDL199C! D3.22! 0.00! 32.89! 10.21!
YBL017C! D3.22! 0.00! 37.79! 11.73!
YNL249C! D3.22! 0.03! 17.95! 5.57!
YER134C! D3.22! 0.00! 121.42! 37.69!
YHR065C! D3.22! 0.01! 28.50! 8.85!
YDR176W! D3.22! 0.00! 34.88! 10.83!
YGR015C! D3.22! 0.00! 44.49! 13.82!
YPL195W! D3.22! 0.01! 25.68! 7.98!
YDR363W! D3.22! 0.00! 39.16! 12.17!
YNL059C! D3.22! 0.01! 29.96! 9.32!
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YGL262W! D3.22! 0.03! 18.16! 5.65!
YHR038W! D3.22! 0.01! 25.91! 8.06!
YDL040C! D3.21! 0.02! 23.14! 7.20!
YOL029C! D3.21! 0.00! 66.29! 20.63!
YDR390C! D3.21! 0.02! 23.26! 7.24!
YPL072W! D3.21! 0.03! 19.30! 6.01!
YOL066C! D3.21! 0.02! 23.41! 7.29!
YJL011C! D3.21! 0.00! 41.51! 12.93!
YPL046C! D3.21! 0.00! 64.52! 20.09!
YPR001W! D3.21! 0.02! 21.61! 6.73!
YOL138C! D3.21! 0.04! 16.24! 5.06!
YKL214C! D3.21! 0.00! 38.60! 12.03!
YKL095W! D3.21! 0.00! 60.57! 18.88!
YJL099W! D3.21! 0.01! 24.71! 7.70!
YAR030C! D3.21! 0.00! 158.33! 49.35!
YKL075C! D3.21! 0.00! 61.67! 19.23!
YJR004C! D3.21! 0.05! 15.63! 4.87!
YML057W! D3.21! 0.00! 123.07! 38.39!
YOR215C! D3.21! 0.00! 198.69! 61.97!
YJL081C! D3.21! 0.00! 45.39! 14.16!
YPL214C! D3.21! 0.00! 43.99! 13.72!
YMR193CDA! D3.20! 0.02! 23.12! 7.21!
YDL094C! D3.20! 0.04! 17.54! 5.47!
YMR168C! D3.20! 0.02! 23.37! 7.29!
YBL113C! D3.20! 0.02! 21.36! 6.67!
YLR144C! D3.20! 0.01! 26.31! 8.22!
YOR112W! D3.20! 0.03! 19.11! 5.97!
YNL120C! D3.20! 0.01! 23.82! 7.44!
YNL030W! D3.20! 0.00! 1399.69! 437.25!
YPR055W! D3.20! 0.03! 18.80! 5.87!
YEL072W! D3.20! 0.00! 44.61! 13.95!
YJL013C! D3.20! 0.00! 57.95! 18.12!
YBR280C! D3.20! 0.00! 107.94! 33.75!
YPR105C! D3.20! 0.03! 18.75! 5.86!
YOR229W! D3.20! 0.00! 34.53! 10.80!
YIL068C! D3.20! 0.03! 18.62! 5.83!
YKL206C! D3.20! 0.00! 66.84! 20.91!
YCL029C! D3.20! 0.01! 28.51! 8.92!
YJL057C! D3.20! 0.00! 59.29! 18.55!
YDL026W! D3.20! 0.00! 59.79! 18.71!
YOR124C! D3.19! 0.01! 28.34! 8.87!
YGL013C! D3.19! 0.00! 37.16! 11.63!
YPL074W! D3.19! 0.00! 38.03! 11.91!
YMR284W! D3.19! 0.03! 18.04! 5.65!
YML127W! D3.19! 0.00! 58.61! 18.35!
YMR086W! D3.19! 0.00! 46.02! 14.42!
YHR047C! D3.19! 0.02! 21.74! 6.81!
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YPR146C! D3.19! 0.00! 42.35! 13.27!
YOR379C! D3.19! 0.01! 24.49! 7.67!
YDR199W! D3.19! 0.00! 111.20! 34.85!
YDL150W! D3.19! 0.00! 42.26! 13.25!
YLR310C! D3.19! 0.02! 21.97! 6.89!
YPR147C! D3.19! 0.00! 66.98! 21.01!
YBR125C! D3.19! 0.00! 39.18! 12.29!
YNL048W! D3.19! 0.01! 26.88! 8.44!
YOR152C! D3.18! 0.00! 154.65! 48.56!
YML086C! D3.18! 0.00! 45.24! 14.21!
YPL217C! D3.18! 0.01! 24.91! 7.82!
YOL028C! D3.18! 0.00! 47.62! 14.96!
YOL084W! D3.18! 0.00! 291.40! 91.60!
YMR211W! D3.18! 0.01! 26.00! 8.18!
YGR170W! D3.18! 0.05! 16.00! 5.03!
YLR057W! D3.18! 0.03! 17.96! 5.65!
YDR456W! D3.18! 0.00! 54.82! 17.25!
YLR304C! D3.18! 0.00! 717.91! 225.93!
YBR006W! D3.18! 0.00! 540.77! 170.23!
YOL164W! D3.18! 0.00! 42.78! 13.47!
YKL072W! D3.18! 0.00! 33.62! 10.59!
YKR005C! D3.18! 0.04! 17.49! 5.51!
YFL004W! D3.18! 0.00! 49.49! 15.59!
YDR392W! D3.17! 0.00! 87.20! 27.47!
YNL045W! D3.17! 0.01! 28.57! 9.00!
YJL076W! D3.17! 0.00! 40.97! 12.92!
YBR055C! D3.17! 0.01! 28.61! 9.02!
YKR083C! D3.17! 0.00! 37.53! 11.84!
YJR005W! D3.17! 0.00! 61.31! 19.34!
YGR276C! D3.17! 0.00! 53.13! 16.76!
YPR083W! D3.17! 0.02! 21.04! 6.64!
YML093W! D3.17! 0.03! 18.69! 5.90!
YLR306W! D3.17! 0.04! 17.02! 5.37!
YJL041W! D3.17! 0.00! 45.04! 14.22!
YFL046W! D3.17! 0.00! 56.04! 17.69!
YHR004C! D3.17! 0.00! 51.54! 16.28!
YFL044C! D3.17! 0.00! 77.84! 24.58!
YOR048C! D3.17! 0.00! 67.83! 21.42!
YHR186C! D3.17! 0.05! 15.90! 5.02!
YOR250C! D3.16! 0.00! 35.27! 11.14!
YCR088W! D3.16! 0.00! 108.24! 34.21!
YKR029C! D3.16! 0.01! 28.75! 9.08!
YFL041WDA! D3.16! 0.01! 31.37! 9.91!
YML002W! D3.16! 0.01! 30.37! 9.60!
YFR016C! D3.16! 0.00! 32.97! 10.42!
YLR345W! D3.16! 0.00! 158.84! 50.22!
YPL085W! D3.16! 0.05! 15.38! 4.86!
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YNL199C! D3.16! 0.00! 76.22! 24.12!
YLR149CDA! D3.16! 0.05! 16.13! 5.11!
YER155C! D3.16! 0.04! 17.78! 5.63!
YGR179C! D3.16! 0.00! 38.74! 12.26!
YNL260C! D3.16! 0.00! 52.70! 16.69!
YMR283C! D3.16! 0.00! 39.10! 12.39!
YER118C! D3.16! 0.02! 21.77! 6.90!
YKR063C! D3.15! 0.00! 42.32! 13.41!
YLR428C! D3.15! 0.05! 15.09! 4.78!
YGL210W! D3.15! 0.00! 116.08! 36.80!
YPR091C! D3.15! 0.00! 39.72! 12.59!
YMR309C! D3.15! 0.01! 25.85! 8.19!
YMR086CDA! D3.15! 0.00! 60.20! 19.09!
YPL035C! D3.15! 0.00! 65.53! 20.79!
YDR273W! D3.15! 0.00! 72.70! 23.06!
YDR305C! D3.15! 0.02! 23.25! 7.37!
YNR051C! D3.15! 0.00! 48.84! 15.49!
YHR044C! D3.15! 0.00! 43.72! 13.87!
YMR239C! D3.15! 0.01! 30.64! 9.72!
YGR043C! D3.15! 0.00! 726.52! 230.70!
YHL042W! D3.15! 0.00! 60.41! 19.19!
YMR007W! D3.15! 0.00! 143.05! 45.47!
YIL120W! D3.15! 0.00! 56.75! 18.04!
YGR165W! D3.15! 0.00! 64.62! 20.54!
YGR271CDA! D3.15! 0.01! 29.57! 9.40!
YPR108W! D3.15! 0.00! 165.09! 52.48!
YOL062C! D3.15! 0.00! 80.58! 25.62!
YLR002C! D3.14! 0.00! 35.05! 11.15!
YNR025C! D3.14! 0.00! 71.47! 22.74!
YOL003C! D3.14! 0.01! 26.49! 8.43!
YNL229C! D3.14! 0.00! 138.20! 43.97!
YMR118C! D3.14! 0.00! 73.22! 23.30!
YDL235C! D3.14! 0.00! 58.94! 18.76!
YOR001W! D3.14! 0.00! 39.38! 12.53!
YNL041C! D3.14! 0.02! 22.46! 7.15!
YGR058W! D3.14! 0.00! 80.46! 25.62!
YPL182C! D3.14! 0.00! 160.35! 51.06!
YMR308C! D3.14! 0.01! 24.68! 7.86!
YPL158C! D3.14! 0.03! 19.59! 6.24!
YDL237W! D3.14! 0.00! 81.16! 25.86!
YDR009W! D3.14! 0.00! 38.09! 12.14!
YFR050C! D3.14! 0.00! 384.44! 122.55!
YNL137C! D3.14! 0.00! 86.37! 27.54!
YLR394W! D3.14! 0.01! 32.00! 10.20!
YLR283W! D3.14! 0.01! 25.06! 7.99!
YCR020CDA! D3.13! 0.00! 94.61! 30.18!
YNL269W! D3.13! 0.00! 32.63! 10.42!
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YKR076W! D3.13! 0.00! 140.54! 44.87!
YDR274C! D3.13! 0.00! 166.16! 53.05!
YFR003C! D3.13! 0.00! 124.83! 39.86!
YHL002W! D3.13! 0.00! 132.75! 42.40!
YPL248C! D3.13! 0.01! 28.91! 9.23!
YLR098C! D3.13! 0.01! 27.54! 8.80!
YCR030C! D3.13! 0.00! 44.89! 14.35!
YOL102C! D3.13! 0.00! 56.11! 17.95!
YOR345C! D3.13! 0.05! 15.83! 5.06!
YPL060W! D3.13! 0.00! 41.53! 13.28!
YHR066W! D3.13! 0.00! 33.49! 10.72!
YJR132W! D3.12! 0.05! 15.81! 5.06!
YKL168C! D3.12! 0.03! 20.59! 6.59!
YER128W! D3.12! 0.00! 48.25! 15.45!
YNL253W! D3.12! 0.01! 27.33! 8.75!
YDR030C! D3.12! 0.00! 46.21! 14.81!
YAL049C! D3.12! 0.00! 127.69! 40.93!
YLR206W! D3.12! 0.00! 161.08! 51.64!
YNL267W! D3.12! 0.01! 26.71! 8.56!
YGR052W! D3.12! 0.00! 460.70! 147.77!
YMR213W! D3.12! 0.00! 62.14! 19.93!
YNL266W! D3.12! 0.00! 80.06! 25.68!
YHR048W! D3.12! 0.00! 38.53! 12.36!
YKL068W! D3.12! 0.01! 30.42! 9.76!
YDR300C! D3.12! 0.00! 54.39! 17.45!
YNR039C! D3.12! 0.00! 46.54! 14.94!
YDL223C! D3.12! 0.00! 63.06! 20.24!
YDR081C! D3.11! 0.01! 29.03! 9.32!
YDR427W! D3.11! 0.00! 112.70! 36.18!
YNL151C! D3.11! 0.00! 88.88! 28.54!
YOR082C! D3.11! 0.04! 16.76! 5.38!
YNL311C! D3.11! 0.04! 17.32! 5.56!
YBL047C! D3.11! 0.00! 59.99! 19.27!
YAL002W! D3.11! 0.05! 15.59! 5.01!
YPR111W! D3.11! 0.00! 56.37! 18.12!
YPR031W! D3.11! 0.02! 23.19! 7.46!
YMR019W! D3.11! 0.04! 16.82! 5.41!
YER053C! D3.11! 0.00! 378.84! 121.85!
YHR080C! D3.11! 0.00! 33.61! 10.81!
YGR193C! D3.11! 0.00! 89.59! 28.82!
YNL183C! D3.11! 0.00! 43.54! 14.01!
YBR008C! D3.11! 0.00! 33.16! 10.67!
YHR101C! D3.11! 0.00! 34.23! 11.02!
YGL142C! D3.11! 0.01! 31.84! 10.25!
YNL115C! D3.11! 0.00! 113.99! 36.69!
YHL048CDA! D3.11! 0.00! 39.42! 12.69!
YDR080W! D3.11! 0.05! 16.27! 5.24!
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YGR162W! D3.11! 0.00! 52.44! 16.89!
YDL225W! D3.10! 0.00! 56.39! 18.16!
YLR440C! D3.10! 0.03! 19.79! 6.38!
YFL042C! D3.10! 0.00! 56.43! 18.17!
YGR035WD
A! D3.10! 0.00! 53.21! 17.15!
YOR030W! D3.10! 0.00! 45.62! 14.70!
YBL024W! D3.10! 0.01! 26.92! 8.68!
YLR433C! D3.10! 0.01! 32.33! 10.42!
YDR495C! D3.10! 0.05! 16.66! 5.37!
YOL096C! D3.10! 0.00! 38.98! 12.57!
YHR164C! D3.10! 0.05! 15.81! 5.10!
YJR100C! D3.10! 0.00! 73.39! 23.67!
YIL062C! D3.10! 0.00! 275.91! 88.97!
YPR193C! D3.10! 0.00! 40.10! 12.93!
YHL039W! D3.10! 0.01! 28.87! 9.31!
YDR489W! D3.10! 0.03! 19.56! 6.31!
YLR266C! D3.10! 0.03! 20.55! 6.63!
YDR239C! D3.10! 0.00! 35.94! 11.60!
YEL013W! D3.10! 0.00! 35.31! 11.40!
YBR063C! D3.10! 0.00! 86.73! 27.99!
YLR046C! D3.10! 0.00! 45.46! 14.67!
YDR379W! D3.10! 0.01! 30.88! 9.97!
YOL119C! D3.10! 0.00! 91.48! 29.54!
YDR240C! D3.10! 0.00! 39.06! 12.61!
YPR157W! D3.10! 0.00! 302.88! 97.80!
YKR023W! D3.10! 0.00! 35.64! 11.51!
YJR124C! D3.10! 0.05! 16.63! 5.37!
YNL211C! D3.10! 0.00! 48.17! 15.56!
YOR117W! D3.10! 0.00! 257.66! 83.24!
YIL014W! D3.09! 0.03! 19.40! 6.27!
YNL265C! D3.09! 0.00! 65.00! 21.01!
YMR028W! D3.09! 0.00! 45.46! 14.70!
YLR200W! D3.09! 0.00! 97.29! 31.45!
YGR004W! D3.09! 0.01! 32.92! 10.64!
YDL085CDA! D3.09! 0.00! 85.31! 27.59!
YLR214W! D3.09! 0.03! 20.66! 6.68!
YOR334W! D3.09! 0.04! 17.22! 5.57!
YPL029W! D3.09! 0.03! 20.02! 6.48!
YKR095W! D3.09! 0.03! 20.28! 6.56!
YER029C! D3.09! 0.00! 123.78! 40.05!
YFR046C! D3.09! 0.00! 35.22! 11.39!
YDR453C! D3.09! 0.00! 140.70! 45.52!
YLR053C! D3.09! 0.00! 186.52! 60.35!
YHR061C! D3.09! 0.04! 17.02! 5.51!
YMR273C! D3.09! 0.01! 26.05! 8.43!
YIL147C! D3.09! 0.05! 16.06! 5.20!
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YGL099W! D3.09! 0.00! 35.79! 11.58!
YLR418C! D3.09! 0.01! 30.52! 9.88!
YOR377W! D3.09! 0.00! 56.29! 18.22!
YGR093W! D3.09! 0.01! 25.21! 8.16!
YDR003WD
A! D3.09! 0.00! 285.25! 92.34!
YLR066W! D3.09! 0.00! 39.20! 12.69!
YGR122W! D3.09! 0.00! 39.23! 12.70!
YLR126C! D3.09! 0.00! 45.87! 14.86!
YKL182W! D3.09! 0.00! 123.95! 40.15!
YOR265W! D3.09! 0.00! 62.85! 20.36!
YML049C! D3.09! 0.04! 17.92! 5.81!
YPL183C! D3.08! 0.02! 22.84! 7.40!
YMR105WD
A! D3.08! 0.01! 26.09! 8.46!
YNL252C! D3.08! 0.00! 89.03! 28.88!
YLR364W! D3.08! 0.00! 55.11! 17.88!
YIR037W! D3.08! 0.00! 359.54! 116.72!
YKL119C! D3.08! 0.02! 24.73! 8.03!
YOR161WD
B! D3.08! 0.00! 101.05! 32.82!
YDL224C! D3.08! 0.00! 37.16! 12.07!
YLR336C! D3.08! 0.02! 23.87! 7.76!
YFR009W! D3.08! 0.01! 29.04! 9.44!
YDR168W! D3.08! 0.00! 110.53! 35.92!
YNL014W! D3.08! 0.00! 68.25! 22.18!
YBR026C! D3.08! 0.00! 70.19! 22.82!
YDL161W! D3.07! 0.00! 86.19! 28.03!
YIL016W! D3.07! 0.00! 41.06! 13.35!
YMR004W! D3.07! 0.00! 84.97! 27.64!
YBL008W! D3.07! 0.03! 19.56! 6.36!
YDR444W! D3.07! 0.00! 37.99! 12.36!
YLR297W! D3.07! 0.00! 744.75! 242.26!
YGL159W! D3.07! 0.02! 24.01! 7.81!
YGL212W! D3.07! 0.00! 39.78! 12.94!
YLR215C! D3.07! 0.00! 34.93! 11.37!
YGR246C! D3.07! 0.00! 44.86! 14.60!
YOR261C! D3.07! 0.00! 213.21! 69.38!
YEL030W! D3.07! 0.03! 19.13! 6.23!
YDR060W! D3.07! 0.03! 19.17! 6.25!
YER110C! D3.07! 0.04! 18.58! 6.06!
YDR216W! D3.07! 0.00! 62.95! 20.53!
YDL130WDA! D3.07! 0.00! 642.57! 209.56!
YGL094C! D3.07! 0.02! 23.65! 7.71!
YKR010C! D3.07! 0.03! 18.81! 6.14!
YDR335W! D3.06! 0.00! 60.48! 19.74!
YKR018C! D3.06! 0.00! 181.20! 59.14!
YPR068C! D3.06! 0.03! 20.78! 6.78!
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YDR026C! D3.06! 0.00! 42.33! 13.82!
YDL183C! D3.06! 0.00! 80.52! 26.29!
YHR158C! D3.06! 0.04! 18.24! 5.95!
YAL035W! D3.06! 0.00! 76.45! 24.97!
YNL206C! D3.06! 0.00! 89.47! 29.22!
YGL232W! D3.06! 0.02! 23.66! 7.73!
YBR080C! D3.06! 0.00! 54.91! 17.95!
YLR044C! D3.06! 0.00! 9158.23! 2993.48!
YLR290C! D3.06! 0.00! 50.97! 16.66!
YGR258C! D3.06! 0.01! 33.17! 10.84!
YLR289W! D3.06! 0.02! 23.54! 7.69!
YJL180C! D3.06! 0.01! 25.59! 8.37!
YGL059W! D3.06! 0.00! 38.91! 12.72!
YKL134C! D3.06! 0.03! 20.83! 6.81!
YHR180CDB! D3.06! 0.00! 35.09! 11.48!
YER012W! D3.06! 0.00! 265.64! 86.94!
YLR384C! D3.06! 0.03! 19.58! 6.41!
YEL012W! D3.05! 0.00! 575.78! 188.52!
YJL073W! D3.05! 0.02! 23.90! 7.83!
YEL071W! D3.05! 0.00! 1268.45! 415.44!
YOR017W! D3.05! 0.01! 28.86! 9.45!
YJR057W! D3.05! 0.00! 79.14! 25.93!
YGR144W! D3.05! 0.00! 55.85! 18.30!
YMR195W! D3.05! 0.00! 1459.02! 478.21!
YBR225W! D3.05! 0.00! 45.97! 15.07!
YKR105C! D3.05! 0.03! 19.36! 6.35!
YLR460C! D3.05! 0.00! 38.98! 12.79!
YOR295W! D3.05! 0.02! 24.77! 8.13!
YER066W! D3.05! 0.00! 51.98! 17.06!
YJL147C! D3.05! 0.02! 22.55! 7.40!
YLR239C! D3.05! 0.01! 32.70! 10.74!
YGL071W! D3.05! 0.00! 68.24! 22.41!
YGR247W! D3.04! 0.01! 33.54! 11.02!
YHR191C! D3.04! 0.00! 85.53! 28.10!
YGR206W! D3.04! 0.00! 56.18! 18.46!
YLR319C! D3.04! 0.04! 18.85! 6.19!
YMR176W! D3.04! 0.03! 20.24! 6.65!
YML079W! D3.04! 0.00! 58.28! 19.16!
YPR136C! D3.04! 0.02! 22.57! 7.42!
YIL067C! D3.04! 0.00! 38.55! 12.68!
YBR228W! D3.04! 0.00! 41.73! 13.73!
YPR112C! D3.04! 0.01! 27.72! 9.12!
YMR154C! D3.04! 0.04! 17.22! 5.67!
YJL075C! D3.04! 0.00! 76.29! 25.11!
YHR129C! D3.04! 0.02! 24.20! 7.97!
YDL189W! D3.04! 0.01! 27.49! 9.05!
YGR100W! D3.04! 0.01! 33.63! 11.08!
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YMR075CDA! D3.04! 0.00! 41.06! 13.52!
YPR117W! D3.04! 0.02! 21.94! 7.23!
YJR002W! D3.03! 0.00! 70.78! 23.32!
YPL185W! D3.03! 0.00! 39.87! 13.14!
YDR068W! D3.03! 0.00! 91.82! 30.26!
YBR246W! D3.03! 0.01! 31.75! 10.47!
YBR247C! D3.03! 0.00! 49.17! 16.21!
YML015C! D3.03! 0.00! 40.11! 13.23!
YPL100W! D3.03! 0.00! 56.01! 18.47!
YNR013C! D3.03! 0.04! 18.90! 6.24!
YIL031W! D3.03! 0.00! 38.95! 12.85!
YMR164C! D3.03! 0.04! 18.49! 6.10!
YLR165C! D3.03! 0.02! 23.62! 7.80!
YDR458C! D3.03! 0.02! 23.54! 7.77!
YER078C! D3.03! 0.00! 47.17! 15.57!
YLR041W! D3.03! 0.02! 25.14! 8.30!
YLR398C! D3.03! 0.04! 17.40! 5.75!
YKL221W! D3.03! 0.05! 16.61! 5.49!
YHR168W! D3.03! 0.00! 37.48! 12.39!
YOR228C! D3.03! 0.00! 38.86! 12.84!
YNL227C! D3.02! 0.00! 47.59! 15.75!
YER017C! D3.02! 0.00! 140.18! 46.38!
YHR192W! D3.02! 0.01! 31.16! 10.31!
YOR054C! D3.02! 0.00! 160.50! 53.11!
YGR037C! D3.02! 0.00! 721.88! 238.91!
YMR001C! D3.02! 0.03! 19.19! 6.35!
YGR184C! D3.02! 0.00! 39.69! 13.14!
YMR097C! D3.02! 0.00! 82.47! 27.30!
YIL071C! D3.02! 0.01! 28.43! 9.41!
YMR012W! D3.02! 0.01! 29.09! 9.63!
YKL212W! D3.02! 0.00! 59.57! 19.73!
YLR321C! D3.02! 0.01! 28.12! 9.31!
YGL042C! D3.02! 0.00! 142.75! 47.28!
YBL101C! D3.02! 0.00! 101.38! 33.58!
YPR022C! D3.02! 0.01! 29.48! 9.77!
YFL024C! D3.02! 0.00! 49.40! 16.38!
YLL031C! D3.02! 0.04! 17.48! 5.80!
YNL085W! D3.02! 0.01! 29.63! 9.82!
YML023C! D3.01! 0.05! 16.03! 5.32!
YDL247WDA! D3.01! 0.00! 178.55! 59.22!
YGL114W! D3.01! 0.00! 48.11! 15.97!
YFR029W! D3.01! 0.00! 68.15! 22.61!
YJR088C! D3.01! 0.00! 75.91! 25.19!
YKL126W! D3.01! 0.00! 121.53! 40.34!
YDL153C! D3.01! 0.00! 56.40! 18.73!
YNL139C! D3.01! 0.03! 21.13! 7.01!
YGL173C! D3.01! 0.00! 52.28! 17.36!
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YPR115W! D3.01! 0.00! 48.95! 16.25!
YOR335WD
A! D3.01! 0.00! 202.86! 67.37!
YGL254W! D3.01! 0.00! 46.07! 15.30!
YOL004W! D3.01! 0.00! 34.76! 11.55!
YKL005C! D3.01! 0.00! 60.34! 20.05!
YGR173W! D3.01! 0.01! 30.53! 10.15!
YBR172C! D3.01! 0.00! 55.90! 18.58!
YBL053W! D3.01! 0.00! 53.95! 17.94!
YOR216C! D3.01! 0.03! 19.41! 6.45!
YLR271W! D3.01! 0.02! 21.97! 7.31!
YDR189W! D3.01! 0.00! 42.05! 13.98!
YBR062C! D3.01! 0.00! 152.49! 50.72!
YPL246C! D3.01! 0.00! 59.00! 19.62!
YCR086W! D3.01! 0.00! 45.92! 15.28!
YHR073W! D3.00! 0.00! 40.35! 13.43!
YGL161C! D3.00! 0.00! 78.47! 26.12!
YOL137W! D3.00! 0.02! 25.52! 8.49!
YGL206C! D3.00! 0.00! 35.68! 11.88!
YBL105C! D3.00! 0.00! 41.08! 13.68!
YFL028C! D3.00! 0.00! 62.64! 20.86!
YAL016CDB! D3.00! 0.00! 71.68! 23.88!
YPL212C! D3.00! 0.00! 57.08! 19.02!
YOR132W! D3.00! 0.00! 97.18! 32.38!
YPL122C! D3.00! 0.01! 32.73! 10.90!
YEL043W! D3.00! 0.00! 44.02! 14.68!
YGR243W! D3.00! 0.00! 2336.68! 779.13!
YBR300C! D3.00! 0.02! 22.55! 7.52!
YDR166C! D3.00! 0.02! 23.10! 7.70!
YGR112W! D3.00! 0.00! 35.29! 11.77!
YBR024W! D3.00! 0.00! 73.06! 24.37!
YBR289W! D3.00! 0.04! 18.83! 6.28!
YIL030C! D3.00! 0.01! 31.65! 10.56!
YGL256W! D3.00! 0.02! 23.67! 7.90!
YNR023W! D3.00! 0.00! 38.68! 12.91!
YGR113W! D3.00! 0.01! 33.71! 11.25!
YML094CDA! D3.00! 0.02! 22.69! 7.58!
YFL001W! D2.99! 0.01! 33.31! 11.12!
YLR382C! D2.99! 0.02! 24.76! 8.27!
YOR270C! D2.99! 0.00! 69.49! 23.21!
YIL172C! D2.99! 0.00! 45.06! 15.06!
YOR325W! D2.99! 0.01! 29.24! 9.77!
YLR188W! D2.99! 0.02! 25.09! 8.39!
YLL057C! D2.99! 0.01! 26.81! 8.96!
YMR119W! D2.99! 0.01! 27.23! 9.10!
YCL026CDB! D2.99! 0.00! 438.07! 146.53!
YPL188W! D2.99! 0.00! 55.75! 18.65!
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YFR001W! D2.99! 0.00! 67.22! 22.49!
YKR096W! D2.99! 0.00! 44.28! 14.82!
YOR123C! D2.99! 0.00! 135.77! 45.44!
YIL104C! D2.99! 0.01! 30.85! 10.33!
YHR029C! D2.99! 0.00! 52.66! 17.64!
YFR024CDA! D2.99! 0.00! 143.73! 48.14!
YLR243W! D2.99! 0.00! 37.70! 12.63!
YNR022C! D2.98! 0.00! 143.41! 48.04!
YOR005C! D2.98! 0.00! 37.07! 12.42!
YDL146W! D2.98! 0.04! 18.34! 6.15!
YOR171C! D2.98! 0.00! 79.06! 26.50!
YFR052W! D2.98! 0.00! 186.06! 62.38!
YOR260W! D2.98! 0.00! 55.45! 18.59!
YMR115W! D2.98! 0.00! 106.66! 35.77!
YNL097CDB! D2.98! 0.01! 26.15! 8.77!
YMR194CDB! D2.98! 0.00! 261.56! 87.75!
YLR396C! D2.98! 0.03! 21.41! 7.18!
YLR189C! D2.98! 0.00! 63.50! 21.31!
YJL044C! D2.98! 0.02! 24.72! 8.29!
YOL018C! D2.98! 0.00! 48.44! 16.26!
YAL031WDA! D2.98! 0.00! 66.05! 22.18!
YLR362W! D2.98! 0.00! 56.85! 19.09!
YHR121W! D2.98! 0.00! 85.43! 28.69!
YNR003C! D2.98! 0.01! 29.12! 9.78!
YPL107W! D2.98! 0.00! 103.96! 34.91!
YMR100W! D2.98! 0.00! 50.91! 17.10!
YDR203W! D2.98! 0.00! 54.06! 18.16!
YMR278W! D2.98! 0.00! 57.41! 19.28!
YOL057W! D2.98! 0.02! 25.73! 8.64!
YGL196W! D2.98! 0.00! 104.00! 34.96!
YFR028C! D2.98! 0.00! 37.96! 12.76!
YNL181W! D2.97! 0.00! 35.93! 12.08!
YMR165C! D2.97! 0.00! 83.03! 27.92!
YER059W! D2.97! 0.01! 27.64! 9.29!
YMR063W! D2.97! 0.05! 16.24! 5.46!
YPL236C! D2.97! 0.00! 40.80! 13.73!
YOL042W! D2.97! 0.00! 40.22! 13.54!
YCR017C! D2.97! 0.00! 68.06! 22.92!
YJL002C! D2.97! 0.00! 80.95! 27.27!
YOR165W! D2.97! 0.00! 39.34! 13.26!
YMR099C! D2.97! 0.00! 114.14! 38.47!
YNL329C! D2.97! 0.05! 17.47! 5.89!
YGL224C! D2.97! 0.00! 39.75! 13.40!
YPR094W! D2.97! 0.00! 74.36! 25.07!
YLL055W! D2.97! 0.00! 77.24! 26.04!
YGL207W! D2.97! 0.00! 61.58! 20.76!
YNL271C! D2.97! 0.02! 24.88! 8.39!
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YGL057C! D2.97! 0.00! 42.03! 14.17!
YAL051W! D2.97! 0.00! 58.10! 19.60!
YDR473C! D2.96! 0.00! 66.44! 22.41!
YLR277C! D2.96! 0.03! 22.27! 7.51!
YHL010C! D2.96! 0.01! 28.67! 9.67!
YFL055W! D2.96! 0.04! 18.17! 6.13!
YKL091C! D2.96! 0.00! 114.89! 38.77!
YPL263C! D2.96! 0.02! 24.60! 8.30!
YEL050WDA! D2.96! 0.00! 109.64! 37.01!
YCR020C! D2.96! 0.00! 37.99! 12.83!
YOR156C! D2.96! 0.02! 25.07! 8.47!
YHR028C! D2.96! 0.00! 84.94! 28.69!
YOR258W! D2.96! 0.01! 32.46! 10.96!
YPL181W! D2.96! 0.00! 270.35! 91.36!
YHR103W! D2.96! 0.00! 73.58! 24.87!
YKR001C! D2.96! 0.00! 88.83! 30.03!
YKL011C! D2.96! 0.04! 19.44! 6.57!
YOR330C! D2.96! 0.03! 19.93! 6.74!
YOR116C! D2.96! 0.01! 33.25! 11.25!
YHR001W! D2.96! 0.00! 48.95! 16.56!
YDL132W! D2.95! 0.00! 40.44! 13.69!
YGL226CDA! D2.95! 0.00! 97.69! 33.06!
YKL007W! D2.95! 0.00! 153.55! 51.97!
YPR049C! D2.95! 0.01! 33.91! 11.48!
YDR145W! D2.95! 0.00! 93.35! 31.61!
YGR056W! D2.95! 0.02! 24.40! 8.26!
YDR387C! D2.95! 0.00! 40.32! 13.66!
YOR076C! D2.95! 0.03! 22.20! 7.52!
YOR256C! D2.95! 0.00! 52.80! 17.89!
YJL049W! D2.95! 0.02! 23.25! 7.88!
YNL165W! D2.95! 0.00! 61.64! 20.89!
YBR117C! D2.95! 0.00! 180.92! 61.34!
YDR359C! D2.95! 0.04! 18.08! 6.13!
YDL032W! D2.95! 0.04! 17.99! 6.10!
YLR071C! D2.95! 0.01! 26.78! 9.08!
YGL056C! D2.95! 0.00! 140.69! 47.71!
YBL051C! D2.95! 0.00! 46.24! 15.68!
YHR072W! D2.95! 0.00! 37.57! 12.74!
YDR311W! D2.95! 0.01! 33.07! 11.22!
YMR181C! D2.95! 0.00! 975.74! 331.18!
YML042W! D2.95! 0.00! 136.88! 46.46!
YDL206W! D2.95! 0.00! 37.48! 12.72!
YJR084W! D2.94! 0.04! 18.80! 6.39!
YLR335W! D2.94! 0.00! 71.35! 24.23!
YMR129W! D2.94! 0.03! 20.10! 6.83!
YOR161WD
A! D2.94! 0.00! 154.49! 52.49!
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YNL136W! D2.94! 0.00! 73.94! 25.12!
YKL135C! D2.94! 0.00! 45.98! 15.62!
YKL154W! D2.94! 0.00! 39.38! 13.38!
YCR022C! D2.94! 0.01! 33.56! 11.40!
YJL008C! D2.94! 0.00! 124.59! 42.34!
YHR034C! D2.94! 0.00! 55.20! 18.76!
YML099C! D2.94! 0.02! 24.58! 8.35!
YGL043W! D2.94! 0.00! 102.37! 34.80!
YLR253W! D2.94! 0.00! 65.38! 22.23!
YFR026C! D2.94! 0.05! 17.20! 5.85!
YGL244W! D2.94! 0.00! 75.11! 25.54!
YMR023C! D2.94! 0.01! 29.74! 10.11!
YOR138C! D2.94! 0.00! 91.05! 30.97!
YLR197W! D2.94! 0.00! 46.78! 15.92!
YDR222W! D2.94! 0.00! 93.38! 31.78!
YMR271C! D2.94! 0.00! 236.81! 80.61!
YDR436W! D2.94! 0.00! 60.97! 20.76!
YMR155W! D2.94! 0.00! 46.35! 15.79!
YDR183W! D2.94! 0.01! 33.33! 11.35!
YGR105W! D2.94! 0.00! 107.46! 36.61!
YNL264C! D2.94! 0.00! 120.45! 41.04!
YOR287C! D2.93! 0.00! 36.91! 12.58!
YOR161C! D2.93! 0.00! 86.52! 29.49!
YLR210W! D2.93! 0.01! 27.99! 9.54!
YER123W! D2.93! 0.01! 31.08! 10.60!
YIR010W! D2.93! 0.01! 32.46! 11.07!
YOR259C! D2.93! 0.00! 295.99! 100.97!
YOR361C! D2.93! 0.00! 61.74! 21.07!
YGR078C! D2.93! 0.00! 43.08! 14.70!
YMR047C! D2.93! 0.01! 28.54! 9.74!
YOR227W! D2.93! 0.00! 42.44! 14.49!
YJL020C! D2.93! 0.00! 94.15! 32.15!
YOR266W! D2.93! 0.04! 19.72! 6.73!
YAL059CDA! D2.93! 0.00! 47.00! 16.05!
YDL190C! D2.93! 0.02! 23.69! 8.09!
YKL210W! D2.93! 0.00! 72.36! 24.72!
YBR003W! D2.93! 0.00! 82.41! 28.16!
YLR128W! D2.93! 0.01! 33.93! 11.59!
YKL143W! D2.93! 0.00! 66.42! 22.70!
YNL121C! D2.92! 0.00! 77.27! 26.42!
YIR005W! D2.92! 0.00! 40.69! 13.91!
YDR535C! D2.92! 0.04! 19.26! 6.59!
YNL101W! D2.92! 0.00! 64.18! 21.95!
YPR082C! D2.92! 0.00! 104.77! 35.84!
YOR051C! D2.92! 0.00! 133.09! 45.53!
YKL195W! D2.92! 0.00! 221.46! 75.76!
YOR346W! D2.92! 0.04! 20.07! 6.86!
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YPL273W! D2.92! 0.01! 34.32! 11.74!
YML013W! D2.92! 0.00! 54.31! 18.58!
YLL011W! D2.92! 0.00! 43.52! 14.89!
YPR067W! D2.92! 0.00! 101.34! 34.68!
YJR071W! D2.92! 0.02! 23.61! 8.08!
YDL176W! D2.92! 0.00! 42.61! 14.59!
YGL176C! D2.92! 0.00! 42.64! 14.60!
YBR049C! D2.92! 0.00! 49.44! 16.93!
YJL221C! D2.92! 0.00! 43.25! 14.81!
YER142C! D2.92! 0.00! 125.62! 43.01!
YHR039C! D2.92! 0.00! 38.02! 13.02!
YLR386W! D2.92! 0.05! 17.52! 6.00!
YDR393W! D2.92! 0.00! 40.39! 13.84!
YHR024C! D2.92! 0.00! 76.56! 26.23!
YKL219W! D2.92! 0.01! 32.68! 11.20!
YPL193W! D2.92! 0.02! 25.21! 8.64!
YGR143W! D2.92! 0.00! 133.97! 45.92!
YLR436C! D2.92! 0.03! 21.63! 7.42!
YOR075W! D2.92! 0.00! 84.99! 29.14!
YNL004W! D2.92! 0.00! 128.13! 43.93!
YML095C! D2.92! 0.02! 26.61! 9.12!
YLR201C! D2.92! 0.00! 63.33! 21.72!
YGL101W! D2.92! 0.00! 96.20! 33.00!
YMR254C! D2.91! 0.02! 25.74! 8.83!
YGR111W! D2.91! 0.00! 74.71! 25.63!
YGR194C! D2.91! 0.00! 49.85! 17.10!
YNL025C! D2.91! 0.00! 38.98! 13.38!
YMR172W! D2.91! 0.00! 45.27! 15.54!
YHL043W! D2.91! 0.00! 58.36! 20.04!
YMR323W! D2.91! 0.00! 583.97! 200.55!
YNL320W! D2.91! 0.02! 23.32! 8.02!
YDL030W! D2.91! 0.01! 31.75! 10.91!
YBL070C! D2.91! 0.00! 176.52! 60.69!
YPR139C! D2.91! 0.02! 24.93! 8.57!
YHR139C! D2.91! 0.00! 189.97! 65.33!
YMR064W! D2.91! 0.00! 63.40! 21.80!
YDR066C! D2.91! 0.01! 30.28! 10.41!
YKR060W! D2.91! 0.01! 30.62! 10.54!
YGL144C! D2.91! 0.01! 27.05! 9.31!
YIL005W! D2.90! 0.00! 50.06! 17.23!
YKR016W! D2.90! 0.00! 111.51! 38.39!
YPR199C! D2.90! 0.00! 59.14! 20.36!
YAR002W! D2.90! 0.00! 45.95! 15.82!
YLR132C! D2.90! 0.00! 36.51! 12.57!
YDL119C! D2.90! 0.01! 33.29! 11.47!
YLR182W! D2.90! 0.01! 31.15! 10.73!
YMR152W! D2.90! 0.00! 71.10! 24.50!
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YMR221C! D2.90! 0.01! 30.38! 10.47!
YNL138W! D2.90! 0.00! 87.44! 30.14!
YIL079C! D2.90! 0.00! 37.04! 12.77!
YBL036C! D2.90! 0.00! 123.38! 42.55!
YPR071W! D2.90! 0.02! 25.74! 8.88!
YOL007C! D2.90! 0.05! 17.21! 5.94!
YDR206W! D2.90! 0.02! 24.73! 8.53!
YGL185C! D2.90! 0.00! 51.14! 17.64!
YER125W! D2.90! 0.00! 98.52! 34.00!
YLR276C! D2.90! 0.02! 25.03! 8.64!
YOL013C! D2.90! 0.00! 77.93! 26.90!
YDR394W! D2.90! 0.00! 245.54! 84.75!
YOR175C! D2.90! 0.00! 49.71! 17.16!
YMR201C! D2.90! 0.00! 85.15! 29.40!
YOL050C! D2.90! 0.00! 84.16! 29.06!
YGR013W! D2.90! 0.00! 79.98! 27.62!
YNL174W! D2.90! 0.01! 36.23! 12.51!
YER030W! D2.90! 0.00! 250.11! 86.39!
YOR368W! D2.89! 0.02! 25.89! 8.94!
YEL002C! D2.89! 0.00! 60.65! 20.95!
YDR316W! D2.89! 0.00! 56.54! 19.54!
YOR060C! D2.89! 0.04! 20.40! 7.05!
YOL051W! D2.89! 0.00! 50.28! 17.38!
YOR304W! D2.89! 0.01! 27.84! 9.62!
YGL041WDA! D2.89! 0.00! 125.13! 43.26!
YMR261C! D2.89! 0.00! 51.95! 17.96!
YMR114C! D2.89! 0.00! 152.19! 52.62!
YFR007W! D2.89! 0.01! 31.28! 10.81!
YKL124W! D2.89! 0.00! 58.11! 20.09!
YJL111W! D2.89! 0.00! 124.10! 42.92!
YBR253W! D2.89! 0.00! 91.71! 31.73!
YGL201C! D2.89! 0.01! 32.55! 11.26!
YCL056C! D2.89! 0.00! 124.35! 43.03!
YNL326C! D2.89! 0.01! 32.10! 11.11!
YIL097W! D2.89! 0.00! 46.45! 16.08!
YCL057W! D2.89! 0.00! 80.98! 28.03!
YJL101C! D2.89! 0.00! 141.99! 49.15!
YEL015W! D2.89! 0.00! 92.73! 32.11!
YBL064C! D2.89! 0.00! 710.35! 245.98!
YBL066C! D2.89! 0.01! 35.18! 12.19!
YFL013C! D2.89! 0.00! 77.97! 27.01!
YJR108W! D2.89! 0.02! 26.09! 9.04!
YDL215C! D2.89! 0.00! 53.34! 18.48!
YAL031C! D2.89! 0.01! 35.30! 12.23!
YBR015C! D2.89! 0.00! 72.98! 25.29!
YOR169C! D2.89! 0.00! 69.29! 24.02!
YHR079C! D2.88! 0.03! 21.82! 7.56!
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YJL056C! D2.88! 0.00! 37.33! 12.94!
YOR354C! D2.88! 0.00! 45.43! 15.75!
YGR109WD
B! D2.88! 0.01! 28.75! 9.97!
YLR022C! D2.88! 0.00! 51.49! 17.86!
YBL059CDA! D2.88! 0.00! 156.82! 54.42!
YIL108W! D2.88! 0.00! 87.53! 30.38!
YGL079W! D2.88! 0.01! 35.60! 12.36!
YPR137W! D2.88! 0.00! 40.85! 14.19!
YOL055C! D2.88! 0.01! 33.86! 11.76!
YIL177WDA! D2.88! 0.01! 27.60! 9.59!
YDL219W! D2.88! 0.02! 26.20! 9.10!
YML131W! D2.88! 0.00! 1024.99! 356.15!
YDL001W! D2.88! 0.00! 46.31! 16.10!
YHR104W! D2.88! 0.00! 556.06! 193.32!
YJR135C! D2.87! 0.03! 23.31! 8.11!
YMR138W! D2.87! 0.00! 50.35! 17.52!
YER184C! D2.87! 0.03! 22.56! 7.85!
YKL176C! D2.87! 0.00! 48.91! 17.02!
YMR092C! D2.87! 0.00! 67.49! 23.49!
YDL098C! D2.87! 0.00! 76.37! 26.57!
YOL094C! D2.87! 0.02! 27.01! 9.40!
YOR355W! D2.87! 0.01! 29.63! 10.31!
YIL021W! D2.87! 0.00! 87.62! 30.50!
YDR268W! D2.87! 0.00! 36.93! 12.86!
YFL034CDA! D2.87! 0.00! 76.07! 26.48!
YDL194W! D2.87! 0.01! 35.83! 12.48!
YGL008C! D2.87! 0.00! 1710.97! 595.72!
YDR229W! D2.87! 0.00! 42.55! 14.81!
YHR003C! D2.87! 0.01! 35.45! 12.35!
YCL004W! D2.87! 0.02! 24.20! 8.43!
YPL267W! D2.87! 0.04! 20.23! 7.05!
YDR505C! D2.87! 0.00! 103.16! 35.95!
YML032C! D2.87! 0.00! 85.48! 29.80!
YOL069W! D2.87! 0.01! 34.63! 12.07!
YDR299W! D2.87! 0.02! 25.39! 8.86!
YEL077C! D2.87! 0.05! 18.12! 6.32!
YFL009W! D2.87! 0.00! 62.33! 21.75!
YGL208W! D2.87! 0.00! 120.05! 41.89!
YDL103C! D2.86! 0.04! 20.14! 7.04!
YBR041W! D2.86! 0.00! 52.43! 18.31!
YBR108W! D2.86! 0.00! 129.93! 45.38!
YPL277C! D2.86! 0.00! 59.44! 20.76!
YOR326W! D2.86! 0.05! 18.14! 6.34!
YOR307C! D2.86! 0.00! 45.73! 15.98!
YDL221W! D2.86! 0.01! 28.28! 9.89!
YLR153C! D2.86! 0.00! 163.38! 57.11!
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YOR034C! D2.86! 0.01! 28.80! 10.07!
YER048C! D2.86! 0.00! 235.80! 82.45!
YIL002WDA! D2.86! 0.00! 234.19! 81.88!
YNL119W! D2.86! 0.01! 29.63! 10.36!
YMR140W! D2.86! 0.00! 104.78! 36.65!
YML097C! D2.86! 0.01! 28.76! 10.06!
YLL056C! D2.86! 0.00! 443.89! 155.27!
YLR052W! D2.86! 0.00! 73.46! 25.70!
YML004C! D2.86! 0.00! 706.19! 247.08!
YOR033C! D2.86! 0.00! 46.94! 16.43!
YDR200C! D2.86! 0.00! 44.94! 15.73!
YML050W! D2.85! 0.00! 47.79! 16.74!
YLR190W! D2.85! 0.01! 30.43! 10.66!
YOR264W! D2.85! 0.00! 43.55! 15.26!
YDR111C! D2.85! 0.02! 27.20! 9.53!
YNR043W! D2.85! 0.00! 123.58! 43.31!
YJL097W! D2.85! 0.02! 26.02! 9.12!
YLR397C! D2.85! 0.03! 21.79! 7.64!
YDR425W! D2.85! 0.01! 28.24! 9.90!
YBR276C! D2.85! 0.02! 25.09! 8.80!
YGL227W! D2.85! 0.00! 39.07! 13.70!
YGR076C! D2.85! 0.00! 52.31! 18.34!
YKL131W! D2.85! 0.00! 47.83! 16.77!
YMR199W! D2.85! 0.03! 22.27! 7.81!
YBL005W! D2.85! 0.01! 35.61! 12.49!
YDR435C! D2.85! 0.00! 133.25! 46.74!
YDR409W! D2.85! 0.02! 24.25! 8.51!
YBR198C! D2.85! 0.01! 34.11! 11.97!
YLR238W! D2.85! 0.01! 35.24! 12.36!
YNR035C! D2.85! 0.00! 138.49! 48.59!
YER114C! D2.85! 0.01! 32.66! 11.46!
YKL038W! D2.85! 0.00! 50.12! 17.59!
YDR196C! D2.85! 0.00! 76.68! 26.92!
YIL171WDA! D2.85! 0.00! 92.94! 32.64!
YJR049C! D2.85! 0.00! 100.03! 35.13!
YER137WDA! D2.85! 0.00! 39.56! 13.89!
YHR063WD
A! D2.85! 0.00! 169.34! 59.49!
YOL108C! D2.85! 0.00! 264.56! 92.95!
YLR096W! D2.85! 0.03! 21.02! 7.39!
YKR039W! D2.85! 0.04! 19.46! 6.84!
YGR197C! D2.84! 0.00! 62.03! 21.81!
YHR052W! D2.84! 0.00! 42.76! 15.04!
YIL098C! D2.84! 0.00! 90.21! 31.73!
YHR178W! D2.84! 0.02! 26.51! 9.32!
YLR083C! D2.84! 0.00! 42.66! 15.01!
YAL056W! D2.84! 0.00! 40.47! 14.24!
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YGR127W! D2.84! 0.00! 160.92! 56.63!
YDL016C! D2.84! 0.00! 64.27! 22.62!
YPL043W! D2.84! 0.01! 32.59! 11.47!
YML065W! D2.84! 0.03! 21.35! 7.51!
YDR082W! D2.84! 0.01! 36.66! 12.90!
YGR150C! D2.84! 0.02! 27.22! 9.59!
YGR120C! D2.84! 0.00! 39.28! 13.83!
YMR180C! D2.84! 0.00! 78.76! 27.74!
YPR148C! D2.84! 0.00! 248.84! 87.66!
YHR036W! D2.84! 0.02! 23.91! 8.42!
YGR138C! D2.84! 0.00! 2497.51! 879.94!
YPR060C! D2.84! 0.01! 32.23! 11.36!
YJR099W! D2.84! 0.00! 50.91! 17.94!
YDR099W! D2.84! 0.00! 465.75! 164.11!
YIR001C! D2.84! 0.00! 79.60! 28.06!
YOR166C! D2.84! 0.05! 18.43! 6.50!
YPL006W! D2.84! 0.01! 30.89! 10.89!
YHR181W! D2.84! 0.00! 47.16! 16.63!
YNL108C! D2.84! 0.00! 79.91! 28.18!
YFR044C! D2.84! 0.00! 118.98! 41.95!
YHL017W! D2.84! 0.00! 40.74! 14.37!
YBR254C! D2.83! 0.00! 44.97! 15.86!
YOL021C! D2.83! 0.02! 25.54! 9.01!
YPR150W! D2.83! 0.00! 240.40! 84.85!
YLR187W! D2.83! 0.00! 39.27! 13.86!
YKL122C! D2.83! 0.00! 57.78! 20.40!
YHR031C! D2.83! 0.01! 32.44! 11.45!
YER068W! D2.83! 0.00! 93.75! 33.09!
YJL100W! D2.83! 0.00! 91.43! 32.28!
YPL243W! D2.83! 0.03! 23.16! 8.18!
YGR072W! D2.83! 0.00! 48.63! 17.17!
YJL146W! D2.83! 0.00! 40.27! 14.22!
YJL005W! D2.83! 0.01! 34.57! 12.21!
YGR274C! D2.83! 0.01! 31.82! 11.24!
YBR028C! D2.83! 0.02! 27.31! 9.65!
YNR016C! D2.83! 0.00! 90.59! 32.02!
YPR056W! D2.83! 0.00! 51.17! 18.09!
YOR014W! D2.83! 0.00! 91.37! 32.31!
YDR027C! D2.83! 0.00! 40.58! 14.35!
YKL018W! D2.83! 0.01! 32.07! 11.34!
YCR028CDA! D2.83! 0.00! 130.14! 46.03!
YDR233C! D2.83! 0.00! 278.95! 98.68!
YLL021W! D2.83! 0.04! 20.58! 7.28!
YIL075C! D2.83! 0.00! 201.37! 71.26!
YDR122W! D2.83! 0.00! 54.21! 19.18!
YGR081C! D2.83! 0.00! 38.52! 13.63!
YIL048W! D2.82! 0.02! 26.19! 9.27!
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YDR197W! D2.82! 0.02! 25.89! 9.17!
YDR017C! D2.82! 0.01! 33.25! 11.77!
YER169W! D2.82! 0.00! 60.12! 21.28!
YOL072W! D2.82! 0.01! 30.39! 10.76!
YBR079C! D2.82! 0.00! 52.96! 18.76!
YJL022W! D2.82! 0.02! 27.82! 9.86!
YDR379CDA! D2.82! 0.00! 215.63! 76.41!
YNL214W! D2.82! 0.00! 48.05! 17.03!
YAL026CDA! D2.82! 0.01! 33.11! 11.73!
YLR068W! D2.82! 0.00! 58.09! 20.59!
YBR056W! D2.82! 0.00! 148.25! 52.58!
YOR090C! D2.82! 0.01! 35.17! 12.48!
YNR040W! D2.82! 0.00! 51.04! 18.11!
YOR118W! D2.82! 0.00! 37.78! 13.41!
YPR118W! D2.82! 0.01! 29.95! 10.63!
YDL100C! D2.82! 0.00! 186.52! 66.19!
YLR457C! D2.82! 0.01! 32.41! 11.50!
YIL105WDA! D2.82! 0.00! 177.50! 63.00!
YDR257C! D2.82! 0.01! 33.83! 12.01!
YDR386W! D2.82! 0.02! 28.15! 9.99!
YLR408C! D2.82! 0.00! 60.06! 21.32!
YJL054W! D2.82! 0.00! 108.81! 38.64!
YPL042C! D2.82! 0.00! 42.31! 15.03!
YJR135WDA! D2.82! 0.00! 73.10! 25.96!
YNL191W! D2.82! 0.00! 197.64! 70.19!
YJL164C! D2.82! 0.00! 112.06! 39.80!
YKR086W! D2.81! 0.03! 21.66! 7.69!
YHR131C! D2.81! 0.00! 61.96! 22.02!
YJR079W! D2.81! 0.00! 62.20! 22.11!
YMR098C! D2.81! 0.00! 42.90! 15.25!
YMR316CDB! D2.81! 0.00! 45.04! 16.02!
YNR026C! D2.81! 0.04! 19.66! 6.99!
YOR211C! D2.81! 0.01! 37.02! 13.17!
YDL029W! D2.81! 0.00! 116.21! 41.33!
YKL013C! D2.81! 0.00! 259.63! 92.35!
YGL090W! D2.81! 0.00! 50.16! 17.84!
YDR530C! D2.81! 0.00! 111.99! 39.84!
YLR274W! D2.81! 0.05! 18.46! 6.57!
YDL006W! D2.81! 0.00! 95.04! 33.83!
YJL060W! D2.81! 0.00! 91.07! 32.42!
YGL052W! D2.81! 0.00! 48.35! 17.21!
YNL090W! D2.81! 0.02! 26.16! 9.32!
YBR102C! D2.81! 0.02! 25.28! 9.00!
YOR067C! D2.81! 0.02! 24.35! 8.67!
YJL127C! D2.81! 0.03! 22.23! 7.92!
YNL219C! D2.81! 0.00! 45.47! 16.21!
YNL261W! D2.81! 0.02! 28.06! 10.00!
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YJL050W! D2.81! 0.01! 28.89! 10.30!
YDL050C! D2.81! 0.00! 98.09! 34.97!
YLR262C! D2.81! 0.00! 56.58! 20.17!
YOR316C! D2.80! 0.00! 139.55! 49.75!
YGL139W! D2.80! 0.01! 30.88! 11.01!
YGL048C! D2.80! 0.00! 384.90! 137.27!
YMR190C! D2.80! 0.04! 21.22! 7.57!
YBR260C! D2.80! 0.00! 42.40! 15.13!
YJR091C! D2.80! 0.00! 76.72! 27.37!
YER033C! D2.80! 0.01! 37.10! 13.24!
YFL036W! D2.80! 0.01! 36.97! 13.19!
YMR223W! D2.80! 0.05! 18.58! 6.63!
YKL171W! D2.80! 0.00! 82.79! 29.55!
YKR020W! D2.80! 0.00! 99.47! 35.51!
YOR120W! D2.80! 0.00! 253.03! 90.35!
YNL110C! D2.80! 0.00! 105.31! 37.61!
YML068W! D2.80! 0.00! 40.49! 14.46!
YPL096CDA! D2.80! 0.00! 68.65! 24.52!
YDL097C! D2.80! 0.00! 375.28! 134.10!
YDR464W! D2.80! 0.03! 22.67! 8.10!
YHR188C! D2.80! 0.00! 70.79! 25.30!
YMR245W! D2.80! 0.00! 193.23! 69.07!
YDR403W! D2.80! 0.02! 25.01! 8.94!
YBL098W! D2.80! 0.00! 47.86! 17.11!
YKL172W! D2.80! 0.00! 84.57! 30.24!
YJR056C! D2.80! 0.01! 29.44! 10.53!
YNL012W! D2.80! 0.02! 24.98! 8.94!
YGL001C! D2.80! 0.00! 146.14! 52.27!
YGR207C! D2.80! 0.00! 60.93! 21.80!
YNL149C! D2.80! 0.00! 467.96! 167.42!
YKR012C! D2.79! 0.01! 29.08! 10.41!
YJR039W! D2.79! 0.04! 19.65! 7.03!
YMR026C! D2.79! 0.00! 42.40! 15.18!
YPL210C! D2.79! 0.02! 24.69! 8.84!
YPL011C! D2.79! 0.00! 39.37! 14.10!
YGR097W! D2.79! 0.00! 58.94! 21.11!
YLR254C! D2.79! 0.00! 119.31! 42.75!
YCR027C! D2.79! 0.00! 59.59! 21.35!
YGL067W! D2.79! 0.00! 38.93! 13.95!
YJL023C! D2.79! 0.00! 62.40! 22.37!
YML099WD
A! D2.79! 0.00! 59.54! 21.34!
YMR014W! D2.79! 0.01! 38.01! 13.63!
YFR021W! D2.79! 0.00! 66.18! 23.73!
YKL211C! D2.79! 0.00! 60.81! 21.80!
YAR019C! D2.79! 0.03! 23.59! 8.46!
YDR511W! D2.79! 0.00! 121.46! 43.56!
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YOR389W! D2.79! 0.00! 160.40! 57.53!
YGL250W! D2.79! 0.00! 68.71! 24.65!
YNR028W! D2.79! 0.03! 24.22! 8.69!
YOR098C! D2.79! 0.00! 59.42! 21.33!
YBR235W! D2.79! 0.04! 20.92! 7.51!
YBR149W! D2.79! 0.00! 280.24! 100.60!
YOR275C! D2.79! 0.00! 59.98! 21.53!
YCR077C! D2.78! 0.00! 44.34! 15.92!
YIR003W! D2.78! 0.00! 80.55! 28.93!
YIL126W! D2.78! 0.02! 28.28! 10.16!
YKL039W! D2.78! 0.00! 127.44! 45.77!
YER092W! D2.78! 0.00! 221.07! 79.40!
YPR084W! D2.78! 0.00! 55.92! 20.09!
YJR051W! D2.78! 0.00! 57.58! 20.69!
YLR085C! D2.78! 0.00! 47.86! 17.20!
YFL020C! D2.78! 0.02! 25.36! 9.11!
YDL165W! D2.78! 0.00! 66.19! 23.79!
YIL151C! D2.78! 0.03! 22.98! 8.26!
YNL230C! D2.78! 0.00! 42.58! 15.31!
YDR506C! D2.78! 0.05! 18.05! 6.49!
YPL165C! D2.78! 0.00! 68.69! 24.71!
YAL033W! D2.78! 0.00! 42.23! 15.19!
YOL027C! D2.78! 0.00! 151.86! 54.65!
YOL022C! D2.78! 0.00! 50.14! 18.05!
YBL028C! D2.78! 0.00! 82.89! 29.85!
YGL111W! D2.78! 0.00! 77.09! 27.76!
YLR133W! D2.78! 0.00! 62.25! 22.42!
YDR445C! D2.78! 0.01! 37.12! 13.37!
YOR059C! D2.78! 0.00! 148.63! 53.56!
YER005W! D2.78! 0.00! 57.86! 20.85!
YBR218C! D2.78! 0.00! 44.23! 15.94!
YLR001C! D2.78! 0.00! 42.51! 15.32!
YMR208W! D2.77! 0.00! 49.83! 17.96!
YDR142C! D2.77! 0.00! 73.67! 26.55!
YLR427W! D2.77! 0.00! 60.34! 21.75!
YPL092W! D2.77! 0.01! 38.60! 13.92!
YKL018CDA! D2.77! 0.00! 135.47! 48.86!
YDR295C! D2.77! 0.04! 20.24! 7.30!
YAL016CDA! D2.77! 0.00! 67.02! 24.17!
YIL027C! D2.77! 0.00! 49.97! 18.02!
YBL022C! D2.77! 0.00! 73.57! 26.54!
YKL129C! D2.77! 0.00! 54.43! 19.64!
YER162C! D2.77! 0.00! 75.08! 27.09!
YOR205C! D2.77! 0.01! 29.36! 10.59!
YNR075W! D2.77! 0.00! 45.95! 16.58!
YDR266C! D2.77! 0.00! 40.66! 14.67!
YDR485C! D2.77! 0.00! 58.60! 21.15!
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YOR046C! D2.77! 0.00! 62.23! 22.46!
YKR002W! D2.77! 0.00! 90.71! 32.75!
YMR177W! D2.77! 0.04! 20.41! 7.37!
YDR117C! D2.77! 0.01! 36.95! 13.34!
YKL145W! D2.77! 0.00! 303.30! 109.51!
YPR128C! D2.77! 0.01! 33.65! 12.15!
YJL092W! D2.77! 0.03! 22.18! 8.01!
YBL107C! D2.77! 0.00! 133.48! 48.21!
YLL003W! D2.77! 0.03! 21.88! 7.91!
YCR028C! D2.77! 0.00! 41.42! 14.97!
YPL138C! D2.77! 0.00! 72.90! 26.35!
YDR186C! D2.77! 0.00! 148.83! 53.79!
YDR304C! D2.77! 0.00! 135.41! 48.95!
YLL025W! D2.76! 0.04! 20.58! 7.45!
YCL059C! D2.76! 0.00! 47.96! 17.35!
YDR442W! D2.76! 0.01! 33.03! 11.95!
YDR520C! D2.76! 0.04! 20.80! 7.52!
YIL092W! D2.76! 0.04! 21.77! 7.87!
YKL140W! D2.76! 0.03! 22.05! 7.97!
YLR363WDA! D2.76! 0.00! 50.32! 18.20!
YML077W! D2.76! 0.00! 47.51! 17.19!
YNL333W! D2.76! 0.04! 20.93! 7.57!
YOR013W! D2.76! 0.01! 30.54! 11.05!
YNL161W! D2.76! 0.00! 64.17! 23.22!
YGR238C! D2.76! 0.01! 38.32! 13.87!
YMR322C! D2.76! 0.00! 135.05! 48.88!
YKR019C! D2.76! 0.01! 33.86! 12.26!
YER041W! D2.76! 0.03! 23.06! 8.35!
YNR056C! D2.76! 0.02! 26.08! 9.45!
YJL042W! D2.76! 0.00! 56.05! 20.30!
YOR086C! D2.76! 0.04! 21.89! 7.93!
YGR092W! D2.76! 0.00! 42.69! 15.47!
YBL020W! D2.76! 0.01! 33.59! 12.18!
YGL073W! D2.76! 0.00! 91.24! 33.07!
YJL140W! D2.76! 0.00! 167.18! 60.59!
YGL133W! D2.76! 0.04! 21.45! 7.77!
YJL032W! D2.76! 0.00! 83.35! 30.22!
YIR007W! D2.76! 0.03! 22.73! 8.24!
YOR064C! D2.76! 0.00! 165.68! 60.09!
YHR017W! D2.76! 0.00! 103.77! 37.64!
YPL068C! D2.76! 0.00! 64.64! 23.45!
YEL055C! D2.76! 0.05! 18.41! 6.68!
YNR011C! D2.76! 0.05! 18.87! 6.85!
YML007W! D2.75! 0.00! 156.27! 56.73!
YNR032W! D2.75! 0.00! 68.35! 24.82!
YNR007C! D2.75! 0.00! 253.52! 92.08!
YDR265W! D2.75! 0.00! 81.14! 29.47!
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YDR486C! D2.75! 0.00! 138.99! 50.49!
YDR338C! D2.75! 0.00! 42.23! 15.35!
YPL070W! D2.75! 0.00! 47.67! 17.32!
YPL152W! D2.75! 0.00! 57.72! 20.97!
YMR111C! D2.75! 0.00! 50.65! 18.41!
YPL244C! D2.75! 0.00! 45.52! 16.55!
YKR081C! D2.75! 0.00! 64.24! 23.36!
YMR172CDA! D2.75! 0.00! 82.69! 30.07!
YOL158C! D2.75! 0.00! 121.83! 44.32!
YGL247W! D2.75! 0.00! 49.91! 18.16!
YBR234C! D2.75! 0.00! 93.01! 33.84!
YLR092W! D2.75! 0.00! 43.43! 15.80!
YEL031W! D2.75! 0.00! 53.62! 19.52!
YDL051W! D2.75! 0.00! 76.84! 27.97!
YKL170W! D2.75! 0.00! 148.79! 54.17!
YBR059C! D2.75! 0.00! 49.60! 18.06!
YKL179C! D2.75! 0.00! 50.48! 18.38!
YDR330W! D2.75! 0.00! 107.58! 39.18!
YOR018W! D2.75! 0.04! 20.10! 7.32!
YDR337W! D2.75! 0.00! 77.09! 28.08!
YGL213C! D2.74! 0.00! 47.41! 17.27!
YPL207W! D2.74! 0.00! 67.56! 24.62!
YKL223W! D2.74! 0.03! 23.00! 8.38!
YJR144W! D2.74! 0.00! 65.55! 23.89!
YOR135C! D2.74! 0.00! 239.72! 87.39!
YDR514C! D2.74! 0.01! 34.27! 12.50!
YJL077WDB! D2.74! 0.00! 142.35! 51.92!
YOR388C! D2.74! 0.00! 243.01! 88.64!
YHL019C! D2.74! 0.00! 48.99! 17.87!
YML038C! D2.74! 0.00! 56.54! 20.63!
YKL166C! D2.74! 0.00! 56.67! 20.67!
YKR069W! D2.74! 0.00! 55.62! 20.30!
YMR169C! D2.74! 0.00! 655.51! 239.21!
YBR272C! D2.74! 0.00! 40.61! 14.82!
YDR395W! D2.74! 0.01! 32.07! 11.71!
YDR177W! D2.74! 0.00! 145.11! 52.98!
YGL044C! D2.74! 0.00! 60.64! 22.15!
YLR003C! D2.74! 0.02! 26.97! 9.85!
YNL247W! D2.74! 0.03! 22.69! 8.29!
YNL234W! D2.74! 0.00! 67.79! 24.77!
YLR021W! D2.74! 0.00! 74.61! 27.26!
YER175C! D2.74! 0.00! 57.31! 20.94!
YCR049C! D2.74! 0.00! 50.89! 18.60!
YLL038C! D2.74! 0.03! 22.64! 8.27!
YNR048W! D2.74! 0.01! 37.75! 13.80!
YDR221W! D2.74! 0.02! 26.26! 9.60!
YER112W! D2.74! 0.00! 106.17! 38.81!
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YPL023C! D2.74! 0.00! 101.37! 37.06!
YIL146C! D2.74! 0.00! 64.62! 23.63!
YKR028W! D2.74! 0.01! 33.01! 12.07!
YBL007C! D2.73! 0.00! 61.70! 22.56!
YCR082W! D2.73! 0.00! 400.87! 146.58!
YFR022W! D2.73! 0.00! 469.01! 171.51!
YOR015W! D2.73! 0.00! 102.66! 37.54!
YOL068C! D2.73! 0.00! 113.94! 41.67!
YFR010WDA! D2.73! 0.00! 110.15! 40.29!
YMR158CDA! D2.73! 0.01! 37.71! 13.79!
YMR135WD
A! D2.73! 0.00! 58.48! 21.39!
YLR275W! D2.73! 0.00! 93.25! 34.11!
YDR376W! D2.73! 0.01! 34.29! 12.54!
YPL235W! D2.73! 0.00! 57.20! 20.93!
YKR087C! D2.73! 0.00! 51.77! 18.95!
YLR390W! D2.73! 0.00! 100.22! 36.69!
YOR281C! D2.73! 0.00! 50.53! 18.50!
YGL039W! D2.73! 0.00! 50.66! 18.54!
YNL242W! D2.73! 0.05! 18.86! 6.90!
YNL039W! D2.73! 0.00! 100.77! 36.90!
YMR056C! D2.73! 0.00! 91.30! 33.43!
YGR270W! D2.73! 0.00! 49.08! 17.98!
YKL201C! D2.73! 0.00! 113.76! 41.67!
YGL246C! D2.73! 0.00! 47.02! 17.23!
YGR084C! D2.73! 0.00! 52.97! 19.41!
YHR100C! D2.73! 0.00! 56.49! 20.70!
YCR072C! D2.73! 0.05! 20.13! 7.38!
YMR269W! D2.73! 0.00! 54.98! 20.15!
YDR205W! D2.73! 0.01! 29.84! 10.94!
YKL202W! D2.73! 0.00! 368.74! 135.19!
YGR005C! D2.73! 0.00! 149.04! 54.64!
YLR135W! D2.73! 0.01! 33.96! 12.45!
YKR074W! D2.73! 0.00! 62.85! 23.05!
YGR262C! D2.73! 0.00! 79.90! 29.30!
YMR306CDA! D2.73! 0.04! 21.29! 7.81!
YOR329C! D2.73! 0.00! 50.97! 18.70!
YKL213C! D2.72! 0.00! 53.11! 19.50!
YPL141C! D2.72! 0.00! 56.02! 20.56!
YKL025C! D2.72! 0.00! 42.02! 15.43!
YMR020W! D2.72! 0.00! 152.91! 56.14!
YMR227C! D2.72! 0.00! 72.13! 26.48!
YGR264C! D2.72! 0.00! 42.82! 15.72!
YJL033W! D2.72! 0.01! 33.17! 12.18!
YDR341C! D2.72! 0.00! 50.40! 18.51!
YEL032CDA! D2.72! 0.03! 23.46! 8.62!
YGR116W! D2.72! 0.01! 31.96! 11.74!
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YER138WDA! D2.72! 0.00! 141.46! 51.97!
YDR101C! D2.72! 0.03! 22.58! 8.30!
YJR120W! D2.72! 0.00! 288.22! 105.93!
YGR137W! D2.72! 0.00! 249.50! 91.71!
YDL143W! D2.72! 0.00! 122.11! 44.90!
YKL099C! D2.72! 0.00! 69.66! 25.62!
YMR033W! D2.72! 0.00! 44.11! 16.22!
YMR113W! D2.72! 0.01! 34.66! 12.75!
YHR098C! D2.72! 0.01! 36.22! 13.33!
YKL194C! D2.72! 0.03! 24.21! 8.91!
YLR450W! D2.72! 0.00! 44.33! 16.32!
YOR181W! D2.72! 0.00! 41.69! 15.35!
YKL150W! D2.72! 0.00! 537.23! 197.76!
YOL157C! D2.72! 0.00! 244.12! 89.87!
YLR247C! D2.72! 0.02! 29.41! 10.83!
YDR468C! D2.72! 0.00! 77.36! 28.48!
YBR045C! D2.72! 0.01! 30.43! 11.20!
YGR145W! D2.72! 0.01! 37.97! 13.98!
YDR365C! D2.72! 0.01! 35.79! 13.18!
YDR190C! D2.72! 0.00! 73.52! 27.08!
YOR290C! D2.72! 0.02! 27.50! 10.13!
YOR243C! D2.71! 0.04! 21.80! 8.03!
YGR186W! D2.71! 0.00! 111.68! 41.15!
YMR194W! D2.71! 0.00! 275.01! 101.36!
YDR034C! D2.71! 0.01! 37.21! 13.72!
YOR078W! D2.71! 0.00! 89.12! 32.86!
YDR079W! D2.71! 0.00! 182.22! 67.23!
YBL059W! D2.71! 0.00! 44.91! 16.57!
YHR063C! D2.71! 0.00! 45.40! 16.75!
YIL093C! D2.71! 0.00! 71.57! 26.42!
YDL135C! D2.71! 0.00! 101.88! 37.61!
YGL238W! D2.71! 0.04! 22.35! 8.25!
YMR061W! D2.71! 0.00! 48.07! 17.75!
YMR089C! D2.71! 0.00! 81.96! 30.27!
YMR029C! D2.71! 0.01! 33.55! 12.39!
YAR003W! D2.71! 0.04! 21.32! 7.88!
YER051W! D2.71! 0.00! 62.59! 23.12!
YIL010W! D2.71! 0.00! 113.16! 41.81!
YCR090C! D2.71! 0.00! 53.79! 19.88!
YOL071W! D2.70! 0.00! 150.56! 55.67!
YHR085W! D2.70! 0.01! 33.98! 12.56!
YNL336W! D2.70! 0.00! 75.62! 27.96!
YDR358W! D2.70! 0.00! 71.23! 26.34!
YDR069C! D2.70! 0.02! 29.80! 11.02!
YPR170C! D2.70! 0.00! 44.90! 16.62!
YDL007W! D2.70! 0.00! 295.37! 109.33!
YHR171W! D2.70! 0.02! 29.07! 10.76!
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YKL157W! D2.70! 0.00! 80.03! 29.63!
YMR068W! D2.70! 0.00! 106.73! 39.53!
YGR042W! D2.70! 0.00! 74.74! 27.68!
YOR233W! D2.70! 0.03! 25.38! 9.40!
YJL110C! D2.70! 0.02! 29.27! 10.84!
YOL056W! D2.70! 0.04! 21.22! 7.86!
YDL202W! D2.70! 0.00! 57.31! 21.24!
YOR003W! D2.70! 0.00! 54.57! 20.22!
YKL082C! D2.70! 0.00! 103.11! 38.22!
YPL076W! D2.70! 0.03! 25.18! 9.33!
YDR223W! D2.70! 0.03! 23.28! 8.63!
YBR142W! D2.70! 0.03! 22.84! 8.47!
YPR190C! D2.70! 0.01! 39.79! 14.76!
YGR231C! D2.70! 0.00! 285.30! 105.82!
YEL052W! D2.70! 0.00! 61.38! 22.77!
YLL009C! D2.70! 0.00! 370.63! 137.48!
YMR125W! D2.70! 0.03! 22.88! 8.49!
YLR252W! D2.69! 0.01! 36.88! 13.69!
YOR134W! D2.69! 0.00! 206.28! 76.56!
YNL031C! D2.69! 0.00! 1292.89! 479.83!
YJR109C! D2.69! 0.01! 36.72! 13.63!
YDR383C! D2.69! 0.02! 27.89! 10.35!
YGL100W! D2.69! 0.00! 67.72! 25.14!
YGR157W! D2.69! 0.00! 113.26! 42.06!
YOR066W! D2.69! 0.00! 70.05! 26.02!
YKL208W! D2.69! 0.01! 39.77! 14.77!
YIL161W! D2.69! 0.00! 51.87! 19.27!
YOR115C! D2.69! 0.00! 58.40! 21.70!
YKL059C! D2.69! 0.00! 91.55! 34.02!
YIL009W! D2.69! 0.02! 27.43! 10.20!
YDR357C! D2.69! 0.00! 56.89! 21.15!
YDR262W! D2.69! 0.00! 456.32! 169.67!
YOR157C! D2.69! 0.00! 204.00! 75.88!
YDR237W! D2.69! 0.00! 71.38! 26.56!
YDR212W! D2.69! 0.00! 88.79! 33.05!
YKR070W! D2.69! 0.00! 52.95! 19.71!
YMR039C! D2.69! 0.00! 231.71! 86.26!
YBR010W! D2.69! 0.00! 561.43! 209.04!
YDR467C! D2.69! 0.00! 54.72! 20.37!
YDL116W! D2.69! 0.04! 21.80! 8.12!
YIL138C! D2.69! 0.00! 118.16! 44.00!
YGR222W! D2.68! 0.01! 37.86! 14.10!
YHR012W! D2.68! 0.00! 89.47! 33.33!
YPL160W! D2.68! 0.01! 32.46! 12.10!
YER122C! D2.68! 0.00! 132.66! 49.45!
YDR321W! D2.68! 0.00! 41.59! 15.50!
YFR052CDA! D2.68! 0.01! 31.15! 11.61!
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YJL045W! D2.68! 0.01! 36.01! 13.42!
YNL155W! D2.68! 0.00! 252.90! 94.29!
YER107C! D2.68! 0.01! 36.27! 13.52!
YOL041C! D2.68! 0.00! 52.63! 19.63!
YLR193C! D2.68! 0.00! 251.52! 93.86!
YJR160C! D2.68! 0.05! 19.36! 7.23!
YBR166C! D2.68! 0.00! 41.91! 15.64!
YJL036W! D2.68! 0.00! 142.28! 53.13!
YIL127C! D2.68! 0.00! 77.97! 29.12!
YJR082C! D2.68! 0.00! 151.49! 56.59!
YDL002C! D2.68! 0.00! 75.48! 28.20!
YBR221C! D2.68! 0.00! 237.52! 88.75!
YKL006CDA! D2.68! 0.00! 178.41! 66.69!
YNL315C! D2.67! 0.00! 83.71! 31.30!
YMR027W! D2.67! 0.00! 167.65! 62.69!
YIL061C! D2.67! 0.00! 57.31! 21.43!
YOR151C! D2.67! 0.00! 60.24! 22.53!
YOR288C! D2.67! 0.01! 34.04! 12.73!
YPR187W! D2.67! 0.00! 120.33! 45.01!
YDR079CDA! D2.67! 0.00! 69.69! 26.08!
YER074WDA! D2.67! 0.00! 210.33! 78.70!
YHL006WDA! D2.67! 0.05! 19.16! 7.17!
YER126C! D2.67! 0.00! 53.49! 20.02!
YGL107C! D2.67! 0.01! 38.95! 14.58!
YGL228W! D2.67! 0.00! 139.51! 52.22!
YPL254W! D2.67! 0.04! 22.88! 8.56!
YOR016C! D2.67! 0.00! 64.10! 24.00!
YJL220W! D2.67! 0.00! 87.52! 32.78!
YMR093W! D2.67! 0.01! 33.18! 12.43!
YGL140C! D2.67! 0.03! 26.15! 9.80!
YBR244W! D2.67! 0.00! 50.58! 18.94!
YLR034C! D2.67! 0.00! 57.90! 21.69!
YDR287W! D2.67! 0.00! 94.20! 35.30!
YDR415C! D2.67! 0.00! 54.63! 20.47!
YLR324W! D2.67! 0.00! 114.05! 42.75!
YJR005CDA! D2.67! 0.04! 22.81! 8.55!
YOL122C! D2.67! 0.00! 44.57! 16.71!
YDL236W! D2.67! 0.00! 146.53! 54.94!
YHR058C! D2.67! 0.00! 52.22! 19.58!
YPL184C! D2.67! 0.00! 41.69! 15.63!
YFR011C! D2.67! 0.00! 74.55! 27.95!
YKR021W! D2.67! 0.04! 21.43! 8.04!
YOR186W! D2.67! 0.01! 36.16! 13.57!
YBR170C! D2.67! 0.00! 83.84! 31.45!
YAL036C! D2.67! 0.00! 47.99! 18.01!
YIL020C! D2.67! 0.00! 81.54! 30.60!
YNL008C! D2.67! 0.00! 54.62! 20.49!
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YHR117W! D2.66! 0.02! 29.24! 10.97!
YLR361C! D2.66! 0.01! 31.24! 11.73!
YDR178W! D2.66! 0.00! 638.10! 239.52!
YPL077C! D2.66! 0.01! 32.03! 12.02!
YOL143C! D2.66! 0.00! 266.70! 100.16!
YAL027W! D2.66! 0.00! 44.49! 16.71!
YGR026W! D2.66! 0.00! 56.10! 21.08!
YGL020C! D2.66! 0.00! 62.03! 23.30!
YGR266W! D2.66! 0.03! 25.82! 9.70!
YMR280C! D2.66! 0.01! 40.32! 15.15!
YNL223W! D2.66! 0.00! 72.10! 27.09!
YER101C! D2.66! 0.00! 45.45! 17.08!
YDR264C! D2.66! 0.00! 81.97! 30.80!
YLR338W! D2.66! 0.00! 57.86! 21.74!
YOR047C! D2.66! 0.00! 109.29! 41.07!
YGR103W! D2.66! 0.00! 46.16! 17.35!
YIL115WDA! D2.66! 0.00! 60.36! 22.69!
YAL009W! D2.66! 0.00! 45.88! 17.25!
YGL259W! D2.66! 0.02! 29.83! 11.21!
YER079W! D2.66! 0.00! 170.07! 63.95!
YLR208W! D2.66! 0.00! 126.63! 47.62!
YPR088C! D2.66! 0.00! 109.37! 41.13!
YMR189W! D2.66! 0.01! 33.96! 12.77!
YDR238C! D2.66! 0.00! 48.61! 18.28!
YMR252C! D2.66! 0.00! 182.79! 68.78!
YJR034W! D2.66! 0.00! 75.29! 28.33!
YLR368W! D2.66! 0.00! 45.49! 17.13!
YBL100C! D2.66! 0.00! 181.37! 68.29!
YLR145W! D2.66! 0.00! 44.77! 16.86!
YJL131C! D2.66! 0.00! 67.98! 25.59!
YDR362C! D2.66! 0.00! 57.67! 21.72!
YNL127W! D2.66! 0.03! 25.72! 9.69!
YOR323C! D2.65! 0.00! 100.23! 37.77!
YMR133W! D2.65! 0.03! 24.99! 9.42!
YLR228C! D2.65! 0.05! 19.42! 7.32!
YEL073C! D2.65! 0.00! 201.60! 75.99!
YDL067C! D2.65! 0.00! 1674.71! 631.35!
YJR143C! D2.65! 0.05! 21.10! 7.96!
YGL219C! D2.65! 0.00! 169.50! 63.91!
YBR202W! D2.65! 0.05! 19.49! 7.35!
YLR299W! D2.65! 0.00! 94.10! 35.49!
YPR016WDA! D2.65! 0.00! 41.90! 15.80!
YMR312W! D2.65! 0.01! 33.15! 12.51!
YNL308C! D2.65! 0.00! 83.90! 31.65!
YML092C! D2.65! 0.00! 242.06! 91.34!
YOR110W! D2.65! 0.00! 66.84! 25.23!
YOR106W! D2.65! 0.00! 102.40! 38.65!
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YJL167W! D2.65! 0.00! 201.27! 75.98!
YCR044C! D2.65! 0.03! 24.88! 9.39!
YLR176C! D2.65! 0.05! 19.73! 7.45!
YDL138W! D2.65! 0.00! 58.73! 22.18!
YER143W! D2.65! 0.00! 129.27! 48.81!
YGL078C! D2.65! 0.00! 75.55! 28.54!
YJR042W! D2.65! 0.04! 21.79! 8.23!
YOR231CDA! D2.65! 0.01! 32.58! 12.31!
YOR184W! D2.65! 0.00! 157.46! 59.50!
YJR059W! D2.65! 0.00! 130.73! 49.40!
YPR169W! D2.65! 0.00! 58.24! 22.01!
YCR091W! D2.65! 0.01! 37.88! 14.32!
YDR498C! D2.65! 0.00! 43.86! 16.58!
YJR068W! D2.64! 0.00! 62.22! 23.54!
YJL202C! D2.64! 0.00! 65.53! 24.80!
YNL293W! D2.64! 0.00! 55.28! 20.92!
YEL059CDA! D2.64! 0.00! 84.21! 31.87!
YNL011C! D2.64! 0.00! 44.46! 16.83!
YER136W! D2.64! 0.00! 118.68! 44.92!
YNR042W! D2.64! 0.00! 67.20! 25.44!
YOR119C! D2.64! 0.00! 60.12! 22.76!
YKL141W! D2.64! 0.00! 342.93! 129.88!
YNR038W! D2.64! 0.04! 23.58! 8.93!
YJL072C! D2.64! 0.00! 48.00! 18.19!
YJL103C! D2.64! 0.00! 50.32! 19.07!
YDL019C! D2.64! 0.00! 63.33! 24.00!
YBR179C! D2.64! 0.00! 57.25! 21.69!
YLR020C! D2.64! 0.00! 82.42! 31.24!
YPR185W! D2.64! 0.04! 22.05! 8.36!
YKL094W! D2.64! 0.00! 418.34! 158.56!
YKL020C! D2.64! 0.00! 54.25! 20.56!
YOR363C! D2.64! 0.05! 20.31! 7.70!
YNL310C! D2.64! 0.00! 73.62! 27.92!
YPL196W! D2.64! 0.00! 108.70! 41.22!
YBR226C! D2.64! 0.00! 55.77! 21.15!
YDL052C! D2.64! 0.00! 88.61! 33.60!
YER042W! D2.64! 0.00! 307.45! 116.62!
YPR191W! D2.64! 0.00! 862.20! 327.06!
YGR080W! D2.64! 0.00! 70.65! 26.80!
YBL075C! D2.63! 0.00! 408.08! 154.89!
YMR292W! D2.63! 0.00! 45.29! 17.19!
YMR080C! D2.63! 0.01! 33.19! 12.60!
YNL215W! D2.63! 0.00! 156.55! 59.43!
YMR072W! D2.63! 0.00! 185.81! 70.58!
YGR077C! D2.63! 0.04! 23.03! 8.75!
YMR109W! D2.63! 0.05! 20.31! 7.71!
YKR037C! D2.63! 0.00! 62.63! 23.79!
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YKL074C! D2.63! 0.00! 56.30! 21.39!
YHR118C! D2.63! 0.00! 51.19! 19.45!
YLL049W! D2.63! 0.00! 44.83! 17.04!
YMR289W! D2.63! 0.01! 31.76! 12.07!
YGR048W! D2.63! 0.00! 160.95! 61.17!
YFR041C! D2.63! 0.00! 42.47! 16.15!
YML128C! D2.63! 0.00! 417.26! 158.71!
YPR129W! D2.63! 0.00! 115.45! 43.93!
YHR106W! D2.63! 0.00! 79.22! 30.15!
YPR036WDA! D2.63! 0.00! 23882.56! 9092.37!
YJR072C! D2.63! 0.00! 114.28! 43.51!
YCR076C! D2.63! 0.00! 79.68! 30.34!
YMR275C! D2.63! 0.01! 37.81! 14.40!
YDR292C! D2.63! 0.01! 39.02! 14.86!
YPL111W! D2.63! 0.00! 68.16! 25.96!
YML081W! D2.63! 0.01! 41.91! 15.96!
YCL048WDA! D2.63! 0.04! 22.90! 8.72!
YNL186W! D2.63! 0.00! 56.36! 21.47!
YGR095C! D2.63! 0.00! 68.66! 26.16!
YPR149W! D2.62! 0.00! 1129.88! 430.43!
YKL028W! D2.62! 0.00! 81.60! 31.09!
YDR513W! D2.62! 0.00! 324.19! 123.53!
YER186C! D2.62! 0.00! 73.59! 28.04!
YFR004W! D2.62! 0.00! 320.19! 122.01!
YEL018W! D2.62! 0.00! 80.06! 30.52!
YAR023C! D2.62! 0.03! 24.04! 9.17!
YLR251W! D2.62! 0.00! 59.95! 22.86!
YDR496C! D2.62! 0.04! 22.96! 8.76!
YOL009C! D2.62! 0.01! 39.56! 15.09!
YOL061W! D2.62! 0.00! 82.79! 31.58!
YKL139W! D2.62! 0.00! 51.99! 19.83!
YNR021W! D2.62! 0.03! 25.46! 9.71!
YBR057C! D2.62! 0.00! 62.67! 23.92!
YDL134C! D2.62! 0.00! 183.91! 70.20!
YGR275W! D2.62! 0.00! 156.06! 59.57!
YBL058W! D2.62! 0.00! 278.55! 106.35!
YMR301C! D2.62! 0.02! 28.86! 11.02!
YBR155W! D2.62! 0.00! 43.18! 16.49!
YGR106C! D2.62! 0.00! 116.15! 44.37!
YKR014C! D2.62! 0.00! 447.41! 170.92!
YHR076W! D2.62! 0.00! 63.24! 24.16!
YNL094W! D2.62! 0.00! 110.19! 42.12!
YFR025C! D2.62! 0.01! 34.58! 13.22!
YNL013C! D2.62! 0.00! 127.32! 48.68!
YDR253C! D2.62! 0.00! 97.66! 37.34!
YIL121W! D2.62! 0.00! 338.80! 129.55!




A! D2.61! 0.00! 252.22! 96.46!
YAL043C! D2.61! 0.01! 36.08! 13.80!
YBR210W! D2.61! 0.04! 23.58! 9.02!
YBR193C! D2.61! 0.00! 49.60! 18.98!
YMR282C! D2.61! 0.04! 21.97! 8.41!
YNL228W! D2.61! 0.00! 72.55! 27.77!
YGL041C! D2.61! 0.00! 143.04! 54.74!
YNL091W! D2.61! 0.00! 47.37! 18.13!
YER115C! D2.61! 0.00! 63.86! 24.46!
YAR014C! D2.61! 0.01! 35.77! 13.70!
YAL054C! D2.61! 0.00! 197.79! 75.78!
YJL102W! D2.61! 0.00! 51.23! 19.63!
YIR034C! D2.61! 0.00! 303.64! 116.39!
YMR153W! D2.61! 0.00! 72.56! 27.82!
YMR290C! D2.61! 0.01! 40.76! 15.63!
YHR205W! D2.61! 0.00! 83.14! 31.89!
YLR360W! D2.61! 0.00! 53.12! 20.38!
YGR212W! D2.61! 0.05! 20.45! 7.85!
YML067C! D2.60! 0.00! 62.12! 23.85!
YAL015C! D2.60! 0.01! 32.50! 12.48!
YFR040W! D2.60! 0.00! 95.95! 36.84!
YCR024C! D2.60! 0.00! 65.36! 25.10!
YNL248C! D2.60! 0.03! 25.82! 9.91!
YGR104C! D2.60! 0.03! 25.57! 9.82!
YHR059W! D2.60! 0.00! 60.11! 23.09!
YOR174W! D2.60! 0.00! 60.46! 23.23!
YML019W! D2.60! 0.03! 27.28! 10.48!
YDR038C! D2.60! 0.00! 92.61! 35.58!
YOR239W! D2.60! 0.00! 61.17! 23.50!
YGL017W! D2.60! 0.03! 27.30! 10.49!
YDR143C! D2.60! 0.00! 51.52! 19.80!
YMR319C! D2.60! 0.00! 86.68! 33.31!
YBR258C! D2.60! 0.00! 51.93! 19.97!
YPR010C! D2.60! 0.02! 31.57! 12.14!
YOR357C! D2.60! 0.00! 96.50! 37.11!
YJR050W! D2.60! 0.00! 96.22! 37.01!
YJL094C! D2.60! 0.00! 77.43! 29.79!
YDR452W! D2.60! 0.00! 52.44! 20.18!
YHR081W! D2.60! 0.00! 204.40! 78.66!
YDR160W! D2.60! 0.04! 23.58! 9.08!
YDL169C! D2.60! 0.00! 198.49! 76.39!
YHR113W! D2.60! 0.00! 89.08! 34.29!
YAL028W! D2.60! 0.01! 34.38! 13.23!
YNL238W! D2.60! 0.01! 41.26! 15.88!
YNL192W! D2.60! 0.00! 351.14! 135.18!
YKL053CDA! D2.60! 0.00! 258.10! 99.43!
361!
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YML005W! D2.60! 0.00! 62.48! 24.07!
YAR027W! D2.60! 0.00! 179.31! 69.10!
YNL023C! D2.59! 0.01! 39.87! 15.37!
YMR260C! D2.59! 0.00! 257.58! 99.30!
YLR267W! D2.59! 0.00! 54.38! 20.97!
YOL067C! D2.59! 0.00! 81.36! 31.37!
YKR022C! D2.59! 0.00! 68.62! 26.45!
YBR110W! D2.59! 0.00! 57.65! 22.23!
YOR164C! D2.59! 0.01! 42.22! 16.29!
YPL009C! D2.59! 0.01! 38.95! 15.02!
YGR195W! D2.59! 0.00! 48.61! 18.75!
YCR097W! D2.59! 0.00! 45.28! 17.49!
YER133WDA! D2.59! 0.00! 141.23! 54.55!
YDL140C! D2.59! 0.00! 56.85! 21.96!
YDR494W! D2.59! 0.00! 115.55! 44.64!
YLR099C! D2.59! 0.00! 663.87! 256.49!
YCR099C! D2.59! 0.03! 25.61! 9.90!
YOR125C! D2.59! 0.00! 51.23! 19.80!
YER087CDA! D2.59! 0.02! 29.45! 11.38!
YDR192C! D2.59! 0.01! 42.15! 16.29!
YBR158W! D2.59! 0.01! 35.51! 13.73!
YMR156C! D2.59! 0.01! 34.34! 13.27!
YPR015C! D2.59! 0.01! 39.93! 15.44!
YJR154W! D2.59! 0.03! 25.22! 9.75!
YGL027C! D2.59! 0.04! 24.00! 9.28!
YDR085C! D2.59! 0.00! 94.42! 36.51!
YDL054C! D2.59! 0.00! 98.94! 38.26!
YNL016W! D2.59! 0.00! 103.00! 39.83!
YGR158C! D2.59! 0.00! 44.89! 17.36!
YCR033W! D2.59! 0.01! 35.57! 13.76!
YIL034C! D2.59! 0.00! 116.21! 44.95!
YBR212W! D2.59! 0.00! 88.80! 34.35!
YPL118W! D2.59! 0.00! 119.50! 46.23!
YDL182W! D2.58! 0.00! 310.33! 120.05!
YBR192W! D2.58! 0.01! 36.30! 14.04!
YNL270C! D2.58! 0.01! 34.57! 13.38!
YLR088W! D2.58! 0.03! 25.42! 9.84!
YNL040W! D2.58! 0.03! 26.79! 10.37!
YER063W! D2.58! 0.00! 191.09! 73.98!
YDL222C! D2.58! 0.00! 119.66! 46.33!
YLL013C! D2.58! 0.01! 33.34! 12.91!
YNL133C! D2.58! 0.00! 125.58! 48.62!
YHR170W! D2.58! 0.00! 67.57! 26.16!
YGR101W! D2.58! 0.00! 58.08! 22.49!
YDR391C! D2.58! 0.00! 116.95! 45.30!
YHR074W! D2.58! 0.00! 49.18! 19.05!
YGL019W! D2.58! 0.00! 135.82! 52.61!
362!
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YLR114C! D2.58! 0.00! 59.52! 23.06!
YNL286W! D2.58! 0.01! 40.28! 15.60!
YLR231C! D2.58! 0.00! 59.03! 22.87!
YJL179W! D2.58! 0.02! 29.77! 11.54!
YHR086W! D2.58! 0.01! 38.02! 14.73!
YOR324C! D2.58! 0.00! 45.06! 17.47!
YLR005W! D2.58! 0.00! 76.62! 29.71!
YBR251W! D2.58! 0.00! 62.15! 24.10!
YAL045C! D2.58! 0.00! 83.65! 32.44!
YGR148C! D2.58! 0.00! 401.59! 155.78!
YCR041W! D2.58! 0.01! 33.89! 13.15!
YER133W! D2.58! 0.00! 254.46! 98.79!
YBL021C! D2.58! 0.00! 127.71! 49.60!
YGL169W! D2.57! 0.01! 35.20! 13.67!
YNR064C! D2.57! 0.04! 22.64! 8.79!
YJL156C! D2.57! 0.02! 31.97! 12.42!
YDR363WD
A! D2.57! 0.00! 440.96! 171.32!
YNL317W! D2.57! 0.00! 54.67! 21.24!
YOR056C! D2.57! 0.00! 93.56! 36.37!
YBR042C! D2.57! 0.02! 28.16! 10.95!
YNL150W! D2.57! 0.00! 443.59! 172.47!
YML074C! D2.57! 0.00! 184.18! 71.62!
YDL203C! D2.57! 0.01! 37.73! 14.68!
YBR267W! D2.57! 0.00! 69.56! 27.06!
YML116W! D2.57! 0.00! 57.58! 22.40!
YOR279C! D2.57! 0.00! 44.75! 17.41!
YNL323W! D2.57! 0.00! 73.23! 28.49!
YGR277C! D2.57! 0.00! 73.19! 28.48!
YGL089C! D2.57! 0.04! 23.36! 9.09!
YGR125W! D2.57! 0.01! 37.10! 14.44!
YLR125W! D2.57! 0.03! 26.18! 10.19!
YPR172W! D2.57! 0.00! 75.16! 29.25!
YML112W! D2.57! 0.00! 71.54! 27.85!
YJR112W! D2.57! 0.01! 34.16! 13.30!
YML014W! D2.57! 0.01! 39.19! 15.26!
YMR141C! D2.57! 0.00! 120.17! 46.82!
YIL007C! D2.57! 0.00! 98.25! 38.28!
YGR209C! D2.57! 0.00! 1019.54! 397.23!
YPL203W! D2.56! 0.00! 167.45! 65.28!
YHL007C! D2.56! 0.02! 31.56! 12.31!
YBL026W! D2.56! 0.00! 109.03! 42.52!
YDR204W! D2.56! 0.00! 82.32! 32.10!
YMR077C! D2.56! 0.00! 76.21! 29.73!
YPL190C! D2.56! 0.00! 113.99! 44.46!
YDR429C! D2.56! 0.00! 192.44! 75.07!
YER168C! D2.56! 0.01! 43.12! 16.82!
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YBL039C! D2.56! 0.05! 22.25! 8.68!
YCL016C! D2.56! 0.01! 35.15! 13.71!
YLR346C! D2.56! 0.00! 849.82! 331.57!
YKL066W! D2.56! 0.00! 50.18! 19.58!
YGR237C! D2.56! 0.00! 143.22! 55.89!
YLR045C! D2.56! 0.05! 22.19! 8.66!
YML011C! D2.56! 0.00! 66.36! 25.90!
YBR143C! D2.56! 0.00! 104.40! 40.76!
YFL067W! D2.56! 0.00! 69.55! 27.16!
YKR088C! D2.56! 0.00! 54.32! 21.21!
YGL216W! D2.56! 0.01! 42.13! 16.45!
YEL060C! D2.56! 0.00! 2178.87! 851.09!
YLR100W! D2.56! 0.00! 109.06! 42.61!
YDL122W! D2.56! 0.00! 100.16! 39.14!
YBR022W! D2.56! 0.00! 52.89! 20.68!
YBR084W! D2.56! 0.04! 22.73! 8.89!
YAL041W! D2.56! 0.02! 30.12! 11.78!
YFL059W! D2.56! 0.05! 21.71! 8.49!
YOR219C! D2.56! 0.03! 27.86! 10.89!
YFL057C! D2.56! 0.00! 65.74! 25.71!
YHL048W! D2.56! 0.05! 21.94! 8.58!
YPL260W! D2.56! 0.00! 280.59! 109.78!
YPL101W! D2.56! 0.00! 75.71! 29.62!
YAR007C! D2.56! 0.01! 40.24! 15.74!
YMR088C! D2.56! 0.00! 52.90! 20.70!
YFL041W! D2.56! 0.00! 78.25! 30.62!
YIL020CDA! D2.55! 0.00! 100.39! 39.31!
YNL235C! D2.55! 0.03! 26.26! 10.28!
YGR178C! D2.55! 0.00! 92.18! 36.10!
YLR373C! D2.55! 0.00! 48.80! 19.11!
YML030W! D2.55! 0.00! 201.50! 78.92!
YPL051W! D2.55! 0.00! 66.21! 25.93!
YDR472W! D2.55! 0.01! 39.74! 15.57!
YOR231W! D2.55! 0.00! 48.37! 18.95!
YLR330W! D2.55! 0.00! 170.61! 66.88!
YOR172W! D2.55! 0.01! 38.39! 15.05!
YKL164C! D2.55! 0.00! 157.42! 61.72!
YOR071C! D2.55! 0.01! 34.40! 13.49!
YFR042W! D2.55! 0.01! 35.69! 14.00!
YNL258C! D2.55! 0.01! 34.57! 13.56!
YFL013WDA! D2.55! 0.00! 121.32! 47.59!
YAL021C! D2.55! 0.02! 29.15! 11.43!
YER060W! D2.55! 0.00! 61.76! 24.23!
YER182W! D2.55! 0.00! 171.61! 67.34!
YOL082W! D2.55! 0.00! 81.62! 32.03!
YLR447C! D2.55! 0.00! 193.46! 75.92!
YGL218W! D2.55! 0.00! 125.67! 49.32!
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YDL124W! D2.55! 0.00! 1819.38! 714.06!
YKL151C! D2.55! 0.00! 287.08! 112.70!
YER082C! D2.55! 0.02! 32.91! 12.92!
YDL057W! D2.55! 0.04! 24.88! 9.77!
YCR069W! D2.55! 0.00! 178.12! 69.95!
YDL031W! D2.55! 0.04! 22.82! 8.96!
YGR019W! D2.55! 0.00! 273.59! 107.46!
YML114C! D2.55! 0.01! 37.31! 14.65!
YPL223C! D2.55! 0.00! 769.08! 302.12!
YGL156W! D2.54! 0.00! 102.33! 40.21!
YGR295C! D2.54! 0.00! 253.04! 99.44!
YNL037C! D2.54! 0.00! 353.56! 138.97!
YER024W! D2.54! 0.00! 74.00! 29.09!
YAL064WDB! D2.54! 0.04! 22.87! 8.99!
YBR175W! D2.54! 0.04! 24.00! 9.44!
YKL138CDA! D2.54! 0.00! 136.72! 53.78!
YGR253C! D2.54! 0.00! 336.82! 132.50!
YCR096C! D2.54! 0.00! 103.47! 40.72!
YKL193C! D2.54! 0.00! 71.01! 27.95!
YGL226W! D2.54! 0.00! 111.77! 44.01!
YNL122C! D2.54! 0.00! 96.28! 37.93!
YJL077C! D2.54! 0.00! 71.18! 28.04!
YLR038C! D2.54! 0.00! 641.62! 252.80!
YPL084W! D2.54! 0.01! 36.40! 14.34!
YLR401C! D2.54! 0.01! 44.61! 17.58!
YDR538W! D2.54! 0.00! 77.97! 30.73!
YLR270W! D2.54! 0.00! 307.66! 121.24!
YKL036C! D2.54! 0.02! 31.54! 12.43!
YLR069C! D2.54! 0.00! 61.90! 24.40!
YPL129W! D2.54! 0.00! 118.70! 46.79!
YJL132W! D2.54! 0.05! 21.65! 8.53!
YDL145C! D2.54! 0.04! 24.32! 9.59!
YGL190C! D2.54! 0.00! 57.92! 22.84!
YBR137W! D2.54! 0.00! 115.33! 45.47!
YNL259C! D2.54! 0.00! 213.10! 84.03!
YPL228W! D2.54! 0.01! 34.52! 13.61!
YJL148W! D2.54! 0.00! 57.06! 22.51!
YLR149C! D2.53! 0.00! 132.61! 52.31!
YPL093W! D2.53! 0.00! 48.40! 19.09!
YBL100WDC! D2.53! 0.03! 26.80! 10.58!
YER144C! D2.53! 0.00! 58.26! 22.99!
YMR010W! D2.53! 0.00! 86.32! 34.07!
YCL033C! D2.53! 0.00! 98.61! 38.92!
YLR246W! D2.53! 0.00! 72.18! 28.49!
YPR063C! D2.53! 0.00! 131.05! 51.75!
YOL011W! D2.53! 0.00! 262.96! 103.85!
YDR423C! D2.53! 0.00! 82.82! 32.71!
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YGL137W! D2.53! 0.00! 57.16! 22.58!
YOR267C! D2.53! 0.00! 413.03! 163.17!
YDR463W! D2.53! 0.00! 162.98! 64.39!
YER166W! D2.53! 0.02! 31.94! 12.62!
YNL218W! D2.53! 0.05! 22.58! 8.92!
YOR376WD
A! D2.53! 0.00! 56.60! 22.37!
YPL270W! D2.53! 0.00! 60.57! 23.94!
YDR272W! D2.53! 0.00! 239.15! 94.53!
YFR032CDA! D2.53! 0.00! 535.06! 211.51!
YDR312W! D2.53! 0.02! 33.23! 13.14!
YKL174C! D2.53! 0.00! 47.36! 18.72!
YIL063C! D2.53! 0.00! 125.75! 49.72!
YIL070C! D2.53! 0.00! 113.60! 44.92!
YOR002W! D2.53! 0.02! 29.94! 11.84!
YMR250W! D2.53! 0.00! 195.32! 77.24!
YDR537C! D2.53! 0.00! 81.54! 32.25!
YNL021W! D2.53! 0.01! 44.47! 17.59!
YIL068WDA! D2.53! 0.01! 40.51! 16.03!
YPL099C! D2.53! 0.00! 100.76! 39.87!
YDR084C! D2.53! 0.00! 48.63! 19.25!
YIL071WDA! D2.53! 0.00! 48.06! 19.02!
YLR264W! D2.53! 0.00! 221.58! 87.71!
YER098W! D2.53! 0.00! 101.33! 40.12!
YKL093W! D2.53! 0.00! 107.95! 42.74!
YHR195W! D2.53! 0.00! 154.42! 61.15!
YFL029C! D2.53! 0.02! 32.28! 12.78!
YCL052C! D2.52! 0.00! 119.10! 47.17!
YDL212W! D2.52! 0.00! 105.78! 41.90!
YOR263C! D2.52! 0.03! 27.09! 10.73!
YGL062W! D2.52! 0.00! 249.27! 98.76!
YDR302W! D2.52! 0.01! 37.12! 14.71!
YDR088C! D2.52! 0.00! 66.06! 26.18!
YHR194W! D2.52! 0.04! 23.56! 9.34!
YGL252C! D2.52! 0.00! 126.68! 50.20!
YKR067W! D2.52! 0.00! 50.64! 20.07!
YER071C! D2.52! 0.01! 43.28! 17.15!
YCL031C! D2.52! 0.00! 91.31! 36.20!
YDR439W! D2.52! 0.01! 36.63! 14.53!
YHR096C! D2.52! 0.00! 177.96! 70.59!
YDR364C! D2.52! 0.00! 52.15! 20.69!
YIL085C! D2.52! 0.00! 80.38! 31.89!
YML017W! D2.52! 0.02! 34.19! 13.57!
YLR291C! D2.52! 0.00! 64.19! 25.47!
YNL042W! D2.52! 0.00! 132.12! 52.42!
YML034W! D2.52! 0.00! 95.50! 37.89!
YNL159C! D2.52! 0.00! 110.10! 43.69!
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YLR392C! D2.52! 0.00! 65.73! 26.08!
YDR334W! D2.52! 0.02! 33.13! 13.15!
YDR504C! D2.52! 0.01! 37.46! 14.87!
YKR098C! D2.52! 0.00! 59.51! 23.63!
YMR053C! D2.52! 0.01! 38.94! 15.46!
YDL181W! D2.52! 0.00! 503.62! 199.95!
YLR347WDA! D2.52! 0.00! 63.45! 25.20!
YIR006C! D2.52! 0.01! 41.71! 16.57!
YER062C! D2.52! 0.00! 1979.66! 786.37!
YLR262CDA! D2.52! 0.00! 244.10! 96.97!
YGR123C! D2.52! 0.03! 25.79! 10.25!
YOR391C! D2.52! 0.00! 124.57! 49.50!
YHR152W! D2.52! 0.00! 59.04! 23.46!
YCL012C! D2.52! 0.00! 244.01! 96.98!
YMR031C! D2.52! 0.00! 125.73! 49.97!
YLR094C! D2.52! 0.00! 248.59! 98.82!
YNL109W! D2.52! 0.00! 85.36! 33.93!
YLR221C! D2.51! 0.00! 82.56! 32.83!
YFR034C! D2.51! 0.00! 110.29! 43.86!
YML120C! D2.51! 0.00! 610.02! 242.58!
YDR031W! D2.51! 0.00! 122.07! 48.54!
YKR084C! D2.51! 0.01! 43.54! 17.31!
YML115C! D2.51! 0.00! 65.79! 26.16!
YMR313C! D2.51! 0.00! 77.00! 30.62!
YGL014CDA! D2.51! 0.05! 21.66! 8.62!
YLR223C! D2.51! 0.04! 23.98! 9.54!
YGL143C! D2.51! 0.01! 36.58! 14.56!
YGL011C! D2.51! 0.00! 532.45! 211.93!
YHR064C! D2.51! 0.00! 91.10! 36.26!
YHR114W! D2.51! 0.02! 33.94! 13.51!
YBR164C! D2.51! 0.00! 67.27! 26.78!
YJR063W! D2.51! 0.00! 55.23! 21.99!
YLR281C! D2.51! 0.03! 27.24! 10.85!
YDR161W! D2.51! 0.00! 68.98! 27.47!
YNL243W! D2.51! 0.00! 64.19! 25.58!
YOR393W! D2.51! 0.01! 35.38! 14.10!
YPL018W! D2.51! 0.00! 139.98! 55.79!
YGR201C! D2.51! 0.00! 346.29! 138.04!
YLL001W! D2.51! 0.00! 46.54! 18.56!
YPL019C! D2.51! 0.01! 42.13! 16.80!
YDL015C! D2.51! 0.00! 64.81! 25.84!
YDL084W! D2.51! 0.00! 120.18! 47.93!
YAR031W! D2.51! 0.04! 24.12! 9.62!
YMR153CDA! D2.51! 0.00! 96.59! 38.52!
YDR033W! D2.51! 0.00! 343.27! 136.92!
YDL065C! D2.51! 0.00! 151.96! 60.62!
YDL008W! D2.51! 0.00! 66.11! 26.37!
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YLR244C! D2.51! 0.00! 233.50! 93.16!
YNR034W! D2.51! 0.00! 162.66! 64.90!
YBR231C! D2.51! 0.00! 110.54! 44.11!
YDR477W! D2.51! 0.00! 63.37! 25.29!
YNR006W! D2.51! 0.00! 99.87! 39.86!
YPL119C! D2.51! 0.00! 91.15! 36.38!
YJR101W! D2.51! 0.00! 70.45! 28.12!
YGR227W! D2.51! 0.05! 22.16! 8.85!
YEL056W! D2.50! 0.01! 42.43! 16.94!
YPL119CDA! D2.50! 0.03! 27.69! 11.06!
YKL012W! D2.50! 0.00! 74.26! 29.66!
YKL077W! D2.50! 0.00! 175.03! 69.91!
YDR087C! D2.50! 0.02! 33.40! 13.34!
YPR019W! D2.50! 0.01! 43.81! 17.50!
YGL002W! D2.50! 0.00! 107.07! 42.79!
YPL031C! D2.50! 0.00! 106.89! 42.72!
YLR420W! D2.50! 0.00! 61.04! 24.40!
YDR074W! D2.50! 0.00! 297.45! 118.89!
YLR337C! D2.50! 0.00! 93.53! 37.39!
YPR186C! D2.50! 0.05! 23.25! 9.30!
YOR370C! D2.50! 0.00! 84.88! 33.93!
YMR060C! D2.50! 0.03! 28.70! 11.48!
YOR382W! D2.50! 0.00! 1081.82! 432.63!
YLR072W! D2.50! 0.01! 44.88! 17.95!
YMR226C! D2.50! 0.00! 314.93! 125.96!
YMR107W! D2.50! 0.00! 953.10! 381.26!
YJL082W! D2.50! 0.00! 308.41! 123.38!
YNL231C! D2.50! 0.00! 605.59! 242.27!
YPR114W! D2.50! 0.00! 152.92! 61.18!
YMR079W! D2.50! 0.00! 55.98! 22.40!
YGL214W! D2.50! 0.00! 60.04! 24.02!
YIR009W! D2.50! 0.00! 49.08! 19.64!
YMR234W! D2.50! 0.00! 50.88! 20.36!
YPR178W! D2.50! 0.00! 56.34! 22.56!
YBR009C! D2.50! 0.00! 1149.48! 460.23!
YBR176W! D2.50! 0.03! 28.52! 11.42!
YDR202C! D2.50! 0.00! 69.77! 27.94!
YBR199W! D2.50! 0.00! 178.66! 71.55!
YLR358C! D2.50! 0.00! 100.26! 40.16!
YBL010C! D2.50! 0.01! 37.39! 14.98!
YIR038C! D2.50! 0.00! 155.69! 62.37!
YJL069C! D2.50! 0.01! 39.84! 15.96!
YJL001W! D2.50! 0.00! 246.09! 98.61!
YJL212C! D2.50! 0.05! 23.03! 9.23!
YDL080C! D2.49! 0.03! 28.63! 11.48!
YBR236C! D2.49! 0.00! 53.12! 21.30!
YOR251C! D2.49! 0.00! 66.59! 26.70!
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YGR245C! D2.49! 0.03! 28.30! 11.35!
YPR103W! D2.49! 0.00! 234.25! 93.93!
YJL123C! D2.49! 0.00! 72.88! 29.23!
YGL050W! D2.49! 0.00! 64.67! 25.94!
YHR206W! D2.49! 0.00! 100.21! 40.20!
YLR195C! D2.49! 0.01! 44.63! 17.90!
YJL129C! D2.49! 0.05! 23.25! 9.33!
YLR357W! D2.49! 0.01! 39.69! 15.92!
YER140W! D2.49! 0.02! 33.88! 13.59!
YGR149W! D2.49! 0.00! 212.03! 85.09!
YDR289C! D2.49! 0.00! 76.73! 30.80!
YFL056C! D2.49! 0.00! 58.39! 23.43!
YNL047C! D2.49! 0.03! 26.23! 10.53!
YHR049CDA! D2.49! 0.00! 102.19! 41.02!
YMR091C! D2.49! 0.00! 69.61! 27.94!
YIL083C! D2.49! 0.00! 67.37! 27.05!
YCR068W! D2.49! 0.00! 58.55! 23.51!
YFR020W! D2.49! 0.00! 263.10! 105.66!
YDR345C! D2.49! 0.00! 8458.56! 3400.44!
YKL136W! D2.49! 0.00! 99.66! 40.08!
YFL017C! D2.49! 0.00! 70.66! 28.42!
YPL065W! D2.49! 0.03! 27.91! 11.23!
YGL004C! D2.49! 0.01! 35.35! 14.22!
YAL011W! D2.49! 0.02! 34.94! 14.06!
YPL222W! D2.48! 0.00! 112.88! 45.43!
YKR049C! D2.48! 0.00! 392.90! 158.16!
YCL028W! D2.48! 0.00! 116.33! 46.83!
YML091C! D2.48! 0.00! 47.12! 18.97!
YGL181W! D2.48! 0.00! 196.49! 79.12!
YLR163WDA! D2.48! 0.00! 81.56! 32.84!
YML111W! D2.48! 0.05! 22.24! 8.96!
YPL030W! D2.48! 0.02! 33.94! 13.67!
YJL053W! D2.48! 0.00! 72.02! 29.00!
YDL200C! D2.48! 0.01! 43.63! 17.57!
YMR225C! D2.48! 0.00! 132.51! 53.41!
YBR127C! D2.48! 0.00! 276.54! 111.47!
YLR268W! D2.48! 0.00! 91.75! 36.99!
YGR196C! D2.48! 0.00! 62.53! 25.21!
YPR059C! D2.48! 0.01! 44.73! 18.04!
YPR166C! D2.48! 0.00! 93.60! 37.74!
YBR242W! D2.48! 0.00! 86.45! 34.87!
YNR033W! D2.48! 0.00! 53.03! 21.39!
YBR154C! D2.48! 0.00! 59.47! 23.99!
YJL203W! D2.48! 0.00! 61.95! 24.99!
YOL097C! D2.48! 0.00! 47.58! 19.20!
YGR244C! D2.48! 0.00! 224.62! 90.63!
YNL038W! D2.48! 0.01! 38.73! 15.63!
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YIL090W! D2.48! 0.01! 42.47! 17.15!
YKR100C! D2.48! 0.00! 112.68! 45.51!
YBR030W! D2.48! 0.03! 27.18! 10.98!
YOL135C! D2.48! 0.00! 92.04! 37.18!
YDL085W! D2.48! 0.00! 78.54! 31.73!
YDL144C! D2.48! 0.00! 53.67! 21.68!
YKL117W! D2.47! 0.00! 580.37! 234.51!
YDR175C! D2.47! 0.00! 100.26! 40.52!
YHR077C! D2.47! 0.02! 34.00! 13.74!
YLR312WDA! D2.47! 0.00! 83.03! 33.56!
YGL106W! D2.47! 0.00! 122.80! 49.63!
YBL060W! D2.47! 0.04! 24.34! 9.84!
YHR190W! D2.47! 0.00! 218.58! 88.36!
YKR024C! D2.47! 0.05! 23.17! 9.37!
YNL314W! D2.47! 0.00! 47.82! 19.33!
YDR173C! D2.47! 0.00! 64.06! 25.90!
YMR298W! D2.47! 0.00! 131.28! 53.09!
YOL073C! D2.47! 0.00! 78.21! 31.63!
YJL133CDA! D2.47! 0.00! 1865.28! 754.66!
YGR001C! D2.47! 0.01! 43.45! 17.58!
YML071C! D2.47! 0.05! 23.72! 9.60!
YOR353C! D2.47! 0.01! 45.92! 18.59!
YLR015W! D2.47! 0.01! 41.41! 16.76!
YNR027W! D2.47! 0.02! 31.38! 12.70!
YDL166C! D2.47! 0.00! 88.90! 36.00!
YLL050C! D2.47! 0.00! 361.96! 146.59!
YOR209C! D2.47! 0.00! 197.14! 79.88!
YOR374W! D2.47! 0.00! 794.91! 322.10!
YBR161W! D2.47! 0.02! 33.92! 13.75!
YCL032W! D2.47! 0.00! 50.67! 20.54!
YJR107W! D2.47! 0.00! 55.81! 22.63!
YPR123C! D2.47! 0.00! 103.24! 41.86!
YDL139C! D2.47! 0.00! 68.22! 27.67!
YNL022C! D2.47! 0.00! 69.24! 28.09!
YPL015C! D2.46! 0.00! 148.97! 60.44!
YML078W! D2.46! 0.00! 284.29! 115.35!
YBR095C! D2.46! 0.00! 79.10! 32.09!
YLR435W! D2.46! 0.00! 55.16! 22.38!
YBL089W! D2.46! 0.02! 31.27! 12.69!
YGR115C! D2.46! 0.01! 46.71! 18.95!
YLR146C! D2.46! 0.04! 24.41! 9.91!
YBR065C! D2.46! 0.00! 67.40! 27.35!
YML020W! D2.46! 0.01! 45.52! 18.48!
YBR288C! D2.46! 0.05! 23.36! 9.48!
YFL047W! D2.46! 0.03! 27.75! 11.27!
YPR020W! D2.46! 0.00! 177.78! 72.20!
YDL118W! D2.46! 0.02! 34.84! 14.16!
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YDL230W! D2.46! 0.00! 133.54! 54.26!
YOR061W! D2.46! 0.00! 93.85! 38.13!
YER031C! D2.46! 0.00! 105.03! 42.68!
YIL107C! D2.46! 0.00! 60.60! 24.62!
YER007CDA! D2.46! 0.00! 58.91! 23.94!
YPL024W! D2.46! 0.00! 89.25! 36.27!
YJL137C! D2.46! 0.00! 124.12! 50.46!
YDR284C! D2.46! 0.01! 38.92! 15.83!
YGR132C! D2.46! 0.00! 334.21! 135.94!
YKL100C! D2.46! 0.00! 86.12! 35.04!
YKL080W! D2.46! 0.00! 78.32! 31.86!
YGR155W! D2.46! 0.00! 149.72! 60.91!
YGL093W! D2.46! 0.00! 49.77! 20.25!
YNL103WDA! D2.46! 0.02! 31.19! 12.69!
YNR010W! D2.46! 0.00! 79.01! 32.15!
YDL188C! D2.46! 0.01! 45.64! 18.58!
YDR083W! D2.46! 0.00! 49.15! 20.02!
YNR054C! D2.45! 0.00! 55.03! 22.42!
YMR150C! D2.45! 0.00! 59.80! 24.36!
YLR033W! D2.45! 0.01! 44.37! 18.08!
YMR052W! D2.45! 0.00! 60.00! 24.45!
YKL070W! D2.45! 0.00! 67.76! 27.62!
YCR024CDA! D2.45! 0.00! 4238.37! 1728.69!
YFL034W! D2.45! 0.05! 22.54! 9.20!
YLR120C! D2.45! 0.00! 349.56! 142.64!
YBL001C! D2.45! 0.00! 195.48! 79.77!
YHL034C! D2.45! 0.00! 336.06! 137.16!
YOR182C! D2.45! 0.00! 590.25! 240.92!
YJR155W! D2.45! 0.00! 120.66! 49.25!
YPR104C! D2.45! 0.04! 24.88! 10.16!
YMR054W! D2.45! 0.00! 74.86! 30.57!
YDR400W! D2.45! 0.02! 35.38! 14.45!
YDL090C! D2.45! 0.02! 31.77! 12.97!
YNL105W! D2.45! 0.05! 23.17! 9.47!
YLR295C! D2.45! 0.00! 470.93! 192.39!
YPL020C! D2.45! 0.00! 52.93! 21.63!
YHR189W! D2.45! 0.01! 40.92! 16.72!
YJL176C! D2.45! 0.05! 22.56! 9.22!
YGR016W! D2.45! 0.02! 31.43! 12.85!
YPL028W! D2.45! 0.00! 160.43! 65.57!
YLR312C! D2.45! 0.00! 129.41! 52.90!
YBR086C! D2.45! 0.00! 73.09! 29.88!
YER014W! D2.45! 0.02! 34.58! 14.14!
YLR209C! D2.45! 0.00! 67.47! 27.59!
YER090W! D2.45! 0.00! 67.30! 27.52!
YFR037C! D2.45! 0.00! 78.60! 32.14!
YCL057CDA! D2.45! 0.00! 444.34! 181.72!
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YAL016W! D2.45! 0.00! 95.62! 39.11!
YDR234W! D2.44! 0.00! 82.41! 33.71!
YDL049C! D2.44! 0.05! 22.68! 9.28!
YOR070C! D2.44! 0.00! 51.30! 20.99!
YPR073C! D2.44! 0.00! 66.06! 27.03!
YHR027C! D2.44! 0.00! 147.74! 60.45!
YMR286W! D2.44! 0.00! 285.66! 116.94!
YMR233W! D2.44! 0.01! 46.88! 19.19!
YOR362C! D2.44! 0.00! 318.82! 130.56!
YEL032W! D2.44! 0.01! 37.46! 15.34!
YKL204W! D2.44! 0.00! 48.87! 20.01!
YER057C! D2.44! 0.00! 144.99! 59.39!
YOR218C! D2.44! 0.03! 27.29! 11.18!
YBL103C! D2.44! 0.00! 79.93! 32.75!
YPL071C! D2.44! 0.00! 131.85! 54.02!
YPR144C! D2.44! 0.05! 24.36! 9.98!
YNL087W! D2.44! 0.04! 26.65! 10.93!
YDR219C! D2.44! 0.00! 77.38! 31.73!
YDR139C! D2.44! 0.00! 183.18! 75.11!
YCL007C! D2.44! 0.00! 82.28! 33.74!
YLR080W! D2.44! 0.01! 38.59! 15.83!
YHR102W! D2.44! 0.00! 50.04! 20.52!
YNR047W! D2.44! 0.00! 70.71! 29.01!
YNL134C! D2.44! 0.00! 541.03! 221.94!
YBR273C! D2.44! 0.00! 121.50! 49.85!
YOR335C! D2.44! 0.00! 67.46! 27.68!
YHL009C! D2.44! 0.00! 51.70! 21.21!
YGR220C! D2.44! 0.00! 131.54! 53.97!
YDL095W! D2.44! 0.00! 81.28! 33.36!
YHR147C! D2.44! 0.00! 74.07! 30.40!
YEL045C! D2.44! 0.01! 47.91! 19.66!
YMR175W! D2.44! 0.00! 3236.20! 1328.27!
YDR188W! D2.44! 0.00! 203.01! 83.33!
YPR003C! D2.44! 0.02! 31.19! 12.80!
YJR001W! D2.44! 0.02! 36.14! 14.84!
YPL086C! D2.44! 0.01! 36.92! 15.16!
YDR260C! D2.44! 0.00! 53.92! 22.14!
YOR053W! D2.43! 0.00! 441.82! 181.45!
YNL224C! D2.43! 0.01! 38.15! 15.67!
YNL190W! D2.43! 0.00! 812.68! 333.87!
YNL050C! D2.43! 0.00! 74.44! 30.59!
YJL020WDA! D2.43! 0.00! 83.18! 34.19!
YDR267C! D2.43! 0.00! 51.00! 20.96!
YER151C! D2.43! 0.00! 73.44! 30.19!
YCL051W! D2.43! 0.01! 43.52! 17.89!
YBL050W! D2.43! 0.00! 238.30! 97.96!
YLR354C! D2.43! 0.00! 435.27! 178.96!
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YOL031C! D2.43! 0.00! 49.98! 20.55!
YJL024C! D2.43! 0.00! 81.77! 33.62!
YDR510W! D2.43! 0.00! 560.69! 230.59!
YNL290W! D2.43! 0.00! 66.19! 27.23!
YAL008W! D2.43! 0.00! 101.28! 41.66!
YKL079W! D2.43! 0.00! 54.00! 22.21!
YGL083W! D2.43! 0.05! 24.14! 9.93!
YLR351C! D2.43! 0.00! 84.51! 34.77!
YKL083W! D2.43! 0.00! 151.47! 62.32!
YLL061W! D2.43! 0.03! 29.57! 12.17!
YNR032CDA! D2.43! 0.00! 131.97! 54.31!
YGL211W! D2.43! 0.00! 84.09! 34.61!
YJL065C! D2.43! 0.00! 91.78! 37.77!
YLR009W! D2.43! 0.00! 102.53! 42.20!
YDR294C! D2.43! 0.00! 157.66! 64.89!
YPR072W! D2.43! 0.00! 56.15! 23.11!
YKL146W! D2.43! 0.00! 132.20! 54.42!
YBR185C! D2.43! 0.00! 65.74! 27.06!
YEL006W! D2.43! 0.00! 61.15! 25.18!
YEL051W! D2.43! 0.00! 166.63! 68.64!
YOR041C! D2.43! 0.00! 99.09! 40.83!
YKL138C! D2.43! 0.00! 122.86! 50.63!
YMR277W! D2.43! 0.02! 33.75! 13.91!
YHR072WD
A! D2.43! 0.00! 426.19! 175.66!
YJL128C! D2.43! 0.00! 68.65! 28.30!
YOL060C! D2.43! 0.00! 99.86! 41.16!
YGR215W! D2.43! 0.00! 129.42! 53.35!
YGR054W! D2.43! 0.00! 84.09! 34.67!
YOR262W! D2.42! 0.00! 124.35! 51.30!
YLR294C! D2.42! 0.00! 55.46! 22.88!
YGR213C! D2.42! 0.00! 65.77! 27.14!
YDR162C! D2.42! 0.00! 87.59! 36.14!
YMR203W! D2.42! 0.00! 133.08! 54.95!
YNR041C! D2.42! 0.00! 61.25! 25.29!
YDR251W! D2.42! 0.00! 96.83! 39.99!
YGR124W! D2.42! 0.00! 182.78! 75.49!
YKL114C! D2.42! 0.00! 56.36! 23.28!
YGL098W! D2.42! 0.00! 87.00! 35.94!
YPL176C! D2.42! 0.00! 74.71! 30.86!
YOR028C! D2.42! 0.00! 102.20! 42.23!
YOR121C! D2.42! 0.00! 250.34! 103.47!
YGR086C! D2.42! 0.00! 770.40! 318.44!
YLL051C! D2.42! 0.00! 62.19! 25.72!
YPL178W! D2.42! 0.00! 116.49! 48.17!
YAL044WDA! D2.42! 0.00! 104.13! 43.06!
YER006W! D2.42! 0.00! 76.66! 31.71!
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YJR006W! D2.42! 0.03! 29.76! 12.31!
YLR403W! D2.42! 0.00! 68.02! 28.14!
YIR022W! D2.42! 0.00! 95.26! 39.41!
YDR510CDA! D2.42! 0.00! 559.78! 231.57!
YDL248W! D2.42! 0.00! 227.10! 93.97!
YLR078C! D2.42! 0.00! 80.12! 33.15!
YLR060W! D2.42! 0.01! 39.70! 16.43!
YBR012C! D2.42! 0.00! 72.26! 29.91!
YLR059C! D2.42! 0.02! 34.44! 14.26!
YKR089C! D2.42! 0.00! 79.23! 32.81!
YBR103W! D2.41! 0.01! 45.17! 18.70!
YGR041W! D2.41! 0.01! 41.19! 17.06!
YMR314W! D2.41! 0.00! 363.55! 150.58!
YDL074C! D2.41! 0.00! 51.72! 21.42!
YIL125W! D2.41! 0.00! 239.51! 99.23!
YDR100W! D2.41! 0.01! 44.67! 18.51!
YIL008W! D2.41! 0.00! 137.81! 57.11!
YGR135W! D2.41! 0.00! 264.84! 109.76!
YLR175W! D2.41! 0.00! 76.64! 31.77!
YMR258C! D2.41! 0.02! 32.40! 13.44!
YEL041W! D2.41! 0.01! 39.38! 16.33!
YNL255C! D2.41! 0.00! 215.55! 89.41!
YPR109W! D2.41! 0.00! 82.26! 34.13!
YEL063C! D2.41! 0.02! 33.64! 13.96!
YIL024C! D2.41! 0.00! 74.58! 30.95!
YNL104C! D2.41! 0.00! 181.12! 75.19!
YHR069C! D2.41! 0.00! 66.92! 27.79!
YLR091W! D2.41! 0.03! 29.97! 12.45!
YJR131W! D2.41! 0.04! 25.55! 10.61!
YMR220W! D2.41! 0.00! 117.13! 48.67!
YIL003W! D2.41! 0.00! 67.69! 28.13!
YDR475C! D2.41! 0.00! 172.30! 71.60!
YJL125C! D2.41! 0.01! 49.70! 20.66!
YGR174C! D2.41! 0.00! 192.53! 80.03!
YBR207W! D2.41! 0.00! 178.07! 74.03!
YOR185C! D2.41! 0.00! 229.50! 95.42!
YPR036W! D2.40! 0.00! 200.70! 83.46!
YPL147W! D2.40! 0.01! 43.37! 18.04!
YJL014W! D2.40! 0.00! 147.27! 61.28!
YJR133W! D2.40! 0.00! 132.64! 55.19!
YDR132C! D2.40! 0.01! 37.61! 15.65!
YNL089C! D2.40! 0.05! 25.25! 10.51!
YBR230WD
A! D2.40! 0.00! 264.75! 110.17!
YAL014C! D2.40! 0.00! 117.71! 48.99!
YCR084C! D2.40! 0.00! 103.33! 43.01!
YMR038C! D2.40! 0.00! 203.42! 84.69!
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YJL019W! D2.40! 0.03! 31.22! 13.01!
YNL287W! D2.40! 0.01! 45.13! 18.80!
YEL017CDA! D2.40! 0.00! 1470.78! 612.89!
YJL009W! D2.40! 0.00! 168.10! 70.05!
YBL096C! D2.40! 0.00! 83.27! 34.70!
YPR133WDA! D2.40! 0.00! 293.53! 122.34!
YJR094C! D2.40! 0.00! 133.26! 55.54!
YGR255C! D2.40! 0.00! 64.16! 26.75!
YDR381CDA! D2.40! 0.00! 120.00! 50.03!
YHR107C! D2.40! 0.00! 70.47! 29.39!
YDR247W! D2.40! 0.00! 540.97! 225.65!
YGR094W! D2.40! 0.01! 49.23! 20.54!
YDL089W! D2.40! 0.01! 37.74! 15.74!
YHL014C! D2.40! 0.01! 42.83! 17.87!
YOR155C! D2.40! 0.00! 61.59! 25.70!
YLR185W! D2.40! 0.00! 301.80! 125.95!
YNL278W! D2.40! 0.02! 34.81! 14.53!
YGL125W! D2.40! 0.00! 60.20! 25.13!
YDR460W! D2.40! 0.00! 95.04! 39.67!
YER061C! D2.40! 0.00! 67.94! 28.36!
YEL021W! D2.40! 0.00! 136.30! 56.90!
YIR002C! D2.39! 0.04! 25.63! 10.70!
YBR239C! D2.39! 0.03! 31.15! 13.01!
YDR047W! D2.39! 0.00! 111.05! 46.38!
YDR051C! D2.39! 0.00! 97.34! 40.66!
YLR025W! D2.39! 0.00! 285.02! 119.09!
YCL044C! D2.39! 0.00! 62.11! 25.96!
YLR130C! D2.39! 0.00! 57.19! 23.90!
YMR243C! D2.39! 0.00! 152.73! 63.83!
YBR018C! D2.39! 0.00! 61.77! 25.82!
YIL165C! D2.39! 0.00! 51.00! 21.33!
YHR008C! D2.39! 0.00! 446.57! 186.74!
YOL053W! D2.39! 0.00! 62.71! 26.22!
YEL016C! D2.39! 0.02! 35.83! 14.99!
YIL105C! D2.39! 0.00! 87.08! 36.42!
YNL164C! D2.39! 0.00! 54.88! 22.95!
YGL167C! D2.39! 0.00! 63.91! 26.73!
YLR198C! D2.39! 0.00! 76.67! 32.08!
YCR061W! D2.39! 0.00! 78.86! 33.00!
YIR023CDA! D2.39! 0.01! 43.50! 18.21!
YMR139W! D2.39! 0.00! 86.59! 36.26!
YMR030W! D2.39! 0.00! 98.60! 41.29!
YGR126W! D2.39! 0.01! 48.10! 20.14!
YBL099W! D2.39! 0.00! 373.57! 156.46!
YBR197C! D2.39! 0.00! 51.41! 21.54!
YPL180W! D2.39! 0.01! 42.03! 17.61!
YOL103W! D2.39! 0.00! 57.10! 23.92!
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YEL018CDA! D2.39! 0.00! 58.70! 24.60!
YLR245C! D2.39! 0.00! 71.29! 29.88!
YGL183C! D2.39! 0.00! 107.56! 45.09!
YKL084W! D2.39! 0.01! 43.98! 18.44!
YMR096W! D2.38! 0.00! 339.87! 142.52!
YLR287CDA! D2.38! 0.00! 1057.45! 443.51!
YIL051C! D2.38! 0.00! 264.88! 111.11!
YLR374C! D2.38! 0.00! 316.82! 132.92!
YKL196C! D2.38! 0.00! 326.52! 137.01!
YGR017W! D2.38! 0.00! 183.02! 76.80!
YNL330C! D2.38! 0.00! 89.20! 37.43!
YJL161W! D2.38! 0.01! 49.00! 20.57!
YKR094C! D2.38! 0.00! 364.46! 152.97!
YNL147W! D2.38! 0.00! 158.96! 66.73!
YMR241W! D2.38! 0.00! 195.11! 81.92!
YPR176C! D2.38! 0.00! 85.14! 35.75!
YIL103W! D2.38! 0.00! 59.94! 25.17!
YLR344W! D2.38! 0.00! 291.93! 122.61!
YLR405W! D2.38! 0.01! 41.05! 17.24!
YBR204C! D2.38! 0.00! 114.15! 47.98!
YKR044W! D2.38! 0.01! 43.51! 18.29!
YDR225W! D2.38! 0.00! 990.44! 416.50!
YHR021C! D2.38! 0.00! 324.79! 136.59!
YLR316C! D2.38! 0.02! 34.10! 14.34!
YMR205C! D2.38! 0.00! 111.33! 46.84!
YHR111W! D2.38! 0.00! 70.10! 29.50!
YLR356W! D2.38! 0.00! 169.52! 71.36!
YOR380W! D2.38! 0.02! 34.35! 14.46!
YPL091W! D2.38! 0.00! 112.52! 47.37!
YKR101W! D2.38! 0.03! 28.84! 12.14!
YOR113W! D2.37! 0.04! 27.78! 11.70!
YOL010W! D2.37! 0.00! 116.42! 49.03!
YPL108W! D2.37! 0.05! 25.26! 10.64!
YFR051C! D2.37! 0.00! 82.35! 34.68!
YBR121C! D2.37! 0.00! 62.62! 26.38!
YBL003C! D2.37! 0.00! 158.58! 66.79!
YMR085W! D2.37! 0.00! 247.37! 104.19!
YER127W! D2.37! 0.00! 55.81! 23.51!
YDR113C! D2.37! 0.00! 68.59! 28.90!
YGL186C! D2.37! 0.00! 59.89! 25.24!
YDL178W! D2.37! 0.00! 51.61! 21.75!
YLR363C! D2.37! 0.02! 36.67! 15.45!
YOR390W! D2.37! 0.02! 33.90! 14.29!
YNR008W! D2.37! 0.03! 29.42! 12.40!
YHR049W! D2.37! 0.00! 260.75! 109.92!
YLL058W! D2.37! 0.01! 50.69! 21.37!
YGL245W! D2.37! 0.00! 86.60! 36.51!
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YAR002CDA! D2.37! 0.00! 68.40! 28.84!
YER027C! D2.37! 0.00! 105.95! 44.68!
YGR163W! D2.37! 0.00! 82.41! 34.76!
YPR107C! D2.37! 0.00! 74.15! 31.27!
YPL117C! D2.37! 0.00! 224.19! 94.56!
YMR112C! D2.37! 0.00! 65.71! 27.72!
YOL139C! D2.37! 0.00! 204.30! 86.18!
YJL139C! D2.37! 0.01! 51.07! 21.55!
YIL044C! D2.37! 0.00! 74.45! 31.41!
YHR161C! D2.37! 0.00! 110.17! 46.48!
YMR059W! D2.37! 0.01! 48.96! 20.66!
YHR105W! D2.37! 0.04! 27.74! 11.71!
YDR207C! D2.37! 0.03! 32.39! 13.67!
YLR196W! D2.37! 0.02! 36.05! 15.21!
YGL220W! D2.37! 0.00! 144.50! 61.01!
YOR039W! D2.37! 0.00! 150.67! 63.62!
YLR317W! D2.37! 0.03! 32.13! 13.57!
YJL154C! D2.37! 0.01! 46.43! 19.61!
YLR370C! D2.37! 0.00! 213.76! 90.28!
YLR186W! D2.37! 0.00! 81.36! 34.36!
YER015W! D2.37! 0.01! 42.75! 18.06!
YGL221C! D2.37! 0.00! 86.80! 36.67!
YCL035C! D2.37! 0.00! 833.95! 352.32!
YMR170C! D2.37! 0.00! 81.16! 34.29!
YMR124W! D2.37! 0.00! 54.24! 22.92!
YJL184W! D2.37! 0.00! 98.09! 41.45!
YNL189W! D2.37! 0.00! 59.91! 25.32!
YGR036C! D2.37! 0.01! 51.09! 21.59!
YGL172W! D2.37! 0.00! 82.30! 34.79!
YNR049C! D2.37! 0.00! 110.02! 46.51!
YMR240C! D2.37! 0.00! 69.49! 29.38!
YDL061C! D2.37! 0.00! 441.48! 186.65!
YCR026C! D2.37! 0.00! 63.70! 26.93!
YMR196W! D2.36! 0.00! 92.72! 39.21!
YGL203C! D2.36! 0.01! 50.28! 21.27!
YJR007W! D2.36! 0.00! 127.88! 54.09!
YOR328W! D2.36! 0.04! 28.34! 11.99!
YGL109W! D2.36! 0.00! 89.34! 37.80!
YLR040C! D2.36! 0.03! 32.66! 13.82!
YHR018C! D2.36! 0.00! 208.45! 88.20!
YMR251W! D2.36! 0.03! 32.82! 13.89!
YML125C! D2.36! 0.00! 200.71! 84.94!
YDR226W! D2.36! 0.00! 309.95! 131.17!
YJR015W! D2.36! 0.00! 57.60! 24.38!
YIL162W! D2.36! 0.00! 209.15! 88.53!
YOR305W! D2.36! 0.03! 29.20! 12.36!
YJL185C! D2.36! 0.00! 52.51! 22.23!
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YLR463C! D2.36! 0.00! 108.58! 45.98!
YIL055C! D2.36! 0.02! 35.79! 15.16!
YHR039CDA! D2.36! 0.00! 370.86! 157.07!
YHR020W! D2.36! 0.00! 55.22! 23.39!
YGL153W! D2.36! 0.00! 82.93! 35.13!
YGL215W! D2.36! 0.00! 94.02! 39.83!
YGL018C! D2.36! 0.00! 61.53! 26.07!
YGR236C! D2.36! 0.00! 1354.10! 573.72!
YBL076C! D2.36! 0.00! 63.69! 26.99!
YDR187C! D2.36! 0.00! 118.31! 50.13!
YCL002C! D2.36! 0.02! 38.76! 16.42!
YDL108W! D2.36! 0.00! 62.92! 26.66!
YLR152C! D2.36! 0.00! 101.72! 43.11!
YPR098C! D2.36! 0.00! 74.24! 31.47!
YML010W! D2.36! 0.00! 64.82! 27.47!
YPR110C! D2.36! 0.00! 100.25! 42.49!
YOR020WD
A! D2.36! 0.00! 452.39! 191.75!
YFL018C! D2.36! 0.00! 242.99! 103.00!
YJR122W! D2.36! 0.03! 29.36! 12.44!
YAL030W! D2.36! 0.00! 251.09! 106.47!
YBR283C! D2.36! 0.00! 83.69! 35.50!
YGL184C! D2.36! 0.00! 66.01! 28.00!
YLR163C! D2.36! 0.00! 96.58! 40.98!
YPL003W! D2.36! 0.02! 34.77! 14.76!
YLR441C! D2.36! 0.00! 441.32! 187.30!
YMR237W! D2.36! 0.02! 34.09! 14.47!
YBR031W! D2.36! 0.00! 270.26! 114.73!
YML098W! D2.36! 0.00! 170.21! 72.27!
YDR293C! D2.36! 0.00! 124.04! 52.67!
YMR178W! D2.36! 0.00! 127.16! 53.99!
YOR131C! D2.36! 0.00! 73.70! 31.29!
YBR233WD
A! D2.36! 0.00! 75.51! 32.06!
YLR077W! D2.35! 0.03! 30.11! 12.78!
YEL039C! D2.35! 0.00! 3974.36! 1687.80!
YBR167C! D2.35! 0.00! 64.28! 27.30!
YIR017C! D2.35! 0.00! 114.67! 48.71!
YOR339C! D2.35! 0.05! 26.32! 11.18!
YDL017W! D2.35! 0.00! 55.83! 23.73!
YNL193W! D2.35! 0.00! 84.56! 35.95!
YHR175W! D2.35! 0.00! 122.80! 52.21!
YMR235C! D2.35! 0.00! 94.59! 40.23!
YGR082W! D2.35! 0.00! 93.22! 39.66!
YPL047W! D2.35! 0.00! 118.32! 50.34!
YHR134W! D2.35! 0.00! 64.61! 27.50!
YBL015W! D2.35! 0.00! 484.90! 206.37!
YDR023W! D2.35! 0.00! 62.14! 26.45!
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YGL091C! D2.35! 0.00! 138.34! 58.89!
YHR123W! D2.35! 0.01! 47.79! 20.34!
YDL115C! D2.35! 0.00! 174.60! 74.33!
YNL068C! D2.35! 0.00! 66.61! 28.36!
YOL088C! D2.35! 0.02! 39.12! 16.66!
YGR032W! D2.35! 0.00! 108.88! 46.37!
YIL045W! D2.35! 0.00! 122.63! 52.23!
YKL130C! D2.35! 0.00! 56.90! 24.23!
YCR007C! D2.35! 0.00! 173.81! 74.03!
YDR322W! D2.35! 0.00! 61.39! 26.15!
YPR100W! D2.35! 0.00! 279.94! 119.25!
YIL143C! D2.35! 0.00! 101.41! 43.20!
YMR090W! D2.35! 0.00! 545.87! 232.57!
YLR399WDA! D2.35! 0.00! 106.37! 45.32!
YCL011C! D2.35! 0.00! 158.08! 67.36!
YJL178C! D2.35! 0.00! 79.19! 33.75!
YDL025C! D2.35! 0.00! 122.67! 52.28!
YLR178C! D2.35! 0.00! 797.14! 339.76!
YBR133C! D2.35! 0.04! 28.89! 12.31!
YGR129W! D2.35! 0.02! 37.90! 16.16!
YNL131W! D2.35! 0.00! 200.02! 85.29!
YOR372C! D2.34! 0.03! 33.33! 14.21!
YDR193W! D2.34! 0.02! 34.29! 14.63!
YPL063W! D2.34! 0.00! 85.32! 36.40!
YDR152W! D2.34! 0.00! 131.76! 56.22!
YGR030C! D2.34! 0.00! 54.55! 23.28!
YPL140C! D2.34! 0.01! 50.25! 21.44!
YHR151C! D2.34! 0.04! 28.96! 12.36!
YKL088W! D2.34! 0.00! 120.22! 51.32!
YHR176W! D2.34! 0.00! 55.15! 23.54!
YJL168C! D2.34! 0.03! 32.53! 13.89!
YGR167W! D2.34! 0.00! 443.07! 189.18!
YDR348C! D2.34! 0.00! 107.48! 45.90!
YNL070W! D2.34! 0.00! 109.60! 46.81!
YML041C! D2.34! 0.00! 71.17! 30.41!
YPR161C! D2.34! 0.00! 57.32! 24.49!
YMR188C! D2.34! 0.00! 158.89! 67.90!
YDR319C! D2.34! 0.00! 60.11! 25.69!
YHR051W! D2.34! 0.00! 484.56! 207.11!
YKL051W! D2.34! 0.00! 199.71! 85.38!
YDR361C! D2.34! 0.00! 87.44! 37.39!
YNL239W! D2.34! 0.00! 66.53! 28.45!
YDR059C! D2.34! 0.00! 218.34! 93.40!
YLR232W! D2.34! 0.04! 29.41! 12.58!
YLR288C! D2.34! 0.02! 34.55! 14.78!
YBR205W! D2.34! 0.00! 62.62! 26.79!
YGL163C! D2.34! 0.00! 80.05! 34.26!
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YOR320C! D2.34! 0.01! 41.08! 17.58!
YDR502C! D2.34! 0.00! 716.00! 306.55!
YDL177C! D2.34! 0.00! 80.59! 34.51!
YDR388W! D2.33! 0.00! 220.71! 94.54!
YCR011C! D2.33! 0.05! 25.67! 11.00!
YDL113C! D2.33! 0.00! 85.42! 36.59!
YBR173C! D2.33! 0.00! 282.96! 121.23!
YMR315W! D2.33! 0.00! 406.55! 174.22!
YBR053C! D2.33! 0.00! 107.23! 45.95!
YER137C! D2.33! 0.01! 46.70! 20.02!
YMR228W! D2.33! 0.04! 27.41! 11.75!
YKR011C! D2.33! 0.00! 106.44! 45.65!
YMR310C! D2.33! 0.01! 44.50! 19.09!
YJR075W! D2.33! 0.00! 98.10! 42.09!
YNL084C! D2.33! 0.00! 61.54! 26.41!
YML021C! D2.33! 0.00! 76.51! 32.84!
YBR262C! D2.33! 0.00! 266.15! 114.25!
YHR082C! D2.33! 0.00! 89.30! 38.34!
YLR429W! D2.33! 0.00! 69.06! 29.65!
YBR282W! D2.33! 0.00! 155.14! 66.62!
YMR015C! D2.33! 0.03! 32.44! 13.93!
YJR064W! D2.33! 0.00! 109.79! 47.15!
YNL002C! D2.33! 0.00! 160.10! 68.76!
YDR331W! D2.33! 0.01! 45.28! 19.46!
YKL127W! D2.33! 0.03! 32.84! 14.11!
YMR272WD
A! D2.33! 0.00! 3287.00! 1412.65!
YGR073C! D2.33! 0.00! 55.96! 24.05!
YPL221W! D2.33! 0.00! 408.26! 175.47!
YOR257W! D2.33! 0.00! 263.02! 113.07!
YDR182W! D2.33! 0.00! 66.20! 28.46!
YMR263W! D2.33! 0.00! 112.51! 48.37!
YER149C! D2.33! 0.00! 67.41! 28.99!
YDR375C! D2.33! 0.00! 58.01! 24.95!
YMR052CDA! D2.33! 0.01! 43.94! 18.90!
YKR099W! D2.32! 0.04! 28.28! 12.16!
YER178W! D2.32! 0.00! 346.51! 149.06!
YNL069C! D2.32! 0.00! 386.91! 166.44!
YLR181C! D2.32! 0.01! 46.64! 20.06!
YIL112W! D2.32! 0.00! 55.06! 23.69!
YLR361CDA! D2.32! 0.00! 213.04! 91.65!
YNL152W! D2.32! 0.02! 35.37! 15.22!
YAR042W! D2.32! 0.01! 40.56! 17.45!
YKR026C! D2.32! 0.01! 53.00! 22.81!
YLR323C! D2.32! 0.00! 116.05! 49.95!
YKL184W! D2.32! 0.00! 72.29! 31.11!
YJR087W! D2.32! 0.00! 79.80! 34.35!
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YIL041W! D2.32! 0.00! 199.87! 86.03!
YLR079W! D2.32! 0.00! 150.33! 64.71!
YMR040W! D2.32! 0.00! 121.43! 52.29!
YLR400W! D2.32! 0.03! 31.09! 13.39!
YLR380W! D2.32! 0.00! 90.55! 38.99!
YDR071C! D2.32! 0.00! 124.57! 53.65!
YLR406C! D2.32! 0.00! 221.42! 95.36!
YBR178W! D2.32! 0.01! 40.86! 17.60!
YDR340W! D2.32! 0.00! 345.65! 148.89!
YIL087C! D2.32! 0.00! 148.54! 63.99!
YER010C! D2.32! 0.00! 78.96! 34.02!
YKL022C! D2.32! 0.01! 41.79! 18.01!
YOR163W! D2.32! 0.00! 115.30! 49.69!
YBR107C! D2.32! 0.00! 79.40! 34.22!
YKL004W! D2.32! 0.00! 132.42! 57.09!
YIL139C! D2.32! 0.04! 29.71! 12.81!
YLR082C! D2.32! 0.02! 34.32! 14.80!
YIL009CDA! D2.32! 0.03! 33.42! 14.41!
YOL142W! D2.32! 0.00! 94.63! 40.81!
YEL058W! D2.32! 0.00! 139.31! 60.08!
YLR191W! D2.32! 0.00! 97.81! 42.19!
YLR387C! D2.32! 0.00! 120.37! 51.92!
YGR062C! D2.32! 0.02! 35.42! 15.28!
YDR120C! D2.32! 0.01! 49.36! 21.30!
YGR146C! D2.32! 0.00! 113.28! 48.89!
YOR276W! D2.32! 0.00! 159.43! 68.81!
YJL006C! D2.32! 0.01! 43.26! 18.67!
YOR221C! D2.32! 0.00! 83.21! 35.92!
YHR112C! D2.32! 0.00! 135.88! 58.65!
YMR146C! D2.32! 0.00! 178.96! 77.25!
YNL153C! D2.32! 0.00! 84.42! 36.44!
YPR138C! D2.32! 0.01! 42.09! 18.17!
YGL152C! D2.32! 0.00! 99.70! 43.05!
YDR211W! D2.32! 0.01! 41.96! 18.13!
YNR045W! D2.31! 0.00! 67.15! 29.01!
YMR147W! D2.31! 0.04! 27.76! 11.99!
YLR192C! D2.31! 0.00! 192.14! 83.01!
YOR141C! D2.31! 0.01! 44.44! 19.21!
YGR288W! D2.31! 0.01! 44.29! 19.14!
YDR347W! D2.31! 0.00! 148.01! 63.98!
YGR234W! D2.31! 0.00! 366.70! 158.53!
YJL015C! D2.31! 0.00! 154.50! 66.79!
YGR290W! D2.31! 0.00! 82.97! 35.87!
YNL029C! D2.31! 0.02! 38.16! 16.50!
YDR354W! D2.31! 0.02! 40.06! 17.32!
YDL157C! D2.31! 0.00! 68.63! 29.68!
YJR010CDA! D2.31! 0.00! 57.66! 24.94!
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YGL129C! D2.31! 0.00! 56.92! 24.62!
YMR299C! D2.31! 0.00! 57.48! 24.87!
YKL026C! D2.31! 0.00! 309.90! 134.08!
YNL197C! D2.31! 0.02! 38.10! 16.49!
YDR063W! D2.31! 0.00! 64.19! 27.78!
YNL284C! D2.31! 0.00! 102.89! 44.53!
YDL131W! D2.31! 0.00! 175.52! 75.97!
YKL147C! D2.31! 0.00! 68.79! 29.78!
YER065C! D2.31! 0.00! 112.69! 48.78!
YER183C! D2.31! 0.00! 72.82! 31.53!
YDL204W! D2.31! 0.00! 177.56! 76.87!
YPL126W! D2.31! 0.05! 26.73! 11.58!
YNL168C! D2.31! 0.00! 55.40! 24.00!
YJL016W! D2.31! 0.00! 125.45! 54.34!
YDR503C! D2.31! 0.02! 36.93! 16.00!
YGR240C! D2.31! 0.00! 155.86! 67.52!
YLR051C! D2.31! 0.00! 87.09! 37.74!
YDL021W! D2.31! 0.02! 40.67! 17.63!
YIL047C! D2.31! 0.00! 148.88! 64.53!
YLR421C! D2.31! 0.00! 407.47! 176.62!
YGL049C! D2.31! 0.00! 67.40! 29.22!
YER040W! D2.31! 0.03! 32.50! 14.09!
YJL141C! D2.31! 0.00! 154.39! 66.93!
YDR052C! D2.31! 0.02! 40.20! 17.43!
YBR285W! D2.31! 0.00! 66.95! 29.03!
YER047C! D2.31! 0.03! 32.43! 14.06!
YNL167C! D2.31! 0.03! 33.87! 14.69!
YPR005C! D2.31! 0.00! 135.06! 58.58!
YDR461CDA! D2.31! 0.00! 172.78! 74.94!
YBR269C! D2.31! 0.00! 332.21! 144.10!
YIL124W! D2.31! 0.00! 61.03! 26.47!
YAL046C! D2.30! 0.00! 64.70! 28.08!
YBR217W! D2.30! 0.02! 36.48! 15.83!
YGL014W! D2.30! 0.02! 38.59! 16.75!
YIL089W! D2.30! 0.05! 26.49! 11.50!
YJR020W! D2.30! 0.01! 54.44! 23.63!
YKL162C! D2.30! 0.02! 36.28! 15.75!
YMR158W! D2.30! 0.00! 72.47! 31.46!
YMR166C! D2.30! 0.03! 31.43! 13.64!
YPL066W! D2.30! 0.00! 64.77! 28.11!
YOR286W! D2.30! 0.00! 201.68! 87.56!
YPL097W! D2.30! 0.02! 37.84! 16.43!
YKL187C! D2.30! 0.00! 148.36! 64.44!
YNL295W! D2.30! 0.00! 70.39! 30.58!
YNL027W! D2.30! 0.00! 156.54! 68.00!
YPL139C! D2.30! 0.01! 50.27! 21.84!
YNL097C! D2.30! 0.00! 97.81! 42.49!
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YGL031C! D2.30! 0.00! 337.99! 146.84!
YJR117W! D2.30! 0.00! 68.52! 29.77!
YHL034WDA! D2.30! 0.00! 392.25! 170.44!
YPR163C! D2.30! 0.00! 121.59! 52.85!
YBR188C! D2.30! 0.01! 45.90! 19.95!
YCL017C! D2.30! 0.00! 113.82! 49.48!
YDR153C! D2.30! 0.00! 125.52! 54.57!
YJL122W! D2.30! 0.00! 83.73! 36.41!
YJL068C! D2.30! 0.00! 113.64! 49.42!
YPL026C! D2.30! 0.00! 342.64! 149.07!
YGR280C! D2.30! 0.00! 100.61! 43.78!
YMR149W! D2.30! 0.00! 78.24! 34.05!
YBL102W! D2.30! 0.00! 117.68! 51.21!
YER025W! D2.30! 0.00! 123.16! 53.60!
YDL048C! D2.30! 0.00! 615.97! 268.11!
YHR201C! D2.30! 0.02! 39.67! 17.27!
YMR300C! D2.30! 0.00! 103.87! 45.24!
YCR043C! D2.30! 0.00! 105.84! 46.10!
YGL231C! D2.30! 0.00! 110.83! 48.28!
YGL121C! D2.30! 0.00! 749.30! 326.42!
YLR388W! D2.30! 0.00! 270.84! 118.00!
YEL001C! D2.30! 0.00! 134.46! 58.59!
YNL103W! D2.29! 0.00! 92.54! 40.32!
YHR198C! D2.29! 0.00! 59.38! 25.88!
YBR111C! D2.29! 0.00! 211.89! 92.35!
YOR241W! D2.29! 0.01! 50.56! 22.04!
YHR207C! D2.29! 0.05! 26.15! 11.40!
YMR204C! D2.29! 0.01! 42.64! 18.59!
YOR254C! D2.29! 0.02! 37.99! 16.56!
YBR284W! D2.29! 0.03! 34.10! 14.87!
YOL155WDA! D2.29! 0.01! 46.35! 20.21!
YOR010C! D2.29! 0.03! 32.72! 14.27!
YOL113W! D2.29! 0.00! 65.88! 28.73!
YPR124W! D2.29! 0.00! 101.63! 44.33!
YGR257C! D2.29! 0.00! 73.99! 32.27!
YOR035C! D2.29! 0.00! 61.19! 26.69!
YIL006W! D2.29! 0.04! 30.85! 13.46!
YIL021CDA! D2.29! 0.00! 85.12! 37.13!
YHR150W! D2.29! 0.01! 44.80! 19.55!
YAL007C! D2.29! 0.01! 41.51! 18.12!
YNL138WDA! D2.29! 0.00! 122.85! 53.61!
YPR017C! D2.29! 0.00! 85.14! 37.16!
YGR154C! D2.29! 0.02! 38.82! 16.94!
YGL134W! D2.29! 0.00! 693.46! 302.69!
YNL195C! D2.29! 0.00! 238.37! 104.06!
YCR002C! D2.29! 0.00! 93.30! 40.73!
YDL232W! D2.29! 0.00! 269.73! 117.76!
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YEL034W! D2.29! 0.00! 1599.97! 698.65!
YBR120C! D2.29! 0.00! 88.85! 38.80!
YDR172W! D2.29! 0.00! 86.49! 37.77!
YIR039C! D2.29! 0.00! 85.50! 37.35!
YBL090W! D2.29! 0.00! 109.62! 47.89!
YPR034W! D2.29! 0.00! 62.60! 27.35!
YGR252W! D2.29! 0.01! 46.65! 20.38!
YCL001W! D2.29! 0.00! 75.80! 33.13!
YGL009C! D2.29! 0.00! 137.45! 60.06!
YGR010W! D2.29! 0.01! 52.91! 23.13!
YKL034W! D2.29! 0.01! 42.01! 18.36!
YJL124C! D2.29! 0.00! 148.50! 64.92!
YGR223C! D2.29! 0.00! 105.01! 45.93!
YHR016C! D2.29! 0.00! 205.60! 89.92!
YDR116C! D2.29! 0.00! 90.78! 39.71!
YPR188C! D2.29! 0.00! 79.28! 34.69!
YLR065C! D2.28! 0.03! 32.13! 14.06!
YPL050C! D2.28! 0.00! 61.38! 26.87!
YOR006C! D2.28! 0.01! 46.93! 20.54!
YMR084W! D2.28! 0.00! 147.86! 64.74!
YKL068WDA! D2.28! 0.00! 305.71! 133.87!
YJR112WDA! D2.28! 0.00! 109.33! 47.88!
YKL010C! D2.28! 0.01! 49.18! 21.54!
YBL030C! D2.28! 0.00! 915.28! 400.94!
YDR385W! D2.28! 0.00! 183.45! 80.36!
YNL010W! D2.28! 0.00! 142.65! 62.49!
YDL208W! D2.28! 0.00! 132.85! 58.20!
YBL012C! D2.28! 0.04! 30.98! 13.57!
YBR266C! D2.28! 0.00! 61.70! 27.03!
YOL086WDA! D2.28! 0.00! 161.72! 70.89!
YKR058W! D2.28! 0.00! 76.01! 33.32!
YOL125W! D2.28! 0.01! 47.93! 21.02!
YIL078W! D2.28! 0.00! 86.83! 38.07!
YFL005W! D2.28! 0.00! 206.29! 90.48!
YDR479C! D2.28! 0.00! 72.81! 31.94!
YBR130C! D2.28! 0.04! 29.19! 12.81!
YDR006C! D2.28! 0.00! 57.07! 25.04!
YCL038C! D2.28! 0.00! 93.11! 40.86!
YOR043W! D2.28! 0.00! 113.51! 49.82!
YKR075WDA! D2.28! 0.00! 1282.37! 562.85!
YBR112C! D2.28! 0.02! 36.63! 16.08!
YML119W! D2.28! 0.00! 161.65! 70.96!
YDR179C! D2.28! 0.04! 31.33! 13.75!
YPL213W! D2.28! 0.00! 73.56! 32.30!
YBR211C! D2.28! 0.01! 43.72! 19.20!
YPL173W! D2.28! 0.00! 88.24! 38.75!
YDL209C! D2.28! 0.02! 40.07! 17.60!
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YOR148C! D2.28! 0.00! 98.09! 43.10!
YHR002W! D2.28! 0.00! 77.32! 33.97!
YLR224W! D2.28! 0.00! 190.71! 83.80!
YJR060W! D2.28! 0.00! 66.73! 29.32!
YLR104W! D2.28! 0.00! 76.94! 33.81!
YKL016C! D2.27! 0.00! 432.50! 190.12!
YNL005C! D2.27! 0.00! 157.14! 69.08!
YOR042W! D2.27! 0.00! 172.83! 75.98!
YPR033C! D2.27! 0.00! 77.40! 34.03!
YMR222C! D2.27! 0.00! 56.91! 25.02!
YJR125C! D2.27! 0.00! 109.85! 48.30!
YLR109W! D2.27! 0.00! 3797.90! 1669.96!
YDR062W! D2.27! 0.00! 101.59! 44.67!
YAL025C! D2.27! 0.02! 38.54! 16.95!
YOR252W! D2.27! 0.00! 94.30! 41.47!
YOR097C! D2.27! 0.00! 119.94! 52.76!
YIL065C! D2.27! 0.00! 282.89! 124.46!
YJL121C! D2.27! 0.00! 91.92! 40.44!
YJR130C! D2.27! 0.02! 40.78! 17.95!
YNL244C! D2.27! 0.00! 781.83! 344.04!
YKL218C! D2.27! 0.00! 109.80! 48.32!
YOL038W! D2.27! 0.00! 250.26! 110.15!
YDR246W! D2.27! 0.00! 215.57! 94.89!
YGR083C! D2.27! 0.01! 53.57! 23.58!
YLR298C! D2.27! 0.00! 107.46! 47.32!
YKL023W! D2.27! 0.00! 147.38! 64.90!
YNL184C! D2.27! 0.04! 30.40! 13.39!
YKR006C! D2.27! 0.00! 82.09! 36.16!
YKR065C! D2.27! 0.00! 79.54! 35.04!
YOR304CDA! D2.27! 0.02! 41.77! 18.40!
YPR041W! D2.27! 0.00! 140.43! 61.89!
YHR009C! D2.27! 0.00! 188.52! 83.11!
YDL185W! D2.27! 0.00! 127.99! 56.45!
YOR085W! D2.27! 0.01! 51.37! 22.66!
YDR481C! D2.27! 0.00! 251.10! 110.75!
YLR105C! D2.27! 0.05! 28.41! 12.53!
YDR424C! D2.27! 0.00! 106.68! 47.08!
YHR133C! D2.27! 0.01! 47.93! 21.15!
YKL019W! D2.27! 0.00! 58.35! 25.75!
YMR253C! D2.27! 0.00! 101.03! 44.60!
YHR108W! D2.27! 0.01! 46.04! 20.32!
YPL013C! D2.27! 0.00! 178.31! 78.71!
YMR005W! D2.27! 0.00! 80.17! 35.40!
YLL041C! D2.26! 0.00! 553.81! 244.54!
YCL058WDA! D2.26! 0.00! 112.17! 49.54!
YLR180W! D2.26! 0.00! 577.44! 255.03!
YMR272C! D2.26! 0.00! 2362.00! 1043.42!
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YLR117C! D2.26! 0.00! 71.25! 31.48!
YOL001W! D2.26! 0.04! 29.64! 13.09!
YPR130C! D2.26! 0.00! 149.20! 65.94!
YHR071W! D2.26! 0.00! 345.35! 152.65!
YPL281C! D2.26! 0.02! 37.25! 16.47!
YBR122C! D2.26! 0.00! 203.46! 89.95!
YDL170W! D2.26! 0.00! 98.12! 43.38!
YDR346C! D2.26! 0.00! 220.08! 97.33!
YHR200W! D2.26! 0.00! 374.77! 165.75!
YPR028W! D2.26! 0.00! 138.17! 61.12!
YDL081C! D2.26! 0.00! 399.50! 176.72!
YNL073W! D2.26! 0.00! 101.18! 44.76!
YOL036W! D2.26! 0.00! 119.15! 52.71!
YGR175C! D2.26! 0.00! 184.61! 81.67!
YNL130C! D2.26! 0.01! 50.12! 22.17!
YOR194C! D2.26! 0.00! 174.07! 77.01!
YAR035W! D2.26! 0.00! 85.45! 37.81!
YNL275W! D2.26! 0.03! 32.80! 14.52!
YOR201C! D2.26! 0.00! 86.79! 38.41!
YIL116W! D2.26! 0.00! 98.67! 43.67!
YKL064W! D2.26! 0.00! 72.12! 31.92!
YNR017W! D2.26! 0.00! 189.85! 84.03!
YJR024C! D2.26! 0.01! 50.12! 22.19!
YDR483W! D2.26! 0.00! 273.42! 121.03!
YKL156CDA! D2.26! 0.00! 263.39! 116.60!
YOR004W! D2.26! 0.03! 34.47! 15.26!
YEL050C! D2.26! 0.00! 67.53! 29.90!
YDR230W! D2.26! 0.00! 254.07! 112.50!
YNL154C! D2.26! 0.00! 76.83! 34.03!
YNL116W! D2.26! 0.00! 88.81! 39.35!
YHR078W! D2.26! 0.01! 49.21! 21.80!
YHR213WD
B! D2.26! 0.01! 46.78! 20.73!
YOL054W! D2.26! 0.00! 90.66! 40.17!
YDL201W! D2.26! 0.00! 58.21! 25.79!
YDL086W! D2.26! 0.00! 150.67! 66.77!
YBL038W! D2.26! 0.00! 166.73! 73.89!
YDR061W! D2.26! 0.00! 101.90! 45.16!
YER188W! D2.26! 0.00! 70.58! 31.29!
YER145CDA! D2.26! 0.00! 59.14! 26.22!
YKL040C! D2.26! 0.00! 121.58! 53.91!
YPL094C! D2.26! 0.00! 80.66! 35.76!
YMR270C! D2.26! 0.05! 27.11! 12.02!
YNL294C! D2.25! 0.00! 77.97! 34.58!
YGL082W! D2.25! 0.01! 54.90! 24.36!
YDL226C! D2.25! 0.00! 58.86! 26.12!
YBL041W! D2.25! 0.00! 321.54! 142.72!
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YDL035C! D2.25! 0.03! 34.77! 15.43!
YML016C! D2.25! 0.01! 45.09! 20.02!
YIL084C! D2.25! 0.04! 32.09! 14.25!
YNL162W! D2.25! 0.00! 300.40! 133.43!
YMR291W! D2.25! 0.00! 140.50! 62.41!
YHL021C! D2.25! 0.00! 445.81! 198.07!
YLR008C! D2.25! 0.00! 104.50! 46.43!
YDR092W! D2.25! 0.00! 194.42! 86.39!
YIL069C! D2.25! 0.00! 228.89! 101.71!
YOR232W! D2.25! 0.00! 176.88! 78.60!
YDR519W! D2.25! 0.00! 95.17! 42.30!
YPL048W! D2.25! 0.00! 294.73! 131.02!
YLR439W! D2.25! 0.00! 67.80! 30.14!
YMR173WD
A! D2.25! 0.00! 249.80! 111.06!
YOL044W! D2.25! 0.00! 70.61! 31.40!
YIR017WDA! D2.25! 0.00! 75.63! 33.63!
YLR459W! D2.25! 0.03! 35.04! 15.58!
YNL096C! D2.25! 0.00! 146.65! 65.22!
YGL026C! D2.25! 0.00! 104.78! 46.63!
YGL077C! D2.25! 0.00! 59.24! 26.36!
YDR275W! D2.25! 0.00! 222.51! 99.03!
YLR101C! D2.25! 0.00! 89.63! 39.90!
YML012CDA! D2.25! 0.00! 71.63! 31.89!
YOL030W! D2.25! 0.00! 206.74! 92.06!
YJL210W! D2.24! 0.00! 84.49! 37.64!
YOL008W! D2.24! 0.03! 35.61! 15.86!
YER052C! D2.24! 0.00! 78.23! 34.85!
YAL062W! D2.24! 0.00! 112.57! 50.15!
YIL033C! D2.24! 0.00! 236.90! 105.55!
YGR021W! D2.24! 0.00! 105.50! 47.03!
YKL061W! D2.24! 0.00! 221.42! 98.70!
YMR134W! D2.24! 0.00! 288.45! 128.59!
YLR292C! D2.24! 0.00! 122.28! 54.51!
YDL133CDA! D2.24! 0.00! 1985.21! 885.08!
YLR248W! D2.24! 0.00! 220.99! 98.55!
YDL075W! D2.24! 0.00! 564.08! 251.58!
YOR089C! D2.24! 0.00! 473.08! 211.01!
YFR036WDA! D2.24! 0.00! 131.33! 58.58!
YBL068W! D2.24! 0.01! 51.62! 23.03!
YBR241C! D2.24! 0.00! 110.54! 49.31!
YFL017WDA! D2.24! 0.00! 102.71! 45.83!
YDL024C! D2.24! 0.01! 47.50! 21.20!
YKL003C! D2.24! 0.00! 152.25! 67.94!
YML031W! D2.24! 0.02! 41.03! 18.31!
YLR172C! D2.24! 0.00! 115.72! 51.65!
YFL062W! D2.24! 0.05! 27.19! 12.13!
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YNR052C! D2.24! 0.00! 68.76! 30.70!
YMR062C! D2.24! 0.00! 133.84! 59.77!
YOR272W! D2.24! 0.04! 29.89! 13.35!
YGL080W! D2.24! 0.00! 107.73! 48.11!
YPR076W! D2.24! 0.00! 155.31! 69.37!
YOL006C! D2.24! 0.01! 52.15! 23.29!
YNL100W! D2.24! 0.00! 180.32! 80.55!
YOL016C! D2.24! 0.00! 1153.22! 515.22!
YHL031C! D2.24! 0.00! 88.32! 39.47!
YKR035WDA! D2.24! 0.00! 210.04! 93.89!
YDL195W! D2.24! 0.02! 38.77! 17.33!
YJR080C! D2.24! 0.00! 61.44! 27.47!
YHL004W! D2.24! 0.00! 76.04! 34.00!
YNL015W! D2.24! 0.00! 1199.03! 536.29!
YER046W! D2.24! 0.00! 87.99! 39.36!
YHR141C! D2.23! 0.00! 306.59! 137.18!
YFL030W! D2.23! 0.00! 189.57! 84.82!
YPL175W! D2.23! 0.00! 66.78! 29.88!
YBR263W! D2.23! 0.00! 146.97! 65.78!
YOR367W! D2.23! 0.00! 103.67! 46.41!
YLR347C! D2.23! 0.01! 47.13! 21.10!
YPL231W! D2.23! 0.00! 221.42! 99.17!
YML121W! D2.23! 0.01! 48.14! 21.56!
YDL068W! D2.23! 0.02! 41.64! 18.65!
YHR199C! D2.23! 0.00! 373.67! 167.37!
YLR173W! D2.23! 0.01! 50.86! 22.78!
YMR182WD
A! D2.23! 0.00! 73.26! 32.82!
YDL070W! D2.23! 0.00! 186.17! 83.41!
YIL157C! D2.23! 0.00! 127.29! 57.04!
YDR236C! D2.23! 0.01! 54.74! 24.53!
YDL088C! D2.23! 0.00! 75.21! 33.71!
YPL132W! D2.23! 0.01! 56.60! 25.37!
YPR101W! D2.23! 0.00! 86.83! 38.94!
YHL019WDA! D2.23! 0.00! 65.27! 29.27!
YNL321W! D2.23! 0.03! 33.77! 15.15!
YPR004C! D2.23! 0.00! 129.55! 58.12!
YBR257W! D2.23! 0.01! 57.92! 25.99!
YPR145W! D2.23! 0.00! 109.33! 49.06!
YDR497C! D2.23! 0.00! 770.39! 345.72!
YDR296W! D2.23! 0.00! 142.37! 63.92!
YER180C! D2.23! 0.02! 37.97! 17.05!
YBR139W! D2.23! 0.00! 103.74! 46.58!
YPL116W! D2.23! 0.05! 27.73! 12.45!
YJL156WDA! D2.23! 0.02! 41.36! 18.58!
YJL134W! D2.23! 0.00! 82.11! 36.89!
YBR278W! D2.23! 0.01! 49.41! 22.20!
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YBR007C! D2.23! 0.02! 37.87! 17.02!
YOR162C! D2.23! 0.01! 54.44! 24.46!
YGR099W! D2.23! 0.02! 41.19! 18.51!
YEL059W! D2.22! 0.01! 52.99! 23.82!
YOR297C! D2.22! 0.01! 56.56! 25.42!
YEL036C! D2.22! 0.00! 120.30! 54.08!
YLR048W! D2.22! 0.00! 263.80! 118.63!
YHL036W! D2.22! 0.01! 57.27! 25.75!
YKL169C! D2.22! 0.00! 155.79! 70.06!
YER002W! D2.22! 0.00! 218.11! 98.10!
YML035C! D2.22! 0.05! 28.53! 12.83!
YML080W! D2.22! 0.03! 34.71! 15.61!
YPL017C! D2.22! 0.00! 124.40! 55.97!
YNL156C! D2.22! 0.00! 276.27! 124.30!
YBR064W! D2.22! 0.03! 33.53! 15.09!
YOL130W! D2.22! 0.00! 75.82! 34.11!
YNL079C! D2.22! 0.00! 259.93! 116.96!
YLR260W! D2.22! 0.01! 45.47! 20.47!
YLR118C! D2.22! 0.00! 89.00! 40.08!
YIL164C! D2.22! 0.02! 44.15! 19.88!
YAL059W! D2.22! 0.00! 65.25! 29.39!
YER141W! D2.22! 0.00! 288.90! 130.16!
YPR106W! D2.22! 0.00! 74.28! 33.49!
YNL306W! D2.22! 0.00! 186.79! 84.22!
YBL049W! D2.22! 0.00! 421.82! 190.21!
YIL042C! D2.22! 0.01! 55.81! 25.17!
YPL183WDA! D2.22! 0.00! 124.21! 56.03!
YML022W! D2.22! 0.00! 73.82! 33.30!
YDR286C! D2.22! 0.00! 77.46! 34.94!
YLR017W! D2.22! 0.00! 77.39! 34.92!
YJL219W! D2.22! 0.01! 49.52! 22.34!
YMR035W! D2.22! 0.00! 85.85! 38.74!
YGR074W! D2.22! 0.00! 117.35! 52.95!
YDL234C! D2.22! 0.00! 281.29! 126.93!
YOR150W! D2.22! 0.00! 134.31! 60.62!
YOR159C! D2.22! 0.00! 123.31! 55.66!
YDL005C! D2.22! 0.00! 99.13! 44.75!
YHL013C! D2.22! 0.01! 57.65! 26.03!
YPL172C! D2.21! 0.02! 40.67! 18.36!
YOL083CDA! D2.21! 0.00! 76.72! 34.65!
YLR151C! D2.21! 0.01! 49.85! 22.52!
YKL048C! D2.21! 0.05! 29.65! 13.40!
YDR352W! D2.21! 0.02! 41.07! 18.56!
YLR412W! D2.21! 0.03! 34.38! 15.54!
YDL160C! D2.21! 0.02! 42.37! 19.15!
YBR084CDA! D2.21! 0.00! 380.92! 172.21!
YER014CDA! D2.21! 0.01! 45.57! 20.60!
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YHL024W! D2.21! 0.00! 75.87! 34.30!
YHR135C! D2.21! 0.00! 122.59! 55.45!
YLR116W! D2.21! 0.00! 92.35! 41.77!
YKR035C! D2.21! 0.00! 178.53! 80.75!
YBR286W! D2.21! 0.00! 234.23! 105.95!
YDL241W! D2.21! 0.00! 242.24! 109.68!
YGR085C! D2.21! 0.00! 284.81! 128.96!
YDL126C! D2.21! 0.00! 406.10! 183.91!
YPL164C! D2.21! 0.01! 49.25! 22.30!
YBR256C! D2.21! 0.00! 129.35! 58.59!
YER147C! D2.21! 0.01! 45.19! 20.47!
YDL158C! D2.21! 0.01! 52.99! 24.03!
YNL032W! D2.21! 0.00! 105.20! 47.70!
YML051W! D2.21! 0.00! 66.43! 30.13!
YOR234C! D2.20! 0.00! 253.04! 114.76!
YDL086CDA! D2.20! 0.00! 198.42! 90.00!
YOR189W! D2.20! 0.00! 121.95! 55.32!
YNL277W! D2.20! 0.00! 178.27! 80.87!
YDR093W! D2.20! 0.05! 28.47! 12.92!
YDR005C! D2.20! 0.00! 70.24! 31.89!
YJL213W! D2.20! 0.00! 146.90! 66.70!
YJR014W! D2.20! 0.00! 153.78! 69.83!
YPR085C! D2.20! 0.01! 51.72! 23.49!
YLR028C! D2.20! 0.00! 191.33! 86.89!
YBR181C! D2.20! 0.00! 331.45! 150.55!
YNL099C! D2.20! 0.00! 120.79! 54.87!
YLR043C! D2.20! 0.00! 196.98! 89.48!
YDL205C! D2.20! 0.03! 34.77! 15.80!
YOR128C! D2.20! 0.01! 58.17! 26.44!
YGL005C! D2.20! 0.00! 78.60! 35.73!
YGR198W! D2.20! 0.05! 30.31! 13.78!
YER001W! D2.20! 0.00! 93.14! 42.36!
YKL033WDA! D2.20! 0.00! 73.77! 33.56!
YPR002W! D2.20! 0.02! 41.55! 18.90!
YPL186C! D2.20! 0.00! 173.90! 79.12!
YIL156WDA! D2.20! 0.01! 49.60! 22.57!
YBL046W! D2.20! 0.00! 83.70! 38.09!
YKL160W! D2.20! 0.00! 220.29! 100.25!
YDR406W! D2.20! 0.00! 214.02! 97.40!
YOR277C! D2.20! 0.00! 239.58! 109.04!
YJL093C! D2.20! 0.01! 53.04! 24.15!
YML082W! D2.20! 0.01! 58.90! 26.81!
YPR058W! D2.20! 0.03! 36.64! 16.69!
YNL071W! D2.20! 0.00! 200.37! 91.26!
YBR279W! D2.19! 0.00! 91.47! 41.69!
YGR038W! D2.19! 0.00! 64.07! 29.21!
YKR080W! D2.19! 0.01! 55.20! 25.17!
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YBR213W! D2.19! 0.01! 56.00! 25.53!
YML110C! D2.19! 0.00! 184.92! 84.33!
YPL105C! D2.19! 0.01! 60.40! 27.55!
YDR532C! D2.19! 0.01! 46.61! 21.26!
R0030W! D2.19! 0.00! 1706.96! 778.63!
YIL088C! D2.19! 0.00! 65.82! 30.02!
YGR002C! D2.19! 0.00! 86.02! 39.24!
YLR399C! D2.19! 0.00! 110.00! 50.18!
YLL023C! D2.19! 0.00! 178.98! 81.66!
YDR438W! D2.19! 0.02! 45.60! 20.81!
YMR183C! D2.19! 0.00! 90.35! 41.23!
YPR167C! D2.19! 0.00! 95.30! 43.51!
YCR079W! D2.19! 0.00! 61.69! 28.17!
YOL035C! D2.19! 0.00! 235.26! 107.43!
YGL123CDA! D2.19! 0.00! 439.71! 200.80!
YBR261C! D2.19! 0.00! 65.00! 29.68!
YBR200W! D2.19! 0.01! 56.22! 25.67!
YKL133C! D2.19! 0.01! 48.31! 22.06!
YMR230W! D2.19! 0.00! 359.14! 164.02!
YKR038C! D2.19! 0.00! 85.07! 38.86!
YBL086C! D2.19! 0.00! 143.46! 65.54!
YIL046W! D2.19! 0.00! 320.15! 146.27!
YIL144W! D2.19! 0.02! 39.66! 18.12!
YBR037C! D2.19! 0.00! 89.23! 40.80!
YDR163W! D2.19! 0.00! 124.04! 56.72!
YOL112W! D2.19! 0.01! 59.66! 27.29!
YOR077W! D2.19! 0.02! 45.84! 20.97!
YLR378C! D2.19! 0.00! 73.92! 33.81!
YDR333C! D2.19! 0.00! 62.38! 28.54!
YER148WDA! D2.19! 0.00! 79.99! 36.60!
YKR051W! D2.19! 0.03! 38.05! 17.42!
YOR111W! D2.18! 0.01! 47.60! 21.79!
YBR160W! D2.18! 0.00! 92.12! 42.16!
YNL092W! D2.18! 0.04! 33.88! 15.51!
YGL105W! D2.18! 0.00! 129.67! 59.36!
YBR011C! D2.18! 0.00! 483.31! 221.28!
YGR256W! D2.18! 0.00! 215.88! 98.85!
YHR216W! D2.18! 0.05! 29.95! 13.72!
YNR053C! D2.18! 0.03! 38.26! 17.55!
YOR220W! D2.18! 0.00! 598.62! 274.56!
YDL125C! D2.18! 0.00! 579.99! 266.05!
YBR159W! D2.18! 0.00! 88.50! 40.60!
YGR020C! D2.18! 0.00! 303.36! 139.17!
YJL030W! D2.18! 0.01! 61.54! 28.24!
YDL072C! D2.18! 0.00! 290.09! 133.13!
YDL174C! D2.18! 0.00! 206.76! 94.89!
YJR011C! D2.18! 0.02! 43.08! 19.78!
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YDL137W! D2.18! 0.00! 485.16! 222.78!
YDR374WD
A! D2.18! 0.00! 132.55! 60.87!
YKR055W! D2.18! 0.04! 33.91! 15.57!
YOR236W! D2.18! 0.01! 48.00! 22.05!
YPR170WDB! D2.18! 0.00! 228.01! 104.77!
YEL017W! D2.18! 0.01! 61.82! 28.41!
YHR148W! D2.18! 0.05! 30.51! 14.02!
YHR032W! D2.18! 0.01! 55.50! 25.51!
YOR192CDC! D2.18! 0.00! 137.43! 63.18!
YMR095C! D2.17! 0.05! 30.67! 14.10!
YAL044C! D2.17! 0.00! 198.23! 91.16!
YPR029C! D2.17! 0.02! 45.77! 21.05!
YLR449W! D2.17! 0.01! 59.67! 27.45!
YKL041W! D2.17! 0.00! 183.49! 84.42!
YGR267C! D2.17! 0.00! 218.33! 100.47!
YBR223WD
A! D2.17! 0.01! 48.24! 22.21!
YDR016C! D2.17! 0.00! 108.34! 49.87!
YMR311C! D2.17! 0.00! 628.24! 289.31!
YOR244W! D2.17! 0.00! 85.57! 39.41!
YBL077W! D2.17! 0.00! 186.53! 85.93!
YJL200C! D2.17! 0.03! 36.15! 16.65!
YHR037W! D2.17! 0.00! 134.58! 62.02!
YPL266W! D2.17! 0.00! 76.50! 35.27!
YGL068W! D2.17! 0.00! 133.85! 61.72!
YLR203C! D2.17! 0.00! 135.51! 62.48!
YHL008C! D2.17! 0.00! 63.75! 29.40!
YJL003W! D2.17! 0.00! 94.02! 43.37!
YPL080C! D2.17! 0.05! 29.86! 13.78!
YIR024C! D2.17! 0.00! 102.04! 47.08!
YJR069C! D2.17! 0.02! 41.45! 19.12!
YIL036W! D2.17! 0.00! 76.48! 35.29!
YEL037C! D2.17! 0.00! 315.10! 145.41!
YML118W! D2.17! 0.02! 46.92! 21.65!
YBR171W! D2.17! 0.00! 69.49! 32.08!
YGR232W! D2.17! 0.00! 118.83! 54.86!
YFL014W! D2.17! 0.00! 4347.30! 2007.21!
YBR089CDA! D2.17! 0.00! 273.48! 126.27!
YNL177C! D2.17! 0.00! 141.98! 65.57!
YCR095C! D2.17! 0.02! 41.51! 19.17!
YKL002W! D2.16! 0.00! 225.21! 104.03!
YLR285W! D2.16! 0.01! 52.08! 24.06!
YMR262W! D2.16! 0.02! 40.54! 18.73!
YLR138W! D2.16! 0.00! 69.13! 31.94!
YER100W! D2.16! 0.00! 189.49! 87.55!
YML058W! D2.16! 0.00! 1107.72! 511.85!
YJL127CDB! D2.16! 0.00! 158.88! 73.43!
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YDR412W! D2.16! 0.00! 107.62! 49.74!
YKL192C! D2.16! 0.00! 322.86! 149.23!
YDL155W! D2.16! 0.00! 67.68! 31.28!
YMR157C! D2.16! 0.00! 73.25! 33.87!
YLR120WDA! D2.16! 0.00! 621.46! 287.40!
YDR339C! D2.16! 0.00! 111.93! 51.76!
YOL064C! D2.16! 0.00! 139.88! 64.69!
YJR076C! D2.16! 0.00! 108.00! 49.98!
YGR029W! D2.16! 0.00! 82.69! 38.29!
YHL030WDA! D2.16! 0.00! 77.97! 36.12!
YBR230C! D2.16! 0.00! 654.36! 303.16!
YGR251W! D2.16! 0.00! 79.26! 36.72!
YLR333C! D2.16! 0.00! 366.06! 169.59!
YDR329C! D2.16! 0.00! 151.66! 70.30!
YJL064W! D2.16! 0.00! 76.05! 35.25!
YOR091W! D2.16! 0.00! 70.81! 32.83!
YLR027C! D2.16! 0.00! 174.73! 81.02!
YGL072C! D2.16! 0.00! 146.68! 68.04!
YDR123C! D2.16! 0.00! 95.35! 44.24!
YKR090W! D2.16! 0.03! 37.14! 17.23!
YPL133C! D2.15! 0.01! 62.10! 28.82!
YKL120W! D2.15! 0.00! 81.33! 37.75!
YCL049C! D2.15! 0.00! 128.66! 59.74!
YLR393W! D2.15! 0.05! 30.91! 14.35!
YNL274C! D2.15! 0.00! 230.85! 107.20!
YBR104W! D2.15! 0.02! 42.65! 19.80!
YGL174W! D2.15! 0.01! 52.71! 24.48!
YHL015W! D2.15! 0.00! 703.48! 326.80!
YLR107W! D2.15! 0.00! 163.45! 75.93!
YNL176C! D2.15! 0.00! 66.49! 30.91!
YNL001W! D2.15! 0.01! 59.84! 27.82!
YHL026C! D2.15! 0.00! 68.65! 31.93!
YLL029W! D2.15! 0.00! 188.74! 87.82!
YPR057W! D2.15! 0.02! 44.51! 20.72!
YGR006W! D2.15! 0.05! 29.93! 13.93!
YKR072C! D2.15! 0.00! 192.57! 89.64!
YDL121C! D2.15! 0.03! 40.28! 18.75!
YDR469W! D2.15! 0.00! 65.56! 30.52!
YDR306C! D2.15! 0.01! 53.47! 24.90!
YJR077C! D2.15! 0.00! 656.05! 305.74!
YNL175C! D2.15! 0.01! 49.99! 23.30!
YFL045C! D2.15! 0.00! 126.51! 58.97!
YBR162WD
A! D2.15! 0.00! 560.25! 261.18!
YOL146W! D2.14! 0.03! 37.68! 17.57!
YJL117W! D2.14! 0.00! 115.14! 53.69!
YHR115C! D2.14! 0.00! 68.85! 32.11!
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YEL046C! D2.14! 0.00! 340.16! 158.63!
YMR120C! D2.14! 0.00! 127.93! 59.67!
YLR395C! D2.14! 0.00! 922.06! 430.25!
YPL215W! D2.14! 0.00! 88.35! 41.23!
YGL025C! D2.14! 0.01! 60.53! 28.27!
YPL001W! D2.14! 0.05! 32.12! 15.00!
YGR075C! D2.14! 0.02! 42.67! 19.93!
YIL094C! D2.14! 0.00! 111.14! 51.91!
YOR198C! D2.14! 0.01! 56.32! 26.32!
YLR285CDA! D2.14! 0.00! 71.47! 33.40!
YCR048W! D2.14! 0.00! 88.82! 41.51!
YBL002W! D2.14! 0.00! 220.47! 103.03!
YLR303W! D2.14! 0.00! 455.64! 212.93!
YNL083W! D2.14! 0.02! 47.73! 22.30!
YHR050W! D2.14! 0.00! 121.45! 56.76!
YGR102C! D2.14! 0.00! 312.62! 146.10!
YKL107W! D2.14! 0.03! 37.66! 17.60!
YML048W! D2.14! 0.00! 260.11! 121.56!
YKL065C! D2.14! 0.00! 399.54! 186.78!
YLR220W! D2.14! 0.00! 131.80! 61.62!
YHR139CDA! D2.14! 0.02! 46.11! 21.56!
YOR142W! D2.14! 0.00! 173.24! 81.01!
YPL177C! D2.14! 0.00! 136.57! 63.87!
YCL043C! D2.14! 0.00! 527.37! 246.69!
YHR042W! D2.14! 0.00! 111.85! 52.33!
YMR110C! D2.14! 0.00! 151.18! 70.75!
YDR167W! D2.14! 0.00! 137.10! 64.17!
YGL128C! D2.14! 0.03! 38.50! 18.02!
YIR025W! D2.14! 0.00! 74.69! 34.96!
YKL180W! D2.14! 0.00! 405.65! 189.90!
YDR174W! D2.14! 0.00! 235.96! 110.46!
YER119CDA! D2.14! 0.05! 30.97! 14.50!
YGL130W! D2.14! 0.00! 69.62! 32.60!
YFL023W! D2.13! 0.01! 54.44! 25.50!
YNL052W! D2.13! 0.00! 1344.20! 629.72!
YPL128C! D2.13! 0.04! 34.31! 16.08!
YMR142C! D2.13! 0.00! 370.06! 173.44!
YDL082W! D2.13! 0.00! 169.68! 79.53!
YHR089C! D2.13! 0.00! 116.95! 54.83!
YCR039C! D2.13! 0.00! 75.47! 35.39!
YMR174C! D2.13! 0.00! 1262.47! 591.92!
YEL020WDA! D2.13! 0.00! 260.93! 122.34!
YHR043C! D2.13! 0.00! 129.11! 60.54!
YKL058W! D2.13! 0.00! 338.82! 158.89!
YHR156C! D2.13! 0.04! 35.84! 16.81!
YLL019C! D2.13! 0.00! 185.76! 87.13!
YGR044C! D2.13! 0.01! 51.68! 24.24!
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YNR055C! D2.13! 0.01! 59.04! 27.71!
YKR075C! D2.13! 0.00! 1300.98! 610.70!
YDR279W! D2.13! 0.04! 33.38! 15.67!
YDL197C! D2.13! 0.03! 37.43! 17.57!
YFR033C! D2.13! 0.00! 2779.22! 1305.06!
YIL074C! D2.13! 0.00! 91.70! 43.07!
YCL005WDA! D2.13! 0.00! 292.65! 137.48!
YDL059C! D2.13! 0.01! 57.25! 26.90!
YGL003C! D2.13! 0.00! 87.56! 41.15!
YER016W! D2.13! 0.01! 50.74! 23.85!
YDR450W! D2.13! 0.00! 428.56! 201.58!
YMR024W! D2.13! 0.00! 78.07! 36.73!
YLL018C! D2.13! 0.00! 121.56! 57.20!
YOR311C! D2.13! 0.00! 147.36! 69.34!
YER146W! D2.13! 0.00! 121.93! 57.38!
YNL061W! D2.12! 0.02! 46.16! 21.73!
YDL066W! D2.12! 0.00! 201.06! 94.66!
YCR083W! D2.12! 0.00! 237.56! 111.87!
YKL112W! D2.12! 0.03! 38.35! 18.06!
YOR122C! D2.12! 0.00! 670.10! 315.60!
YGL146C! D2.12! 0.02! 42.73! 20.13!
YHR005CDA! D2.12! 0.00! 197.20! 92.93!
YDR245W! D2.12! 0.00! 121.75! 57.39!
YOL049W! D2.12! 0.05! 33.56! 15.82!
YDR018C! D2.12! 0.01! 62.01! 29.25!
YPL079W! D2.12! 0.00! 345.90! 163.16!
YIL136W! D2.12! 0.00! 573.09! 270.34!
YIL142W! D2.12! 0.00! 147.93! 69.78!
YKL067W! D2.12! 0.00! 665.52! 313.97!
YHR132C! D2.12! 0.00! 130.34! 61.49!
YKL052C! D2.12! 0.00! 364.90! 172.17!
YFL022C! D2.12! 0.00! 74.18! 35.00!
YOR065W! D2.12! 0.00! 570.24! 269.16!
YBL084C! D2.12! 0.03! 41.91! 19.79!
YOR147W! D2.12! 0.00! 71.34! 33.68!
YKL207W! D2.12! 0.00! 135.99! 64.20!
YDR055W! D2.12! 0.00! 2423.30! 1144.33!
YPR024W! D2.12! 0.00! 124.28! 58.70!
YGR185C! D2.12! 0.01! 57.24! 27.04!
YHR068W! D2.12! 0.00! 76.16! 35.98!
YDL175C! D2.12! 0.01! 61.87! 29.24!
YOR145C! D2.12! 0.00! 199.95! 94.53!
YJL155C! D2.12! 0.00! 179.95! 85.07!
YML001W! D2.11! 0.00! 90.09! 42.61!
YDL009C! D2.11! 0.00! 247.62! 117.11!
YML117W! D2.11! 0.00! 132.08! 62.48!
YMR255W! D2.11! 0.00! 446.16! 211.06!
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YHR166C! D2.11! 0.05! 31.15! 14.74!
YBL061C! D2.11! 0.00! 69.24! 32.77!
YGL117W! D2.11! 0.00! 101.42! 48.03!
YCR047WDA! D2.11! 0.00! 277.69! 131.50!
YDR459C! D2.11! 0.05! 32.75! 15.51!
YBL069W! D2.11! 0.00! 447.69! 212.05!
YIL109C! D2.11! 0.01! 62.98! 29.84!
YPL198W! D2.11! 0.00! 80.51! 38.16!
YHR006W! D2.11! 0.00! 136.77! 64.82!
YLL060C! D2.11! 0.01! 60.06! 28.47!
YGL115W! D2.11! 0.01! 64.09! 30.38!
YOR222W! D2.11! 0.00! 87.34! 41.41!
YHR138C! D2.11! 0.00! 1536.50! 728.69!
YER165W! D2.11! 0.00! 160.49! 76.11!
YGR169CDA! D2.11! 0.00! 196.60! 93.25!
YNL055C! D2.11! 0.00! 1009.82! 479.10!
YPL171C! D2.11! 0.00! 177.52! 84.23!
YEL029C! D2.11! 0.02! 46.71! 22.16!
YPR040W! D2.11! 0.00! 178.60! 84.78!
YDR493W! D2.11! 0.02! 45.27! 21.49!
YOR170W! D2.11! 0.00! 102.62! 48.73!
YIL133C! D2.11! 0.00! 199.31! 94.65!
YIR015W! D2.11! 0.01! 52.83! 25.09!
YDR115W! D2.11! 0.00! 190.33! 90.39!
YLR099WDA! D2.10! 0.00! 198.24! 94.22!
YDR454C! D2.10! 0.00! 114.57! 54.45!
YER046WDA! D2.10! 0.03! 42.88! 20.38!
YOR040W! D2.10! 0.00! 122.88! 58.42!
YOR197W! D2.10! 0.00! 262.00! 124.61!
YPL135W! D2.10! 0.00! 1812.66! 862.22!
YOR146W! D2.10! 0.00! 184.79! 87.92!
YPR181C! D2.10! 0.00! 80.76! 38.42!
YER074W! D2.10! 0.00! 336.96! 160.34!
YDR248C! D2.10! 0.00! 154.63! 73.59!
YNL180C! D2.10! 0.00! 133.86! 63.71!
YER019W! D2.10! 0.00! 84.86! 40.40!
YAL037W! D2.10! 0.05! 32.66! 15.55!
YGR202C! D2.10! 0.00! 103.79! 49.42!
YGL154C! D2.10! 0.01! 55.48! 26.42!
YEL003W! D2.10! 0.00! 71.36! 33.99!
YBR029C! D2.10! 0.00! 70.86! 33.76!
YGL054C! D2.10! 0.00! 92.27! 43.98!
YBL056W! D2.10! 0.00! 159.35! 75.94!
YBL057C! D2.10! 0.00! 107.44! 51.21!
YBR039W! D2.10! 0.00! 481.43! 229.47!
YBR046C! D2.10! 0.00! 120.50! 57.45!
YOL080C! D2.10! 0.02! 46.65! 22.24!
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YDR070C! D2.10! 0.00! 754.81! 360.01!
YDR054C! D2.10! 0.00! 401.57! 191.57!
YKL032C! D2.10! 0.00! 196.91! 93.94!
YIL135C! D2.10! 0.00! 122.75! 58.56!
YCR018CDA! D2.10! 0.00! 70.40! 33.59!
YKL175W! D2.10! 0.00! 118.00! 56.32!
YOL070C! D2.10! 0.03! 42.63! 20.35!
YGR139W! D2.09! 0.00! 106.26! 50.72!
YMR135C! D2.09! 0.00! 375.40! 179.23!
YIL086C! D2.09! 0.03! 42.58! 20.33!
YLL027W! D2.09! 0.00! 311.88! 148.98!
YKL190W! D2.09! 0.00! 261.48! 124.98!
YMR044W! D2.09! 0.00! 129.48! 61.94!
YMR041C! D2.09! 0.01! 57.90! 27.70!
YGR122CDA! D2.09! 0.00! 72.98! 34.92!
YER088C! D2.09! 0.00! 152.68! 73.10!
YNL217W! D2.09! 0.00! 151.17! 72.38!
YKL054C! D2.09! 0.00! 110.70! 53.01!
YOR130C! D2.09! 0.03! 42.51! 20.36!
YPR061C! D2.09! 0.00! 142.45! 68.21!
YKR045C! D2.09! 0.02! 51.59! 24.71!
YGR140W! D2.09! 0.02! 51.35! 24.60!
YMR021C! D2.09! 0.00! 93.26! 44.68!
YLR359W! D2.09! 0.00! 100.65! 48.26!
YIL040W! D2.09! 0.04! 36.18! 17.35!
YOL077WDA! D2.09! 0.00! 494.09! 236.95!
YOR322C! D2.08! 0.01! 63.36! 30.40!
YPR184W! D2.08! 0.00! 102.56! 49.21!
YER009W! D2.08! 0.00! 150.06! 72.01!
YPL157W! D2.08! 0.01! 57.74! 27.71!
YML026C! D2.08! 0.00! 357.22! 171.51!
YPL142C! D2.08! 0.00! 560.68! 269.37!
YOR317W! D2.08! 0.00! 323.33! 155.39!
YOR319W! D2.08! 0.00! 127.70! 61.38!
YKL098W! D2.08! 0.00! 97.35! 46.79!
YJR019C! D2.08! 0.00! 79.58! 38.25!
YNL276C! D2.08! 0.00! 246.02! 118.25!
YEL020CDB! D2.08! 0.00! 137.33! 66.02!
YMR297W! D2.08! 0.00! 397.96! 191.35!
YBL045C! D2.08! 0.00! 482.54! 232.06!
YBR119W! D2.08! 0.00! 79.27! 38.13!
YBL078C! D2.08! 0.00! 609.21! 293.06!
YDR298C! D2.08! 0.00! 279.48! 134.45!
YOR012W! D2.08! 0.05! 33.76! 16.25!
YKL029C! D2.08! 0.00! 70.58! 33.97!
YML024W! D2.08! 0.00! 327.81! 157.78!
YPR125W! D2.08! 0.00! 98.96! 47.65!
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YEL054C! D2.08! 0.00! 290.03! 139.65!
YER180CDA! D2.08! 0.03! 40.34! 19.43!
YML081CDA! D2.08! 0.00! 1138.67! 548.51!
YJL138C! D2.07! 0.00! 323.15! 155.80!
YMR073C! D2.07! 0.00! 72.08! 34.76!
YCR009C! D2.07! 0.00! 456.16! 220.10!
YBR056CDB! D2.07! 0.00! 2275.81! 1098.25!
YMR034C! D2.07! 0.00! 91.77! 44.30!
YDR208W! D2.07! 0.01! 59.25! 28.61!
YGR012W! D2.07! 0.01! 64.91! 31.35!
YJR139C! D2.07! 0.00! 132.66! 64.10!
YIR018CDA! D2.07! 0.00! 97.04! 46.90!
YDL092W! D2.07! 0.00! 105.68! 51.08!
YGL127C! D2.07! 0.00! 180.15! 87.08!
YMR316W! D2.07! 0.00! 536.87! 259.58!
YGR141W! D2.07! 0.00! 114.20! 55.23!
YJR085C! D2.07! 0.00! 351.41! 170.00!
YIR004W! D2.07! 0.00! 99.35! 48.07!
YJL012C! D2.07! 0.01! 56.53! 27.36!
YCR008W! D2.07! 0.00! 162.20! 78.51!
YDL078C! D2.07! 0.00! 242.46! 117.37!
YAR015W! D2.07! 0.00! 141.02! 68.28!
YPR043W! D2.07! 0.00! 748.25! 362.29!
YOR283W! D2.06! 0.00! 134.59! 65.19!
YOR293W! D2.06! 0.00! 616.58! 298.71!
YKL156W! D2.06! 0.00! 393.37! 190.61!
YKL142W! D2.06! 0.00! 433.35! 210.07!
YPR143W! D2.06! 0.00! 106.55! 51.66!
YGR133W! D2.06! 0.00! 91.74! 44.49!
YNL086W! D2.06! 0.02! 51.66! 25.05!
YIL004C! D2.06! 0.00! 109.18! 52.95!
YEL053WDA! D2.06! 0.00! 246.17! 119.43!
YCL067C! D2.06! 0.00! 75.57! 36.69!
YER161C! D2.06! 0.00! 182.08! 88.40!
YJL066C! D2.06! 0.00! 347.93! 168.96!
YJL026W! D2.06! 0.00! 85.47! 41.51!
YMR145C! D2.06! 0.00! 553.70! 269.00!
YOR273C! D2.06! 0.00! 663.44! 322.36!
YDL020C! D2.06! 0.00! 495.99! 241.13!
YNL240C! D2.06! 0.00! 95.68! 46.51!
YBR105C! D2.06! 0.00! 913.93! 444.34!
YOR173W! D2.06! 0.00! 475.58! 231.29!
YOL077C! D2.06! 0.01! 67.15! 32.67!
YAL023C! D2.06! 0.01! 58.81! 28.61!
YMR198W! D2.06! 0.04! 38.13! 18.56!
YPL112C! D2.05! 0.01! 60.85! 29.61!
YFR014C! D2.05! 0.00! 77.49! 37.71!
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YNL078W! D2.05! 0.02! 52.93! 25.76!
YOR289W! D2.05! 0.00! 131.57! 64.04!
YDR077W! D2.05! 0.00! 4740.58! 2307.69!
YOR045W! D2.05! 0.00! 254.34! 123.83!
YER145C! D2.05! 0.00! 306.53! 149.26!
YFR039C! D2.05! 0.01! 69.35! 33.78!
YJL217W! D2.05! 0.00! 314.42! 153.16!
YJR010W! D2.05! 0.00! 80.14! 39.04!
YER056CDA! D2.05! 0.00! 302.45! 147.36!
YLR007W! D2.05! 0.00! 115.91! 56.49!
YDR533C! D2.05! 0.00! 211.71! 103.18!
YOR186CDA! D2.05! 0.02! 49.57! 24.17!
YMR136W! D2.05! 0.00! 292.38! 142.66!
YDR322CDA! D2.05! 0.00! 640.63! 312.68!
YLR301W! D2.05! 0.00! 112.66! 54.99!
YDR462W! D2.05! 0.00! 176.22! 86.03!
YOL079W! D2.05! 0.05! 35.17! 17.18!
YMR296C! D2.05! 0.00! 90.66! 44.27!
YGL199C! D2.05! 0.00! 95.97! 46.88!
YER019CDA! D2.05! 0.00! 297.20! 145.20!
YCL030C! D2.05! 0.00! 138.69! 67.76!
YGR028W! D2.05! 0.00! 87.63! 42.83!
YER058W! D2.05! 0.00! 94.57! 46.22!
YNL213C! D2.05! 0.00! 144.51! 70.63!
YPR025C! D2.05! 0.00! 104.34! 51.00!
YBR109C! D2.05! 0.00! 372.72! 182.21!
YOR140W! D2.05! 0.00! 94.54! 46.22!
YCR071C! D2.04! 0.00! 153.55! 75.11!
YKL089W! D2.04! 0.05! 34.34! 16.81!
YDR037W! D2.04! 0.03! 41.32! 20.22!
YML028W! D2.04! 0.00! 575.76! 281.83!
YLR379W! D2.04! 0.03! 46.31! 22.67!
YOR044W! D2.04! 0.00! 138.54! 67.87!
YHR187W! D2.04! 0.05! 35.78! 17.53!
YOR176W! D2.04! 0.00! 78.32! 38.38!
YPR099C! D2.04! 0.00! 236.69! 116.06!
YOR021C! D2.04! 0.00! 229.17! 112.38!
YGR172C! D2.04! 0.04! 39.14! 19.20!
YNR067C! D2.04! 0.00! 112.14! 55.03!
YPL233W! D2.04! 0.04! 40.51! 19.88!
YHR110W! D2.04! 0.00! 106.61! 52.33!
YHR163W! D2.04! 0.00! 106.51! 52.28!
YCR060W! D2.04! 0.00! 82.32! 40.41!
YML073C! D2.04! 0.00! 294.48! 144.59!
YMR276W! D2.04! 0.00! 325.06! 159.65!
YER003C! D2.04! 0.01! 68.00! 33.40!
YPL154C! D2.04! 0.00! 586.78! 288.25!
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YLR355C! D2.04! 0.00! 277.03! 136.09!
YGR031W! D2.03! 0.02! 48.93! 24.05!
YCL008C! D2.03! 0.04! 38.68! 19.01!
YGR061C! D2.03! 0.05! 36.80! 18.10!
YDL047W! D2.03! 0.00! 310.38! 152.67!
YKL103C! D2.03! 0.00! 89.17! 43.86!
YJR093C! D2.03! 0.00! 80.23! 39.46!
YDR524C! D2.03! 0.04! 41.28! 20.32!
YBL027W! D2.03! 0.00! 511.41! 251.81!
YNL097WDA! D2.03! 0.00! 182.55! 89.89!
YBR001C! D2.03! 0.00! 112.91! 55.60!
YIL114C! D2.03! 0.05! 35.18! 17.33!
YJL163C! D2.03! 0.01! 72.29! 35.61!
YBL091C! D2.03! 0.00! 123.19! 60.70!
YDL106C! D2.03! 0.01! 66.45! 32.75!
YKL049C! D2.03! 0.00! 93.65! 46.16!
YML063W! D2.03! 0.00! 296.95! 146.40!
YNL076W! D2.03! 0.01! 66.44! 32.76!
YOR023C! D2.03! 0.00! 235.52! 116.12!
YKL062W! D2.03! 0.00! 248.55! 122.55!
YMR016C! D2.03! 0.01! 62.97! 31.05!
YEL024W! D2.03! 0.00! 833.11! 410.97!
YLR417W! D2.03! 0.03! 46.65! 23.02!
YLR170C! D2.03! 0.00! 96.10! 47.42!
YIL064W! D2.03! 0.00! 111.29! 54.93!
YOR310C! D2.03! 0.02! 53.57! 26.44!
YHR090C! D2.02! 0.00! 111.99! 55.31!
YOR137C! D2.02! 0.01! 57.19! 28.25!
YPL146C! D2.02! 0.02! 53.90! 26.62!
YGR130C! D2.02! 0.00! 97.53! 48.20!
YER119C! D2.02! 0.01! 65.86! 32.55!
YIL043C! D2.02! 0.00! 176.11! 87.05!
YDR500C! D2.02! 0.00! 348.89! 172.53!
YBR066C! D2.02! 0.00! 101.78! 50.34!
YDR019C! D2.02! 0.02! 55.66! 27.53!
YGL038C! D2.02! 0.01! 60.26! 29.81!
YKL081W! D2.02! 0.00! 93.36! 46.19!
YOR167C! D2.02! 0.00! 607.70! 300.78!
YCR003W! D2.02! 0.03! 45.98! 22.76!
YNL117W! D2.02! 0.01! 58.97! 29.19!
YLL018CDA! D2.02! 0.00! 128.57! 63.67!
YDR003W! D2.02! 0.00! 224.67! 111.27!
YNL046W! D2.02! 0.03! 42.70! 21.15!
YML108W! D2.02! 0.00! 76.13! 37.71!
YBL062W! D2.02! 0.00! 129.08! 63.95!
YPR011C! D2.02! 0.02! 55.73! 27.62!
YEL034CDA! D2.02! 0.00! 1233.54! 611.38!
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YDL233W! D2.02! 0.00! 79.67! 39.49!
YKR047W! D2.02! 0.00! 387.74! 192.22!
YHR050WD
A! D2.02! 0.00! 103.27! 51.21!
YFR049W! D2.02! 0.00! 298.51! 148.06!
YMR285C! D2.02! 0.02! 48.43! 24.02!
YDL159W! D2.02! 0.02! 54.62! 27.09!
YDR261C! D2.02! 0.05! 37.18! 18.45!
YKR046C! D2.02! 0.00! 695.95! 345.27!
YOR136W! D2.02! 0.00! 429.04! 212.88!
YPL238C! D2.01! 0.00! 223.56! 110.96!
YDL064W! D2.01! 0.00! 142.12! 70.55!
YLR372W! D2.01! 0.02! 51.72! 25.67!
YDR231C! D2.01! 0.00! 225.01! 111.71!
YJR067C! D2.01! 0.01! 69.60! 34.56!
YHR007C! D2.01! 0.00! 114.05! 56.64!
YGR031CDA! D2.01! 0.03! 43.62! 21.67!
YML052W! D2.01! 0.01! 72.37! 35.95!
YOR331C! D2.01! 0.00! 380.20! 188.88!
YER093CDA! D2.01! 0.00! 82.07! 40.77!
YCR023C! D2.01! 0.00! 139.57! 69.40!
YJL192C! D2.01! 0.00! 105.51! 52.47!
YGL168W! D2.01! 0.00! 135.22! 67.26!
YLR147C! D2.01! 0.01! 62.11! 30.90!
YKL104C! D2.01! 0.00! 163.00! 81.10!
YNL220W! D2.01! 0.00! 90.01! 44.79!
YDL213C! D2.01! 0.00! 88.58! 44.08!
YGL040C! D2.01! 0.00! 132.58! 65.98!
YAL055W! D2.01! 0.01! 58.69! 29.21!
YDR434W! D2.01! 0.03! 45.98! 22.89!
YCR087W! D2.01! 0.01! 57.80! 28.77!
YLR444C! D2.01! 0.01! 68.13! 33.93!
YMR236W! D2.01! 0.00! 120.16! 59.84!
YNL123W! D2.01! 0.03! 43.57! 21.70!
YPR127W! D2.01! 0.00! 231.54! 115.35!
YNL202W! D2.01! 0.00! 140.84! 70.17!
YLR328W! D2.01! 0.00! 117.54! 58.56!
YLL036C! D2.01! 0.03! 46.91! 23.38!
YPL249CDA! D2.01! 0.00! 848.01! 422.60!
YER091C! D2.01! 0.00! 368.27! 183.53!
YIL148W! D2.01! 0.00! 499.70! 249.06!
YML018C! D2.01! 0.02! 56.00! 27.91!
YNL003C! D2.01! 0.00! 129.06! 64.34!
YDR201W! D2.01! 0.01! 61.06! 30.45!
YDR086C! D2.00! 0.00! 194.20! 96.88!
R0040C! D2.00! 0.00! 2789.36! 1391.61!
YGR182C! D2.00! 0.00! 187.16! 93.39!
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YOL058W! D2.00! 0.00! 129.18! 64.46!
YOL120C! D2.00! 0.00! 367.43! 183.34!
YDR013W! D2.00! 0.03! 45.42! 22.67!
YGR219W! D2.00! 0.00! 179.53! 89.61!
YFL039C! D2.00! 0.00! 489.07! 244.13!
YIL052C! D2.00! 0.00! 437.94! 218.62!
YPL143W! D2.00! 0.00! 393.82! 196.62!
YPR074C! D2.00! 0.00! 108.22! 54.04!
YOL002C! D2.00! 0.00! 287.42! 143.53!
YKR059W! D2.00! 0.00! 277.96! 138.87!
YCR087CDA! D2.00! 0.02! 56.07! 28.02!
YMR318C! D2.00! 0.00! 147.95! 73.94!
YJL055W! D2.00! 0.00! 288.58! 144.27!
YOR342C! D2.00! 0.04! 40.45! 20.23!
YGR009C! D2.00! 0.00! 149.00! 74.51!
YDL179W! D2.00! 0.02! 52.53! 26.28!
YLR093C! D2.00! 0.00! 278.95! 139.56!
YDR404C! D2.00! 0.00! 148.68! 74.40!
YDR343C! D2.00! 0.00! 1987.56! 994.65!
YBL011W! D2.00! 0.02! 51.99! 26.02!
YGR204W! D2.00! 0.00! 121.05! 60.59!
YPL262W! D2.00! 0.00! 230.12! 115.23!
YOL127W! D2.00! 0.00! 549.05! 274.96!
YIL152W! D2.00! 0.01! 66.57! 33.34!
YKL198C! D2.00! 0.00! 90.11! 45.14!
YKR068C! D2.00! 0.00! 135.34! 67.81!
YOR126C! D2.00! 0.02! 53.50! 26.81!
YMR008C! D1.99! 0.00! 398.08! 199.58!
YNL307C! D1.99! 0.01! 60.81! 30.49!
YMR070W! D1.99! 0.01! 63.92! 32.05!
YDR487C! D1.99! 0.00! 154.17! 77.32!
YER020W! D1.99! 0.00! 355.97! 178.56!
YHL032C! D1.99! 0.00! 83.43! 41.85!
YMR009W! D1.99! 0.00! 761.28! 382.01!
YDL193W! D1.99! 0.01! 71.18! 35.72!
YKL181W! D1.99! 0.00! 98.46! 49.42!
YBR248C! D1.99! 0.03! 48.22! 24.21!
YDR075W! D1.99! 0.02! 53.43! 26.83!
YGR027C! D1.99! 0.00! 608.55! 305.62!
YNL169C! D1.99! 0.00! 84.82! 42.60!
YPL098C! D1.99! 0.00! 188.77! 94.81!
YOL059W! D1.99! 0.00! 84.51! 42.45!
YDR090C! D1.99! 0.00! 95.71! 48.08!
YML069W! D1.99! 0.01! 66.23! 33.28!
YJL067W! D1.99! 0.00! 379.18! 190.54!
YBR146W! D1.99! 0.00! 133.58! 67.17!
YFR047C! D1.99! 0.00! 190.84! 95.96!
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YDR372C! D1.99! 0.00! 107.32! 53.98!
YDL025WDA! D1.99! 0.00! 359.21! 180.69!
YNL251C! D1.99! 0.04! 40.07! 20.16!
YFL050C! D1.99! 0.05! 39.10! 19.67!
YDL120W! D1.99! 0.00! 155.38! 78.20!
YHL025W! D1.99! 0.00! 188.42! 94.83!
YLR219W! D1.99! 0.00! 87.49! 44.04!
YDR022C! D1.99! 0.02! 50.76! 25.55!
YBR264C! D1.99! 0.01! 69.29! 34.90!
YNL288W! D1.99! 0.00! 90.37! 45.53!
YER131W! D1.98! 0.00! 445.72! 224.55!
YDR169C! D1.98! 0.00! 87.87! 44.28!
YGL234W! D1.98! 0.00! 83.72! 42.20!
YLR204W! D1.98! 0.00! 246.09! 124.07!
YNR050C! D1.98! 0.02! 54.42! 27.44!
YML087C! D1.98! 0.02! 59.35! 29.94!
YPL064C! D1.98! 0.00! 79.97! 40.34!
YNL166C! D1.98! 0.01! 63.69! 32.13!
YCR052W! D1.98! 0.02! 57.59! 29.06!
YER073W! D1.98! 0.00! 79.73! 40.23!
YCR075WDA! D1.98! 0.00! 92.08! 46.48!
YGL189C! D1.98! 0.00! 822.41! 415.26!
YJR121W! D1.98! 0.00! 879.89! 444.33!
YHR057C! D1.98! 0.00! 220.19! 111.20!
YEL027W! D1.98! 0.00! 343.60! 173.54!
YER087CDB! D1.98! 0.00! 293.56! 148.31!
YHR097C! D1.98! 0.00! 551.73! 278.76!
YGR250C! D1.98! 0.00! 1032.24! 521.68!
YJR078W! D1.98! 0.00! 175.56! 88.75!
YGR235C! D1.98! 0.00! 215.58! 109.01!
YGL202W! D1.98! 0.01! 76.30! 38.59!
YPR010CDA! D1.98! 0.00! 832.83! 421.28!
YIR029W! D1.98! 0.05! 40.23! 20.35!
YBR147W! D1.98! 0.02! 56.44! 28.56!
YGL187C! D1.98! 0.00! 603.13! 305.20!
YIL156WDB! D1.98! 0.00! 168.32! 85.18!
YJL165C! D1.98! 0.00! 111.42! 56.39!
YIL060W! D1.98! 0.00! 86.17! 43.61!
YGL135W! D1.97! 0.00! 444.74! 225.19!
YDR035W! D1.97! 0.00! 142.54! 72.18!
YMR131C! D1.97! 0.05! 38.26! 19.37!
YER023W! D1.97! 0.00! 142.97! 72.44!
YDR529C! D1.97! 0.00! 1820.09! 922.54!
YNL053W! D1.97! 0.01! 74.07! 37.55!
YHL001W! D1.97! 0.00! 292.80! 148.51!
YPL251W! D1.97! 0.03! 47.48! 24.08!
YNL036W! D1.97! 0.00! 491.52! 249.43!
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YNL044W! D1.97! 0.00! 397.88! 201.95!
YDR150W! D1.97! 0.05! 38.14! 19.37!
YDR354CDA! D1.97! 0.02! 57.26! 29.08!
YNL157W! D1.97! 0.00! 641.63! 326.02!
YBL087C! D1.97! 0.00! 245.21! 124.61!
YDR413C! D1.97! 0.00! 110.76! 56.29!
YIR042C! D1.97! 0.03! 47.04! 23.92!
YBR058CDA! D1.97! 0.00! 183.85! 93.48!
YFL010C! D1.97! 0.00! 333.48! 169.61!
YLR455W! D1.97! 0.02! 54.26! 27.60!
YBL029W! D1.97! 0.02! 53.05! 26.99!
YJL211C! D1.97! 0.01! 65.46! 33.30!
YPR142C! D1.97! 0.01! 79.84! 40.61!
YBR191W! D1.97! 0.00! 302.07! 153.70!
YPL271W! D1.96! 0.00! 1487.91! 757.74!
YEL075WDA! D1.96! 0.01! 67.55! 34.42!
YGR190C! D1.96! 0.05! 39.46! 20.11!
YDR148C! D1.96! 0.00! 371.36! 189.26!
YNL111C! D1.96! 0.01! 66.53! 33.91!
YMR242C! D1.96! 0.00! 296.44! 151.11!
YGL023C! D1.96! 0.00! 91.64! 46.72!
YOR224C! D1.96! 0.00! 84.33! 43.02!
YML100W! D1.96! 0.00! 134.67! 68.71!
YGL022W! D1.96! 0.00! 98.08! 50.07!
YDL087C! D1.96! 0.02! 54.09! 27.61!
YKL167C! D1.96! 0.00! 124.30! 63.45!
YOL163W! D1.96! 0.05! 40.93! 20.90!
YKL096WDA! D1.96! 0.00! 910.27! 464.86!
YLR367W! D1.96! 0.00! 177.96! 90.90!
YGR287C! D1.96! 0.02! 57.62! 29.43!
YIL077C! D1.96! 0.00! 218.60! 111.68!
YJR074W! D1.96! 0.00! 88.65! 45.30!
YDR350C! D1.96! 0.03! 47.98! 24.52!
YMR171C! D1.96! 0.00! 253.79! 129.71!
YJR114W! D1.96! 0.00! 177.22! 90.58!
YCR059C! D1.96! 0.01! 69.01! 35.28!
YJL062WDA! D1.96! 0.00! 365.14! 186.67!
YGL069C! D1.96! 0.00! 104.88! 53.63!
YLR448W! D1.96! 0.00! 178.95! 91.53!
YLR314C! D1.96! 0.00! 88.26! 45.14!
YML106W! D1.95! 0.00! 99.09! 50.69!
YER072W! D1.95! 0.00! 322.52! 164.98!
YJR016C! D1.95! 0.00! 132.65! 67.89!
YML008C! D1.95! 0.00! 119.24! 61.03!
YBL032W! D1.95! 0.00! 83.28! 42.63!
YBR091C! D1.95! 0.00! 91.26! 46.72!
YOR133W! D1.95! 0.00! 240.01! 122.92!
404!
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YCR053W! D1.95! 0.01! 71.84! 36.80!
YLL014W! D1.95! 0.00! 154.51! 79.17!
YDR471W! D1.95! 0.00! 235.90! 120.88!
YER044C! D1.95! 0.00! 122.71! 62.88!
YOR096W! D1.95! 0.00! 256.87! 131.67!
YNR015W! D1.95! 0.05! 40.40! 20.71!
YCL039W! D1.95! 0.04! 46.48! 23.84!
YNL009W! D1.95! 0.03! 47.97! 24.62!
YMR210W! D1.95! 0.00! 98.80! 50.72!
YPR141C! D1.95! 0.05! 39.84! 20.46!
YDR476C! D1.95! 0.00! 210.52! 108.10!
YKL046C! D1.95! 0.00! 201.64! 103.55!
YML101C! D1.95! 0.02! 61.78! 31.73!
YCR073WDA! D1.95! 0.00! 154.58! 79.38!
YIL142CDA! D1.95! 0.01! 66.03! 33.92!
YFL021W! D1.95! 0.00! 123.51! 63.45!
YNL170W! D1.95! 0.00! 112.52! 57.84!
YER083C! D1.94! 0.01! 68.15! 35.05!
YHR180W! D1.94! 0.04! 43.62! 22.44!
YJR025C! D1.94! 0.00! 124.95! 64.28!
YOR063W! D1.94! 0.00! 504.54! 259.59!
YJR048W! D1.94! 0.00! 578.03! 297.46!
YGL097W! D1.94! 0.01! 65.94! 33.94!
YLR061W! D1.94! 0.00! 211.38! 108.87!
YPL078C! D1.94! 0.00! 633.38! 326.24!
YJL169W! D1.94! 0.04! 44.06! 22.70!
YDR411C! D1.94! 0.01! 71.64! 36.92!
YPL179W! D1.94! 0.00! 123.26! 63.53!
YER177W! D1.94! 0.00! 610.88! 314.89!
YMR022W! D1.94! 0.00! 299.78! 154.55!
YDL013W! D1.94! 0.00! 110.23! 56.83!
YMR215W! D1.94! 0.03! 48.67! 25.10!
YKL111C! D1.94! 0.00! 91.54! 47.21!
YOR210W! D1.94! 0.00! 200.96! 103.67!
YKL023CDA! D1.94! 0.01! 67.97! 35.07!
YEL074W! D1.94! 0.03! 52.96! 27.33!
YJL063C! D1.94! 0.00! 130.65! 67.43!
YPL169C! D1.94! 0.01! 64.94! 33.52!
YKL216W! D1.94! 0.00! 118.25! 61.10!
YOR092W! D1.93! 0.02! 54.51! 28.18!
YMR206W! D1.93! 0.00! 130.80! 67.63!
YFL049W! D1.93! 0.05! 40.36! 20.88!
YPR052C! D1.93! 0.00! 166.93! 86.40!
YPL049C! D1.93! 0.00! 145.40! 75.31!
YNL185C! D1.93! 0.00! 127.37! 65.98!
YBR036C! D1.93! 0.00! 227.93! 118.11!
YNL158W! D1.93! 0.00! 87.18! 45.17!
405!
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YOR008C! D1.93! 0.00! 148.94! 77.18!
YER116C! D1.93! 0.00! 90.51! 46.92!
YGR060W! D1.93! 0.00! 161.72! 83.85!
YKL053W! D1.93! 0.00! 430.08! 223.01!
YOL140W! D1.93! 0.01! 72.68! 37.71!
YNL241C! D1.93! 0.00! 451.21! 234.12!
YJR058C! D1.93! 0.00! 156.99! 81.46!
YCR024CDB! D1.93! 0.00! 679.82! 352.91!
YNR001C! D1.93! 0.00! 1139.48! 591.74!
YGL087C! D1.93! 0.00! 162.01! 84.14!
YLR325C! D1.93! 0.00! 876.16! 455.14!
YNR020C! D1.92! 0.04! 44.74! 23.26!
YBR268W! D1.92! 0.00! 168.44! 87.60!
YPL135CDA! D1.92! 0.00! 1747.24! 908.76!
YDR389W! D1.92! 0.03! 52.20! 27.16!
YPR086W! D1.92! 0.00! 200.89! 104.53!
YDL114WDA! D1.92! 0.00! 87.72! 45.64!
YER026C! D1.92! 0.00! 239.75! 124.77!
YDL010W! D1.92! 0.00! 227.35! 118.34!
YDR001C! D1.92! 0.00! 321.41! 167.29!
YER167W! D1.92! 0.03! 54.54! 28.40!
YMR184W! D1.92! 0.00! 92.47! 48.15!
YER064C! D1.92! 0.04! 48.15! 25.08!
YER124C! D1.92! 0.00! 165.89! 86.41!
YLR029C! D1.92! 0.00! 446.04! 232.35!
YDL129W! D1.92! 0.00! 99.13! 51.65!
YGL253W! D1.92! 0.00! 159.58! 83.17!
YJL186W! D1.92! 0.02! 61.03! 31.82!
YDR526C! D1.92! 0.02! 60.46! 31.52!
YPL039W! D1.92! 0.01! 66.29! 34.56!
YPL002C! D1.92! 0.01! 83.55! 43.57!
YNL301C! D1.92! 0.03! 53.79! 28.05!
YBL025W! D1.92! 0.01! 79.70! 41.58!
YOR223W! D1.92! 0.00! 112.50! 58.69!
YEL042W! D1.92! 0.01! 80.15! 41.81!
YAR028W! D1.92! 0.00! 213.92! 111.60!
YLR026C! D1.92! 0.00! 101.41! 52.91!
YGL148W! D1.92! 0.00! 121.76! 63.56!
YER120W! D1.91! 0.00! 223.64! 116.80!
YOR312C! D1.91! 0.00! 319.99! 167.13!
YLR257W! D1.91! 0.00! 507.71! 265.17!
YNR004W! D1.91! 0.01! 71.07! 37.12!
YPL134C! D1.91! 0.01! 84.24! 44.00!
YOR274W! D1.91! 0.00! 109.73! 57.34!
YHR140W! D1.91! 0.01! 81.79! 42.74!
YBL040C! D1.91! 0.02! 60.34! 31.53!
YGR007W! D1.91! 0.00! 122.25! 63.91!
406!
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YNL322C! D1.91! 0.00! 293.69! 153.58!
YMR121C! D1.91! 0.00! 180.85! 94.61!
YER066CDA! D1.91! 0.00! 203.33! 106.39!
YPL250WDA! D1.91! 0.00! 981.31! 513.79!
YDR349C! D1.91! 0.01! 86.13! 45.10!
YGR034W! D1.91! 0.00! 375.53! 196.64!
YDL180W! D1.91! 0.01! 73.56! 38.52!
YMR266W! D1.91! 0.02! 59.64! 31.24!
YKL159C! D1.91! 0.00! 269.31! 141.07!
YPR023C! D1.91! 0.00! 252.19! 132.11!
YCR046C! D1.91! 0.00! 192.06! 100.65!
YOR246C! D1.91! 0.01! 85.68! 44.92!
YBR035C! D1.91! 0.00! 259.27! 136.05!
YMR307W! D1.91! 0.00! 508.50! 266.88!
YJL189W! D1.91! 0.00! 517.67! 271.71!
YLR058C! D1.91! 0.00! 353.93! 185.77!
YNL212W! D1.90! 0.03! 54.22! 28.47!
YIL076W! D1.90! 0.01! 75.67! 39.74!
YDR032C! D1.90! 0.00! 345.08! 181.22!
YOR383C! D1.90! 0.00! 1091.18! 573.03!
YER154W! D1.90! 0.01! 78.55! 41.25!
YPL206C! D1.90! 0.00! 168.35! 88.41!
YHR183W! D1.90! 0.00! 391.63! 205.68!
YDR277C! D1.90! 0.00! 384.14! 201.96!
YOR207C! D1.90! 0.05! 41.73! 21.94!
YMR074C! D1.90! 0.00! 156.47! 82.29!
YGR008C! D1.90! 0.00! 2053.56! 1079.94!
YHR116W! D1.90! 0.00! 101.31! 53.29!
YJL026CDA! D1.90! 0.00! 113.00! 59.45!
YPR062W! D1.90! 0.00! 598.74! 315.00!
YMR042W! D1.90! 0.00! 94.83! 49.91!
YPR069C! D1.90! 0.05! 41.97! 22.09!
YOR213C! D1.90! 0.00! 93.86! 49.44!
YBR243C! D1.90! 0.04! 46.67! 24.59!
YGR285C! D1.90! 0.00! 131.33! 69.20!
YBL072C! D1.90! 0.00! 548.79! 289.27!
YDR480W! D1.90! 0.05! 45.06! 23.76!
YGL123W! D1.90! 0.00! 437.85! 230.92!
YBR048W! D1.90! 0.00! 340.18! 179.45!
YBR126C! D1.90! 0.00! 559.34! 295.09!
YKR009C! D1.90! 0.01! 83.81! 44.23!
YJL096W! D1.89! 0.00! 92.77! 48.96!
YKR085C! D1.89! 0.01! 80.36! 42.41!
YKL069W! D1.89! 0.05! 43.83! 23.14!
YGR214W! D1.89! 0.00! 199.85! 105.50!
YBR114W! D1.89! 0.00! 113.01! 59.68!
YLR249W! D1.89! 0.00! 214.06! 113.12!
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YOR332W! D1.89! 0.00! 476.23! 251.73!
YHR025W! D1.89! 0.00! 96.70! 51.16!
YML124C! D1.89! 0.04! 51.27! 27.13!
YLR179C! D1.89! 0.00! 605.03! 320.19!
YNL075W! D1.89! 0.02! 65.78! 34.82!
YDR096W! D1.89! 0.01! 80.17! 42.44!
YLR230W! D1.89! 0.00! 105.68! 55.99!
YHR182CDA! D1.89! 0.00! 210.22! 111.38!
YKR008W! D1.89! 0.03! 55.08! 29.19!
YGR181W! D1.89! 0.00! 145.27! 77.02!
YDL229W! D1.89! 0.00! 186.13! 98.69!
YJR105W! D1.89! 0.00! 210.53! 111.65!
YOR007C! D1.88! 0.00! 624.99! 331.59!
YOR158W! D1.88! 0.00! 94.83! 50.32!
YPR160CDA! D1.88! 0.00! 124.13! 65.90!
YGR064W! D1.88! 0.00! 155.15! 82.37!
YEL007W! D1.88! 0.02! 61.40! 32.60!
YDL111C! D1.88! 0.03! 58.40! 31.01!
YER117W! D1.88! 0.00! 449.73! 238.94!
YMR214W! D1.88! 0.00! 93.90! 49.91!
YBR189W! D1.88! 0.00! 319.53! 169.85!
YLL044W! D1.88! 0.00! 350.60! 186.38!
YPL225W! D1.88! 0.00! 859.65! 457.12!
YBL029CDA! D1.88! 0.00! 150.60! 80.15!
YCL009C! D1.88! 0.00! 257.61! 137.14!
YBR165W! D1.88! 0.00! 97.18! 51.74!
YPR087W! D1.88! 0.00! 169.24! 90.14!
YNL074C! D1.88! 0.00! 202.41! 107.81!
YGR023W! D1.88! 0.00! 199.55! 106.29!
YMR197C! D1.88! 0.00! 250.98! 133.70!
YJR009C! D1.88! 0.00! 1042.28! 555.38!
YJL004C! D1.88! 0.01! 70.80! 37.74!
YLR075W! D1.88! 0.00! 1125.46! 599.94!
YDR105C! D1.88! 0.03! 57.08! 30.43!
YMR256C! D1.88! 0.00! 1359.02! 724.68!
YKR048C! D1.88! 0.00! 340.74! 181.70!
YNR002C! D1.87! 0.00! 244.51! 130.42!
YJL104W! D1.87! 0.00! 220.65! 117.74!
YML088W! D1.87! 0.00! 111.01! 59.25!
YBR290W! D1.87! 0.00! 275.19! 146.94!
YKR043C! D1.87! 0.00! 155.94! 83.28!
YKL137W! D1.87! 0.01! 89.46! 47.78!
YIL014CDA! D1.87! 0.01! 85.21! 45.52!
YPL127C! D1.87! 0.00! 164.97! 88.20!
YDL136W! D1.87! 0.00! 430.76! 230.39!
YPL059W! D1.87! 0.00! 128.83! 68.92!
YLR286C! D1.87! 0.00! 679.25! 363.55!
408!
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YPR132W! D1.87! 0.00! 608.40! 325.66!
YER050C! D1.87! 0.00! 244.28! 130.86!
YHR208W! D1.87! 0.00! 160.04! 85.78!
YGR161C! D1.86! 0.00! 1105.59! 592.86!
YER094C! D1.86! 0.00! 435.93! 233.79!
YER048WDA! D1.86! 0.00! 250.32! 134.25!
YGL036W! D1.86! 0.01! 73.36! 39.35!
YER054C! D1.86! 0.00! 153.91! 82.56!
YPR133C! D1.86! 0.00! 127.58! 68.44!
YAL032C! D1.86! 0.01! 83.20! 44.64!
YPL149W! D1.86! 0.00! 127.33! 68.33!
YLR350W! D1.86! 0.00! 391.55! 210.14!
YPL222CDA! D1.86! 0.00! 178.28! 95.69!
YDL053C! D1.86! 0.00! 169.04! 90.74!
YNL200C! D1.86! 0.00! 218.20! 117.14!
YIL145C! D1.86! 0.01! 80.42! 43.19!
YOR230W! D1.86! 0.00! 221.27! 118.84!
YDR129C! D1.86! 0.00! 349.71! 187.86!
YNL305C! D1.86! 0.00! 360.67! 193.76!
YBR187W! D1.86! 0.00! 99.61! 53.52!
YDL130W! D1.86! 0.00! 501.88! 269.82!
YNL020C! D1.86! 0.01! 81.02! 43.56!
YGR024C! D1.86! 0.01! 72.89! 39.19!
YGL198W! D1.86! 0.00! 99.53! 53.59!
YBL092W! D1.86! 0.00! 585.81! 315.49!
YML085C! D1.86! 0.00! 132.62! 71.43!
YPL204W! D1.86! 0.00! 198.07! 106.69!
YJL177W! D1.86! 0.00! 178.27! 96.04!
YMR200W! D1.86! 0.00! 236.03! 127.15!
YMR281W! D1.86! 0.01! 84.68! 45.63!
YJR148W! D1.86! 0.00! 110.96! 59.81!
YGR018C! D1.86! 0.00! 219.73! 118.44!
YLR390WDA! D1.85! 0.00! 462.59! 249.39!
YGL028C! D1.85! 0.00! 102.95! 55.51!
YGR118W! D1.85! 0.00! 543.78! 293.21!
YDR194C! D1.85! 0.03! 57.33! 30.92!
YDR328C! D1.85! 0.00! 326.67! 176.15!
YNL203C! D1.85! 0.00! 97.46! 52.57!
YMR143W! D1.85! 0.00! 328.93! 177.43!
YJR070C! D1.85! 0.04! 52.20! 28.16!
YNL178W! D1.85! 0.00! 424.78! 229.15!
YPL090C! D1.85! 0.00! 377.84! 203.92!
YPL211W! D1.85! 0.02! 63.72! 34.40!
YFL038C! D1.85! 0.00! 514.24! 277.62!
YLR218C! D1.85! 0.02! 65.32! 35.30!
YKL001C! D1.85! 0.00! 316.77! 171.19!
YIR018W! D1.85! 0.00! 122.18! 66.03!
409!
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YMR003W! D1.85! 0.04! 52.31! 28.27!
YNL246W! D1.85! 0.01! 78.70! 42.54!
YLR121C! D1.85! 0.00! 490.02! 264.95!
YPR045C! D1.85! 0.04! 54.30! 29.37!
YER089C! D1.85! 0.00! 99.01! 53.58!
YDR098C! D1.85! 0.01! 83.63! 45.26!
YHR203C! D1.85! 0.00! 264.19! 143.05!
YER090CDA! D1.84! 0.03! 55.88! 30.32!
YNL081C! D1.84! 0.00! 209.27! 113.54!
YBR141WD
A! D1.84! 0.02! 64.57! 35.03!
YHR019C! D1.84! 0.01! 95.95! 52.06!
YLR443W! D1.84! 0.04! 54.09! 29.35!
YNL268W! D1.84! 0.00! 124.85! 67.74!
YKL148C! D1.84! 0.00! 390.70! 212.14!
YDR313C! D1.84! 0.00! 152.20! 82.69!
YFR036W! D1.84! 0.00! 116.17! 63.11!
YNL207W! D1.84! 0.03! 62.05! 33.71!
YDR418W! D1.84! 0.00! 292.62! 159.14!
YDL173W! D1.84! 0.00! 190.91! 103.82!
YOR226C! D1.84! 0.00! 101.31! 55.10!
YJL199C! D1.84! 0.02! 72.43! 39.39!
YOR103C! D1.84! 0.00! 111.60! 60.71!
YPL247C! D1.84! 0.01! 92.51! 50.33!
YDL128W! D1.84! 0.00! 401.91! 218.70!
YNL232W! D1.84! 0.00! 120.01! 65.33!
YBR052C! D1.84! 0.00! 288.32! 156.98!
YBR265W! D1.84! 0.02! 67.28! 36.64!
YJR113C! D1.84! 0.00! 216.77! 118.04!
YIL153W! D1.84! 0.00! 112.80! 61.47!
YCR031C! D1.83! 0.00! 601.01! 327.53!
YOL039W! D1.83! 0.00! 383.65! 209.33!
YKR062W! D1.83! 0.00! 131.77! 71.94!
YML009C! D1.83! 0.00! 254.22! 138.82!
YLR256W! D1.83! 0.05! 49.58! 27.08!
YMR083W! D1.83! 0.00! 630.96! 344.71!
YPL199C! D1.83! 0.00! 101.67! 55.55!
YPR152C! D1.83! 0.04! 55.59! 30.41!
YFL021CDA! D1.83! 0.01! 79.61! 43.56!
YCR050C! D1.83! 0.00! 127.93! 70.02!
YLL045C! D1.83! 0.00! 357.99! 195.95!
YIL155C! D1.83! 0.00! 184.82! 101.23!
YOR187W! D1.83! 0.00! 357.49! 195.81!
YKL186C! D1.83! 0.00! 175.32! 96.04!
YCL018W! D1.82! 0.00! 172.87! 94.74!
YLR415C! D1.82! 0.03! 61.75! 33.88!
YDR244W! D1.82! 0.00! 132.69! 72.80!
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YER099C! D1.82! 0.00! 111.39! 61.13!
YER152WDA! D1.82! 0.01! 97.05! 53.27!
YKL183W! D1.82! 0.05! 48.19! 26.46!
YLR375W! D1.82! 0.00! 1137.92! 625.18!
YPL234C! D1.82! 0.00! 138.81! 76.27!
YOR369C! D1.82! 0.00! 661.92! 363.82!
YJL048C! D1.82! 0.00! 491.97! 270.49!
YJL149W! D1.82! 0.02! 69.34! 38.13!
YBR203W! D1.82! 0.01! 82.50! 45.39!
YDL004W! D1.82! 0.00! 464.18! 255.39!
YGR239C! D1.82! 0.04! 57.06! 31.40!
YDL159CDB! D1.82! 0.01! 89.20! 49.11!
YDR373W! D1.82! 0.00! 117.06! 64.45!
YGL166W! D1.82! 0.00! 247.28! 136.17!
YLR171W! D1.82! 0.03! 59.08! 32.54!
YOR196C! D1.81! 0.00! 156.41! 86.18!
YBR132C! D1.81! 0.01! 80.16! 44.18!
YLR023C! D1.81! 0.00! 291.38! 160.61!
YGR180C! D1.81! 0.00! 132.84! 73.23!
YAL042CDA! D1.81! 0.02! 66.99! 36.93!
YPR012W! D1.81! 0.04! 55.95! 30.86!
YOL155C! D1.81! 0.00! 535.13! 295.33!
YDL198C! D1.81! 0.01! 100.57! 55.51!
YGR121C! D1.81! 0.02! 73.82! 40.76!
YLR258W! D1.81! 0.00! 284.57! 157.13!
YLR062C! D1.81! 0.00! 298.42! 164.84!
YPL237W! D1.81! 0.00! 223.89! 123.80!
YGR046W! D1.81! 0.00! 132.25! 73.15!
YDR378C! D1.81! 0.00! 264.60! 146.35!
YFL010WDA! D1.81! 0.00! 398.87! 220.64!
YDR417C! D1.81! 0.00! 198.85! 110.02!
YBR002C! D1.81! 0.01! 81.77! 45.25!
YML012W! D1.81! 0.00! 210.00! 116.23!
YOR271C! D1.81! 0.04! 55.68! 30.82!
YJL136C! D1.81! 0.00! 380.32! 210.55!
YNL245C! D1.80! 0.00! 110.02! 60.98!
YPL089C! D1.80! 0.00! 212.26! 117.66!
YHR162W! D1.80! 0.00! 915.98! 508.11!
YHR026W! D1.80! 0.00! 133.26! 73.93!
YHR032CDA! D1.80! 0.01! 85.77! 47.59!
YPL131W! D1.80! 0.00! 426.08! 236.49!
YDR432W! D1.80! 0.00! 786.73! 436.68!
YNR037C! D1.80! 0.00! 208.69! 115.87!
YJR061W! D1.80! 0.00! 112.29! 62.37!
YPL202C! D1.80! 0.02! 68.76! 38.19!
YPL224C! D1.80! 0.02! 70.69! 39.29!
YML009CDA! D1.80! 0.00! 131.62! 73.15!
411!
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YOL111C! D1.80! 0.00! 119.52! 66.43!
YJR103W! D1.80! 0.01! 100.73! 56.00!
YOL121C! D1.80! 0.00! 228.80! 127.34!
YDL110C! D1.80! 0.00! 804.73! 447.95!
YDL192W! D1.80! 0.00! 250.72! 139.57!
YBR016W! D1.80! 0.00! 390.45! 217.41!
YMR264W! D1.80! 0.01! 93.26! 51.94!
YKR007W! D1.80! 0.00! 138.13! 76.94!
YDR280W! D1.80! 0.01! 102.37! 57.02!
YGR282C! D1.79! 0.00! 727.92! 405.64!
YDR121W! D1.79! 0.01! 104.59! 58.30!
YJL079C! D1.79! 0.00! 126.18! 70.43!
YML129C! D1.79! 0.00! 560.33! 312.79!
YOL005C! D1.79! 0.01! 94.56! 52.79!
YBR249C! D1.79! 0.02! 78.81! 44.01!
YNL098C! D1.79! 0.00! 180.08! 100.58!
YPL004C! D1.79! 0.00! 428.20! 239.28!
YJR018W! D1.79! 0.01! 85.70! 47.90!
YPL087W! D1.79! 0.00! 312.73! 174.79!
YGR057C! D1.79! 0.01! 84.07! 47.00!
YLR169W! D1.79! 0.01! 102.58! 57.36!
YDL217C! D1.79! 0.01! 99.05! 55.42!
YLR339C! D1.79! 0.00! 278.82! 156.10!
YJL159W! D1.79! 0.00! 1851.34! 1036.90!
YLR174W! D1.78! 0.02! 76.41! 42.81!
YDR025W! D1.78! 0.00! 355.33! 199.11!
YJL190C! D1.78! 0.00! 274.53! 153.87!
YER152C! D1.78! 0.00! 145.23! 81.41!
YKL006W! D1.78! 0.00! 314.68! 176.51!
YOL040C! D1.78! 0.00! 797.55! 447.42!
YMR148W! D1.78! 0.03! 68.81! 38.61!
YJL191W! D1.78! 0.00! 158.60! 89.02!
YIR035C! D1.78! 0.00! 897.64! 503.89!
YNL196C! D1.78! 0.03! 70.80! 39.76!
YPL252C! D1.78! 0.03! 67.49! 37.90!
YNR046W! D1.78! 0.00! 121.54! 68.27!
YNR036C! D1.78! 0.00! 407.82! 229.09!
YER102W! D1.78! 0.00! 328.75! 184.68!
YNL114C! D1.78! 0.02! 83.47! 46.91!
YBR194W! D1.78! 0.04! 60.36! 33.94!
YGR248W! D1.78! 0.00! 324.29! 182.43!
YER086W! D1.78! 0.02! 84.08! 47.36!
YDL076C! D1.78! 0.01! 93.17! 52.48!
YER095W! D1.77! 0.00! 368.94! 207.87!
YNL263C! D1.77! 0.05! 57.42! 32.36!
YEL044W! D1.77! 0.00! 229.59! 129.56!
YJR097W! D1.77! 0.03! 64.11! 36.19!
412!
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YJR021C! D1.77! 0.01! 97.89! 55.26!
YDR064W! D1.77! 0.00! 419.21! 236.69!
YFL037W! D1.77! 0.02! 82.44! 46.55!
YER148W! D1.77! 0.00! 246.12! 139.02!
YLR299CDA! D1.77! 0.00! 137.70! 77.78!
YKR071C! D1.77! 0.00! 268.53! 151.75!
YGL122C! D1.77! 0.00! 246.69! 139.41!
YBR145W! D1.77! 0.05! 56.87! 32.15!
YPR173C! D1.77! 0.01! 88.83! 50.27!
YPR102C! D1.77! 0.00! 286.59! 162.20!
YOR139C! D1.77! 0.01! 89.57! 50.70!
YPL218W! D1.77! 0.00! 197.88! 112.07!
YNL135C! D1.77! 0.00! 386.12! 218.68!
YOL012C! D1.76! 0.00! 176.59! 100.11!
YER055C! D1.76! 0.00! 200.42! 113.63!
YGR183C! D1.76! 0.00! 1904.42! 1080.59!
YGL006W! D1.76! 0.00! 148.58! 84.33!
YDR043C! D1.76! 0.00! 1439.74! 817.68!
YDR447C! D1.76! 0.00! 214.13! 121.66!
YJR008W! D1.76! 0.00! 448.67! 255.00!
YDL191W! D1.76! 0.00! 472.00! 268.67!
YNL067W! D1.76! 0.00! 340.40! 193.77!
YDR158W! D1.76! 0.00! 122.39! 69.69!
YER069W! D1.76! 0.02! 78.01! 44.43!
YOR200W! D1.76! 0.01! 96.58! 55.02!
YHR083W! D1.76! 0.01! 117.78! 67.11!
YBR299W! D1.76! 0.05! 55.78! 31.78!
YPR075C! D1.75! 0.00! 322.24! 183.62!
YDL011C! D1.75! 0.00! 124.71! 71.09!
YEL011W! D1.75! 0.00! 245.93! 140.20!
YJR123W! D1.75! 0.00! 653.59! 373.13!
YIL022W! D1.75! 0.00! 186.26! 106.44!
YNL056W! D1.75! 0.00! 163.91! 93.68!
YPL159C! D1.75! 0.00! 203.90! 116.75!
YNL209W! D1.75! 0.00! 247.62! 141.82!
YCR047C! D1.75! 0.00! 254.95! 146.06!
YOL129W! D1.75! 0.00! 303.13! 173.67!
YBR298C! D1.75! 0.00! 189.85! 108.78!
YBR214W! D1.75! 0.00! 217.07! 124.38!
YDR377W! D1.75! 0.00! 503.74! 288.65!
YPR044C! D1.74! 0.00! 780.85! 447.57!
YJL153C! D1.74! 0.00! 815.06! 467.42!
YLR340W! D1.74! 0.00! 376.83! 216.17!
YDR130C! D1.74! 0.03! 69.16! 39.69!
YNL019C! D1.74! 0.05! 60.87! 35.03!
YOL026C! D1.74! 0.01! 112.51! 64.75!
YOR104W! D1.74! 0.01! 97.39! 56.05!
413!
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YOL159CDA! D1.74! 0.03! 73.90! 42.53!
YNL285W! D1.74! 0.03! 77.34! 44.52!
YKL065WDA! D1.74! 0.01! 93.25! 53.73!
YFL054C! D1.73! 0.00! 191.01! 110.13!
YMR316CDA! D1.73! 0.00! 519.17! 299.57!
YJR073C! D1.73! 0.00! 880.73! 508.23!
YDL045WDA! D1.73! 0.00! 239.19! 138.14!
YNL302C! D1.73! 0.00! 307.57! 177.67!
YER156C! D1.73! 0.02! 82.63! 47.73!
YDR156W! D1.73! 0.00! 236.59! 136.71!
YKL191W! D1.73! 0.04! 63.65! 36.81!
YOR358W! D1.73! 0.01! 120.00! 69.46!
YPL053C! D1.73! 0.00! 137.88! 79.82!
YBR051W! D1.73! 0.03! 74.30! 43.02!
YMR265C! D1.73! 0.04! 63.96! 37.04!
YPL081W! D1.73! 0.01! 121.09! 70.18!
YDL172C! D1.72! 0.00! 254.62! 147.66!
YJL188C! D1.72! 0.00! 335.91! 194.88!
YGL070C! D1.72! 0.02! 84.47! 49.01!
YDR525WD
A! D1.72! 0.00! 234.64! 136.16!
YCL058C! D1.72! 0.03! 77.84! 45.20!
YOR375C! D1.72! 0.00! 334.45! 194.36!
YOR052C! D1.72! 0.00! 1313.34! 763.25!
YKR013W! D1.72! 0.04! 70.35! 40.89!
YBR077C! D1.72! 0.00! 184.16! 107.05!
YOR344C! D1.72! 0.02! 89.72! 52.15!
YPR183W! D1.72! 0.03! 73.75! 42.93!
YLR150W! D1.72! 0.00! 265.92! 154.85!
YNL093W! D1.72! 0.00! 194.39! 113.22!
YJL116C! D1.72! 0.02! 91.75! 53.44!
YDR140W! D1.72! 0.03! 80.95! 47.16!
YOL134C! D1.72! 0.00! 131.80! 76.79!
YNL125C! D1.72! 0.01! 101.57! 59.18!
YHL033C! D1.72! 0.01! 125.52! 73.16!
YFL048C! D1.72! 0.04! 66.96! 39.03!
YPR002CDA! D1.71! 0.00! 341.70! 199.33!
YJR145C! D1.71! 0.00! 320.51! 186.97!
YDR397C! D1.71! 0.00! 170.66! 99.57!
YKR066C! D1.71! 0.00! 811.57! 473.50!
YBR287W! D1.71! 0.00! 301.08! 175.73!
YMR191W! D1.71! 0.00! 299.00! 174.58!
YER004W! D1.71! 0.00! 399.76! 233.66!
YGR260W! D1.71! 0.04! 68.57! 40.13!
YNL113W! D1.71! 0.01! 114.23! 66.85!
YOR179C! D1.71! 0.02! 98.08! 57.41!
YIL122W! D1.71! 0.01! 129.08! 75.59!
414!
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YOR102W! D1.71! 0.00! 144.11! 84.42!
YBL091CDA! D1.71! 0.01! 99.45! 58.28!
YOR294W! D1.70! 0.02! 88.38! 51.84!
YMR202W! D1.70! 0.01! 123.16! 72.27!
YDL184C! D1.70! 0.00! 4966.77! 2916.38!
YIL059C! D1.70! 0.02! 91.23! 53.57!
YJR095W! D1.70! 0.00! 137.65! 80.87!
YGR022C! D1.70! 0.00! 209.98! 123.44!
YHR143WD
A! D1.70! 0.00! 252.85! 148.65!
YPR126C! D1.70! 0.00! 207.79! 122.18!
YNL043C! D1.70! 0.00! 487.85! 287.02!
YOL133W! D1.70! 0.00! 295.42! 173.89!
YOR285W! D1.70! 0.00! 1705.57! 1004.51!
YIL154C! D1.70! 0.00! 160.15! 94.42!
YHR193C! D1.70! 0.00! 204.39! 120.50!
YKL030W! D1.69! 0.02! 89.93! 53.09!
YGL165C! D1.69! 0.00! 236.33! 139.51!
YBL043W! D1.69! 0.00! 631.31! 373.01!
YAL042W! D1.69! 0.01! 106.13! 62.74!
YKL128C! D1.69! 0.04! 70.20! 41.52!
YPR093C! D1.69! 0.02! 92.87! 54.96!
YCL034W! D1.69! 0.00! 139.52! 82.58!
YER043C! D1.69! 0.00! 329.64! 195.10!
YEL009C! D1.69! 0.00! 667.23! 395.19!
YOR099W! D1.69! 0.01! 134.47! 79.66!
YKL185W! D1.69! 0.01! 106.03! 62.84!
YDR327W! D1.69! 0.00! 340.85! 202.19!
YNL194C! D1.69! 0.00! 381.78! 226.50!
YBL018C! D1.68! 0.04! 75.21! 44.67!
YJR017C! D1.68! 0.00! 170.07! 101.05!
YMR002W! D1.68! 0.00! 1146.44! 681.41!
YOR327C! D1.68! 0.00! 456.89! 271.68!
YGR249W! D1.68! 0.01! 112.13! 66.69!
YGR192C! D1.68! 0.00! 2117.86! 1259.78!
YHR092C! D1.68! 0.00! 442.88! 263.49!
YBL055C! D1.68! 0.03! 80.43! 47.85!
YER159C! D1.68! 0.00! 351.81! 209.59!
YOR049C! D1.68! 0.00! 557.20! 332.04!
YHR122W! D1.68! 0.01! 113.17! 67.46!
YPL232W! D1.68! 0.00! 291.65! 174.00!
YHR146W! D1.68! 0.00! 180.28! 107.57!
YKR092C! D1.68! 0.04! 72.80! 43.44!
YLL043W! D1.68! 0.03! 84.98! 50.73!
YCR004C! D1.68! 0.00! 286.57! 171.08!
YAL012W! D1.67! 0.00! 200.30! 119.73!
YMR123W! D1.67! 0.04! 77.02! 46.08!
415!
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YDR381W! D1.67! 0.00! 177.92! 106.50!
YMR102C! D1.67! 0.00! 195.37! 117.03!
YKL008C! D1.67! 0.02! 107.84! 64.61!
YGL200C! D1.67! 0.00! 172.85! 103.58!
YJL174W! D1.67! 0.00! 247.77! 148.51!
YBR135W! D1.67! 0.03! 87.13! 52.25!
YLR438CDA! D1.67! 0.00! 172.40! 103.40!
YNL173C! D1.67! 0.00! 152.33! 91.40!
YPL197C! D1.67! 0.00! 398.18! 238.94!
YGL012W! D1.67! 0.02! 96.68! 58.05!
YJL171C! D1.66! 0.00! 583.49! 350.61!
YGL045W! D1.66! 0.00! 252.72! 151.87!
YLR225C! D1.66! 0.01! 143.28! 86.11!
YER163C! D1.66! 0.00! 187.73! 112.83!
YFL053W! D1.66! 0.00! 167.92! 101.00!
YBR201CDA! D1.66! 0.00! 155.65! 93.62!
YOR107W! D1.66! 0.00! 358.03! 215.40!
YPL220W! D1.66! 0.00! 191.88! 115.46!
YHL027W! D1.66! 0.00! 189.01! 113.76!
YNL066W! D1.66! 0.00! 189.60! 114.19!
YKL085W! D1.66! 0.00! 724.41! 436.40!
YHR174W! D1.66! 0.00! 1103.49! 665.82!
YHR143W! D1.66! 0.00! 336.63! 203.14!
YMR043W! D1.66! 0.00! 327.97! 197.95!
YPL088W! D1.66! 0.00! 306.82! 185.30!
YGL237C! D1.66! 0.01! 112.56! 67.98!
YLR229C! D1.65! 0.00! 175.43! 106.19!
YDL133W! D1.65! 0.03! 93.63! 56.69!
YPR153W! D1.65! 0.05! 72.58! 43.95!
YDR382W! D1.65! 0.00! 392.65! 237.99!
YDL055C! D1.65! 0.00! 601.78! 364.94!
YDR408C! D1.65! 0.02! 106.53! 64.63!
YML025C! D1.65! 0.01! 134.14! 81.51!
YDR366C! D1.64! 0.00! 416.08! 253.01!
YLR293C! D1.64! 0.00! 375.14! 228.24!
YNL080C! D1.64! 0.03! 87.58! 53.31!
YAL038W! D1.64! 0.00! 911.43! 554.86!
YJL078C! D1.64! 0.01! 136.31! 83.02!
YLR076C! D1.64! 0.00! 1287.32! 785.73!
YGL076C! D1.64! 0.00! 288.56! 176.20!
YDL014W! D1.64! 0.01! 147.74! 90.21!
YPR016C! D1.64! 0.00! 184.86! 113.06!
YPL037C! D1.63! 0.00! 178.88! 109.50!
YPL057C! D1.63! 0.00! 539.12! 330.35!
YGR268C! D1.63! 0.00! 214.12! 131.26!
YPL061W! D1.63! 0.00! 883.45! 542.24!
YDR041W! D1.63! 0.00! 180.02! 110.52!
416!
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YKL063C! D1.63! 0.00! 204.32! 125.52!
YBR025C! D1.63! 0.01! 128.70! 79.09!
YMR116C! D1.63! 0.00! 272.40! 167.62!
YHR209W! D1.62! 0.04! 90.92! 55.99!
YKL087C! D1.62! 0.00! 190.24! 117.22!
YER023CDA! D1.62! 0.00! 165.27! 101.88!
YER147CDA! D1.62! 0.00! 300.92! 185.57!
YDR007W! D1.62! 0.03! 96.94! 59.79!
YGR279C! D1.62! 0.03! 99.02! 61.16!
YGR147C! D1.62! 0.00! 194.65! 120.25!
YLL039C! D1.62! 0.00! 1169.89! 722.89!
YBR151W! D1.62! 0.00! 418.81! 258.81!
YMR216C! D1.62! 0.03! 95.05! 58.76!
YBR050C! D1.62! 0.01! 143.46! 88.72!
YDR044W! D1.62! 0.00! 313.48! 193.96!
YFR031CDA! D1.62! 0.00! 219.00! 135.53!
YHR001WD
A! D1.62! 0.00! 985.86! 610.12!
R0020C! D1.61! 0.00! 3403.27! 2112.54!
YGL010W! D1.61! 0.01! 132.55! 82.31!
YGR136W! D1.61! 0.00! 647.67! 402.39!
YDL083C! D1.61! 0.00! 324.33! 201.52!
YBR004C! D1.61! 0.01! 149.69! 93.03!
YDL046W! D1.61! 0.00! 501.08! 311.55!
YKL217W! D1.61! 0.00! 390.76! 243.08!
YLR414C! D1.61! 0.00! 1141.03! 709.84!
YDL123W! D1.61! 0.00! 499.06! 310.51!
YCR036W! D1.61! 0.01! 148.18! 92.20!
YGR110W! D1.60! 0.03! 108.08! 67.34!
YBL095W! D1.60! 0.00! 201.68! 125.73!
YDR527W! D1.60! 0.04! 92.99! 57.97!
YLR056W! D1.60! 0.03! 104.22! 65.01!
YPR030W! D1.60! 0.05! 84.14! 52.54!
YKL044W! D1.60! 0.03! 103.47! 64.64!
YLR167W! D1.60! 0.00! 812.18! 507.62!
YJL052W! D1.60! 0.00! 1303.29! 814.85!
YMR307CDA! D1.60! 0.00! 444.72! 278.54!
YLR300W! D1.60! 0.00! 377.82! 236.71!
YGL147C! D1.60! 0.01! 160.81! 100.80!
YLR286WDA! D1.59! 0.00! 1246.64! 782.11!
YDR524CDB! D1.59! 0.00! 3419.87! 2147.92!
YJL143W! D1.59! 0.00! 383.35! 240.77!
YGR292W! D1.59! 0.02! 120.82! 76.00!
YMR104C! D1.59! 0.00! 334.90! 210.70!
YDR012W! D1.59! 0.00! 326.05! 205.16!
YMR295C! D1.59! 0.00! 996.66! 627.15!
YGL103W! D1.59! 0.00! 668.32! 420.76!
417!
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YER081W! D1.59! 0.01! 159.63! 100.58!
YDL228C! D1.58! 0.00! 604.62! 381.70!
YKL043W! D1.58! 0.00! 283.35! 179.00!
YDR155C! D1.58! 0.00! 1756.93! 1109.96!
YDR353W! D1.58! 0.00! 345.87! 218.51!
YGR228W! D1.58! 0.02! 135.60! 85.89!
YFL031CDA! D1.58! 0.00! 540.05! 342.15!
YNL327W! D1.58! 0.03! 115.01! 72.87!
YPR113W! D1.58! 0.00! 332.78! 210.93!
YPL056C! D1.58! 0.01! 149.82! 94.97!
YKL060C! D1.58! 0.00! 2668.05! 1691.30!
YPL229W! D1.58! 0.03! 112.72! 71.52!
YLR016C! D1.58! 0.05! 94.13! 59.74!
YHR179W! D1.57! 0.00! 508.45! 322.96!
YOR036W! D1.57! 0.00! 573.57! 364.98!
YOL126C! D1.57! 0.00! 211.06! 134.46!
YKR025W! D1.57! 0.04! 104.00! 66.37!
YGR063C! D1.57! 0.00! 284.06! 181.32!
YDR517W! D1.57! 0.02! 129.50! 82.73!
YER088WDB! D1.56! 0.00! 201.29! 128.63!
YDR072C! D1.56! 0.00! 338.20! 216.24!
YCR012W! D1.56! 0.00! 961.62! 615.45!
YAL013W! D1.56! 0.05! 94.96! 60.80!
YBR090C! D1.56! 0.01! 182.09! 116.59!
YDR297W! D1.56! 0.00! 561.65! 359.69!
YKL152C! D1.56! 0.00! 1181.56! 757.00!
YOR031W! D1.56! 0.00! 2181.46! 1398.37!
YOR202W! D1.56! 0.01! 176.66! 113.41!
YGR033C! D1.56! 0.03! 114.84! 73.76!
YBL006C! D1.56! 0.01! 174.78! 112.30!
YER034W! D1.56! 0.04! 110.56! 71.07!
YOR178C! D1.55! 0.03! 121.96! 78.50!
YIL106W! D1.55! 0.01! 153.83! 99.11!
YPL067C! D1.55! 0.04! 109.02! 70.25!
YKL035W! D1.55! 0.00! 312.54! 201.61!
YGL191W! D1.55! 0.00! 1284.99! 829.60!
YIL056W! D1.55! 0.01! 179.66! 116.02!
YER158WDA! D1.55! 0.00! 489.47! 316.09!
YLR250W! D1.54! 0.01! 191.52! 124.20!
YDR405W! D1.54! 0.01! 165.76! 107.52!
YBR068C! D1.54! 0.04! 116.63! 75.73!
YBL094C! D1.54! 0.00! 267.27! 173.59!
YDR050C! D1.54! 0.00! 1082.72! 704.35!
YBR056WD
A! D1.54! 0.00! 2881.65! 1876.43!
YLR113W! D1.53! 0.03! 127.01! 82.86!




C! D1.53! 0.00! 1975.86! 1291.61!
YIR016W! D1.53! 0.03! 137.32! 89.85!
YDR119WD
A! D1.53! 0.00! 591.17! 387.03!
YER053CDA! D1.53! 0.00! 4577.08! 3001.19!
YMR036C! D1.52! 0.04! 117.13! 76.83!
YIL101C! D1.52! 0.05! 111.93! 73.44!
YKL109W! D1.52! 0.00! 397.68! 261.17!
YDR396W! D1.52! 0.02! 159.67! 104.87!
YHR010W! D1.52! 0.00! 350.43! 230.19!
YKR057W! D1.52! 0.00! 300.58! 197.57!
YPL095C! D1.52! 0.00! 397.78! 262.14!
YAL037CDB! D1.52! 0.00! 1195.74! 788.63!
YJL151C! D1.52! 0.00! 777.51! 512.83!
YMR108W! D1.51! 0.05! 112.19! 74.06!
YIR011C! D1.51! 0.02! 167.63! 110.91!
YJR094WDA! D1.51! 0.00! 389.43! 257.68!
YPR159W! D1.51! 0.04! 132.04! 87.57!
YMR071C! D1.51! 0.04! 131.34! 87.12!
YIL018W! D1.51! 0.00! 404.37! 268.57!
YBR196C! D1.50! 0.00! 261.37! 174.01!
YNL024CDA! D1.50! 0.03! 157.27! 105.17!
YPL014W! D1.49! 0.00! 293.05! 196.61!
YKL056C! D1.49! 0.00! 589.29! 395.57!
YJR104C! D1.48! 0.00! 2841.34! 1915.31!
YDR232W! D1.48! 0.03! 167.58! 113.00!
YMR294WD
A! D1.48! 0.00! 1010.51! 681.94!
YAL060W! D1.48! 0.00! 581.81! 393.47!
YGR035C! D1.48! 0.00! 864.82! 585.72!
YOR247W! D1.48! 0.02! 189.10! 128.11!
YLR332W! D1.47! 0.01! 233.23! 158.60!
YDL012C! D1.47! 0.00! 396.34! 270.06!
YPR160W! D1.47! 0.03! 173.06! 117.96!
YJL196C! D1.47! 0.05! 138.76! 94.67!
YNL208W! D1.46! 0.00! 2774.13! 1893.85!
YPR035W! D1.46! 0.00! 574.31! 392.29!
YBR126WD
A! D1.46! 0.00! 996.08! 682.34!
YDR258C! D1.46! 0.00! 310.20! 212.58!
YIL111W! D1.46! 0.01! 233.65! 160.30!
YGR289C! D1.45! 0.04! 159.63! 109.73!
YJR096W! D1.45! 0.00! 704.54! 484.53!
YGL102C! D1.45! 0.00! 705.13! 485.14!
YAL061W! D1.44! 0.00! 2080.21! 1440.69!
YBR005W! D1.44! 0.00! 917.14! 636.30!
YAL003W! D1.44! 0.00! 344.93! 239.51!
419!
!
YBR085CDA! D1.44! 0.00! 5438.33! 3776.65!
YGL030W! D1.44! 0.00! 461.38! 320.65!
YLR327C! D1.44! 0.00! 6267.31! 4358.05!
YGL248W! D1.44! 0.00! 446.85! 310.80!
YIL053W! D1.43! 0.01! 307.76! 215.55!
YPL170W! D1.42! 0.01! 322.58! 226.85!
YKL153W! D1.42! 0.00! 1397.71! 986.87!
YDR516C! D1.42! 0.04! 197.22! 139.36!
YMR105C! D1.41! 0.02! 268.68! 190.17!
YOR204W! D1.41! 0.03! 219.02! 155.40!
YDR276C! D1.40! 0.00! 2619.96! 1866.18!
YLR264CDA! D1.40! 0.02! 255.40! 182.22!
YLR194C! D1.40! 0.00! 1293.52! 923.01!
YBR067C! D1.40! 0.00! 712.07! 508.32!
YAL034C! D1.40! 0.01! 382.97! 273.68!
YCR013C! D1.40! 0.00! 1263.20! 902.73!
YMR186W! D1.39! 0.01! 392.58! 283.35!
YBR182C! D1.38! 0.04! 229.22! 165.61!
YGL058W! D1.38! 0.04! 230.75! 166.76!
YGR161WD
C! D1.38! 0.00! 731.48! 529.00!
YPR165W! D1.38! 0.00! 779.41! 564.22!
YJR115W! D1.38! 0.02! 331.83! 241.00!
YLR142W! D1.37! 0.03! 262.68! 191.16!
YFL031W! D1.37! 0.00! 640.31! 466.82!
YDR034CDA! D1.37! 0.00! 586.09! 427.32!
YBR106W! D1.37! 0.00! 489.57! 356.99!
YPL189CDA! D1.37! 0.01! 416.40! 303.78!
YBR082C! D1.37! 0.01! 447.93! 326.92!
YLL028W! D1.36! 0.04! 269.24! 198.10!
YBR177C! D1.36! 0.00! 652.99! 481.79!
YKL096W! D1.35! 0.01! 447.35! 331.01!
YBR118W! D1.35! 0.00! 2191.79! 1623.82!
YER067W! D1.35! 0.00! 1025.75! 761.43!
YKR042W! D1.35! 0.01! 463.82! 344.71!
YLR110C! D1.35! 0.00! 2839.03! 2110.35!
YHR030C! D1.34! 0.05! 287.32! 214.17!
YHR087W! D1.34! 0.00! 1332.26! 995.03!
YDR002W! D1.33! 0.01! 477.85! 359.46!
YMR122WD
A! D1.30! 0.00! 2306.50! 1773.44!
YPR080W! D1.30! 0.00! 1597.30! 1229.65!
YHR052WD
A! D1.29! 0.00! 1786.39! 1380.66!
YBR183W! D1.29! 0.03! 537.30! 415.88!
YJL034W! D1.29! 0.05! 415.19! 321.38!
YFR017C! D1.28! 0.03! 562.29! 438.23!
YJL152W! D1.28! 0.03! 554.23! 432.01!
420!
!
YOL109W! D1.28! 0.00! 2250.84! 1762.38!
YNL160W! D1.28! 0.00! 6171.24! 4839.01!
YHR054WD
A! D1.27! 0.00! 1772.29! 1397.91!
YJR045C! D1.27! 0.03! 696.30! 549.44!
YCR021C! D1.26! 0.00! 5175.80! 4094.69!
YNR034WD
A! D1.26! 0.00! 2237.27! 1775.82!
YKL163W! D1.25! 0.00! 3682.36! 2936.14!
YCL040W! D1.24! 0.01! 1427.87! 1149.62!
YHR055C! D1.23! 0.00! 2193.50! 1784.86!
YOL086C! D1.23! 0.01! 1593.78! 1298.08!
YJL166W! D1.01! 0.02! 1865.30! 1838.12!
YER150W! 1.07! 0.00! 5308.56! 5685.74!
YOR298CDA! 1.07! 0.00! 1871.13! 2004.18!
YLR217W! 1.11! 0.01! 315.12! 349.97!
YNL064C! 1.13! 0.00! 395.31! 447.57!
YBR072W! 1.15! 0.00! 7932.88! 9105.09!
YFR053C! 1.16! 0.00! 648.02! 750.03!
YNL007C! 1.18! 0.00! 515.41! 609.96!
YLR154CDH! 1.20! 0.00! 331.81! 398.02!
YBR169C! 1.21! 0.00! 317.07! 384.10!
YDR210W! 1.22! 0.00! 638.37! 780.08!
R0010W! 1.25! 0.00! 938.66! 1169.23!
YPL106C! 1.26! 0.00! 213.46! 269.75!
YDR209C! 1.28! 0.00! 417.11! 535.67!
YLR216C! 1.28! 0.00! 346.35! 445.02!
YLL024C! 1.29! 0.00! 352.14! 454.02!
YBL093C! 1.32! 0.00! 240.17! 316.69!
YKR097W! 1.38! 0.00! 124.22! 171.32!
YNL077W! 1.41! 0.00! 280.63! 394.47!
YJL088W! 1.41! 0.01! 66.81! 94.27!
YNR014W! 1.41! 0.00! 162.71! 229.68!
YGL188CDA! 1.43! 0.05! 36.50! 52.20!
YAL005C! 1.48! 0.00! 1097.02! 1627.63!
YJL144W! 1.51! 0.00! 1206.10! 1821.59!
YAL004W! 1.53! 0.00! 927.32! 1420.24!
YOL047C! 1.54! 0.03! 32.76! 50.42!
YLR154WDE! 1.55! 0.00! 4951.31! 7679.93!
YJL218W! 1.60! 0.00! 47.79! 76.55!
YGR211W! 1.61! 0.00! 142.33! 228.79!
YIL117C! 1.66! 0.00! 96.30! 159.79!
YGR152C! 1.66! 0.02! 28.56! 47.42!
YPR192W! 1.72! 0.00! 40.51! 69.60!
YGR142W! 1.72! 0.00! 485.55! 835.02!
YBR101C! 1.75! 0.00! 321.45! 562.93!
YDL039C! 1.76! 0.01! 26.18! 46.08!
Q0130! 1.95! 0.02! 14.68! 28.57!
421!
!
YDR171W! 2.04! 0.00! 844.28! 1725.03!
YER103W! 2.31! 0.00! 481.70! 1113.53!
YBR296C! 2.67! 0.00! 14.68! 39.14!
YBR072CDA! 3.54! 0.00! 6.86! 24.28!
Q0275! 4.11! 0.05! 2.02! 8.30!
YLR154WDC! 4.96! 0.00! 28567.96! 141560.21!
YLR162WDA! 5.20! 0.00! 30.32! 157.79!
YLR162W! 5.45! 0.00! 3959.05! 21561.59!
Q0250! 5.82! 0.02! 1.70! 9.90!
YLR154WDB! 5.83! 0.00! 13099.48! 76420.29!
YLR154WDA! 6.51! 0.00! 24428.16! 158912.75!
Q0045! 6.60! 0.00! 2.11! 13.96!
YLR154WDF! 8.13! 0.00! 5624.96! 45756.92!
!
!
!
